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In 2010, the Hawaii Public Utilities Commission indicated its intent to establish a
Reliability Standards Working Group (RSWG); that group began working together in
July 2011 under Docket 2008-0273.' Since that time the RSWG has been meeting and
working diligently to produce policy and technical recommendations that will facilitate
the increased use of renewable energy in the islands without compromising grid
reliability.
The RSWG concluded its work on January 24, 2013. The RSWG members have
developed a shared, sophisticated technical understanding of the relevant issues and
developed a number of work products that can help the state's utilities, generators, and

' The Commission subsequently created Docket 2011-0206 specifically for RSWG activities in
an order dated Septembers, 2 0 I I .

stakeholders operate the grid with high reliability and high levels of renewable
generation. With this filing, the Independent Facilitator submits all of the RSWG's final
work products to the Commission for its consideration and potential adoption.
This filing summarizes the RSWG's purpose, scope and process to provide
context for the Commission and non-RSWG reviewers to appreciate the significance and
value of the agreements and work products completed by the RSWG. Il then reviews the
materials that the Independent Facilitator hereby submits to the Commission on behalf of
the RSWG, with brief descriptions of these work products and how they can be used to
help Hawaii increase its use of renewable energy efficiently while protecting grid
reliability. This filing closes with suggestions from the RSWG tTiembers and the
Independent Facilitator (IF) for next steps to follow on and leverage the RSWG's work.

1.0

Background

1.1

RSWG mission, purpose and scope
The RSWG was created by the Hawaii PUC to increase the use of renewable

energy in Hawaii without compromising grid reliability. The Commission approved the
following statement of purpose:
The RSWG will recommend fact-based standards, metrics, rules, criteria
and processes to "help determine how we can interconnect the maximum
amount of renewable generation to the grid while preserving grid
reliability." consistent with Hawaii clean energy statutory mandates and
policies. These standards, metrics, rules criteria and processes will be
used to define the circumstances under which renewable energy projects
of all sizes, technologies and procurement mechanisms can or cannot be
incorporated into each of the Hawaiian Electric Companies' island grids.
The standards, rules, criteria and processes will link closely to Hawaii's
interconnection queues and must be clear, fair, transparent and
unambiguous.

The RSWG's recommendations must help to support the timely
incorporation o f large amounts of new renewable generation in Hawaii,
subject to the following:
•

•

Renewable generation must not "substantially compromise" the
reliable operation o f the host island's distribution and transmission
grid.
Renewable generation must not "markedly increase" curtailment or
"meaningfully displace" other renewable generation.

The group should identify, analyze and assess reliability and curtailment
concerns. The RSWG should review and recominend additional
operational, infrastructure and policy measures that the utilities, renewable
energy providers, regulators and others could adopt to improve renewable
generation use and grid reliability.
While the RSWG will analyze reliability and curtailment issues and
develop recommendations for how to improve renewables integration and
grid reliability, the Public Utilities Commission will evaluate the RSWG's
recommendations and decide which are reasonable to implement. The
PUC, rather than the RSWG, shall decide which measures are not costjustified or impose unreasonable costs upon ratepayers, generators or
others."

The Commission charged the RSWG to work as a surrogate for the PUC to
develop fair, clear, factual, analytically based solutions that are consensus-based and
serve the public interest. Additionally, the Commission made it clear that the RSWG was
to act in a collaborative fashion outside traditional litigated and administrative processes.
Due to the complexity of the technical issues involved, the RSWG focused on the
reliability and renewables interconnection and integration issues and was not able to
analyze or offer insight into the costs and cost-effectiveness o f implementing these
recommendations. Cost and cost-effectiveness issues require a level o f analytical effort
and time that was not available to the RSWG given its limited resources and time, and
they are ripe for Commission consideration in future proceedings.
" Independent Facilitator's tiling, September 23. 2011. Docket 2008-0273, p. 4. approved by the
Commission on October 12. 2011.

1.2

RSWG Membership
The Commission initially offered all parties to Docket 2008-0273 the opportunity

to participate in the RSWG; after the RSWG was spun out into Docket 2011-0206, the
Commission opened the opportunity for additional entities to join the new docket, with
the caveat that all parties to the docket were expected to be active participants who
contributed to solution development. Ultimately, twenty-five entities from diverse
positions and interests -- plus observers - actively participated in the RSWG with
attendance at meetings, contributions to work product development, and voting on
finished work. These members include:
•

Utilities - HECO, HELCO, MECO (Hawaiian Electric Companies or HECO
Companies), Kauai Island Utility Cooperative (KlUC) (an observer, but counted
as an abstainer in every RSWG vote)

•

State Counties - Honolulu, Hawaii, Maui. Kauai

•

State agencies - Department of Commerce and Consumer Affairs. Division of
Consumer Advocacy (Consumer Advocate or CA), Department of Business,
Economic Development & Tourism (DBEDT)

•

Generators and advocates -Tawhiri Power, Hawaii Renewable Energy Alliance
(HREA), Hawaii Solar Energy Association (HSEA), Hawaii PV Coalition. Sun
Edison, Solar Energy Industries Association (SEIA), Molokai Renewables, South
Maui Renewable Resources, Zero Emissions Leasing. Interstate Renewable
Energy Council (IREC), SolarCity, Castle & Cooke

•

Environmental advocates- Life of the Land. Blue Planet Foundation

•

Other - HD Baker and Company

The Hawaii Public Utilities Commission set the tone for the RSWG by offering
continuing leadership, monitoring and guidance by Commissioners and staff and
attendance at all of the RSWG's full group meetings. The Commission's active attention
and commitment to the RSWG process helped to assure that the parties kept the RSWG's

activities high on their priority list and maintained good behavior and polite relationships
over the duration of the RSWG work effort.
Because the RSWG's scope was highly technical, the Commission, the utilities
and several of the parties brought in engineers and consultants with utility and renewable
issue expertise to perform many crucial technical analyses and contribute to drafting
reliability standards and interconnection processes and agreements.^ Additionally, the
group benefited from a series of technical briefings about Hawaii's island utility systems,
ulilit)' operational issues (e.g., grid frequency, PV monitoring, renewables impacts on the
distribution grid, turbine cycling, and several recent studies on renewables integration
prospects in Hawaii) and resource options (including batter>' energy storage systems,
hydro pumped storage, and automated demand response).

1.3

RSWG Process and Procedures
This description of the RSWG's process and procedures is intended to help those

readers who were not RSWG participants understand and appreciate the high quality of
the group's work products and the factors that ultimately made the RSWG successful.
In its early stages, the RSWG meetings and discussions were characterized by an
apparent high degree of mistrust between the parties (particularly relative to the utilities'
stafO, a lack of shared understanding about technical issues, and a deep desire for hard
and fast rules and procedures to manage the non-traditional, non-litigated RSWG

•'The Commission's technical consultant. Brendan Kirby, perfonned insightful analyses of utility
generator minimum load cycling patterns that proved pivotal to the RSWG's work. Additionally,
most of the members of the Reliability Standards Drafting Group were engineers brought in by
the parlies to assure the development of technically sensible, effective and appropriate reliability
standards for Hawaii. Last, the utilities committed extensive staff and consultant expertise and
time to the work of the RSWG in a highly collaborative effort.

proceeding. In response, the Independent Facilitator adopted and used a number of rules
and practices to manage the proceeding over its 19-month duration. These included:
•

Strict participation and voting rules - Pursuant to direction from the Commission,
the Facilitator identified to the Commission those parties that did not attend
meetings consistently, actively participate in subgroups, nor vote on early issues,
and asked the Commission to drop those parties from the RSWG. The rationale
for this was that given the importance of the RSWG recommendations, active
RSWG participation and attention was necessary to ensure high quality proposals
that reflected the group's diverse interests but respected the island systems'
significant needs, and these proposals deser\'ed evaluation and voting by
stakeholders who understood the terminology, issues and compromises before the
issue came to vote.

•

Consensus but no blackballs ~ The RSWG's stated goal was lo recommend
policies and practices that enjoyed consensus support from the group. But given
the prospect that a group composed principally of independent generators with a
minimal number of utility votes, and a group that had more lawyers than
engineers, the Facilitator imposed rules to prevent the possible tyranny of
majority vote over sound engineering. To that end, any recommendation that
received a majority of votes from the group was deemed approved by the full
RSWG and sent forward to the Commission. But if any party dissented, it was
responsible for submitting a statement explaining its concerns and offering
alternate language, if any, to address those concerns; iiTiportantly, those concerns
were lo be framed in terms of the public interest and the impacts of the issue upon
grid reliability, renewables success and ratepayer impacts. Where individual
parties deemed dissents necessary, those dissents are identified and included in
this package of work products for the Commission's consideration.

•

Protective order to cover proprietary data - There was considerable frustration
within the RSWG's non-utility members over the group's inability to access and
analyze "business confidential" data possessed by the utilities. To resolve this
issue, the group created a protective order to cover distribution and use of such
data and analyses, but that order was not available for signature until late
November 2011, and many of the members did not sign the order until a forced
deadline in late January 2012. Once the confidential data sharing and analyses
began-coincident with the end of an extended series of teclmical briefings which
elevated the group members' grasp of the technical issues - the RSWG began
performing high-quality analyses and developing good insights and
recommendations.

•

Subgroups - As the RSWG began recognizing the breadth and complexity of the
issues before it, we created subgroups to address sets of issues and develop
recommendations to bring before the full group. All members were welcome to
join one or more subgroups (although the Reliability Standards Drafting subgroup

was initially limited to those with significant utility operating and standards
development experience). Subgroup scopes varied and assignments changed over
time; some met monthly or bi-monthly and those meetings were announced to the
full RSWG so that other members could monitor the subgroups as time permitted.
The subgroups were led by group members and had minimal interference or
oversight from the Commission or Independent Facilitator. The subgroup
members hashed through numerous issues and achieved consensus or nearconsensus on almost all work products before their recommendations were sent
up to the full RSWG for presentation, discussion and vote. If a subgroup member
was not happy with the final subgroup recommendation, that member filed a
dissent with the final RSWG vote explaining the nature of the disagreement.
The subgroups were created and scoped based on initial understanding of the
issues that had to be addressed, but as time progressed and group working
relationships deepened, several groups expanded their scope markedly. The
subgroups and their scopes were:
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

Gap Analysis - identify relevant studies and analyses of renewable
development potential and integration in the islands, and what is and is not
known
IRP Coordination - what RSWG work products and information should
feed into the parallel Integrated Resource Planning docket
Reliability Definitions and Metrics - develop a common vocabulary; how
to measure reliability; ancillary ser\'ices
Reliability Standards Development - assess and develop reliability
standards tailored for Hawaii and large generator interconnection
requirements
Minimum Load & Curtailments - how much curtailment is occurring;
what is causing curtailments and how to reduce them
Photovoliaics & Distributed Generation - share PV data with the utility to
help understand PV generation patterns; develop better DG/PV
interconnection and queuing processes
Demand-side Options - identifS' energy efficiency, demand response and
energy storage options to support renewable integration and protect grid
reliability.

Tight timelines-The RSWG began work in July 2011. and the Commission set a
firm deadline of December 2012 for the completion of the RSWG's work (but
then allowed the group to hold a final meeting in January 2013 to consider and
vole on the work performed in December 2012. The RSWG prepared a workplan
in fall 2011 to outline its anticipated work products and work schedule, and
generally met that schedule while delivering additional work products. The
Commission's hard deadline for the RSWG (as distinguished from the greater
ambiguity of litigated proceedings, which offer ample opportunities for delay)
helped to keep the group focused and on time.

Process courtesies and efficiencies - We attempted to run the RSWG in ways that
were fast, flexible, and efficient but courteous and firm. RSWG full group and
subgroup meeting times were scheduled and announced weeks in advance of each
meeting; draft meeting agendas were distributed at least two weeks before each
meeting; and after some early problems with late distribution of briefing
documents made it difficult for RSWG members to prepare adequately for
meetings, we required meeting materials to be distributed seven days before a full
RSWG meeting to facilitate thoughtful discussion and voting. All RSWG full
group meetings and most subgroup meetings offered teleconferencing options to
facilitate participation by members and contributors on the neighbor islands and
on the mainland.
The RSWG met about every two months for the first year, and more frequently in
the latter half of 2012. Formal votes occurred in meetings and occasionally via
email following a face-to-face meeting and discussion.
RSWG and subgroup materials and communications were all shared by email to
the full group or subgroup, using regularly updated contact lists. Once the RSWG
process began, only the Independent Facilitator sent formal filings and work
product about the RSWG to the Commission (except for those occasions when the
Commission asked for feedback through an order). The Facilitator filed quarterly
progress reports with the Commission, including work products. The
Commission has stated that it will consider and act on all of the RSWG's work
products at the conclusion of the Group's work.

2.0

RSWG Work Products

2.1

Listing
The table below lists all of the work products that the RSWG has completed and

collectively approved.
As the table indicates, not every item the RSWG adopted received uniform or
unanimous support. But despite the occasionally controversial nature of the issues
studied, it is a mark of the RSWG members' hard work and commitment that they have
started from widely divergent positions, worked through a wide range of technical issues,
and crafted thoughtful explanations and recommendations that enjoy overwhelming

support from the group as a whole. In some cases, one or more stakeholders have laid
out their concerns in commentary on a specific issue: that written commentary
accompanies each relevant document (see list in the Table). Again, the fact that a party
felt it necessary to comment or dissent on an RSWG proposal should not diminish the
reality of approval by a large majority of the RSWG members.
All of the RSWG final work products - and a few documents prepared by other
parties to support the RSWG's work -- are submitted to the Commission in a package of
80 documents that accompanies this report.
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Several additional papers included in the RSWG package offer recommendations
and reports from the RSWG subgroups. These papers are subgroup work products that
were shared with the full Work Group but did not require full RSWG approval. These
papers explain the subgroups' work products (i.e., those listed above), offer additional
recommendations (for instance, the Reliability Standards Drafting subgroup offers an
initial recommendation for a large generator interconnection process and standard
agreement), and may offer observations, lessons learned and next steps for the
Commission's consideration.
The RSWG has benefited from the opportunity to leverage and learn from the
resources of several other organizations, with studies that were developed specifically for
the RSWG or that predated the RSWG's work but inform it nonetheless. These analyses
were conducted for or shared with the RSWG; while they are not formal RSWG work
products, they should be considered as complements to the RSWG's work;
•

PUC consultant Brendan Kirby conducted analyses of historical HELCO and
MECO minimum load operations and wind curtailment practices in 2011. These
analyses were conducted for the RSWG's Minimum Load & Curtailment
subgroup with advice and oversight by that group. Due to the sensitive,
proprietary infonnation included in these studies, the Commission filed the
studies under the Protective Order that was filed in this proceeding in November
2011. Mr. Kirby's studies are therefore not attached to this report.

•

In response to the Kirby minimum load and curtailment studies, the Hawaiian
Electric Companies initiated a more detailed set of studies of generator cycling
capabilities and the renewable curtailment implications of current and possible
central station operational patterns. Based on early results and analyses about
curtailment issues, the Hawaiian Electric Companies developed and shared a
work plan in September 2012 that made significant commitments for continuing
generator modifications and changes in operational practices to reduce renewable
curtailments going forward. The Hawaiian Electric Companies and its
consultants completed its studies and presented them to the RSWG on January 24,
2013; the HELCO/MECO Cycling Study Final Report is submitted as an RSWGassociated work product, with additional comments from the Companies on its
plans going forward.
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Thanks to financial support and contract management from the Hawaii Natural
Energy Institute, the RSWG was able to secure consulting services from GE
Energy Services to prepare a report that defines all ancillary services in
performance-based, technology-neutral terms, lays out a method and process for
determining the amounts of each ancillary service needed for a given mix of
generation, and offers suggesfions on how to acquire an economical portfolio of
ancillary services. The Reliability Definitions and Metrics subgroup provided
review and guidance for this effort and the GE Energy Services team gave several
detailed briefings to the full RSWG and the subgroup. The GE Ancillary Services
Study is filed in this package as an RSWG-associated work product, along with
comments from the Hawaiian Electric Companies on the study.
The National Renewable Energy Laboratory is now completing the multiscenario, multi-year Hawaii Solar Integration Study (HSIS), that examines the
operational implications of several high-penetration wind and solar generation
scenarios for several island grids. The RSWG benefited from three NREL
briefings as the study progressed. The HSIS work is a public document and will
not be included in this filing.

2.2

Descriptions of major RSWG work products by theme
The RSWG's work focus can be broken into three large themes - reliability

standards, new generation interconnection, and system operational fiexibility and
renewable generation curtailments. These themes cut across much of the RSWG's work
and the subgroups' task assignments, as reflected below.

2.2.1

Reliability standards
Since the Hawaiian Electric Companies have operated for years with internal

operational reliability practices, but absent formally documented reliability standards,
creation of such standards was a priority for the RSWG. The Reliability Standards
Drafting subgroup, composed primarily of experienced engineers with utility operational
experience, reviewed all of the existing reliability standards adopted by the North

16

American Electric Reliability Corporation and approved by the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission for mandatory usage on mainland North America. The subgroup
then drafted ten standards (encompassing the topics in 24 NERC standards) for priority
adoption in Hawaii; all of these standards were adopted in full or concept by the RSWG.
The RSWG work product package includes both the text of the ten proposed
standards and synopses of the standards. It should be noted that most of these standards
cannot be finalized for compliance purposes until there is a year or more of operation and
monitoring - specific to each island utility system — to determine whether each standard
in fact contributes to reliability, and is calibrated in a fashion that creates no
unanticipated adverse effects on system reliability, renewable operations or ratepayer
cost.
The Standards Drafting subgroup's final report offers a recommended process for
testing and adopting those standards, and recommends what additional topics (as defined
in the NERC standards) should and should not be developed into standards for Hawaii.
As the entities that will be subject to these reliability standards, the Hawaiian Electric
Companies offer observations on the work that will be required to implement each of the
proposed standards, including the timeline to be expected for calibration, impact analysis,
operator training, implementation, monitoring, and application for compliance purposes.
Recognizing that the RSWG's time would end before all necessary reliability
standards would be drafted and finalized for compliance purposes, the Reliability
Standards Drafting subgroup also prepared a proposed framework for the organizational
structure and process that could be used in implementing the Hawaii Electric Reliability
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Authority, to develop additional reliability standards in the future. This framework was
adopted by the full RSWG.
The Reliability Definitions & Metrics subgroup developed and the RSWG
adopted a glossary of terms early on; we now recommend that the Commission adopt the
glossary for use in its electricity-related regulatory proceedings. The Standards Drafting
subgroup developed additional glossary terms specific to the reliability standards (see
RSDG final report Table A-3), but that glossary has nol been integrated into the initial
RSWG Glossaiy and it may be prudent to delay doing so until the Commission
determines how and when to implement the Hawaii Electricity Reliability Authority.

2.2.2

System operational flexibility and renewable curtailments
One of the charges from the Commission to the RSWG was to look at ways lo

avoid having new renewable generation cause curtailments of existing generation; and
wind generators and renewable advocates within the RSWG were eager to find ways to
reduce curtailment of existing generation. The fundamental questions that the RSWG
and utilities addressed were, how can a utility that wants to maximize renewable energy
use (intermittent and dispatchable) do so while protecting system reliability and
minimizing fuel, operations and purchased energy costs? And since high levels of system
fiexibility are needed to achieve these conflicting goals, what are the ways to increase
system flexibility and how much of the burden for assuring flexibility must be borne
solely by the utility, or shared with generators and customers?
To address these questions, the RSWG and utilities began a number of initiatives:

^ See Act 166, Session Laws of Hawaii 2012.
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The Hawaiian Electric Companies initiated a detailed set of studies to update its
understanding of generator cycling costs and model the reliability consequences
of operating fewer generators at minimum load levels. These studies confirmed
that by modifying must-run generation requirements and operational procedures,
HELCO and MECO can reduce the number of generators operating at minimum
load and reduce most if not all of existing curtailments while still assuring
reliable, secure system operations the following day. The utilities have
committed to changing their dispatch practices accordingly - although the
consequences to equipment of greater unit cycling are not yet fiilly known - and
anticipate significant reductions in renewable generation curtailments and in fuel
costs (savings from not keeping a third generator running at minimum load). This
was a utility work product, rather than an RSWG work product, so the RSWG
applauds the results but was not in a position to adopt the utility's findings.
The Minimum Load & Curtailment (MLC) subgroup developed a while paper
recommending minimum cycling capabilities of new central station generation for
greater operational flexibility (to avoid the prospect that new generation
exacerbates future renewable curtailments without improving reliability
markedly). Principal ways to increase system flexibility and better use
renewables are to:
o

Reduce generators' minimum operating level, enable its automated
governor control range from minimum to maximum load, and enhance its
ramping ability and on/off cycling capability to at least daily cycling.
o Power purchase contracts should provide full access to a generator's
operational capabilities and fiexibility (e.g., do not use take-or-pay
contracts, contract-specified minimum loads or fixed operating schedules).
o Power purchase contracts should reflect the true real-time marginal
operating cost of energy for each generator, to give more accurate
incentives to both the system operators and generators to economically
optimize real-time power system operations.

The RSWG adopted these recommendations (albeit with concern voiced over the
potential costs of such flexibility, and whether these recommendations might be
construed lo limit the Commission's flexibility in approving future generator
contracts).
To support the RSWG's work, the Hawaii Natural Energy Institute contracted
with GE Energy Services (GE) to prepare a study on how to better define, use and
procure ancillary services to enhance system reliability and renewables use. The
GE Ancillary Services Study identifies the diverse resources that can be used to
maintain system reliability and better integrate intermittent renewable resources,
and provides guidance on how a utility might assemble a portfolio of such
resources.
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The Reliability Definitions & Metrics (RDM) subgroup monitored progress of the
GE study and offered comments on the study that adopt all of the GE study's
recommendations for ancillary service provision - including that future renewable
generators in Hawaii be required to provide more ancillary services to take more
of the burden off the utility generators and operators. The full RSWG adopted
these RDM-GE recommendations.
The Hawaiian Electric Companies comment on the GE study's recognition that it
will probably be necessary to incentivize future variable resources to provide
ancillary ser\'ices, and encourage careful study before introducing such
compensation or unbundling ancillary ser\'ices. The utilities offer to undertake a
study utilizing the proposed methodology in the GE study "to determine the
required level of ancillar>' services and then assess costs [and risks] under a
variety of options."
The Demand-side Options (DSO) subgroup developed a white paper and
recommendations on how to use demand response - paying customers to
moderate their loads at advantageous times - to increase electric system
operational flexibility, rather than requiring all of the fiexibility and system
response lo come from generators. Like the GE Ancillary Ser\'ices study, the
DSO paper documents that demand-side and energy storage technologies can
provide high-value ancillary services effectively, and lays out a variety of
program delivery options for the utilities' and Commission's consideration. The
RSWG adopted these recommendations.
The MLC subgroup prepared a white paper recommending that new central
station generator contracts have ancillary services capabilities to reduce
renewables curtailments. This paper explains why ancillary services are valuable
and recommends that each utility establish an analytical process to define the
ancillary service requirements necessary for reliable and efficient operations and a
mechanism for securing them at the lowest cost. The paper offers a number of
recommendations on assessing the need for various ancillary services, acquiring
those ancillary services (including through mandator)' requirements on
generators), testing and validating resource ancillary service capabilities, the role
of demand response and storage to meet those needs, and appropriate valuation
and compensation for ancillary ser\'ice provision. The RSWG approved the white
paper, subject to the Consumer Advocate's dissent expressing concern over the
potential costs that compensation to generators for ancillary services provision
might impose on customers, particularly if a generator is nol able to provide the
full set of needed ancillary ser\'ices.
Continuing on the issue of renewable curtailments, the MLC subgroup prepared a
white paper on potential contractual treatments of curtailment for variable
resource independent power producers. This paper seeks lo identify ways to
"provide the correct economic signals to facilitate increased use of renewable
energy" - particularly by exposing the utility to each generator's actual marginal
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production cost for energy -- but does not attempt to address all o f the
complications associated with modifying existing IPP contracts. The paper
includes commentary on alternative contract and pricing structures, and from
HECO on a "tiered-energy purchase agreement" option, and recommends that the
Commission open a proceeding to study these options further. The RSWG
adopted this paper, with detailed dissents from the Consumer Advocate
(concerned over the paper's unproven assertion that different contract structures
would reduce ratepayers' costs) and the Hawaiian Electric Companies (which,
among other concerns, opposes paying producers for curtailed energy).

2.2.3

New generation interconnection
One o f the Commission's early charges to the RSWG was to improve and

streamline the renewables interconnection process; it became clear that this was needed
for both small, distributed generation (principally installed rooftop photovoliaics, which
are doubling annually across Hawaii) and central station generation under Independent
Power Producer contracts. The RSWG unanimously adopted a suite o f policy
recommendations lo address DG-level renewables interconnection, and offers
recommendations from a subgroup for a way to advance large generator interconnection.
In Order 30371," the Commission directed the RSWG to "craft recommendations
on new, streamlined interconnection screening processes for D G " for the HECO
Companies using three frontier-pushing approaches for DG interconnection - the
National Renewable Energy Laboratory Report, "Updating Interconnection Screens for
PV System Integration," a California Public Utility Commission agreement revising
California's distribution-level interconnection tariff (Rule 21), and the DG screening
process used by K l U C . The Commission also directed the RSWG to resolve
inconsistencies between Hawaii's net energy metering (Rule 18) and distributed

Issued by the Commission in May 2012.
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generation interconnection screens (Rule I4H) and recommend a process that covers DG
interconnection regardless of energy procurement method.
The RSWG has done this through the work of the PV-DG subgroup, offering a
suite of recommendations that were unanimously adopted:
•

•

•

•

Revisions to Rule 14H with a new, transparent interconnection screening process
(based on the sources directed by the Commission) that should allow more
projects to interconnect expeditiously without sacrificing safety, reliability and
power quality. The rationale for the modified screens is explained in detail in the
PV subgroup's final report.
A proposal to manage all distribution-level interconnection requests with a new
queuing proposal that would give the utility and all developers "a window into the
interconnection procedures and the status of projects" within the queue for each
area of the queue. This could be integrated with the Hawaiian Electric
Companies' Feed-in Tariff queue process.
A proposal to enhance the monitoring and controllability of PV production,
including sharing PV developers' data on PV production with the utility and plans
to expand the HECO Companies' PV monitoring network across the distribution
grid.
A proactive approach for the HECO Companies to plan for higher penetrations of
DG. which may require additional tariff modifications.
The RSWG believes that more time and effort is needed to harmonize the Rule

14H revisions with other parts of Rule I4H, as well as to allow participation by additional
stakeholders. Therefore, we recommend that the Commission set up a new proceeding
for this purpose, the scope of which is outlined in the PV subgroup's final report.
The Reliability Standards Drafting subgroup took on the challenge of developing
a proposed interconnection agreement and study process for large generators, but was
unable to complete that work within the time available. The subgroup's final report
offers initial proposals for a new standardized large generator interconnection agreement
and study process (in Appendix E), and offers the services of the subgroup to continue
working with the utilities to complete this task and submit the result for Commission and
stakeholder consideration. The Hawaiian Electric Companies comment on the proposed
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large generator interconnection procedures, including the suggestion that Interconnection
Requirements Sttidies be made a top priority and offering a work plan to complete the
generator interconnection procedures in the months ahead.

3.0

Next steps
Because of the high quality of the RSWG's work products and the fact that they

enjoy high levels of support from the members, the Independent Facilitator recommends
that the Commission treat the RSWG's work products as the equivalent of stipulated,
negotiated agreements and pour complete sets of work products on specific topics including all relevant comments and dissents from the RSWG and any comments from
the RSWG Technical Review Committee - directly into topic-specific new proceedings,
and use the RSWG material collectively as a starting point for further consideration,
public review, and Commission action. The Commission should expect the RSWG
members to support the solutions they developed in each of those subsequent
proceedings, and to elevate the quality of discussion in these and other future
proceedings.
The RSWG members have recommended a number of next steps to build upon
the work of this collaboration. Specific recommended next steps are included in each of
the RSWG's adopted policy white papers, in the subgroups' final reports, and in closing
comments filed by several of the RSWG members. Since many of these documents
express recommendations on a specific topic in different ways and in differing levels of
detail, this report does not compile and itemize every recommendation offered, but rather
summarizes below the RSWG-recommended next steps, and some offered by the
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Independent Facilitator, for the Commission's consideration and possible disposition.
Readers and policy-makers should not rely on this summary list alone, but should review
in detail all of the information, insight and specific recommendations offered in each of
the relevant documents (listed by topic in Appendix 1) before deciding how to move
forward. Rolling RSWG work products into any relevant new Commission dockets
should save procedural time and shorten the participants' learning curve in those new
proceedings.
In the table below, next steps proposed by the full RSWG or one or more RSWG
members (as through a subgroup final report or an individual party's recommendation)
are indicated by "RSWG members:" preceding the recommendation; where a
recommended next step comes only from the IF or modifies one or more related RSWG
recommendations, those are indicated by "IF:".
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TOPIC

NEXT STEPS AND RATIONALE

Public review and
RSWG member
comment on the IF
final report and
RSWG work
products

IF: Within the RSWG Docket (2011-0206), the RSWG members
should have an opportunity to file comment on the IF's final
report summarizing the RSWG's work. The TRC will be filing
comments on whether there are any technical flaws or concerns
within the RSWG's recommeudatioas. Upon, ceceiptof the
above, the PUC may wish lo file a closing order indicating its
conclusions and intentions with respect to the RSWG's work.

RSWG's First ten
reliability
standards

Reliability Standards
IF: Open a proceeding for review and comment on these
proposed standards as written, with the stated intent to adopt
these standards as v^ritten (unless in-docket comments offer
substantive reasons why such adoption would be contrary to the
public interest). Include the RSWG's and HECO Companies'
commentary on the anticipated process for calibration and final
implementation of the standards and follow the process as
identified.
Formalize data collection from utilities on these standards for
calibration and assessment purposes, and set a tight schedule that
runs from the start of the standards docket to adoption of the
proposed standards, through assessment and calibrafion against
operating data, to final adoption for compliance purposes.

Establish HERA

Framework for
new standards
development

RSWG members: Establish the HERA and use that entity to
initiate the process of adopting the RSWG's recommended
reliability standards and standards adoption process.
IF: The Commission should determine whether it wishes to
adopt the RSWG's recommended standards development
framework as proposed. The Commission should also determine
whether HERA should play a role in tracking the Hawaiian
Electric Companies' performance relative to the proposed
reliability standards and in eventual calibration of the standards
for final adoption.
RSWG members: Open a proceeding on the Hawaii Electric
Reliability Authority (HERA) and pour the RSWG
recommendations into it.
The Commission should determine whether it wishes the
RSWG's Reliability Standards Drafting subgroup (or an
expanded group) to draft additional reliability standards (per the
RSDG's proposal).
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Operational
flexibility

Central station
generator capital
modiflcations and
contract
modifications for
greater
operational
flexibility

Operational Flexibility and Curtailments
RSWG members: The HECO Companies should:
• Verify the EPS cycling study results and determine how to
implement the findings.
• Accelerate implementation of all the operating procedures
and generator asset equipment modifications and
enhancements to reduce curtailment as the system moves to
further increase renewables use.
• Stop using the tenn "must run" and refer to specific ancillary
services and fiexibility characteristics when addressing unit
commitment and operating constraint challenges and needs.
IF: The PUC should open a new docket for energy resource and
ancillary services procurement.
RSWG members: The PUC should open a new docket
addressing all utility operating resource enhancements,
procedures, etc.
IF: Unless the Commission is comfortable addressing the
following topics sua sponte. open a fast proceeding on how to
determine the value and cost-effectiveness of utility equipment
modifications and contract modifications to increase operational
flexibility, enhance ancillary ser\'ices, and reduce renewables
curtailments in the future. If the IRP docket will nol address this
point, issue an order that gives the utilities specific parameters for
an avoided cost or other method to use as a prudence threshold for
cost-effective generation (and contract generation) fleets. The
alternative to setting a specific avoided cost or other specific
thresholds and deadbands for prudence in contract negotiations
and equipment modifications is for the utility to bring in such
options one at a time for Commission consideration and approval,
which will introduce levels of uncertainty and delay that Hawaii's
electric system and energy investors cannot afford.
Ask the utilities to pursue the initiatives proposed in Mr. Ching's
comments on the HELCO/MECO cycling study.

Ancillary services

Direct the utilities to file regular reports on the costs, savings and
operational impacts of generation equipment modifications already
made.
RSWG members: The RDM subgroup's comments on the GE
Ancillary Services Study contain several recommendations for a
future docketed proceeding. Those include:
• Assess the feasibility of incorporating the ancillary service
recommendations (both with respect to performance
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•

•

•

•

•
•

capabilities and compensation) into future standard large
generator interconnection agreements.
Conduct cost-benefit analysis concerning any modifications
to electric utility procurement of ancillary ser\'ices
consistent with the GE Study's recommendations.
Assess the feasibility and risks of restructuring existing
power purchase contracts to allow for the purchase and
acquisition of ancillary ser\'ices from these facilities as
unbundled service providers
Refining development and implementation of a
methodology lo identify the type, amount and method of
supplying and procuring needed ancillary services.
Determine a method for valuing ancillary services for
purposes of compensating or penalizing generators, storage
or demand response providers for their ability to deliver
needed ancillary services.
Determine the appropriate role of production cost modeling
in determining ancillary services needs, impacts and costs.
Validate the capability of demand response and energy
storage to deliver ancillary services.

The MLC ancillary services paper, adopted by the RSWG. offers a
number of recommendations on specific ancillary services. These
should be incorporated into the proceeding recommended above.
IF: The PUC should open a new docket to assess the relative
costs, benefits and cost-effectiveness of alternative reliabilityenhancing measures and ancillary services provision measures,
and look into how the costs and value of providing such measures
can be unbundled.
The HECO Companies, in their comments on the GE Study,
offered lo model ancillary ser\'ices and costs - ask them to do so
within the scope of the above docket. Frame the scope of this
study effort to include all of the analytical issues raised above (as
noted in the interconnection discussion above). It may be useful to
pull together a group of RSWG participants to work with the
utility staff on this effort.
Roll the GE Study and recommendations into the IRP docket, to
factor ancillary services portfolio concepts into new resource
plans.
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Demand response
(DR)

RSWG members: Ask the utilities to lake a fresh look at
developing demand response programs and measures designed lo
deliver specific system operational needs, nol just to update or
expand traditional load management offerings. In particular, the
utilities should be directed to pursue recommendations from the
ancillary services and demand response paper, and do much more
automated DR.
Direct the utilities and Hawaii Energy to assist with the on-going
energy efficiency and demand response potential study, and to
figure out how (under PUC oversight) to divide up the customers,
end uses and load reduction or fiexibility capabilities in a way that
allocates customers and end uses between EE and DR to minimize
customer confusion while maximizing grid flexibility and costeffectiveness. Direct and oversee on-going collaboration between
the utilities and Hawaii Energy to assure that EE and DR are
explained and marketed to customers in a coherent fashion, to
prevent both confusion and possible cannibalization between the
two programs and resource options.

Distributed
generation
interconnection

The IRP process should incorporate cost-effective energy
efficiency and demand response into a year-by-year plan.
New Generation Interconnection
RSWG members: Take the collected reconunendations from the
RSWG on PV-DG interconnection and queuing and related topics
and open a new docket to evaluate and build upon and implement
the substantive recommendations offered:
• Revise Rule 14H with a streamlined interconnection
screening process
• Adopt a Proactive Approach to integrate DG
interconnection and distribution system plartning
• Create a distribution-level interconnection queue
• Continue sharing data between the PV industry and the
HECO utilities.
• Determine whether modifications to Hawaii's current net
energy metering regime are appropriate given the new
interconnection guidelines and rising levels of PV on utility
distribution feeders.
This effort may entail examination and integration of Rules 14H,
18, 19, the Feed-in Tariff, and others.
RSWG members: Identify those interconnection screens and
processes that can be implemented more expeditiously, such as the
Proactive Approach, and impiement them as quickly as possible
subject to Commission review (rather than waiting for completion
of another collaborative process).
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Interconnection
for large
generators

IF: In its final report, the PV subgroup raises a number of equity
and cost allocation issues (between DG owners and between DG
owners and the utility and its ratepayers) in addition to pure
process/technical issues. It might be feasible to handle the equity
and cost allocation issues in a new multi-stakeholder process
similar to the RSWG. to gain a faster resolution than might be
possible through a formal rulemaking.
RSWG members: Ask the RSWG's Reliability Standards
Drafting subgroup to meet with HECO to continue this work and
bring back consensus proposal by specific deadline.
IF: Consider inviting additional stakeholders with technical
expertise to join the effort. Make it clear that a standard
interconnection agreement, terms and conditions, and study
procedures are needed and give the group a tight timeline for
delivering a mutually acceptable proposal (that would then be
made available for review and comment before adoption).
Note that the GE Ancillary Study - and its recommendations,
adopted by the RSWG via the comments of the Reliability
Definitions & Metrics subgroup - recommends eight ancillary
services measures that should be incorporated into new variable
generation contracts. Similarly, the RSWG-adopted paper on
central station ancillary services requirements offers more detailed
recommendations on requirements that should be rolled into
contract terms for new generators. Both sets of recommendations
should be assessed as part of any continuing large generation
interconnection effort.
IF: As discussed below in the section on ancillary services, the
GE study, the RDM and central services ancillary services papers,
and the Consumer Advocate and HE Companies' comments all
identify new analyses needed to understand the feasibility,
potential costs, value, and compensation method for acquiring
ancillary services through new generation requirements. These
studies should be initiated earlier rather than later, since they
should inform the Commission's decisions with respect to how to
frame and compensate ancillary services requirements in large
generator terms and conditions and the associated contract
provisions.
Based on the RSWG recommendations pertaining to central
station flexibility and ancillary service provision, issue firm policy
guidance that all new generators (renewable or not) will be
expected to deliver some minimum required level of ancillary
services and operational fiexibility and the PUC is open to hearing
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justification for the costs of such ancillary ser\'ices and flexibility.
Anticipate the possibility that the Feed-in Tariff and pricing levels
may have to be changed to reflect the potential costs to generators
of delivering ancillary services. Also consider whether price
decrements or premiums should be paid if an IPP can deliver more
or less flexibility and ancillary services relative to the FITspecified level, and give the utility some guidelines for how to
issue RFPs and negotiate contracts with terms that differ from the
desired or required level of flexibility and ancillary services.

Glossary

Other topics
IF: Adopt the RSWG Glossary and use it in all subsequent PUC
electric proceedings and filings, and direct parties practicing
before the Commission to use this terminology in future filings
and discussions. There is great value in having everyone
understand the same meanings for the same terms, given the
importance and cost of the issues being discussed, and
miscommunications can cause significant controversy and delay.
At such time as the Commission adopts new reliability standards,
update the Glossary with the new standards-related terms
identified in the RSDG's final report (Table A-3).

New utilit)'
business model

IF: The Hawaiian Electric Companies, more quickly than its
counterparts on the mainland US and elsewhere, are facing a
continuing erosion of its ratebase at the same time as its load
served shrinks due to the combination of price-induced
conservation, self-generation (particularly roof-top PV) and
energy efficiency. At the same time it is being asked to perform
the increasingly complex job of maintaining and improving
reliability and holding down costs while integrating and increasing
its take of third-party generation and renewable energy.
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High wind
generation v. high
distributed PV
and impacts on
utilit}' operations
and ratepayer
costs

PV equity issues

TRC brieflng

IF: As the HSIS points out, growing levels of rooftop PV are
rapidly changing the utility customers' load profile while reducing
total system energy detnand. This will cause cannibalization
between small PV and big wind as follows: under current
regulations, small PV will be able to operate without curtailment
(and thus will impose greater requirements for peak capacity and
ancillary services), but (absent aggressive energy storage or DR
requirements at the customer/feeder) increasing levels of
intermittent PV will place greater demands on central station
minimum load operation to effectively integrate and backstop the
growing levels of PV. This will in turn force higher levels of
curtailment of wind generation (absent great improvements in the
ability of new and current wind generation to provide the ancillary
services and capacity now delivered by dispatchable central station
generation). Consider starting a new collaborative process that
addresses the technical, equity and policy implications of this
issue, to anticipate and develop possible regulatory solutions for
this challenge.
As the amount of installed rooftop PV grows within Hawaii, it is
creating significant economic cost transfers between groups of
Hawaii's citizens. These include the fact that Hawaii taxpayers
are providing tax credit subsidies for new PV that do not accrue to
non-PV owners; the feeder upgrade and operational requirements
that increasing levels of PV impose upon utility customers; and as
more PV owners (often more affluent citizens) generate their own
energy, they leave fewer customers remaining on the utility system
to pay for the fixed capital and operational non-energy costs of
system operations. Overall, there are a number of inter-related
equity issues relating to the impacts of growing PV upon Hawaii's
citizens, and it may be useful to open another collaborative
proceeding to explore these issues and develop recommendations
for how to address them fairly and constructively before levels of
PV grow even higher.
RSWG members: The RSWG subgroup chairs offer to brief the
members of the RSWG's Technical Review Committee on the
Group's and subgroups' recommendations.
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Merits ofthe RSWG's work
The Independent Facilitator believes that the RSWG has effectively addressed the
Commission's charge to find ways to increase renewable generation interconnection and
reduce renewable curtailments in Hawaii while protecting grid reliability. The RSWG's
work can be distinguished from the output of other Commission proceedings by the
following considerations:
•

The RSWG's recommendations address many inter-dependent technical issues
with useful, sophisticated, long-term solutions to evolving, long-term challenges.
The RSWG members rose above their traditional roles and economic interests to
reach agreements about complex technical and economic issues based on
sophisticated technical understanding and analyses. It is notable that each of
these agreements and proposals is broadly supported and where there are dissents,
those dissents are thoughtfully and narrowly framed in valid operational and
public interest concerns, or raise issues that went beyond the RSWG's time and
scope (in particular, questions of whether these solutions inight raise costs to
Hawaii's electric customers or restrict the Commission's future regulatory
options).

•

The Independent FacirilaiorbeVieves that because the RSWG's work spanned so
many issues, the members were forced to think and work far outside the typical
silos that limit typical docket- and issue-specific work addressed in litigated or
administrative regulatory proceedings. This broad issue scope enabled the group
to develop much belter quality, and better coordinated, solutions to a universe of
issues than would have emerged from stove-piped issues within individual
dockets operating in parallel or sequentially absent the RSWG. Additionally,
while the RSWG took over a year to set up, and 19 months from firsl to last
meeting, resolution of these issues could have taken years longer if handled in
individual dockets.

•

Due to the broad scope and high stakes ofthe RSWG proceeding, a number of
parties brought in high-quality expertise and resources that might not otherwise
have been committed - in toto ~ to a Hawaii regulatory proceeding. This meant
that the RSWG's work products reflect and distill many decades of experience
and expert insight gained in utility operations, standards drafting and policy
discussions from across the United States and the world.

•

Thanks to the extended cross-education, lengthy discussions and close work
required by the RSWG participants, many ofthe group members have developed
a greater appreciation for their colleagues' positions, challenges and constraints.
Many ofthe members developed more nuanced positions on key issues as their
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knowledge ofthe issues and analytical results increased, and the utility staff in
particular gained a new, laudable appreciation for the value of their non-utility
colleagues' creative contributions.
Over the course ofthe RSWG's work together, we have seen significant
movement in the attitudes and positions ofthe RSWG members. Overall, the members
have moved from initial veiled or overt hostility to cooperation and have grown to value
the opportunity to work together and explore new ideas together. And the parties have
reached unprecedented agreements and collaborations, as evidenced by the PV
developers sharing production data with the utility to improve PV generation forecasting
and the Hawaiian Electric Companies modifying their prior feeder interconnection limits
for new PV and agreeing to modify their unit commitment practices to reduce renewable
generator curtailments.

In closinu
As this report illustrates, the RSWG has accomplished most ofthe charges placed
upon it by the Public Utilities Commission. The RSWG's body of work offers a solid,
integrated foundation for the Commission, electric industry stakeholders, electricity
customers, and the State of Hawaii to continue their world-leading effort to increase the
amount of renewable energy used in Hawaii while protecting grid reliability and
moderating citstomer costs.
The Independent Facilitator thanks the Public Utilities Commission of Hawaii
(Commissioners and staff) for their courage in using an unpredictable, non-traditional
process to address a large suite of inter-related problems, engaging me for the job of
Facilitator, and for providing strong support for the Facilitator and strong direction to the
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RSWG. The Independent Facilitator also thanks all ofthe RSWG members and the many
contributors (listed in Appendix 2) who participated in this extraordinarily challenging
yet productive process. In particular, the subgroup leads'^ stepped into undefined and
ultimately long-running and time-consuming roles to coordinate and lead diverse groups
of stakeholders through complicated issue development to high levels of agreement, and
the high quality ofthe RSWG's work products reflect their leadership, determination and
persistence as well as the hard work ofthe subgroup members.
The RSWG process has revealed that non-confrontational, collaborative efforts to
resolve complex problems can be highly successful. The IF encourages the Commission
to consider using such processes again to address other pressing issues before the
Commission. The RSWG members and their colleagues should also bear in mind the
potential benefits of talking together and advising each other on these complex issues,
and should continue or initiate such discussions - pariiculariy on RSWG issues - without
waiting for PUC to direct them to do so in a docketed proceeding. This is a good path to
develop sophisticated, wide-ranging public interest solutions that can be evaluated and
implemented in a time-efficient fashion.

Respectfully submitted.

Ijijm s k M ^
Alison Silverstein
RSWG Independent Facilitator
March 17.2013
^ The subgroup leaders were: Doug Codiga ( R D M ) . Sandra-Ann Wong ( M L C ) , Bash Nola
(RSDG), Brad Albert and Dora Nakafuji (PV-DG), Lisa Giang (IRP), Leon Roose. Jose Dizon
and Marc DeNarie (Gap Analysis), and Will Rolslon (DSO).
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APPENDIX 1
HAWAII RELIABILITY STANDARDS WORKING GROUP
DOCUMENTS LIST
DOCUMENT NAME
1 - OVERALL
Reliability Standards Working Group - Independent Facilitator's
Submittal - Final Report & Certificate of Service
Consumer Advocate's Comments to the RSWG Work Products and
RSWG Subgroup Reports
DBEDT Statement on all RSWG Work Products
Comments ofthe Hawaiian Electric Companies Regarding Next Steps and
Further Process
DBEDT Comments in Response to Independent Facilitator's Request for
Recommendations on Additional Work
Blue Planet Foundation - RSWG Findings & Recommendations Going
Forward
Reliability Standards Working Group Glossary of Terms
RSWG Recommendations Regarding IRP
RSWG Gap Analysis Subgroup Final Report
Gap Analysis Team List of Completed and/or Recently Initiated Study
Activities for the Three Utilities
2 ~ RELIABILITY STANDARDS
2a RSDG report & background
RSWG Reliability Standards Drafting Subgroup- Final Report and
Recommendations
Table A-1 Consolidated List of Active NERC Standards
Table A-2 Standards the RSWG is Recommending for Adoption in
Hawaii
Table A-3 RSWG Glossary Revisions & Additions
Table B-1 Standards the RSWG is considering, but have not reviewed to
determine applicability to Hawaii
Table C-1 Standards the RSWG is not recommending for Stand-alone
adoption in Hawaii
Table C-2 Standards the RSWG is not recommending for adoption in
Hawaii
Comments ofthe Hawaiian Electric Companies Regarding
Implementation of Reliability Standards
2b Proposed Hawaii reliability standards
Hl-BAL-001-0 standard
Tawhiri obiection to BAL-OOI
Hl-BAL-002-0 standard
Hl-BAL-502-0 standard
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ITEM
NUMBER
1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5
1-6
1-7
1-8
1-9
1-10

2a-1
2a-2
2a-3
2a-4
2a-5
2a-6
2a-7
2a-8

2b-1
2b-2
2b-3
2b-4

2b-5
CA dissent on Hl-MOD standards
2b-6
Hl-MOD-010-0 standard
HI-MOD-012-0 standard
2b-7
2b-8
HI-MOD-016-0 standard
2b-9
Hl-MOD-025-0 standard
2b-10
HI-MOD-026-0 standard and attachment
2b-11
HI-MOD-027-0 standard and attachment
2b-12
HI-PRC-006-0 standard
Synopses of standards
HI-BAL-001-0 synopsis
2b-20
HI-BAL-002-0 synopsis
2b-21
2b-22
HI-BAL-502-0 synopsis
HI-MOD-010-0 synopsis
2b-23
Hl-MOD-012-0 synopsis
2b-24
HI-MOD-016-0 synopsis
2b-25
Hl-MOD-025-0 synopsis
2b-26
HI-MOD-026-0 synopsis
2b-27
HI-MOD-027-0 synopsis
2b-28
Hl-PRC-006-0 synopsis
2b-29
2c Standards development framework
RSDG Appendix D-1 Potential Framework for Development and
2c-1
Implementation of Electric Utility Reliability Standards in Hawaii
D-2 Proposed Reliability Standards Program Organization
2c-2
2c-3
D-3 Development ofthe registered ballot body and segment qualification
guidelines
2c-4
0-4 Proposed standards development, balloting and approval framework
2c-5
D-5 NERC Statement of Compliance Registry Criteria
Consumer Advocate's Comments to the RSWG Work Products and
2c-6
Recommendations Presented at the December 11, 2012 Meeting - 1. RSD
Recommendations for the Standards Development Framework
3 - CURTAILMENT, FLEXIBILITY AND ANCILLARY SERVICES
3a Subgroup flnal reports
Minimum Load & Curtailment Subgroup final report
3a-1
3a-2
Reliability Definitions & Metrics Subgroup final report
3b Cycling & curtailments
RSWG Recommendation Concerning Cycling Capabilities and Minimum
3b-l
Load Capabilities of New Generation
Consumer Advocate's Dissent to the "RSWG Recommendation
3b-2
Concerning Cycling Capabilities and Minimum Load Capabilities of New
Generation"
Hawaiian Electric Companies' Dissent to RSWG Recommendation
3b-3
Concerning Cycling Capabilities and Minimum Load Capabilities of New
Generation
3b-4
Hawaiian Electric Companies mark-up of "RSWG Recommendation
Concerning Cycling Capabilities and Minimum Load Capabilities of New
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Generation"
Hugh Baker September 27. 2012 Memo on MLC Subgroup "Flexibility"
Recommendation
Tawhiri Power LLC Comments and Responses on the "RSWG
Recommendation Concerning Cycling Capabilities and Minimum Load
Capabilities of New Generation"
Life ofthe Land letter to the Commission re RSWG Recommendations re
Minimum Load & Curtailment
Comments of DBEDT in support ofthe Recommendation ofthe MLC
Subgroup
Hawai'i Solar Energy Association's September 25, 2012 Comments Re:
RSWG Recommendation Concerning Cycling Capabilities and Minimum
Load Capabilities of New Generation
Potential Contractual Treatments for Curtailment of Variable Renewable
IPPs
Consumer Advocate's Dissent to the MLC Paper Regarding Contractual
Treatments for Curtailment of Variable Renewable IPPs
Hawaiian Electric Companies' Dissenting Comments on the MLC
Subgroup's Potential Contractual Treatments for Curtailment of Variable
Renewable IPPs Paper
Hawaiian Electric Companies' mark-up ofthe MLC Subgroup's Potential
Contractual Treatments for Curtailment of Variable Renewable IPPs
Paper
Hawaiian Electric Companies' Comments on Potential Contractual
Treatments for Curtailment of Variable Renewable IPPs Paper
HELCO/MECO Cycling Study, Final Report, January 24. 2013
Comments ofthe Hawaiian Electric Companies Regarding
HELCO/MECO Cycling Study Final Report
3c Ancillary ser\'ices
GE Ancillary Services Definitions and Capability Study Part 1 - General
GE Ancillary Services Definitions and Capability Study
Part 2 - Application to Hawaii
GE Ancillary Services Definitions and Capability Study ~ Hawaii work
sheets
Excel spreadsheets — not included in the pdf package
Comments ofthe Hawaiian Electric Companies Regarding General
Electric Ancillary Services Definitions and Capability Study
RDM Subgroup Comments on the General Electric Ancillary Services
Study
RSWG Recommendation Concerning Central Generator Station Ancillary
Service Supply Capabilities in a Renewable Based Grid
Consumer Advocate's Comments to the RSWG Work Products and
Recommendations Presented at the December 11, 2012 Meeting - 2.
MLC Recommendations Concerning Central Generator Station Ancillary
Service Supply Capabilities
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3b-5
3b-6

3b-7
3b-8
3b-9

3b-10
3b-11
3b-l2

3b-I3

3b-14
3b-15
3b-l6

3c-1
3c-2
3c-3

3c-4
3c-5
3c-6
3c-7

3d Demand response
Demand Response as a Flexible Operating Resource - RSWG Demand
Side Options Subgroup
INTERCONNECTION
4a Large generator interconnection
Reliability Standards Drafting Group Appendix E - Recommended
Generator Interconnection Procedures
Comments ofthe Hawaiian Electric Companies Regarding Reliability
Standards Drafting Subgroup- Final Report and Recommendations
4b PV-DG interconnection
Final Report ofthe PV Subgroup for the Reliability Standards Working
Group
DBEDT comments on PV Subgroup final report
PV-DG Subgroup Draft Interconnection Queue Language
PV-DG Rule 14H sections 2 & 3 (clean)
PV-DG Rule 14H sections 2 & 3 (redlined)
RSWG PV Subgroup Distributed Photovoltaic Monitoring
RSWG PV-DG Subgroup Summary of Proposal for Proactive Review
Approach
DBEDT Comments on PV Subgroup Final Report
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3d

4a-1
4a-2

4b-1
4b-2
4b-3
4b-4
4b-5
4b-6
4b-7
4b-8

APPENDIX 2
List of RSWG Members and Contributors
RSWG Members
Blue Planet
Castle & Cooke
City & County of Honolulu
County of Hawaii
County of Kauai
County of Maui
Hawaii Renewable Energy
Alliance
Hawaii Solar Energy
Association
Hawaii PV Coalition
Hawaiian Electric
Companies
HD Baker
Interstate Renewable
Energy Council
Kauai Island Utility
Cooperative (Observer)
Life ofthe Land
Molokai Renewables
SEIA
SolarCity
South Maui Renewable
Resources
State of Hawaii Consumer
Advocate
State of Hawaii Department
of Business, Economic
Development & Tourism
Sun Edison
Tawhiri Wind
Zero Emissions

Blue Planet
County of Maui
DBEDT

Sebastian Nola
Doug McClaflin
Kelsey Gaddy
Will Rolston
Glenn Sato
Doug McLeod
Warren Bollmeier II
Isaac Moriwake
Brad Albert, Mark Duda
Colton Ching, Robert Uyeunten, Marc DeNarie Jose
Dizon. Leon Roose
Hugh Baker
Kevin Fox
Mike Yamane
Henry Curtis
Stan Gray
Riley Saito
Pete Cooper
Hilton Unemori
Marcey Chang
Gregg Kinkley, Estrella Seese

Curtis Seymour
Sandra-Ann Wong
Erik Kvam
RSWG Contributors
Doug Codiga
Kal Kobayashi
Jeff Genzer, Bhaveeta Mody. Dennis Loria
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Hawaii Public Utilities
ComiTiission

Hawaiian Electric
Companies

Hawaii Renewable Energy
Assn
Interstate Renewable
Energy Council
Kauai Island Electric Coop
Molokai Renewables
SEIA & Sun Edison
Solar City
Sun Edison
Tawhiri

Chair Hermina Morita. Commissioner Michael Champley,
Commissioner Lorraine Akiba, Chairman Carlito
Caliboso, Commissioner John Cole, Commissioner Leslie
Kondo, Kaiulani Shinsato, Catherine Awakuni, Carolyn
Laborte, Richard VanDrunen, James Griffin, Brendan
Kirby (consultant), Harry Judd (consultant)
Mat McNeff (MECO), Lisa Dangelmaier (HELCO),
Marisa Chun (HECO), Rosella Motoki (HECO), Dora
Nakafuji (HECO). Robert Young (HECO), Ross Sakuda
HECO), Lisa Giang (HECO), Dave Buriingame
(consultant, EPS), Rod Aoki, Marc Matsuura (HECO),
Alan Hee (HECO), Carlos Perez (HECO), Ron Bushner
(HECO), Steve Rymsha (MECO), Erin Kippen (HECO),
Tom Williams, Gerald Brooks (HECO), Rodney Chong
(HECO), Brendan Bailey (HECO), Dean Arakawa
(HECO), Tammy Miyashiro (HECO), Martin
McDonough (HECO), Liza Jang-Che (HECO), Robert
Kaneshiro (HELCO) Henry Lee (HECO), John Mauri
(MECO)
Gabriel Chong
Tim Lindl, Larry Chaset, Mike Sheehan
Tim Blume, Kris Nakagawa
Andrew Cooper
Tom Gorak
Jon Yoshimura
Rick Gilliam
Harrison Clark
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DBEDT STATEMENT ON ALL RSWG WORK PRODUCTS
The Department of Business, Economic Development and Tourism ("DBEDT") has been
honored to participate in the Reliability Standard Working Group ("RSWG") process, including
the various subgroups established for this proceeding. DBEDT has also reviewed the final work
products and subgroup reports submitted during the RSWG proceeding. DBEDT appreciates the
opportunity provided by the Independent Facilitator to comment by February 1, 2013 on each of
the Final Subgroup Reports, and DBEDT concurrently submits its comments on the PV
Subgroup Final Report.
Due to the interrelated nature ofthe various work products and recommendations in the
final reports ofthe various subgroups, and in turn their relationship to the studies, orders and
reports that relate to, but are not considered official RSWG work product, DBEDT hereby
reserves its rights to submit formal comprehensive comments upon the Independent Facilitator's
submission of her final report to the Hawaii Public Utilities Commission ("Commission") and in
any other future opportunity for comment that the Conunission may establish. See e.^.. Order
No. 30694 Clarifying Certain Procedural Matters; Docket No. 2011-0206 (filed Oct. 18, 2012)
at n.3 (noting that the Commission plans to allow the RSWG parties an opportunity to comment
on the work product and final report filed by the Independent Facilitator). See also id. at 4-5
(noting that the Commission will allow the RSWG parties an opportunity to comment on the
Technical Review Committee's report).

February 1,2013

Consumer Advocate's Comments to the RSWG Work Products
and RSWG Subgroup Reports
The Consumer Advocate respectfully offers the following general comments to
the RSWG work products and subgroup reports. The Consumer Advocate thanks the
Public Utilities Commissioners, their staff, Alison Silverstein, as Independent Facilitator
("IF"), Brendan Kirby, as consultant to the Commission and resource to the RSWG and
the parties for their efforts in the RSWG process.
The'Consumer Advocate notes that it has provided comments already that have
been included in the IF's previous reports and will not reiterate those comments. The
Consumer Advocate does want to note that, at the direction of the Commission, the
focus of the RSWG process was to identify the potential technical solutions and
concepts to meet the RSWG objectives, rather than focus on cost issues at this time.
As such, the Consumer Advocate endeavored to defer the issue of ratepayer cost
impacts to allow a focus that was anticipated to identify a broader set of technical
solutions from which a more thorough analysis could be conducted to evaluate cost
impacts to ratepayers. With this thought, the Consumer Advocate notes that it had
several concerns and continues to have remaining concerns, especially with work
products and recommendations of the Minimum Load and Curtailment ("MLC")
subgroup as its work products and recommendations are based on more general
analyses or assertions of cost savings.
Efforts were made by the parties to address the Consumer Advocate's concerns
with several MLC wort< products and recommendations. Within the RSWG process,
analysis was conducted to assess the technical aspects of cycling existing generating
fossil fuels on HELCO and MECO (i.e., stability studies, estimating cycling costs). Also
the recommendations of the MLC recognized that further analysis is needed to assess
the reasonableness of implementing its recommendations (e.g., assess the
reasonableness of requiring ancillary services from central generation stations). For
MLC work products that proceeded to the voting process and for which the Consumer
Advocate has remaining concerns, comments and dissents have been provided.
In general, the Consumer Advocate notes that although much work has been
conducted within the RSWG process, the RSWG also recognizes that more work is
necessary to move fonvard to assess the reasonableness of implementing the
recommendations and work products that were developed within this process.
Examples of such work will include assessing the pursuit of cost-effective solutions and
ensuring that ancillary services from as-available sources (e.g., synthetic inertia,
demand response programs) are implemented in a manner that will not impact electric
service and reliability nor increase costs to ratepayers. Additional discussion, review,
and analysis are critical to ensure that ratepayers receive the utmost benefits as the
State moves forward in meeting Its sustainabillty goals and will allow a formal and
transparent process in which other stakeholders and interested parties can participate.
The Consumer Advocate looks fon/vard to these future endeavors and continuing work
set forth by the RSWG.

DBEDT COMMENTS IN RESPONSE TO INDEPENDENT F A C I L I T A T O R ' S
REQUEST FOR RECOMMENDATIONS ON A D D I T I O N A L W O R K
The Department of Business, Economic Development and Tourism ("DBEDT") appreciates the
Independent Facilitator's request for comments on additional work ttiat should be conducted ne.xt. DBEDT encloses
as Attachment A to these comments, a copy of the remarks DBEDT made during the conclusion of the January 24.
2013 Reliability Standards Working Group ("RSWG") meeting, which is responsive to this request.
DBEDT reiterates its first two points from the Januar>' 24 comments, i.e.. that the Hawaii Public Utilities
Commission ("Commission") should establish the Hawaii Electricity Reliability Administrator ("'HERA") as soon as
possible and initiate the process for adopting the Reliability Standards that have been developed by the Reliability
Standards Drafting Group ("RSDG"). In response lo the Independent Facilitator's request. DBEDT submits that the
work ofthe RSDG is extremely well-suited for continued collaborative processes until such time as the HERA or
other Commission processes are initiated for reliability standards development and enforcement and supports such
continued activities.
DBEDT also takes this opportunity to e.\pand on the third recommendation set forth in DBEDT's Januar>'
24 comments (i.e.. follow-on processes that should be undertaken). Specifically. DBEDT recommends that the
Commission open a new "Interconnection Procedures" docket, which would comprehensively consider the
following interrelated issues: (I) the PV Subgroup's recommendations for revisions to Rule I4H and other related
revisions needed to Rules I4H, 18, 19. the Feed-in Tariff and other tariffs and procedures; (2) the draft Generator
Interconnection Procedures ("GIP") that were developed by the Hawaiian Electric Companies ("HECO") at the ver>'
end ofthe RSWG process and the pending items outlined in the RSDG Subgroup Final Report related to the GIP;
and (3) the Proactive Approach process and related issues identified in the PV Subgroup Final Report. As to the
latter issue, DBEDT reiterates its comments regarding the PV Subgroup Final Report that the PV Subgroup should
immediately identify any procedures that can be implemented on an expedited basis to achieve cost-efTective and
reliable interconnection of renewable resources subject to full vetting and administrative processes.
DBEDT also believes that a new docket should be opened in the very near future to address the types and
amounts of ancillary services that can be acquired by various means to enhance such capabilities. Related issues
that should be considered include the operating characteristics of existing and future generation and demand
resources, the costs and benefits ofthe various ancillary services recommendations in the various subgroup work
products, the system reliability thresholds and levels associated with the provision of these services, and the
technical capabilities and cost effectiveness of other means of providing ancillary services such as energy storage
and demand response; to suppon increased penetration of renewable resources.
DBEDT also recommends that the Commission address utilitj' resource operation enhancements that would
serve to minimize or eliminate curtailment during excess generation periods, and otherwise reduce costs. Some of
the strategies identified during the RSWG process, including those mentioned in the HECO/EPS Cycling Study
Presentation of Januar\' 24, 2013. should be considered for accelerated implementation. For instance, HECO should
be required to identify those procedures, such as revamping the manner in which the HELCO and MECO systems
engage in unit operational commitments, which can be reliably and efficiently implemented immediately to achieve
the associated objectives. In addition to incorporation of such methods on an accelerated basis. DBEDT also
believes that the HECO Companies should be required to report on the implementation of those methods to the
Commission.

ATTACHMENT A
CONCLUDING COMMENTS OF DBEDT
JANUARY 24, 2013 RSWG MEETING

On behalf of DBEDT. I would first like to thank the Independent Facilitator for her leadership in
overseeing this proceeding. I also want to thank Brendan Kirby for his substantive analysis and work products on
behalf of the Commission. His work has been invaluable to this process. Thanks also to the subgroup leads and the
panics for working in good faith and tackling complicated issues and producing quality work product for the
Commission's consideration. DBEDT also thanks the members ofthe TRC. whose significant and unique
qualifications on these issues will provide valuable assistance to the Commission as it reviews the work products
and recommendations.
As this proceeding wraps up. DBEDT looks forward to the opponunity to comment on the Independent
Facilitator's report. In the meantime. DBEDT ofTers the following comments in response to Alison's December 18
request for next steps.
As a threshold matter, we stress the need to remain mindful ofthe underlying basis for our efforts - the fact
that Hawaii has enacted specific legislation and has articulated clear policies designed to maximize the amount of
renewable generation that is interconnected lo Hawaii's grid. All Commission decisions stemming from this docket
should be made against that backdrop.
Moving from the general to the specific. DBEDT submits that the Commission should take three specific
actions, as soon as possible, to further the state's renewable energy goals.
One, the Commission should act promptly and establish the Hawaii Electricity Reliability Administrator or
HERA. DBEDT submits there is broad support for establishing the HERA to assist the Commission in Its efforts to
establish and enforce the Reliability Standards that are necessary to ensure that the maximum amount of renewables
can be interconnected to the grid on a reliable basis.
Two. the Commission should initiate the process to adopt Reliability Standards for Hawaii. The RSWG
has presented the Commission with proposed Reliability Standards that include performance metrics, were
developed through a stakeholder process, and are backed by technical analyses. In addition lo the RSDG's work, in
its report filed on December 27. 2012, Sandia National Laboratory identified a suite of standards that it recommends
be adapted and applied in Hawaii. The RSWG has also approved a framework that - leveraging the work ofthe
RSWG and Sandia with a stakeholder process overseen by the Commission or its designated administrator - could
be used to facilitate the development of additional Reliability Standards that can be tailored to meet Hawaii's profile
and submitted for Commission approval.
Three, the Commission should commence follow-on processes to address issues that would benefit from
further exploration in an effort to maximize reliable interconnection of renewable energy into the Hawaii systems,
including those recommended in the various subgroup reports.
For instance. DBEDT suppons procedures that will promote an open and transparent Proactive Approach
process pertaining to the HECO Companies' distributed generation, interconnection, distribution and transmission
planning functions, including through opportunities for comment and reporting requirements lo ensure the Proactive
Approach meets its staled goals.

I
DBEDT also supports holistic consideration pertaining to accommodation of greater levels of renewable
energy, including through use of energy storage. ancillar>' services and demand response, as well as evaluation and
development of more standardized interconnection procedures and agreements.
In closing, DBEDT supports an "all ofthe above" strategy to meeting Hawaii's renewable energy goals and
believes that the time for action is now without delay. All the amount of work and studies that still need to be
completed is not an excuse for delay. DBEDT commends the Commission for initiating this proceeding and
reiterates its appreciation ofthe efforts put forward by alt interesled parties. DBEDT looks forward to continued
explorations of these issues and how they can further the State's objective of achieving a clean energy future.

Thank you.

RSWG Findings & Recommendations Going Forward
Submitted by Blue Planet Foundation
February 1,2013

Background:
The RSWG has concluded its work and final reports have been prepared by the individual Subgroups. The following is an attempt to synthesize all the work that has been done and to suggest
to the RSWG Technical Review Committee and PUC a plan for initiating what Blue Planet
Foundation believes to be critical next steps in adopting and expanding the work ofthe RSWG
into existing and/or new PUC dockets toward advancing the increased penetration of renewable
generation resources on the Hawaii electric systems.
Recommended Next Steps:
1. To facilitate the TRC review ofthe RSWG work, it is recommended that the working
group chair persons brief the TRC members on the work that was accomplished and any
open issues the chair persons feel relevant. If would afford an opportunity for the TRC
members to ask questions for clarification purposes.
2. The PUC should form HERA as soon as possible in order to begin the adoption and
follow on process of implementing the Reliability Standards developed by the RSWG RSDG and continue to develop the full set of required standards.
3. Related to the above, open a docket to include affected Stakeholders to fully vet, adopt,
and implement the Reliability Standards developed under the RSWG process, including
the recommendations given in the RSDG Final Report and continue development of
additional standards. Perform a cost effectiveness impact analysis as needed.
4. In the interim, allow the RSDG to continue its standards drafting work to allow a smooth
transition into HERA through a collaborative effort by stakeholders.
5. Open a new Interconnection Procedures docket to address the following:
a. Rule 14H recommended revisions, the melding of the provisions of Rule 18, Rule
19, SAS, and FIT processes for consistency.
b. The Generation Interconnection Procedure/Process (GIP), including the formation
of a Generation Interconnection Agreement (GIA). Much of this work can be
accomplished in a continuing collaborative effort open to all stakeholders prior to
opening a new docket to fully vet the process and resulting procedure.
c. The Proactive Approach to distribution planning to promote timely identification
of network upgrades to accommodate increased penetration of DG resources.
d. Related issues identified both in the PV and RSDG Reports.

e. Incorporate/expand interconnection requirements to include additional Ancillary
Service capabilities.
6. Regarding #5 above, industry stakeholders and HECO management have expressed a
desire to continue the work outlined above in anticipation ofthe PUC opening a new
docket. Acknowledgement and support of this effort from the PUC will further
encourage the parties to lake on this task.
7. Incorporate into the IRP docket or create a new docket to address the following:
a. Identification ofthe required types and amounts of Ancillary Services and the
acquisition thereof
b. Expand/incorporate flexible operating characteristics in existing and future
generation resources.
c. Determine system reliability thresholds and levels acceptable to consumers
against cost&/benefjts.
d. Determine the technical capabilities and the most cost effective method of
providing the ancillary ser\'ices that the electric systems need to meet the
reliability thresholds including utility generators, IPP's, energy storage, demand
response, and other ancillary service resources in support of increased penetration
of renewable generation resources.
e. Analyze unit operational commitments that might dictate "must run" status.
8. Based on the findings and recommendations ofthe RSWG direct the HECO Companies
to address utility resource operations enhancements to increase the utilization of existing
renewable generation resources and the increase penetration thereof to minimize
curtailment during excess generation periods:
a. Revamp existing operating procedures and create new procedures, criteria, and
guidelines to implement the recommended Reliability Standards developed by the
RSWG.
b. Re-examine how generation units are committed and dispatched to achieve the
least cost of reliable operation.
c. Revamp generation AGC/govemor control to improve unit response times.
d. Make cost effective determinations of capital improvements to enhance existing
generation unit minimum load capability and such measures as those identified in
the Hawaii Solar Integration Study for HECO and MECO and the Stanley Study
for MECO to improve overall system responsiveness to increased penetration of
renewable resources and to reduce the impacts of curtailment.
e. Verify and implement the findings ofthe HECO/EPS Cycling Study through a
more detailed deterministic analysis to improve unit operational commitments and
procedures for the HELCO and MECO systems to eliminate or substantially
reduce excess energy curtailments of renewable generation.
f. Investigate the full capability of wind and solar plants to enhance power system
reliability and lower costs through appropriately compensated advanced controls

including AGC and synthetic inertia. Utilize expert assistance from entities that
have successfully accomplished this elsewhere.
g. Implement computer based security constrained unit commitment and economic
dispatch in the energy management systems of each utility, recognizing that
analysis is cheaper than burning oil.
9. Open a new docket to address the procurement/contracting process of acquiring new
generation resources that reflect the true value and marginal cost of such resources
effecting unit commitment and economic dispatch.
10. Within existing energy efficiency related dockets or in a new docket address the
following;
a. Cost effective energy efficiency, and demand side management programs, the
expected (quantified) customer response in terms of improvements or reduction of
energy use, and the amount of demand response that can be accounted for as
Ancillary Service contributions in case of emergencies and at the time of peak
syslem conditions.
b. Utilize demand response fiexibility over all time frames to cost effectively
integrate variable renewable generation and minimize or eliminate curtailment.
c. Determine a year by year plan to achieve energy efficiency improvements and
demand response contributions to the overall future generation resource
acquisition plan and the need for new resources.

SJN: 01/28/13

D o c k e t N o . 2011 -0206 - R e l i a b i l i t y S t a n d a r d s W o r k i n g G r o u p
C o m m e n t s o f t h e Hawaiian Electric C o m p a n i e s Regarding
Next Steps and Further Process
During the January 24, 2013 RSWG stakeholder meeting, the Independent Facilitator accepted
cofTiments from the RSWG nnembers regarding recommendations for post-RSWG efforts and analyses.
In a subsequent January 25, 2013 correspondence, the Independent Facilitator invited suggestions with
regard to additional work that could be undertaken to implement the RSWG's recommendations and
whether there are any topics that could better be handled through a collaborative process. The
Hawaiian Electric Companies respectfully submit the following comments on these issues for the
Commission's information and consideration.
The Companies appreciate and acknowledge the hard work and dedication of resources by the
various RSWG subgroup members to deliberate and come to consensus on a number of
recommendations for the Commission's consideration. Among those are recommendations t o evaluate
new processes and proceedings to consider issues such as the further development and implementation
of reliability standards, contractual mechanisms to address excess energy curtailment, modifications t o
distribution level interconnection processes Including the Companies Rule 14H, and potential
methodologies to secure necessary ancillary services for the Companies' systems. The Hawaiian Electric
Companies were active participants in each of the RSWG subgroups and fully support the additional
process that will be required to comprehensively assess these issues and assure that implementation is
conducted in a manner consistent with the maintenance of system reliability and power quality and at
reasonable costs to customers.
The Companies remain open to collaborative processes to address and resolve the
recommendations o f t h e RSWG while recognizing that proceedings which will result in substantive
changes to utility tariffs or the consideration of new rules wilt need to be consistent with relevant
Hawaii Administrative Rules and Hawaii Revised Statutes. The Companies also acknowledge that a
formal docketed proceeding provides all stakeholders with the protections of due process and can
facilitate the effective discussion of issues through the protection of information which a stakeholder
may consider confidential or proprietary. That said, institution of a docket does not mean that the
process will necessarily be adversarial or contested. The procedural order that can be stipulated t o by
the parties and approved by the Commission may provide for diverse forms of technical and
collaborative discussion in an attempt t o resolve issues through a less formal mechanism before such
issues and resolutions are submitted to the Commission for deliberation. The stipulated procedural
order governing each proceeding and the issues unique to that particular proceeding would also include
a schedule of proceedings to set forth both the procedural steps for the docket and timing associated
with each step.
Regardless of whether issues are considered through a docket or through some other form of
process however, the Hawaiian Electric Companies respectfully submit that such proceedings must
incorporate mechanisms to ensure that the positions of all stakeholders are appropriately and fairly

considered. While the one vote per member mechanism utilized as a part of the RSWG process may
have been conducive to a high level discussion and identification of issues, proceedings to develop
substantive and detailed rules and requirements, which in the majority of cases will be applicable
primarily If not exclusively to the utilities, must contain processes which effectively address utility and
ratepayer concerns. This could Include but not necessarily be limited to processes used by other energy
regulatory bodies (e.g., NERC, ERCOT) in developing recommended standards for utilities. These types
of processes allow stakeholder sectors to appoint voting representatives to ensure that those that are
voting have the relevant technical expertise to appropriately evaluate and cognize the issues presented,
and also weight the votes of such members accordingly. In essence, each stakeholder or stakeholder
sector that is permitted to vote upon the standards or requirements to be imposed upon utilities and/or
a generation or transmission provider, must be qualified and possess a shared and vested interest in
maintaining the reliability of the electrical system for all that utilize the system.
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Preamble
This Glossary has been conceived and prepared by members ofthe Reliability Standards
Working Group ("RSWG") as a compilation of general, utility-related terms, acronyms and
abbreviations used in the electric power industry.
The RSWG Glossary is the result of preliminary drafts that were prepared, reviewed and
subsequently revised by members ofthe Reliability Metrics and Definitions ("RDM") SubWorking Group ofthe RSWG. The glossary will be forwarded to the entire RSWG for approval
upon approval by the RDM subgroup.
Where possible, the RSWG Glossary includes actual definitions from related glossaries, such as
the North American Electric Reliability Corporation {"NERC") Glossary, NERC Generator
Availability Data System ("GADS") Data Reporting Instructions, Edison Electric Institute ("EEI")
glossary, and IEEE Standards 1366 and 1547. Other sources, which are included in the
Reference section ofthe RSWG Glossary, Include the United States Department of Energy
("USDOE"), Federal Energy Regulatory Commission ("FERC"), and the National Renewable
Energy Laboratory ("NREL"). Where a Hawaii-specific definition is needed, it is generally
derived from one ofthe above glossaries.
Primarily, the RSWG will utilize this Glossary in the formation and understanding of
recommended reliability standards to be submitted to the Hawaii Public Utility Commission
("Commission") as part of the Commission's Docket 2011 -0206, entitled "Instituting a
Proceeding to Investigate the Implementation of Reliability Standards for the Hawaiian Electric
Company, Inc., Hawaii Electric Light Company, Inc., and Maui Electric Company, Limited."
Secondarily, the RSWG believes this Glossary may serve to meet other purposes, such as
communication and outreach activities with RSWG members and the general public.
Finally, the RSWG views this Glossary as a "Living Document" that will be reviewed and
updated on a regular basis. It is proposed the definitions of specific terms that are incorporated
into Commission-approved reliability standards will be approved by the Commission, and
designated in an appropriate manner In the Glossary.
Editor of RSWG Glossary Version - 20120304
Warren S. Bollmeier, II, Hawaii Renewable Energy Alliance

Notes to reviewers:
In some cases, multiple definitions are provided. These multiple ail definitions are considered
equally valid if they come from official glossaries such as EEI or NERC. Note: priority was given
to the one easiest to understand or which uses language most similar to that used in Hawaii.
Where a Hawaii-specific definition is warranted. It Is highlighted with the following; "RSWG
Proposed Definition" or it was modified within the definition.
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List of Abbreviations and Acronyms
Abbreviation
or Acronym

Meaning (e.g., Stands for)

AC

Alternating Current

ACE

Area Control Error

AG

Adequacy

AS

Ancillary Services

AGC

Automatic Generation Control

CF

Capacity Factor

CHP

Combined Heat and Power

DC

Direct Current

DER

Distributed Energy Resources

DG

Distributed Generation

DSM

Demand-Side Management

EEI

Edison Electric Institute

ERCOT

Electric Reliability Council of Texas

EERE

Office of Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy, USDOE

FERC

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

FRT

Fault Ride Through

GW

Gigawatt

GWh

Gigawatt hour or Gigawatt-hour

IEEE

Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers

IPP

Independent Power Producer

KV

Kllovoit: unit of voltage = 1,000 volts

KVA

Kilovolt-amp: unit of apparent power= 1,000 volt-amps

KVAR

Kilovolt-amp Reactive: unit of reactive power = 1,000 volt-amps reactive

kW

Kilowatt: unit of real power = 1,000 watts

kWh

Kilowatt-hour: unit of energy = 1,000 watt-hours

LVRT

Low Voltage Ride Through

MV

Megavolt; unit of voltage = 1,000,000 volts,

MVA

Megavolt-amp: unit of apparent power = 1,000,000 volt-amps

MVAR

Megavolt-amp Reactive: unit of reactive power = 1,000,00 volt-amps reactive

MW

Megawatt: unit of real power = 1,000,000 watts

MWh

Megawatt hour: unit of energy = 1,000,000 watt-hours

NERC

North American Electric Reliability Corporation

NREL

National Renewable Energy Laboratory

NUG

Non-Utility Generator
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PV
PF
RPM
PQ
PU
PURPA
QF
QLPU
RPG
RPS
USDOE
V
VA
VAR
VG
VRF
VSL
W
Wh
WECC

Photovoltaic
Power Factor
Revolutions per minute
Power Quality
Per Unit
Public Utilities Regulatory Policy Act
Qualifying Facility
Quick Load PIck-Up
Reliability Performance Gap
Renewable Portfolio Standards
United States Department of Energy
Volt; unit of voltage
Volt-amp: unit of apparent power
Volt-amp Reactive; unit of reactive power
Variable generator
Violations Risk Factor
Violation Severity Level
Watt: unit of power
Watt hours; unit of energy
Western Electricity Coordinating Council
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Ancillary Services - Those services necessary to support the transmission of energy from
resources to loads while maintaining reliable operation ofthe transmission provider's
transmission system. Ancillary services include:
Black Start Service An ancillary service acquired for the benefit of all loads provided by
generating resources capable of starting without support of the transmission grid.
Non-Spinning Reserve Service An ancillary service that provides operating reserve not
connected to the system but capable of serving demand within a specific time, or
Interruptible load that can be removed from the system In a specified time. Generally, the
capacity needs to be able to be brought on-line within ten minutes, or the interruptible
load needs to be removed within ten minutes.
Regulation and Frequency Response Service An ancillary service which provides for
following the moment-to-moment variations In the demand or supply In a control area
and maintaining scheduled interconnection frequency.
Replacement Reserve Service An ancillary service that is procured from generation
resource units planned to be off-line, but requiring more that ten minutes to be brought
on line; and load acting as a resource that are available for interruption during the
period of requirement.
Spinning Reserve Service An ancillary service provided by generators and
Interruptible/dispatchable load resources that are already synchronized to the power
system and can respond to Instructions to change output level within a specified amount
of time (typically 10 minutes).
Voltage Support Service An ancillary service that is required to maintain transmission
and distribution voltages on the transmission grid within acceptable limits.
Sources: EEI Glossary of Electric Industry Terms, April 2005 and NYISO Ancillary Services
Manual (NYISO 1999), as modified above for Hawaii
Area Control Error The instantaneous difference between a Balancing Authority's net
generation and load taking into account the effects of frequency bias.
ACE = (NIA-NIS) - 10B (FA - FS) - IME
(Modified for Hawaii where there is no inter-area Interchange)
Source: EEI Glossary of Electric Industry Terms, April 2005 and NERC Standard BAL-001-0.1a
- Real Power Balancing Control Performance, modified.
Automatic Generation Control ("AGC") Equipment that automatically adjusts generation and
responsive load from a central location to maintain the utility system generation and load
balance plus Frequency Bias.
Source: NERC Glossary of Terms, January 11, 2012, modified
Availability Describes the reliability of power plants. It refers to the number of hours that a
power plant is available to produce power divided by the total hours In a set time period, usually
a year.
Source: EERE Glossary
Availability Availability = up time/total time, expressed as a fraction where "uptime" is the
number of hours in a reference period of time (e.g., a year) where the unit (generator, airplane,
etc.) is either operating or in a standby-condition; and total time = up time + down time; where
down time = hours where the unit Is down for maintenance (routine and emergency) and cannot
operate.
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Base Load Generation Those generating facilities within a utility system that are operated to
the greatest extent possible to maximize system mechanical and thermal efficiency and
minimize system operating costs.
Source: EEI Glossary of Electric Industry Terms, April 2005
Base Load Unit/Station Units or plants that are designed for nearly continuous operation at or
near full capacity to provide all or part of the base load. An electric generation station normally
operated to meet all, or part, of the minimum load demand of a power company's system over a
given amount of time.
Source: EEI Glossary of Electric Industry Terms, April 2005
Behind The Meter Term used to refer to an on-site generator that is between the utility's meter
and the customers' load. Sometimes referred to as "Behind The Fence."
Source: RSWG Proposed Definition
Blackstart Capability The ability of a generating unit or station to go from a shutdown condition
to an operating condition and start delivering power without assistance from the electric system.
Source: EEI Glossary of Electric Industry Terms, April 2005
Bulk Electric System A term commonly applied to the portion of an electric utility system that
encompasses the electrical generation resources and bulk transmission system.
Source: EEI Glossary of Electric Industry Terms, April 2005
Capacity Factor ("CF") The ratio ofthe average operating load of an electric power generating
unit for a period of time to the capacity rating of the unit during that period.
Source: EEI Glossary of Electric Industry Terms, April 2005
Gross Capacity Factor ("GCF")
GCF = Gross Actual Generation x 100%;
PH X GMC

PH = Period Hours= # hours the unit is in an active
state {= 8670 hours If the unit Is in an active state
all year); GMC=gross maximum capacity

Source: NERC GADS Version 01012011, Appendix F; added "PH=8760 (non-leap year)"
statement
Cascading The uncontrolled successive loss of system elements triggered by an incident at
any location. Cascading results in widespread electric service interruption that cannot be
restrained from sequentially spreading beyond an area predetermined by studies. Note: an
electric system Includes both utility and non-utility elements.
Source: NERC Glossary of Terms, January 11, 2012, as modified with note
Central Generation ("CG") A method of producing electricity with large power plants that
typically serves large areas and many customers, and requires a high-voltage bulk transmission
system to deliver the power to local distribution systems.
Source: RSWG Definition
Combined Heat and Power ("CHP") The simultaneous production of electric energy and
useful thermal energy for industrial, commercial, heating or cooling purposes. The Energy
Information Administration (ElA) has adopted this term In place of "cogeneratlon."
Source: EEI Glossary of Electric Industry Terms, AphI 2005
Constrained Facility A transmission facility (line, transformer, breaker, etc.) that Is
approaching. Is at, or Is beyond Its System Operating Limit or Reliability Operating Limit.
Source: NERC Glossary of Terms, January 11, 2012
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Contingency The unexpected failure or outage of a system component, such as a generator,
transmission line, circuit breaker, switch, or other electrical element. A contingency also may
include multiple components, which are related by situations leading to simultaneous
component outages.
Single Contingency The sudden, unexpected failure or outage of a system faclllty(s) or
element(s) (generating unit, transmission line, transformer, etc.). Elements removed from
service as part of the operation of a remedial action scheme are considered part of a single
contingency.
Source: EEI Glossary of Electric Industry Terms, April 2005
Curtailment A reduction In the scheduled capacity or energy delivery
Source: NERC Glossary of Terms, January 12, 2012, as modified
Critical Assets Facilities, systems, and equipment which, if destroyed, degraded, or otherwise
rendered unavailable, would affect the reliability or operabllity of the Bulk Electric System.
Source: NERC Glossary of Terms, January 11, 2012
Cyber Assets Programmable electronic devices and communication networks including
hardware, software, and data.
Source: NERC Glossary of Terms, January 11, 2012
Cycling Units Units which operate with rapid load changes and frequent starts and stops, but
generally at somewhat lower efficiencies and higher operating costs than base load plants.
These units are generally either former base load units regulated to cycling units or newly built
units of a lower megawatt rating which require less capital investment per unit of output than
required for base load units. See also Base Load Unit/Station.
Source: EEI Glossary of Electric Industry Terms. April 2005
Demand or Load (Electric) The rate at which electricity Is being used at any one given time (or
averaged over any designated interval of time). Demand differs from energy use, which reflects
the total amount of electricity consumed over a period of time. Demand is often measured in
Kilowatts (kW = 1 Kilowatt = 1000 watts), while energy use is usually measured in Kilowatthours
(kWh = Kilowatts x hours of use = Kilowatthours). The term "load" is considered synonymous
with "demand." ("Load" may also be defined as an end-use energy-consuming piece of
equipment or customer that receives power from the electric system. Using this definition of
"load," "demand" is the measure of power that a "load" receives or requires). See also Load.
Source: EEI Glossary of Electric Industry Terms, April 2005
Demand Response ("DR") Load Response called for by others and price response managed
by end-use customers. Load response includes direct load control such as residential air
conditioners, partial orcurtallable load reductions, and complete load Interruptions. Price
response Includes real-time pricing, dynamic pricing, coincident peak pricing, time-of-use rates,
and demand bidding or buyback programs.
Source: EEI Glossary of Electric Industry Terms, April 2005
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Demand-Side Management ("DSM") The planning. Implementation, and monitoring of utility
activities designed to encourage consumers to modify patterns of electricity usage, including the
timing and level of electricity demand. It refers only to energy and load-shape modifying
activities that are undertaken in response to utility or third party-administered programs. It does
not refer to energy and load-shape changes arising from the normal operation ofthe
marketplace or from government-mandated energy-efficiency standards. Demand-Side
Management (DSM) covers the complete range of load-shape objectives, including strategic
conservation and load management, as well as strategic load growth.
Source: EEI Glossary of Electric Industry Terms, April 2005, as modified above for Hawaii
Demand-Side Management ("DSM") The term for all activities or programs undertaken by
Load-Serving Entity or Its customers to Influence the amount or timing of electricity they use.
The Load Serving Entity is either the electric utility or a third party administrator as designated
by the PUC.
Source: NERC Glossary of Terms, January 11, 2012, as modified above for Hawaii
Diffuse Radiation (or Insolation): As solar radiation passes through the earth's atmosphere,
some of It Is absorbed or scattered by air molecules, water vapor, aerosols, and clouds. The
radiation that has been scattered out ofthe direct beam Is called Diffuse Solar Radiation.
Source: Eppley Laboratory, Newport, Rhode Island: http://www.epplevlab.com/Radiation.htm.
modified
Direct Radiation (or Insolation): As solar radiation passes through the earth's atmosphere,
some of it Is absorbed or scattered by air molecules, water vapor, aerosols, and clouds. The
solar radiation that passes through directly to the earth's surface is called Direct Solar
Radiation.
Source: Eppley Laboratory, Newport, Rhode Island: http://www.epplevlab.com/Radlatlon.htm,
modified
Dispatchable Generation A generation source that is controlled by a system operator or
dispatcher who can Increase or decrease the amount of power from that source as the system
requirements change.
Source: EEI Glossary of Electric Industry Terms, April 2005
Dispatching The operating control of an Integrated electric system to (1) Assign generation to
specific generating stations and other sources of supply to effect the most reliable and
economical supply as the total of the significant area loads rises or falls; (2) Control operations
and maintenance of high-voltage lines, substations, and equipment. Including administration of
safety procedures; (3) Operate the Interconnection; and (4)Schedule energy transactions with
other interconnected electric utilities.
Source: EEI Glossary of Electric Industry Terms, April 2005
Distributed Generation ("DG") Aterm referring to a small generator, typically 10 megawatts or
smaller, that Is sited at or near load, and that is attached to the distribution grid. Distributed
generation can serve as a primary or backup energy source, and can use various technology,
including combustion turbines, reciprocating engines, fuel cells, wind generators, and
photovoltaics. Also known as a Distributed Energy Resource. See also Self Generation.
Source: EEI Glossary of Electric Industry Terms, April 2005, as modified above. Note: In lEEE5547. DG are up to 20 MW (RSWG Proposed Definition)
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Distribution System The network of wires and equipment that is dedicated to delivering electric
energy from the transmission system to the customer's premises. Electric energy is carried at
high voltages along transmission lines. For customers needing lower voltages. It Is reduced in
voltage at a substation and delivered over primary distribution lines extending throughout the
area where the electricity is distributed. For users needing even lower voltages, the voltage is
reduced once again by a distribution transformer or a line transformer. At this point it changes
from primary to secondary distribution voltage.
Distribution System, Primary An alternating-current system, which connects the generating
station or substation distribution buses to the distribution transformers.
Distribution System, Secndary A low-voltage, alternating current system, which connects the
secondary voltages of distribution transformers to the customers serviced.
Source: EEI Glossary of Electric Industry Terms, April 2005. See also Distribution Feeder —
Primary and Primary Voltage.
Disturbance An unplanned event that produces an abnormal system condition.
Source: EEI Glossary of Electric Industry Terms, April 2005
Doubly Fed Induction Generator: A type of induction generator used with some wind turbines
with significant solid state electronic control that further decouples the rotational speed of the
wind turbine's rotor from the power system frequency providing control of both the real and
reactive power output (within the limitations ofthe currently available wind energy).
Source: RSWG Proposed Definition
Droop The amount of speed (or frequency) change that is necessary to cause the main prime
mover control mechanism to move from fully closed to fully open. In general, the percent
movement ofthe main prime mover control mechanism can be calculated as the speed change
(in percent) divided by the per unit droop.
A governor tuned with speed droop will open the control valve a specified amount for a given
disturbance. This is accomplished by using feedback from the main prime mover control
mechanism (valve, gate, servomotor, etc.). A simplified block diagram of a droop governor is
shown in Figure 2. If a 1% change in speed occurs, the main control mechanism must move
enough to cause the feedback through the droop element to cancel this speed change. Thus,
for a 1% speed change, the percent movement ofthe main control mechanism will be the
reciprocal ofthe droop (i.e. If the droop Is 5% the movement will be 1/.05 = 20).
If the governor is tuned to be 'Isochronous" (I.e. zero droop). It will keep opening the valve until
the frequency Is restored to the original value. This type of tuning Is used on small, isolated
power systems, but would result in excess governor movement on large, interconnected
systems. Therefore, speed droop Is used to control the magnitude of governor response for a
given frequency change so all generators will share response after a disturbance.
Source: WECC Tutorial on Speed Governors, February 1998, Including Figure 2:
http://www.wecc.biz/librarv/WECC%20Documents/Documents%20for%20Generators/Governor
%20Tutorial.pdf
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Eastern Interconnection: The Eastern Interconnection Is one ofthe four major alternating
current power grids in North America. The other major interconnections are the Western
Interconnection, the Texas Interconnection, and Quebec Interconnection. All ofthe electric
utilities in the Eastern Interconnection are electrically tied together during normal system
conditions and operate at a synchronized frequency operating at an average of 60 Hz. The
Eastern Interconnection reaches from Central Canada eastward to the Atlantic coast
(excluding Quebec), south to Florida, and back west to the foot of the Rockies (excluding most
of Texas).
Source: RSWG Proposed Definition
Economic Dispatch The start-up, shutdown, and allocation of load to individual generating
units to effect the most economical production of electricity for customers. See also Dispatching.
Source: EEI Glossary of Electric Industry Terms, April 2005
Electric Energy The ability of an electric current to produce work, heat, light, or other forms of
energy. It is measured in watthours.
Source: EEI Glossary of Electric Industry Terms, April 2005
Electric Reliability Council of Texas ("ERGOT"): ERCOT Electricity Reliability Council of
Texas is the independent system operator for the Texas Interconnection which covers 75% of
the Texas land area. ERCOT has two DC ties to the Eastern Interconnection.
Source: ERCOT web-site, http://www.ercot.com/about/
Emergency Rating The rating as defined by the equipment owner that specifies the level of
electrical loading or output, usually expressed in megawatts (MW) or Mvar or other appropriate
units, that a system, facility, or element can support, produce, or withstand for a finite period.
The rating assumes acceptable loss of equipment life or other physical or safety limitations for
the equipment involved.
Source: NERC Glossary of Terms, January 11, 2012
Office of Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy The Office of Energy Efficiency and
Renewable Energy ("EERE") invests in clean energy technologies that strengthen the economy,
protect the environment, and reduce dependence on foreign oil.
Source: EERE web-site at: http://www.eere.enerQy.aov/
Fault An event occurring on an electric system such as a short circuit, a broken wire, or an
Intermittent connection.
Source: EEI Glossary of Electric Industry Terms, April 2005; and NERC Glossary of Terms,
January 11. 2012 (identical definitions)
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Federal Energy Regulatory Commission ("FERC"): FERC is an independent agency that
regulates the interstate transmission of electricity, natural gas, and oil. FERC also reviews
proposals to build liquefied natural gas terminals and interstate natural gas pipelines as well as
licensing hydropower projects. The Energy Policy Act of 2005 gave FERC additional
responsibilities for electric power system reliability. As such the Commission:
•

Regulates the transmission and wholesale sales of electricity In Interstate commerce;

•

Reviews certain mergers and acquisitions and corporate transactions by electricity
companies;

•

Regulates the transmission and sale of natural gas for resale in Interstate commerce;
Regulates the transportation of oil by pipeline In Interstate commerce;

•

Approves the siting and abandonment of interstate natural gas pipelines and storage
facilities;

•

Reviews the siting application for electric transmission projects under limited
circumstances;

•

Ensures the safe operation and reliability of proposed and operating LNG terminals;

•

Licenses and inspects private, municipal, and state hydroelectric projects;

•

Protects the reliability ofthe high voltage interstate transmission system through
mandatory reliability standards;

•

Monitors and Investigates energy markets;
Enforces FERC regulatory requirements through Imposition of civil penalties and other
means;

•

Oversees environmental matters related to natural gas and hydroelectriclty projects and
other matters; and\Administers accounting and financial reporting regulations and
conduct of regulated companies.

Source: FERC at: http://www.ferc.qov/about/ferc-does.asp.
Federal Power Act ("FPA") Enacted in 1935, the Federal Power Act established guidelines for
the federal regulation of a utility's sales In Interstate commerce. It Is the primary statute
governing the FERC regulation of electric utilities.
Source: EEI Glossary of Electric Industry Terms, April 2005.
Federal Power Act ("FPA") The Federal Power Act a law appearing in Chapter 12 of Title 16
of the United States Code, entitled "Federal Regulation and Development of Power". Enacted
as the Federal Water Power Act on June 10, 1920, and amended many times since. Its original
purpose was to more effectively coordinate the development of hydroelectric projects in the
United States. Prior to this time and despite federal control of navigable waters and the
necessary congressional approval to construct such facilities. Congress had left the regulation
of hydroelectric power to the Individual states.
Source: Federal Power Act (16U.S.C. 791-828c; Chapter 285, June 10, 1920, with
modifications
Firm Demand That portion ofthe Demand that a power supplier is obligated to provide except
when system reliability is threatened or during emergency conditions.
Source: NERC Glossary of Terms, January 11, 2012
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Firm Power or power-producing capacity Intended to be available at all times during the
period covered by a commitment, even under adverse conditions.
Source: EEI Glossary of Electric Industry Terms, April 2005
Frequency The number of cycles per second through which an alternating current passes.
Frequency has been generally standardized in the United States electric utility industry at 60
cycles per second (60 hertz).
Source: EEI Glossary of Electric Industry Terms, April 2005
Frequency Response (Equipment) The ability of a system or elements ofthe system to react
or respond to a change in system frequency.
Frequency Response (System) The sum ofthe change in demand, plus the change in
generation, divided by the change In frequency, expressed in megawatts per 0.1 Hertz (MW/0.1
Hz).
Source: EEI Glossary of Electric Industry Terms, April 2005
Generator, Electric A machine which transforms mechanical energy Into electric energy. Can
also include wind, solar PV and other systems that convert energy of one form Into electric
energy.
Source: EEI Glossary of Electric Industry Terms, April 2005, as modified
Grid An interconnected network of electric transmission lines, and related facilities.
Source: EEI Glossary of Electric Industry Terms, April 2005
Heat Pump A year-round air conditioning system employing refrigeration equipment in a
manner which enables usable heat to be supplied to a space during the winter period and by
reversing the operation cycle to extract heat from the same space during the summer period.
When operating as a heating system, heat is absorbed from an outside medium (either air,
water, or the earth) and this heat together with the heat equivalent of the work of compression is
supplied to the space to be heated. When operating on the cooling cycle, heat is absorbed from
the space to be cooled and this heat together with the heat equivalent of the work of
compression Is rejected to the outside medium.
Source: EEI Glossary of Electric Industry Terms, April 2005
Heat Rate A measure of generating station thermal efficiency, generally expressed in Btu per
net kilowatthour. It is computed by dividing the total Btu content of fuel burned for electric
generation by the resulting net kilowatthour generation.
Source: EEI Glossary of Electhc Industry Terms, April 2005
Independent Power Producers ("IPPs") Power generators that are not affiliated with a
vertically integrated utility.
Source: EEI Glossary of Electric Industry Terms, April 2005
Independent Power Producers ("IPPs") Any entity that owns or operates an electricity
generating facility that is not Included In an electric utility's rate base. This term Includes, but is
not limited to, cogenerators (or combined heat and power generators) and small power
producers (including net metered and feed-in-tariff systems) and all other nonutility electricity
producers, such as exempt wholesale generators, who sell electricity or exchange electricity
with the utility. IPPs are sometimes referred to as non-utility generators ("NUGs").
Source: NERC Glossary of Terms, January 11, 2012. as modified above
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Induction Generator (Asynchronous Generator) A machine built as an Induction motor and
driven above synchronous speed, thus acting as an alternating-current generator. Below
synchronism the machine takes in electrical energy and acts as an induction motor. At
synchronism the power component of current becomes zero and changes sign, so that above
synchronism the machine (driven for this purpose by mechanical power) gives out electrical
energy as a generator.
Source: EEI Glossary of Electric Industry Terms, April 2005
Inertia ("Rotational Inertia"): Applicable to electrical generators, rotational inertia refers to the
fact that a rotating body maintains its state of uniform rotational motion unless an external force
is applied. For example, large generators will tend to continue rotating at the same speed If
there Is as a small change in the load on the generator or a variation in source of Its power, e.g.,
wind or water, or a governor response in the case of a conventional utility generator. Generator
inertia or moment of inertia is typically measured In terms of kg*m2, and the larger and heavier
the generator, the larger Its inertia and resistance to external forces. Thus, larger and heavier
generators help maintain power system stability by resisting sudden disturbances and provide
time (from cycles to seconds) for governor control actions and ultimately AGC to respond to the
disturbance.
Source: USDOE EERE Glossary, with modifications
Inertia ("Synthetic Inertia") It is possible to deliberately control some asynchronous
generators very fast to extract energy from their prime mover (wind turbine blades, for example)
and inject it Into the power system during a disturbance. This mimics the rotational inertia
response of conventional generators, but the response can be tailored maximize the stability
benefit to the power system.
Source: RSWG Proposed Definition
Insolation: The solar power density incident on a surface of solar collector's area and
orientation, usually expressed as Watts per square meter. Sometimes referred to as radiation.
Source: USDOE EERE Glossary, with modifications
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers ("IEEE") the world's largest professional
association dedicated to advancing technological innovation and excellence for the benefit of
humanity. IEEE and Its members inspire a global community through IEEE's highly cited
publications, conferences, technology standards, and professional and educational activities.
Source: IEEE Web-Site: http://www.leee.orq/about/index.html
Interconnection Requirements (Standards) a set of technical guidelines and procedures to
facilitate the interconnection and parallel operation of generating facilities with the utility system.
Source: Appendix I, Distributed Generating Facility Interconnection Standards, Technical
Requirements, Revised Sheet No. 34B-1, from Final Statement of Position Dated October 14,
2011, Docket No. 2010-0015.
Inverter: A device that converts direct current ("DC") electricity to alternating current ("AC")
either for stand-alone systems or to supply power to an electricity grid. An appropriately
designed inverter can provide dynamic reactive power as well as real power and LVRT
capability.
Source: USDOE EERE Glossary, with modifications
Leading Indicators Indicators which tend to change before the general activity, and so may be
used as a predictor," for example of trends in key indices.
Source: NERC White Paper, Towards Ensuring Reliability: Reliability Metrics, December 2007
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Load (or Demand), Electric See also Demand. The term "load" is considered synonymous
with "demand." "Load" may also be defined as an end-use device or an end-use customer that
consumes power. Using this definition of "load," "demand" Is the measure of power that a "load"
receives or requires.
Base The minimum load over a given period of time.
Connected The sum ofthe capacities or ratings ofthe electric power consuming apparatus
connected to a supplying system, or any part ofthe system under consideration.
Source: EEI Glossary of Electric Industry Terms, April 2005
Load Balancing The efforts of the system operator to ensure that the load is equal to the
generation. During normal operating conditions, the system operator utilizes load following and
frequency regulation for load balancing.
Source: RSWG Proposed Definition
Load Following An electric system's process of regulating its generation to follow the changes
in the customers' demand.
Source: EEI Glossary of Electric Industry Terms, April 2005
Low Voltage Ride Through Capability ("LVRT") or Fault Ride Through ("FRT") The ability
of a generator or inverter to remain connected to the power system throughout and after a
disturbance that may bring the power system voltage to zero for a brief defined period of time.
The voltage may be reduced In one, two or all the three phases of the AC grid. The severity of
the voltage dip is defined by the voltage level during the dip (may go down to zero) and the
duration of the dip (which maybe as long as 600 milliseconds). Generally, the electric devices
with this capability will be required to stay operational and not disconnect from the grid, and
possibly support the grid with reactive power
Source: RSWG Proposed Definition
Metrics A system of parameters or ways of quantitative and periodic assessment of a process
that is to be measured," for example to quantify and evaluate: (1) past and current reliability, (ii)
progress in ensuring reliability, and (III) effectiveness of reliability standards and enforcement
programs.
Source: NERC White Paper, Towards Ensuring Reliability: Reliability Metrics, December 2007
Must Run Unit A Baseload Generator facility that must run continually due to operational
constraints or system requirements to maintain system reliability; typically a large thermal power
plant.
Source: RSWG Proposed Definition
Name Plate Capacity or Normal Rating (Capacity): The normal rated capacity of a generator
or piece of electric power equipment (usually expressed in megawatts [MW]) or other
appropriate units that a system, facility, or element can support or withstand through the daily
demand cycles without loss of equipment life. It Is so called because It is often stamped on a
metal plate affixed to the equipment by the manufacturer.
Source: RSWG Proposed Definition
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Non-Utility Generator ("NUG") A corporation, person, agency, authority, or other legal entity or
Instrumentality that owns electric generating capacity and Is not an electric utility. NUGs can be
owned by an unregulated subsidiary of an electric utility holding company, and are exempt from
traditional utility regulations. Historically, non-utility generation was for the purposes of supplying
electric power required by the owner for use in their Industrial or commercial operations, and for
heating and cooling of their facilities. Non-utility generators now Include cogenerators (also
referred to as combined heat and power), small power producers, Exempt Wholesale
Generators ("EWGs"), Independent Power Producers, and other non-utility generators.
Source: EEI Glossary of Electric Industry Terms, April 2005
North American Electric Reliability Corporation ("NERC"): NERC is a non-profit, industry
self-regulatory organization that relies on the diverse and collective expertise of industry
participants that comprise its various committees and sub-groups. It is subject to oversight by
governmental authorities in Canada and the United States. NERC's mission is to ensure the
bulk power system in North America is reliable.
Source: NERC Web-Site: http://www.nerc.com/
National Renewable Energy Laboratory ("NREL"): NREL is the only federal laboratory
dedicated to the research, development, commercialization and deployment of renewable
energy and energy efficiency technologies. Backed by 34 years of achievement, NREL leads
the way in helping meet the growing demand for clean energy.
Source: NREL Web-Site: http://www.nrel.aov/
Operating Voltage: Operating voltage Is the voltage level by which an electrical system Is
designated and to which certain operating characteristics ofthe system are related; also, the
effective (root-mean-square) potential difference between any two conductors or between a
cor^ductor and the ground. The actual voltage of the circuit may vary son:\ewhat above or below
this value.
gource: NERC Glossary of Terms, January 11, 2012
Outage The period during which a generating unit, transmission line, or other facility is out of
service. The following six terms are types of outages or outage-related terms:
Forced Outage The removal from service availability of a generating unit, transmission line,
or other facility for emergency reasons or a condition In which the equipment is unavailable due
to unanticipated failure.
Forced Outage Rate The hours a generating unit, transmission line, or other facility is
removed from service, divided by the sum ofthe hours It is removed from service, plus the total
number of hours the facility was connected to the electricity system expressed as a percent.
Full-Forced Outage The net capability of main generating units that Is unavailable for load
for emergency reasons.
Maintenance Outage The removal of equipment from service availability to perform work on
specific components that can be deferred beyond the end of the next weekend, but requires the
equipment be removed from service before the next planned outage. Typically, a Maintenance
Outage may occur anytime during the year, have a flexible start date, and may or may not have
a predetermined duration.
Partial Outage The outage of a unit or plant auxiliary equipment that reduces the capability
ofthe unit or plant without causing a complete shutdown. It may also include the outage of
boilers in common header installations.
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Planned (or Scheduled) Outage The shutdown of a generating unit, transmission line, or
other facility, for inspection or maintenance, in accordance with an advance schedule.
Source: EEI Glossary of Electric Industry Terms. April 2005
Peaking Generation Generating capability normally designed for use only during the
maximum load period of a designated time Interval.
Source: EEI Glossary of Electric Industry Terms, April 2005
Peak Load Demand The greatest demand that occurred during a specified period of time.
Non-Coincident Peak The sum of two or more individual demands which do not occur in the
same demand Interval. Meaningful only when considering demands within a limited period of
time, such as day, week, month, heating or cooling season, and usually for not more than one
year.
Source: EEI Glossary of Electric Industry Terms, April 2005
Peak Shaving ("Clipping") Reduction ofthe system peak loads. It Is generally accomplished
by using direct load control, applied through direct utility control ofthe customers' appliances.
While many utilities see direct load control as a means to reduce peaking capacity or capacity
purchases, and consider control only during the most probable days of the system peak, direct
load control can be used to reduce operating cost and dependence on critical fuels by economic
load management. See also Load Management.
Source: EEI Glossary of Electric Industry Terms, April 2005
Per Unit ("PU") A system of normalizing measurements similar to percent where 100% is equal
toLOPU.
Source: RSWG Proposed Definition
Power: the rate at which energy supplied to a load (consumed), usually measured in watts
("W), kilowatts ("kW") or megawatts ("MW"). The following four terms are types of power;
Apparent Power ("KVA", "MVA") The product ofthe current and voltage
Source:: RSWG Proposed Definition (standard definition)
Apparent Power ("KVA", "MVA") The voltage-ampere requirement of a device designed
to convert electric energy to a non-electrical form.
Source: USDOE EERE Glossary
Dynamic Reactive Power: is reactive power that can be controlled rapidly and accurately
Source: RSWG Proposed Definition
Reactive Power ("Var", "kvar', "Mvar"): The portion of electricity that establishes and
sustains the electric and magnetic fields of alternating-current equipment. Reactive power must
be supplied to most types of magnetic equipment, such as motors and transformers. It also
must supply the reactive losses on transmission facilities. Reactive power Is provided by
generators, synchronous condensers, static var compensators, statcoms, or electrostatic
equipment such as capacitors and directly Influences electric system voltage. It Is usually
expressed In vars, kilovars ("kvar") or megavars ("Mvar").
Source; NERC Glossary of Terms, January 11, 2012
Real Power ("W", "kW", "MW"): The portion of electricity that supplies energy to the load
and performs work. Real power is measured In watts ("W"), kilowatts ("kW"), or megawatts
("MW)
Source: NERC Glossary of Terms, January 11, 2012, with modifications
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Power Factor ("PF"): The ratio ofthe real power over the apparent power. It is a dimensionless
number between 0 and 1 (frequently expressed as a percentage, e.g. 0.5 pf = 50% pf).
Source: USDOE EERE Glossary
Power Quality ("PQ"): Power Quality Is the extent to which the voltage and current at a point In
the power system deviate from the intended perfect sine wave. Measures of power quality
include: frequency variations, voltage variations, and harmonic distortion (variations In the
power waveform). Without the proper power quality, an electrical device (load, generator,
transformer, etc.) may malfunction, fail prematurely or not operate at all.
Source: RSWG Proposed Definition
Power Quality ("PQ"): Power Quality is the extent to which the voltage and current at a point In
the power system deviate from the intended perfect sine wave. Measures of power quality
include: frequency variations, voltage variations, and harmonic distortion (variations In the
power waveform). Without the proper power quality, an electrical device (load, generator,
transformer, etc.) may malfunction, fail prematurely or not operate at all.
Source: RSWG Proposed Definition
Public Utility Regulatory Policy Act ("PURPA"): The Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of
1978 was implemented to encourage, among other things: The conservation of electric energy,
increased efficiency in the use of facilities and resources by electric utilities, equitable retail
rates for electric consumers, expeditious development of hydroelectric potential at existing small
dams, and conservation of natural gas while ensuring that rates to natural gas consumers are
equitable. One of the ways PURPA set out to accomplish its goals was through the
establishnnent of a new class of generating facilities which would receive special rate and
regulatory treatment. Generating facilities in this group are known as qualifying facilities.
Source: FERC Web-site: http://www.ferc.qov/industries/electric/Qen-info/aual-fac/what-is.asp
Qualifying Facilities ("QFs"): Under PURPA, QFs fall into two categories: qualifying small
power production facilities and qualifying cogeneratlon facilities. A qualifying small power
production generating facility was Initially limited to 80 MW or less whose primary energy source
Is renewable (hydro, wind or solar), biomass, waste, or geothermal resources. A qualifying
cogeneratlon facility Is a generating facility that sequentially produces electricity and another
form of useful thermal energy (such as heat or steam) in a way that is more efficient than the
separate production of both forms of energy.
Source: Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) 1995 Proposed Rule on Open-Access
Transmission, March 29, 1995, with modifications.
Quick Load Pick-Up ("QLPU"): The amount of additional load that an operating unit could pick
up (supply) In 3 seconds In response to a system frequency decrease when the unit is not at full
load. Presumably also the amount of load a customer could reduce in the same amount of time
in response to the same frequency decrease.
Source: RSWG Proposed Definition
Ramp Rate: The rate, expressed In megawatts per minute, that a generator changes Its output
or a load changes its consumption.
Source: NERC Glossary of Terms, January 11, 2012, with modifications
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Reliability An electricity service level or the degree of performance of the bulk power ("utility" in
Hawaii) system defined by accepted standards and other public criteria\ There are two basic,
functional components of reliability: operating reliability and adequacy. The following are
definitions of ten reliability-specific terms:
Source: NERC White Paper
Adequacy The ability ofthe electric system to supply the aggregate electrical demand and
energy requirements ofthe end-use customers at all times, taking into account scheduled and
reasonably expected unscheduled outages of system elements.
Source: NERC Glossary of Terms, January 11, 2012, with modifications
Adequacy Gap ("AG") A measure of the capacity and energy shortage from expected
adequacy level under steady state conditions.
Source: NERC White Paper, with modifications
Operating reliability The ability ofthe electric system to withstand sudden disturbances
such as electric short circuits or unanticipated loss of system components.
Source: NERC White Paper
Principles of Reliability For the purpose of the discussion In the RSWG, principles of
reliability are concomitant with planning and operation ofthe utility system to achieve and
sustain an "adequate level of reliability." And adequate level of system reliability is defined as a
utility system that:
•
•
•
•
•

Is controlled to stay within acceptable limits during normal conditions;
Performs acceptably after credible confingencies;
Limits the impact and scope of Instability and cascading outages when they occur;
Protects Its facilities from unacceptable damage by operating them within facility
rafings;
Restores system integrity promptly If it Is lost; and
Has the ability to supply the aggregate electric power and energy requirements ofthe
electricity consumers at all times, taking Into account scheduled and reasonably
expected unscheduled outages of system components.

Sources: NERC Glossary of Terms, January 11, 2012; and Kahakuloa Energy Advisors,
LLC on behalf of the Blue Planet Foundation, Reliability Measure Discussion, presented
at the RSWG September 9, 2011 meeting; with modifications
Reliability Performance Gap ("RPG") A measure of how far the system is from expected
performance under contingencies (dynamic conditions).
Source: NERC White Paper
Risk For the purpose of the RSWG, risk Is measure of the potential for there to be a
violation of any of the Utility Reliability Standards requirements. To indicate the level of risk,
each requirement will be assigned a Violation Risk Factor.
Source: NERC White Paper, with modifications.

^ There are a number of ways to define "reliability." For example, "Reliability is defined as the probability
that a given item will perform Its intended function for a given period of time under a given set of
conditions," NASA, KSC, Tim Adams. However, for the purpose ofthe RSWG, the suggested definition
was proposed in "for conceptual discussion only" by NERC staff (not Reference 20. but in the earlier
February12, 2008 NERC Glossary), as modified in the parenthetical comments.
RSWG WD4.1 to RSWG; 3-4-12
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Standards For each utility, the set of requirements that must be met in order to comply with
the reliability principles established, approved and enforced by the Commission.
Source: RSWG Proposed Definition
Standards Violation a failure or inadequacy to meet a requirement of a reliability standard
by an entity Identified as responsible to comply with that requirement.
Source: NERC White Paper
System Reliability Broadly defined as the ability of the utility system to meet the demand of
Its customers while maintaining system stability. Reliability can be measured In terms of the
number of hours that the system demand is met.
Source: RSWG Proposed Definition
Violation Risk Factors ("VRFs") VFRs provide clear, concise and comparative
association between the violation of a requirement and the expected or potential impact of
the violation on the reliability of the utility system. One of three defined levels of risk is
assigned to each standards requirement: Lower Risk Factor, Medium Risk Factor, or High
Risk Factor.
Source: NERC White Paper
Violation Severity Levels ("VSLs"): VSLs are measurements of the degree to which a
violator violated a requirement of a reliability standard. Whereas VRFs are determined prevlolation and indicate the relative potential impacts that violations of each standard
requirement could pose to the reliability ofthe utility system, the VSLs are assessed post
violation and are Indicators of how severely the violator actually violated the standard(s)
requirement(s) in question. Four VSLs have been designated for each standard requirement
as: Lower, Moderate, High, or Severe.
Source: NERC White Paper
Reliability Indicators The following six terms are examples of general reliability indicators:
Equivalent Forced Outage Rate ("EFOR") The hours of unit failure (unplanned outage
hours and equivalent unplanned derated hours) given as a percentage ofthe total hours ofthe
availability of that unit (unplanned outage, unplanned derated, and service hours).
EFOR =

FOH + EFDH
x 100%
FOH + SH + Synchronous Hrs + Pumping Hrs + EFDHRS

Where: FOH = Forced Outage Hours; EFDH = Equivalent Forced Derated Hours; SH = Service
Hours; Synchronous Hrs = Sum of all hours the unit is in synchronous condensing mode. The
units are considered to be in a non-generating service operation; Pumping Hrs = Sum of all
hours the pumped storage unit is in pumping mode. The units are considered to be In a nongenerating service operation; and EFDHRS = Equivalent Forced Derated Hours During Reserve
Shutdowns.
Source: RSWG Proposed Definition; formula from NERC GADS, January 1, 2011
Equivalent Conventional Capacity ("ECP") The amount of conventional generation
reduction that results in the same level of system reliability after the addition of a variable
generator to the power system.
Source: NREL, Western Wind and Solar Integration Study, May 2010
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Equivalent Firm Capacity ("EFC") The amount of firm capacity reduction that results in the
same level of system reliability after the addition of a variable generator to the power system.
Source: NREL. Western Wind and Solar Integration Study. May 2010
Effective Load Carrying Capability ("ELCC") The amount of additional load that can be
supported by a power system (with the same level of reliability) after the addition of a variable
generator.
Source: NREL, Western Wind and Solar Integration Study, May 2010; with modifications
Loss Of Load Expectation ("LOLE") Expressed In units of days per year, the number of
days calculated in which a shortfall ("unserved load") occurs divided by the total number of
years simulated. Historically, many utilities have used a "one day in ten year" threshold (or 0.1
day/year) to plan for reliability. While LOLE Is a frequency measure. It Is not a frequency
measure for shortfall events because multiple events can occur during a single day and a single
event can last longer than one day. It also provides no information regarding duration or
magnitude of resource shortfalls.
Source: North West Power Planning Council, with modifications
Loss Of Load Probability ("LOLP") Expressed In units of percent, a measure ofthe
probability that at least one shortfall event ("unserved load") will occur over the time period
being evaluated. LOLP Is calculated as the number of simulations in which a shortfall occurs
divided by the total number of simulations. It does not reflect the frequency of events because
simulations with one or multiple shortfall occurrences are counted equally. LOLP also provides
no information regarding duration or magnitude of resource shortfalls.
Source: North West Power Planning Council, with modifications
Reliability Indices The following four terms are examples of generator and
transmission/distribution reliability indices (See also System Operation Indices)
Average Service Reliability Index ("ASAI") The fraction of time (often in percentage) that
a customer has received power during the defined reporting period.
ASAI = 1 - 100*Z (Customer lnterruptions*lnterruption Duration in hrs)
Number of Customers *8,760 hrs/year (8,784 hours If leap year)
Source: IEEE 1366-2003
Customer Average Interruption Duration Index ("CAIDI") The average time required to
restore service.
CAIDI = I (Customer Interruption Duration)
Total Number of Customers Interrupted
CAIDI = 30 minutes means on average, those customers affected by an outage were without
power for 30 minutes.
Source: IEEE 1366-2003, with added example
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System Average Duration Index ("SAIDI") The total duration of interruption for the
average customer during a predefined period of time. It Is commonly measured in customer
minutes or customer hours of interruption.
SAIDI = I (Customer Interruption Duration)
Total Number of Customers Served
SAIDI = 5 minutes means on average, every customer on the system experienced a 5 minute
outage
Source: IEEE 1366-2003, with added example
System Average Interruption Frequency Index ("SAIFI") Indication how often the
average customer experiences a sustained interruption over a period of time.
SAIFI = 1 Total Number of Customers Interrupted
Total Number of Customers Served
SAIFI = 1 means on average, every customer on the system experienced one outage
Source: IEEE 1366-2003, with added example
Renewable Portfolio Standards ("RPS"): Pursuant to Hawaii's Renewable Portfolio
Standards Law, Hawaii Revised Statutes ("HRS") §§ 269-91 to 269-95, each electric utility
company that sells electricity for consumption in the State must establish a renewable portfolio
standard of: (1) Ten per cent of its net electricity sales by December 31, 2010; (2) Fifteen per
cent of its net electricity sales by December 31. 2015; (3) Twenty-five per cent of Its net
electricity sales by December 31, 2020; and (4) Forty per cent of Its net electricity sales by
December 31, 2030.
Source: Hawaii Revised Statutes § 269-2(a)
Reserves: The following are definitions for five types of reserves
Non-Spinning Reserve: Generating reserve not connected to the system but capable of
serving demand within a specified time (within 10 minutes in NERC Regions) and interruptible
load that can be removed from the system in the same specified time.
Source: NERC Glossary of Terms, January 11, 2012, with modifications
Operating Reserve: That capability above firm system demand required to provide for
regulation, load forecasting error, equipment forced and scheduled outages and local area
protection. It consists of spinning and non-spinning reserve.
Source: NERC White Paper
Regulating Reserve: Generation and responsive load on automatic generation control that
is used for Frequency Regulation.
Source: NERC White Paper
Spinning Reserve: The portion of Operating Reserve consisting of:
Generation synchronized to the system and fully available to serve load within a
specified time (within 10 minutes in NERC Regions); or
Reserve (including responsive load) that is immediately and automatically responsive to
frequency deviations through the action of a governor or other control system and which
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Is capable of fully responding within ten minutes.
Source: NERC Glossary of Terms, January 11, 2012
Supplemental Reserve: The portion of Operating Reserve consisting of:
Generation (synchronized or capable of being synchronized to the system) that is fully
available to serve load within a specified amount of time (30 minutes in some regions);
or
Load fully removable from the system within the same specified amount of time.
Source: NERC Glossary of Terms, January 11, 2012
Smart Grid A type of electrical grid which incorporates appropriate hardware and software to
collect data which can be used to predict and intelligently respond to the behavior and actions of
all electric power users connected to It - suppliers, consumers and those that do both - In order
to efficiently deliver reliable, economic, and sustainable electricity services.
Source: Kahakuloa Energy Advisors, LLC on behalf of the Blue Planet Foundation, Reliability
Measure Discussion, presented at the RSWG September 9, 2011 meeting with modifications.
Storage For the purpose of the RSWG, storage is defined to be a system or a device capable of
storing electrical energy to serve as an ancillary service resource on the utility system and/or to
provide other energy services. Four types of storage are defined as follows:
Source: RSWG Proposed Definition
Battery An energy storage device composed of one or more electrolyte cells that stores
chemical energy. A large-scale battery can provide a number of ancillary services, including
frequency regulation, voltage support (dynamic reactive power supply), load following, and
blackstart as well as providing energy services such as peak shaving, valley filling, and
potentially energy arbitrage. Note: also referred to as Battery Energy Storage ("BES")
Source: USDOE EERE Glossary, with modifications
Compressed Air Energy Storage ("CAES") Compressed air energy storage uses excess
or low-cost electricity during off-peak periods to compress air to higher pressure. The
compressed air can be stored in man-made vessels or underground caverns. The compressed
air Is then released as input to an air turbine or engine during higher value, peak electricity
periods to generate electricity A relatively small amount of fuel is normally added to the
compressed air stream to Increase the amount of electricity generated. CAES facilities can
provide a number of ancillary services, such as frequency regulation, voltage support (dynamic
reactive power), spinning and non-spinning reserve, load following and blackstart as well as
energy services such as peak shaving and energy arbitrage.
Source: USDOE EERE Glossary, with modifications
Flywheel A flywheel is a cylinder that spins at very high speeds, storing rotational kinetic
energy. A flywheel can be combined with a device that operates either as an electric motor that
accelerates the flywheel to store energy or as a generator that produces electricity from the
energy stored In the flywheel. The faster the flywheel spins, the more energy it retains. Energy
can be drawn off as needed by slowing the flywheel. A large flywheel plant can provide a
number of ancillary services Including frequency regulation, voltage support (dynamic reactive
power supply), and potentially spinning reserve.
Source: USDOE EERE Glossary, with modifications
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Pumped-Hydro Pumped hydro facilities typically use off-peak electricity to pump water from
a lower reservoir Into one at a higher elevation storing potential energy. When the water stored
In the upper reservoir Is released, it is passed through hydraulic turbines to generate electricity.
The off-peak electrical energy used to pump the water up hill can be stored indefinitely as
gravitational energy in the upper reservoir. Thus, two reservoirs in combination can be used to
store electrical energy for a long period of time, and in large quantities. A modern pumpedstorage facilities can provide a number of ancillary services, such as frequency regulation,
voltage support (dynamic reactive power), spinning and non-spinning reserve, load following
and blackstart as well as energy services such as peak shaving and energy arbitrage.
Source: USDOE EERE Glossary
Self Generation A generator Installed on a customer's side of the utility meter that provides
electricity for a portion, or all, of that customer's electric load. See also Distributed Generation.
Source: EEI Glossary of Electric Industry Terms, April 2005
See also: Behind the Meter
Synchronous Generator An electrical generator that draws its magnetic excitation
Independentiy of the grid and runs at a constant speed that Is "locked" to the grid frequency. As
a synchronous generator is "started up," its Internal control system is designed to insure that the
generator's frequency Is exactiy 60 Hz before connecting the generator to the grid.
Source: USDOE EERE Glossary, with modifications
System For the purpose of the RSWG, system refers to the utility grid: A combination of
generation, transmission, and distribution components.
Source: NERC Glossary of Terms, January 11, 2012, with modifications
System Operation Indices The following six terms are examples of system operation indices:
Adequacy of Supply
Source: TED
Balancing authority ACE limit ("BAAL")
Source: TBD
Control Performance Standard 1 ("CPS 1")
Source: TBD
Control Performance Standard 2 ("CPS 2")
Source: TBD
Disturbance control standard ("DCS")
Source: TBD
Generator Availability Conventionally, availability is defined as uptime/total time, where
"uptime" is the numbers hours the "generator" is able and ready operate, regardless whether It
is not operated, as in the case of a conventional generator that is not dispatched or a wind
turbine or PV system that are. "standing by" for the wind or sun. Total time, as in 8760 hours in
a year, and consists of uptime + downtime, which Includes scheduled or routine maintenance
and emergency or repair maintenance.
Source: RSWG Proposed Definition.
See also: Availability
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System Integrity The measure ofthe overall health ofthe utility system in terms of its design
and operation which can be measured in part by its reliability and stability, and other
characteristics such as its ability to survive natural disasters and terror or sabotage events.
Source: RSWG Proposed Definition
System Stability Broadly defined as the criteria for a system operating within prescribed
conditions, including but not limited to:
Facility Ratings (Applicable pre- and post-Contingency equipment or facility ratings)
•

Transient Stability Ratings (Applicable pre- and post-Contingency Stability Limits)

•

Voltage Collapse Ratings (Applicable pre- and post-Contingency Voltage Collapse)
Voltage Stability Ratings (Applicable pre- and post-Contingency Voltage Stability)
System Voltage Limits (Applicable pre- and post-Contingency Voltage Limits)

Source: NERC Glossary of Terms, January 11, 2012, with modifications.
Transmission system An interconnected group of lines and associated equipment for the
movement or transfer of electric energy between points of supply and points at which it is
transformed for delivery to customers or is delivered to other electric systems.
Source: USDOE EERE Glossary
Variable Generator ("VG") A generator whose output varies with the availability of it primary
energy resource, such as wind, the sun and flowing water. The primary energy source cannot
be controlled in the same manner as firm, conventional, fossil-fuel generators. Specifically,
while a variable generator (without storage) can be dispatched down. Its output can not be
guaranteed 100% ofthe time when needed. However, the primary energy source may be
stored for future use, such as with solar thermal storage, or when converted into electricity via
storage technologies.
Source: RSWG Proposed Definition
Voltage ("V") A unit of electrical force equal to that amount of electromotive force that will
cause a steady current of one ampere to flow through a resistance of one ohm.
Source: USDOE EERE Glossary
Voltage Control The capability to maintain system voltages within acceptable limits throughout
the utility system. Voltage control requires static and dynamic reactive power resources.
Because reactive power does not travel as far through the power system as real power, voltage
control is a more local requirement than frequency control
Source: Proposed Ancillary Services, B. Kirby, October 31, 2011
Watt ("W") The rate of energy transfer equivalent to one ampere under an electrical pressure of
one volt. One watt equals 1/746 horsepower, or one joule per second. It Is the product
of voltage and current (amperage).
Source: USDOE EERE Glossary
Western Interconnection: The Western Interconnection is one of the four major alternating
current power grids in North AmericaV The other major wide area synchronous grids are
the Eastern Interconnection, the Quebec Interconnection, and the Texas Interconnection. All of
the electric utilities in the Western Interconnection are electrically tied together during normal
system conditions and operate at a synchronized frequency of 60Hz. The Western
Interconnection stretches from Western Canada south to Baja California In Mexico, reaching
eastward over the Rockies to the Great Plains.
Source: RSWG Proposed Definition
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Western Electricity Coordinating Council ("WECC"): WECC is the Regional Entity
responsible for coordinating and promoting bulk electric system reliability In the Western
Interconnection. WECC's service territory extends from Canada to Mexico. It includes the
provinces of Alberta and British Columbia, the northern portion of Baja California, Mexico, and
all or portions ofthe 14 Western states.
Source: RSWG Proposed Definition
Windmill An older term referring to wind machines that historically were used to grind grain,
such as In Holland and other parts of Europe, and to pump water, such as In the Great Plains of
the United States.
Source: RSWG Proposed Definition
Wind Turbine A modern term referring to wind machines that generate electricity
Source: RSWG Proposed Definition
Notes: Wind turbines, like windmills, are mounted on a tower to capture the most energy. At 100
feet (30 meters) or more aboveground, they can take advantage of the faster and less turbulent
wind. Turbines catch the wind's energy with their propeller-like blades. Usually, two or three
blades are mounted on a shaft to form a rotor.
A blade acts much like an airplane wing. When the wind blows, a pocket of low-pressure air
forms on the downwind side ofthe blade. The low-pressure air pocket then pulls the blade
toward it. causing the rotor to turn. This is called lift. The force of the lift is actually much
stronger than the wind's force against the front side of the blade, which Is called drag. The
combination of lift and drag causes the rotor to spin like a propeller, and the turning shaft spins
a generator to make electricity.
Source: NREL
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RSWG Recommendations Regarding IRP
July 27, 2012

I.

BACKGROUND.

In Order No. 30371 Relating to Various Matters in RSWG Process filed on May 4,
2012 in Docket No. 2011-0206, the Commission set forth the following:
". . . the RSWG should pay attention to potential areas of overlap with IRP,
and develop a list of recommended reliability issues and/or related
studies, if any, that would be more appropriately and effectively addressed
in the IRP Docket [Docket No. 2012-0036] than in this docket. This list
should be as concise as possible, recognizing that the IRP stakeholders
will already have multiple, complex issues to tackle in a relatively short
time period."
The purpose and scope of the RSWG as set forth in Independent Facilitator's
Submittal RSWG Purpose, Scope and Work Plan, filed on September 23, 2011 in
Docket No. 2011-0206, is as follows:
Purpose:
The RSWG will recommend fact-based standards, metrics, rules, criteria and
processes to "help determine how we can interconnect the maximum amount
of renewable generation to the grid while preserving grid reliability," consistent
with Hawaii clean energy statutory mandates and policies. These standards,
metrics, rules, criteria and processes will be used to define the circumstances
under which renewable energy projects of all sizes, technologies and
procurement mechanisms can or cannot be incorporated into each ofthe
Hawaiian Electric Companies' island grids. The standards, rules, criteria and
processes will link closely to Hawaii's interconnection queues and must be
clear, fair, transparent and unambiguous.
The RSWG's recommendations must help to support the timely incorporation
of large amounts of new renewable generation in Hawaii, subject to the
following:
•
•

Renewable generation must not "substantially compromise" the
reliable operation ofthe host island's distribution and transmission grid.
Renewable generation must not "markedly increase" curtailment or
"meaningfully displace" other renewable generation.

The group should identify, analyze and assess reliability and curtailment
concerns. The RSWG should review and recommend additional operational,
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Infrastructure and policy measures that the utilities, renewable energy
providers, regulators and others could adopt to improve renewable generation
use and grid reliability.
\Nh'\\e the RSWG will analyze reliability and curtailment issues and develop
recommendations for how to improve renewables integration and grid
reliability, the Public Utilities Commission will evaluate the RSWG's
recommendations and decide which are reasonable to implement. The PUC,
rather than the RSWG, shall decide which measures are not cost-justified or
impose unreasonable costs upon ratepayers, generators or others.
Scope:
The RSWG's recommendations will pertain to all commercially viable
renewable technologies, all procurement mechanisms, and all project sizes,
on all ofthe Hawaiian Electric Companies' grids, over at least a five-year
implementation horizon.
The RSWG can evaluate and recommend solutions and mitigation options
that span:
•
•
•
•

Utility infrastructure and operational practices, including
procurement
Renewable generation equipment, practices and contract or tariff
terms
Regulatory policies and processes
Energy efficiency, demand response, energy storage, smart grid,
and related policies and programs.

The RSWG shall be cognizant of grid requirements, including transmission
and distribution-level operational and infrastructure options. Among other
considerations, the group should be aware of operational and planning
considerations including potential generator retirements and replacements.
The group shall consider existing and on-going technical analyses performed
by Hawaii's utilities and the broader electric industry and technical experts.
The RSWG should identify analytical or data gaps that are hampering
renewable energy integration and suggest new work needed to remedy those
gaps.

II.

DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS.

The RSWG acknowledges that its purpose and scope is different from the goals of
the Integrated Resource Plan ("IRP"). Specifically, the RSWG has focused primarily
on technical issues with some general cost considerations related to reliability
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standards and the integration of renewables on the HECO Companies' grids,
whereas in IRP additional issues will be considered, e.g., determination of
reasonable cost, public policy and law, and environmental and community concerns.
The RSWG recognizes that the HECO Companies, the Commission, and other
Parties in the IRP process will consider scenarios, strategies and options other than
those considered by the RSWG. Thus, the RSWG emphasizes that it is not the
intention ofthe RSWG to advocate or promote to the IRP any particular strategy or
option that is presented below as being better than those that may be considered in
the IRP Process. By providing the discussion and recommendations below, it is the
intent of the RSWG to provide a summary of the potential overlap areas that was
conducted in the RSWG and any recommendations that the IRP may consider the
in the IRP Process.
A. RSWG Minimum Load and Curtailment Subgroup ("MLC")
Analysis was conducted in the MLC by Brendan Kirby to study the Hawaii and Maui
electric grid systems during the calendar year 2011 to assess the possible solutions
to resolve curtailment of existing wind farms on the islands. The Hawaii study was
filed under protective order on March 9, 2012 and the Maui study was filed under
protective order on July 16, 2012 in Docket No. 2011-0206.
Brendan Kirby's study identified potential options for the island of Hawaii that
included: (1) retirement of a HELCO steam unit; and (2) cycling one ofthe HELCO
steam units that is currentiy operated for base load.
On April 3, 2012, HECO commissioned Electric Power Systems to conduct an
additional analysis utilizing the 2011 study data as a starting point to determine the
impacts of 2012-2013 factors to assess the impacts of renewable energy projects
during that timeframe and costs such as cycling one of the baseload steam or
combined cycle units with Hawaii specific cost data. A similar assessment is
underway for the MECO system.
The MLC also began investigating the value of ancillary services in acquiring new
generation, which resulted in the discussion paper. Valuing Flexibility When
Acquiring New Generation by Brendan Kirby, dated June 30, 2012. HECO provided
comments on the paper.
Therefore, the RSWG recommends that the IRP consider as two ofthe strategies or
options in the IRP process: (i) retiring and/or operating the fossil fuel units differently
(e.g., cycling instead of base load operation), and (ii) evaluating the ability of
alternative new generation, energy storage resources and demand-side resources to
provide ancillary services to the system and its ratepayers.

B. Ancillary Services Subgroup
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As of June 9. 2012. the Ancillary Services Subgroup is conducting a study to identify
specific ancillary services that may be needed for Hawaii in functional, technologyneutral terms, and to develop clear definitions and nomenclature for these fonwardlooking services.
The RSWG recommends that the IRP consider, as one ofthe strategies or options in
the IRP Process, the development of ancillary services whether provided by the
utility or third party developers.

C. Reliability Definitions and Metrics
In the development of standards in the RSWG process, the RSWG has developed
an RSWG Glossary of Terms, dated March 4, 2012. The RSWG Glossary of Terms
may be useful for reference and may provide some transparency within the IRP
process when specific electric terms are discussed. The RSWG emphasizes that
the RSWG Glossary of Terms is a "living document" and as the RSWG is still
working on the development of standards for Hawaii, it is anticipated that the terms
in the Glossary may need to be revised or updated.

D. Reliability Standards Drafting Subgroup
The Reliability Standards Drafting ("RSD") Subgroup is in the process of drafting
standards based on various sources (e.g., North American Electric Reliability
Corporation ("NERC"), Alaska Systems Coordinating Council ("ASCC")).
E. GAP Subgroup
The GAP Subgroup has compiled a list of studies, which include those: (i)
previously performed and of relevance to the RSWG; and (ii) conducted on account
ofthe RSWG. These studies include, but are not limited to, the Oahu Wind Integration and Transmission Study ("OWITS"), the Maui Wind Integration Study
("WIS"), the Hawaii Solar Integration Study ("HSIS"), and the MECO Stanley Study.

F. PV Subgroup
The PV Subgroup has been developing a framework for collecting solar photovoltaic
(PV) performance data from various projects and project developers over the past
several months. The data is useful for modeling and analysis to determine degrees
of circuit penetration and distribution system impacts, mitigation measures, and
integration solutions. The PV Subgroup is also discussing potential revisions to the
interconnection and queuing processes for distributed generation, including Tariff
Rules 14H and 18 regarding interconnection. The discussion includes a
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consideration ofthe recent changes to California Rule 21 (approval of settlement is
pending). These efforts recognize distributed PV as a resource that should likewise
be included in the IRP process.

G. Demand Side Options
The Demand Side Options (DSO) Subgroup is proposing that DSO programs be
included in the IRP process as a resource option on the basis that DSO provides
potential solutions for a more efficient, flexible and cost-effective Utility
Generation/Transmission system. These potential solutions include energy and
demand reductions, and certain types of ancillary services. The DSO Subgroup is
currently evaluating the Hawaiian Electric Company - Demand Response Roadmap
Project Report (provided by Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory) and is in the
process of providing feedback, alternatives, and future filtering mechanisms for good
DSO solutions/integration that may be of interest to the IRP.
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RSWG Gap Analysis Subgroup Final Report
January 14, 2013
I.

BACKGROUND
A.

RSWG Gap Analysis Subgroup

In the Independent Facilitator's ("IF") Submittal RSWG Purpose, Scope of Work and
Work Plan, filed on September 23, 2011 in Docket No. 2011-0206, the following tasks
were assigned to the RSWG Gap Analysis Sub-Group ("Gap Subgroup"):
Review relevant existing and on-going system studies relating to renewable
resource integration and system reliability studies for tfie Hawaii Electric
Companies' systems, and understand key assumptions and analytical methods
used.

Review and evaluate findings and recommendations of the technical studies.
On June 1, 2012, the IF submitted an RSWG Status Report, which among other things,
updated its work plan into a single summary document that reflects what each subgroup
is working on and how that work inter-relates to other groups and the RSWG as a
whole.
Throughout 2012, the GAP Subgroup has worked to compile and update a list of
studies, which include those: (i) previously performed and of relevance to the RSWG;
and (ii) which were ongoing and discussed as a part of the RSWG process. These
studies include, but are not limited to, the Oahu Wind Integration and Transmission
Study ("OWITS"), the Maui Wind Integration Study ("WIS"), the Hawaii Solar Integration
Study ("HSIS"), and the MECO Stanley Study.
A current (as of December 2012) study list is attached to this Final Subgroup Report as
Attachment A.
B.

Discussion of Processes Evaluated by the Gap Subgroup

During the RSWG process, the Gap Subgroup discussed a potential integration
roadmap that could facilitate the reliable and cost effective integration of renewable
energy resources. The Gap Subgroup recognized that potential opportunities exist to
improve the system from both the utility side as well as demand side. The sub group
discussed a process to identify issues and conduct the evaluations necessary to be able
to recommend scenario-based modeling tools which could be used to explore options
such as, but not limited to, modifying or changing operating guidelines, improvements to
the energy management system, and modifications to generating units than could

provide positive system benefits, - recognizing that supplemental consideration would
have to be given to issues such as cost, long-term impacts and feasibility.
As noted above, several operational studies were or are on-going in 2012. The Gap
Subgroup also considered a framework to discuss and analyze the results of those
studies, however due to the timing of completion of the studies, such as the Hawaii
Solar Integration Study, and the timing ofthe RSWG's efforts, the Subgroup did not
have sufficient time to hold discussions on the studies' findings.
The Gap Subgroup held limited meetings in the latter part of 2012 while awaiting study
results, and many of its members contributed heavily to other RSWG sub-groups, such
as the PV. RDM and MLC Subgroups.
C.

Gap Analysis Sub-group Recommendations

Notwithstanding the limited ability ofthe Gap Subgroup to analyze the ongoing studies
and present more specific recommendations to the RSWG, the Subgroup has
identified several general topics which could be considered for future analysis and
study as the utilities and Commission continue to work to integrate renewable energy
resources of all types to the Companies' systems. These topics include but are not
necessarily limited to:
1.

V\/ind and Solar forecasting projects - Recent studies have indicated that
the ability to forecast variable generation can have a positive impact on
system reliability and the economics of system operation.

2.

Demand Response studies - As indicated in the General Electric
Ancillary Services study. Demand Response may have the potential to
provide ancillary services, such as frequency response, regulation, nonspinning reserves and replacement reserves. Additional future studies
should be implemented to evaluate the potential of demand response,
and its potential value to provide some ofthe ancillary services listed
above.

3.

Ongoing issues that were not fully analyzed during the RSWG process
should continue to be investigated, such as excess energy issues and
ways to mitigate curtailment, improved generating unit response and
flexibility of both dispatchable and variable generation resources to
provide quick response to changing system conditions and ancillary
services, appropriate modeling tools and transparency of results, and,
how to increase the penetration of renewable resources to the existing
island systems without compromising reliability and reducing ratepayer
costs.

4.

Future analysis should consider developing technologies and their
potential effectiveness to further facilitate the integration of renewable

resources, (for example, improved forecasting, storage technologies,
smart grid solutions, demand response capabilities, inverter-based
generation technical capabilities)
II.

CONCLUSIONS

In general, identifying particular information gaps that will require further study
can be a complex and challenging task since a rapidly changing electrical system
can often lead to issues that are difficult to predict. For example, in 2012 each of
the Hawaiian Electric Companies' systems experienced tremendous growth of
distributed photovoltaic system installations on customer premises that exceeded
most planning and study assumptions at the start ofthe year. The quickly
changing systems will require:
• revising and creating new operational guidelines/criteria
• revisit unit commitment and dispatch to meet houriy demand and energy
needs
• monitoring of resource performance, and improved record keeping for the
purpose of accommodating the constant change occurring with the
electric systems, and
• understanding the impacts on the system as the utility grids increase
penetration of renewable resources.
Additionally, in 2012, Oahu and Maui experienced major additions of large
capacity generation resources such as the 69 MW Kawailoa wind farm on Oahu,
and two new wind farms on Maui that will significantly alter the way the systems
have been operated in the past. The day-to-day operational experience gained
from these system additions will most likely lead to future issues that will need to
be investigated.
The majority ofthe ongoing studies identified by the Gap Subgroup and
presented in Attachment A are technical in nature, and specific in scope usually
for the purpose of investigating particular issues on a certain island grid. While
the Gap Subgroup was not able to fully evaluate the existing system studies that
were being conducted for the Hawaiian Electric Companies' systems, the
Subgroup members and RSWG were briefed on the status of the studies through
presentations by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), Hawaii
Natural Energy Institute (HNEI) and Electric Power Systems, Inc (EPS) - t h e
entities sponsoring and/or conducting the studies. Moreover, through their active
participation with the other RSWG subgroups, many ofthe issues that would
likely have been raised as a part of the Gap Subgroup analysis effort, were
identified and raised through the other Subgroups.
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RSWG Reliability Standards Drafting Subgroup - Final Report and Recommendations
January 14,2013
Background:
The Reliability Standards Working Group (RSWG) was constituted by the Public Utilities
Commission (PUC) by the Order Opening Docket (Docket No. 2011-0206) filed September 8,
2011. In February, 2012 the RSWG approved the creation of a Reliability Standards Drafting
Sub-group (RSDG) with the task of drafting reliability standards applicable to Hawaii and
addressing the grid interconnection process.
The RSDG consists of representatives from the HECO Companies, KlUC, DBEDT, the
Consumer Advocate, consultants to the electric utility industry, independent power producers
(IPP), IPP trade organizations, the consultant to the PUC, and Blue Planet Foundation. The list
of members can be found on Table 1, attached herein.
Standards Drafting Process:
The RSDG objective is to define terms and metrics for reliability standards as identified in the
RSWG Independent Facilitator's submittal regarding the RSWG Purpose, Scope of Work and
Work Plan,filed on September 23, 2011 in Docket No. 2011 -0206 and to draft mandatory
reliability standards applicable to Hawaii utilities in a timely manner for review and adoption by
the RSWG and filing with the PUC.
The RSDG selected an approach to drafting reliability standards based on existing NERC
Reliability Standards and selected state reliability standards applicable lo electric systems similar
to Hawaii. Initially, some fifty - one (51) reliability standards were selected from more than one
hundred - seventeen (117) consolidated active NERC standards that have the potential for
adoption to the Hawaii utilities as complied in Appendix A, Table A-1
Specifically, the HECO Companies currently operate their electric grids utilizing guidelines,
operating criteria, and procedures similar to those associated with mainland utilifies. Annual
reports are prepared and submitted to the PUC concerning system performance pursuant to
General Order No. 7,
The RSDG utilized current utility information, operating practices and procedures to create
reliability standards based on the NERC Standard format.
Standards Completed:
Key standards were completed and approved by the RSWG in the following subject areas:
•
•

System Balancing (BAL)
Protection, Relaying and Control (PRC)

•

Modeling (MOD)

Appendix A contains a summary table (Table A-2) ofthe reliability standards that have been
completed and approved by the ftill RSWG and are forwarded to the PUC for further review,
adoption, and implementation. Drafting the above standards for applicability for Hawaii, the
RSDG took the liberty to combine the provisions of several NERC standards into those proposed
Hawaii standards presented herein. For example, the RSDG combined the provisions of NERC
Bal. Std. 005 into the proposed Hawaii Bal. Std. 001. Similarly, provisions of several NERC
PRC Standards were combined into the proposed Hawaii standard PRC 006. In addition, the
RSDG reviewed the applicability of NERC Bal. Std. 003 and concluded that the provisions of
this particular standard would be more effective as an operating procedure to be drafted by the
HECO Companies as part ofthe Hawaii standards implementation process. The development
history is contained in Table A-2 and Table C-1. Table A-3 is a glossary and summarizes the
definitions applicable to the developed standards. These definitions supplement those contained
the Glossary prepared by the Reliability Metrics and Definitions (RDM) Sub-group. Further,
Appendix A contains each recommended standard along with its accompanying synopsis for ease
of reading.
Work in Progress:
Due to the complexity ofthe standards drafting process and time constraints, the RSDG is
recommending that further work on the NERC standards be completed as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Transmission Planning (TPL)
Facilities (FAC)
Interconnection Reliability & Operations (IRO)
Voltage and Reactive Control (VRO)
Transmission Operations (TOP)

Drafting provisions have been initiated on the Transmission Planning Standard (TPL) and
several Facilities Standards (FAC), but these drafts have not been fully vetted by the RSDG. A
list of NERC Standards applicable to Hawaii are identified in Appendix B, Table B-I.
Further Standards Work for Consideration:
The PUC commissioned the Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) to address "Hawaii Electric
System Reliability", which resulted in a report published in September 2012. The report
addressed the need for additional standards development applicable lo Hawaii as well as an
independent body to take part in the reliability evaluation process and a collaborative process for
achieving meaningfijl reliability metrics for the Hawaiian electric systems. Many ofthe standard
development suggestions noted in the SNL report have been addressed by the RSDG as
delineated herein.

SNL addressed further standard development work in the following areas and are also included
in Appendix B, Table B-1:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cyber Security (CIP)
Telecommunications (COM)
Emergency Operations Planning (EOP - 001)
Disturbance Reporting (EOP - 004)
System Restorations Plans (EOP - 005)
Loss of Control Center Functionality (EOP - 008)
Black Start Generating Capability - Test Results (EOP - 009)
System Personnel Training (PER)

In addition, Appendix C, Table C-2 identifies certain NERC Standards that have had a cursory
review and are not recommended for application to Hawaii.
Guidance for Further Standards Development
Based on experience gained in the development ofthe reliability standards submitted herein, a
majority ofthe RSDG members felt strongly that it should offer to the PUC and the Hawaii
Electricity Reliability Administrator (HERA) prospective guidance as to how the PUC/HERA
may pursue further efforts to complete the work of developing, revising, and implementing
reliability standards for Hawaii.
Consistent with the PUC directive in Order No. 30694(filed October 18, 2012) concerning a
Standards Framework, the RSDG has finalized a proposed Framework (largely developed prior
to Order No. 30694). The Framework discusses an overview ofthe process, the organization
required to develop, revise, implement and enforce standards, the key roles in the process, and
the stakeholder segments that would be contributing parties to the development of standards and
the voting body to approve the finished product for recommendation to the PUC for adoption. In
drafting this guidance, the RSDG has identified several policy and procedural areas for further
consideration by the PUC as it implements the overall reliability standards process. For ease of
presentation, a standards development flow chart is also included. The proposed Framework has
been approved by the RSWG.
Appendix D contains the following documents concerning this Framework:
1. Potential Framework for Development and Implementation of Electric Utility Reliability
Standards in Hawaii (Overview)
2. Proposed Reliability Standards Organization
3. Development ofthe Registered Ballot Body and Segment Qualification Guidelines
4. Standards Drafting Process Flow Chart

5. For information only: NERC's Statement of Compliance Registry Criteria -Revision 5
Conclusions and Recommendations for Standards Adoption:
For the Standards that have been approved by the RSWG and submitted to the PUC as contained
in this report, the RSDG recommends that the PUC and/or HERA consider the following
recommendations and qualifications in adopting these standards and others to be developed in
an ongoing process.
1. Historical operating data was utilized and incorporated in the development of the
approved standards contained herein.
2. Any limits, metrics, numbers used in the completed standards were best estimates at the
time of drafting. Where such limits, metrics, numbers were indicated by a place holder,
these limits, etc should be determined by further impact analysis on the effected parties to
the standard.
3. As Hawaii moves forward with the Reliability Standards process and recognizing the
complexity ofthe process contained therein, the RSDG recommends that the Commission
open a docket to address such issues, but not limited to, identification ofthe parties that
will be responsible and liable once the standards are implemented, the costs associated
with implementing the standards, compliance and enforcement ofthe standards, and a
process that will allow vetting of these completed standards by the stakeholders that are
affected by their formal adoption and implementation. The attached follow on process,
standards flow chart, and suggested stakeholders segments contained in Appendix D are
presented for further consideration by the PUC or HERA.
4. Adopfion and implementation of each standard should proceed on the basis of a one year
trial period to gain valuable operating experience and to allow time to revise the standard
appropriately before the PUC/HERA begin actual enforcement of each standard.
5. The standards drafted to date represent the beginning of a process that will lead to full
implementation. Accordingly, detailed operating procedures and guidelines will need lo
be drafted by the Hawaii utilities to support their implementation.
6. The RSDG recommends that the PUC accept the standards drafting process and guidance
given in the proposed Standards Framework documents, including the development of a
compliance registry.
7. The RSDG recommends that the PUC allow the RSDG to continue its standards drafting
efforts as a transition to the establishment of HERA to allow a seamless transfer of work,
experience, and knowledge as possible and to facilitate the implementation of these
reliability standards for Hawaii.

Transparent Interconnection Process:
Background:
Since Order No. 30371, filed on May 4, 2012, and pursuant to subsequent instructions from the
PUC, the RSDG focused on the standards-related issues presented therein. In the same time
frame, the PV Subgroup developed recommendations concerning Tariff Rule 14H and processes
for interconnections on the distribution system, and the chair ofthe RSDG undertook an effort to
coordinate with HECO to draft a representative procedure that could be extended to all ofthe
HECO Companies involving interconnection to the sub-transmission and transmission systems.
Subject to additional review, the resulting draft documentation sets forth and standardizes
existing practices with respect to the Interconnection Requirements Studies (IRS) process, at
least pertaining to projects to be connected to the sub-transmission and transmission systems on
Oahu. This documentation ofthe IRS process applies to projects seeking a Power Purchase
Agreement (PPA) with HECO, and is generally relevant to all HECO IRS work, subject to
coordination with existing processes that are governed by Tariff Rule 19, and resource
procurement through a PUC-approved Request for Proposals (RFP) or through a Non-Utility
Generator (NUG) application for bilateral negotiations of a PPA.
The existing interconnection process for generation resources on the distribution system is
primarily governed by Tariff Rules 14H, 18, the Standard Interconnection Application (SIA),
and the Feed-in Tariff (FIT) processes. Suggested revisions to Rule 14H have been approved by
the RSWG and presented to the PUC for further review and adoption as part ofthe RSWG - PV
Sub-group report. As recommended by the PV Sub - group further work needs to be undertaken
to synthesize Rule 14H with Rule 18 and the FIT process. As a result of work initiated by the
chair of RSDG, the documentation of IRS process for interconnections on the HECO subtransmission and transmission systems is in an analogous condition, minus the forms and
screening rules that do not apply to larger projects, and constrained to not intrude upon the
requirements of Tariff Rule 19.
This documentation ofthe IRS process also may be helpfijl to fill in process particulars nol
specified in Rule 14H. Formal procedures related to the IRS process and the resulting work
product may have to be constrained for smaller project sizes and the time limits stated in Rule
14H.
Interconnection Procedure - Drafting Process:
The documentation ofthe IRS process focuses on the sequence of work required to provide
detailed studies and meaningful IRS reports for generation resources interconnecting to the subtransmission and transmission systems. For convenience, the proposed HECO procedure is
formatted to generally track the sequence of work that is set forth in the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission's (FERC) pro forma Generator Interconnection Procedures (GIP),
modified to fit existing Hawaii conditions. This proposed procedure dealing with the IRS

process has been reviewed and commented upon by the RSDG, and presented to the RSWG for
consideration and adoption for further action by the PUC. The proposed procedure is contained
in Appendix E herein for reference.
The RSDG has identified issues that may require further deliberation and consideration,
including but nol limited to the following in a subsequent proceeding involving all interested
stakeholders:
1. Whether a formal Interconnection Request application is appropriate in the context of
exisfing Tariff Rules and should accompanying deposits be required to cover HECO
administrative costs.
2. Whether to include study cost estimates by project size (either fixed or estimated).
3. Whether to attach a standard form Interconnection Request and or NUG Application.
4. Whether to specify requirements for site control in relation to IRS work flow.
5. Whether to attach a standard IRS Agreement and NDA.
6. Whether and to what extent is a NDA needed?
7. Resolution of bracketed items in the proposed GIP, including the appropriateness of
establishing standardized due dates, timelines and procedures for requesting
interconnections, work process performance timelines, and whether to provide modeling
or other relevant studies to support the interconnection study work and/or post IRS
results.
8. Whether to include a Standard Engineering and Procurement (E&P) Agreement
9. Whether to add a pro forma Generation Interconnection Agreement (GIA) apart from or
in lieu of what is now contained in the existing PPA and/or other bilaterally negotiated
structures. Address the incorporation of reliability and interconnection criteria and
performance standards in the GIP or GIA.
10. Resolution of Section 13.1.8, Disclosures to the PUC or the State.
11. What is the appropriate venue to address ftinding/cost allocation for Network upgrades
and Betterments.
12. Determine the applicability ofthe proposed Interconnection Procedure to MECO and
HELCO.
Presently HECO has initiated actions to address many of these open items and update their
current procedures and is drafting a work plan to be filed with the PUC as part of HECO's
comments to this section ofthe RSDG Report.
Conclusions and Recommendations for Interconnection Procedures:
The RSDG recommends that the PUC provide input and guidance to HECO with respect to the
subject interconnection procedure in order to give guidance and clarity to project developers
wishing to interconnect with the sub-transmission and transmission grids. Further it is

recommended that the PUC direct HECO to convene a follow on stakeholder proceeding to fully
vet the proposed procedure and work toward resolution ofthe open issues stated above.
As indicated in open item #9 above, the PUC may wish take steps to direct HECO to pursue
completing the development of a transparent interconnection procedure by creating an
accompanying GIA to this proposed GIP. A GIA can act as a pro forma agreement and can
delineate the inter-relationship ofthe utility and the project developer, the findings ofthe IRS,
the scope and cost responsibilities ofthe actual interconnection work, and the performance
requirements to be met by the interconnecting party. This effort can be patterned after the
existing FERC Large Generator Interconnection process.
The existing interconnection process requiring an IRS and the associated interactions ofthe
utility and project developer requesting an interconnection to the grid, along with the scope and
costs, and performance requirements are contained in each proposed project's individual Power
Purchase Agreement (PPA).
A GIA can be created that will extract from the HECO Companies' model PPA the IRS results
based on the overall interconnection study process as delineated in the proposed interconnection
procedure and other pertinent provisions described above. The GIA can result in further clarity
to the procedure and facilitate not only timely intercomiection and non-discriminatory,
comparable consideration of interconnection requests, but timely review by the PUC since the
GIA will be a pro forma document. Further, separating the PPA negotiations from the GIA may
also simplify and expedite the overall contracting and review process. Of course, there will be a
need for a nexus between the PPA and GIA for each individually proposed project.
Lessons Learned:
The RSDG process of developing and drafting reliability standards for adoption and
implementation in Hawaii is a complex process and requires expertise from the utilities, the IPP
community, and other stakeholders to provide input as well as appropriate participation and
oversight by independent or governmental bodies. From involvement in this process, the RSDG
has learned the following lesions and wishes to share them with the PUC:
1. Input, active participation, and expertise in utility systems is critical to the understanding
and development of reliability standards for Hawaii.
2. Drafting standards is very time consuming and there must be a dedication to do so by the
members of the drafting team.
3. Red line standards with potential applicability to Hawaii were initially created from a list
of NERC Standards. The HECO Companies' representatives/consultant made the first
attempt in drafting standards from these red lines. Before a draft could be released to the
full RSDG, an internal HECO Companies vetting process took place. This step slowed
the overall process down. It is assumed that going forward under HERA, this would not
be the case.

4. Considering the NERC reliability standards process and the time NERC has invested in
development and revisions to standards, sometimes taking years to complete, the RSDG
completed a significant amount of work in a very short time span.
5. A new proceeding is warranted to ensure the creation of a non-discriminatory GIP and
GIA.
Time Constraints:
In further consideration to item #4 above, the RSDG, even though meeting almost on a weekly
basis since being formed, has accomplished a great deal in identifying and drafting reliability
standards for Hawaii utilities. The process is complex and time consuming to draft a standard,
gather comments and input from stakeholders, and then develop a final proposed standard for
full RSWG approval. If the RSDG had more time, it could have drafted and recommended more
standards for adoption from the list in Table B-land from other potentially applicable NERC
standards.

Respectively submitted,
Sebastian J. Nola,
Consultant to the Blue Plant Foundation and
Chair of the RSDG
January 14,2013
Attachments:
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RELIABILITY STANDARDS DRAFTING GROUP
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Bash Nola
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Dennis Loria
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Dave Buriingame
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Robert Uyeunten
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Mike Sheehan
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Mike Yamane

KlUC

Mat McNeff
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Steve Rymsha

MECO

Brendan Kirby

PUC Consultant
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Erik Kvam
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APPENDIX A
RELIABILITY STANDARDS ADOPTED
TABLE A-1 Consolidated List of Active NERC Standards (12/31/12)
TABLE A-2 RSWG Recommended Standards for Adoption
TABLE A-3 Glossary
RECOMMENDED HAWAII RELIABILITY STANDARDS
SYNOPSES OF RECOMMENDED RELIABILITY STANDARDS

APPENDIX B
RELIABILITY STANDARDS APPLICABLE TO HAWAII
TABLE B-l RELIABILITY STANDARDS IDENTIFIED FOR APPLICABILITY FOR
HAWAII
APPENDIX C
RELIABILITY STANDARDS - REVIEWED
TABLE C-1 STANDARDS REVIEWED AND RECOMMENDED FOR FURTHER ACTION
TABLE C-2 STANDARDS NOT RECOMMENDED FOR HAWAII

APPENDIX D
RELIABILITY STANDARDS FRAMEWORK
POTENTIAL FRAMEWORK - OVERVIEW
PROPOSED RELIABILITY STANDARDS ORGANIZATION
REGISTERED BALLOT BODY AND SEGMENT QUALIFICATION
STANDARDS DRAFTING FLOW CHART
NERC'S COMPLIANCE REGISTRY CRITERIA

APPENDIX E
INTERCONNECTION PROCEDURE
(PROPOSED)

TABLE A - 1
CONSOLIDATED LIST OF A a i V E NERC STANDARDS ON WEBSITE 12-31- 2012
14 Groups
117 Consolidated Standards
Resource and Demand Balancing (BAL)

6 Standards withing Group

Communications (COM)

2 Standards withing Group

Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP)
Emergency Preparedness and Operations (EOP)
Facilities Design, Connections, and Maintenance (FAC)
Interchange Scheduling and Coordination (INT)

11 Standards withing Group
8 Standards withing Group
10 Standards withing Group
9 Standards withing Group

Interconnection Reliability Operations and Coordination (IRQ)

12 Standards withing Group

Modeling, Data, and Analysis (MOD)

20 Standards withing Group

Nuclear (NUC)

1 Standards withing Group

Personnel Performance, Training, and Qualifications (PER)

5 Standards withing Group

Protection and Control (PRC)

22 Standards withing Group

Transmission Operations (TOP)

8 Standards withing Group

Transmission Planning (TPL)

1 Standards withing Group

Voltage and Reactive (VAR)

2 Standards withing Group
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Source: Modified from Glossary
of Terms Used in NERC
Reliability Standards February 8,
2012
Balancing Authority Area: The
collection of generation,
transmission, and loads within
the metered boundaries of the
Balancing Authority. The
Balancing Authority maintains
load-resource balance within this
area.
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Source: RSWG proposed
definition
Balancing Authority (BA): The
responsible entity that integrates
resource plans ahead of time,
maintains load-generation
balance within a Balancing
Authority Area and governs the
real time operation and control
of the Balancing Authority Area.
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from the time of the initiating
event to the time the frequency
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Hz for single contingency events
and for excess contingency
events off of nominal 60 Hz.
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Source: Modified from Glossary
of Terms Used in NERC
Reliability Standards February 8,
2012
Firm Generation or Firm
Power: Power producing
capacity intended to be available
at all times during the period
covered by a commitment even
under adverse conditions.
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Source: Modified from Glossary
of Terms Used in NERC
Reliability Standards February 8,
2012.
Facility: A set of electrical
equipment that operates as a
single system resource (e.g., a
line, a generator, a shunt
compensator, transformer, etc.).
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Source: RSWG proposed
definition
Direct Control Load
Management (DCLM): A
demand side management tool
that is under the direct control of
the system operator and
measureable. DCLM may control
the electric supply to individual
appliances or equipment on
customer premises. DCLM as
defined here does not include
Interruptible Demand.
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Interruptible Demand:
Demand not under direct control
of the system operator that the
end-use customer makes
available to its BA via contract or
agreement for curtailment.
Interruptible Demand may
include interruptible load that is
not available for use in reducing
the BA's forecast demand
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Generator Owner: Entity that
owns generating units.
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Source; Modified from Glossary
of Terms Used in NERC
Reliability Standards February 8,
2012.
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Forced Outage: 1. The removal
from service availability of a
generating unit, transmission
line, or other facility for
emergency reasons. 2. The
condition in which the equipment
is unavailable due to
unanticipated failure.
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Source: Proposed RSWG
definition.
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Generation was added as a
synonymous term with Firm
Power
Forecasted Peak Demand:
The highest peak demand of the
BA's forecasted system load
requirements for the highest
demand level ofthe planning
year.
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Source: RSWG proposed
definition
Net Internal Demand: Total of
all end-use customer demand
and electric system losses within
specified metered boundaries,
and less Direct Control Load
Management and Interruptible
Demand.
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Source: Modified Glossary of
Terms Used in NERC Reliability
Standards February 8, 2012.
Maximum N-1 Contingency
Criteria: The maximum loss of
generation contingency reserves
for the BA shall be calculated by
the greatest of the following two
values: 1) the maximum amount
of generation capacity that can
be lost following any single
event, including the impact of
waste heat generation following
the loss of the primary
generation unit or 2) the
maximum amount of generation
that can be lost by any single
failure of a single transmission
component. The maximum loss
of load contingency reserves
shall be calculated by the loss of
load on the largest single
transformer or load serving
transmission line on the system.

requirements due to contractual
or implementation restrictions.
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•

Normal Net Capability: The
maximum continuous rating of
the resource minus the station
service demand required to
achieve the maximum
continuous rating ofthe unit.
Station service or plant loads not
attributable to the operation of
the unit must not be included in
the Normal Net Capability ofthe
unit.
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Reportable Excess
Contingency Disturbance:
Any series of events, or multiple
contingency events which
exceed the maximum N-1
contingency event which occur
in a manner that causes System
frequency to exceed the limits of
+/- 0.3 Hz in the Balancing
Authority's area. The excess
contingency events occur prior
to the contingency reserves

C
ra

Source: RSWG proposed
definition
Reportable Single
Contingency Disturbance:
Any single event that causes
System frequency to exceed the
limits of-K/-0.3 Hz in the
Balancing Authority's area

ra

Source: Proposed RSWG
definition.
Protection
Reserves:
The
resources under the control of
the Under Frequency Load
Shedding System designed to
protect the system against single
or multiple contingency events.

ratio of the total amount of
planned available Firm
Generation capacity divided by
the Forecasted Peak Demand of
the system minus 1.0, expressed
in %. The Planning Reserve
Margin requirement must be
calculated by each BA by
system analysis.
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Reliability First Regional
Definitions.
standard Disturbance
Recovery Period: The time, in
minutes set as the target goal in
the standard to allow restoration
of the frequency from the time of
the initiating event to the time

C

Source; Proposed RSWG
definition.
Resource Adequacy: The
ability of supply-side and
demand-side resources to meet
the aggregate electrical demand
(including losses within a BA's
area) at all times taking into
account scheduled and
reasonably expected
unscheduled outages of system
elements.

re

Source: RSWG proposed
definition
Reserve Margin: The ratio of
the actual total amount of
available Firm Generation
capacity, expressed in %,
between the total available Firm
Generation capacity divided by
the Peak Demand of the system
minus 1.0, expressed in %.

being re-established following a
single contingency disturbance
or for multiple contingency
events which exceed the reserve
requirements ofthe single
largest single contingency.
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Source: Modified from Glossary
of Terms Used in NERC
Reliability Standards February 8,
2012
Year One: Year One is the first
year of planning studies for
future planning and evaluation
requirements.

re

Source: Modified Glossary of
Terms Used in NERC Reliability
Standards February 8, 2012.
Transmission Owner: Entity
that owns transmission
equipment.

C

Source: RSWG proposed
definition
Transmission or Transmission
System: An interconnected
group of lines and associated
equipment for the movement or
transfer of electric energy
between points of supply and
points at which it is transformed
for delivery to customers.

the frequency is restored to
within acceptable frequency
limits of 60.3 to 59.7 Hz for
single contingency events and
for excess contingency events
off of nominal 60 Hz.
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s t a n d a r d HI-BAL- 001-0 — Real Power B a l a n c i n g C o n t r o l P e r f o r m a n c e
A. Introduction
1.

Title:

Real Power Balancing Control Performance

2.

Number:

HI-BAL-00!-0

3.

Purpose:

To maintain syslem steady-state frequency within defined limits by
balancing real power demand and supply in real-lime.

4.

Applicability:

5.

Effective Date:

6.

Balancing Aulhorilies (BA),

TBD (Standard should be implemented as a test and monitored for a
minimum of 12 months to ascertain ability to comply and monitor)
Exclusions:
The BA shall be excluded from meeting this standard for extraordinary
contingencies. Extraordinary Contingency shall mean any act oj God, actions by a nonaffilialed fiiird party, labor disturbance, act of the public enemy, war. insurrection, riot. fire,
storm or food, earthquake, explosion, accident to or breakai^e, failure or malfunction of
machinery or equipment, or any other cause beyond fhe Reliabiliiy Entity's reasonable
control: provided that prudent industry standards (e.g. maintenance, design, operation) have
been employed: and provided further that no act or cause shall be considered an
Extraordinary Contingency, including but nol limited lo transmission and distribution events if
.such act or cause results in any contingency contemplated in any Hawaii Reliability
Siandardfe.g.. fhe "Mo.st Severe Single Contingency" as defined in the Hawaii Reliability
Criteria or any lesser contingency).

B. Requirements
Rl.

The Balancing Authority (BA) for each island shall operate such that the Compliance
Population 1 (CP1%) expressed in percent, on a rolling 12-month basis, ofthe absolute value
ofthe frequency error from the actual frequency minus the nominal frequency is above 98.3%
as defined in the equations below.
The equation for frequency error (AF) is:
AF = FA - FS
Where:
•

FA is the actual frequency Hz.

•

FS is defined as the normal frequency target of 60.000 Hz. (Scheduled frequency other
than 60.000 Hz shall be treated as 60.000 for reporting and measurement purposes)

Compliance Population in percent (CP1%) is:
CP1%= number of samples meeting criteria^ F<"x"ntotal valid samplexlOO
Where:
•

The minimum acceptable population of samples within the control region boundary is
98.3%.

•

"x" is 0.055 Hz and represents the control region boundary from the normal
frequency target.

•

AFis the absolute value ofthe frequency error measured in Hz for valid samples.

Final - January 24, 2013
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•

R2.

"n" is the total number of valid samples'

The Balancing Authority (BA) for each island shall operate such that the Compliance
Population 2 (CP2%) expressed in percent, on a 24-hour basis, ofthe absolute value ofthe
frequency error from the actual frequency minus the nominal frequency is above 98.3% as
defined in the equations below.
The equation for frequency error (AF) is:
AF = FA~FS
Where:
•

FA is the actual frequency Hz,

•

FS is defined as the normal frequency target of 60.000 Hz. (Scheduled frequency other
than 60.000 Hz shall be treated as 60.000 for reporting and measurement purposes)

Where:
Compliance Population in percent (CP2%) is:
CP2%= number of samples meeting criteriaAF<"y"niolai valid samplexlOO
Where:
•

"y" is 0.055 Hz and represents the control region boundary from the normal
frequency target.

•

The minimum acceptable population of samples within the control region boundary
is 98.3%.

•

AF'\s the absolute value ofthe frequency error measured in Hz for valid samples.

•

"n" is the total number of valid samples"

Each day that does not meet the CP2% compliance will be counted as a violation. The
summation ofthe violations for the calendar month shall not exceed 10.

R3.

The BA for each island shall maintain the Monthly Total Number (MTN) in percent of valid
samples of not less than 99.9% ofthe maximum total number of samples per month based on
the scan rate. The expected sample rate is to be not greater than a 2 second scan rate. (For
purposes ofthe test standard, 12-month historical 2 second data will be used to determine
frequency performance)
R3.1.

Each BA shall maintain Regulating Reserve to meet the Requirements Rl and R2.

R3.2.

The BA shall provide adequate and reliable backup power supplies and shall
periodically test these supplies at the BA's control center and other critical locations
10 ensure continuous operation of regulation control and vital data recording
equipment during loss ofthe normal power supply.

All samples during the disturbance recovery period, as defined in Hl-BAL-002. shall be considered not valid
samples and excluded from the CPS 1% and CPS2% calculation,
'ibid
Final - January 24, 2013
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C.

R3,3.

Each BA shall provide redundant and independent frequency measuring equipment
Ihat shall automatically activate upon detection o f failure o f t h e primary source.

R3.4.

Each BA shall at least annually check and calibrate its time error and frequency
devices against a common reference. The BA shall adhere to the minimum values for
measuring devices as listed below:
Device

Accuracy

Digital frequency transducer

< 0.001 Hz

Remote terminal unit ^

< 0.25 % o f full scale

Measures
Ml.

Each Balancing Authority shall achieve, as a minimum, Requirement 1 (CP1%) Compliance
Population o f 98.3%. Each Balancing Authority shall be able to re-calculate and store each the
number o f samples where J / ' < " x " and the total number o f valid samples, for each clock-hour,
as well as for each o f the twenty-four (24) hours (one for each clock-hour, ie,, hour-ending
(HE) 0100, H E 0 2 0 0 , . . . , HE 2400). Each sample shall have a dale-time stamp to uniquely
identify each sample.

M2.

M3.

Each Balancing Authorit>' shall achieve, as a minimum, Requirement 2 (CP2%) Compliance
Population o f 98.3%. The calculation w i l l be the same as M l except " y " in lieu o f ".\" and the
period will be 24-hours. Then, each day that does nol meet the CP2% compliance w i l l be
counted as a violation. The summation o f the violations for the calendar month shall not
exceed 10.
Each Balancing Authorit>' shall achieve, as a minimum. Requirement 3 ( M T N ) Monthly Total
Number o f 99.9%. The Monthly Total Number shall be the total number o f valid samples
(ntotal v a l i d sample) 6\\\(le6 by the total available o f samples possible in the calendar month
expressed in percent.

D.

Compliance
1.

Compliance M o n i t o r i n g Process
1.1. Compliance Enforcement A u t h o r i t y
Hawaii PUC (or designee)
1.2. Compliance M o n i t o r i n g Period and Reset T i m e Frame
One calendar month
1.3. Data Retention
The data that supports the calculation Appendix I are to be retained in electronic form for
al least a two year period. I f the data for the Balancing Authority Area is undergoing a
review to address a question that has been raised regarding the data, the data are to be
saved beyond the normal retention period until the question is formally resolved,
1.4. A d d i t i o n a l Compliance I n f o r m a t i o n
None

Requirement ifRemote Terminal Unit used for frequency measurement for Requirement Rl and R2.
Final-January 24,2013
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2.

Levels of Non-Compliance - CPl %
2.1. Level 1
The Balancing Authority Area's value of CP1% is less than 98.3% but greater than or
equal to 98.1%.
2.2. Level 2
The Balancing Authority Area's value of CP]% is less than 98.1%.

3.

Levels of Non-Compliance-CP2%
3.1. Level 1
The Balancing Authority Area's valueof number of day thatCP2% is in violation is less
than 12 but greater than or equal to 10.
3.2. Level 2
The Balancing Authority Area's valueof the number of days that CP2% is in violation is
greater than 12.

4.

Levels of Non-Compliance - MNT
4.1. Level 1
The Balancing Authority Area's valueof MNT is less than 99.9% but greater than or
equal to 99.8%.
4.2. Level 2
The Balancing Authority Area's valueof MNT is less than 99.8%.

E. Associated Documents
1. Appendix I -HI-BAL-001-0.
Version History
Version,

Date

Final-January 24, 2013
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A p p e n d i x 1 - HI-BAL-001-0
CP1% and CP2% Data
C P 1 % and C P 2 % D A T A

Description

Retention Requirements

'x"

A constant determined in Hz for
each B A ' s .

Retain the value o f " x " used in
the C P 1 % calculation

"y"

A constant determined in Hz for
each B A ' s .

Retain the value o f " y " used in
the CP2% calculation

FA

Is the actual frequency Hz for
the Balance Authority Area.

Retain the values o f FA used in
the calculation for the period o f
two years.

FS

Is the normal frequency target
of60.000 Hz for the Balance
Authority Area.

MID Data
MTD DATA

Description

Retention Requirements

niotal valid sample

Is the total number of valid
samples per calendar month.

Retain the values of
ntotal valid sample used in the
calculation for the period of two
years.

Final-January 24. 2013
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Tawhiri Statement of Objection to BAL-OOI
BAL-OOI is a useful standard. However, it contains numbers that cast in concrete a frequency regulation
requirement that is anti-renewable and in particular is onerous for wind and solar. The standard
establishes an unnecessarily stringent requirement that will be costly to rate payers. The standard
establishes a regulation performance requirement that greatly exceeds that of any other renewablesfriendly utility. HECO has declared that they will not relax the standard because doing so will degrade
power quality and reliability. Relaxing the standard will not do this. Many other utilities have a less strict
regulation requirement but have not experienced such problems. There appears to be no plan to require
a review or analysis of the basis of this standard and change it as appropriate to accommodate
renewables and reduce costs to rate payers.
This standard requires that 98.3% of two-second frequency measurements in a year show frequency
between 59.95 and 60.05 Hz. The utility is obligated to achieve this standard year after year. Doing so
may require running fewer as-available renewables and more thermal plants that provide regulation.
The result will be increasing curtailment of wind and solar plants as renewables increase. Eventually,
costly batteries or flywheels on the utility grid or in renewables plants will be required. HECO may also
find it necessary to require wind plants to reduce output so they can provide regulation. The result will
be ever increasing curtailment and investment at ratepayer expense to meet an unnecessarily strict
requirement that is 250% more restrictive than found in renewables-friendly utilities around the world.
Reliability will not be reduced by relaxing the frequency regulation requirement. HECO has argued that
allowing the frequency to fluctuate can increase the load shedding that occurs upon a generator trip.
The argument is that if the frequency is lower when a generator trips, the frequency will drop lower and
potentially result in more load shedding. This argument neglects that frequency will be higher than 60
Hz half of the time and that will reduce load shedding. The two are a wash; reliability is not an issue.
Power quality is also not an issue. Customer loads are not sensitive to second to second frequency
fluctuations. Indeed, requests that HECO present complaints received from customers triggered by
frequency deviations elicited no response. Utilities that have relaxed frequency regulation requirements
have not found such problems. Clocks often come to mind but few clocks now use frequency for time
keeping and in any event only day to day accumulated frequency error is a clock problem. Frequency
fiuctuationsare not.
Maintaining tight frequency regulation has the additional cost of increased wear-and-tear on
generators. With a larger frequency fluctuation tolerance, more frequency excursions will be selfcorrecting thus reducing generator regulation activity and it's consequent wear-and-tear.
Systems that encourage renewable energy such as Europe, the Nordel gird, New Zealand, and many
others allow frequency to vary over more than twice the range established by HECO in BAL-OOI. In
Europe and the Nordel grid the allowed deviations are 0.1 Hz on a 50Hz system (0.2%) compared with
HECO's 0.05Hz on a 60 Hz system (0.083%). Their allowed frequency fiuctuation is 2.5 times greater
than HECO's. Some utilities including islands allow even larger second to second frequency fluctuations.
No engineering analysis was done to justify BAL-OOI. Had BAL-OOI been based on sensible engineering;
for instance a review of what the rest of the world is doing, it would not contain the needlessly tight and
costly frequency regulation requirement. The standard should be subject to a proper engineering
analysis.

standard HI-BAL-002-0— Disturbance Control Performance

A.

Introduction
1.

Title:

Disturbance C o n t r o l Performance

2.

Number:

H1-BAL-002-0

3.

Purpose:
The purpose o f t h e Disturbance Control Standard (DCS) is to ensure the
Balancing Authority is able to utilize its Contingency Reserve to balance resources and
demand and return System frequency within defined limits following a Reportable
Disturbance. Both loss o f generation and loss o f load events are significant and both up and
down reserves are required. Contingency Reserve activation applies to the loss o f load as well
as the loss o f supply.

4.

Applicability:
4.1.

B.

Balancing Authorities ( B A )

5.

Effective Date:

6.

Exclusions:

TBD

6.1.

Catastrophic Contingency Event: Any contingency event (greater than the Maximum
N-1 Contingency Criteria event) whose total requirements exceed the total amount o f
Contingency Reserves plus Protection Reserves within the Balancing Authority Area.

6.2.

V a r i a b l e Generation Contingency: Contingency Reserves utilized to cover
unforecasied, unscheduled and/or unanticipated ramping events o f renewable
generation that do not trigger a reportable event shall nol be counted as Contingency
Reserve deficiency in reporting requirements.

Requirements
RL

The Balancing Authority shall have access to and/or operate Contingency Reserve to respond
to disturbances. Contingency Reserve may be supplied from generation, controllable load
resources, under frequency load shedding, and storage devices. The BA shall specify its
Contingency Reserve criteria. As a minimum, the Balancing Authority shall carry at least
enough Contingency Reserve to cover the most severe single contingency o f generation and/or
transmission that impact Contingency Reserve requirements. The requirements ofthe under
frequency load shedding (UFLS) protection system shall define the amount o f load shed at
each stage and the contingency utilized to define the requirements o f each stage. Up to 100%
o f t h e Contingency Reserve may be supplied by a portion o f t h e UFLS Protection Reserves
however; in no instance shall Contingency Reserves utilize 100% o f t h e protection reserves.'

R2.

Following a Reportable Single Contingency Disturbance, the Balancing Authority shall
activate sufficient Contingency Reserve to return frequency to 60.3 or 59.7 Hz, within the
Disturbance Recovery Period for 100% o f Reportable Single Contingency Disturbances.
R2.1,

In general, the frequency recovery period shall be less than the damage and trip points
for all generation resources within the balancing area such that no generation resource
is damaged or lost due to the lack o f frequency recovery. The Actual Disturbance
Recover)' Period shall be defined as the actual time required to restore the frequency
from the lime o f t h e initiating event lo the time the frequency is within the frequency
limits o f 60,3 to 59.7 Hz. The Standard Disturbance Recovery Period ( R S D R P l ) for
single-contingency events is 10 minutes.

The purpose ofthe UFLS system is to proteci the system from an instantaneous imbalance between load and
generation, including the supply in part or in whole of required contingency reserves.
Final -January 24, 2013
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R3. For Reportable Single Contingency Disturbance events a Balancing Authority shall fully
restore its Contingency Reserves within the Contingency Reserve Restoration Period for
100% ofthe Reportable Single Contingency Disturbances
R3.1. The Contingency Reserve Restoration Period begins at the end ofthe Actual
Disturbance Recovery Period and is the time required to fully restore the Contingency
Reserve following the Disturbance Recovery Period. The Contingency Reserve
Restoration Period is defined as the period required to re-establish the Contingency
Reserves utilized during the Actual Disturbance Recovery Period such that the system
can sustain another contingency event under R2. Frequency deviations caused by the
restoration of loads during the Contingency Reserve Restoration Period shall not
constitute a new event under R2.1. The Standard Contingency Reserve Restoration
Period is 120 minutes.
R4. Following a Reportable Excess Contingency Disturbance, the Balancing Authority shall
activate sufficient controls or actions to return frequency to 60.5 or59.5Hz, within the
Disturbance Recovery Period for 100% of Reportable Excess Contingency Disturbances, The
Standard Excess Contingency Disturbance Recovery Period (RSDRP2 ) for excess
contingency disturbance events is 10 minutes.
R4.L In general, the frequency recovery period shall be less than the damage, trip points and
control instability regions for all generation resources within the balancing area such
that no generation resource is damaged or lost due to the lack of frequency recovery.
The Actual Disturbance Recovery Period is defined as the actual time required to
restore the frequency from the time ofthe initiating multi-contingency event or the last
in a series of contingency events to the time the frequency is within the frequency
limits of60.5 to 59.5Hz.
C.

Measures For Reportable Excess Contingency Disturbance events a Balancing Authority must not
be required to fully restore its Contingency Reserves until such a time that the BA determines that
additional reserves are available and under the control ofthe BA to initiate the restoration of
Contingency Reserves. For Reportable Excess Contingency Reserve events there will be no
maximum required Contingency Reserve Restoration Period.
ML The Balancing Authority must have documentation that it maintained 100% ofthe
Contingency Reserve levels based upon data integrated over each clock hour except within the
period of time determined by the sum ofthe Disturbance Recovery Period, plus the
Contingency Reserve Restoration Period following the start of a Reportable Single Event
Disturbance or a Reportable Excess Contingency Disturbance. For each hour the Balancing
Authority shall have and provide upon written request by the Hawaii PUC (or designee) their
Contingency Reserve requirement in MW, the calculations that define the reserve requirement
in accordance with the reserve criteria, and the amount of Contingency Reserve available in
MW from each Contingency Reserve resource.
M2, The Balancing Authority shall have documentation that the system returned to the frequency
range of 60.3 to 59.7 Hz, within the Actual Disturbance Recovery Period following each
Reportable Single Contingency Disturbance, The Disturbance Control Standard for
Reportable Single Contingency Disturbance(s) is measured as the monthly average recovery
time in percent ofthe Standard Recover)' Period.
The equation for Actual Disturbance Recovery Period (AT/J) is:
ATfl = TM- TS
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Where:
TM is the time when system frequency returned to the respective limit, 60.3 or 59.7
Hz following the initial reportable disturbance.
TS is the lime al the start ofthe reportable disturbance.

60.2

Actual Disturbance Recovery Period

60.0

-Xlow

^ 59.8

-Ydisturb

N

X

>^ 59.6 +
c
g.59.4
^ 59.2 "
Reportable Single Contingency Disturbance

59.0 The monthly average Disturbance recovery lime {Rflavg) in percent of the Standard
Recovery Period is:
Rflaug= I00*numberof eventsATf\RSDRP\*nfoial events
Where:
•

ATfl is the Disturbance recover)' lime in minutes for each disturbance,

•

RSDRPl is the Standard Recovery Period in minutes for a Single Contingency
Disturbance.

'

"'n" is the total number of reportable events per month.

The Balancing Authority shall have records that indicate the number of Single contingency
events and the number of events whose individual Actual Contingency Recovery period was
greater than the Standard Contingency Recovery Period in each reporting interval (months).
M3. The Balancing Auihorit)' shall have documentation to determine the Contingency Reserve
Restoration Period lo restore Contingency Reserve after the reportable disturbance.
The equation for Contingency Reserve Restoration Period (d^TCR) is:
ATCR = TR- TM
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Where:
TM is the time when system frequency returned to the respective limit, 60.3 or
59.7 Hz following the stan ofthe reportable disturbance.
TR is the time when the Contingency Reserve has been restored.

60.2

Cont ngency Reserve Restoration Period

60.0
^ 59.8
N

I

>; 59.6 +1
c
0)

g.59.4
0}

^ 59.2 M
Reportable Single Contingency Disturbance

59.0
The monthly average Contingency Reserve restoration recovery period (Rcrrpavg) in percent
of Ihe Standard Contingency Reserve Restoration Period is:
Rcrrpavg= number of euentsATCR\.2*nlotal events
Where:
•

ATCR is the Contingency Reserve Restoration Period in minutes for each disturbance.

•

The Standard Contingency Reserve Restoration Period is 120 minutes.

•

"n" is the total number of reportable events per month.

M4. The Balancing Authority shall have documentation that the system relumed to the frequency
range of 60.5 to 59.5 Hz, within the Disturbance Recovery Period following each Reportable
Excess Contingency Disturbance. The Disturbance Control Standard for Reportable Excess
Contingency Disturbance(s) is measured as the monthly average recovery lime in percent of
the Standard Recovery Period.
The equation for Actual Reportable Excess Disturbance Recover)' Period (Ar/2) is:
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Ar/2 = TM~ TS
Where:
TM is the time when system frequency returned lo the respective limit, 60,5 to 59.5
Hz following the initial reportable disturbance.
TS is the time al the start ofthe reportable disturbance.

60.2 - Actual Disturbance Recovery Period
60.0 - ^A^v.

^Ts

^ 59.8 - N

X

>^ 59.6 - -

J^<4S^ j ^ ^ ^ t ^ i ^ ' ^ A ^ i i ^ t ^ ^ ^

c
jT

g- 59.4 ^ 59.2 - 59.0 - -

TM

/
(

Reportable Excess Contingency Disturbance

The monthly average Excess Contingency Disturbance Recovery Period in {Rf2avg) in
percent is:
Rf2avg= 100*number of eventsATf2RSDRP2*ntotal events
Where:
•

ATf2 is the Disturbance recovery lime in minutes for each disturbance.

•

RSDHP2 is the Standard Recover)' Period in minutes for an Excess Contingency
Disturbance.

•

"n" is the total number of reportable events per month.

The Balancing Auihorit)' shall have records that indicate the number of Excess contingency
events and the number of events whose individual Actual Contingency Recovery period was
greater than the Standard Contingency Recover)' Period in each reporting interval (months).
D.

Compliance
1.

Compliance Monitoring Process
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Compliance with the DCS shall be measured in percent as set forth in the measures M2, M3
and M4 above.
The Balancing Authority shall submit a Disturbance Control Standard Report to the PUC no
later than the 10th day following the end ofthe calendar month.
1.1.

Compliance Enforcement Authority
Hawaii PUC (or designee)

1.2.

Compliance Monitoring Period and Reset Timeframe
Compliance for DCS will be evaluated for each reporting period. Reset is one calendar
month without a violation,

1.3.

Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement Processes:
•

1.4.

2.

Compliance Audits - The Hawaii PUC (or designee) will give notice to the BA
within 30 days of years' end for a compliance audit and will complete such
audit within 90 days of such infonnation being supplied by the BA.
Self-Certifications
Spot Checking
Compliance Violation Investigations
Self-Reporting
Complaints

Data Retention
The data that support the calculation of DCS are to be retained in electronic form for al
least a two-year period. If the DCS data for a Balancing Area are undergoing a review
lo address a question that has been raised regarding the data, the data are to be saved
beyond the normal retention period until the question is formally resolved.

Levels of Non-Compliance
The Balancing Authority nol meeting the DCS during a given calendar month shall initiate a
study 10 increase its contingency reserve obligation or decrease the events creating the
disturbances to achieve compliance in the following month.
A representative from the Balancing Authority that was non-compliant in the calendar month
most recently completed shall provide written documentation verifying that the Balancing
Authority will provide a report to the Hawaii PUC (or designee) outlining what positive
measures have been taken to increase the level of compliance into agreement with the
standard. The written documentation shall accompany the monthly Disturbance Control
Standard Report when a Balancing Authority is non-compliant,

3.

Levels of Non-Compliance for Requirement Rl, Measure Ml
3,1. Level 1 -The BA failed to meet one ofthe following conditions for Requirement Rl and
Measurement Ml:
3.1.1

Failed to meet the Contingency Reserve requirement 100% ofthe time but
greater than 95%);

3.1.2

Failed to provide the required calculations that define the reserve requirement in
accordance with the reserve criteria; and

Final -January 24, 2013
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3.1.3

Failed to provide the amount of Contingency Reserve available in MW from each
Contingency Reserve resource,

3.2. Level 2 - The BA failed to meet all the requirements of Level 1 for Requirement Rl and
Measurement Ml.
4.

Levels of Non-Compliance for Requirement R2, Measure M2
4.1. Level 1 - T h e BA achieved a monthly average Disturbance recovery ume (Rflavg)
greater than or equal to 100% but was less than 105%. (to be evaluated following
monitoring period)
4.2. Level 2 - The BA failed to meet all the requirements of Level 1 for Requirement R2 and
Measurement M2.

5.

Levels of Non-Compliance for Requirement R3, Measure M3
5.1. Level 1 -The BA achieved a monthly average Actual Contingency Disturbance Reserve
recovery period (RcrrpavgjQKaier than or equal to 100% but was less than 105%. (to be
evaluated following monitoring period)
5.2. Level 2 -The BA failed to meet all the requirements of Level 1 for Requirement R3 and
Measurement M3.

6.

Levels of Compliance for Requirement R4, Measure M4
6.1. Level 1 - The BA achieved a monthly average Excess Contingency Disturbance
Recovery Period {Rf2avg) greater than or equal to 100% but was less than 105%. (to be
evaluated following monitoring period)
6.2. Level 2 -The BA failed to meet all the requirements of Level 1 for Requirement R4 and
Measurement M4.

Version History
Version

Date
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standard HI-BAL-502-0— Planning Resource Adequacy Analysis, Assessment and
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A.

B.

Introduction
1.

Title:
Standard BAL-502-0 - Planning Resource Adequacy Analysis, Assessment
and Documentation

2.
3.

Number:
HI-BAL-502-0
Purpose: To establish common criteria for each BA based on "one day in "X" year"
(determined by study) loss of Load expectation principles or as an alternative a planning
methodology based on the single largest unit contingency and an appropriate reserve margin
or reserve criteria. The analysis, assessment and documentation of Resource Adequacy, shall
include Planning Reserve Margins for meeting system load for the BA's System.

4.

Applicability:
4.1,
Balancing Authorities (BA) are divided into two groups based on the annual system
Peak Demand.
1.4.1. Group A - Annual system peak is greater than or equal to 50 MW.
1.4.2. Group B - Annual system peak is less than or equal to 50 MW.

5.

Effective Date:

TBD

Requirements
Rl. The goal ofthe Resourced Adequacy analysis is to plan the system lo meet the following
requirements annually.
Rl.l. Group A - "one day in X year criteria". The utility shall establish the methodology
and procedures used to establish the "one day in X year" criteria. The methodology
should evaluate the reliability of service, the net present valueof resource commitment
and the alternatives to resource commitment available to meet the desired reliability
criteria for each ofthe BA's utility loss of Load expectations methodologies.
R1.2, Group A - The total amount of Firm Generation unit(s) ofthe Balance Authority's
system that shall include capability from storage resources if appropriate and
designated for serving the entire period ofthe peak, plus the total amount of
interruptible loads must be equal to or greater than the summation ofthe following:
• The capacity needed to serve the Forecasted Peak Demand.
• The capacity ofthe unit(s) scheduled for maintenance; and
• The capacity that would be lost by the Forced Outage ofthe largest unit/resource
in service.

i=lNNi+LDR>[LPeak*FRM+m^lNNm+NFO)
Where;
•

Ni is the Normal Net Capability of available units.

•

LDR is the amount of Interruptible Demand and DCLM designated and
measureable for the BA's interruption for the entire period ofthe expected
capacity shortfall
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•

LPeak is the estimated system peak load and losses served from the available
generation.

•

N m is the Normal Net Capability o f units on scheduled maintenance.

•

N F O is the Normal Net Capabilit)' o f t h e largest available unit(s) lost by Forced
Outage.

•

F R M IS the Reserve Margin multiplier and the BA must give consideration to

using .XX percent (l..\x) based on the reserve net capability.
However, in no case shall the selection o f F R M in relationship to Normal Net
Capability ofthe largest available unit(s) cause a shortage to serve the estimated
syslem peak load and losses. Further, the analysis shall also consider all forecasted
daily peak loads and losses and the annual maintenance schedule o f all resources in the
BA.
G r o u p B - Group B shall use the same planning methodology as group A except there
shall be no provision for using the loss o f load expectation methodology.

R1.3.

The Resource Adequacy analysis must calculate a Planning Reserve Margin for the
applicable group that w i l l either result in the sum o f t h e probabilities for Loss o f Load
for the syslem Peak Demand for all days o f each planning year' analyzed (per R1.3)
being equal to
. (This is comparable lo a "one day in x year" criterion) or
document that the applicable Balance Authority has developed a resource plan that
encompasses a x x % Reserve Margin. The reserve margin shall be utilized until such a
lime that a new study determines a change in the reserve margin is warranted.
R l . 3 . 1 . The Reserve Margin shall be established by study for each BA utilizing F R M
within its planning process.
R l . 3 , 2 , The utilization of D C L M or curtailment o f Interruptible Demand must not
contribute lo the loss o f Load probability.
R l . 3 . 3 , The Planning Reserve Margin developed from RI.2 must be expressed as a
percentage o f t h e median" forecast peak Net Internal Demand (Planning
Reserve Margin).

R1.4.

Be performed or verified separately for each o f t h e following planning years:
Rl.4.1.

Perform an analysis for Year One,

R l , 4 . 2 . Perform an analysis or verification when changes in measured nondispatchable generation or net load changes more than _ M W/year or _ M W
(amount established by each B A ) from Year One or there are planned or
unplanned changes in resource development other than non-dispalchable
generation or DG.

The annual period over which the LOLE is measured, and the resulting resource requirements are established (June
lit through the following May 31 si).
The median forecast is expected lo have a 50% probability of being loo high and 50% probability of being loo
low(50;50).
Final - January 24, 2013
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RI.5, Include the following subject matter and documentation of its use:
Rl.5.1. Load forecast characteristics:
Median forecast peak Load.
Load forecast uncertainly (reflects variability in the Load forecast due to
weather and regional economic forecasts).
Load diversity.
Seasonal Load variations.
Daily demand modeling assumptions (firm, interruptible).
Contractual arrangements concerning, curtailable/Jnterruptible Demand.
Load response lo frequency and short and long-term changes in voltage.
Rl.5.2. Resource characteristics:
Historic resource performance and any projected changes.
Seasonal resource ratings.
Resource planned outage schedules, deratings, and retirements.
Modeling assumptions of intermittent and energy limited resource such
as wind, PV, and cogeneration.
Criteria for including planned resource additions in the analysis
Starting/loading time if resources are to used as Contingency Reserves
Frequency response characteristics
Inertia response characteristics
Frequency ride-through characteristics
Voltage ride-through characteristics
Short circuit current characteristics
Dispatch characteristics (ramp rate, minimum values, regulation, etc)
Rl.5.3. Transmission limitations that prevent the deliver)' of generation reserves
Rl.5.3.1. Criteria for including planned Transmission Facility additions in the
analysis
Rl.5.3.2. Criteria for remedial action systems employed in lieu of Transmission
improvements
R1.6. Consider the following resource availability characteristics and document how and
why they were included in the analysis or why they were not included:
• Availability and deliverability of fuel.
' Common mode outages thai affect resource availability
• Environmental or regulator)' restrictions of resource availability.
• Any other demand (Load) response programs not included in Rl.3.1.
• Sensitivity to resource outage rates.
' Impacts of extreme weather/drought conditions that affect unit availability.
• Modeling assumptions for emergency operation procedures used to make
reserves available,
• Market resources not committed to serving Load (uncommitted resources)
within each Balance Authority's Control Area.
R1.7. Consider Transmission maintenance outage schedules and document how and why
they were included in the Resource Adequacy analysis or why they were not included
R1.8. Documenl that capacity resources are appropriately accounted for in its Resource
Adequacy analysis
Final-January 24, 2013
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Rl,9. Documenl that all Load in the Balance Authority's Area is accounted for in its
Resource Adequacy analysis
R2. The BA must annually documenl the projected Load and resource capability, for each area or
Transmission constrained sub-area identified in the Resource Adequacy analysis,
R2.1. This documentation must cover each ofthe years in Year One through ten,
R2.2. This documentation must include the Planning Reserve Margin calculated per
requirement R l . l for each of the three years in the analysis.
R2.3. The documentation as specified per requirement R2.1 and R2,2 must be publicly
posted no later than 30 calendar days prior to the beginning of Year One.
C.

Measures.
M l . The BA must possess the documentation that a valid Resource Adequacy analysis was
performed or verified in accordance with R l .
M2. The BA must possess the documentation of its projected Load and resource capability, for
each area or Transmission constrained sub-area identified in the Resource Adequacy analysis
on an annual basis in accordance with R2,

D.

Compliance
L

Compliance Monitoring Process
1.1. Compliance Enforcement Authority

1,1.1. Hawaii PUC (or designee)
1.2. Compliance Monitoring Period and Reset Timeframe
1.2,1. One calendar year
1.3. Data Retention
1.3.1.The BA must retain information from the most current and prior two years. The Hawaii
PUC (or designee) will retain any audit data for five years.
2. Levels of Non-Compliance for Requirement R l , Measure M l
2.1. Level 1 - The BA met one ofthe following conditions for Requirement Rl and
Measurement M l .
2.LI.The BA Resource Adequacy analysis failed to consider 1 or 2 ofthe Resource
availability characteristics subcomponents under R1.4 and documentation of how and
why they were included in the analysis or why they were not included.
2.1.2.The BA Resource Adequacy analysis failed to consider Transmission maintenance
outage schedules and document how and why they were included in the analysis or why
they were not included per R1.5.
2.2. Level 2-The BA failed to meet all the requirements of Level 1 for Requirement Rl and
Measurement M L
3, Levels of Non-Compliance for Requirement R2, Measure M2
3.1. Level 1 - T h e BA failed to publicly post the documents as specified per requirement R2,l
and R2.2 later than 30 calendar days prior to the beginning of Year One per R2,3 for
Requirement R2 and Measurement M2.
3.2. Level 2 - The BA failed to meet all the requirements of Level 1 for Requirement R2 and
Measurement M2. The PUC or its designee shall give notice to the BA within 30 days of
Final - January 24, 2013
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years' end for a compliance audit and shall complete such audit within 90 days of such
information being supplied by the BA.

Version History
Version

Date
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Novembers, 2012
Consumer Advocate's Comments to the Hawaii Modeling Reliability Standards,
voted on by email on October 29, 2012
As expressed in its vote on October 29, 2012 regarding the Hawaii Modeling
Reliability Standards (i.e., HI-MOD-010-0, HI-MOD-012-0, HI-MOD-016-0.
Hl-MOD-025-0, HI-MOD-026-0. HI-MOD-027-0), the Consumer Advocate votes yes, in
concept, to these proposed MOD standards. The Consumer Advocate notes that the
proposed MOD standards set forth several tasks (e.g.. identification of acceptable
models, filing of modeling data) for both the HECO Companies and independent power
producers ("IPP"). In doing so, the Consumer Advocate observes that it has not been
made clear how the proposed standards will facilitate one of the RSWG objectives of
increasing renewable energy. There are also uncertainties regarding the costs that will
be incurred by both the HECO Companies and the IPPs to execute these various tasks.
Thus, while others have generally noted that the establishment of such standards will
provide a transparency to reliability that meets the RSWG objectives, the Consumer
Advocate only supports the concept of the proposed MOD standards at this time. The
Consumer Advocate recognizes that some of its concerns can be addressed in future
actions by the Commission as described in Order No. 30694 Clarifying Certain
Procedural Matters, filed on October 18, 2012, in which further input from other
stakeholders can provided and the impacts to ratepayers and the IPPs can be
assessed.

s t a n d a r d HI-MOD-010-0 - D e v e l o p m e n t a n d R e p o r t i n g of Steady State S y s t e m M o d e l s
and simulations

A.

Introduction

1.

Title:

Development and Reporting o f Steady State System Models and Simulations

2.

Number:

Hl-MOD-010-0

Purpose:
To establish consistent data requirements, reporting procedures, and system
models to be used in the analysis o f t h e reliability o f t h e Transmission systems including the
aggregate impact o f distributed generation.
4.

Applicability:
4.1.

4.2.

Functional Entities
4.1.1.

Balancing Authorities ( B A )

4.1.2.

Generator Owner(s)

4.1.3.

Transmission Owner(s)

Facilities: The Facilities are divided into two groups based on the annual system peak
demand.
4.2.1.

Group A - Annual system peak is greater than or equal to 50 M W .
•

•

•
4.2.2.

Group B - Annual system peak is less than 50 M W .
•

•

•

5,
B.

Individual generating unit, high voltage direct current systems,
electronic inverter, storage units, etc. greater than 2.0 M V A (gross
nameplaie rating) electrically connected to the system.
Synchronous condenser, power electronic or static source greater than
2,0 M V A (gross nameplate rating) electrically connected to the
system.
Generating plant/Facility greater than 4.0 M V A (gross aggregate
nameplate rating) electrically connected to the system.

Effective Date:

Individual generating unit, high voltage direct current systems,
electronic inverter, storage units, etc. greater than 0.2 M V A (gross
nameplate rating) electrically connected to the system.
Synchronous condenser, power electronic or static source greater than
0.2 M V A (gross nameplate rating) electrically connected to the
system.
Generating plantypacility greater than 0.4 M V A (gross aggregate
nameplate rating) electrically connected to the system.
TBD

Requirements
Rl,

The BA shall develop comprehensive steady-state data requirements and reporting procedures
needed to model and analyze the steady-state conditions for the system. The BA shall
document their steady-state data requirements and reporting procedures, shall review those
data requirements and reporting procures (at least every five years), and shall make the data
requirements and reporting procedures available on written request (within 30 calendar days)
to the Hawaii PUC (or designee). The BA shall distribute the requirements to all Generator
and Transmission Owners within its area. The system requirements shall include the
following steady-state data requirements:
Rl.l,

Bus (substation): name, nominal voltage, electrical demand supplied (consistent with
the aggregated and dispersed substation demand data supplied per H l-MOD-16-0 and
location.
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R1.2. Generating Units (including storage devices, synchronous condensers, thermal, hydro,
wind etc.): location, minimum and ma.ximum Ratings (net Real and Reactive Power),
regulated bus and voltage range, and aggregate modeling o f distributed generation.
DG below the applicable Group rating shall be aggregated and included with data as
partofHl-MOD-16-0.
R1.3. A C Transmission line (overhead and underground): nominal voltage, impedance, line
charging. Normal and Emergency Ratings, equipment status and metering locations.
R1.4.

DC Transmission Line (overhead and underground): line parameters, Normal and
Emergency Ratings, control parameters, rectifier data, and inverter data.

R l , 5 , Transformer (voltage and phase-shifting): nominal voltages o f windings, impedance,
tap ratios (voltage and/or phase angle or tap step size), regulated bus and voltage set
point, Normal and Emergency Ratings, and equipment status.
R1.6.

R2.

R3.

C.

Reactive Compensation (shunt and series capacitors and reactors, static var
compensators, and statcoms): nominal Ratings, impedance, percent compensation,
connection point, and controller device.

Each Transmission Owner or Generator Owner within the applicable group shall provide
appropriate equipment characteristics and syslem data in compliance with its respective
Balancing Authority's requirements and reporting procedures as defined in R l . T h e reporting
o f t h e data w i l l be based on four triggers:
R2.1.

The B A ' s data reporting schedule ( i f any).

R2.2.

When the BA has requested in writing (within 30 calendar days).

R2.3.

When the Owner has completed commercial operation o f a new facility or significant
modification (within 30 calendar days),

R2,4.

Whenever equipment characteristics experience a change that is expected to last more
than 60 days (within 60 calendar days).

The BA shall develop and maintain a library o f solved (converged) transmission system specific steady-state syslem models, including the relevant portions o f t h e distribution system
connecting distributed generation. The transmission system - s p e c i f i c steady-state system
models shall include near- and longer-term planning horizons that are representative o f system
conditions for projected seasonal peak, minimum and other appropriated system demand
levels. The BA shall develop steady-state system models annually. The BA shall provide the
most recent solved (converged) steady state models on written request (within 30 calendar
days) to the Hawaii PUC (or designee).

Measures
M l . The BA shall maintain evidence such as reports, or other documentation o f its requirements
and reporting procedure per Requirement R l , Parts 1.1 through 1.6.
M 2 . Each Transmission Owner or Generator Owner shall have dated evidence o f transmittal (e.g.,
electronic mail message, postal receipt, or confirmation o f facsimile) that the data requirement
and reporting procedures as specified in Requirement R1 were complied with.
M 3 . The BA shall have dated evidence for transmission-specific steady state system models as
specified in Requirement R3.

D.

Compliance
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1.

Compliance M o n i t o r i n g Process
1.1.

Compliance Enforcement A u t h o r i t y
Hawaii PUC (or designee)

1.2.

1.3.

Compliance M o n i t o r i n g Period and Reset T i m e f r a m e
1.2.1.

Periodic review o f data requirements and reporting procedures: at least every
five years.

1.2.2.

Development o f steady-stale system models: Annually.

1.2.3.

Most recent steady-slate system models: 30 calendar days.

Data Retention
Evidence o f compliance with R l , R2 and R3 shall be kept for five years or until the
ne.xt audit, whichever is longer, unless directed by the Hawaii PUC (or designee) to
retain specific evidence for a longer period o f time as part o f an investigation..

2.

Levels of Non-Compliance for Requirement R l , Measure M l
2.1.

2.2.

3.

2.1.1.

Data o f one o f t h e Parts R l . l through R 1.2 is incomplete.

2.1.2.

Failed to provide data to the Hawaii PUC (or designee) within 30 calendar
days but less than 45 calendar days.

Level 2 - The BA failed to meet all the requirements o f Level I for Requirement R l
and Measurement M l .

Levels of Non-Compliance for Requirement R2, Measure M 2
3.1.

3.2.

4.

Level 1 - T h e BA met one o f t h e following conditions for Requirement R l . Measure
Ml.

Level 1 - T h e Transmission Owner or Generator Owner failed to meet one o f the
following conditions to supply applicable data to the BA as described in Requirement
R l and Measurement M l ,
3.1.1.

Data requirements and reporting procedures for steady-data were provided,
but were incomplete in one o f t h e six areas defined in R l .

3.1.2.

Upon written request, failed to provide data to the BA within 30 calendar days
but less than 45 calendar days.

3.1.3.

Upon completion o f commercial operation o f a new facility, failed lo provide
data to the BA within 30 calendar days but less than 45 calendar days.

3.1.4.

Upon change o f equipment characterisfics, failed lo provide data to the BA
within 60 calendar days but less than 75 calendar days.

Level 2 - T h e Transmission Owner or Generator Owner failed lo meet all the
requirements o f Level 1 for Requirement R2 and Measurement M2.

Levels of Non-Compliance for Requirement R3, Measure M 3
4.1.

Level I - The BA failed lo meet one o f the following conditions to supply applicable
data lo the Hawaii PUC (or designee) as described in Requirement R3 and
Measurement M3.
4.1.1.

Upon wriiten request, failed to provide data within 30 calendar days but less
than 45 calendar days.
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Standard HI-MOD-010-0 - Development and Reporting of Steady State System Models
and Simulations
4.1.2.
4.2.

One ofthe BA's cases was not fully solved/initialized or had other identified
errors.

Level 2 - T h e BA failed lo meet all the requirements of Level 1 for Requirement R3
and Measurement M3.

Version History
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standard HI-MOD-012-0 - Development and Reporting of Dynamic System Models and
Simulations
A.

Introduction
1.

Title:

Development and Reporting of Dynamic System Models and Simulations

2.

Number:

Hl-MOD-012-0

3.

Purpose: To establish consistent data requirements, reporting procedures, and system
models lo be used in the analysis ofthe reliability ofthe BA's transmission systems including
the aggregate impact of distributed generation and to assure that generator and transmission
system data is reported.

4.

Applicability:
4.1.

4.2.

5.
B.

Functional Entities
4.1.L
Balancing Authorities (BA)
4.1.2. Generator Owner(s)
4.1.3. Transmission Owner(s)
Facilities: The Facilities are divided into two groups based on the annual system peak
demand.
4.2.1. Group A - Annual system peak is greater than or equal to 50 MW,
• Individual generating unit, high voltage direct current systems,
electronic inverter, storage units, etc. greater than 2.0 MVA (gross
nameplate rating) electrically connected to the system.
• Synchronous condenser, power electronic or static source greater than
2.0 MVA (gross nameplate rating) electrically connected to the
system.
• Generating plant/Facility greater than 4.0 MVA (gross aggregate
nameplate rating) electrically connected to the system.
4.2.2, Group B - Annual system peak is less than 50 MW,
• Individual generating unit, high voltage direct current systems,
electronic inverter, storage units, etc. greater than 0.2 MVA (gross
nameplate rating) electrically connected to the system,
• Synchronous condenser, power electronic or static source greater than
0,2 MVA (gross nameplate rating) electrically connected to the
system.
• Generating plant/Facility greater than 0.4 MVA (gross aggregate
nameplate rating) electrically connected to the system.

Effective Date:

TBD

Requirements
RL The BA shall develop comprehensive dynamics data requirements and reporting procedures
needed to model and analyze the dynamic behavior of the System. The BA shall document
their dynamic data requirements and reporting procedures (at least every five years), and shall
provide upon written request these data requirements and reporting procedures to the Hawaii
PUC (or designee) within 30 calendar days. The BA shall provide the data requirements to the
Transmission Owners and Generation Owners within its area annually. Each set of
transmission system dynamics data requirements shall include the following:
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Simulations
RLL

Design data shall be provided for new or refurbished excitation systems (for
synchronous generators and synchronous condensers) at least three months prior to the
installation date,
RH.l.

R1.2.

I f design data is unavailable from the manufacturer 3 months prior to the
installation date, estimated or typical manufacturer's data, based on excitation
systems o f similar design and characteristics, shall be provided.

Unit-specific dynamics data shall be reported for generators and synchronous
condensers (including, as appropriate lo the model, items such as inertia constant,
damping coefficient, saturation parameters, and direct and quadrature a.xes reactances
and time constants), excitation systems, voltage regulator type and IEEE Model data,
turbine-governor system type and IEEE model data, power system stabilizer type and
IEEE model data, and other associated generation equipment models (block diagram)
and data. Where standard IEEE models are not appropriate, the block diagrams
provided by the manufacturer shall be submitted and the BA shall not be restricted in
the use o f these models in the analysis o f its system,
R l . 2 . 1 . Estimated or typical manufacturer's dynamics data, based on units o f similar
design and characteristics, may be submitted when unit-specific dynamics
data cannot be obtained. In no case shall other than unit-specific data be
reported for generator units installed after 1990.
R l . 2 . 2 . The BA may specify unit size thresholds smaller than stated in the applicable
Group to be included in the transmission system model, and must include:
'
•
•

The use o f non-detailed vs. detailed models,
The netting o f small generating units with bus load, and
The combining o f multiple generating units at one plant.

R1.3. The BA shall require specific dynamics data for dynamic devices, including, among
others, static V A R controllers, high voltage direct current systems, fiexible AC
transmission systems, storage units, and sialic compensators.

R2.

R1.4.

Dynamics data representing electrical demand characteristics as a function o f
frequency and voltage.

Rl.S.

Dynamics data shall be consistent with the reported steady-state (power fiow) data
supplied per Reliability Standard HI-MOD-OIO Requirement 1.

R1.6.

For non-synchronous generators, power electronic systems and storage units specific
dynamic modeling data shall be provided in the form o f block diagrams and associated
data.

R1.7.

DG below the applicable Group rating or if finer granularity is stipulated by the BA in
R2.1.2 shall be aggregated and included with data as part o f Hl-MOD-16-0. The BA
must determine the appropriate model.

Each Transmission Owner or Generator Owner within the applicable Group shall provide
appropriate equipment characteristics and system data in compliance with its respective
Balancing Authority's dynamics modeling and simulation data requirements and reporting
procedures as defined in R l . The reporting o f the data w i l l be based on four triggers:
R2.I.

The B A ' s data reporting schedule ( i f any).

R2.2.

When the BA has requested in writing (30 calendar days).
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R3.

R2.3.

When the Generator or Transmission Owner has completed commercial operation o f a
new facility or significant modification (within 30 calendar days),

R2.4.

Whenever equipment characteristics experience a change that is expected to last more
than 60 days (within 60 calendar days),

The BA shall maintain a library o f initialized (with no Faults or system Disturbances)
transmission specific dynamics system models linked to the steady state system models, as
appropriate, of Reliability Standard Hl-MOD-010-0.
R3.1.

The BA shall develop transmission-specific dynamics system models for at least two
timeframes (present or near term model and a future or longer-term model), and
additional seasonal and demand level models, as necessary, to analyze the dynamic
response o f t h e B A ' s transmission system,

R3.2. The BA shall develop dynamics system models for the transmission system annually
for selected study years as determined by the BA and shall provide upon request the
most recent initialized (approximately 25seconds, no-fault) models to the Hawaii PUC
(or designee) within 30 calendar days.
C.

Measures
ML

The BA shall have evidence that it documented its transmission system data requirements and
reporting procedures in accordance to Requirement R l , Parts 1.1 through 1.7. The BA shall
have evidence that it reviewed those data requirements and reporting procedures (at least
every five years), and provided upon request those data requirements and reporting procedures
to the Hawaii PUC (or designee) within 30 calendar days.

M 2 . Each Generator Owner or Transmission Owner shall have evidence such as dated reports or
other documentation that it provided appropriate equipment characteristics and system data for
dynamic modeling and simulation to its respective Balancing Authority as specified in R l .
M 3 . The BA shall have evidence that it has a library o f initialized transmission-specific dynamics
system models in accordance w i t h Requirement R3,
D.

Compliance
1.

Compliance M o n i t o r i n g Process
1.1.

Compliance Enforcement A u t h o r i t y
Hawaii PUC (or designee).

1.2.

1.3.

Compliance M o n i t o r i n g Period and Reset T i m e f r a m e
1.2.1.

Data requirements and reporting procedures: on request (30 calendar days).

1.2.2.

Periodic review o f data requirements and reporting procedures: at least every
five years.

1.2.3.

Development o f dynamics system models: Annually.

1.2.4.

Most recent steady-state system models: 30 calendar days.

Data Retention
Evidence that the BA provided the required data to the Hawaii PUC (or designee) and
that each Generator Owner or Transmission Owner provided required data to its BA
shall be kept for five years or until the next audit, whichever is longer, unless directed
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by the Hawaii PUC (or designee) to retain specific evidence for a longer period o f time
as part o f an investigation.
2.

Levels o f N o n - C o m p l i a n c e for Requirement R L Measure M I
2.1.

2.2.

3.

2.I.L

Data requirements and reporting procedures for dynamics data were provided,
but were incomplete in one o f the seven areas defined in R l .

2.1.2.

Failed to provide data to the Hawaii PUC (or designee) within 30 calendar
days but less than 45 calendar days.

Level 2 - The BA failed lo meet all the requirements o f Level 1 for Requirement R l
and Measurement M l .

Levels o f Non-Compliance for Requirement R2, Measure M 2
3.1.

3.2.

4.

Level 1 - The BA met one o f t h e following conditions for Requirement R l , Measure
Ml.

Level 1 - T h e Transmission Owner or Generator Owner failed to meet one o f t h e
following conditions for to supply applicable data to the BA as described Requirement
R1 and Measurement M 1 .
3,LL

Data requirements and reporting procedures for dynamics data were provided,
but were incomplete in one o f t h e seven areas defined in R l ,

3.1.2,

Upon written request, failed to provide data to the BA within 30 calendar days
but less than 45 calendar days.

3.1.3,

Upon completion o f commercial operation o f a new facility, failed to provide
data to the BA within 30 calendar days but less than 45 calendar days,

3.1.4,

Upon change o f equipment characteristics, failed to provide data to the BA
within 60 calendar days but less than 75 calendar days.

Level 2 - The Transmission Owner or Generator Owner failed to meet all the
requirements o f Level 1 for Requirement R2 and Measurement M2.

Levels o f Non-Compliance for Requirement R3, Measure M 3
4.1.

Level 1 - One o f t h e BA's cases was not fully solved/initialized or had other identified
errors.

4.2.

Level 2 - The BA failed to meet all the requirements o f Level I for Requirement R3
and Measurement M3.
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s t a n d a r d HI-MOD-016-0 - A c t u a l a n d F o r e c a s t D e m a n d s , Net Energy f o r L o a d ,
ControUable DSM a n d Distributed Generation
A.

Introduction
1.

Title:
A c t u a l and Forecast Demand, Net Energy for L o a d , and Controllable
Demand-Side Management, and Distributed Generation

2.

Number:

3.

Purpose:
Ensure that accurate, actual Demand data is available to support assessments and
validation o f past events and databases. Forecast Demand data is needed lo perform future
system assessments to identify the need for system reinforcements for continued reliability. ]n
addition. Load information related to controllable Demand-Side Management ( D S M )
programs and Distributed Generation (DG) is needed.

4.

Applicability:
4.1.

HI-MOD-016-0

Functional Entities
4.1.1.

5.
B.

Balancing Authorities ( B A )

Effective Date:

TBD

Requirements
Rl.

The BA shall have documentation identifying the scope and details o f t h e actual and forecast
(a) Demand data, (b) Net Energy for Load data (including the impact o f distributed
generation), (c) controllable DSM data, and (d) DG below the applicable requirements in
M O D - O l O t o be reported for system modeling and reliability analyses. The data submittal
requirements shall stipulate that the customer demand count once and only once, on an
aggregated and dispersed basis, in developing its actual and forecast customer demand values.
The DG shall be aggregated and the BA shall determine the appropriate model for the
aggregate DG that accurately refiecls the impact on the system.

R2.

The BA shall develop and document the following information annually on an aggregated
basis for modeling.
R2.1.

Integrated hourly net-demand in megawatts ( M W ) for the prior year.

R2,2.

Monthly and annual peak hour actual system demand in M W and Net Energy for Load
in gigawallhours (GWh) for the prior year.

R2.3.

Monthly peak hour forecast demand in M W and Net Energy for Load in G W h for the
next two years,

R2.4. Annual Peak hour forecast system demand in M W and annual Net Energy for load in
G W h for at least ten years into the future.
R2.5. Annual daytime Peak hour forecast system demand in M W and annual Net Energy for
load in G W h for at least ten years into the future.
R2.6.

Minimum annual load hour forecast system demand in M W and annual Net Energy for
load in G W h for at least ten years into the future.

R3.

The B A ' s report o f actual and forecast demand data (reported on an aggregated and dispersed
basis) shall address assumptions, methods, and the manner in which uncertainties are treated
in the forecasts o f aggregated peak demand and Net Energy for Load. These uncertainties
include the impact o f distributed generation and customer installed generation,

R4.

The BA shall report data associated with Requirement R3 to the Hawaii PUC (or designee) on
written request (within 30 calendar days).
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R5. The BA shall annually forecast the interruptible demand and Direct Load Management
(DCLM) data for at least ten years into the future for peak system conditions.
R5.1. The BA's forecasts shall clearly document how the Demand and energy effects of DSM
programs (such as conservation, time-of-use rates, interruptible Demand, and Direct
Control Load Management) are defined and included in the forecast.
R5.2. The BA shall include information detailing how Demand-Side Management measures
are addressed in the forecasts of its Peak Demand and annual Net Energy for Load in
the data reporting procedures of Requirement R1.
R5.3. The BA shall make documentation on the treatment of its DSM programs available to
the Hawaii PUC (or designee) on written request (within 30 calendar days).
R6. The BA will make known its amount of interruptible demand and DCLM to the Hawaii PUC
(or designee) within 30 calendar days.
C,

Measures
Ml. The BA's documentation for actual and forecast customer data shall contain all items
identified in Requirement Rl.
M2. The BA shall provide evidence that it developed load data per Requirement R2.
M3. The BA shall provide evidence that its actual and forecast demand data were addressed as
described in the reporting procedures developed for Requirement R3.
M4. The BA shall report current information for Requirement R4 to the Hawaii PUC (or designee)
on written request (within 30 calendar days).
MS. The BA shall provide evidence that it developed forecasts of interruptible demand and DCLM
data per Requirement R5. The BA forecasts clearly document how the demand and energy
effects of DSM programs (such as conservation, time of-use rates, interruptible demand, and
Direct Control Load Management) are addressed. The information detailing how DemandSide Management measures are addressed in the forecasts of Peak Demand and annual Net
Energy for Load are included in the data reporting procedures. Evidence the BA provided
documentation on the treatment of DSM to the Hawaii PUC (or designee) as requested (within
30 calendar days).
M6. The BA shall make known the amount of interruptible demand and DCLM to the Hawaii PUC
(or designee) within 30 calendar days,

D.

Compliance
1.

Compliance Monitoring Process
1.1,

Compliance Enforcement Authority
Hawaii PUC (or designee)

1.2,

Compliance Monitoring Period and Reset Timeframe

1.3,

2.1.1.

Development of Actual and Forecast Demand, Net Energy for Load,
Controllable DSM: Annually.

2.1.2.

On Requests: 30 calendar days.

Data Retention
Six years.
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1.4.

A d d i t i o n a l Compliance I n f o r m a t i o n

Evidence o f compliance with R l through R6 shall be maintained for six years or until the next
audit, whichever is longer, unless directed by the Hawaii PUC (or designee) to retain specific
evidence for a longer period o f time as part o f an investigation.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Levels of Non-Compliance for Requirement R L Measure M l
2.1.

Level I - Documentation does not address completeness and double counting o f
customer data.

2.2.

Level 2 - T h e BA failed to meet all the requirements o f Level 1 for Requirement R l
and Measurement M 1 .

Levels of Non-Compliance for Requirement R2, Measure M 2
3.1.

Level 1 - Did not provide actual and forecast demand and Net Energy for Load data in
one ofthe six areas as required in Requirement R2 and Measurement M2.

3.2.

Level 2 - T h e BA failed to meet all the requirements o f Level 1 for Requirement R2
and Measurement M 2 .

Levels o f Non-Compliance for Requirement R3, Measure M 3
4.1.

Level 1 - Only partially addressed the assumptions, methods, and the manner in which
uncertainties are treated made in the report as required in Requirement R3 and
Measurement M3,

4.2.

Level 2 - T h e BA failed to meet all the requirements o f Level 1 for Requirement R3
and Measurement M3.

Levels of Non-Compliance for Requirement R4» Measure M 4
5.1.

Level I - Failed to provide data to the Hawaii PUC (or designee) within 30 calendar
days but less than 45 calendar days.

5.2.

Level 2 - The BA failed to meet all the requirements o f Level 1 for Requirement R4
and Measurement M4.

Levels of Non-Compliance for Requirement R5, Measure M 5
6.1.

6.2.

7.

Level 1 - The BA met one o f t h e following conditions for Requirement R6, Measure
M6.
1.6.1.

Only partially provided evidence that it provided forecasts o f interruptible
demand and D C L M data per Requirement R5 and Measurement M 5 .

1.6.2.

Failed to provide data lo the Hawaii PUC (or designee) within 30 calendar
days but less than 45 calendar days.

Level 2 - The BA failed to meet all the requirements o f Level 1 for Requirement R5
and Measurement M5,

Levels o f Non-Compliance for Requirement R6, Measure M 6
7.1.

Level 1 - The BA failed to make known the amount o f interruptible demand and
D C L M to the Hawaii PUC (or designee) within 30 calendar days but less than 45
calendar days.

7.2.

Level 2 - The BA failed to meet all the requirements o f Level 1 for Requirement R6
and Measurement M6,
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standard Hl-MOD-025-0—Verification and Data Reporting of Generator Real and Reactive
Power Capability and other Reactive Power Sources
A.

Introduction
1.

Title:
Verification and Data Reporting of Generator Real and Reactive Power
Capability and other Reactive Power Sources

2.

Number:

3.

Purpose:
To ensure that accurate information on generator gross and net Real and Reactive
Power capability and synchronous condenser or static source Reactive Power capability is
available for planning models used to assess transmission system reliabilitj'.

4.

Applicability:

4.1.

4.2.

Hl-MOD-025-0

Functional Entities:
4.1.1.

Balancing Authorities (BA)

4.1.2.

Generator Owner(s)

4.1.3.

Transmission Owner(s)

Facilities: The Facilities are divided into two groups based on the annual system peak
demand.
4.2.1.

Group A - Annual system peak is greater than or equal to 50 MW.
•

Individual generating unit, high voltage direct current systems, electronic
inverter, storage units, etc. greater than 2.0 MVA (gross nameplate rating)
electrically connected lo ihe system.
Synchronous condenser, power electronic or static source greater than 2,0
MVA (gross nameplate rating) electrically connected to the system.
Generating plant/Facility greater than 4.0 MVA (gross aggregate nameplate
rating) electrically connected lo the system.

•
'
4.2.2.

Group B - Annua! system peak is less than 50 MW.
•

•
•
5.
B.

Individual generating unit, high voltage direct current systems, electronic
inverter, storage units, etc. greater than 0.2 MVA (gross nameplate rating)
electrically connected to the system.
Synchronous condenser, power electronic or static source greater than 0.2
MVA (gross nameplate rating) electrically connected to the system.
Generating plant/Facility greater than 0.4 MVA (gross aggregate nameplate
rating) electrically connected to the system.

Effective Date:

TBD

Requirements
Rl,

Each Generator Owner or applicable Transmission Owner in the applicable group shall
provide the BA with verification ofthe Real Power capability of its applicable Facilities as
follows:
Rl.l.

Verify the Real Power capability of its generating units, power electronics in
accordance with Attachment 1.

R1.2.

Submit a completed Attachment 2 (or a form containing the same information as
identified in Attachment 2) to the BA within 30 calendar days of either the date the
data is recorded for a staged test or the date the data is selected for verification using
historical operational data.
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R2. Each Generator Owner or Transmission Owner (including synchronous condenser, power
electronic or static source) in the applicable group shall provide the BA with verification of
the Reactive Power capability of its applicable Facilities as follows:
R2,l, Verify' the Reactive Power capability of its generating units (including synchronous
condenser, power electronic or static source) and shall verify the Reactive Power
capability in accordance with Attachment 1,
R2.2, Submit a completed Attachment 2 (or a form containing the same information as
identified in Attachment 2) to the BA within 30 calendar days of either the dale the
data is recorded for a staged test or the date the data is selected for verification using
historical operational data.
C.

Measures
Ml. Each Generator Owner or applicable Transmission Owner will have evidence that it
performed the verification, such as a completed Attachment 2 or the Generator Owner form
with the same information or dated information collected and used lo complete attachments I
and 2, and will have evidence that it submitted the information within 30 calendar days to its
BA; such as dated electronic mail messages or mail receipts in accordance with Requirement
Rl.
M2. Each Generator Owner or applicable Transmission Owner (including synchronous condenser,
power electronic or static source) will have evidence that it performed the verification, such as
a completed Attachment 2 or the Generator Owner or applicable Transmission Owner
(including synchronous condenser, power electronic or static source) form with the same
information, or dated information collected and used to complete Attachments I and 2 and
will have evidence that it submitted the information within 30 calendar days to its BA; such as
dated electronic mail messages or mail receipts in accordance with Requirement R2.

D.

Compliance
1.

Compliance Monitoring Process
1.1.

Compliance Enforcement Autborit)'
Hawaii PUC (or designee)

1.2.

Data Retention
The following evidence retention periods identify a period of time an entity is required
to retain specific evidence to demonstrate compliance. For instances where the
evidence retention specified below is shorter than the time since the last compliance
audit, the Hawaii PUC (or designee) may ask an entity to provide other evidence to
show that it was compliant for the full time period since the last audit.
The Generator Owner or applicable Transmission Owner shall keep the data or
evidence to show compliance as identified below, unless directed by the Hawaii PUC
(or designee) to retain specific evidence for a longer period of time as part of an
investigation. The Generator Owner or applicable Transmission Owner shall retain the
latest Attachment I and 2 and the data behind these attachments or Owner form with
equivalent information and submittal evidence for Requirements Rl and R2, Measures
M1 and M2 for the time period since the last compliance audit.
If a Generator Owner or applicable Transmission Owner is found noncompliant, it shall
keep information related to the noncompliance until mitigation is complete or for the
lime specified above, whichever is longer. The Hawaii PUC (or designee) will keep
the last audit records and all requested and submitted subsequent audit records.
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1.3.

Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement Processes:
Compliance Audits
Self-Certifications
Spot Checking
Compliance Violation Investigations
Self-Reporting
Complaints

2.

Levels of Non-Compliance for Requirement Rl, Measure Ml
2.1.

2.2.
3.

Level 1 -The Generator Owner or applicable Transmission Owner met one ofthe
following conditions for Requirement RI and Measurement MI.
2.1.1.

The Generator Owner or applicable Transmission Owner verified and
recorded the Real Power capability of its applicable generating unit, but
submitted the data to the BA more than 30 calendar days, but within 45
calendar days, of the date the data is recorded for a staged test or the date the
data is selected for verification using historical operational data.

2.1.2.

The Generator Owner or applicable Transmission Owner verified the Real
Power capability, per Attachment 1 and submitted the data but was missing I
to less than or equal to 33 percent ofthe data.

2.1.3.

TheGeneratorOwner or applicable Transmission Owner performed the Real
Power verification per Attachment 1, "Periodicity for conducting a new
verification" item 1 or item 2 (5 year requirement) but did so in more than 66
calendar months bus less than or equal to 69 months.

2.1.4.

The GeneratorOwner or applicable Transmission Owner performed the Real
Power verification per Attachment I, "Periodicity for conducting a new
verification" item 1, 2 or 3 (12 calendar month requirement) but did so in
more than 12 calendar months but less than or equal to 13 calendar months.

Level 2 - The Generator Owner or applicable Transmission Owner failed to meet all
the requirements of Level I for Requirement Rl and Measurement Ml.

Levels of Non-Compliance for Requirement R2, Measure M2
3.1.

Level I - The Generator Owner or applicable Transmission Owner met one ofthe
following conditions for Requirement R2 and Measurement M2.
3.1.1.

The Generator Owner or applicable Transmission Owner verified and
recorded the Reactive Power capability of its applicable generating unit or
applicable synchronous condenser or static source, but submitted the data to
its BA more than 30 calendar days, but within 45 calendar days, from the date
ofthe verification by staged test or the date the historical operating data that
was selected for verification.

3.1.2.

TheGeneratorOwner or applicable Transmission Owner verified the Reacfive
Power capability, per Attachment 1 and submitted the data but was missing 1
to up to and including 33 percent ofthe data,

3.1.3.

The GeneratorOwner or applicable Transmission Owner performed the
Reactive Power verification per Attachment I, "Periodicity for conducting a
new verification" item 1 or item 2 (5 year requirement) but did so in more
than 66 calendar months bus less than or equal lo 69 months.
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3.1.4.

3,2.

The Generator Owner or applicable Transmission Owner performed the
Reactive Power verification per Attachment I, "Periodicity for conducting a
new verification" item 1, 2 or 3 (12 calendar month requirement) but did so in
more than 12 calendar months but less than or equal to 13 calendar months.

Level 2 - The Generator Owner or applicable Transmission Owner failed to meet all
the requirements of Level 1 for Requirement R2 and Measurement M2.

Version History

Version

Date
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A t t a c h m e n t 1 - Verification of Generator Real a n d Reactive Power Capability a n d
S y n c h r o n o u s Condenser Reactive Power Capability
Periodicity for conducting a new v e r i f i c a t i o n :
The BA shall in conjunction with the Generation and Applicable Transmission Owners establish an initial
testing date for all units within its BA and all testing and verification shall be completed within the
following three years. Following the initial testing, the periodicity for performing Real and Reactive
Power capabilit)' verification is as follows:
1.

2.

3.

For staged verification; verify each applicable Facility at least every five years (with no more
than 66 calendar months between verifications), or within 12 calendar months o f t h e discover)' o f
a change that affects its Real Power or Reactive Power capability by more than 10 percent o f the
last reported verified capability and is expected to last more than six months.
For verification using operational data; verify each applicable Facility at least every five years
(with no more than 66 calendar months between verifications), or within 12 calendar months
following the discovery that its Real Power or Reactive Power capability has changed by more
than 10 percent o f t h e last reported verified capability and is expected to last more than six
months, i f data for different points is recorded on different days, designate the earliest o f those
dates as the verification date, and report that date as the verification date on Attachment 2 for
periodicity purposes.
For either verification method, verify each new applicable Facility within 12 calendar months o f
its commercial operation date.

It is intended that Real Power testing be performed at the same time as full Load Reactive Power testing,
however separate testing is allowed for this standard. For synchronous condensers or static sources,
perform only the Reactive Power capability verifications as specified below.
I f the Reactive Power capability is verified through test, the Generator Owner shall schedule the test with
the System Operator. The test shall be scheduled at a time advantageous for the unit being verified to
demonstrate its Reactive Power capabilities while the System Operator takes measures to maintain the
plant's system bus voltage at the scheduled value or within acceptable tolerance ofthe scheduled value.

Verification specifications for applicable Facilities:
1,

For individual generating units o f t h e applicable group M V A or less that are part o f an applicable
group plant M V A or greater in aggregate, record data either on an individual unit basis or as a group.
Perform verification individually for every generating unit or synchronous condenser or static source
o f t h e applicable group M V A or greater (gross nameplate rating).

2.

Verify with all au.xiliar)' equipment needed for expected normal operation in service for both the Real
Power and Reactive Power capability verification. Perform verification with the automatic voltage
regulator in service for the Reactive Power capability verification (see Note 3 if the automatic voltage
regulator is not available). Operational data from within the two years prior lo the verification date is
acceptable for the verification o f either the Real Power or the Reactive Power capability, as long as
that operational data meets the criteria in 2,1 through 2.5 below. A Reactive capability test must
demonstrate at least 90 percent o f a previously staged test that demonstrated at least 50 percent o f t h e
Reactive capability shown on the associated thermal capability curve (D-curve). I f the previously
staged test was unduly restricted by unusual generation or equipment limitations (e.g., capacitor or
reactor banks out o f service), then the next verification shall be by another staged test, nol operational
data:
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2.1. Verify Real Power capability and Reactive Power capability over-excited (lagging) o f all
applicable Facilities at the applicable Facilities' normal (not emergency) expected maximum
Real Power output at the time o f t h e verifications.
2.1.1. Verify synchronous generating unit's maximum real power and lagging reactive power for a
minimum o f one hour.
2.1.2, Verify variable generating units, such as wind, solar, and run o f river hydro, at the
maximum Real Power output the variable resource can provide at Ihe time o f t h e
verification. Perform verification o f Reactive Power capabilit)' o f wind turbines and
photovoltaic inverters with al least 90 percent ofthe wind turbines or photovoltaic inverters
at a site on-line. I f verification o f wind turbines or photovoltaic inverter Facility cannot be
accomplished meeting the 90 percent threshold, document the reasons the threshold was not
met and test to the full capability at the time o f the test. Reschedule the test o f t h e facility
within six months o f being able to reach the 90 percent threshold. Maintain, as steady as
practical, Real and Reactive Power output during verifications,

3,

4.

2.2. Verify Reactive Power capability o f all applicable Facilities, other than wind and photovoltaic,
for maximum overexcited (lagging) and under-excited (leading) reactive capability for the
following conditions:
2.2.1.At the minimum Real Power output at which they are normally expected to operate collect
maximum leading and lagging reactive values as soon as a limit is reached.
2.2.2. At maximum Real Power output collect maximum leading reactive values as soon as a limit
is reached.
2.3. For hydrogen-cooled generators, perform the verification al normal operating hydrogen pressure,
2.4. Calculate the Generator Step-Up (GSU) transformer losses i f the verification measurements are
taken from the high side o f t h e GSU transformer. GSU transformer real and reactive losses may
be estimated, based on the GSU impedance, i f necessary.
Record the following data for the verifications specified above:
3.1. The v a l u e o f the gross Real and Reactive Power generating capabilities at the end o f t h e
verification period.
3.2. The voltage schedule provided by the System Operator, i f applicable.
3.3. The voltage at the high and low side o f the GSU and/or system interconnection transformer(s) at
the end o f t h e verification period. I f only one o f these values is metered, the other may be
calculated.
3.4. The ambient conditions, if applicable, at the end o f t h e verification period that the Generator
Owner requires to perform corrections to Real Power for different ambient conditions such as:
3.4.LAmbient air temperature
3.4.2.Relative humidity
3.4.3.Cooling water temperature
3.4.4.0ther data as applicable
3.5. The date and time o f t h e verification period, including start and end time in hours and minutes,
3.6. The exisfing GSU and/or system interconnection transformer(s) tap setting,
3.7. The GSU transformer losses (real or reactive) i f the verification measurements were taken from
the high side o f t h e GSU transformer.
3.8. Whether the lest data is a result o f a staged test or i f it is operational data,
Develop a simplified key one-line diagram (refer to Attachment 2) showing sources o f auxiliar)' Real
and Reactive Power and associated system connections for each unit verified. Include GSU and/or
syslem Interconnecfion and auxiliary transformers. Show Reactive Power fiows, with directional
arrows.
4.1. I f metering does nol exist to measure specific Reactive auxiliary Load(s), provide an engineering
estimate and associated calculations. Transformer Real and Reactive Power losses w i l l also be
estimates or calculations. Only output data are required when using a computer program to
calculate losses or loads.
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4,2. I f an adjustment is requested by the BA develop the relafionships between test conditions and
generator output so that the amount o f Real Power that can be expected to be delivered from a
generator at different conditions, such as higher temperature condifions, can be determined.
Adjust M W values tested to ambient conditions specified by the BA upon request and submit
them to the BA within 90 days o f t h e request or the date the data was recorded/selected
whichever is later.

NOTES
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Under some transmission system conditions, the data points obtained by the M V A R verification
required by the standard will not duplicate the manufacturer supplied thermal capability curve ( D curve). However, the verification required by the standard, even when conducted under these
transmission system conditions, may uncover applicable Facility limitations; such as rotor
thermal instability, improper tap settings, inaccurate A VR operation, etc., which could be further
analyzed for resolution. The M V A R limil level(s) achieved during a staged test or from
operational data may not be representative o f t h e unit's reactive capability for extreme system
conditions. See Note 2.
While not required by the standard, it is desirable to perform engineering analyses to determine
expected applicable Facility capabilities under less restrictive system voltages than those
encountered during the verification. Even though this analysis will not verify the complete
thermal capability curve (D-curve), it provides a reasonable estimate o f applicable Facility
capability that the BA can use for modeling.
It is desired that the automatic voltage regulator be in service when testing a generator's reactive
capability. I f an automatic voltage regulator is not installed on the unit to be tested, or is not
available al the lime ofthe test, exercise extra caution nol to exceed the operating limits o f t h e
generator.
The Reactive Power verificafion is intended to define the limits o f t h e unit's Reactive Power
capabilities. I f a unit has no leading capability, then it should be reported with no leading
capability; or the minimum lagging capability at which it can operate.
Synchronous Condensers or static sources only need to be tested at two points (one over-excited
point and one under-e.xcited point) since they have no Real Power output.
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Attachment 2
One-line Diagram, Table, and Summary for Verification Information Reporting
Note: If the configuration ofthe applicable Facility does nol lend itself to the use ofthe diagram, tables,
or summaries for reporting the required information, changes may be made to this form, provided thai all
required information (identified in Attachment 1) is reported.

Company:

Reported by (name):

Plant:

Unit No.

Date of Report:

Check all that applv:
D Over-excited Full Load Reactive Power Verification
D Under-excited Full Load Reactive Power Verification
• Over-excited Minimum Load Reactive Power Verification
D Under-e.xcited Minimum Load Reactive Power Verification
D Real Power Verification
a Staged Test Data
D Operational Data

Simplified one-line diagram showing plant auxiliary Load connections and verification data:
Point of
InterconnccUon

P M t i v i i i i i J i u i wAcAa p*w«i

K
GcnoraiorStep Up
Auxiliar\'or
Station Service
Trmsformerfs)
Unit Au.xilitDy
Trans fomicrts)

Ehi*-

GcncraiorCs)
Aa\ bu8
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Station Scn'tce
Transformcrfs)

Aux bus
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Point

Voltage
(kV)

Real
Power
(MW)

A

Reactive
Power
(MVAR)

Comment
Sum mulfiple generators that are verified together or are
part of the same unit. Report individual unit values
separately whenever the verification measurements were
taken at the individual unit. Individual values are
required for units or synchronous condensers depending
on applicable group.

Identify calculatec values, if any:
B

Sum multiple unit auxiliary transformers.

Identify calculatec values, if any:
C

Sum multiple tertiary Loads, if any.

Identify calculatec values, if any:
D

Sum multiple auxiliary and station service transformers.

Identify calculatec values, if any:
E

Sum multiple unit auxiliar)' transformers.

F

Net unit capability

Identify calculatec values, if any:
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Verification Data
Provide data by unit or Facility, as appropriate
Last Verification
Data Recorded

Data T y p e

(Previous Data)

Gross Reactive Power Capability ( * M V A R )
Aux Reactive Power ( * M V A R )
Net Reactive Power Capability ( * M V A R ) equals Gross
Reactive Power Capability ( * M V A R ) minus Aux
Reactive Power connected at the same bus ( * M V A R )
minus tertiary Reactive Power connected at the same
bus(*MVAR)
Gross Real Power Capability ( * M W )
Aux Real Power ( * M W )
Net Real Power Capability ( * M W ) equals Gross Real
Power Capability ( * M W ) minus Aux Real Power
connected at the same bus ( * M W ) minus tertiary Real
Power connected at the same bus(*MW)
* Note: Enter values at the end o f t h e verification period.
GSU losses (only required i f verification measurements
are taken on the high side o f t h e G S U - M V A R )

Summar\' of Verification
Dale of Verification
• Scheduled Voltage

, Verification Start Time

Transformer Voltage Ratio: GSU

, Unit Aux

, Verification End Time

. Station Aux

, Other Aux

• Ambient conditions at the end ofthe verification period:
Air temperature:
Humidity:
Cooling water temperature:
Other data as applicable:
The recorded MVAR values were adjusted to rated generator voltage, where applicable.
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• Generator hydrogen pressure at time of test (if applicable)
Dale that data shown in last verification column in table above was taken

Remarks :

Note: If the verification value did not reach the thermal capability curve (D-curve), describe the reason.
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standard HI-MOD-026-0 — Verification of Models and Data for
Generator/ Transmiaaion Equipment Excitation System or Plant
Volt/VAr Control System
A, introduction
L

Title:
Verification o f Models and Data for Generator and applicable
transmission equipment E.xcitation System or Plant VollA^Ar Control Syslem

2.

Number:

3-

Purpose:
To verify that the generator or transmission equipment excitation system
or plant VoUA^Ar control system'model (including the power system stabilizer model
and the impedance compensator model) and the model parameters used in dynamic
simulations accurately represent the generator excitation system or plant VoltA^Ar
control system behavior when assessing a B A ' s System reliability.

4,

Applicability:
4.1.

4.2.

Hi-MOD-026-0

Functional Entities:
4,1.1

Generator Owner (s)

4.L2

Balancing Authority ( B A )

4.1.3

Transmission Owner(s)

Facilities:

The Facilities are divided into two groups based on the annual system peak demand o f
the B A ' s area. For the purpose o f t h e requirements contained herein. Facilities that are
electrically connected to the system will be collectively referred as an "applicable
units'" that meets the following:
4.2.1

Group A - Annual system peak is greater than or equal to 50 M W .

4.2.1.1 Individual generating unit, high voltage direct current systems,
electronic inverter, storage units, etc. greater than 2.0 M V A (gross
nameplate rating) electrically connected to the system.
4.2.1.2 Synchronous condenser, power electronic or static source greater
than 2.0 M V A (gross nameplate rafing) electrically connected to the
system.
4.2.1.3 Generating plant/Facility greater than 4,0 M V A (gross aggregate
nameplate rating) electrically connected to ihe system.
4.2.2

Group B - Annual system peak is less than 50 M W ,

4.2.2.1 Individual generating unit, high voltage direct current systems,
electronic inverter, storage units, etc. greater than 0.2 M V A (gross
nameplate rating) electrically connected to the system.

Excitation control system or plant Volt/VAr control function:
a-

For individual synchronous machines, the generator excitation control syslem includes the
g^neraior, exciter, voltage regulator and power system stabilizer.

^-

For an aggregate generating plant, the Voft/VAr control system includes the voltage regulator &
refictive power control system controlling and coordinating plant voltage and associated reactive
capable resources.
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4.2.2.2 Synchronous condenser, power electronic or static source greater
than 0,2 M V A (gross nameplate rating) electrically connected to the
system.

5.
B.

4.2.2.3 Generating plant/Facility greater than 0.4 M V A (gross aggregate
nameplate rating) electrically connected lo the syslem.
Effective Date: T B D

Requirements
Rl.

R2.

The BA shall provide one or more o f t h e following to its requesting Generator Owner
or Transmission Owner within 30 calendar days o f receiving a written request:
•

Acceptable excitation syslem or plant V o l t / V A r control system models that are
acceptable to the BA for use in dynamic simulation.

•

Acceptable dynamic excitation system or plant V o l t / V A r control system model
library block diagrams and/or data sheets for models that are acceptable to the BA,
or

•

Model data for any o f t h e Generator Owner's or Transmission Owner's existing
applicable unit specific excitation control system or plant V o l t / V A r control system
contained in the B A ' s dynamic database from the current (in-use) models,
including generator M V A base.

Each Generator Owner or Transmission Owner shall provide, for each applicable unit,
a verified generator excitation system, plant V o l t / V A r control system model,
including documentation and data as specified in Part 2.1, or transmission equipment
model and documentation to its BA in accordance with the periodicity specified in
Attachment 1,
2.1.

Each applicable unit's excitation syslem or plant V o l t / V A r control system
performance shall be verified by the Generator Owner or Transmission Owner
using a model acceptable to the B A . Verification o f an individual unit less than
the applicable group M V A (gross nameplate rating) may be performed using
either individual unit or plant aggregate model(s) or both. Each verification shall
include the following:
2.1.1.

Documentation demonstrating the applicable unit's model response
matches the recorded response for a voltage excursion from either a
staged test or a measured system disturbance,

2.1.2.

Manufacturer, model number ( i f available), and type o f excitation system
or plant V o l t / V A r control system installed including, but not limited lo
static, AC brushless, DC rotating, and V o l t / V A r function,

2.1.3.

Model structure and data including, but not limited to reactance, time
constants, saturation factors, total rotational inenia, or equivalent data for
the generator,

2.1.4.

Model structure and data for the excitation system, or the model structure
and data for the plant V o l t / V A r control syslem,

2.1.5.

Compensation settings (such as droop, line drop, differential
compensation), i f used, and

2.1.6.

Model structure and data for power syslem stabilizer, i f so equipped.
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R3.

Each Generator Owner or Transmission Owner shall provide a written response lo the
B A within 90 calendar days o f receiving one o f t h e following items for an applicable
unit:
•

Written notification from the BA (in accordance with Requirement R6) that
the excitation system or plant V o l t / V A r control system model is not usable,
or

•

Written comments from the BA identifying technical concerns with the
verificafion documentation related to the excitation system or plant V o l t / V A r
control system model, or

•

Wriiten comments and supporting evidence from the BA indicating that the
simulated excitation system or plant V o l t / V A r control model response did
not match the recorded response to a transmission system event.

The written response shall contain either the technical basis for maintaining the current
model, the model changes, or a plan to perform model verification^ (in accordance with
Requirement R2).
R4.

Each Generator Owner or Transmission Owner shall provide revised model data or
plans to perform model verification^(in accordance with Requirement R2) for an
applicable unit to the BA within 90 calendar days o f making changes to the excitation
system or plant V o l t / V A r control system that alter the equipment response'^
characteristic.

R5.

Each Generator Owner and Transmission Owner shall provide a written response to the
B A , within 60 calendar days following receipt o f a technically justified unit request
from the BA to perform a model review o f a unit or plant that includes one o f t h e
following:

R6.

•

Details o f plans to verify the model (in accordance with Requirement R2), or

•

Corrected model data including the source o f revised model data such as
discover)' o f manufacturer test values to replace generic model data or
updating o f data parameters based on an on-site review o f t h e equipment.

The BA shall notify the Generator Owner and Transmission Owner within 30 calendar
days o f receiving the verified excitation system or plant V o l t / V A r control system
model information in accordance with Requirement R2 that the model is useable
(meets the criteria specified in Parts 6.1 through 6.3) or is not useable; and shall
include a technical description i f the model is not useable that includes the following:

If verification is perfonned, the 5 year period as outlined in Attachment 1 is reset.
Exciter, voltage regulator, plant Volt/VAr or power system stabilizer replacement including sofhvare
alterations that alter excitation system equipment response, plant digital control system addition or
replacement, plant digital control system software alterations that alter excitation control system
equipment response, plant Volt/VAr function equipment addition or replacement (such as static VAr
systems, capacitor banks, individual unit excitation systems, etc), a change in the voltage control mode
(such as going from power factor control lo automatic voltage control, etc), exciter, voltage regulator,
impedance compensator, or power system stabilizer settings change. Automatic changes in settings that
occur due to changes in operating mode do not apply to Requirement R4.
Final -January 24, 2013
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C.

D.

6.L

The excitation system or plant V o l t / V A r control system model initializes to
compute modeling data without error,

6.2.

A no-disturbance simulation results in negligible transients, and

6.3.

For an otherwise stable simulation, a disturbance simulation results in the
excitation system or plant V o l t / V A r control system model exhibiting appropriate
positive damping.

Measures
Ml.

The BA must have and provide the dated request for instructions or data, the
transmitted instructions or data and dated evidence o f a written transmittal (e.g.,
electronic mail message, postal receipt, or confirmation o f facsimile) as evidence that it
provided the request within 30 calendar days in accordance with Requirement R l .

M2.

The Generator Owner or Transmission Owner must have and provide dated evidence it
verified each generator excitation control system or plant V o l t / V A r control function
model according lo Part 2.1 for each applicable unit and a dated transmittal (e.g.,
electronic mail, postal receipt, or confirmation o f facsimile) as evidence il provided the
model, documentation, and data to the B A , in accordance with Requirement R2.

M3.

Evidence for Requirement R3 must include the Generator Owner's or Transmission
Owner's dated written response containing the information identified in Requirement
R3 and dated evidence o f transmittal (e.g electronic mail message, postal receipt, or
confirmation o f facsimile) o f t h e response.

M4.

Evidence for Requirement R4 must include, for each o f the Generator Owner's or
Transmission Owner's applicable units for which system changes specified in
Requirement R4 were made, a dated revised model data or plans to perform a model
verification and dated evidence (e.g., electronic mail, postal receipt, or confirmation o f
facsimile) it provided the revised model and data or plans within 90 calendar days o f
making changes.

M5.

Evidence for Requirement R5 must include the Generator Owner's or Transmission
Owner's dated written response containing the information identified in Requirement
R5 and dated evidence (e.g., electronic mail message, postal receipt, or confirmation o f
facsimile) it provided a written response within 60 calendar days following receipt o f a
technically justified request,

M6.

Evidence o f Requirement R6 must include, for each model received, the dated
response indicating the model was usable or not usable according to the criteria
specified in Parts 6.1 through 6.3 and for a model that is not useable, a technical
description; and dated evidence o f transmittal (e.g., e]ectron\c mail message, postal
receipt, or confirmation o f facsimile) that the Generator Owner or Transmission Owner
was notified within 30 calendar days o f receipt o f model information.

Compliance
1.

Compliance M o n i t o r i n g Process
1.1,

Compliance Enforcement A u t h o r i t y
Hawaii PUC (or designee)

1.2.

Data Retention
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The following evidence retention periods identify the period of time an entity is
required to retain specific evidence to demonstrate compliance. For instances
where the evidence retention period specified below is shorter than the time since
the last audit, the Hawaii PUC (or designee) may ask an entity to provide other
evidence to show that it was compliant for the full lime period since the last
audit.
The Generator Owner or Transmission Owner and the BA shall each keep data or
evidence to show compliance as identified below unless directed by the Hawaii
PUC (or designee) lo retain specific evidence for a longer period of time as part
of an investigation:
•

The BA shall retain the information/data request and provided response
evidence of Requirements Rl and R6. Measures Ml and M6 for three
calendar years from the date the document was provided.

•

The Generator Owner or Transmission Owner shall retain the latest
excitation control system or plant Volt/VAr control function model
verification evidence of Requirement R2, Measure M2.

•

The Generator Owner or Transmission Owner shall retain the
information/data request and provided response evidence of Requirements
R3 through R5, and Measures M3 through M5 for three calendar years from
the date the document was provided.

If a Generator Owner, Transmission Owner or the BA is found non-compliant, it
shall keep information related to the non-compliance until mitigation is complete
or approved or for the time specified above, whichever is longer.
The Hawaii PUC (or designee) will keep the last audit records and all requested
and submitted subsequent audit records.
1.3. Compliance Monitoring and Assessment Processes
Compliance Audit
Self-Certification
Spot Checking
Compliance Investigation
Self-Reporting
Complaints
1.4. Additional Compliance Information
None
2.

Levels of Non-Compliance for Requirement Rl, Measure Ml
2.1, Level 1 - The BA provided the instructions and data to the Generator Owner or
Transmission Owner more than 30 calendar days but less than or equal lo 45
calendar days of receiving a request for Requirement Rl and Measurement Ml.
2.2. Level 2 - The Generator Owner or Transmission Owner failed to meet all the
requirements of Level 1 for Requirement Rl and Measurement Ml,
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3.

Levels of Non-Compliance for Requirement R2, Measure M 2
3.1.

3.2,

4.

5.

6.

7.

Level 1 - The Generator Owner or Transmission Owner met one o f t h e
following conditions for Requirement R2 and Measurement M 2 ,
3.1.1

The Generator Owner or Transmission Owner provided its verified
model(s) to the BA after the timeframe specified in Attachment I but less
than or equal to 30 calendar days late;

3.1.2

The Generator Owner or Transmission Owner provided the BA verified
models that omitted one o f t h e six Parts identified in Requirement R2,
Parts2.l.l through 2.1.6.

Level 2 - The Generator Owner or Transmission Owner failed to meet all the
requirements o f Level 1 for Requirement R2 and Measurement M2.

Levels o f Non-Compliance for Requirement R3, Measure M 3
4.1.

Level 1 - The Generator Owner or Transmission Owner provided a written
response more than 90 calendar days but less than or equal to 120 calendar days
o f receiving written notice for Requirement R3 and Measurement M3.

4.2.

Level 2 - The Generator Owner or Transmission Owner failed lo meet all the
requ'iremeT}ls o f Level ) for Requirement R3 and Measurement M3.

Levels o f Non-Compliance f o r Requirement R4, Measure M 4
5.1.

Level 1 - T h e Generator Owner or Transmission Owner provided revised model
data or plans lo perform model verification more than 90 calendar days but less
than or equal to 180 calendar days o f making changes to the excitation control
system or plant V o l t / V A r control function that altered the equipment response
characteristic for Requirement R4 and Measurement M4.

5.2.

Level 2 - The Generator Owner or Transmission Owner failed to meet all the
requirements o f Level 1 for Requirement R4 and Measurement M4.

Levels of Non-Compliance for Requirement RS^ Measure M 5
6.1.

Level 1 - The Generator Owner or Transmission Owner provided a written
response more than 60 calendar days but less than or equal to 75 calendar days to
ihe BA following receipt o f a technically justified request to perform a model
review o f a unit or plant for Requirement R5 and Measurement M5,

6.2.

Level 2 - The Generator Owner or Transmission Owner failed to meet all the
requirements o f Level 1 for Requirement R5 and Measurement M5.

Levels of Non-Compliance for Requirement R6, Measure M 6
7.1.

Level 1 - The BA provided a written response to the Generator Owner or
Transmission Owner indicating whether the model is useable or not useable;
including a technical description i f the model is not useable, more than 30
calendar days but less than or equal to 45 calendar days of receiving verified
model informafion for Requirement R6 and Measurement M6.

7.2.

Level 2 - The Generator Owner or Transmission Owner failed lo meet all the
requirements o f Level I for Requirement R6 and Measurement M6.

Final-January 24, 2013
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Version History
Version

Date

Action

Change Tracking

E. References
The following documents contain technical information beyond the scope of this Standard on
excitation control system functionality, modeling, and testing.
1.

IEEE 421,1 Definitions for Excitation Systems for Synchronous Machines

2.

IEEE 421.2 Guide for Identification, Tesfing, and Evaluation ofthe Dynamic
Performance of Excitation Control Systems

3.

IEEE 421.5 IEEE Recommended Practice for E.xcitation System Models for Power
Syslem Stability Studies

4.

K. Clark, R.A. Walling, N.W. Miller, "Solar Photovoltaic (PV) Plant Models in PSLF,"
IEEE/PES General Meeting, Detroit, MI, July 2011

5.

M. Asmine, J. Brochu. J. Fortmann, R. Gagnon, Y. Kazachkov, C.-E, Langlois, C.
Larose, E. Muljadi, J. MacDowell, P. Pourbeik, S. A. Seman, and K. Wiens, "Model
Validation for Wind Turbine Generator Models", IEEE Transactions on Power Syslem,
Volume 26, Issue 3, August 2011

6.

A. Ellis, E. Muljadi, J, Sanchez-Gasca, Y, Kazachkov, "Generic Models for Simulation
of Wind Power Plants in Bulk Syslem Planning Studies,"IEEE PES General Meeting
2011, Detroit, Ml, July 24-28

7. N.W. Miller, J. J. Sanchez-Gasca, K. Clark, J.M. MacDowell, "Dynamic Modeling of GE
Wind Plants for Stability Simulations," IEEE PES General Meefing 201 1, Detroit, M l ,
July 24-28
8.

A. Ellis, Y. Kazachkov, E. Muljadi, P. Pourbeik, J,J. Sanchez-Gasca, Working Group
Joint Report- WECC Working Group on Dynamic Performance of Wind Power
Generation & IEEE Working Group on Dynamic Performance of Wind Power
Generation, "Description and Technical Specifications for Generic WTG Models - A
Status Report," Proc. IEEE PES 2011 Power Systems Conference and Exposition
(PSCE), March 2011, Phoenix, AZ

9.

K. Clark, N.W. Miller, R.A. Walling,"Modeling of GE Solar Photovoltaic (PV) Plants for
Grid Studies," version 1,1, April 2010

10. K. Clark, N.W. Miller, J. J, Sanchez-Gasca, "Modeling of GE Wind Turbine-Generators
for Grid Studies," version 4.5, April 16, 2010, Available from GE Energy
1 I. R.J. Piwko, N.W. Miller, J.M. MacDowell, "Field Testing &Model Validation of Wind
Plants," in Proc. IEEE PES General Meeting, Pittsburg, PA, July 2008
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StanciarcJ HI-MOD-027-0 — Verification of MocJels and Data for
Turbine/Governor and Load Control or Active Power/Frequency Control
Functions
A. Introduction
1.

2.

Title:
Verification o f Models and Data for Turbine/Governor and Load Control or
Active Power/Frequency Control Functions
._Number:__-Hl-M0D-O27-O-

3.

Purpose:
To verify that the turbine/governor and load control or active power/frequency
control' model and the model parameters, used in dynamic simulations that assess the B A ' s
transmission system reliability, accurately represent generator unit real power response to
system frequency variations.

4.

Applicability:
4.1.

4.2.

Functional entities
4.1.1

Generator Owner

4.1.2

Transmission Owner

4.1.3

Balancing Authority ( B A )

Facilities
The Facilities are divided into two groups based on the annual system peak demand o f
the BA's area. For the purpose ofthe requirements contained herein. Facilities thai are
electrically connected to the system w i l l be collectively referred as an "applicable unit"
that meet the following:
4.2.1

Group A - Annual system peak is greater than or equal to 50 M W .

4.2.1.1 Individual generating unit, high voltage direct current systems, electronic
inverter, storage units, etc. greater than 2.0 M V A (gross nameplate rating)
electrically connected to the system.
4.2.1.2 Generating plant/Facility greater than 4.0 M V A (gross aggregate nameplate
rating) electrically connected to the system.
4.2.2

Group B -Annual syslem peak is less than 50 M W .

4.2.2.1 Individual generating unit, high voltage direct current systems, electronic
inverter, storage units, etc. greater than 0.2 M V A (gross nameplate rating)
electrically connected to the system.
4.2.2.2 Generating plant/Facility greater than 0.4 M V A (gross aggregate nameplate
rating) electrically connected lo the system.
5.
B.

Effective Date: T B D

Requirements
Rl.

The BA shall provide one or more o f t h e following to its requesting Generator or its applicable
Transmission Owners within 30 calendar days o f receiving a written request:

Turbine/governor and load control and active power/frequency conlroi:
a.

Turbine/govcmor and load control applies to conventional synchronous generation.

b.

Active power/frequency control applies to variable energy plants, high voltage direct current systems, flexible AC
transmission systems and storage units.
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R2.

•

Acceptable turbine/governor and load conlroi or active power/frequency control system
models that are acceptable to the BA for use in dynamic simulation,

•

Acceptable dynamic turbine/governor and load control or active power/frequency control
function model library block diagrams and/or data sheets for models that are acceptable to
t h c B A , or

•

Model data forany o f the Generator or applicable Transmission Owner's existing
applicable unit specific turbine/governor and load control or active power/frequency
control system contained in the B A ' s dynamic database from the current (in-use) model(s).

Each Generator and applicable Transmission Owners shall provide, for each o f its applicable
units, a verified turbine/governor and load control or active power/frequency conlroi model,
including documentation and data (as specified in Pan 2.1) to the BA in accordance with the
periodicity specified in Attachment 1.
2.1.

R3.

Each applicable unit's model shall be verified by the Generator or applicable
Transmission Owner using one or more models acceptable lo the BA. Verification o f an
individual unit less than the applicable group M V A (gross nameplate rating) may be
performed using either individual unit or plant aggregate model(s) or both. Each
verification shall include the following:
2.1.1.

Documentation comparing the applicable unit's M W model response to the
recorded M W response for either a frequency excursion from a system
disturbance that meets Attachment 1 Note 1 with applicable unit on-line, a speed
governor reference change with the applicable unit on-line, or partial load
rejection test,

2.1.2.

Type o f governor and load control or active power control/frequency control 1
equipment,

2.1.3.

A description o f t h e turbine (e.g. for hydro turbine - Kaplan, Francis, or Pelton;
for steam turbine - boiler type, normal fuel type, and turbine type; for gas turbine
- the type and manufacturer; for variable energy plant - type and manufacturer),

2.1.4.

Model structure and data for turbine/governor and load control and active
power/frequency control, and

2.1.5.

Representation o f t h e real power response effects o f outer loop controls (such as
operator set point controls, and load control but excluding AGC control) thai
would override the governor response (including blocked or nonfunctioning
governors or modes o f operation that limit Frequency Response), i f applicable.

Each Generator and applicable Transmission Owner shall provide a written response to the BA
within 90 calendar days o f receiving one o f t h e following items for an applicable unit,
•

Written notification, from the BA (in accordance with Requirement R5) thai the
turbine/governor and load control and active power/frequency control model is nol
"usable,"

•

Written comments from the BA identifying technical concerns with the verification
documentation related to the turbine/governor and load control or active
power/frequency control model, or
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Written comments and supporting evidence from the BA indicating that ihe simulated
turbine/governor and load control or active power/frequency conlroi response did not
appro.ximate the recorded response for one or more transmission system events.

The written response shall contain either ihe technical basis for maintaining the current model,
the model changes, or a plan to perform model verification^ (in accordance with Requirement
R2).

C.

R4.

Each Generator and applicable Transmission Owner shall provide revised model data or model
verification'' (in accordance with Requirement R2) for an applicable unit to the BA within 90
calendar days o f making changes to the turbine/governor and load control or active
power/frequency control system that alter the equipment response characteristic"*.

R5.

The BA shall notify the Generator and applicable Transmission Owner within 30 calendar days
o f receiving the turbine/governor and load control or active power/frequency control system
verified model information in accordance with Requirement R2 that the model is useable
(meets the criteria specified in Parts 5.1 through 5.3) or is not usable; and shall include a
technical description i f the model is nol useable that includes the following:
5.1.

The turbine/governor and load control or active power/frequency control function model
initializes to compute modeling data without error,

5.2.

A no-disturbance simulation results in negligible transients, and

5.3.

For an otherwise stable simulation, a disturbance simulation results in the
turbine/governor and load control or active power/frequency control model exhibiting
positive damping having fully decayed within 20 seconds.

Measures
Ml.

The BA shall have evidence such as the dated request for instructions or data, the transmitted
instructions or data, and dated evidence o f a written transmittal (e.g., electronic mail message,
postal receipts, or confirmation o f facsimile) that it provided the request within 30 calendar
days in accordance with Requirement R l .

M2.

The Generator and applicable Transmission Owners shall have and provide dated evidence it
verified each generator turbine/governor and load control or active power/frequency control
model according to Part 2.1 for each applicable unit and a dated transmittal (e.g., electronic
mail message, postal receipt, or confirmation o f facsimile) as evidence it provided the model,
documentation, and data lo ihe B A , in accordance with Requirement R2.

M3.

Evidence for Requirement R3 shall include the Generator and applicable Transmission
Owner's dated written response containing the information identified in Requirement R3 and
dated evidence o f transmittal (e.g., electronic mail message, postal receipt, or confirmation o f
facsimile) o f t h e response.

"If verification is performed, the 5 year period as ouilined in Anachment 1 is reset.

Mbid
Control replacement or alteration including software alterations or plant digital control system addition or
replacement, plant digital control system software alterations that alter droop, and/or dead band, and/or frequency
response and/or a change in the frequency control mode (such as going from droop control to constant MW control,
etc).
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D.

M4.

Evidence for Requirement R4 shall include, for each o f t h e Generator and applicable
Transmission Owner's applicable units for which system changes specified in Requirement R4
were made, dated revised model data or dated plans to perform a model verification and dated
evidence o f transmittal (e.g., electronic mail message, postal receipt, or confirmation o f
facsimile) within 90 calendar days o f making changes.

M5.

Evidence o f Requirement R5 shall include, for each model received, the dated response
indicating the model was usable or not usable according to the criteria specified in Parts 5.1
through 5.3 and dated evidence o f transmittal (e.g., electronic mail message, postal receipt, or
confinmation o f facsimile) that the Generator and applicable Transmission Owner was notified
within 30 calendar days o f receipt o f model information in accordance with Requirement R5.

Compliance
1.

Compliance M o n i t o r i n g Process
1.1.

Compliance Enforcement A u t h o r i t y
Hawaii PUC (or designee)

1.2.

Data Retention
The following evidence retention periods identify the period o f lime an entity is required
to retain specific evidence to demonstrate compliance. For instances where the evidence
retention period specified below is shorter than the time since the last audit, the Hawaii
PUC (or designee) may ask an entity to provide other evidence to show that it was
compliant for the full time period since the last audit.
The Generator or applicable Transmission Owner and the BA shall each keep data or
evidence to show compliance as identified below unless directed by the Hawaii PUC (or
designee) to retain specific evidence for a longer period o f time as part o f an
investigation:
•

The BA shall retain the information/data request and provided response evidence o f
Requirements R l and R5, Measures M l and M5 for 3 calendar years from the date
the document was provided.

•

The Generator or applicable Transmission Owner shall retain the latest and previous
turbine/governor and load control or active power/frequency control syslem model
verification evidence o f Requirement R2, Measure M2.

•

The Generator or applicable Transmission Owner shall retain the information/data
request and provided response evidence o f Requirements R3, and R4 Measures M3
and M4 for 3 calendar years from the date the document was provided.

I f a Generator or applicable Transmission Owner or the BA is found non-compliant, it
shall keep information related lo the non-compliance until mitigation is complete and
approved or for the time specified above, whichever is longer.
The Hawaii PUC (or designee) shall keep the last audit records and all requested and
submitted subsequent audit records.
1.3.

Compliance M o n i t o r i n g and Assessment Processes
Compliance Audit
Self-Certification
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Spot Checking
Compliance Investigation
Self-Reporting
Complaint
1.4. Additional Compliance Information
None
2.

Levels of Non-Compliance for Requirement R l , Measure M l
2.1.

Level 1 -The BA provided the instructions and data lo the Generator Owner more than
30 calendar days but less than or equal to 45 calendar days of receiving a request for
Requirement Rl and Measurement M l .

2.2. Level 2 - The Generator Owner failed to meet all the requirements of Level I for
Requirement RI and Measurement M1.
3.

Levels of Non-Compliance for Requirement R2, Measure M2
3.1.

Level 1 -The Generator or applicable Transmission Owner met one ofthe following
conditions for Requirement R2 and Measurement M2.
3.1.1

The Generator or applicable Transmission Owner provided its verified model(s)
to the BA after the periodicity timeframe specified in Attachment 1 but less than
or equal to 30 calendar days late;

3.1.2

The Generator or applicable Transmission Owner provided the BA verified
model that omitted one ofthe five Paris identified in Requirement R2, Pans2.l.i
through 2.1.5.

3.2. Level 2 - The Generator or applicable Transmis.sion Owner failed to meet all the
requirements of Level 1 for Requirement R2 and Measurement M2.
4.

Levels of Non-Compliance for Requirement R3, Measure M3
4.1.

Level 1 - The Generator or applicable Transmission Owner provided a written response
more than 90 calendar days but less than or equal to 120 calendar days of receiving
written noiice for Requirement R3 and Measurement M3.

4.2. Level 2 - The Generator or applicable Transmission Owner failed lo meet all the
requirements of Level 1 for Requirement R3 and Measurement M3,
5.

Levels of Non-Compliance for Requirement R4, Measure M4
5.1.

Level 1 -The Generator or applicable Transmission Owner provided revised model data
or plans to perform model verification more than 90 calendar days but less than or equal
to 180 calendar days of making changes to the turbine/governor and load control and
active power/frequency control system that alter the equipment response characteristic
for Requirement R4 and Measurement M4.

5.2. Level 2 - The Generator or applicable Transmission Owner failed to meet all the
requirements of Level 1 for Requirement R4 and Measurement M4.
6.

Levels of Non-Compliance for Requirement R5, Measure M5
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6.1.

Control

Level 1 - The BA provided a written response to the Generator or applicable
Transmission Owner indicating whether the model is useable or nol useable (including a
technical description if the model is not useable) more than 30 calendar days but less than
45 calendar days of receiving verified model information for Requirement R5 and
Measurement M5.
Level 2 - The BA failed to meet all the requirements of Level
Measurement M5.

for Requirement R5 and

Version History

Version

Date

Action

Change Tracking

E. References
The following documents contain technical information beyond the scope of this Standard on
turbine/governor and load control and active power/frequency conlroi system functionality, modeling,
and testing.
1) IEEE Task Force on Generator Model Validation Testing of the Power Syslem Stability
Subcommittee, "Guidelines for Generator Stability Model Validation Testing," IEEE PES
General Meeting 2007, paper 07GMI307
2) L. Pereira "New Thermal Governor Model Development: Its Impact on Operation and
Planning Studies on the Western Interconnection" IEEE POWER AND ENERGY
MAGAZINE, MAY/JUNE 2005
3) D.M. Cabbell, S. Rueckert, B.A. Tuck, and M.C. Willis, "The New Thermal Governor Model
Used in Operating and Planning Studies in WECC," in Proc. IEEE PES General Meeting,
Denver, CO, 2004
4) S. Patterson, "Importance of Hydro Generation Response Resulting from the New Thermal
Modeling-and Required Hydro Modeling Improvements," in Proc. IEEE PES General
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A.

Introduction
1.

Title:

Underfrequency Load Shedding

2.

Number:

Hl-PRC-006-0

3.

Purpose:
To establish design documentation, maintenance and operational requirements
for automatic underfrequency load shedding (UFLS) programs to arrest declining frequency,
assist recovery o f frequency following underfrequency events and provide last resort system
presen'alion measures.

4.

Applicability:
4.L

Functional entities

4.2.

4.L1
Balancing Authorities ( B A )
Facilities
The Facilities are divided into two groups based on the annual syslem peak demand o f
the B A ' s area. For the purpose o f t h e requirements contained herein. Facilities thai are
electrically connected to the system will be collectively referred as an "'applicable unit"
that meet the following:
4.2.1

Group A - Annual system peak is greater than or equal to 50 M W .

4.2.Ll

Individual generating unit, high voltage direct current systems, electronic
inverter, storage units, eic. greater than 2.0 M V A (gross nameplaie rating)
electrically connected to the system.

4.2.L2 Generating plant/Facility greater than 4.0 M V A (gross aggregate nameplate
rating) electrically connected to the system.
4.2.2

Group B -Annual system peak is less than 50 M W .

4.2.2.1 Individual generating unit, high voltage direct current systems, electronic
inverter, storage units, etc. greater than 0.2 M V A (gross nameplate rating)
electrically connected to the system.
4.2.2.2 Generating plant/Facility greater than 0.4 M V A (gross aggregate nameplate
rating) electrically connected lo the system,
5.

Effective Date:

6.

Exclusions;
6.1.

B.

TBD

Catastrophic Contingency Event: These events are excluded since they are not planned.

Requirements
R l . The BA shall develop and document criteria, including consideration o f historical events and
system studies, to select loads within the Balance Authority's Area to form load shedding blocks.
R2. The BA shall identify multiple load shedding blocks to utilize in designing its UFLS program
including those blocks selected by applying the criteria in Requirement. In designing the UFLS
program, the BA shai I consider the magnitude o f the demand response and interruptible load
program to ensure that those programs do not interfere with the successful implementation o f t h e
UFLS.
R3. The Balancing Authority shall develop a UFLS program that meets the following performance
characteristics in simulations o f underfrequency conditions resulting from an imbalance scenario,
where an imbalance = (load — actual generation output) / (load).
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R.3.1 The design o f t h e program should consider a minimum o f t h e following cases.
R3.1.I Loss o f a medium sized generator at a normal load value
R3.1.2 Loss o f generation as determined by the Ma.ximum N-1 Contingency Criteria plus
10% at a normal load value.
R3.1.3 Loss o f generation as determined by the Maximum N-1 Contingency Criteria plus
10% at the system minimum load value.
R3.I.4 Loss o f generation as defined in H l - B A L - 0 0 2 as a Reportable E.xcess
Contingency
R3.1.5 Provision for a backup block o f load with an extended time delay to prevent
extended low frequency operation.
R3.2 Following activation o f UFLS, the frequency shall remain above the low frequency
requirements as defined in H l - B A L - 0 0 2 .
R3.3 Following activation o f UFLS, the frequency shall remain below ihe high frequency
requirements as defined in H l - B A L - 0 0 2 .
R3.4 Simulated UFLS events shall not result in Volts per Hz (V/Hz) exceeding the trip settings or
equipment damage limits i f no protection exists. V / H z shall be assessed at each generator bus and
generator step-up transformer high-side bus associated with each o f t h e following:
R3.4.1 Individual generating units greater than the applicable unit's M V A (gross
nameplate rating) directly connected to the system.
R3.4.2 Generating plants/facilities greater than the applicable unit's M V A (gross
aggregate nameplate rating) directly connected to the system.
R3.4.3 Facilities consisting o f one or more units connected to the system at a common bus
with total generation above the applicable units' M V A gross nameplate rating.
R4.

The BA shall conduct and document a UFLS design assessment at least once every five years
or upon any significant changes in BA resources. Each design assessment shall update the
UFLS program design as necessar>' to maintain ongoing performance characteristics that meet
Requirement R3 for each load shedding block identified in Requirement R2. The simulations
shall model each o f t h e following:
R4.1.

Underfrequency trip settings o f individual generating units greater than the applicable
unit's M V A (gross nameplate rating) directly connected to the system.

R4.2. Underfrequency trip settings o f generating plants/facilities greater than the applicable
unit's M V A (gross aggregate nameplate rating) directly connected to the syslem.
R4.3.

Underfrequency trip settings o f any facility consisting o f one or more units connected
to the system at a common bus with total generation above the applicable units' M V A
(gross nameplate rating).

R4.4.

Underfrequency trip settings o f all variable generation modeled as equivalent units if
the summation o f t h e variable generation for each frequency trip point exceeds 1.0
MW.
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R4.5. Overfrequency trip settings or ratings o f individual generating units greater than the
applicable unit's M V A (gross nameplate rating) directly connected lo the system.
R4.6. Overfrequency trip settings or ratings o f generating plants/facilities greater than the
applicable unit's M V A (gross aggregate nameplate rating) directly connected to the
system.
R4.7. Overfrequency trip settings or ratings o f any facility consisting o f one or more units
connected to the system at a common bus with total generation above the applicable
units' M V A (gross nameplate rating).
R4.8. Overfrequency trip settings or ratings o f all variable generation modeled as equivalent
units i f the summation o f t h e variable generation for each frequency trip point is
exceeds 1.0 M W .
R4.9. Any automatic Load restoration that impacts frequency stabilization and operates
within the duration o f t h e simulations run for the assessment.
R4.10. The most recent estimated frequency response ofthe B A ' s load to changes in
frequency.
R5.

The BA shall maintain a UFLS database, in a format lo be determined, containing'data
necessary to model its UFLS program for use in event analyses and assessments o f t h e UFLS
program at least once each calendar year, with no more than 15 months between maintenance
activities.

R6.

The BA shall provide data in the format and on the schedule specified to support maintenance
o f t h e UFLS database.

R7.

The BA shall provide automatic tripping o f Load in accordance with the UFLS program
design and schedule.

R8.

The BA shall provide automatic switching o f its existing capacitor banks, transmission lines,
and reactors as necessary to control over-voltage or undervoltage as a result o f loss o f
generation and underfrequency load shedding,

R9.

The B A , in whose Control Area an event results in system frequency excursions below the
initializing set points o f t h e UFLS program, shall conduct and documenl an initial assessment
ofthe event within two weeks o f t h e event lo evaluate the need for further analysis
considering:
R9.1.
R9.2.

The performance o f t h e UFLS equipment,
The effectiveness o f t h e UFLS program to maintain system frequency within an
acceptable range,

R9.3.
I f further analysis is not required, all documentation should be completed within 3
weeks from the initial event.
RIO. The BA, in whose UFLS initial event assessment (per R9) shows need for further analysis,
shall conduct and document a UFLS design assessment as outlined in R4 to evaluate the event
and the response o f t h e UFLS system within six months o f t h e event. The analysis shall
include, but nol be limited to:
RlO.l.

A description o f t h e event including initiating conditions.

R10.2. A review o f t h e UFLS set points and tripping times.
R10.3.

A simulation o f t h e event.
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R10.4. A summary o f t h e

findings.

R l l . The B A shall have its UFLS equipment maintenance and testing program in place. This
UFLS equipment maintenance and testing program shall include UFLS equipment
identification, the schedule for UFLS equipment testing, and the schedule for UFLS
equipment maintenance.
R12, the B A shall implement its UFLS equipment maintenance and testing program and shall
provide UFLS maintenance and testing program results lo the Hawaii PUC (or designee) on
written request (within 30 calendar days).

C.

Measures
M l , The B A shall have evidence such as reports, or other documentation o f its criteria to select
portions o f its system that may form load shedding blocks including how system studies and
historical events were considered to develop the criteria per Requirement R I .
M 2 . The BA shall have evidence such as reports, memorandums, e-mails, or other documentation
supporting its identification o f load shedding blocks as a basis for designing a UFLS program
thai meet the criteria in Requirement R2.
M 3 . The B A shall have evidence such as reports, memorandums, e-mails, program plans, or other
documentation o f its UFLS program, including the implementalion schedule that meets the
criteria in Requirement R3.
M 4 . The BA shall have dated evidence such as reports, dynamic simulation models and results, or
other dated documentation o f its UFLS design assessment that demonstrates it meets
Requirement R4.
MS. The B A shall have dated evidence such as a UFLS database, data requests, daia input forms,
or other dated documentation to show that it maintained a UFLS database for use in event
analyses and assessments o f t h e UFLS program per Requirement R5 at least once each
calendar year, with no more than 15 months between maintenance activities.
M 6 , The BA shall have dated evidence such as responses to data requests, spreadsheets, letters or
other dated documentation that data according to the format and schedule specified to support
maintenance o f t h e UFLS database per Requirement R6.
M 7 . The BA shall have dated evidence such as spreadsheets summarizing feeder load armed with
UFLS relays, spreadsheets with UFLS relay settings, or other dated documentation that il
provided automatic tripping o f load in accordance with the UFLS program design and
schedule for application per Requirement R7.
MS. The B A shall have dated evidence such as relay settings, tripping logic or other dated
documentation that il provided automatic switching o f its existing capacitor banks.
Transmission Lines, and reactors in order to control over-voltage as a result o f underfrequency
load shedding i f required by the UFLS program and schedule for application per Requirement
R8.
M 9 . The BA shall have dated evidence such as reports, data gathered from an historical event, or
other dated documentation to show that it conducted an event assessment o f t h e performance
o f t h e UFLS equipment and the effectiveness o f t h e UFLS program per Requirement R9.
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MlO.The BA shall have dated evidence such as reports, data gathered from an historical event, or
other dated documentation to show that it conducted a UFLS design assessment per
Requirements RIO and R4 if UFLS program deficiencies are identified in R9,
Mil.The BA UFLS equipment maintenance and testing program contains the elements specified n
Requirement R] I.
M12.The BA shall have evidence that it provided the results of its UFLS equipment maintenance
and testing program's implementation lo the Hawaii PUC (or designee) on written request
(within 30 calendar days).
D.

Compliance
1.

Compliance Monitoring Process
1.1.

Compliance Enforcement Authority
The Hawaii PUC (or designee)

1.2.

Data Retention
The BA shall keep data or evidence to show compliance as identified below unless
directed by the Hawaii PUC (or designee) to retain specific evidence for a longer
period of time as part of an investigation:
•

•

'

•

•

•

•
•
•
1.3.

The BA shall retain the current evidence of Requirements Rl, R2, R3,
and R4, Measures M1, M2, M3, and M4 as well as any evidence
necessary to show compliance since the last compliance audit.
The BA shall retain the current evidence of UFLS database update in
accordance with Requirement R5, Measure M5, and evidence ofthe prior
year's UFLS database update.
The BA 5haJ) retain evidence of UFLS data iransmirtal in accordance
with the format and schedule since the last compliance audit in
accordance with Requirement R6, Measure M6.
The BA shall retain the current evidence of adherence with the UFLS
program in accordance with Requirement R7, Measure M7, and evidence
of adherence since the last compliance audit,
The BA shall retain the current evidence of adherence with the UFLS
program in accordance with Requirement RH, Measure M8, and evidence
of adherence since the last compliance audit.
The BA shall retain evidence of Requirements R9 and Measures M9, for
6 calendar years. If a BA is found non-compliant, it shall keep
information related to the non-compliance until found compliant or for
the retention period specified above, whichever is longer. The Hawaii
PUC shall keep the last audit records and all requested and submined
subsequent audit records.
The BA shall retain evidence of Requirement RIO, Measure M10 for 6
calendar years as identified in Requirement R9, Measure M9,
The BA shall retain the current evidence of Requirement Rl I and
Measure Ml 1 and evidence of adherence since the last compliance audit.
The BA shall retain the current evidence of Requirement R12 and
Measure M12 for 6 calendar years.

Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement Processes:

Final -January 24. 2013
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•

•
•
•
'
•
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Compliance Audits - The Hawaii PUC (or designee) will give notice to the B A
within 30 days o f years' end for a compliance audit and w i l l complete such
audit within 90 days o f such information being supplied by the B A .
Self-Certifications
Spot Checking
Compliance Violation Investigations
Self-Reporting
Complaints

Levels o f Non-Compliance for Requirement R l , Measure M l
2.1.

Level 1 - The BA developed and documented criteria but failed to include either the
consideration o f historical events or the consideration o f system studies, to the system.

2.2.

Level 2 - T h e BA failed to meet all the requirements o f Level I for Requirement R l
and Measurement M 1 .

Levels o f Non-Compliance for Requirement R2, Measure M 2
3.1.

Level \ - N A

3.2.

Level 2 - The BA failed to identify load shedding blocks to serve as a basis for
designing its UFLS program as specified in Requirement R2.

Levels of Non-Compliance for Requirement R3, Measure M 3
4.1.

Level 1 - The BA developed a UFLS program, including a schedule for
implementation within its area where imbalance = (load — actual generation output) /
(load), considering the minimum cases, but failed to meet one (1) o f t h e performance
characteristic in Requirement R3, Parts 3.1. 3.2, 3.3 or 3.4 in simulations o f
underfrequency conditions.

4.2.

Level 2 - T h e BA failed to meet all the requirements o f Level 1 for Requirement R3
and Measurement M 3 .

Levels o f Non-Compliance for Requirement R4, Measure M 4
5.1,

Level 1 - The BS conducted and documented a UFLS assessment at least once ever>'
five years that determined through dynamic simulation whether the UFLS program
design met the performance characteristics in Requirement R3 for each load shedding
block identified in Requirement R2 but the simulation failed lo include one (1) o f t h e
items as specified in Requirement R4, Parts 4.1 through 4,10,

5.2.

Level 2 - The BA failed to meet all the requirements o f Level 1 for Requirement R4
and Measurement M 4 .

Levels of Non-Compliance for Requirement R5, Measure M 5
6.1.

Level 1 - N A

6.2.

Level 2 - The BA failed to maintain a UFLS database for use in event analyses and
assessments o f the U FLS program al least once each calendar year, with no more than
15 months between maintenance activities,

Levels o f Non-Compliance for Requirement R6, Measure M 6
7.1.

Level 1 - The BA provided data more than 5 calendar days but less than or equal to 10
calendar days following the schedule specified by Requirement R6 to support
maintenance o f t h e UFLS database.
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7.2.
8.

9.

10.

Level 2 - The BA failed to meet all the requirements of Level 1 for Requirement R6
and Measurement M6.

Levels of Non-Compliance for Requirement R7, Measure M7
8.1.

Level 1 -The BA provided less than 100% but more than (and including) 95% of
automatic tripping of Load in accordance with the UFLS program design and schedule
for application determined by the Requirement R7.

8.2.

Level 2 - The BA failed to meet all the requirements of Level 1 for Requirement R7
and Measurement M7.

Levels of Non-Compliance for Requirement R8, Measure M8
9.1.

Level 1 - The BA provided less than 100% but more than (and including) 95%
automatic switching of its existing capacitor banks. Transmission Lines, and reactors
to conlroi over-voltage if required by the UFLS program and schedule for application
determined by Requirement R8,

9.2.

Level 2 - The BA failed to meet all the requirements of Level 1 for Requirement R8
and Measurement M8.

Levels of Non-Compliance for Requirement R9, Measure M9
10.1.

Level 1 - The Balancing Authority's Area event resulting in system frequency
excursions below the initializing set points ofthe UFLS program, conducted and
documented an assessment of the event and evaluated the parts as specified in
Requirement R9, Parts 9.1 and 9.2 within a time greater than two weeks but less than
or equal to three weeks of actuation.

10.2. Level 2 - The BA failed to meet all the requirements of Level 1 for Requirement R9
and Measurement M9.
11.

12.

Levels of Non-Compliance for Requirement RIO, Measure MIO
11.1.

Level 1 - The BA, in which UFLS program deficiencies were identified per
Requirement R9. conducted and documented a UFLS design assessment lo consider
the identified deficiencies greater than six months but less than or equal to 7 months of
event actuation.

11.2.

Level 2 -The BA failed to meet all the requirements of Level I for Requirement RIO
and Measurement MIO.

Levels of Non-Compliance for Requirement R l l , Measure M i l
12.1.

Level 1 -The BA developed maintenance and testing programs for the UFLS
equipment. The program failed to include one ofthe following. UFLS equipment
identification, or the schedule for testing UFLS equipment, or the schedule for UFLS
equipment maintenance.

12.2. Level 2 -The BA failed to meet all the requirements of Level 1 for Requirement Rl I
and Measurement Mil.

13,

Levels of Non-Compliance for Requirement R12, Measure M12
13.1.

Level 1 - The BA provided less than 100% but more than (and including) 95% of the
UFLS equipment identified by the Requirement Rll.
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13.2.

Level 2 - The BA failed lo meet all the requirements of Level 1 for Requirement R12
and Measurement Ml2.

Version History
Version

Date'
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Hawaii Reliability Standard Presentation Synopsis: HI-BAL-001-0
standard No:- Hl-BAL-001-0
Title:

Real Power Balancing Control Performance

Purpose:

To maintain system steady stale frequency within defined limits by balancing
real power demand and supply in real time.

What Is It About:
•
•

Establishes a Balancing Authority (BA), ie HECO Company's individual system control area, ie,
HECO, MECO, HELCO,
Must balance load and supply such that system frequency is maintained within specified limits
around 60 Hz.

Key Features:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Sets criteria for maintaining system frequency within specified limits on a rolling 12 month basis
for the BA's system.
Sets criteria for maintaining system frequency within specified limits on a 24 hour basis for each
BA's system.
The criteria for the 24-hour basis provides an early warning indicator of regulation issues.
Allows for not meeting standard performance due to extraordinary circumstances, such as acts of
God, non affiliated third parties, labor disturbances, etc, beyond the BA's reasonable control, as
long as good industry practices and design are followed.
BA must maintain Regulation Reserve to meet the frequency requirement.
BA must have reliable backup power supply for control room and other critical locations along
with periodic testing.
BA must have redundant and independent frequency measuring equipment that will activate upon
detection of primary source along with annual testing of equipment.

How Is Standard Measured:
•
•
•
•
•
•

BA must maintain the frequency within +/- 0.055 Hz of nominal.
Disturbance data is excluded from the data sample calculation as defined in Hl-BAL-002-0
BA must maintain a population of 98.3% within the frequency bounds for a rolling 12 month
basis.
BA must maintain a population of 98.3% within the frequency bounds for each 24 hour period
and must have less than 10 excessive days per month.
BA must maintain a valid sample set of not less than 99.9%.
Compliance reporting on a monthly basis to the PUC (or designee) required, who may enforce
penalties on the BA.

Caveats/Conditions Place on Implementation:
•
'

The BA will require time for custom modifications to the EMS.
At least one year of operating experience should be gained prior to enforcement by the PUC,

Major Implications:
•

•

To Utilities:
o Increased reporting and monitoring requirements.
o Additional costs of administration and performance penalties.
o Requirements to prepare operating criteria and procedures.
o Risk of performance penalties may impact operational decisions
o Risk of selecting frequency criteria too tight/loo loose for adequate operation
TolPFs
o Risk of selecting frequency criteria loo light for adequate operation resulting in
increase curtailment

Recommendations to the RSWG:
'

Allow one year of operating experience before standard becomes enforceable.

Hawaii Reliability Standard Presentation Synopsis: HI-BAL-002-0
Standard No:

HI-BAL-002-0

Title:

Disturbance Control Performance

Purpose:

To ensure the Balancing Authority (BA) is able to utilize its Contingency
Reseires to balance generation and demand in order to return system frequency
within defined limits following a system disturbance.

What Is It About:
•
•
•
•

Identifies contingency reserves (both up and down resei^es) to be activated under loss of
load or loss of generation events,
Identifies single contingency and excess contingency events and establishes different
requirements for the two types of events
Excludes catastrophic events where resei^'e requirement plus available under frequency
load shedding resources exceed requirements to restore system frequency,
Excludes unforecasted, unscheduled, and/or unanticipated ramping events as reportable
deficiencies in contingency reserves during such events.

Key Features:
•
•
•
•

•
•

Sets up sufficient contingency reseires to cover the BA's most severe single contingency
loss of a generator and/or transmission asset.
Establishes the requirements for each BA to return syslem to the frequency range of 60.3
lo 59.7 Hz within a 10 minute lime limit for single contingency events.
Establishes the requirements for each BA to return system to the frequency range of 60,5
to 59.5 Hz within a 10 minute lime limit for excess contingency events.
The excess contingency events occur prior to the contingency reserves being reestablished following a single contingency disturbance or for multiple contingency events
which exceed the resei^e requirements ofthe single largest single contingency.
Establishes the requirements to restore contingency reserves within 120 minutes time
limit for single-contingency events,
Establishes metrics for reportable incidents and compliance requirements.

How Is Standard Measured:
•
•

Whether the BA has maintained adequate Contingency Reserves for each hour of
operation.
Whether the BA has returned the system to the frequency range of 60.3 to 59.7 Hz and
within the 10 minute time limit after every Reportable Single Contingency Disturbance
event. The Actual Disturbance Recovery Period is measured and then both as a number

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

of events that meet the criteria and as the average duration relative to the criteria per
month.
Whether the BA has relumed the system to the frequency range of 60.5 to 59.5 Hz and
wilhin the 10 minute lime limil after a Reportable Excess Contingency Disturbance
event. The Actual Disturbance Recovery Period is measured and then both as a number
of events that meet the criteria and as the average duration relative to the criteria per
month.
Whether the BA has restored Contingency Reserve levels to the specified amount within
the 120 minute lime limit both as a number of events that meet the criteria and as the
average duration relative to the criteria per month,
Compliance reporting to the PUC is required on a monthly basis.
Compliance for DCS will be evaluated for each reporting period.
Reset is one calendar month without a violation.
Compliance Audits with notice to the BA within 30 days of years' end and completed
within 90 days of such information being supplied.
Other forms of Monitoring is self-Certification, spot checking, compliance violation
investigations, self reporting and complaints
BA keeps data for at least a two years period unless questions arise and retention can be
longer

Caveats/Conditions Place on Implementation:
•
•

Will require further impact analysis on impacts to companies
At least one year of operating experience should be gained prior to enforcement by the
PUC.

Major Implications:
•

•

To Utilities
o Increased reporting requirements.
o Additional costs of administration and performance penalties.
o Requirements to identify contingency reser\'es plus load shedding resources.
o Requirements to establish single largest contingency.
o Requirements to prepare operating criteria and procedures.
o Additional risk of penalties and enforcement
o Risk of incorrect selection of criteria
To IPP's
o

Frequency criteria for restoration relative to IPP resources

Recommendations to the RSWG:
•
•

Complete the impact analysis on companies.
Allow one year of operating experience before standard becomes enforceable.

Draft Hawaii Reliability Standard Presentation Synopsis: HI-BAL-502
Standard No:

Hl-BAL-502-0

Title:

Planning Resource Adequacy Analysis, Assessment and Documentation

Purpose:

To establish common criteria for each BA based on "one day in
year"
(determined by study) loss of Load expectation principles or as an alternative a
planning methodology based on the single largest unit contingency and an
appropriate reserve margin or reserve criteria. The analysis, assessment and
documentation of Resource Adequacy, shall include Planning Reserve Margins
for meeting system load for the BA's System.

What Is It About:
•

On an annual basis, the BA must develop, analyze and document the Planning Resource
Adequacy.

Key Features:
•
•
•

•
•

The Facilities are divided into two groups based on the BA's annual system peak demand to
determine minimum MVA modeling requirements. The dividing level is 50 MW,
The analysis must calculate a Planning Reser\'e Margin for the applicable group.
Include the following subject matter and documentation of its use:
o Load forecast characteristics
o Resource characteristics
o Transmission limitations that prevent the delivery of generation reserves
o Resource availability characteristics and document how and why they were
included or excluded in the analysis
o Transmission maintenance outage schedules and document how and why they
were included or excluded in the analysis.
o Capacity resources are appropriately accounted for
o All Load in the Balance Authority's Area is accounted for
The BA must annually document the projected Load and resource capability
Must be publicly posted no later than 30 calendar days prior to the beginning of Year One

How Is Standard Measured:
•
•
•

Each Measure has two levels of Non-Compliance.
There are Measures that monitor the Resource Adequacy analysis and is accessed by
audit process by the Hawaii PUC (or designee),
There is no periodic audit requirement. However, noiice lo the BA wilhin 30 days of
years' end for a compliance audit.

•
•

The Hawaii PUC to complete such audit wilhin 90 days of such information being
supplied.
The BA must publicly post the documents timely.

Caveats/Conditions Placed on Implementation:
•

Will require further analysis to determine appropriate loss of load expectation,

•

Will require further impact analysis on utilities, customers and IPPs

Major Implications:
•

To Utilities
o Increased reporting requirements.
o Additional costs of administration.
o Additional risk of penalties and enforcement
Recommendations to the RSWG:
•
•

Complete the analysis lo determine appropriate loss of load expectation.
Complete the impact analysis on utilities.

Hawaii Reliability' Standard Presentation Synopsis: HI-MOD-010-0
Standard N o :

HI-MOD-010-0

Title:

Development and Reporting of Steady State Syslem Models and Simulations

Purpose:

To establish consistent data requirements, reporting procedures, and system models lo be
used in the analysis ofthe reliability ofthe Transmission systems including the aggregate
impact of distributed generation.

What Is It About:
•
•
•

Establishes that the Balancing Authority (BA) shall develop and documenl comprehensive
steady-state data requirements and reporting procedures.
Each Transmission Owner or Generator Owner shall provide appropriate equipment
characteristics and syslem data to the BA for the model development.
The BA shall develop and maintain a library of solved (converged) transmission system - specific
steady-state system models, including the relevant portions ofthe distribution system connecting
distributed generation.

Key Features:
'
•
•

•

•

The Facilities are divided into two groups based on the BA's annual system peak demand to
determine minimum MVA modeling requirements. The dividing level is 50 MW.
The BA shall document their steady-state data requirements and reporting procedures and shall
review them at least every five years.
Each Transmission Owner or Generator Owner shall provide information to the BA based on four
triggers, the BA's schedule (if any), BA's request in writing, the Owner has completed
commercial operation of a new facility or significant modification, or whenever equipment
characteristics experience a change that is expected to last more than 60 days.
The BA shall develop steady-state syslem models annually and maintain a library of solved
(converged) transmission system - specific steady-slate system models, including the relevant
portions ofthe distribution system connecting distributed generation. Most recent steady-state
system models: 30 calendar days.
The models shall include near- and longer-term planning horizons thai are representative of
system conditions for projected seasonal peak, minimum and other appropriated system demand
levels.

How Is Standard Measured:
•
•

There are two levels of non-compliance; Level 1 was established to indicate that the requirement
was just missed.
There are three Measures for the three Requirements.
o The BA shall maintain evidence such as reports, or other documentation of its
requirements and reporting procedure,
o Each Transmission Owner or Generator Owner shall have dated evidence of transmittal
that the data requirement and reporting procedures were complied with.

•

o The BA shall have dated evidence for transmission-specific steady state syslem models.
Compliance by audit or written request by the PUC (or designee), who may enforce penalties on
the BA.

Caveats/Conditions Place on Implementation:
•

Will require time to develop comprehensive steady-state data requirements and reporting
procedures.

Major Implications:
*

•

To Utilities:
o Increased reporting and monitoring requirements.
o Additional costs of administration and performance penalties.
o Requirements to comprehensive steady-state data requirements and reporting
procedures.
To IPP's
o Additional costs of administration and implementation.

Recommendations to the RSWG:
•

Complete the impact analysis on adopting the standard

Hawaii Reliability Standard Presentation Synopsis: HI-MOD-012-0
Standard No: Hl-MOD-012-0
Title:

Development and Reporting of Dynamic Syslem Models and Simulations

Purpose:

To establish consistent data requirements, reporting procedures, and system models to be
used in the analysis ofthe reliability ofthe BA's transmission systems including the
aggregate impact of distributed generation and to assure that generator and transmission
system data is reported.

What Is It About:
•

•
•

Establishes that the Balancing Authority (BA) shall develop comprehensive dynamics data
requirements and reporting procedures needed to model and analyze the dynamic behavior ofthe
System.
Each Transmission Owner or Generator Owner shall provide appropriate equipment
characteristics and system data to the BA for the model development.
The BA shall maintain a library of initialized (with no Faults or syslem Disturbances)
transmission specific dynamics system models linked lo the steady slate system models, as
appropriate.

Key Features:
•
•
•
•

•

•

The Facilities are divided into two groups based on the BA's annual system peak demand to
determine minimum MVA modeling requirements. The dividing level is 50 MW.
The BA shall document their dynamic data requirements and reporting procedures and shall
review them at least every five years and distribute them to the owners annually.
The BA shall nol be restricted in the use of non-standard models in the analysis of its system.
Each Transmission Owner or Generator Owner shall provide information to the BA based on four
triggers, the BA's schedule (if any), BA's written request, the Owner has completed commercial
operation of a new facility or significant modification, or whenever equipment characteristics
experience a change that is expected to last more than 60 days.
The BA shall develop dynamics system models annually and maintain a library of initialized
(with no Faults or system Disturbances) transmission specific dynamics system models linked to
the steady state system models, as appropriate.
The models shall include at least two timeframes (present or near term model and a future or
longer-term model), and additional seasonal and demand level models, as necessary, to analyze
the dynamic response of the system..

How Is Standard Measured:
•
•

There are two levels of non-compliance; Level 1 was established to indicate thai the requirement
was just missed.
There are three Measures for the three Requirements.
o The BA shall maintain evidence such as reports, or other documentation of its
requirements and reporting procedure.

o

•

Each Transmission Owner or Generator Owner shall have dated evidence of transmittal
that the data requirement and reporting procedures were complied with,
o The BA shall have dated evidence for transmission-specific steady state system models.
Compliance by audit or written request by the PUC (or designee), who may enforce penafties on
the BA.

Caveats/Conditions Place on Implementation:
•

Will require time to develop comprehensive steady-state data requirements and reporting
procedures.

Major Implications:
'

•

To Utilities:
o Increased reporting and monitoring requirements.
o Additional costs of administration and performance penalties.
o Requirements to comprehensive dynamics data requirements and reporting
procedures.
To IPFs
o Additional costs of administration and implementalion.

Recommendations to the RSWG:
•

Complete the impact analysis on adopting ihe standard

Hawaii Reliability Standard Presentation Synopsis: HI-MOD-016-0
Standard No:

Hl-MOD-016-0

Title:

Actual and Forecast Demand, Nel Energy for Load, and Controllable Demand-Side
Managemenl, and Distributed Generation

Purpose:

Ensure that accurate, actual Demand data is available to support assessments and
validation of past events and databases. Forecast Demand data is needed to perform
future system assessments to identify the need for system reinforcements for continued
reliability. In addition. Load information related to controllable Demand-Side
Management (DSM) programs and Distributed Generation (DG) is needed.

What Is It About:
•

•
•
•

The BA shall develop and document the scope and details ofthe actual and forecast (a) Demand
data, (b) Net Energy for Load data (including the impact of distributed generation), (c)
controllable DSM data, and (d) DG below the requirements in MOD-010 to be reported for
system modeling and reliabiliiy analyses,
The BA's report of actual and forecast demand data shall address assumptions, methods, and the
manner in which uncenainties are treated.
The BA shall annually forecast the interruptible demand and Direct Load Managemenl (DCLM)
data for al least ten years into the future for peak system conditions.
The BA will make known its amount of interruptible demand and DCLM to the Hawaii PUC (or
designee).

Key Features:
•
•

•
•
•
•

The Facilities are divided into two groups based on the BA's annual system peak demand to
determine minimum MVA modeling requirements. The dividing level is 50 MW.
The BA shall develop and document the information annually on an aggregated basis for
modeling,
o Integrated hourly net-demand, monthly and annual peak hour actual system demand and
Net Energy for Load for the prior year.
o Monthly peak hour forecast demand and Net Energy for Load for the next two years.
o Annual Minimum, daytime and Peak hour forecast system demand and annual Net
Energy for load for at least ten years into the future.
The customer demand count once and only once in developing its actual and forecast customer
demand values.
The BA shall determine the appropriate model for the aggregate DG that accurately refiecls the
impact on the system.
The BA shall develop and document the information annually on an aggregated basis for
modeling,
The BA's forecasts shall cleariy document how the Demand and energy effects of DSM programs
(such as conservation, time-of-use rates, interruptible Demand, and Direct Control Load
Management) are defined and included in the forecast.

•
•

The BA shall include information detailing how Demand-Side Managemenl measures are
addressed in the forecasts of its Peak Demand and annual Net Energy for Load
The BA shall documentation on the treatment of its DSM programs available

How Is Standard Measured:
•
•

•
•
•
•

There are two levels of non-compliance; Level 1 was established to indicate that the requirement
was just missed.
There are six Measures for the six Requirements.
o The BA shall maintain documentation for actual and forecast customer data.
o The BA shall provide evidence that it developed load data
o The BA shall provide evidence that its actual and forecast demand data were addressed
o The BA shall report current information to the Hawaii PUC (or designee) on written
request
o The BA shall provide evidence that il developed forecasts of interruptible demand and
DCLM data.
o The BA shall make known the amount of interruptible demand and DCLM to the Hawaii
PUC (or designee) within 30 calendar days.
The development of Actual and Forecast Demand, Nel Energy for Load, Controllable DSM is
performed annually,
Requests must be responded to in 30 calendar days.
Data Retention is six years.
Compliance by audit or written request by the PUC (or designee), who may enforce penalties on
the BA.

Caveats/Conditions Place on Implementation:
•

Will require time lo develop comprehensive steady-state data requirements and reporting
procedures.

Major Implications:
•

•

To Utilities:
o Increased reporting and monitoring requirements.
0 Additional costs of administration and performance penalties.
0 Requirements to comprehensive steady-state data requirements and reporting
procedures.
ToiPP's
0 None

Recommendations to the RSWG:
•

Complete the impact analysis on adopting the standard

Hawaii Reliability Standard Presentation Synopsis: Hl-MOD-025-0
Standard No: Hl-MOD-025-0
Title:

Verification and Data Reporting of Generator Real and Reactive Power Capability and
other Reactive Power Sources

Purpose:

To ensure that accurate information on generator gross and net Real and Reactive Power
capability and synchronous condenser or static source Reactive Power capability is
available for planning models used to assess transmission system reliability.

What Is It About:
•
•

Each GeneratorOwner or applicable Transmission Owner shall provide the BA with verification
ofthe Real Power capability of its generating units, power electronics.
Each Generator Owner or Transmission Owner (including synchronous condenser, power
electronic or static source) shall provide the BA with verification ofthe Reactive Power
capability.

Key Features:
•

•
•
•
•

Sets testing criteria for verification of Real Power capability of its generating units, power
electronics and Reactive Power capability of generating units, synchronous condenser, power
electronic or static source.
The BA will establish an initial testing date for all units for verification to be completed wilhin
three years.
Verification is required at least every five years, or within 12 calendar months ofthe discovery of
a change that affects its Real Power or Reactive Power capability by more than 10 percent,
Verification for new applicable Facility within 12 calendar months of its commercial operation
date.
Verification can be done by either stage testing or operational data.

How Is Standard Measured:
•
•

•

There are two levels of non-compliance; Level 1 was established to indicate that the requirement
was just missed.
There are two Measures for the two Requirements.
o Each Generator Owner or applicable Transmission Owner will have evidence that it
performed the verification ofthe Real Power capability and will have evidence that it
submitted the information within 30 calendar days to its BA.
o Each Generator Owner or applicable Transmission Owner (including synchronous
condenser, power electronic or static source) will have evidence that it performed the
verification ofthe Reactive Power capability and will have evidence thai il submitted the
information within 30 calendar days to its BA.
Compliance by audit or wriUen request by the PUC (or designee), who may enforce penalties on
the BA.

Caveats/Conditions Place on Implementation:
•

Will require time to develop comprehensive steady-state data requirements and reporting
procedures.

Major Implications:
•

•

To Utilities:
o Increased reporting and monitoring requirements.
o Additional costs of administration and performance penalties.
o Requirements to prepare procedures and assess operational implications.
o Risk of performance penalties may impact operational decisions
o Risk of selecting frequency criteria too tight/too loose for adequate operation
To IPP's
o Additional costs of administration and implementation.

Recommendations to the RSWG:
•

Complete the impact analysis on adopting the standard

Hawaii Reliabilit>' Standard Presentation Synopsis: HI-MOD-026-0
Standard No: Hl-MOD-026-0
Title:

Verification of Models and Data for Generator and applicable transmission equipment
Excitation System or Plant VoltA^Ar Contro) Syslem

Purpose:

To verify that the generator or transmission equipment e.xcitation system or plant
Volt/VAr control syslem model (including the power system stabilizer model and the
impedance compensator model) and the model parameters used in dynamic simulations
accurately represent the generator excitation system or plant Volt/VAr control system
behavior when assessing a BA's System reliability.

What Is It About:
•
•
•

Establishes responsibility between the Balancing Authority (BA) and each Generator Owner or
Transmission Owner for verification of applicable facilities.
Establishes that verification shall be done as a minimum every 5 years or if there is a change in
the facilities that would change the characteristics.
Establishes time limits for actions and responses between the BA and each Owner,

Key Features:
•
•
•
•

•

•

The Facilities are divided into two groups based on the BA's annual system peak demand lo
determine minimum MVA modeling requirements. The dividing level is 50 MW.
The BA shall assist a requesting Generator Owner or Transmission Owner with several
altematives as a starting point for model verification.
Each Generator Owner or Transmission Owner shall provide a verified system or transmission
equipment model, including documentation and data to its BA.
Each Generator Owner or Transmission Owner shall provide revised model data or plans to
perform model verification to the BA within 90 calendar days of making changes that alter the
equipment response characteristic.
Each Generator Owner and Transmission Owner shall provide a written response lo the BA,
within 60 calendar days following receipt from the BA lo perform a model review that includes
either plans to verify the model or corrected model data or updating of data parameters.
The BA shall notify the Generator Owner and Transmission Owner wilhin 30 calendar days of
receiving the verified model information that the model is or is not useable; and shall include a
technical description if the model is not useable that includes the following:

How Is Standard Measured:
•
•

There are two levels of non-compliance; Level 1 was established to indicate thai the requirement
was just missed.
There are six Measures for the six Requirements.
o The BA must have the dated request for instructions or data, the transmitted instructions
or data and dated evidence of a written transmittal.

0

•

The Generator Owner or Transmission Owner must have dated evidence it verified each
model for each applicable unit and a dated transmittal.
o The Generator Owner or Transmission Owner shall have a dated written response
containing either the technical basis for maintaining the current model, the model
changes, or a plan to perform model verification.
0 The GeneratorOwner or Transmission Owner shall have a dated revised model data or
plans to perform a model verification and daied evidence it provided the information
within 90 calendar days of making changes.
0 The Generator Owner's or Transmission Owner's dated written response from a model
review request containing the information il provided a wriiten response within 60
calendar days following receipt.
0 The BA must have the dated response that the Generator Owner or Transmission Owner
was notified wilhin 30 calendar days of receipi of model information, thai the model was
usable or not usable according to the criteria and for a model that is nol useable, a
technical description.
Compliance by audit or written request by the PUC (or designee), who may enforce penalties on
iheBA.

Caveats/Conditions Place on Implementation:
•

Will require time to develop comprehensive verification requirements and reporting procedures.

Major Implications:
•

•

To Utilities:
o Increased reporting and monitoring requirements.
o Additional costs of administration and performance penalties.
o Requirements to comprehensive steady-state data requirements and reporting
procedures.
To IPP's
o Additional costs of administration and implementation.

Recommendations to the RSWG:
•

Complete the impact analysis on adopting the standard.

Hawaii Reliability Standard Presentation Synopsis: HI-MOD-027-0
Standard No: Hl-MOD-027-0
Title:

Verification of Models and Data for Turbine/Governor and Load Control or Active
Power/Frequency Control Functions

Purpose:

To verify that the turbine/governor and load control or active power/frequency control
model and the model parameters, used in dynamic simulations thai assess the BA's
transmission system reliability, accurately represent generator unit real power response to
system frequency variations.

What Is It About:
•
•
•

Establishes responsibility between the Balancing Authority (BA) and each Generator Owner or
Transmission Owner for verification of applicable facilities.
Establishes that verification shall be done as a minimum every 5 years or if there is a change in
the facilities that would change the characteristics.
Establishes time limits for actions and responses between the BA and each Owner.

Key Features:
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

The Facilities are divided into two groups based on the BA's annual system peak demand to
determine minimum MVA modeling requirements. The dividing level is 50 MW.
The BA shall assist a requesting Generator Owner or Transmission Owner with several
alternatives as a starting point for model verification.
Each applicable unit's model shall be verified by the Generator Owner using one or more
models acceptable to the BA.
Verification of an individual unit less than the applicable group MVA (gross nameplate rating)
may be performed using either individual unit or plant aggregate model(s) or both.
Each verification shall include documentation comparing the applicable unit's MW model
response lo the recorded MW response for one of three methods, type of facilities with detailed
description and technical data with complete disclosure of any controls limiting the frequency
response.
Each Generator and applicable Transmission Owner shall provide a written response to the BA's
model concerns within 90 calendar days and contain either the technical basis for maintaining the
current model, the model changes, or a plan to perform model verification
Each Generator and applicable Transmission Owner shall provide revised model data or model
verification for an applicable unit to the BA within 90 calendar days of making changes.
The BA shall notify the Generator and applicable Transmission Owner within 30 calendar days of
receiving the verified model information that the model is useable or is not usable and shal I
include a technical description if the model is not useable.

How Is Standard Measured:
•

There are two levels of non-compliance; Level 1 was established to indicate that the requirement
was just missed.

•

•

There are five Measures for the five Requirements.
o The BA must have the dated request for instructions or data, the transmitted instructions
or data and dated evidence of a wriuen transmittal within 30 calendar days.
o The Generator and applicable Transmission Owners shall have dated evidence it verified
each model for each applicable unit and a dated transmittal,
o The Generator and applicable Transmission Owner shall have dated evidence of
transmittal and contain either the technical basis for maintaining the current model, the
model changes, or a plan to perform model verification,
o The Generator and applicable Transmission Owner shall have dated evidence of
transmittal and contain revised model data or model verification for an applicable unit
after making changes,
o The BA shall have dated evidence of iransmiilaJ of the response after receiving the
verified model information that the model is useable or is nol usable and shall include a
technical description if the model is not useable.
Compliance by audit or written request by the PUC (or designee), who may enforce penalties on
the BA.

Caveats/Conditions Place on Implementation:
•

Will require time to develop comprehensive verification requirements and reporting procedures.

Major ImplicattoDs:
•

•

To Utilities:
o Increased reporting and monitoring requirements.
o Additional costs of administration and performance penalties.
o Requirements to comprehensive steady-slate data requirements and reporting
procedures.
To IPP's
o Additional costs of administration and implementation.

Recommendations to the RSWG:
•

Complete the impact analysis on adopting the standard.

Draft Hawaii Reliability Standard Presentation Synopsis: HI-PRC-006
Standard No:

HI-PRC-006-0

Title:

Underfrequency Load Shedding

Purpose:

To establish design documentation, maintenance and operational
requirements for automatic underfrequency load shedding (UFLS) programs
to arrest declining frequency, assist recovery of frequency following
underfrequency events and provide last resort syslem preservation measures.

What Is It About:
•
•
•
•

On a periodic basis, the BA must develop and document the criteria for an UFLS
program.
Identifies the minimum requirements in establishing an UFLS program.
Identifies the UFLS equipment and establishes maintenance and testing program.
Excludes catastrophic events where reserve requirement plus available under frequency
load shedding resources exceed requirements to restore system frequency.

Key Features:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

The Facilities are divided into two groups (A and B, A>B) based on the BA's annual system peak
demand to determine minimum MVA modeling requirements. The dividing level is 50 MW.
o Individual generating units greater than 2,0 MVA for group A and 0.2 MW for
group B,
o Generating plants/facilities greater than 4,0 MVA for group A and 0.4 MW for
group B.
o Underfrequency trip settings of all variable generation modeled as equivalent
units for each frequency trip point exceeds 1.0 MW,
The program must consider historical events and system studies.
Establishes the requirements for loss of generation to be considered in the program as
well as the metrics for the system response,
Establishes a procedure for data base update.
Establishes post activation review requirements to determine program effectiveness.
Establishes metrics for reportable incidents and compliance requirements,
Establishes metrics for UFLS equipment maintenance testing program.

How Is Standard Measured:
•
•
•

There are Measures that monitor the procedures and scope that the program has
established the design and operational requirements for an UFLS program.
There is a Measure for each ofthe 13 Requirements.
Each Measure has two levels of Non-Compliance.

•
•
•

All post activation events are reviewed within two weeks to determine if further analysis
is required.
If deemed necessary, further analysis and actions must be completed within six months.
Metrics were established for identification and scheduling of UFLS equipment
maintenance and testing.

Caveats/Conditions Placed on Implementation:
•

Will require further impact analysis on utilities, customers and IPPs

Major Implications:
•

•

To Utilities
o Increased reporting requirements.
o Additional costs of administration and performance penalties.
o Requirements to establish formal program.
o Requirements to prepare operating criteria and procedures.
o Additional risk of penalties and enforcement
To IPP's
o Requirement to report any changes to the BA that will have an impact on
design.

Recommendations to the RSWG:
•

Complete the impact analysis on utilities, customers and IPPs.

D o c k e t N o . 2011-0206 - R e l i a b i l i t y S t a n d a r d s W o r k i n g G r o u p
C o m m e n t s o f t h e Hawaiian Electric C o m p a n i e s Regarding
Implementation of Reliability Standards
During the January 24, 2013 RSWG stakeholder meeting it was suggested that it could be
helpful if the Hawaiian Electric Companies were able to provide the RSWG stakeholders and process
with further detail regarding the Companies' efforts to implement any reliability standards
developed and proposed by the Reliability Standards Drafting Group, and the estimated timeframes
to accomplish such implementation, once adopted or approved by the Commission.
In response t o this request, the Hawaiian Electric Companies respectfully submit for the
Commission's information and consideration the following comments on the process for
implementation of formal reliability standards in Hawaii.' The Companies' good faith preliminary
estimate of timeframes is set forth in the Excel spreadsheet attached to these comments. To
support the estimated timeframes, the Hawaiian Electric Companies provide the following
discussion of tasks that need to be considered for the implementation of these reliability standards.
o

Calibration: Prior to implementation of the standards, the Hawaiian Electric Companies
will need t o comprehensively assess their current status relative to the proposed
standards to determine specifically what will be required to meet the standards.

o

Impact Analysis: The impact of each proposed standard on the utility and other
stakeholders (such as ratepayers and IPPs) should be assessed prior to a decision to
implement the standard.

o

Operator Guides: As discussed extensively during the presentations to the RSWG
stakeholders, for each standard that is to be implemented, operator guides will need t o
be created that provide the specific means to implement the standard. For example, t o
comply with BAL-OOI, guides will required for the operators to be able t o assess
compliance prior to the 24-hr CPS-2 period such that corrective action can be taken
prior to a non-compliance day being recorded. Procedures for correction and actions
for compliance and monitoring of all impacted facilities including the Companies' and
IPP generators must also be developed. Additionally, procedures for forced restriction
and curtailment of those responsible for the deviations must be developed as welt as
procedures for reconnecting to the system following corrective action.

o

Implementation Requirements: Related t o the issue of Calibration above, the particular
requirements to implement each standard must be developed. For example, if a
standard requires monitoring and reporting, the Companies will need sufficient time to
put into place the procedures, software systems, equipment, etc., necessary to fulfill
these requirements. To the extent that a standard imposes additional requirements
over past practice or performance, work may be required to implement the necessary
modifications or system enhancements so that the standards can be met.

Hawaiian Electric Company, Inc., Maui Electric Company, Limited and Hawaii Electric Light Company, Inc.
(collectively "Hawaiian Electric Companies" or "Companies").
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o

Monitorinfi/Assessment Phase: After the implementation has been completed, certain
standards will need to be monitored and assessed. During this period, the relevant
performance measures would be collected to allow review of compliance and whether
measures and metrics are appropriate. Based on these results, a change may be made
to the requirements or metrics, or additional changes may be required t o operator
guides and implementation, so that the standards can be met.

Due to the fairly extensive nature of the tasks that must be performed as a part of standards
implementation, and due to the fact that certain stakeholders (e.g., IPPs) were not parties to the
RSWG process but will nevertheless be required to comply with the standards, it is recommended
that the candidate standards that may be suitable for implementation be prioritized. For each of
the standards the affected stakeholders or groups may collaborate on the standards to be placed
into effect. A time frame will need to be identified given the resources available to perform this
work and the tasks that need t o be fulfilled. The prioritization of the standards for implementation
should be based on consideration of a) the valueof each proposed standard in promoting reliability
and security of the electrical grid and b) the anticipated amount of work to implement the standard.
With respect to the stakeholders that may be affected by the standards that were not part a
part of the RSWG standards development process, the Companies respectfully offer the following
discussion on what is anticipated to be required for the implementation of the new standards.
o

Though the best efforts o f t h e parties engaged in the RSDG drafting process contributed
to the development of the standards; there were other groups that were not
represented in the meetings. These groups (e.g., certain IPP's, City and County of
Honolulu) that will be affected by the new standards need to be included in the yet to
be determined framework so that the proposed standards can be thoroughly vetted
through the impact analysis with the stakeholders that will be directly affected by their
implementation. To facilitate a balanced review of proposed standards, each
participant group should have a designated representative to consolidate the opinions
of that particular affected segment of the stakeholders and the votes of each group of
stakeholders should be weighted such that a balanced approach can be developed.

o

A process for the official adoption of these standards will also need to be developed to
formalize the new rules and guidelines that are being put into place.
Given the discussion above, other stakeholders will also have a number of
implementation issues that will need to be determined, equipment or software that
may need t o be ordered, tasks that need to be identified and resources scheduled
following the determination of which standards should be adopted.

o

o

Based on a high level assessment of what is needed the attached preliminary estimate
of the time frames required has been prepared based on a brief assessment of probable
next steps. This is meant to be illustrative as a more in-depth refinement of the impact
analysis and implementation plan is required.

The Hawaiian Electric Companies respectfully submit that the implementation of these new
reliability standards needs to be afforded close scrutiny by both stakeholders and the Commission.
While it is important to put these standards into effect sooner rather than later it is important for
the work t o be done prudently. As the Commission is aware, many of the reliability standards
discussed and developed during the RSWG proceeding have a foundation in standards adopted by
the North American Electric Reliability Corporation ("NERC"). For utilities and companies that are
2 I Page

required to comply with the NERC standards, it is not uncommon for significant amounts of time t o
elapse before the standards are implemented primarily because o f t h e impact that standards could
have on the entities that need to apply them. The estimated timeframes presented in the attached
spreadsheet are made without any prior experience with actual timeframes for standards
implementation and therefore they tend to reflect optimistic time frames. However, as a State
committed to integrate Increasing levels of renewable resources to its electrical grids, the
Companies recognize the importance of the adoption of these standards t o ensure that customers
continue t o have reliable and secure electric power. In summary:
o
o
o

3 I Page

The Companies suggest that each standard should undergo the process of an impact
assessment, development of necessary operator guides, and implementation plan.
Following the implementation plan, certain standards may require a monitoring and
assessment period.
Based on the tasks that need t o be accomplished and the formal process to institute
these standards, the Companies offer the attached spread sheet to illustrate the type of
envisioned impacts and implementation plans, resulting in preliminary estimates o f t h e
timeframes to implement these standards, following adoption.
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RSDG Appendix D-1
Potential Framework for Development and Implementation of
Electric Utility Reliability Standards in Hawaii

Introduction
The Hawaii Public Utility Commission ("Commission" or "PUC") formed the Reliability
Standards Working Group ("RSWG") in the Feed-In Tariff Docket (No. 2008-0273^), and
subsequently opened a new docket (No. 2011-0206^) to focus attention to the creation of
reliability standards for electric utilities in Hawaii starting with the Hawaiian Electric Companies
Per the "RSWG Purpose, Scope and Work Plan - Final 9/23/11"^ prepared by the RSWG's
Independent Facilitator ("IF"), Alison Silverstein, the primary purpose ofthe RSWG is to
recommend to the Commission an appropriate set of reliability standards, metrics, rules and
criteria to "help determine how we can interconnect the maximum amount of renewable
generation to the grid while preserving grid reliability," consistent with Hawaii's clean energy
statutory mandates and policies.
The Reliability Standards Drafting Group ("RSDG") ofthe RSWG was formed to identify and
draft recommended reliability standards. The RSDG utilized the existing North American
Electric Reliability Corporation's ("NERC") standards and other regional standards as a basis of
screening their applicability to Hawaii utilities. The resulting proposed standards, even though
not a complete set due to time constraints and the complexity of the drafting process to adapt
existing reliability standards to Hawaii, have been approved by the RSWG and are submitted to
the PUC for their review and adoption in accordance to the recommendations contained the
RSWG/RSDG report.
Procedurally, the RSDG has had to deal with the "mechanics" of preparing, reviewing and
seeking consensus within the RSDG and the RSWG on specific draft standards. Quite
naturally, as the standard's drafting process has evolved, questions have arisen regarding what
happens after the RSWG's work^ is complete.
Therefore, the RSDG is recommending to the PUC this potential framework for the development
and implementation of electric utility reliability standards in Hawaii ("Framework"). . The
Framework includes a discussion ofthe essential elements for due process pertaining to the
development and implementation of reliability standards and associated modifications, updates,
definitions, interpretations, any associated violation risk factors, violation severity levels, and/or
implementation plans (hereinafter, collectively "associated information"). This Framework also

Docket No. 2008-0273, entitled "Instituting a Proceeding to Investigate the Implementation of Feed-in Tariffs," was
opened by ttie Commission in its order, dated October 24. 2008.
Docket No. 2011 -206, entitled "Instituting a Proceeding to Investigate the Implementation of Reliabiiity Standards
for Hawaiian Electric Company, Inc., Hawaii Electric Light Company, Inc., and Maui Electric Company, Limited" was
opened by the Commission in its order, dated September 8, 2011.
The Hawaiian Electric Companies are Hawaiian Eiectric Company. Inc., Hawaii Electric Light Company, Inc., and
Maui Electric Company, Limited
The RSWG Purpose, Scope and Work Plan was drafted by the IF, then reviewed with the RSWG, revised and
then filed by the IF on September 23, 2011.
^ The work of the RSWG is lo be complete by December 31, 2012.
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includes some outstanding questions that could not be fully addressed by the RSDG, for the
PUC's deliberations.
This Framework is intended to be an overarching document and to be incorporated with the
following documents prepared by the RSDG:
1. Proposed Reliability Standards Program Organization
2. Development of Registered Ballot Body and Segment Qualification Guidelines
3. Suggested Process Flow Chart

Note that the NERC Standards Processes Manual has served as a key reference in
preparing these documents.

Mission Statement
To strengthen the electric utility industry in Hawaii with the development and implementation
of clear and consistent, fact - and consensus-driven reliability standards that are consistent
where appropriate with reliability standards on the U. S. mainland and elsewhere and consistent
with all applicable laws and policies governing the electric utility industry in Hawaii.
Obiectives
To ensure the reliability of Hawaii's electricity grids, including peripheral systems, equipment
and procedures, through adoption and implementation of formal uniform standards pertaining to
planning, design, construction and installation, operation and maintenance, interconnection and
decommissioning of facilities. These standards shall be based upon engineering principles or
accepted industry practices that are competent, unbiased, relevant and useful.
The procedures governing the development of a reliability standard shall be uniformly
applied and shall conform to a high degree of quality, so that resulting standards can be of
maximum benefit to the electricity grids and all stakeholders, including the utilities, independent
power producers, energy service providers, and rate payers in a manner consistent with all
applicable laws and policies governing the electric utility industry in Hawaii.
The implementation ofthe Framework should ensure that each reliability standard and
associated information is the result of thorough consideration by impartial, representative and
qualified persons directly and materially affected by the reliability standards and associated
information.
Overall Approach

Introduction. Typically, there is an order associated with the development and
implementation of standards. For example, an entity (e.g., NERC, ANSllEEE or an industry
group such as AWEA) wiil sanction or endorse the development of standards based on its
mission statement and objectives. The standards development entity may also approve said
standards, and/or the standards may be subject to the approval of another entity. For the
standards that have been created to date and submitted to the PUC as part ofthe RSWG final
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report and those that are to be developed going fonward, the PUC or its designee, the Hawaii
Electricity Reliability Administrator ("HERA"), should consider the following:
Challenges. This Framework and accompanying documents propose a structure and
process for the PUC to address the following questions and issues:
What is the appropriate approach (i.e., standards order) for the development and
implementation of electric utility reliability standards and associated information in
Hawaii? For example, given that the RSDG has already undertaken the development of
formal reliability standards in the RSWG,
•

What entity will continue the development_of the standards, including what entity will
be in charge of approving standards and associated information?,
What entity will be involved in the drafting and reviewing of the standards and associated
information?
What procedures will be used to propose and draft standards and associated information?,
• How will consensus be achieved and what governance rules (including voting or
ballots) apply?
•

Will procedures be implemented to protect entities involved in the development and
approval process from liability?

As further described in the accompanying documents, the RSDG recommends that the
"Standards Process" be delegated by the PUC to HERA who will then formally establish the
procedures encompassing the overall process for development and implementation of reliability
standards and associated information for PUC approval and adoption. Once reliability
standards are adopted, the RSDG recommends that HERA, as delegated by the PUC, manage,
administer, and enforce compliance with the standards through well thought out procedures
which will need to address the details of administration, compliance, enforcement, and the
establishment of appropriate penalties and assessment thereof for non-compliance.
The Process. The RSDG recommends that the Reliability Standards Process be structured
based on the following essential elements to achieve due process in the formulation and
implementation of Hawaii reliability standards:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Openness
Lack of dominance
Balance
Consensus vote
Written procedures
Compliance

Each essential element is discussed below:
Openness
Timely and adequate notice of any action to create, revise, reaffirm, or withdraw a
standard, and the establishment of a new consensus body or drafting team shall be
provided to all known directly and materially affected interests. Notice should include a
clear and meaningful description of the purpose of the proposed activity and shall
identify a readily available source for further information. In addition, should a consensus
body or drafting team be constituted by HERA, the member's name (or if membership is
by organization, the name of the organization with a point of contact), affiliation and
{D0i435i6.DOCXn} 10/31/12 Revised 12/13/12
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interest category of each member of the consensus body shall be made available to
interested parties upon request.
Lack of dominance
Unless it is claimed in writing (including electronic communications) by a directly and
materially affected party that a single interest category, individual or organization
dominated the standards development process, no test for dominance is required.
Balance
Historically the criteria for balance are that a) no single interest category constitutes
more than one-third of the membership of a consensus body dealing with safety-related
standards or b) no single interest category constitutes a majority of the membership of a
consensus body dealing with other than safety-related standards.
The interest categories appropriate to the development of consensus in any given
standards activity are a function ofthe nature ofthe standards being developed. Interest
categories shall be discretely defined, cover all materially affected parties and
differentiate each category from the other categories. Such definitions shall be available
upon request.
Evidence of consensus and consensus body vote
Evidence of consensus in accordance with these procedures of the standards developer
shall be documented. Consensus is demonstrated, in part, by a vote ofthe consensus
body. The developer's procedures shall state specifically how consensus will be
determined. An example ofthe criteria for consensus includes a requirement that a
majority of the consensus body cast a vote (counting abstentions) and at least two-thirds
of those voting approve (not counting abstentions). The developer may submit for
approval an alternative methodology for determining consensus.
Evidence of compliance
The developer of reliability standards shall retain records to demonstrate compliance
with all aspects of these and the developer's accredited procedures. Such records shall
be available for audit as directed by the Commission.

Potential Standards Organizational Order. The following order is suggested for further PUC
consideration as described in more detail in the Proposed Reliability Standards Program
Organization document:
1. Commission
2. HERA
3. Standards Development Board/Committee
4. Standards Stakeholder Segments: Stakeholders should include the following entities
that would make up the Standards Board/Committee:
o
o
o
o

HERA
Hawaii Utilities
Hawaii Consumer Advocate
Large End-Use Customers
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Small End-Use Customers
IPP/NUG's
Federal Agency Customers, ie DOD
State and County Representatives
Hawaii Department of Business, Economic Development and Tourism
(DBEDT)
Independent Transmission Providers or Certified Cable Company
Distributed Generation Developers
Demand Response Providers/Aggregators
Non Governmental Organizations (NGO's)

Development and drafting of reliability standards and associated information would
encompass representation from the various Stakeholder Segments above as deemed
appropriate and applicable, which will have voting rights as noted in the Proposed
Reliability Standards Program Organization document, as well as non-voting technical
experts or other non-voting interested entities, such as energy service providers, or
manufacturers of electric, generation, transmission or distribution equipment.

Policies For Consideration
Introduction. Policies and Procedures are required to ensure that the Reliability Standards
Development and Implementation process is clear and transparent, and functions well. For the
purpose of this discussion, policies are intended to be the "guiding principles" ofthe process,
while the procedures are intended to "guide" the "day-to-day" standards process.
Proposed Policies. The following policies questions are proposed by the RSDG for
consideration to help the PUC deliberate and on-going process for reliability standards
development:
1. Type of Process
a. Technically-Driven Process. The Standards Development Board/Committee
could be formed with a group of individuals with expertise in utility, reliability and
standards. Those with direct knowledge of and experience with the HECO
Companies' systems would be preferred. There would be limited outreach to the
general public. The standards would be approved by HERA, vetted by the
Stakeholders and other interested parties via a PUC proceeding and then
adopted by the PUC for implementation. The RSDG does not see this process
as ANSI-accredited; or
b. Consensus-Driven Process. The Standards Development Board/Committee
could be formed with a group of individuals with expertise in utility, reliability,
standards and other interested stakeholders. There would be a an outreach
activity to inform the general public. The standards would be approved by
HERA, vetted by the Stakeholders and other interested parties via a PUC
proceeding and then adopted by the PUC for implementation. The process
could be ANSI-accredited.
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2. Role of the PUC
a. Shall have the responsibility and accountability for the development and
implementation of electric utility reliability standards and associated information
in Hawaii
b. May delegate the responsibility and accountability for all or a portion of standards
development, implementation, and administration and enforcement to HERA, in
accordance with Act 166 adopted into law on June 27, 2012 and became
effective July 1,2012.
c. Shall review and approve reliability standards and associated information,
including implementation procedures and mediate any issues that arise
d. May retain a consultant to be a member of the Standards Development
Board/Committee and to assist and support the "day-to-day" activities of HERA.
3. Role of the HERA
a. Shall monitor the "day-to-day" standards activities, including proposing specific
standards, and implementation, administration and enforcement policies and
procedures
b. Shall oversee the activities of the Standards Development Board/Committee
and/or sub-committees
c. Shall establish the eligibility criteria for membership on the Standards
Development Board/Committee
d. Shall select and/or remove members from the Board/Committee
e. Shall have an employee (s) or representative (s) on the Board/Committee
f.

Shall prepare implementation policies and procedures, including, but not limited
to, administration, enforcement, compliance oversight, and establishment of
penalties and assessment thereof for review and approval by the PUC

g. Shall implement and enforce all approved standards, policies and procedures
4. Role ofthe Standards Development Board/Committee
a. Shall identify potential standards for drafting; review and approve standards and
associated information
b. Shall submit the standards and any associated information to an approved
Review Panel/Stakeholder Segments for comments
c. Shall resolve comments/issues and revise standards and any associated
information as appropriate and re-circulate revisions to the reviewers
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d. Shall seek consensus on draft standards and any associated information and
vote or ballot as appropriate in Committee and then by the whole Board
e. Shall submit draft standards approved by the Board/Committee to HERA for
approval as a formal standard
f.

Shall revise and resubmit standards and associated information to HERA as
appropriate

g. Shall respond to requests from HERA to review existing standards and
associated information for possible updates
5. Additional Issues to Be Resolved Between HERA, the Board/Committee and the
Stakeholder Segments
a. Who should chair the Board, e.g., HERA or a member of the Board elected by its
members?
b. Should there be co-chairs, e.g., one from HERA and a non-HERA Board
member?
c. How-should standards be proposed, e.g., could any stakeholder propose a
standard?
d. Who would approve a specific standard for drafting?
e. How would committees be formed and by whom, e.g., for a single standard or a
set of related standards, and would this be the responsibility of the
Board/Committee, HERA or a shared responsibility?
f.

What constitutes consensus on or approval of a draft standard?

g. Given that draft standards undergo a Panel Review, how many reviews will be
conducted and at what point or points in the process?
h. Will reviewers be informed of revisions made or not made on account of the
reviewers' comments, with explanations as appropriate?
i.

If a draft standard does not gain 100% consensus from the Board, can it be
approved by the Board (first within Committee and then the whole Board) by a
vote or ballot?

j.

If so, what constitutes approval e.g., a simple majority or by 2/3 vote by the
weighted stakeholder segment?

k. Should approved standards be reviewed and updated on a regular basis?
I.

If so, what should be the review cycle, e.g., every year, every three years or?
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m. Does the Board have any role in the implementation ofthe standards?
n. Would administrative support to the Board be provided by HERA?
0. Would this support include any remuneration to Board members?
p. Should HNEI or similar organizations be a member or an observer of a standards
drafting group or a Stakeholder Segment? What would be their contribution and
function to the standards process? Do these entities have operational control of
system equipment?

Conclusion and Recommendation
The RSDG has made great progress is initiating and completed certain reliability standards
specifically for the state of Hawaii as directed by the RSWG docket. The completed standards
are provided for the PUC's adoption and implementation. But more work remains to be
completed. This Framework and the accompanying documents are provided for the PUC's
consideration as a potential approach to moving fon/vard toward completing the task of
development, adoption, and implementation of reliability standards and associated information
for Hawaii. The RSDG would welcome the opportunity to continue this work under the auspices
of the HERA and/or the PUC.
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Proposed Reliability Standards Program Organization

HERA
The Hawaii Electricity Reliability Administrator ("HERA") shall consider for adoption reliability
standards and associated modifications, updates, definitions, interpretations, any associated
violation risk factors and/or violation severity levels, and/or implementation plans (hereinafter,
collectively "associated information") that have been developed according to the processes
identified in this document. Once HERA adopts a reliability standard or associated information,
HERA shall submit the reliability standard or associated information along with applicable
supporting documentation to the Hawaii Public Utilities Commission ("Commission" or "PUC") for
approval.

Registered Ballot Body
The Registered Ballot Body comprises all entities or individuals that qualify for one ofthe
stakeholder segments and are registered with HERA as potential ballot participants in the voting
on reliability standards and associated information. Each member ofthe Registered Ballot Body
is eligible to join the ballot pool for each standard action.
*The Industry Segment Qualifications are described in the Development ofthe Registered Ballot
Body and Segment Qualification Guidelines document attached. The Standards Committee
Charter is also attached for reference.

Ballot Pool
Each standard action has its own ballot pool formed of interested members of the Registered
Ballot Body. The ballot pool comprises those members ofthe Registered Ballot Body that respond
to a pre-ballot request to participate in that particular standard action. The ballot pool votes on
each standard action. The ballot pool remains in place until all balloting related to that standard
action has been completed.

Standards Board/Committee
The Standards Board/Committee serves at the pleasure and direction of HERA. HERA shall
direct the Standards Board/Committee to draft a charter delineating their scope and
responsibilities and shall approve said Charter. Standards Board/Committee members are elected
by their respective segment's stakeholders. The Standards Board/Committee consists of two
members of each of the stakeholder segments in the Registered Ballot Body. A member of the
HERA staff shall serve as the nonvoting secretary to the Standards Committee.
The Standards Board/Committee is responsible for managing the standards processes for
development of reliability standards and associated information in accordance with this document.
The responsibilities ofthe Standards Board/Committee are defined in detail in the Standards
Board/Committee's Charter. The Standards Board/Committee is responsible for ensuring that the
reliability standards and associated information developed by drafting teams are developed in
accordance with the processes in this document and meet HERA's benchmarks for reliability
standards as well as any applicable criteria for PUC approval.
The Standards Board/Committee has the right to remand work to a drafting team, to reject the
work of a drafting team, or to accept the work of a drafting team for process (not technical)
{D0143519.DOCX/1} 10/31/12
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Proposed Reliability Standards Program Organization
reasons. The Standards Board/Committee may direct a drafting team to revise its work to follow
the processes in this document or to meet the criteria for any applicable HERA process
benchmarks for reliability standards, or to meet the process criteria for PUC approval. However
the Standards Committee shall not direct a drafting team to change the technical content of a draft
reliability standard or associated information.
The Standards Committee shall meet at regulariy scheduled intervals (either in person, or by
other means). All Standards Committee meetings are open to all interested parties.
HERA or Designated Representative
HERA or its designated representative is responsible for administering HERA's standards
processes in accordance with this document. HERA's representative shall provide support to the
Standards Board/Committee in managing the standards processes and in supporting the work of
all drafting teams. HERA's representative shall work to ensure the integrity ofthe standards
processes and consistency of quality and completeness ofthe reliability standards and associated
information. HERA's representative shall facilitate all steps in the development of standards and
associated information. HERA's representative shall work with drafting teams in developing
requirements for each standard, in accordance with HERA criteria.
HERA shall be responsible for presenting reliability standards and associated information to the
PUC. When presenting standards-related documents to the PUC for adoption or approval, HERA
shall report the results of the associated stakeholder ballot, including identification of unresolved
stakeholder objections and an assessment of the document's practicality and enforceability.

Drafting Teams
HERA through the Standards Board/Committee shall appoint industry experts to drafting teams to
work with stakeholders in developing and refining Standard Authorization Requests ("SARs"),
reliability standards and associated information.
Each drafting team consists of a group of technical experts that work cooperatively with the
support of HERA or its designated representative. The technical experts provide the subject
matter expertise and guide the development of the technical aspects of the reliability standard and
associated information. The technical experts maintain authority over the technical details ofthe
reliability standard and associated information. Each drafting team appointed to develop a
reliability standard or associated information is responsible for following the processes identified in
this document as well as procedures developed by the Standards Board/Committee from the
inception of the assigned standard development through the final acceptance of that reliability
standard or associated information by the HERA and the PUC.
Collectively, each drafting team:
• Drafts proposed language for the reliability standards and/or associated information.
' Solicits, considers, modifies the draft reliability standard or associated information as
appropriate, and responds to comments related to the specific standards development project.
• Participates in industry forums to help build consensus on the draft reliability standards and/or
associated information.
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• Assists in developing the documentation used to obtain HERA and PUC approval ofthe
reliability standards and/or associated information.
All drafting teams report to the Standards Board/Committee.
Governmental Authorities
The PUC is the applicable Governmental Authority in the state of Hawaii. HERA has been
legislatively constituted with the authority to submit each new, revised or withdrawn reliability
standard or associated information to the PUC for adoption and implement and enforce said
standards at the direction of the PUC.
Committees, Subcommittees, Working Groups, and Task Forces
HERA may form technical committees, subcommittees, working groups, and task forces to
provide technical research and analysis used to justify the development of new reliability
standards or associated information and provide guidance, when requested by the Standards
Committee, in overseeing field tests or collection and analysis of data. The technical committees,
subcommittees, working groups, and task forces provide feedback to drafting teams during both
informal and formal comment periods.
The technical committees, subcommittees, working groups, and task forces share their
observations regarding the need for new or modified standards or requirements with the HERA
staff for use in identifying the need for new standards projects.
Compliance
The PUC shall be responsible for monitoring HERA's compliance with its reliability standards
processes and procedures and for monitoring HERA's compliance with the HERA procedures
regarding the development of new or revised reliability standards and associated information.
HERA shall verify that each proposed reliability standard is enforceable as written before the
reliability standard Is posted for formal stakeholder comment and baWot'ing.
Compliance Enforcement Program
The HERA compliance enforcement program manages and enforces compliance with approved
reliability standards. The compliance enforcement program shall provide feedback to drafting
teams during the standards development process to ensure the compliance enforcement program
can be practically implemented for the reliability standards under development.
The compliance enforcement program may conduct field tests or data collection related to
compliance elements of proposed reliability standards and may provide assistance with field tests
or data collection when requested. The compliance enforcement program shares its observations
regarding the need for new or modified requirements with the HERA staff for use in identifying the
need for new standards projects.
Certification
The PUC shall certify each stakeholder as to its participation and responsibilities to the standards
development process and membership on the Standards Board/Committee
Operating Procedures
HERA has responsibility for developing reliability standards to support reliability as well as the
responsibility for seeing to the development and implementation of electric system operating
guidelines and procedures that amplify each reliability standard as needed. Coordination
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between reliability standards and operating guidelines and procedures is needed as a means of
providing the full implementation and assurance of electric system reliability.
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RSDG Appendix D-3
Development ofthe Registered Ballot Body and
Segment Qualification Guidelines
Registration Procedures
The Registered Ballot Body comprises all entities/stakeholders (organizations, individuals,
corporations, etc) that:
1. Qualify' for one ofthe segments below, and
2. Are registered with HERA as potential ballot participants in the voting on standards, and
revisions and modifications thereof.
Each entity, when initially registering to join the Registered Ballot Body, and annually thereafter,
shall self-select to belong to one ofthe stakeholder segments described below.
HERA will review all applications for joining the Registered Ballot Body, and make a determination
of whether the self-selection satisfies al least one ofthe guidelines to belong to that segment. The
entity will then be "credentialed" to participate as a voting member of that segment.
All registrations shall be done electronically.

Segment Qualification Guidelines
The segment qualification guidelines are inclusive; i.e., any entity with a legitimate interest in the
reliability of the bulk power system that can meet any one ofthe guidelines for a segment is
entitled to belong to and vote in that segment.
The general guidelines for all segments are;
•

Entities with integrated operations or with affiliates that qualify to belong to more than one
segment (e.g., transmission owners and electric generators, storage and ancillary services
owners ) may belong to each ofthe segments in which they qualify, provided that each
segment constitutes a separate membership and is represented by a different representative.

•

At any given time, affiliated entities may collectively be registered only once within a
segment.

•

Any person or entity, such as a consultant or vendor, providing products or services related to
bulk power syslem reliability within the previous 12 months to another entity eligible to join
Segments I to 7 shall be qualified to join any one segment for which one ofthe entities
receiving those products or services is qualified to join.

•

Entities may participate freely in any or all subgroups.

•

After their initial selection, registered participants may apply to change segments annually,
according to a defined schedule as determined by HERA.

•

The qualification guidelines and rules for joining segments shall be reviewed periodically to
ensure that the standards process continues to be fair, open, balanced, and inclusive. Public

input as determined as appropriate by the PUC. shall be solicited in the review of these
guidelines.
Since all balloting approval of standards shall be done electronically, any registered entity
may designate a proxy lo vote on its behalf. There are no limits on how many pro.\ies a
person may hold. However, HERA must have in its possession, either in writing or by email
documentation that the voting right by proxy has been transferred.

Segments
S e g m e n t 1. I n d e p e n d e n t T r a n s m i s s i o n P r o v i d e r s , i n c l u d i n g C e r t i f i e d Cable C o m p a n y
a. Any entity that owns or controls integrated transmission facilities.
S e g m e n t 2. H a w a i i Utilities, i n c l u d i n g L o a d - S e r v i n g Entities (LSEs)
a. Entities serving end-use customers under a regulated tariff, a contract governed by a regulatory
tariff, or other legal obligation to serve.
S e g m e n t 3. E l e c t r i c G e n e r a t o r s
a. Affiliated and independent generators (IPPs and/or NUGs).
b. A corporation that sets up separate corporate entities for each one or multi generating plants in
which it is involved may only have one vote in this segment regardless of how many single-plant or
multi-plant corporations the parent corporation has established or is involved in.
c. Owners/developers of Distributed Generation.

Segment 4. Electricity Brokers, Aggregators, and Marketers
a. Entities serving end-use customers under a power marketing agreement or other authorization not
classified as a regulated tariff.
b. An entity that buys, sells, or brokers energy and related services for resale in wholesale or retail
markets, whether a non-jurisdiciional entit>' operating within its charter or an entity licensed by a
jurisdictional regulator.
c. Demand Response aggregators.
S e g m e n t 5. L a r g e E l e c t r i c i t y E n d Users
a. A customer with an average aggregated service load (not purchased for resale) of at least
MWh annually, excluding cogeneration or other back feed to the serving utility.
b. Federal Agency customers, e.g. DOD, etc.
c. Agents or associations can represent groups of large end users.

Segment 6. Small Electricity Users
a. A customer with an average aggregated service load of less than ?? MWh annually.
b. Agents or associations can represent groups of large end users.

S e g m e n t 7. State a n d C o u n t y G o v e r n m e n t Entities
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

State and County customers
Stale and County Elected Representatives
Consumer Advocate (CA)
Dept. of Business, Economic Development and Tourism (DBEDT)
Does not include the HPUC

Segment 8. Non Governmental Organizations (NGOs)
a.

Non-profit public interest entities/organizations, including but not limited to energy,
environmental, social, and/or cultural advocacy organizations.

Fair a n d E q u i t a b l e R e p r e s e n t a t i o n
The Registered Ballot Body in whole or participating in any ballot action shall be a fair and equitable
representation ofthe ballot body membership with balance lo ensure that results of ballot actions are not
slanted toward a specific segment and thai the Registered Entity signs, agrees to. and is bound by a formal
disclaimer stipulating that they are acting to ensure the improved reliability ofthe electric grid and no other
specific interest.
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Statement of Compliance Registi\Criteria
(Revision 5.0)
Summary
Since becoming the Electric Reliability Organization (ERO), NERC has initialed ^
identify candidate organizations for its compliance registry. The program, conducted
and the Regional Entities', will also confirm the functions and information now on file
currently-registered organizations. NERC and the Regional Entities have the obligation to
identify and register all entities that meet the criteria for inclusion in the compliance registry, as
fijrther explained in the balance of this document.
This documenl describes how NERC will identify organizations that may be candidates for
registration and assign them to the compliance registry.
Organizations will be responsible to register and to comply with approved reliability standards to
the extent that they are owners, operators, and users ofthe bulk power system, perform a
function listed in the functional types identified in Section 11 of this document, and are material
to the reliable operation ofthe interconnected bulk power syslem as defined by the criteria and
notes set forth in this document. NERC will apply the following principles lo the compliance
registry:
•

In order to carry out its responsibilities related to enforcement of Reliability
Standards, NERC must identify the owners, operators, and users ofthe bulk power
system who have a material impact^ on the bulk power system through a compliance
registry. NERC and the Regional Entities will make their best efforts to identify all
owners, users and operators who have a material reliability impact on the bulk power
system in order to develop a complete and current registry list. The registry will be
updated as required and maintained on an on-going basis.

•

Organizations lisled in the compliance registry are responsible and will be monitored
for compliance with applicable mandatory reliability standards. They will be subject
to NERC's and the Regional Entities' compliance and enforcement programs.

•

NERC and Regional Entities will not monitor nor hold those not in the registry
responsible for compliance with the standards. An entity which is not initially placed
on the registry, but which is identified subsequently as having a material reliability

The tenm ''Regional Entities" includes Cross-Border Regional Entities.
The criteria for detemiining whether an entity will be placed on the registry are set forth in the balance of this
document. At any time a person may recommend in writing, with supporting reasons, to the director of compliance
that an organization be added to or removedfromthe compliance registry, pursuant to NERC ROP 501.1.3.5.
116-390 Village Blvd.
Princeton, NJ 08540
609.452.8060 j ww/w.nerc.com
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impact, will be added to the registry. Such entity will not be subject to a sanction or
penalty by NERC or the Regional Entity for actions or inactions prior to being placed
on the registry, but may be required to comply with a remedial action directive or
mitigation plan in order to become compliant with applicable standards. After such
entity has been placed on the compliance registry, it shall be responsible for
complying with Reliability Standards and may be subject to sanctions or penalties as
well as any remedial action directives and mitigation plans required by the Regional
Entities or NERC for future violations, including any failure to follow a remedial
action directive or mitigation plan to become compliant with Reliability Standards.
•

Required compliance by a given organization with the standards will begin the later
of (i) inclusion of that organization in the compliance registr>' and (ii) approval by the
appropriate governmental authority of mandatory reliability standards applicable to
the entity.

Entities responsible for funding NERC and the Regional Entities have been identified in the
budget documents filed with FERC. Presence on or absence from the compliance registry has no
bearing on an entity's independent responsibility for funding NERC and the Regional Entities.
Background

In 2005, NERC and the Regional Entities conducted a voluntary organization registration
program limited to balancing authorities, planning authorities, regional reliability organizations,
reliability coordinators, transmission operators, and transmission planners. The list ofthe entities
that were registered constitutes what NERC considered at that time as its compliance registr>'.
NERC has recently initiated a broader program to identify additional organizations potentially
eligible to be included in the compliance registry and lo confirm the information of organizations
currently on file. NERC believes this is a prudent activity al this lime because;
•

As of July 20, 2006, NERC was certified as the ERO created for the U.S. by the Energy
Policy Act of 2005 (EPAct) and FERC Order 672. NERC has also filed with Canadian
authorities for similar recognition in their respective jurisdictions.

•

FERC's Order 672 directs that owners, operators and users ofthe bulk power syslem
shall be registered with the ERO and the appropriate Regional Entities.

•

As the ERO, NERC has filed its current reliability standards with FERC and with
Canadian authorities. As accepted and approved by FERC and appropriate Canadian
authorities, the reliability standards are no longer voluntary, and organizations that do not
fully comply with them may face penalties or other sanctions determined and levied by
NERC or the Regional Entities.

•

NERC's reliability standards include compliance requirements for additional reliability
function types beyond the six types registered by earlier registration programs.
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•

Based on selection as the ERO, the extension and expansion of NERC's current
registration program"' is the means by which NERC and the Regional Entities will plan,
manage and execute reliability standard compliance oversight of owners, operators, and
users ofthe bulk power system.

•

Organizations listed in the compliance registry are subject to NERC's and the Regional
Entities' compliance and enforcement programs.

Statement of Issue
As the ERO, NERC intends to comprehensively and thoroughly protect the reliability ofthe grid.
To support this goal NERC will include in its compliance registry each entity that NERC
concludes can materially impact the reliability ofthe bulk power syslem. However, the potential
costs and effort of ensuring that every organization potentially within the scope of "owner,
operator, and user ofthe bulk power system" becomes registered while ignoring their impact
upon reliability, would be disproportionate to the improvement in reliability that would
reasonably be anticipated from doing so.
NERC wishes to identify as many organizations as possible that may need to be listed in its
compliance registry. Identifying these organizations is necessary and prudent at this time for the
purpose of determining resource needs, both at the NERC and Regional Entity level, and to
begin the process of communication with these entities regarding their potential responsibilities
and obligations. NERC and the Regional Entities believe that primary candidate entities can be
identified at this time, while other entities can be identified later, as and when needed. Selection
principles and criteria for the identification of these initial entities are required. This list will
become the "Initial Non-binding Organization Registration List". With FERC having made the
approved Reliability Standards enforceable, this list becomes the NERC Compliance Registry.
Resolution
NERC and the Regional Entities have identified two principles they believe are key to the entity
selection process. These are:
1. There needs to be consistency between regions and across the continent with respect to
which entities are registered, and;
2. Any entity reasonably deemed material to the reliability ofthe bulk power system will be
registered, irrespective of other considerations.
To address the second principle the Regional Entities, working with NERC, will identify and
register any entity they deem material to the reliability ofthe bulk power system.
In order to promote consistency, NERC and the Regional Entities intend to use the following
criteria as the basis for determining whether particular entities should be identified as candidates
for registration. All organizations meeting or exceeding the criteria will be identified as
candidates.

^ See: NERC ERO Application; E,\hib(t C; Section 500 - Organization Registration and Certification.
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'aiTiarii'Ei^yt "i<s,ie:
The following four groups of criteria (Sections I-IV) plus the statements in Section V will
provide guidance regarding an entity's registration status:

I.

•

Section I determines if the entity is an owner, operator, or user ofthe bulk power system
and, hence, a candidate for organization registration.

•

Section II uses NERC's current fijnctional type definitions to provide an initial
determination ofthe functional types for which the entities identified in Section I should
be considered for registration.

•

Section III lists the criteria regarding smaller entities; these criteria can be used to forego
the registration of entities that were selected to be considered for registration pursuant to
Sections I and II and, if circumstances change, for later removing entities from the
registration list that no longer meet the relevant criteria.

•

Section IV — additional criteria for joint registration. Joint registration criteria may be
used by Joint Action Agencies, Generation and Transmission Cooperatives and other
entities which agree upon a clear division of compliance responsibility for Reliability
Standards by written agreement. Pursuant to FERC's directive in paragraph 107 of Order
No. 693, rules pertaining to joint registration and Joint Registration Organizations will
now be found in Sections 501 and 507 ofthe NERC Rules of Procedure.
Entities that use, own or operate elements ofthe bulk electric system as established by
NERC's approved definition of bulk electric system below are (i) owners, operators, and
users ofthe bulk power system and (ii) candidates for registration;

"As defined by the Regional Reliabdity Organization, the electrical generation
resources, transmission lines, interconnections with neighboring systems, and
associated equipment, generally operated at voltages of 100 kV or higher. Radial
transmission facilities serving only load with one transmission source are
generally not included in this definition.

II.

Entities identified in Part I above will be categorized as registration candidates who may be
subject to registration under one or more appropriate functional entity types based on a
comparison ofthe functions the entity normally performs against the following function
type definitions:

Function Type

Acronym

Definition/Discussion

Balancing
Authority

BA

The responsible entity that integrates resource plans
ahead of time, maintains load-inlerchange-generation
balance within a BA area, and supports Interconnection

However, ownership of radial transmission facilities intended to be covered by the vegetation management
standard (applicable to transmission lines 200 kV and above) would be included in this definition.
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Function Type

Acronym

Deflnition/Discussion
frequency in real-time.

Distribution
Provider

DP

Provides and operates the "wires" between the
transmission system and the end-use customer. For those
end-use customers who are served at transmission
voltages, the Transmission Owner also serves as the DP.
Thus, the DP is not defined by a specific voltage, but
rather as performing the Distribution function at any
voltage.

Generator
Operator

GOP

The entity that operates generating unit(s) and performs
the functions of supplying energy and interconnected
operations services.

Generator Owner

GO

Entity that owns and maintains generating units.

Interchange
Authority

lA

Load-Serving
Entity

LSE

The responsible entity that authorizes implementation
of valid and balanced Interchange Schedules between
Balancing Authority Areas, and ensures communication
of Interchange information for reliability assessment
purposes.
Secures energy and transmission service (and related
interconnected operations services) to serve the electrical
demand and energy requirements of its end-use
customers.

Planning
Authority

PA

The responsible entity that coordinates and integrates
transmission facility and service plans, resource plans,
and protection systems.

PurchasingSelling Entity

PSE

The entity that purchases or sells and takes title to
energy, capacity, and interconnected operations services.
PSE may be affiliated or unaffiliated merchants and may
or may not own generating facilities.

Reliability
Coordinator

RC

The entity that is the highest level of authority who is
responsible for the reliable operation ofthe bulk power
system, has the wide area view ofthe bulk power system,
and has the operating tools, processes and procedures,
including the authority to prevent or mitigate emergency
operating situations in both next-day analysis and real-
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Function Type

Acronym

Deflnition/Discussion
time operations. The RC has the purview that is broad
enough to enable the calculation of interconnection
reliability operating limits, which may be based on the
operating parameters of transmission systems beyond
any Transmission Operator's vision.

Reserve Sharing
Group

RSG

A group whose members consist of two or more
Balancing Authorities that collectively maintain,
allocate, and supply operating reserves required for each
BA's use in recovering from contingencies within the
group. Scheduling energy from an adjacent BA to aid
recovery need not constitute reserve sharing provided the
transaction is ramped in over a period the supplying
party could reasonably be expected to load generation in
(e.g., ten minutes). If the transacUon is ramped in
quicker, (e.g., between zero and ten minutes) then, for
the purposes of disturbance control performance, the
areas become a RSG.

Resource
Planner

RP

The entity that develops a long-term (generally one year
and beyond) plan for the resource adequacy of specific
loads (customer demand and energy requirements)
within a PA area.

Transmission
Owner

TO

The entity that owns and maintains transmission
facilities.

Transmission
Operator

TOP

The entity responsible for the reliability of its local
transmission system and operates or directs the
operations of the transmission facilities.

Transmission
Planner

TP

The entity that develops a long-term (generally one year
and beyond) plan for the reliability (adequacy) ofthe
interconnected bulk electric transmission systems within
its portion ofthe PA area.

Transmission
Service Provider

TSP

The entity that administers the transmission tariff and
provides transmission ser\'ice to transmission customers
under applicable transmission service agreements.

III. Entities identified in Part II above as being subject to registration as an LSE, DP, GO, GOP,
TO, or TOP should be excluded from the registration list for these functions if they do nol
meet any ofthe criteria listed below;
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HI (a)Load-serving Entity:
Ill.a.I

Load-serving entity peak load is > 25 MW and is directly connected to the
bulk power (>100 kV) system, or;

III.a.2

Load-serving entity is designated as the responsible entity for facilities
that are part of a required underfrequency load shedding (UFLS) program
designed, installed, and operated for the protection ofthe bulk power
system, or;

III.a.3

Load-serving entity is designated as the responsible entity for facilities
that are part of a required under\'oltage load shedding (UVLS) program
designed, installed, and operated for the protection ofthe bulk power
system.
[Exclusion: A load-serving entity will nol he registered based on these
criteria if responsibilities for compliance with approved NERC reliability
standards or associated requirements including reporting have been
transferred by written agreement to another entity that has registered for
the appropriate function for the transferred responsibilities, such as a
load-serving entity, balancing authority, transmission operator, G& T
cooperative or joint action agency as described in Sections 501 and 507
ofthe NERC Rules of Procedure f

lll.a.4

Distribution providers registered under the criteria in lli.b. 1 or Iil.b.2 will
be registered as a load serving entity (LSE) for all load directly connected
to their distribution facilities.
[Exclusion: A distribution provider will not he registered based on this
criterion if responsibilities for compliance with approved NERC reliability
standards or associated requirements including reporting have been
transferred by written agreement to another entity thai has registered for
the appropriate function for the transferred responsibilities, such as a
load-serving entity, balancing authority, transmission operator, G&T
cooperative, or joint action agency as described in Sections 501 and 507
ofthe NERC Rides of Procedure.]
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Ul(b) Distribution Provider:
Ill.b.l

Distribution provider system serving >25 MW of peak load that is directly
connected to the bulk power system.
[Exclusion: A distribution provider will no! be registered based on this
criterion if responsibilities for compliance with approved NERC reliability
.standards or associated requirements including reporting have been
transferred by written agreement to another entity that has registered for
the appropriate function for the transferred responsibilities, such as a
load-serving entity, balancing authority, transmission operator, G&T
cooperative, or joint action agency as described in Sections 501 and 507
ofthe NERC Rides of Procedure.] or;

III.b.2

Distribution provider is the responsible entity that owns, controls, or
operates facilities that are part of any ofthe following protection systems
or programs designed, installed, and operated for the protection ofthe bulk
power system:
• a required UFLS program.
• a required UVLS program.
• a required special protection system.
• a required transmission protection system.
[Exclusion: A distribution provider will not be registered based on these
criteria if responsibilities for compliance with approved NERC reliability
standards or associated requirements including reporting have been
transferred by written agreement to another entity that has registered for
the appropriate function for the transferred responsibilities, such as a
load-sen'ing entity, balancing authority, transmission operator, G&T
cooperative, or joint action agency as described in Sections 501 and 507
ofthe NERC Rules of Procedure.]

lll(c) Generator Owner/Operator;
III.c. 1

Individual generating unit > 20 MVA (gross nameplate rating) and is
directly connected to the bulk power system, or;

III.C.2

Generating plant/facility > 75 MVA (gross aggregate nameplate rating) or
when the entity has responsibility for any facility consisting of one or
more units that are connected to the bulk power system at a common bus
with total generation above 75 MVA gross nameplate rating, or;

III.C.3

Any generator, regardless of size, that is a blackstart unit material to and
designated as part of a transmission operator entity's restoration plan, or;
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IH.C.4

Any generator, regardless of size, that is material to the reliability ofthe
bulk power system.
[Exclusions:
A generator owner/operator wiil not he registered based on these criteria
if responsibilities for compliance with approved NERC reliabdity
standards or associated requirements including reporting have been
transferred by written agreement to another entity that has registered for
the appropriate function for the transferred responsibilities, such as a
load-serving entity, G&T cooperative or joint action agency as described
in Sections 501 and 507 ofthe NERC Rules of Procedure.
As a general matter, a customer-owned or operated generator/generation
that serves all or part of retail load with electric energy' on the customer's
side ofthe retail meter may be excluded as a candidate for registration
based on these criteria if(i) the net capacity provided to the bulk power
system does not exceed the criteria above or the Regional Entity otherwise
determines the generator is not material to the bulk power system and (ii)
standby, back-up and maintenance power services are provided to the
generator or to the retail load pursuant to a binding obligation with
another generator owner/operator or under terms approved by the local
regulatory authority or the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, as
applicable.]

Ill(d) Transmission Owner/Operator:
Ill.d.l

An entity that owns/operates an integrated transmission element associated
with the bulk power system 100 kV and above, or lower voltage as defined
by the Regional Enfity necessary to provide for the reliable operation of
the interconnected transmission grid; or

III.d.2

An entity that owns/operates a transmission element below 100 kV
associated with a facility that is included on a critical facilities list that is
defined by the Regional Entity.
[Exclusion: A transmission owner/operator will not be registered based
on these criteria if responsibilities for compliance with approved NERC
reliabdity standards or associated requirements including reporting have
been transferred by written agreement to another entity that has registered
for the appropriate function for the transferred responsibdities, such as a
load-serving entity, G&T cooperative or joint action agency as described
in Sections 501 and 507 ofthe NERC Rules of Procedure.]

IV. Joint Registration Organization and applicable Member Registration.
Pursuant to FERC's directive in paragraph I07of Order No. 693, NERC's rules
pertaining to joint registrations and Joint Registration Organizations are now found in
Section 501 and 507 ofthe NERC Rules of Procedure.
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V.

If NERC or a Regional Entity encounters an organization that is not listed in the
compliance registry, but which should be subject to the reliability standards, NERC or the
Regional Entity is obligated and will add that organization to the registry, subject to that
organization's right to challenge as provided in Section 500 of NERC's Rules of Procedure
and as described in Note 3 below.

Notes to the above Criteria
1. The above are general criteria only. The Regional Entity considering registration of an
organization not meeting (e.g., smaller in size than) the criteria may propose registration
of that organization if the Regional Entity believes and can reasonably demonstrate^ that
the organization is a bulk power system owner, or operates, or uses bulk power system
assets, and is material to the reliability ofthe bulk power system. Similarly, the Regional
Entity may exclude an organization that meets the criteria described above as a candidate
for registration if it believes and can reasonably demonstrate to NERC that the bulk
power system owner, operator, or user does not have a material impact on the reliability
ofthe bulk power system.
2. An organization not identified using the criteria, but wishing to be registered, may
request that it be registered. For further information refer to; NERC Rules of Procedure,
Section 500 - Organization Registration and Certification; Part 1.3.
3. An organization may challenge its registration within the compliance registry. NERC or
the Regional Entit>' will provide the organization with all information necessar>' to timely
challenge that determination including notice ofthe deadline for contesting the
determination and the relevant procedures to be followed as described in the NERC Rules
of Procedure; Section 500 - Organization Registration and Certification.
4. If an entity is part of a class of entities excluded based on the criteria above as
individually being unlikely to have a material impact on the reliability ofthe bulk power
system, but that in aggregate have been demonstrated to have such an impact it may be
registered for applicable standards and requirements irrespective of other considerations.

' The reasonableness of any such demonstration will be subject to review and remand by NERC itself, or by any
agency having regulatory or statutory oversight of NERC as the ERO (e.g., FERC or appropriate Canadian
authorities).
Statement of Compliance Registry Criteria
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December 18,2012
Consumer Advocate^s Comments to the
RSWG Work Products and Recommendations Presented
at the December 11, 2012 Meeting
The Consumer Advocate respectfully offers the following comments to the RSWG work
products and recommendations presented and voted on at the December 11, 2012 meeting. In
general, the Consumer Advocate supported a majority of the work products and
recommendations presented at that meeting, as it has been acknowledged that although much
work has been conducted within the RSWG process, additional work is still necessar>' to further
develop these work products and recommendafions to address various issues.
The two RSWG work products and recommendations that the Consumer Advocate
abstained upon are related to: (I) the Reliability Standards Drafting ("RSD") Subgroup
recommendations for the Standards development framework; and (2) the Minimum Load and
Curtailment ("MLC") Subgroup recommendations concerning central generator station ancillary
service supply capabilities in a renewable based grid.
1.

RSD Recommendations for the Standards Development Framework.

Primarily, the Consumer Advocate abstained from voting on this RSD recommendation,
as the issues relating to the Framework extends beyond the scope ofthe RSWG proceeding. The
Consumer Advocate recognizes that a process will need to be considered related to the proposed
standards developed in the RSWG process, as well as the relationship of those standards to the
functions of the Hawaii Electricity Reliability Administrator ("HERA"). However, when the
role of HERA is considered in relationship to the proposed standards, issues such as ratepayer
costs, identification of who will be responsible and accountable when the standards are
implemented, to name a few examples, will need to be addressed and such considerations will be
the subject of another proceeding.
2.

MLC Recommendations Concerning Central Generator Station Ancillary Service
Supply Capabilities.

Primarily, the Consumer Advocate abstained from voting on the MLC recommendation,
as it believes that the paper did not evenly address the issue of compensation to the developers as
offered by the Consumer Advocate's suggested language to the draft paper. The Consumer
Advocate appreciates the efforts of the MLC Subgroup and the drafters of the paper to include
several ofthe Consumer Advocate's proposed revisions and comments, especially the inclusion
of language recognizing that additional analysis and evaluation must be conducted before
implementing the recommendations. However, the Consumer Advocate contends that any
considerafion of compensation of direct and opportunity costs for ancillary services must include
considerafion of system charges to those resources that are only able to provide individual
ancillary services or can only provide these services on an intermittent basis. The consideration
of systems charges is necessary to mitigate impacts to ratepayer cost and quality of service to
provision the other ancillary services that resource is unable to provide or cannot provide on
demand.

HAWAII RELIABILITY STANDARDS WORKING GROUP'S
MINIMUM LOAD AND CURTAILMENT SUBGROUP'S FINAL REPORT
JANUARY 18, 2013
I.

Genesis of the Subgroup:

During a September 9, 2011 Reliability Standards Working Group ("RSWG") meeting, the
RSWG formed a set of subgroups to undertake the many tasks of the RSWG and to
investigate these issues in more detail.^ One of the subgroups formed was the Minimum
Load and Curtailment Subgroup ("MLC").

II.

Members o f t h e Subgroup:
Regular attendees of MLC included: Havi/aii Solar Energy Association; The Consumer
Advocate, the HECO Companies, Blue Planet, Havt/aii Renev*/able Energy Alliance, The County
of Maui, The County of Kauai, Zero Emissions, DBEDT, Life of the Land, Tawhiri, and the
Commission Consultant.^

III.

Tasks of t h e Subgroup:
The RSWG initially outlined the MLC Subgroup's tasks as follows:
1.

Identify additional technical studies and assessments that may be necessary to review
and assess the HECO Companies systems to determine physical capabilities or limits of
utility systems, to establish how much renewable generation can be added to the island
grids without substantially compromising reliability, increasing curtailment of existing or
planned renewable resources, or imposing unreasonable costs on the ratepayers.
Understand that the PUC, rather than the RSWG or the utilities, may determine whether
such studies will be undertaken. ^

2.

Identify and recommend specific changes or enhancements, including estimated costs
and timelines, to address and mitigate current factors that constrain the addition of
further renewable resources, to increase renewable energy use without substantially
compromising system reliability or markedly increasing renewable curtailments. Those
recommendations can address but are not limited t o :
•

Utility infrastructure and operational practices, including procurement

•

Renewable generation equipment, practices and contract or tariff terms

•

Regulatory policies and processes

^ IF Report at 5, filed on September 23, 2011.
^ The IF listed in her September 23, 2011 filing a list of the official members of the MLC. MLC has had an inclusive
policy, thus all members ofthe RSWG have been welcomed and encouraged to attend and vote on issues.
However, not all official members have participated.
' i d . at 6.

•

Energy efficiency, demand response, energy storage, smart grid, and related
policies and programs.^

3.

Understand when and why curtailment happens and develop transparent policies and
rules that do not markedly increase curtailment and partial curtailment of existing and
planned renewable generators.^

IV.

Workproducts of the Subgroup:
1.

Brendan Kirby's^ One Month Variability, Reserves, & Curtailment On The Big Island:
A Preliminary Analysis, dated 1/22/2012 and Preliminary Results Of One Year HELCO
Analysis Results, 3/19/2012 (hereinafter jointly referred to as the "Kirby HELCO
Analysis").

2.

Brendan Kirby's One Vear MECO Curtailment Analysis, dated 7/11/12 and Results of
One Year MECO Curtailment Analysis, dated 7/18/2012 ("hereinafter jointly referred
to as the "Kirby MECO Analysis").

3. RSWG Recommendation Concerning Cycling Capabilities and Minimum Load
Capabilities of New Generation ("Flexibility Recommendation").
4 . RSWG Recommendations Concerning Central Generator Station Ancillary Service
Supply Capabilities in a Renewable Based Grid ("Ancillary Service
Recommendation").
5. Recommendation on Potential Contractual Treatments for Curtailment of Variable
Generation IPPs ("Contracts Recommendation")

V.

Summary of Activities bv the Subgroup:
The MLC has met consistently from September 16, 2011 to Januaryll, 2013. MLC members
have worked diligently and spent countless hours addressing the subgroup's tasks.
Although the subgroup was able to complete five work products which the MLC believes will
be beneficial to the Commission, there is still much to be done.
Many of the issues discussed by the MLC have been controversial and, thus, many meetings
have been filled with very spirited discussions which reflected the passion, commitment and
resolve of each member. In other words, members did not always agree with each other,
but were respectful of alternative positions and willing to hear the positions of all members.

* Id, at 7.
^ I d at 7.
Mr. Kirby is the consultant for the Commission. Mr. Kirby's contributions to the MLC have been invaluable. The
MLC could not have done its work without the guidance and expertise of Mr. Kirby.

1.

Kirby HELCO analysis: As stated in Section IV above, the first completed work product
ofthe MLC was the Kirby HELCO Analysis which was performed by Mr. Kirby after
HELCO presented curtailment and system data for the 2011 on October 4, 2010. Kirby
HELCO Analysis was initially performed for November 2011 and then repeated for all of
2011 once sufficient data was provided. Kirby HELCO analysis assessed the possible
solutions to resolve curtailment of existing wind farms on the HELCO grid.
The Kirby HELCO Analysis was filed with the Commission under protective order on
March 9, 2012 and was accepted by the MLC and the RSWG.

2.

Kirby MECO Analysis: As stated in Section IV above, the second completed work
product of the MLC was the Kirby MECO Analysis at the direction of the Commission,
which was performed by Mr. Kirby after MECO provided curtailment and system data.
The Kirby MECO Analysis for calendar year 2011 assessed the possible solutions to
resolve curtailment of existing wind farms on the MECO grid.
Kirby MECO Analysis was filed with the Commission under protective order on July 16,
2012 and was accepted by the MLC and the RSWG.

3. Flexibility Recommendation: As stated in Section IV above, the third completed work
product of the MLC was the Flexibility Recommendation. The genesis of the Flexibility
Recommendation was a paper from Brendan Kirby entitled. Valuing Flexibility When
Acquiring New Generation (the "Paper") which was first sent to RSWG members on May
14, 2012. The Paper was initially adopted by the majority of members of the MLC on
June 21, 2012. However, the IF requested further efforts to reach unanimity concerning
disagreement between HECO and members ofthe MLC regarding issues such as the
operating characteristics ofthe Hu Honua biomass project under development on the
HELCO system and the potential lack or actual degree of operating flexibility the project
could have. Concerted efforts were under taken to address these concerns and reach a
consensus on the paper. The paper was further revised to stress the need for operating
flexibility in future generation resources. The final paper was adopted by the MLC and
presented to and accepted by the RSWG with HECO, the CA, and Hugh Baker dissenting.

4.

Ancillarv Service Recommendation: As stated in Section IV above, the fourth
completed work product of the MLC was the Ancillary Service Recommendation. The
genesis of the Ancillary Service Recommendation was proposed recommendations
concerning Ancillary Service Supply Capabilities in a Renewable Based Grid by Tawhiri
and Brendan Kirby to the MLC on September 24, 2012.

The Ancillary Service Recommendation was fully vetted by the MLC which included at
least 4 meetings and 6 drafts. During the vetting the MLC was also cognizant of the
ongoing GE Ancillary Service Study and, thus, tracked the process of the Study and its
results.
A vote was taken on the December 3, 2012 MLC meeting to have the Recommendation
presented and voted on by the RSWG. All members voting agreed.
The Ancillary Service Recommendation was adopted by the RSWG during its December
2012 meeting with 14 yes, 0 No, and 3 abstaining.
5. Contracts Recommendation:
On Aug. 22, 2012 Zero Emissions suggested that MLC discuss the take or pay issue.
During the Oct. 10, 2012 MLC meeting, it was proposed that the MLC consider a White
Paper on alternatives to addressing curtailment in the PPA context. Such alternatives
would include, but not be limited to: (i) Take or Pay; (ii) KlUC model; (iii) HECO's model
on its underwater cable RFP website; (iv) Mr. Kirby's-two part contract structure that
facilitates full economic dispatch of all generation including variable renewables based
on marginal production cost. Warren Bollmeier, Brendan Kirby, Erik Kvam, and Dennis
Loria were tasked to be the drafting leads.
The Contracts Recommendation was fully vetted by the MLC which included at least 4
meetings and 6 drafts.
An e-mail vote to have the Recommendation presented and voted on by the RSWG
vote was taken between December 7-9, 2013 via e-mail. The votes were: 5-Yes, 2-No,
and 1 Abstaining.
6. Other Activities:
The MLC discussed developing a proposal for a Minimum Load and Curtailment Study.
Issues of how to procure and pay for such a study were raised, which limited the MLC's
ability to pursue the proposal in a timely fashion. During the discussion, HECO volunteered
to do a cycling study to extend the Kirby HELCO Analysis and Kirby MECO Analysis and to
expand the new study to include a "peer review".
HECO contracted with Electric Power Systems ("EPS") to do the study. The MLC formed a
technical subcommittee ("TSC") to monitor the study. The TSC has been talking to EPS and
HECO on a regular basis to discuss the study results. The ability to perform a full technical
review of the study itself within the schedule was limited by the inherently probabilistic
nature of the study methodology. A follow-on deterministic analysis will be required to

^

verify the study results and to determine how to practically implement the findings.

There was a discussion on whether or not ancillary services can be provided by wind
generators based on the responses from Tawhiri and HRD to HECO's IRs. The PUC
consultant's position is that wind generators could provide significant quantities of several
ancillary services. EPS' position is that the value of wind generators providing ancillary
services in 2013 is limited as indicated in the study.

VI.

Lessons Learned by Some Members of the Subgroup:
1.

Based on information provided by EPS, by modifying must run generation requirements and
operational procedures, most if not all existing curtailment can be eliminated on the HELCO
system. For the MECO system curtailment can be significantly reduced, but not eliminated
in the present system configuration.

VII.

Next Steps:
1.

The MLC understands that the HECO Companies are committed to addressing revamping
operating procedures, retuning their AGC/Governor Control system to improve overall unit
response, and capital investments to lower minimum load capabilities on existing
gener^xSon resources to help mitigate and reduce curtailment as the system moves to a
greater penetration of renewable resources in a cost-effective and reliable manner.

2.

Perform a follow-on deterministic analysis to verify the cycling study results and determine
how to practically Implement the findings.

3.

Investigation is warranted into the technical capabilities and cost effectiveness of
deployment and utilization of energy storage, demand response and various ancillary
services in support of increasing the penetration of renewable generation resources on the
Hawaii utility grids such that the electric system continues to operate in a reliable, safe, and
stable manner.

4. The EPS studies have defined, characterized and quantified the various unit commitment
and operating constraints that have traditionally been collectively called "must run." In the
interest of improved communications among stakeholders and to ensure an understanding
of and focus on issues that result in curtailments and uneconomic operation, use of the
term "must run" should cease. In its place, the various flexibility and ancillary service issues
themselves such as cycling, minimum load, voltage support, inertia, and reserves should be
referenced when unit commitment and operating constraints are being discussed.

Docket No. 2011-0206 - Reliabilit>' Standards Working Group
Reliability, Definitions and Metrics Subgroup Report
January 18,2012
The Reliability Definitions and Metrics Subgroup ("RDM Subgroup") ofthe Reliability
Standards Working Group ("RSWG"), pursuant to the RSWG process in Docket No. 2011-0206,
hereby submits its report to the Commission ("Report"). This Report has been reviewed and
approved by RDM Subgroup members.'

I.

BACKGROUND

The Commission originally established the RSWG pursuant to its Order Approving, With
Modifications, the HECO Companies' Reliability Standards Working Group and Technical
Support Group filed August 26, 2010 in Docket No. 2008-0273 concerning the Hawaii feed-in
tariff program.^ On September 8, 2012, the Commission filed its Order Opening Docket for this
proceeding, which initiated an investigation to examine the implementation of reliability
standards for the services territories ofthe HECO Companies and directed the parties to file a
final statement of RSWG purpose and scope of work, and a proposed work schedule.'*
On September 23, 2011, the RSWG Independent Facilitator, Alison Silverstein ("IF"),
filed the Reliability Standards Working Group Independent Facilitator's Submittal, RSWG
Purpose, Scope of Work and Work Plan ("Work Plan"). The Work Plan stales that the RSWG
will form subgroups to "focus on specific topic areas and report back" to the RSWG with
findings and recommendations. Id. at 6. The Work Plan confirmed establishment ofthe RDM
Subgroups and assigned two tasks to it: Task 1, "Define terms and metrics for operations,
reliability, reliability standards, renewables, curtailment, ancillary services, and related issues[,]"
due in the fourth quarter of 2011 ("Task 1"),^ and Task 10, "Look at how to define, provide and
use ancillary services from technical and policy perspectives[,]" due in the second quarter of
2011 ("Task 10").' Id at 6-7.

' Members of the RDM Subgroup include the following RSWG parties: Blue Planet Foundation ("Blue Planet");
Department ofBusiness, Econoinic Development and Tourism ("DBEDT"); Department of Commerce and
Consumer Affairs, Division of Consumer Advocacy; HECO Companies; Hawaii Renewable Energy Alliance
C'HREA"); Interstate Renewable Energy Council ("IREC"); Life ofthe Land; and Tawhiri.
^ See Order Opening Docket (Docket No. 2011-0206) al i-7 (discussing RSWG process in Docket No. 2008-0273).
' Hawaiian Electric Company, Inc., Hawaii Electric Light Company, Inc. and Maui Electric Company, Ltd.
(collectively, "HECO Companies").
" Id at 19.
' The RDM Subgroup and other RSWG subgroups were formed during the September 11, 2011 RSWG meeting.
See Reliability Standards Working Group Independent Facilitator's Submittal, RSWG Status ReportfiledJune I,
2012 at 5.
^ Insofar as Task 1 is construed to encompass the development of formal reliability standards, it is noted that formal
reliability standards have been developed by the RSWG's Reliability Standards Drafting Group {"RSDG") and not
by the RDM Subgroup.
' Insofar as Task 10 is construed to encompass interconnection and ancillary services requirements for utility-scale
facilities, this task has been assigned to the RSDG.

RDM Subgroup members worked diligently to complete Tasks 1 and 10 through inperson meetings,* conference call meetings, drafting, commenting on and revising draft
documents, and e-mail communications.
II.

ANCILLARY SERVICES (TASK 10)

The RDM Subgroup has completed Task 10. concerning ancillary services, except insofar
as issues to be addressed in a subsequent proceeding have been identified. The following
summarizes relevant background information, work product, and recommendations.^
A.

Background.

The RDM Subgroup met regulariy during the period of September 2011 through January
2013 to work on completing Task 10 concerning ancillary services.
On Sepiember 20, 2011, the Commission's consultant Brendan Kirby submitted to the
RDM Subgroup a paper titled, "Proposed Ancillary Services" ("Kirby paper").'^
In January and February 2012, the RDM Subgroup developed a work plan based in part
on proposals from IREC, DBEDT and Blue Planet.
In March, April and May 2012, RDM Subgroup members worked to develop a scope of
work for a study on ancillary services to be prepared by General Electric International, Inc.,
acting through its Energy Consulting group ("GE"), with funding and contract management
provided by the University of Hawaii Natural Energy Institute ("HNEI"), and coordination
between HNEI, GE and the RDM Subgroup facilitated by the IF. The final study, dated
December 19, 2012, is titled, "Ancillary Services Definitions and Capability Study" ("GE
Study").
On May 4, 2012, the Commission filed Order No. 30371 "Relating to Various Matters in
RSWG Process ("Order 30371"). Section 5 of Order No. 30371, "Utility-Scale Interconnection
and Ancillary Services Issues," directed the RSWG parties to respond to questions including the
following;
(6) What is the most beneficial method for Hawaii to obtain
ancillary services that are required in order to operate the power
system reliably - (a) by requiring the capability as a condition of

The RDM Subgroup held approximately seventeen scheduled meetings on the following dates: September 21,
October 27, November 16, and December 14,2011; January 1 1. Februarys, March 14, April 11, April 25, May 16,
June 20, September 6, October 17, November 27, December 10, and December 13, 2012; and Januar>' 8,2013.
It is noted that the Commission identified ancillary services as relevant to reliability issues as early as its
September 25,2009 Decision and Order in Docket No. 2008-0273, which directed the HECO Companies to develop
reliability standards, and to subsequently modify the standards, as needed to reflect changes in "transmission,
distribution, generation, demand generation mix, ancillarv services availability, the results of ongoing studies, and
any other relevant factors." id. at 51 (emphasis added).
'° The Commission attached a copy of this paper to its Order No. 30371 (Docket No. 2011-0206)filedOctober 31,
2011.

grid interconnection; (b) through procurement ofthe capability as
an ancillary service; or (c) through a hybrid approach ofthe first
two options or another option? See Brendan Kirby's Report titled
"Proposed Ancillary Services" dated October 31, 2011, altached
hereto as Exhibit A, at 2. Should the method vary depending on
the character ofthe ancillary ser\'ice or the magnitude of
requirement?
(7) What are the commercial compensation mechanisms associated
with interconnection requirements and/or ancillary ser\'ices?
Should renewable energy projects be assessed a "system ancillary
service charge" if they are not able to meet the required standards,
or conversely, a "system benefit premium" if best practice
interconnection standards are met?
(8) How will Hawaii benefit from increased employment of energy
storage and demand response to supply ancillary services?
Id. at 10-11. The Commission attached the Kirby paper as Exhibit A to Order No. 30371.
Responses by the Parties to the Order No. 30371 ancillary services questions were due on June 4,
2012.
On July 9, 2012, GE provided its study proposal identifying four main tasks, the
deliverables of a report with PowerPoint, and scheduled completion for the GE Study in
September 2012.
During the period of September to December 2012, GE presented draft reports and
PowerPoints to the RDM Subgroup and RSWG. RDM Subgroup members reviewed and
submitted detailed wTitten comments on the GE drafts, and also discussed these drafts with GE in
person, by conference call meetings and by e-mail.
On December 24, 2012, the IF filed the paper generated by the RSWG Minimum Load
and Curtailment ("MLC") Subgroup, and approved by the RSWG, titled, "RSWG
Recommendations Concerning Central Generator Station Ancillary Service Supply Capabilities
in a Renewable Based Grid" ("MLC Subgroup ancillary services paper")."
On January 14, 2013, the RDM Subgroup submitted its comments on the GE Study, tilled,
"RDM Subgroup Comments on the General Electric Ancillary Ser\'ices Study" ("RDM
Subgroup Comments on GE Study") to the IF for review and approval by the RSWG during the
RSWG meeting scheduled for January 24, 2013.

" See IF, Reliability Standards Working Group Independent Facilitator's Submittal, Progress Report, and RSWG
Work Product SubmittalfiledDec. 24, 2012 ("IF Dec. 24, 2012 Submittal").
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B.

Task 10-Related Work Product.
1.

GE Study.'-'

As described by GE, the purpose ofthe GE Study is lo identify, define and quantify
ancillary services necessary to integrate new generation resources, including renewable
generation, for bulk power systems in Hawaii and elsewhere. GE suggests the study results may
be proposed for consideration and adoption by the Commission and used for RSWG standards
proposals, revised generation interconnection technical requirements, and the Integrated
Resource Planning process. The GE Study focuses on four tasks, which it describes as follows:
• Task 1: Define a standardized set of ancillary services along
with their associated definitions (in functional, technology-neutral,
performance based terms) that can be used to meet the operational
needs of Hawaii and other bulk power systems, and provide for the
integration of variable generation technologies.
• Task 2; Assess resource technologies (generation, transmission,
storage, and demand response (DR)) for their ability lo support the
respective ancillary services, to maximize the diversity and
opiionality for ancillary service acquisition and delivery.
• Task 3: Identify the physical requirements ofthe ancillary
services needed for each Hawaiian island (Oahu, Maui, Big
Island).
• Task 4: Outline considerations for specifying / acquiring
ancillary services for the Hawaii grids that protect reliability,
incent renewable generation, and minimize production costs.
Id. at 1. The GE Study consists of a written nartative report and extensive PowerPoint
documentation concerning its analyses and recommendations with regard to the foregoing four
tasks. The GE Study includes eight major recommendations and a proposed methodology for
determining type and quantities of required ancillary services.
2.

RDM Subgroup Comments on GE Study.

The RDM Subgroup has unanimously approved its RDM Subgroup Comments on the GE
Study and submitted this document for review and approval by the RSWG. This paper consists
of three main sections tilled, "Background," "General Support for GE Study," and "Comments
on GE Study," with the latter including more specific comments related Xo topics for a fuiuTQ
docketed proceeding, requirements for utility-scale projects, procuring and incentivizing

'• As noted in the IF's Reliability Standards Working Group Independent Facilitator's Submittal, Progress Report,
and RSWG Work Product Submittal filed Dec. 24, 2012 ("IF Dec. 24, 2012 Submittal"), the GE Study is not formal
RSWG work product and not subject to approval by the RSWG, but is rather "RSWG-associated work product." Id.
at 5,6.

ancillary services, production cost modeling, resource planning processes, technical feasibility of
storage and demand response, and the wind energy opportunity cost for up reserves.
The comments paper incorporates the study's eight major recommendations mentioned
above and notes that, although the GE Study itself is not subject to approval by the RSWG (or
any RSWG subgroup, including the RDM Subgroup), the RDM Subgroup views the GE Study as
providing a useful and valuable contribution to the RSWG process; the RDM Subgroup
appreciates the opportunity it has had to collaborate with GE on the study; and although its
members hold differing views on certain aspects ofthe study, the RDM Subgroup generally
supports the information and analyses developed through the GE Study al the same fime that it
offers comments, clarifications, cortcctions and further suggestions to the study by means ofthe
paper, and also by means of anticipated future submissions to the Commission by individual
subgroup members.
3.

Kirby Paper.

As noted above, the Kirby paper is a part ofthe record in this proceeding that is directly
relevant to Task 10. RDM Subgroup members reviewed and discussed this paper and it has
informed and contributed to the Subgroup's work on ancillary services issues.
4.

Other.

Although not RDM Subgroup work product, it is noted that on December 12, 2012 the
RSWG approved a paper by the RSWG Demand Side Opfions Subgroup titled, "Demand
Response as a Flexible Operating Resource" ("DSO paper").'"* The DSO paper discusses
ancillary services as related to demand response, including a section titled, "Use of Demand
Response and Storage to Provide Ancillary Ser\'ices." Similariy, the MLC Subgroup ancillary
services paper is directly relevant to the RDM Subgroup's investigation of ancillary services.
Finally, as noted above the Commission directed all parties to respond to the quesfions
concerning ancillary services issues set forth in Order No. 30371 and these responses have been
filed with the Commission.
C.

Comments and Recommendations.

The RDM Subgroup's substantive and procedural comments and recommendations to the
Commission concerning Task 10 are as set forth in the RDM Subgroup Comments on the GE
Study which has been approved by all RDM Subgroup members.
in.

GLOSSARY (TASK 1)

The RDM Subgroup has completed Task 1 concerning a glossary of terms. The
following summarizes relevant background information, work product, and recommendations.

See IF Dec. 24, 2012 Submittal at 3.

A.

Background.

The RDM Subgroup met regulariy beginning in September 2011 to work on completing
Task 1 concerning a glossary of terms. Waaen Bollmeier (HREA) and Jose Dizon (HECO
Companies), and other Subgroup members, contributed to preparing draft versions ofthe
"Glossary of Terms" document which were subject to extensive review and revision by RDM
Subgroup members.
During its March 19-20, 2012 meeting, the RSWG fomially adopted the RDM
Subgroup's "Reliability Standards Working Group Glossary of Terms, Version 1 -2012"
("RSWG Glossary"), subject to further necessary changes.'•* The RSWG Glossary identifies Mr.
Bollmeier as its Editor.
B.

Task 1-Related Work Product.

The RDM Subgroup respectfully submits that the RSWG Glossary completes Task 1. As
explained in the Preamble to the RSWG Glossary:
This Glossary has been conceived and prepared by members ofthe
Reliability Standards Working Group ("RSWG") as a compilation
of general, utility-related terms, acronyms and abbreviations used
in the electric power industry. The RSWG Glossary is the result of
preliminary drafts that were prepared, reviewed and subsequently
revised by members ofthe Reliability Metrics and Definitions
("RDM") Sub-Working Group ofthe RSWG. The glossary will be
forwarded to the enfire RSWG for approval upon approval by the
RDM subgroup.
Where possible, the RSWG Glossary includes actual definitions
from related glossaries, such as the North American Electric
Reliability Corporation ("NERC") Glossary, NERC Generator
Availability Data System ("GADS") Data Reporting Instructions,
Edison Electric Institute ("EEI") glossary, and IEEE Standards
1366 and 1547. Other sources, which are included in the Reference
.section ofthe RSWG Glossary, include the United States
Department of Energy ("USDOE"), Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission ("FERC"), and the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory ("NREL"). Where a Hawaii-specific definition is
needed, it is generally derived from one ofthe above glossaries.
Primarily, the RSWG will utilize this Glossary in the formation
and understanding of recommended reliability standards to be
submitted to the Hawaii Public Utility Commission
("Commission") as part ofthe Commission's Docket 2011-0206,

'•* See IF, Reliability Standards Working Group Independent Facilitator's Submittal, RSWG Status Report filed June
1, 2012 at 6, Attachment C.

entitled "Instituting a Proceeding to Investigate the Implementation
of Reliability Standards for the Hawaiian Electric Company, Inc.,
Hawaii Electric Light Company, Inc., and Maui Electric Company,
Limited."
Secondarily, the RSWG believes this Glossary may serve to meet
other purposes, such as communicafion and outreach activities
with RSWG members and the general public.
Finally, the RSWG views this Glossary as a "Living Document
that will be reviewed and updated on a regular basis. It is proposed
that that the definitions of specific terms that are incorporated into
Commission-approved reliability standards will be approved by the
Commission, and designated in an appropriate manner in the
Glossary.
Id. at 1. References to the RSWG Glossary are made in the GE Study and in reliability standards
developed by the RSDG (the RSDG standards also include certain defined terms that, due to time
constraints, are not refiecled in the RSWG Glossary at this time).
C.

Comments and Recommendations.

The RDM Subgroup has no further substantive or procedural recommendations to the
Commission with regard to the RSWG Glossary.
IV.

LESSONS LEARNED

The IF's December 24, 2012 Submittal requests the subgroups to identiiy "lessons
learned," or "processes, issues and insights that could be helpful lo the Commission and others
working to enhance the use of renewable generation in Hawaii while protecting system
reliability." Id. at 7. The RDM Subgroup respectfially submits that any relevant processes,
issues or insights generated by its members through the RSWG process, that are specific to the
RDM Subgroup, are contained in the RDM Subgroup Comments on GE Study, particularly the
procedural comments that include a list of ancillary services-related issues to be addressed in a
future docketed proceeding.

RSWG Recommendation Concerning
Cycling Capabilities and Minimum Load
Capabilities of New Generation
Background and Basis for Recommendations
As the RSWG, primarily through the Minimum Load and Curtailment Subgroup, has engaged in the task
of addressing curtailment problems and solutions, a concern has been raised that the characteristics of
new generation resources may directly and substantially bear on the RSWG's work on curtailment.^ The
RSWG recognizes that proposals for new generation are subject to PUC proceedings independent of this
RSWG docket. The RSWG also recognizes that its charge from the PUC includes the responsibility to
provide recommendations for the PUC in considering proposed new generation. This includes both
utility-owned and IPP-owned generation, as well as modification of existing generation such as
conversion to non-fossil fuel sources. Such recommendations are all the more important when resource
acquisition decisions may not only affect the RSWG's ongoing efforts, but also create opportunities or
impose limitations on the power system for decades to come.
Generally, generators are turned down to minimum output or are turned off as daily customer demand
decreases. Thus, only least costly generators should be on-line to serve tower daily load. If generators
that are on-line during heavy load hours cannot be cycled off or turned down sufficiently in times of low
demand, they force other more flexible generation, including tower incremental cost and/or renewable
generation, to be turned down or off.
The recommendations offered here address two physical characteristics (cycling ability and minimum
load) and one contracting characteristic (treatment of a generator's marginal cost) that currently
contribute to curtailment, or may affect it in the future. In addition to any PUC action in this proceeding,
these recommendations articulate basic principles and high-level concepts that the PUC should
comprehensively evaluate in subsequent proceedings considering proposed new or

modified

generation, in order to assess the impacts on issues including, but not limited to: reliability, cost to
ratepayers, the state's objectives of integrating renewable energy, and predictability and transparency
to developers.. Furthermore, the PUC should evaluate the characteristics discussed here from a
comprehensive cost-benefit perspective, along with numerous other power system requirements and
generator features including but not limited to: inertia, frequency response, dispatch capability, black
start, voltage regulation, voltage and frequency ride through, reliability/maintenance requirements,
capital cost, operating cost, ability to site to benefit the power system, technical risk. To this end, the

HECO is currently conducting a cycling analysis study to examine the minimum generation requirements for
HELCO and MECO, including cycling capabilities and costs, for the projected power systems through 2013. These
RSWG recommendations address a longer-term scope.

RSWG offers these recommendations for PUC consideration as it more fully evaluates proposals for new
generators and modifications to existing generators, along with the associated contracts.
Power plants have very long lives. It usually costs much less to incorporate power plant flexibility at the
outset than to attempt to add flexibility later. Hawai'i consumers will likely live with, and pay for, design
decisions associated with new power plants (utility or IPP owned) for forty years or more. This
emphasizes the importance of making sure that new power plants have the flexibility to meet the needs
of the power system for decades, not just for the next few years. Similarly, power purchase contracts
can either facilitate or block access to power plant physical flexibility. Power purchase contracts should
be evaluated for flexibility as well as for energy cost.
Indigenous and environmentally friendly solar and wind generation are abundant in Hawai'i but also add
to the variability and uncertainty of the total net load. Variable renewables also have the characteristic
that they consume no fuel, such that the marginal production cost of energy and environmental impacts
of pollutant emissions are essentially zero.^ For both economic and environmental reasons it is
beneficial to maximize the use of solar and wind, particularly once the plants are built (rather than to
dispose of the energy), as well as to ensure system flexibility so as not to foreclose further opportunities
to tap such resources. Robust demand-side programs can also aid in this effort. The objective here is not
to favor certain renewable technologies, developers, or projects over others, but rather to maximize
overall clean energy benefits and opportunities from a comprehensive and long-term perspective while
economically optimizing power system efficiency and maintaining system reliability.
The generation mix that will be obtained as the Islands become ever more dependent on renewable
energy sources is uncertain. This makes it essential to maximize the flexibility of the new and modified
plants even at the risk of providing more than the minimum amount of flexibility that is immediately
required. It is also essential to develop or have ready for development additional sources of flexibility
(e.g., demand response and storage) that can be implemented should the future renewables growth be
heaviest among renewable plant types that do not usually provide certain flexibility and ancillary
services.
In sum, in order to fully utilize variable renewables, maximize overall renewable generation on the
system economically and reliably, and move toward the clean energy system of the future, the power
system requires greater flexibility from the other, dispatchable portion of the generation fleet (along
with responsive load and storage). The RSWG, therefore, encourages the PUC to fully evaluate the
physical and contractual flexibility of all generation additions and modifications to the island power
systems.

while this essentially zero marginal energy production cost for wind and solar is not reflected in most current
utility contracts, one recommendation is to better align the physical and contractual marginal energy costs (see
infra).

Cycling Capabilities and Minimum Load
The two characteristics addressed in this RSWG recommendation to the PUC when evaluating generator
flexibility are:
•

Minimum load and control range. Lower minimum loads provide for a larger operating range
and more flexibility.
o

AGC range should be the full range from minimum to maximum load.

o

Environmental restrictions that limit the number of starts within a given period or that
prevent a generator from operating at minimum load for extended periods are also
important.

o

Ramp rate (MW/min). Faster ramp rate provides for better control and requires fewer
resources to provide the required reserves.

•

On/off cycling ability. Generators with the ability to cycle on and off daily or multiple times per
day can better facilitate variable renewables integration, saving fuel whenever the sun or wind
is available.

These recommendations apply to the consideration of all generators with a marginal production cost,
including fossil fuel burning plants, biofuel burning plants, and biomass burning plants, if there is a cost
associated with the fuel. These recommendations also may apply to geothermal plants if they incur a
marginal cost for energy.

Recommendations
The RSWG provides two basic types of recommendations. The first is to assure that new and modified
generators have on/off cycling and minimum load capabilities the power system will need for many
decades to come. The second is to assure that power purchase contracts accurately reflect physical
costs, especially marginal energy costs, and that contracts provide full access to the physical flexibility
that generators are capable of providing. Contracts should also provide incentives for increased
flexibility.
Physical Flexibility
•

On/off cycling capability: The existing generation fleet already includes generation that is
unable to cycle off economically and results in curtailment. New fuel-consuming generation that
is unable to cycle off at least daily should not be added to the power system. Even if the power
system can tolerate a new non-cycling generator for the next few years, it is unlikely to be able
to do so for decades as the amount of geothermal, solar, wind, or other renewable generation
increases. It is likely in the ratepayers' economic interest to invest in a plant with somewhat
higher capital cost if it has greater ability to cycle off at lower cost. Such broader economic
analysis is needed in evaluating new generation.
o

•

Cycling cost: Cycling costs should also be minimized.

Minimum load and operating range: Lower minimum loads and greater operating range also
facilitate low cost and reliable integration of variable renewables. These features enable
variable renewables to save on fuel consumption and the new generator to provide spinning

reserves and regulation with a wider operating range. High minimum loads should not be
allowed, and the economic cost and benefits of lower minimum loads should be evaluated.
Power Purchase Contracts
•

Contracts should provide full access to the physical flexibility that the new generation is capable
of supplying. Fixed operating schedules, for example, do not provide access to all of the physical
flexibility. Contract specified minimum loads that are above the minimum load that the new
generator is capable of also do not provide access to the full physical capability of the generator.

•

Contracts should reflect the true real-time marginal operating cost for energy for all generators
(fossil fuel burning, biofuel or biomass burning, geothermal, and variable renewable) in the
purchase price to the utility. This will enable new generation to be economically committed and
dispatched in real time, along with the rest ofthe utility owned and IPP generators.^ Priority
dispatch can still be utilized to reflect non-monetized environmental and other benefits if the
PUC so desires. Contracts that reflect true marginal energy production costs would provide
more accurate economic incentives to both the system operators and the generators to
economically optimize the real-time power system operations. This should help minimize costs
for ratepayers.
o

Take-or-pay fuel contracts should be avoided since fuel is, at least to some extent,
storable and transportable.

•

With the true marginal energy cost included in the contract, there will be a need for the fixed
and capital costs to be included as a fixed component of new generator contracts.^ These costs
should not be reflected in the energy component ofthe contract to avoid having the fixed costs
distort the utility unit commitment and economic dispatch.

Full security constrained unit commitment and economic dispatch should reflect the added cost of any additional
reserves required to reliably integrate variable and uncertain renewable generation; likewise, it should not
penalize renewable generation for the high minimum load requirements or the inability of new conventional
generation to cycle.
The "fixed" component should likely reflect generator equipment availability (i.e. the fixed payment would be
reduced if unit availability declined, possibly assessed monthly, and include the anticipated normal maintenance
amounts) in order to provide an incentive for the owner to keep the plant properly maintained. The "fixed"
component could reflect the underlying resource availability, either placing the risk of wind and solar availability
on the generator owner or on the consumer, whichever is more advantageous.
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Consumer Advocate's Dissent to the "RSWG Recommendation
Concerning Capabilities and Minimum Load Capabilities of New Generation," voted on
at the RSWG September 18, 2012
In addition to its comments offered on August 16, 2012 (posted on the RSWG
website on September 18, 2012), the Consumer Advocate provides the following
dissent to the "RSWG Recommendation Concerning Capabilities and Minimum Load
Capabilities of New Generation," voted on at the RSWG September 18, 2012 meeting.
At the start of the RSWG process on July 13, 2011, Chair Morita urged the
RSWG members to work in the public interest, keeping in mind that grid and system
reliability was not to be compromised nor costs raised excessively high to facilitate
higher levels of renewable penetration onto the grid. In doing so, Chair Morita noted
that our participation would require the members to work toward consensus rather than
advocating specific interests and positions. In consideration of these thoughts by Chair
Morita, the Consumer Advocate has been willing to defer the need for more thorough
analysis to evaluate impacts on ratepayers in order to allow the identification of potential
technical concepts and solutions to evolve. As such, as it relates to the "RSWG
Recommendation Conceming Capabilities and Minimum Load Capabilities of New
Generation" paper, although the Consumer Advocate has remaining concerns, the
Consumer Advocate has expressed and continues to support the general concepts set
forth in the paper.
Based on working group discussions of the Minimum Load and Curtailment
Subgroup ("MLC") regarding the "RSWG Recommendation Conceming Capabilities and
Minimum Load Capabilities of New Generation" paper that was ultimately voted on at
the RSWG September 18, 2012 meeting, it is the Consumer Advocate's understanding
that the MLC members' intention of the paper is to offer high-level concepts that will
ultimately require further comprehensive evaluation to assess the reasonableness of
these recommendations in consideration of such issues as reliability, cost to ratepayers,
the state's objectives of Integrating renewable energy, and predictability and
transparency to developers. The Consumer Advocate recognizes that in attempting to
reach consensus, the working members accepted some language offered by the
Consumer Advocate to convey this intention in paragraph 3 of the paper. The
Consumer Advocate, however, is not able to fully support the "RSWG Recommendation
Conceming Capabilities and Minimum Load Capabilities of New Generation," as the
paper still contains misleading language that is not well supported nor substantiated and
reflects biases toward certain renewable resources. The Consumer Advocate considers
this approach to be inconsistent with not only its intention, but also the RSWG's purpose
and is not in the public interest.
Examples of such language include, but are not limited to the following:
For both economic and environmental reasons it is beneficial to
maximize the use of solar and wind, particularly once the plants are
built (rather than to dispose of the energy), as well as to ensure
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system flexibility so as not to foreclose further opportunities to tap
such resources.
New fuel-consuming generation that is unable to cycle off at least
daily should not be added to the power system... It is likely in the
ratepayers' economic interest to invest in a plant with somewhat
higher capital cost If it has greater ability to cycle off at lower cost.
Minimum load and operating range: Lower minimum loads and
greater operating range also facilitate low cost and reliable
integration of variable renewables.
Contracts that reflect the tme marginal energy production costs
would provide more accurate economic incentives to both the
system operators and the generators to economically optimize the
real-time power system operations and the generators to
economically optimize the real-time power system operations. This
should help minimize costs for ratepayers.
These types of statements in the "RSWG Recommendation Conceming
Capabilities and Minimum Load Capabilities of New Generation" paper are
unsubstantiated conclusions that lead one to assume that the paper is recommending
that:
•
•

•
•

There are substantiated economic and environmental reasons to
maximize the use of only solar and wind technologies.
New fuel-consuming renewable generation resources such as biomass,
biofuel, geothermal should not be interconnected unless it is able to cycle
or turn off at least daily.
Mimimum load and operating ranges will facilitate low cost and reliable
integration of variable renewables.
Contracts based on true marginal energy production costs provide more
accurate economic incentives and would help to minimize costs to
ratepayers.

The paper fails to identify the issues that must be addressed in making these
conclusory statements such as:
•

•

In requiring that new fuel-consuming renewable generation such as
biomass, biofuel, geothermal be cycled or tumed off daily, what impact
does that have on developer's decisions to invest in such renewable
generation resources, which is at this time one of the options to maintain
system reliability of the electric system?
Does cycling or tuming off at least daily fuel-consuming renewable
generation support the Renewable Energy Portfolio ("RPS") goals as set

o
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

forth in Hawaii Revised Statutes Section 269-92(a), when that renewable
generator's energy is contributing to the RPS goals?
Is requiring new fuel-consuming renewable generation to cycle off or turn
off in order to accommodate wind or solar generation, discriminatory to
that renewable generation technology?
What are the impacts to ratepayers (i.e., bill impact, reliable service)
associated with requiring that new fuel-consuming renewable generation
resources be cycled or tumed off at least daily?
What are the costs associated with setting lower minimum load and
operating ranges and are these costs lower than that of the variable
renewable generation and can system reliability be maintained?
What is the ultimate impact to developers* decisions on investing in
renewable energy projects in Hawaii associated with the new pricing
scheme recommended in the paper?
What risks do ratepayers bear in paying fixed costs as opposed to energy
payments associated with renewable energy projects? In other words, to
the extent that independent power producers are paid a fixed payment,
what risks are shifted to ratepayers associated with that fixed payment as
opposed to a payment for the energy which variable renewable generation
provides and how is that in the public interest?
If the recommendations set forth in the paper are implemented to apply to
projects that are currently being negotiated, have recently been negotiated
or for those unsigned contracts related to the Feed In Tariff, how is
transparency and predictability addressed for those developers?
What financial infonmation will be available from developers to determine
the fixed and marginal pricing components recommended in the paper?

It is important to remember that the purpose of the RSWG set forth in the
Reliability Standards Wori<ing Group Independent Facilitator's Submittal RSWG
Purpose, Scope of Work and Work Plan and Certificate of Sen/ice, filed September 23,
2011, includes recommending fact-based standards, metrics, rules, criteria and
processes to "help determine how we can interconnect the maximum amount of
renewable generation to the grid while preserving grid reliability," consistent with Hawaii
clean energy statutory mandates and policies, which are clear, fair, transparent and
unambiguous and do not "maricedly increase" curtailment or "meaningfully displace"
other renewable generation. Thus, the statements from the "RSWG Recommendation
Conceming Capabilities and Minimum Load Capabilities of New Generation" paper are
inconsistent with RSWG purpose.
In an attempt to be solution oriented to address some of the issues identified
above and to reach consensus, the Consumer Advocate reviewed two previous drafts
presented by Isaac and Brendan associated with the "RSWG Recommendation
Conceming Capabilities and Minimum Load Capabilities of New Generation" paper. On
August 16, 2012, the Consumer Advocate submitted comments and questions to the
MLC subgroup for discussion at the August 22, 2012 meeting. In general, members of
the MLC did not provide answers to the Consumer Advocate's concerns and for the
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most part conveyed that these issues did not need to "worked ouf or addressed at this
time. Furthennore, as it relates to the second draft, the Consumer Advocate proposed
revisions consistent with the request to keep revisions to a minimum.
Based on the above, the Consumer Advocate dissented to the "RSWG
Recommendation Conceming Capabilities and Minimum Load Capabilities of New
Generation" paper and offers its proposed alternative.

HAWAIIAN ELECTRIC COMPANIES' DISSENT TO RSWG RECOMMENDATION
CONCERNING CYCLING CAPABILITIES AND MINIMUM LOAD CAPABILITIES OF NEW GENERATION
On September 7, 2012, Sandra-Ann Y. H. Wong, on behalf of the RSWG's Minimum Load and
Curtailment ("MLC") subgroup, sent to Alison Silverstein "for presentation, discussion, and vote during
the Sept. RSWG meeting" a paper entitled "RSWG Recommendation Concerning Cycling Capabilities and
Minimum Load Capabilities of New Generation" ("Capabilities of New Generation Paper" or "Paper").
The following provides the Hawaiian Electric Companies' dissent to the Capabilities of New Generation
Paper and recommendations for adoption of a revised draft of the Paper that is attached to this dissent
for the Commission's consideration.
Proposed recommendations to the RSWG regarding operating characteristics that could be
considered for new generation on the utilities' grids was first discussed at a MLC subgroup meeting on
August 8, 2012. A first draft of the Capabilities of New Generation Paper was distributed to the MLC
subgroup members on August 10, 2012. Since that time, the MLC subgroup has been working
collaboratively to incorporate comments from the various parties. On August 29, 2012, the MLC
subgroup voted on a version of the Paper that was not agreed to by the Hawaiian Electric Companies or
Division of Consumer Advocacy. Most recently, on August 31, 2012, the Hawaiian Electric Companies
submitted certain comments in an effort to come to agreement on a comprehensive document that
could be provided to the full RSWG for discussion and consideration. On September 4, 2012, members
ofthe MLC subgroup expressed their appreciation for the Companies' comments and efforts, but in the
end suggested that given timing and efforts to date, the subgroup thought it would be more productive
if those who did not agree with the majority view to simply provide their substantive objections for the
larger group to consider.
Attached to this dissent is a redline draft of the Capabilities of New Generation Paper which
provides comments and proposed modifications which the Hawaiian Electric Companies believe are
necessary in order for the Paper to appropriately present a recommendation to the Commission that
both maximizes the flexibility that the Commission has to consider and adopt any of the
recommendations contained in the Paper, and assure that the Paper does not unduly favor one
particular resource technology over another. Both the MLC subgroup's and Companies' draft of the
Paper recognize that "the generation mix that will be obtained as the islands become ever more
dependent on renewable energy sources is uncertain." It is the Companies' position that given this
uncertainty, flexibility in new generation resources should be considered on both a technology neutral
and comprehensive basis to allow the Companies and Commission to make decisions regarding new
generation resources that are fair, non-discriminatory, ensure system reliability and appropriately
consider customer costs. The Companies' recommended modifications include comments indicating
why the Companies believe that the specific changes are necessary and why in totality the Companies'
recommendation is better for Hawaii, grid reliability and the increasing use of renewable resources in
the State.
The Hawaiian Electric Companies also respectfully submit the following more detailed
comments on the Paper approved by the MLC subgroup for the Commission's consideration and in
support of the Companies' draft of the Paper.

Flexibility to Utilize Least Cost Best Fit Resources
The MLC subgroup's draft ofthe paper ("MLC draft") appears in certain instances to favor
specific renewable resources such as wind and solar, over other renewable energy technologies such as
biomass and geothermal. As the Commission is aware, for purposes of complying with the State's
Renewable Portfolio Standards, renewable energy technologies include wave, tidal, biofuel, biomass,
geothermal, municipal solid waste and other technologies as welt as wind and solar. In planning future
integrated electrical systems, the Companies, and Commission through its oversight ofthe Companies,
should maximize the flexibility to utilize those renewable resources which are best suited to serve
customers at the least cost given the circumstances present at the time resource selection decisions are
made.
Related to this, the MLC draft also appears to favor intermittent generation over firm
dispatchable generation. As one example of this, the MLC draft argues that new fuel-consuming
generators (including renewable energy generators) should not be allowed on the system if those
generators cannot be cycled. The MLC draft states "Hln order to fully utilize variable renewables,
maximize overall renewable generation on the system economically and reliably, and move toward the
clean energy system of the future, the power system requires greater flexibility from other, dispatchable
portion of the generation fleet..." In planning future electrical systems however, it must be recognized
that there may be circumstances present that make if more cost effective to curtail a variable
generation source that does not provide ancillary services than to cycle off a dispatchable renewable
energy source such as a biomass plant that provides needed ancillary services. Conversely, there may
be circumstances where increasing the cost of a dispatchable renewable energy generator for the sole
purpose of being able to take additional intermittent generation that does not provide needed ancillary
services is neither economic nor operationally sound.
In order to assure that any new generation is capable of being cycled, both from a physical and
economic perspective, an increase in capital expenditures to allow for the cycling capabilities will be
required. In addition to the increase in capital construction costs, increased maintenance, operation
and financing costs will also be incurred by a renewable project that is designed to be base loaded and
serve as a dispatchable, low-cost renewable energy unit if that unit is converted to a cycling unit
designed to optimize the use of variable renewable energy. These cost increases may have the effect of
transforming what was the lowest cost unit on the system into a high cost unit all for the perceived
benefit of increasing the consumption of higher cost, variable energy at the expense of low-cost
renewable energy. Accordingly, the requirement that all units be capable of on/off cycling cannot be
justified in the foreseeable future either economically or as a means to increase the take of variable
energy. The requirement will increase the costs of renewable energy development to the consumer and
provide little or no benefit to system costs or renewable energy consumption.

Significant Curtailment is not Occurring on the HELCO System
During the September 18, 2012 RSWG face-to-face meeting, it was mentioned that the level of
curtailment is significant. That is not true. HELCO is currently at a 51.28% RPS {based on 2011 RPS
data). As stated during a number of recent RSWG subgroup and stakeholder meetings, removal of all
curtailment on the Big Island results In only a 1% addition to the HELCO RPS percentage. This is
indicative of the fact that curtailment is not significant on the HELCO system. Moreover, the capacity
factors for certain of the wind farms on the HELCO system approach levels in the range of 65% which is
significantly higher than a typical wind farm capacity factor in the range of 30%. The combination of this
level of production with legacy contracts tied to the price of oil provides significant benefits to wind
farms on the island of Hawaii. Oil prices were around $70/bbl when the wind contracts were signed. Oil
prices today are around $126/bbl.
Fixed costs vs. Capacitv Costs vs. Energy Pavments
During the September 18, 2012 RSWG meeting additional information was provided with regard
to a zero-marginal cost proposal developed by certain members of the MLC subgroup and how they
propose that fixed costs be recovered. This group takes the position that wind is a zero marginal cost
unit and that all capital costs should be treated as a fixed cost, like a capacity payment. This proposal
should not be accepted by the Commission for the following reasons:
a. While dispatch of units based on incremental energy cost is valid for dispatchable
generators, intermittent resources, such as most wind and solar facilities, are not
dispatchable and therefore are considered for the most part to be must take resources.
b. The fixed cost component of a firm, dispatchable IPP project is called the "Capacity Cost"
because the firm, dispatchable IPP provides firm capacity and the ancillary services
associated with a firm, dispatchable unit. Most wind or solar facilities are not dispatchable.
They are variable and intermittent. Therefore, these as-available resources do not receive a
"capacity cost" in the manner that the MLC members describe.
c.

During the meeting there was a brief discussion about placing all costs in the fixed or
capacity component of a wind project in order to have a zero energy cost. This is not
recommended regardless of technology. The developer can choose to omit maintenance
and choose not to operate the unit. The developer gets paid whether the unit produces or
not.
penalties on availability can be negotiated, but these negotiated penalties may not
represent the true cost of the impact to the system. Indeed, the regulatory climate that
allowed this type ofcompensation wasoneof the root causes of the 2001 energy crisis in
California and led to utility and energy marketers' bankruptcy filings and the subsequent
collapse ofthe California energy market system.

a
d. The HECO Companies assert that there is a cost associated with a zero-marginal cost unit.
For dispatch purposes, the marginal cost should be a positive, non-zero number that is
monotonically increasing.
The Hawaiian Electric Companies respectfully offer their alternative version of the Paper and
these comments for the Commission's consideration.

tt^mei^uf
RSWG Recommendation Concerning
Cycling Capabilities and Minimum Load
Capabilities of New Generation
Background and Basis for Recommendations
As the RSWG, primarily through the Minimum Load and Curtailment Subgroup, has engaged in the task
of addressing curtailment problems and solutions, a concern has been raised that the characteristics of
new generation resources may directly and substantially bear on utilities' ;)bilitv io felii^blv and cost
effpctively ir^egtatf: renewable resources to the utilities' systcMTisthc- t^SWft i^ worl( on cungiiinc-ni.' The_
RSWG recognizes that proposals for new generation are subject to PUC proceedings independent of this

C o m m e n t [ H E C O l ] : The focjte of the papei
should be upon integration o' renewable resouri
nol Ihe RSWG

RSWG docket. The RSWG also recognizes that its charge from the PUC includes the responsibility to
provide recommendations for the PUC in considering proposed new generation. This includes both
utility-owned and IPP-owned generation, as well as modification of existing generation such as
conversion to non-fossil fuel sources. Such recommendations are all the more important when resource
acquisition decisions may rK>t-^w4v effect thr? RSWG-'&^ineomfi offorto, but ol&o create opportunities or
impose limitations on the power system for decades to come.
Generally, generators are turned down to minimum output or are turned off as daily customer demand

C o m m e n t [ H E C 0 2 ] ; The focuse of the papei
should be upon inieiration o' renewable resoun
not the FISWG.

decreases. Thus, only least cosily generators should be on-line to serve lower daily load or address a
system constraint:. If generators that are on-line dunngheayy load hours cannot be cycled off or turned
down sufficiently in times of low demand, they force other more flexible generation, including lower

C o m m e n t [ H E C 0 3 ] : Generators may need t.
on-iine for reasons olVier than sdely serving loai

incremental cost and/or renewable generation, to be turned down or off.
The recommendations offered here address two physical characteristics (cycling ability and minimum
unit tuiiuiown ratineloa^) and one contracting characteristic (treatment of a generator's marginal cost)
that currently contribute to curtailment, or may affect it in the future. In addition to any PUC action in
this proceeding, these recommendations articulate basic principles and high-level concepts that the PUC
should comprehensively evaluate in subsequent proceedings considering proposed new or modified
generation, iri order to assess the impacts on issues including, but not limited to: reliability, cost to
ratepayers, the state's objectives of integrating renewable energy, and predictability and transparency
to developers.. Furthermore, the PUC should evaluate the characteristics discussed here from a
comprehensi\'e cost-benefit perspective, along with numerous other power system requirements and
generator features including but not limited to: inertia, frequency response, dispatch capability, black
start, voltage regulation, voltage and frequency ride through, reliability/maintenance requirements,
capital cost, operating cost, ability to site to benefit the power system, and technical risk. To this end,

' HECO IS currently conducting a cycling analysis study lo examine the minimum generation requirements for
HELCO and MECO, including cycling capabilities and costs, for the projected power systems through 2013. These
RSWG recommendations address a longer-term scope.

C o m m e n t [ H E C 0 4 ] : This n a more accurate
descriptive term

the RSWG offers these recommendations for PUC consideration as it more fully evaluates proposals for
new generators and modifications to existing generators, along with the associated contracts.
Power plants have very long lives. It usually costs muc-tt less over the life of the plant to^incorporate
power plant flexibility at the outset than to attempt to add flexibility later. Hawai'i consumers will likely

C o m m e n t [ H E C 0 5 ] ; Thu is > more accurate
statement.

live with, and pay for, design decisions associated with new power plants (utility or IPP owned) for forty
years or more. This emphasizes the importance of making sure that new power plants have the
flexibility to meet the needs of the power system for decades, not just for the next few years. Similarly,
power purchase contracts can either facilitate or block access to power plant physical flexibility. All new
generation Pqwor purchaw) controctc should be evaluated for flexibility as well as for energy cost.

C o m m e n t [ H E C 0 6 ] : This recommendation
should apply prospectively.

lncliflenou& and onvironmontally friendly solar ond-w*nd goneration are abundani in Hawot't-tntt AIGO odd
to the variribitity and'uncertainty of the total nol-load^Vafhable renewables oloo hove the characieristk:
that thoyc-ensumo no fuoli 5uc^-thot the morginol production coa-of-ewofev ond onvlionmontat impoc-to
of potlutont omissions arc ooscntially gero.*PQf-4}eth-economic-and onvironrrwntjl roa5&fl&-it-4s
bonoficiol to moximize tho-uso of color ond wind, particularly onco tho plont^-ore-built (rjthor than to
dispose of the energy), as well oo to Gnourc system flontbiltty oo o& not to-forocloso further opportunitws
to-4afHiUC-h-r€S0urcos. ftobost domoftd-wio progroms-can oho aid k>thaeffort;. The objective here is not
to favor certain renewable technologies, developers, or projects over others, but rather to maximize
overall clean energy benefits and opportunities from a comprehensive and long-term perspective while

C o m m e n t [ H E C 0 7 ] : Grven the future
uncertain t y a i to resource mia that Isadcnowled
In the paper, the paper should be resource type
agnostic to the degree potsibfe.

economically optimizing power system efficiency and maintaining system reliability.
The generation mix that will be obtained as the Islands become ever more dependent on renewable
energy sources is uncertain. Thiti makes it ossontial to Mmaximizinge the flexibility of tte-new and
modified generation plonts even at the risk of providing more than the minimum amount of flexibility
that is immediately, required should be considered'.^ It is also essential to develop or have ready for
development additional sources of flexibility (e.g., demand response and storage) that can be

C o m m e n t [HECOa]: There should be an
opportunity lo consider costs to ratepayers.

implemented should the future renewables growth be heaviest among renewable plant types that do
not usually provide certain flexibility and ancillary services.
In sum, in order to jfully-irtilieQ vartabls renewable»,-maximize overall renewable generation on the
system economically and reliably, and move toward the clean energy system of the future, the power
system requires greater flexibility-from tho other, dispotchoblo [wrtion of the generation-fleet (along
with fGsponsivp-kKtd and storagoj. JThe RSWG, ^erefor^, encourages the PUC to fully evaluatejhe
physical and contractual flexibility of all generation additions and modifications to the island power
systems.

' Wtiilc? tln!.<:'.'H'f>tiiilly a c i o m j f B i n o l cnLTi^v p(0^tKlkHiC0L.r f o r w i n d i i n d 'H>tj>f-ivfKrtHt'llt.ttQri In mo-jl u t i f f o m
d t i l t i y i.Qnucn:tr>, CHiL' fOCQ<nmondjtion-ts«>-tM!ttOf iilign tho phywcal otwJcootiiictHi'il n u i f a i ' i i i l ot>f.'fgy < o ^ ^ { M y ( ^

C o m m e n t [ H E C 0 9 ] ; This Mper should be
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Cycling Capabilities and Minimum Load
The two characteristics addressed in this RSWG recommendation to the PUC when evaluating generator
flexibility are:
Lower

unit turndown

ratinHMinin>um—\ea4 and control

range. Lower

unit

turndown

raiing.sm4mmuffl-tQa<J9 provide for a larger operating range and more flexibility,
o

AGC range should be the full range from minimum to maximum load.

o

Environmental restrictions that limit the number of starts within a given period or that

C o m m e n t [ H E C O I O ] ; This u a more accurat
term.

prevent a generator from operating at minimum load for extended periods are also
important to the extent system reliability is not compromised,
o

Ramp rate (MW/min). Faster ramp rate provides for better control and requires fewer

C o m m e n t [ H E C O l l ] : System reliability mus
a consideration throughout any recommendaiio
to the Commission.

resources to provide the required reserves.
On/off cycling ability. Generators with the ability to cycle on and off daily or multiple times per
day can better facilitate variable renewables integration, saving fuel whenever the sun or wind
is available.
frhesefecommondjtions opply to tho consideration of all gcnorotofs witha-nqafgiftOJ-prodiJctiQn cost,
including fossil fuol burning ptanto. biofuol burning-plaw-^y-and-biomass burning pljnts, if there is-a-g^est
assochJtod with the fuel. Those rccommendatiopft-atso may apply to eoothofmol-plaftts-»f--t>wy itKUf o
marginal cost for energy.'

C o m m e n t [ H E C 0 1 2 ] : Charaaenstics propo;
tor the evaluation of generator fleiibility should
technology agnostic to the degree possible.

Recommendations
The RSWG recognizes that the electric utilities have implemented some of these recommendations. For
the purposes of this document, the RSWG feels it is relevant to discuss these issues wholisticallv as thev
apply to new generation. The RSWG provides two basic types of recommendations. The first is to
'recommend a^ufe—that new and modified generators have on/off cycling a n d l o w

turndown

ratingminwmjm load capabilities the power system will need for many decades to come. The second is
to recoi-nmendasswe that power purchase contracts accurately reflect physical costs, especially
marginal energy costs, and that contracts provide full access to the physical flexibility that generators
are capable of providing. Contracts should also provide incentives for increased flexibility.

C o m m e n t [ H E C 0 1 3 ] : Given potential syster
impacts and considerations, the recommendatio
10 the Commission should be viewed m totality a
not in a manner that would cause unintended
consequences.
C o m m e n t [ H E C 0 1 4 ] : The RSWC should pro
the Commission with the flexibility to adopt tho:
recommendations that the Commission is
comfortable with based upon the record present

Ptiysicnl i-iesibility
On/off cycling capability: Consideration must be given to providing on/off cycling capability for
future generation.The existing gonerotion fleet already n>£;ludes-genoriition that is imobte-te
cycio off oconomiCiiMy and results in curtailment. New fuol-censuimng goneration that is tmoble

C o m m e n t [ H E C 0 1 5 ] : Thps should be a lorwi
looking affirmative recommendation

to-cvt^leoff at least dj>lysh&ukjm>t"beadded to the powor system. Even if the power system
can tolerate a new non-cycling generator for the next few years, it may not te-ttf4tkety lO'be able
to do so for decades as the amount of goolhormoJ, sotar, wind, or other-renewable generation
increases. It is likely in the ratepayers' economic interest to invest in a plant with somewhat
higher capital cost if it has greater ability to cycle off at lower cost. Such broader economic
analysis is needed in evaluating new generation.
o

Cycling cost: Cycling costs should also be minimized.

C o m m e n t [ H E C 0 1 6 ] : The recommendation
should be technology agnostic to the extern
possible

lower unit turndown ratingMinimumtea-dapd operatjng^ange^Lower^unii: turndown
ratini^minimum \eBfii and greater operating range aJse-facilitate low cost and tekible
integration of variable renewables. Jhese features enable yT^riablo renewables to save on fuel
eoftMKTiption artd the new genofator to provide spinning reserves and regulation with a wider
operating range. High minimum loads should not be allowed, and the economic cost and
benefits of lower minimum loads should be evaluated.
Power Purdiase Conirnctf
Contracts should provide full access to the physical flexibility that the new generation is capable
of supplying. Fi)(ed operating schedules, for example, do not provide access to all of the physical
flexibility. Contract specified minimum loads that are above the minimum load that the new
generator is capable of also do not provide access to the full physical capability of the generator.
Contracts should reflect the true real-time marginal operating cost for energy for all generators
(fossil fuel burning, biofuel or biomass burning, geothermal, and variable renewable) in the
purchase price to the utility. This will enable new generation to be economically committed and
dispatched in real time, along with the rest of the utility owned and IPP generators.^ Priority
dispatch can still be utilized to reflect non-monetized environmental and other benefits if the
PUC so desires. Contracts that reflect true marginal energy production costs would provide
more accurate economic incentives to both the system operators and the generators to
economically optimize the real-time power system operations. This should help minimize costs
for ratepayers.
o

Take-or-pay fuel contracts should be avoided since fuel is, at least to some extent,
storable and transportable.

With the true marginal energy cost included in the contract, there will be a need for the fixed
and capital costs to be included as a fixed component of new generator contracts.* These costs
should not be reflected in the energy component of the contract to avoid having the fixed costs
distort the utility unit commitment and economic dispatch.

* Full security constrained unit commiimeni and economic dispatch should reflect the added cost of any additional
reserves required to reliably integrate variable and uncertain renewable generation; likewise, it should not
penalize renewable generation for the high minimum load requirements or the inability of new conventional
generation to cycle.
* The "fixed" component should likely reflect generator equipment availability (i.e. the fixed payment would be
reduced if unit availability declined, possibly assessed monthly, and include the anticipated normal maintenance
amounts) in order to provide an incentive for the owner to keep the plant properly maintained. The "fixed"
component could reflect the underlying resource availabiliiy, either placing the risk of wind and solar availability
on the generator owner or On the consumer, whichever is more advantageous.

C o m m e n t [HECO 1 7 ] : This is* mcire accurat
term.

MEMORANDUM

TO:

RSWG Members

CC:

Alison Silverstein

Docket No. 2011-0206
FROM-.

Hugh Baker

DATE:

September 27, 2012

SUBJECT:

MLC Subgroup "Flexibility" Recommendation

This memorandum will set forth the positions of HDBaker & Company with respect
to the MLC subgroup recommendation regarding flexibility of generating units
considered for approval In the future by the Public Utility Commission.
1 believe that my positions, and the context in which they were originally explained,
were made clear in my email to the RSWG members on September 17, 2012 and
again in the RSWG meeting on September 19, 2012. Since it seems to be fashionable
to submit "formal" comments in this matter, mine follow.
Also, because there seems to be a fixation with respect to the RSWG process and its
application in this particular matter, I offer my comments on that topic as well.
Position with Respect to the MLC Recommendation
There are two kinds of "flexibility" being thrown around in these comments. First,
there is the flexibility with respect to the operating capabilities of future generating
resources.
The MLC paper recommends that the Commission require future
generating resources to have capabilities to cycle. It is clear from the context ofthe
MLC paper that the issue the MLC is addressing is curtailment of wind resources. I
agree that flexibility of generators is desirable in many operational circumstances.
However there are other circumstances [e.g. financiaf] in which this may not be
appropriate. Specifically, if someone came along and proposed a firm base load
generator with a very low all-in cost (e.g. geothermal), with the understanding that
it must either be on or off (i.e. no cycling ability), and it reduces rates for ratepayers,
then my vote is for the baseload unit. If it causes curtailment of, for example, an asavailable wind resource with an avoided cost contract (and the contract with the
wind generator allows curtailment) sorry, but as a ratepayer myself, let's curtail the
as-available resource!
Additionally, it is interesting that the MLC paper does not differentiate between
flexibility of new renewable resources versus new non-renewable resources. If the
standards of the MLC group are applied, then presumably the MLC group accepts

that a new non-firm renewable generator (e.g. wind) will be penalized in some
manner because of its inability to cycle. Similarly, using the MLC logic, a new firm
renewable resource that can cycle will be rewarded in some manner. To the extent
that this is indeed what MLC is saying, then 1 would agree on this point.

In summary, the operational flexibility that the MLC recommends is fine in concept,
but it seems to go too far in making an a priori determination as to what will be in
the best interest of ratepayers.
The second kind of flexibility is the Commission's flexibility under its statutory
authority. I believe that the MLC recommendation, if it were to be adopted as policy
by the Commission (and 1 fully understand that is NOT what was voted upon!),
would reduce the Commission's flexibility to judge a future generating plant or PPA
application on its own merits and in the context of what is known at the time. The
Commission in fact has the authority and flexibility to consider the factors that the
MLC subgroup (at least a majority of the subgroup anyway) has recommended. But,
it also has the authority to approve generation and PPA's that do not meet these
criteria e.g. base load units. I see no reason for the Commission to voluntarily
reduce its flexibility to consider a broad range of operational alternatives with
respect to future generating resources.
With respect to demand response, there is clearly an opportunity to address wind
curtailment in the near term by working on the load curve. Before we start limiting
future generating choices, let's get the most we can out of demand side resources, a
resource that I believe has not been fully exploited in any of the Hawaii power
systems. This will also allow us to optimize the use ofthe existing generation fleet,
including existing renewable energy resources. The use of demand side resources
to shift the load curve is entirely consistent with the MLC subgroup desires and in
fact addresses the very issue that seems to be the focus of the MLC subgroup's
concerns.
Before jumping to conclusions about what we want for future generation, we also
need to understand the implications ofthe ancillary services work that is being done
by GE. If we need certain kinds of ancillary services to support greater renewable
energy penetration (and less curtailment of existing renewables), let's first find out
what those ancillary serves are and make a recommendation to the Commission that
is consistent with the findings ofthe ancillary services study. The outcome of that
study may fully support the MLC recommendation that future generators should be
flexible enough to provide ancillary services needed to support greater penetration
of renewables. However, to the extent that a given generator (renewable or
otherwise) requires the system to carry additional ancillary services, that generator
should be assigned the cost of those additional services. From a non-firm
generator's perspective, that may not be a desirable outcome, but you can't have it
both ways.

Finally, I disagree with the MLC's recommendation that all generating units should
be dispatched at their physical marginal cost. There are clearly times when it is
advantageous for a generator to be paid based on a contractual price. To offer up a
theoretical example, there could be situations in the future where a generator is
used as a "tolling" resource. Under a toiling arrangement, one party (for example
the utility) buys the fuel and delivers it a generator owned by another party (for
example an IPP). The party providing the fuel receives the power output of the unit
at a conversion cost that is based upon a contractually stipulated heat rate. Beyond
the theoretical realm, several existing IPP contracts in Hawaii already have a
stipulated heat rate provisions. There is nothing inherently wrong from a ratepayer
perspective if a generator is willing to take this operational risk. To the extent it
takes that risk off of the ratepayer (who otherwise bears the risk of inefficiencies in
the form of higher rates), then the generator deserves a premium for taking this
risk. Under the MLC recommendation, generators willing and able to take this risk
would have zero incentive to take this risk. We would therefore forgo an option that
would benefit ratepayers.

Comments Regarding the RSWG Voting and Vetting "Process"
The comments of other parties in this matter also discuss the RSWG process.
Accordingly, my thoughts follow below.
The paper that the MLC put forth did not rise to a level of objectivity, which in my
opinion, made it worthy of a formal RSWG vote. No doubt the MLC subgroup tried
to get a consensus document, but they failed in that endeavor. Nice try. In spite of
the inability of the subgroup to reach a consensus, for some reason, there was
insistence that it be voted upon. Not to trivialize the importance of this subject, but
we might as well have voted on "my favorite color is blue." Some of us would say:
"... yes, my favorite color is blue as well!" There are others who would say: "... well,
my favorite color is green." No matter how many times the subgroup voted there
would never be an agreement on a favorite color, and when it moves to a larger
group, other opinions would be voiced. Why? ... because a given person's opinion
regarding their favorite color is a subjective matter of course.
Here we have the same problem. If the RSWG subgroup could not get a unanimous
consensus, that suggests a high level of subjectivity in the document. Yet, in spite of
the difference of opinion even before it got out of the subgroup, the entire RSWG
was more or less forced to vote - up or down. The insistence that this matter be put
to a vote suggests an agenda that is not within the spirit of collaboration, respectful
debate and acceptance of other points of view that is supposed to be the foundation
of the RSWG process.
Respectfully, the effort and extremely valuable time
expended on this by the full RSWG could have been put to much better use.

I note that several parties continue to make comments regarding the "vetting"
process that the MLC used to arrive at its recommendation. I have praised the
MLC's efforts in my original comments and in the open RSWG meeting last week. 1
do so again here: thank you to all the MIC members for your hard work and
considerable debate and discussion in developing the fiexibility paper. However if the
implication of the "vetting" comment is that an RSWG member who was not a
member of a subgroup should not have the right to vote "no" and explain his/her
"no" vote, then 1 would respectfully suggest that a subgroup and its members think
twice before forcing something as subjective and controversial as this was to a vote
by the entire RSWG group.
A final note: 1 believe a healthy debate is vital to make sure that the best ideas win,
whether a given idea is mine, yours, or somebody else's. We all understand that the
Commission can accept or reject, in whole or in part, any recommendations that are
put forth by the RSWG. However, I think the Commission expects us to debate and
disagree from time to time so that they have a good basis for making the hard and
important decisions that affect the future of Hawaii. In this matter, I am not
representing the specific interests of any client or project in which I am involved. I
favor no particular party in the RSWG docket, nor do I have an axe to grind with
anyone in this docket. That position affords me the opportunity in RSWG to call
them exactly like I see them, and that is what I wiil continue to do.
I welcome
differing opinions and passionate debate, provided that the conversation is about
getting to the right answer for everybody.
I look forward to continuing these discussions.

Tawhiri Power LLC ("Tawhiri") provides the following comments t o the RSWG Recommendation
Concerning Cycling Capabilities and M i n i m u m Load Capabilities of New Generation
("Recommendation") that was passed by a vote of 13 (In favor) and 5 (against).
1.

Tawhiri continues to support the recommendation because this recommendation Is vital if
Hawaii is to meet its goal of interconnecting the maximum amount of renewable generation to
the grid while preserving grid reliability and not marltedly increasing or meaningfully displace
other renewable generation.

2.

It should be noted that the MLC group went through several hours of discussions and at least
four drafts of the document before finally voting on It. In each revised draft, the MLC drafting
team tried to incorporate the comments of HECO Companies and the Consumer Advocate. If a
comment was not accepted, the MLC drafting team tried to explain the reason for the nonacceptance. Mr. Baiter and the County of Hawaii did not provide comments during the drafting
period. It is interesting to note, that the County of Hawaii did vote in favor of the
recommendation during the MLC vote.

Tawhiri provides the following comments t o the HECO Companies comments to the Recommendation
made during the Sept. 18'^ RSWG meeting and t o Its proposed edits forwarded on Sept. 14th:
1.

During the Sept. 18*^ RSWG meeting, a HECO representative stated that the flexibility issue is
not Important because HELCO's use of as-available energy would increase by just 1 % if
curtailments were eliminated. However according t o HELCO 16.45% of energy comes from
Wind. The lion's share of that is from Tawhiri, and Tawhiri's energy production is reduced by
about 12% by curtailments. Havi's production is also heavy impacted by curtailments. Clearly
curtailments are far more than 1% of HELCO's energy supply. Curtailment will increase
dramatically when additional wind and solar are added in the future. But, more importantly,
Tawhiri's loss of 12% of production due to curtailments is important to Tawhiri. It should also be
important to everyone interested in growing renewables on the Big Island. According t o most
studies, wind is the cleanest form of renewable energy and the cost is dropping. The future
growth of wind on the Big Island may hinge on how well the curtailment problem is solved.

2.

Also, during the Sept. 18'^ RSWG meeting, a HECO representative stated that the
Recommendation would pay the wind plants even if was not maintained and it would put all the
risk on the utility customers. That is not correct. The Recommendation explicitly states that the
"fixed" part of the payment tied to plant availability and do not place that risk on the utility
customers.

3.

HECO's proposed edits to the Recommendation largely focus on making flexibility "agnostic;"
applying equally to all generators. Flexibility is essential in the Island systems where night load
can be less than half of peak load and thus require low load operation or shutdown of most
generators.

However, in a system with significant as-available content, consideration of

o
flexibility becomes especially important. The cleanest and potentially least costly sources of
energy are as-availables and the flexibility needed to accommodate them is not unduly costly.
Even some firm renewables such as geothermal for which flexibility is technically feasible albeit
relative costly should to the extent practical be accommodated by less costly flexibility in
thermal plants.

Tawhiri provides the following comments to Hugh Baker's comments to the Recommendation
forwarded on Sept. 17th:
Mr. Baker's comments focus largely on whether or not the ffexibility recommendations are mandatory
or binding upon the PUC. His comments Ignore the fact that the flexibility paper simply outlines why
flexibility is important and recommends the need for flexibility be recognized In the PUCs deliberations,
particularly as accommodating as-avallables is concerned.

LIFE OF THE LAND
76 North King Street, Suite 203
Honolulu, Hawai'i 96817
Phone: 533-3454; E: henry.iifeoftheland[i7-^mail.com

The Honorable Chair and Members of the
Hawaii Public Utilities Commission
465 S. King Street, First Floor
Kekuanaoa Building
Honolulu, HI 96813
Dear Commissioners:
Subject: RSWG Recommendations re Minimum Load & Curtailment (MLC)
On September 18, 2012 the Public Utilities Commission (PUC) Reliability Standards Working Group
(RSWG) voted on recommendations made by its Minimum Load and Curtailment (MLC) Subgroup. This
vote and the recommendations will be filed with the PUC.

Vote

Yes

Yes With
Reservations (WR)

No

Initial Vote

10

2

3

Final Vote

11

0

4

After the Independent Observer forbid the WR votes. Life of the Land reluctantly switched from "WR" to
"Yes" because we more favored than opposed the MLC recommendations and we can live with them.
The other WR entity switched to a NO vote.
We have a serious concern.
Often project proponents assert that there is a "zero" impact or "no" impact when in fact a closer
examination reveals there is a significant non-zero impact or cost.
The MLC recommendations includes the following statement: "Variable renewables also have the
characteristic that they consume no fuel, such that the marginal production cost of energy and
environmental impacts of pollutant emissions are essentially zero."

^

This is the wrong comparison.
The utility operates the grid using an ever changing portfolio of supply-side generators. Each portfolio
has different spinning reserve, ramping, and storage requirements.
Having the$e ancillary services available is a fixed cost. Operating them is a variable cost. Operating
them also has an environmental impact.
Assuming that all variable costs have zero environmental and zero rate impacts implies assuming that
either
(1) The ancillary services portfolio has zero financial and environmental impacts; or
(2) The impacts are identical for each supply-side generation alternative, and therefore can be dropped
out of the equation.
Neither of these alternative explanations has been analyzed.
Rather ilh9S just been assumed thai, the "marginal probuclion cost o'i energy and environmental
impacts of pollutant emissions are essentially zero."
Supply-side portfcJiios can be optimized to meet different objectives: for example, maximizing corporate
revenue or profit, maximizing renewable energy penetration percentages, minimizing pollution, and/or
minimizing ratepayer impacts.
Assuming zero impacts means that the impacts do not have to be studied, and that allows someone to
option to game the system.
In all likelihood, it winner won't be the ratepayer, who is kept in the dark about system operations, sees
a long-term upward ramping of their rates, and are being told "Don't Worry, You will soon have
levelized rates."
We raise this issu^ not to challenge the YES vote, but to accurately reflect our concern that all costs paid
for by ratepayers should be accurate and transparent.

Mahalo,

HENRY Q CURTIS
VICE PRESIDENT

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
OF THE STATE OF HAWAII

-— In the Matter of —PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
Instituting a Proceeding to
Investigate the Implementalion
Of Reliability Standards for
Hawaiian Electric Company, Inc.,
Hawaii Electric Light Company,
Inc., and Maui Electric Company,
Limited

Docket No. 2011-0206

COMMENTS OF
THE DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS, ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, AND TOURISM
IN SUPPORT OF THE RECOMMENDATION OF THE
MINIMUM LOAD AND CURTAILMENT SUBGROUP
DBEDT supports the MLC recommendation ("Recommendation") thai the RSWG
approved by a wide majority at the September 18, 2012 meeting. As was agreed at the
September 18, 2012 meeting, the Independent Facilitator should submit the Recommendation lo
the Commission with any dissenting views and comments.
As DBEDT understands it, one basis for opposing the Recommendation is that
"significant disagreement" has been expressed over the purpose of ihe document, i.e., formally
recommending the implementalion of new requirements and contractual provisions for new and
modified generation resources. While DBEDT does not discount that certain parties disagree
with the Recommendation to this extent, the fact that there is significant agreement on this issue
also should not be ignored. In Order No. 30371, the Commission was explicit that work product
does not have to be unanimously approved by the full RSWG before it is filed with the
Commission. Consistent with the Commission's guidance, the RSWG voting protocols, which
were proposed by the Independent Facilitator in the "RSWG Decision-Making Process"
memorandum and unanimously approved by the RSWG at the July meeting, expressly pemiii the
RSWG to vote on items where consensus has not been established. The voting protocols
establish that an item has been deemed "approved" if a majority ofthe RSWG vote in favor of
that item and specify that the hidependent Facilitator will submit approved items to the
Commission. The Recommendation was approved by an overwhelming majority ofthe RSWG
in a 15-5 vole and, therefore, should be submitted to the Commission as was agreed at the
September RSWG meeting.

A second basis for opposing the Recommendation was that it would reduce flexibility.
DBEDT does not agree with this conclusion. In fact, the premise underlying the majority
Recommendation, which stems from the work product ofthe Commission's independent
consultant, is that flexibility should be increased in order lo integrate more, and reduce the
curtailment of, renewable generation sources. DBEDT believes the Recommendation facilitates
achievement of that goal.
Other bases for opposing the Recommendation relate to considerations of short-run
versus long-run costs, the interrelationship between flexibility and demand response, and the
appropriate role of true marginal cost. DBEDT believes that the MLC and the RSWG followed a
process that allowed for these issues lo be fully considered and, in fact, these issues were fully
considered. In particular, prior to being put before the RSWG, the Recommendation was
subjected to a substantial iterative process. After considering numerous rounds of proposed
revisions, the MLC finalized a draft that garnered broad support. That support carried over to the
RSWG meeting where the Recommendation was approved.
We are heartened that the participants in the RSWG process are moving forward in a
constnictive manner and continuing to work together. DBEDT is hopeful that the process will
accelerate through the end ofthe year. In sum, DBEDT supports the Recommendaiion.
Respectfully,

GreggJ. Kii
Deputy AttoVne^ General
Commerce and Economic Development Division
Counsel for DBEDT

Hawai'i Solar Energy Association's September 25, 2012 Comments Re:
R S W G ' s Recommendation Concerning Cycling Capabilities And
Minimum Load Capabilities Of New Generation

As a member of the RSWG and the Minimum Load and Curtailment Subgroup ("MLC") who
has fully participated in (he MLC from the beginning. I would like lo lake this opportunity to
submit comments regarding the RSWG's Minimum Load and Curtailment Subgroup
Recommendation Conceming Cycling Capabilities and Minimum Load Capabilities of New
Generaiion (''Recommendation"). This Recommendation has been adopted by a majority ofthe
MLC and RSWG. The Recommendaiion speaks for itself, and the Commission is fully capable
of understanding the issues and addressing the Recommendaiion as it sees fit. I wish to clarify
and highlight several points, particularly regarding some comments by (he dissent.
Background: The Recommendation arose from MLC discussions stretching nearly a year,
beginning with the analysis by (he Commission's consultant. Brendan Kirby. indicating thai lack
of flexibility in the HECO Companies' "must run" generation was resulting in curtailment of
renewable energy. In response, the HECO Companies commissioned the ongoing EPS study.
The HECO Companies also indicated that anticipated generation resources would alter ihe
conditions Mr. Kirby analyzed. After spending much time inquiring about the flexibility of such
resources without much progress, (he MLC instead requested Mr. Kirby to draft proposed
general recommendations on flexibility of new generation.
Process: An extensive drafting and vetting process followed. I volunteered to assist Mr. Kirby
with incorporating feedback and revising drafts and. thus, have first-hand knowledge ofthe
entire process. The MLC circulated Mr. Kirby's draft on August 10. 2012. The MLC and
RSWG members were notified of the pending draft and MLC vote on the Recommendation.
Based on feedback from various parties, including Tawhiri. the HECO Companies, and the
Consumer Advocate, a revised draft was circulated on August 21. Additional drafts based on
further feedback were circulated on August 22 and 27. The majority of the MLC voted to
approve the draft on August 29, with a further edit by DBEDT. A final draft was circulated on
AuHUSl 29. In total, the Recommendation underwent five drafts.'
'o'

Prior to the August 29 MLC vote, the HECO Companies offered lo provide more suggested edits
to the Recommendation. The MLC voted lo approve the Recommendation, but remained open to
revisiting the drafi if Mr. Kirby and I and the HECO Companies could reach consensus. We
could nol reach consensus, as documented in my email response dated Sepiember 4. 2012. which
is altached hereto.
On September 18, 2012, a majority of the RSWG approved the Recommendaiion. with several
parties dissenting, including the HECO Companies and the CA.

' This does not include prior drafts of a similar paper by Mr. Kirby regarding valuing
flexibility in Integrated Resource Planning process, which provided much of the material for the
Recommendation. Mr. Kirby had worked for several months drafting and revising this other
paper in an attempt lo reach con.sensus with the HECO Companies, with no final resolution.

Comments on Recommendation and Dissents:
With all due respect, the dissenting comments on the Recommendaiion reflect a level of
disconnect from what the Recommendaiion actually says. Through the drafting process, the
Recommendation was repeatedly revised to incorporate substantive feedback, including Ihe
points that the disseniers continue lo raise. Assertions that the Recommendation "ignores" or
"precludes" certain considerations particulariy miss the mark. The point ofthe Recommendation
is to ensure consideration of flexibility in generation before it is too late or costly to do so. not to
foreclose other considerations. Again, the Recommendaiion already explains this, which the
Commission can ultimately read for itself.
One ofthe main (and most serious) allegations is that the Recommendaiion is "biased" in favor
of certain generaiion resources. Not so. As the Recommendaiion expressly makes clear: "The
objective here is not to favor certain renewable technologies, developers, or projects over others,
but rather to maximize overall clean energy benefits and opportunities from a comprehensive and
long-term perspective while economically optimizing power system efficiency and maintaining
system reliability." IcL at 2. See also attached email (The Recommendaiion "is nol about
favoring wind or solar, nor is il about privileging other resources. It's about considering how all
resources can best work together over a long-term .system perspeclive.").
Finally, criticisms of ihe process of developing the Recommendation are particulariy
disappointing, particularly coming from those who did nol participate in the extensive process
described above. Instead of criticizing the Recommendaiion for "ignoring" certain issues (e.g..
demand-side solutions, which the Recommendaiion twice expressly stales should also be
pursued, see id al 2), it would be more constructive if RSWG members look the initiative to help
develop such recommended solutions. In fact, the MLC is continuing lo work on further
recommendations lo address the curtailment problem and invites and encourages al! RSWG
members to participate in this effort.
Respectfully submitted.

Isaac Moriwake
EARTHJUSTICE
Attorney for
HAWAI'I SOLAR ENERGY ASSOCIATION

January 7. 2012

Potential Contractual Treatments for
Curtailment of Variable Renewable IPPs

Introduction and Summary
Increasing the use of renewable energy resources ("renewable resources") to generate
electricity for our island grids is a broadly-accepted goal as we seek to achieve our clean energy
future in Hawaii. It is also broadly recognized that integrating higher levels of renewable
resources, and especially variable renewable resources, is a complex, challenging task for our
island utilities. To date, the RSWG has focused its efforts on identifying technical integration
issues and searching for viable solutions. Two issues which should be evaluated as a part of
this integration discussion are: (1) how can contracts with energy providers better reflect a
generator's marginal production cost to enable the utility to economically optimize the reliable
operation of the power system and minimize ratepayer costs; and (2) what can be done to
minimize or eliminate curtailment, not just now, but as we increase penetration and utilization of
these resources?
There was a discussion in the subgroup as to whether and to what extent the energy
payment structure in existing as-available energy contracts affects the utilities' decisions to
curtail the output of as-available energy facilities, or the amount of curtailed energy. This led to
a discussion of and an exchange of whitepapers and comments with respect to (1) the energy
payment structures in existing as-available energy contracts, and the reasons for those
structures, (2) the impact of pricing structures on economic efficiency, (3) the pros and cons of
different payment structures from other perspectives (such as the risk transfers between project
developers and utility customers inherent in different pricing structures, and the impact of
different pricing structures on project financing costs), and (4) challenges arising out of changing
the pricing structures in new as-available energy contracts, while retaining the pricing structures
in existing as-available energy contracts.

Objectives and Scope
Maximizing the economically efficient use of each generator (utility and IPP) should be an
objective of the contract structure with independent power producers ("IPP"). The overall
objective of such contracts should be to obtain reliable power (energy, capacity, and/or ancillary
services) and renewable attributes at the lowest reasonable cost on a risk-adjusted basis.' The
scope of this paper is limited to identifying potential contractual treatments which can assist in
providing the correct economic signals to facilitate increased use of renewable energy while
also considering potential impacts to utility ratepayers and shareholders. Issues will be
identified, but specific recommendations will not be made as to a preferred treatment. This
paper also does not address all ofthe complications associated with seeking to modify existing
IPP contracts, or make specific recommendations for revisions to existing contracts. Instead it
focuses on the desired contract structure which will motivate the economic use of each
generator and therefore, we believe, will help ultimately reduce ratepayer costs. It will also
provide greater certainty to IPPs which should help reduce the perceived risks associated with
contracts and therefore reduce financing costs. Given that, IPPs will be able to offer energy at
^ Costs to customers are comprised of both payments to the IPPs and system impact costs. Both costs need to be
taken into consideration when examining the issue of curtailment policies.
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lower costs and that will benefit the ratepayer. The principles discussed in this paper apply to all
generation technologies, but the paper focuses on variable renewable generation and especially
on how curtailment of variable renewable generation is treated during excess energy conditions.
This change in contract structure also provides the correct incentives for cost effective
modernizations to the existing utility generation fleet minimum load capabilities and to institute
operating procedures and protocols to increase the integration of renewable energy resources.
The RSWG recommends that the PUC investigate potential alternative contract structures in
a public process, open to all stakeholders,
Key Issues
One fundamental principle expressed in this paper is the concept that the utility should be
exposed to each generator's actual marginal production cost for energy. If the utility pays the
marginal production cost for energy from all generators, it is able to optimize the economic
operation of the power system thus minimizing ratepayer costs while maintaining reliability.
Current contracts with energy prices based on factors other than the marginal production cost,
such as contracts where the entire compensation is included in the energy payment, with some
assumed level of curtailment, provide the utility with a distorted economic signal. If an incorrect
energy price is used in economic decisions then those decisions will not be optimal and
ratepayers will pay more than they need to:
•

•

•
•

If the incorrect energy/marginal price was used in the utility's hourly operational
economic dispatch,^ the result could be an inefficient and more expensive dispatch of
the generation fleet.
If the incorrect energy pnce is used in deciding which generators to operate or to cycle
off overnight (unit commitment), then a more expensive set of generators than is
necessary may be operated at times.
If the Incorrect energy price is used in deciding on transmission system upgrades, then
opportunities that might alleviate or reduce curtailment and reduce costs may be missed.
Similarly, if the incorrect energy price is used when deciding on investments to increase
the flexibility of the fuel consuming dispatchable generation fleet (reduced minimum
loads, reduced cycling costs, etc.) that might alleviate curtailment, opportunities to
reduce system costs and reduce curtailment may be missed.

Existing Contracts
Under existing as-available renewable energy PPAs, the utilities pay the contract prices for
energy delivered in accordance with the terms and conditions of the PPAs, but do not pay for
curtailed energy. Accordingly the prices represent the Companies' marginal costs of acquiring
more energy from the facilities. The contract price is not the actual marginal production cost for
energy from the renewable generator and thus cannot be used to optimally commit and dispatch
the generation fleet. Existing contracts partially get around this limitation by requiring asavailable energy facilities to be treated as must-take energy subject to the limited reasons for
Economic dispatch is the short-term determination of the optimal output of a number of electricity generation
facilities, to meet the system load, at the lowest possible cost, while serving power to the public in a robust and
reliable manner (Wikipedia). Utilities around the world, and on the islands, use the marginal energy production cost
of the utility owned generation and the contract price from non-renewable IPPs when economically dispatching the
power system, typically houdy or more frequently. Existing wind generation contracts explicitly exclude wind
generation from economic dispatch in Hawaii. (Note that the contract structures described in this paper are used for
these non-renewable IPPs) Consequently, no effort was made to design wind generation contracts to reflect the
marginal production cost and enable them to be incorporated in the utilities' economic dispatch.
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CU rtailment

provided in the existing as-available energy PPAs. Hence as-available energy PPAs
aree essentially treated correctly as zero marginal cost resources in the utilities' economic
stiatch.
dispatch.
However, the existing contract structure does not present the utility with the correct marginal
production cost from variable renewable resources for determining which generators to run
(security constrained unit commitment) and whether to modify or reconfigure utility systems. The
marginal costs of curtailed as-available energy used in determining whether to modify or
reconfigure utility systems are based on the energy prices in the existing as-available energy
PPAs, because that is the cost to the utility and its customers of taking more energy from the
existing as-available energy facilities. This inherently results in an economically suboptimal
decision process and ultimately higher costs to rate payers.

Curtailment
In crafting solutions to maximize the acceptance of renewable energy on the utility systems,
it is important to understand the reasons for the current levels of curtailment of both variable and
dispatchable renewables and how these curtailments may change In the future.^ Curtailment of
variable renewable resources along with other generation or demand-side resources is needed
at certain times, such as when there are system emergencies and when there is generation in
excess of load on the grid. These types of curtailment allow the system operator to maintain
reliability in the existing grids. The ability to manage excess energy through curtailment of
renewable energy is of particular significance In island systems, as there is no means to export
excess energy.
If the objective was only to minimize or avoid curtailment, rather than to maximize the use of
renewable generation and minimize the use of fossil fueled generation, renewable energy would
have been restricted to the amount the system could accept during typical minimum demand
periods. With the ability to curtail renewable energy to match demand, larger amounts of
renewable energy were installed, understanding that they would be curtailed during minimum
demand periods, but that they would be able to increase production during higher demand
periods. The result is a larger amount of renewable energy purchased than would be possible
had the capacity of connected renewable energy been restricted to the level where excess
energy curtailments were avoided or minimized. As the island grids move to reduce fossil fuel
use and increase the penetration of renewable generation resources, curtailment will naturally
become a more prevalent reality.
On the other hand, curtailment is a reduction in the amount of energy delivered. The impact
of curtailment (on the generator, ratepayers and on society) differs depending on the type of
generator being curtailed. Dispatchable renewable generators and fossil fuel burning generators
save the fuel when curtailed and can use that fuel to generate electricity at a later time when it is
needed. Variable renewable generators are not able to save the "fuel" so the production
opportunity is lost forever. Similarly, dispatchable renewable generators and conventional fossil
fueled generators have a higher (typically much higher) marginal production cost than the near
zero marginal production cost of variable renewables. The marginal production cost of
dispatchable generators is saved when they are curtailed. There is no marginal production cost
savings when variable renewable generators are curtailed.
Dispatchable resources have their output controlled by the utility at all times to balance supply and demand, to
reflect system constraints and to reflect the economics of the system at time of dispatch. Variable renewables can
be dispatched down under utility operator control for the same reasons but cannot be dispatched up above the
power level currently being provided by the wind or sun.
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It is recognized that as the amount of renewable resources is Increased in the islands, due
to the limited demand, there will be an increasing number of instances where there is insufficient
demand to accept all available renewable energy and therefore some renewable energy will
result in displacement or curtailment of other renewables. This happens regularly on the Big
Island where dispatchable renewable energy is reduced in order to accept maximum amounts of
variable renewable energy. While dispatchable renewable generation is preferable precisely
because it is dispatchable, it also typically has a marginal production cost that is greater than
(often significantly greater than) the near zero marginal production cost of wind and solar
variable renewable generation.'* So while both dispatchable and variable renewable generation
are renewable, it is still preferable to utilize the maximum amount of variable renewable
generation, in keeping with the standard utility practice of security constrained unit commitment
and economic dispatch.
Importantly, while potential solutions are being examined to reduce or eliminate curtailment,
it may or may not be possible to eliminate curtailment in certain situations, or to do so may
come at an unacceptable cost. There are also concerns about the impacts of curtailment when
it cannot be eliminated. These impacts can affect not just renewable IPPs, but also the utility
and its ratepayers and shareholders. Therefore, as investigations continue in succeeding
proceedings to examine the issue of curtailment, it is also important to examine ways to mitigate
curtailment impacts on all of these stakeholders. The RSWG has tendered to the PUC a
curtailment analysis for both the HELCO and MECO systems that contained recommendations
as to mitigation measures to reduce or eliminate curtailment. Subsequently, these analyses
initiated a further study by the HECO Companies to assess cycling impacts of existing fossil
generation.
The detailed implementation of each alternative contract structure must result in essentially
the same power system reliability. This requirement and assumption will not be repeated
throughout the paper though it should be understood to apply.

Guiding Principles
Contracts with energy prices based on a generator's marginal production cost are critical for
enabling the utility to economically optimize the reliable operation of the power system and
minimizing ratepayer costs. If the utility passes the marginal price signal on to demand response
and storage resources, that will enable them to make productive use of excess wind and solar
energy.
Total costs must be considered when deciding on new generation investments; utility owned
or IPP, renewable or fossil based, variable or dispatchable. But once an investment is made and
a generator is operational, then it is the marginal production cost that is important for optimizing
the power system, not the sunk fixed costs.
The RSWG recognizes that maintaining reliability is a fundamental principal for all power
system planning and operations. That assumption and understanding should be taken into
consideration in addressing curtailment mitigation contractually on a going fonvard basis.^
Wind and solar variable renewable generation may not have near zero marginal cost from a system cost
perspective. They may require ancillary services, which have a cost associated with them, typically on the order of
a few $/MWH of wind and solar energy.
Curtailment may be implemented for a number of reasons. The focus of the paper is on curtailment due to
excess energy conditions.
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It also should be noted that some of the benefits of changing the contract structure cannot
be fully achieved unless the contract structure in existing contracts can be re-negotiated with the
mutual consent of the parties. However, re-negotiating existing contracts should not be a
deterrent to moving to a revised/updated contract structure for new or updated facilities.

Presentation and Brief Discussion
The following Is a description of potential contractual treatments starting with the historical
treatment of variable generation IPPs and ending with an alternative generation contract
structure based on a marginal production cost compensation for energy coupled with a modified
fixed payment to cover capital and fixed costs (Attachment C) that facilitates optimal Investment
and operations.
Historical Treatment ("Baseline")
Historically, the utility provides a developer with information about the power system such as
operating practices, constraints (including other renewable energy constraints) and anticipated
system demand. From this information, the developer makes its determination as to the amount
of energy that could be delivered to the utility. Projects historically were treated as must-take,
and therefore all energy would be purchased except under curtailment conditions. The
difference between the amount of the developer's estimated energy production and the
developer's estimated energy delivery to the utility was the developer's expected curtailment of
the project. Upon signing a PPA, the developer agrees to assume the risk for all curtailments
upon commercial operation of the facility that are in accordance with PPA terms. In the PPA,
hours of curtailment are not capped, but are restricted to only non-economic curtailment, i.e. the
energy was accepted except when the system is constrained or when there are emergency
contingencies Note; the utility and its ratepayers and shareholders do not share any of the
curtailment risk (although they may end up paying for it through higher accepted PPA prices).
If actual curtailments are within the amounts projected by the developer, based on the utility
supplied information, the owner/operator should not be under any financial stress on account of
the curtailments. However, in many cases curtailments have been higher than anticipated and
this has put financial stress on variable renewable IPPs. Looking fonward, future developers and
their investors may view the nsk of uncapped levels of curtailment as too high, and projects may
be more difficult to finance and/or bear a risk premium.
It is important to note that there are actually already several types of "avoided cost
payments," including:
(i) the conventional avoided energy costs payments which are updated monthly, and
which can go up and down, (the Commission has discouraged the use of this
payment structure going fonward and has recommended the utility re-negotiate
existing contracts),
(ii) a modified, avoided cost payment based on a "rolling average" over a longer penod
(e.g., one or more years, which typically softens the typical payment volatility
associated with the price of oil),
(lii) a hybrid avoided and levelized cost payment.
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(iv) straight levelized payment, and
(v) potentially a real time avoided cost rate which takes into account regulation, and
other ancillary services which may be required to integrate the variable renewable
energy.
Arguably, the risk to ratepayers may be less in (ii) compared to (i), in (iii) compared to
(ii), and so on.

Tiered-Energy Paytnent Alternative [adapted from HECO's RFP)
As an alternative to the Baseline treatment, HECO's 200 MW RFP includes a tiered-energy
pricing alternative or "TEPA" to replace a straight levelized payment. For example, there would
be three tiers, where the energy payments differ for each of the three tranches of energy
delivery. Specifically, the payment rate would be highest for the first tier and its tranche of 70%
of the total energy delivery; the payment for the "second" tier would be lower (but not more than
20% lower than for the first tier) for up to 15% of the total energy delivery; and the price of "third"
tier would the lowest for up to 15% of the total energy delivery. Bidders on the RFP are allowed
to propose a specific TEPA, including degradation factors moving forward from Year 1 of a
proposed PPA to Year 20. In addition, HECO will "bank" the amount of curtailment over the
contract period, and offer the IPP the option of extending the contract period by the number of
days necessary to deliver the amount of banked curtailed energy See Attachment A from HECO
for more details of this treatment.
As an alternative to the Baseline treatment, the TEPA requires further discussion. For
example, there are concerns expressed in the RFP about the possibly of "gaming" by bidders in
their proposed TEPAs, and HECO will therefore look closely at how the proposals: (i) will
mitigate risks to the Seller, (ii) provide lower energy pricing to ratepayers, and (iii) avoid gaming.
There are also questions as to whether this approach wiil appear to bidders as lower risk than a
straight, levelized payment, as it may appear to add another layer of uncertainty to the basic
curtailment uncertainty or it may appear to the bidders as a way to ensure a known amount of
total revenue for the project by using the banked curtailment provision. Thus, the major question
appears to be whether the risk profiles differ from the Baseline treatment, and if so, by how
much? Note: When financing projects, the financial institutions will assume the most
conservative, least risk case which will result in high cost of financing and ultimately higher cost
of energy to ratepayers.
Take or Pay Treatment (Wholly Cotnpensated Curtaihnent Provision)
An alternative to the "Baseline" treatment is "Take or Pay." Specifically, a PPA with a
variable renewable IPP would include a provision to compensate the IPP for all electricity
generated and delivered, and all electncity that would have been generated and delivered but
for curtailment. For the IPP this treatment will ensure revenues when the IPP delivers electricity
or when curtailed during periods when the project could have exported power to the utility. In
this treatment, the risk for the curtailed energy is shifted to the ratepayer. See Attachment B
ffake or Pay Treatment (Wholly compensated curtailment)] for a detailed discussion of the
"Take or Pay" option.
As an alternative to the Baseline treatment, this treatment option requires further discussion.
A key issue is whether this treatment would result in an appropriate cost to the ratepayers, given
the value of the renewable electricity that is provided to the grid and other considerations. It
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would also be important to develop specific means to calculate and verify the actual amounts of
any "curtailed energy" and additional record keeping and reporting would also be required.
Take or Pay Treatment - Variant 1 - Payment f o r Curtailment above Threshold
(Based oti the KlUC Model)
An alternative to the "Baseline" treatment is a variant to "Take or Pay". Specifically, a PPA
with a variable renewable IPP would include a provision to compensate the IPP for all electncity
generated and delivered, and all electricity that would have been generated and delivered
above a threshold level of curtailment specified as a number of hours per year. For the IPP this
treatment would ensure revenues when the IPP delivers electricity or when curtailed above the
curtailment "threshold". Compared to the "Take or Pay", the risk for curtailment in Variant 1 is
shared between the IPP and the ratepayers.
As a Variant to the "Take or Pay," this treatment requires further discussion. A key issue is
whether this treatment would result in an appropriate cost to the ratepayers, given the value of
the additional renewable electricity that is provided to the gnd and other considerations. Specific
means must be identified for calculation and verification of the actual amount of the "curtailed
hours" and additional record keeping and reporting would be required.
Fixed Payment-Margitial Cost Dispatch Treatment
Another alternative to the "Baseline" treatment is "Fixed Payment-Marginal Cost Dispatch."
Specifically, a PPA with a renewable IPP would include provisions to compensate the IPP
based on fixed-payments to cover capital costs and fixed-operating costs and enerav-pavments
based on the IPP's marginal operating costs (variable O&M). Basically, from a financial
perspecfive, renewable resources would be treated the same as utility owned generators.
Given that, it would be economically efficient if all generators could be economically dispatched
based on their marginal producfion costs and system cost impacts.^ For example, since the
marginal production costs of variable renewable resources would likely be tower compared to
other generators (including costs associated with accommodating the variability and uncertainty
of the renewable resources), variable renewable resources would likely be dispatched whenever
they are available to provide energy to the grid. Clearly, the utility would be motivated to accept
as much of the variable generation as possible for economic reasons and in order to meet its
RPS. And when the system operator needs to curtail variable generators, the variable
generafion IPPs would not be financially harmed. Thus, there is no need to pay for curtailment.
Meanwhile, there is little or no nsk to the utility, its ratepayers and shareholders with this type of
treatment.
The risk to the utility ratepayers with this type of treatment is the split between fixed payment
and energy payment. The utility will pay for non-firm fuel-saving renewable energy capability
through the contract mechanism which fairly addresses the availability of the variable
generators and the adequacy of the resource over the life of the project. The terms and
condifions of a "fixed payment marginal cost dispatch" PPA are substanfially different from the
terms and conditions of an "as-available energy" PPA. In addition to payment terms, all of the
terms and condifions of the contract would have to be modified. It will be essential that
incentives be built into the contractual proposal to ensure that equipment is maintained and
In an ideal, economically-efficient system, all generation resources would be dispatchable by the system operator
within their physical limits. Dispatch of generation resources would be based on their marginal production costs,
and other marginal system costs.
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operafing so that it is available to provide the low-cost energy. If the equipment Is not made
available then the fixed compensation should be reduced, or sanctions applied.^ In addition,
there is concern about how this treatment would affect the utility's financial integrity and cost of
capital (and, thus, it's overall cost of service). See Attachment C (Alternative Generafion
Contract Structures for Optimal Investment and Operations) for discussion of this treatment.
Given that this treatment is a departure from the Baseline treatment, further discussion is
required.

Conclusions
The RSWG did not reach consensus concerning what variable renewable generation IPP
contract structure to recommend to the PUC for either new or exisfing contracts. Instead, this
paper examines concerns with the exisfing pracfice along with several alternatives. The RSWG
recommends that the PUC investigate potenfial alternative contract structures in a public
process, open to all stakeholders.

' Interestingly, while we recommend considering linking the IPP's fixed payment to equipment availability and the
IPP's ability to maintain its generators the same linkage is not applied to utility generators which ratepayers must
pay for regardless of their maintenance condition or performance.
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Attachment A
HECO Comments on an Alternative to a "Take or Pay" Contract - the
Tiered-Energy Purchase Agreement
It is important to understand that "curtailment" Is an issue for all generators, but
particularly for as-available providers. Renewable energy can also be supplied by providers
who can control their source energy (i.e.; biofuel, biomass, and geothermal). Dispatchable
firm-capacity projects are subject to control of the energy to meet utility demand.
Where
feasible, dispatchable renewable energy projects can offer the ability to procure renewable
energy that can be made available to serve demand when needed, rather than having the
energy being dependent upon the source resource being available. These types of renewable
energy providers offer an alternative to some systems which may compete with as-available
providers to serve demand.
For as-available providers, there are several alternative ways to address this issue. One
alternative that is currently being offered by Hawaiian Electric in its new RFP for renewable
energy is to allow developers to propose a tiered pricing structure in connection with the power
purchase agreement and the ability to "bank" a certain amount of curtailed energy for later sale
to the utility, as described below. The tiered pricing structure is intended to provide the
developer with the ability to shift the recovery of fixed costs into the earlier tiers thereby allowing
the developer to reduce the risk of fixed cost recovery and contribute to the financeability of the
project.
The Term Sheet for Tiered Energy Pricing Alternative ("TEPA Term Sheet") sets forth the
basic terms and conditions upon which Hawaiian Electric is prepared to negotiate a tiered
energy pricing alternative ("TEPA") to the single tier pricing set forth in the Model PPA. Below is
a summary of the TEPA Term Sheet. The TEPA Term Sheet is included in the revised draft
Request for Proposal for Renewable Energy and Undersea Cable System Projects Delivered to
the Island of Oahu posted on www.heco.com/renewableRFP on September 28, 2012 as follows.
Term Sheet for Tiered Energy Pricing Alternative:
•

Offers tiered pricing structure as an alternative to the single pricing structure set
forth in the Model PPA.

•

The TEPA break points are set at 0-70%, 70-85% and 85-100%+ of Initial Annual
Contract Energy (as defined in the Model PPA), with the price differential
between any two adjacent tiers limited to 20%.

•

Certain portions of the "Curtailed Energy" (as defined in the Model PPA) will be
eligible for "banking," as more fully set forth in the TEPA Term Sheet. At a highlevel, Curtailed Energy eligible for "banking" will consist of Curtailed Energy
resulting from (i) outages on the Hawaiian Electric System unless such outages
were caused by Seller's actions or inactions that were not in compliance with the
PPA, (ii) Force Majeure affecting the Hawaiian Electric System unless such
Force Majeure was caused by Seller's actions or inactions that were not in
compliance with the PPA, and (iii) operating conditions on the Hawaiian Electric
System (including Excess Energy).
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•

Such "Banked Curtailed Energy" will give the "Seller" under a TEPA modified
PPA an option to extend the Initial Term of such PPA to provide the Seller with
an opportunity to continue to sell electric energy to Hawaiian Electric.

•

The length of such extended term will be proportionate to the amount of Banked
Curtailed Energy but in no event will exceed two years.

•

If, following the close of the third Contract Year and at the close of each Contract
Year thereafter, there is no Contract Year among the three preceding Contract
Years during which the sum of Actual Output plus the amount of both Curtailed
Energy eligible for "banking" and energy that could not be generated due to
certain force majeure events, equals at least 90% of the Initial Annual Contract
Energy, then the amount of Banked Curtailed Energy will be zeroed out, banking
will cease and the PPA will revert to flat energy pricing, as more fully set forth in
the TEPA Term Sheet.

The purpose of TEPA is to mitigate some of the financial uncertainfies faced by Sellers and
Financing Parties due to possible curtailment of renewable generators under the Model PPA.
Although TEPA will not eliminate such uncertainties, Hawaiian Electric would expect the risk
mitigation available under TEPA to benefit rate payers in the form of lower energy pricing over
the initial term of TEPA-modified PPAs. However, the risk to rate payers under a poorly
structured TEPA is that the pncing tiers are too susceptible to "gaming" (e.g., overestimating the
Initial Annual Contract Energy), such that little of the Facility's output is actually sold at the lower
priced tiers, thereby depriving rate payers of the benefit of lower energy pricing. Consequently,
developers seeking to negotiate a TEPA modified PPA should be prepared to support their
TEPA proposals (including modifications to the TEPA Term Sheet) in terms of (i) risk mitigation
to Seller, (ii) lower energy pricing to rate payers and (iii) disincentive to "gaming." Each
developer who desires to include TEPA in its PPA will, at a minimum, be required to make
available to Hawaiian Electric, both as part of the negotiation process as well as during the
Initial Term ofthe PPA, the same information concerning the projected output of its Facility as is
made available to its Financing Parties. In addition to facilitating the negotiation of TEPAmodified PPAs, such Information will facilitate the process of obtaining PUC approval of such
PPAs.
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Attachment B
Take or Pay Treatment (Wholly Compensated Curtailment)
An alternative to the "Baseline" treatment described above is a PPA with a variable
renewable IPP which would include a provision to compensate the IPP for all electricity
generated and delivered, and all electricity that would have been generated and delivered but
for utility curtailment. For the IPP this treatment will ensure revenues when the IPP delivers
electricity or when curtailed during periods when the project could have exported power to the
utility. In this treatment, the risk of additional curtailed energy beyond what was originally
forecasted and built into the project financing is shifted to the ratepayer. As an alternative to the
Baseline treatment, this treatment option requires further discussion. A key issue is whether this
treatment would result in an appropriate cost to the ratepayers, given the value ofthe renewable
electricity that is provided to the grid and other considerations.
The following are some points for further consideration and discussion:
1)
Under wholly compensated curtailment, renewable electricity has a marginal cost of
almost zero, which accurately reflects the zero fuel cost of renewable wind, solar and hydro
resources. This would facilitate economically efficient decisions with respect to the commitment
of generation and whether to modify or reconflgure utility systems. Will this also reduce overall
costs and provide benefits to rate payers?
2)
Wholly compensated curtailment on future PPAs could reduce the generation costs of
as-available renewable energy projects by making predictable the revenue streams from such
projects and reducing the costs of financing such projects. If the price for energy actually
delivered fully reflects the enhanced revenue flow and reduced nsk for the variable energy
facility, customers could end up paying less (while accepting the market risk that loads and
sales in the future will be lower than forecast resulting in more than expected curtailment).
3)
Wholly compensated curtailment on future PPAs may minimize overall generation costs
by accelerating the rate of renewable generation development, and thus accelerating generation
cost reductions from replacement of high-cost imported fuel generation with low-cost renewable
generation.
4)
Wholly compensated curtailment on future PPAs simplifies HECO's modeling, planning
and decision-making by fixing the amount of existing as-available renewable generation subject
to uncompensated curtailment.
5)
Utility customers already pay for estimated curtailed energy indirectiy in the payment
rates for delivered energy. Project developers and their financing parties may not be able to
estimate the future curtailment risk, and may overestimate the risk as a result. Take or pay
contracts may reduce overall costs and provide benefits to rate payers.
6)
Curtailed energy cannot be measured directly. There would need to be detailed
calculations of curtailed energy during ail curtailment periods (and not just periods where there
is a valid claim of improper curtailment). This would require continuous resource data, and
power output curves for all generators reflecting their current status. This problem has been
successfully addressed in Texas and other regions so it should not present an insurmountable
obstacle. It also provides operational benefits and enhances reliability.
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7)
Under wholly compensated curtailment, in effect, the utility would be paying for capability
instead of energy. The terms and conditions ofthe standard as-available energy contract
should be reviewed in light of that change. In addition, the accounting and credit quality
implications for the utility off-takers (which are currentiy rated BBB-) should be analyzed.
8)
Issues as to how such a different curtailment regime for new PPAs would mesh with
obligations and curtailment priorities under existing PPAs should be addressed, given the
limited ability ofthe utilities to modify existing contracts. This would include identification of
modifications and/or additions that would be necessary to existing forms of utility power
purchase agreements to be able to reasonably balance the increased nsk for ratepayers.
These could include provisions such as: (1) the right to control energy output, and monitor
equipment and resource availability to confirm the amounts of potential energy available from
the new as-available energy facilities (and potentially existing as well), since new projects would
be paid on the basis of energy made available, and not energy accepted, (2) appropriate
modifications to the form of pncing paid to the developer, and (3) requiring verified cost
information to ensure that any transfer of risk to customers is resulting In lower prices.
9)
Issues as to how any such change in curtailment policy could increase the potential for
stranded costs (in the form of payment obligations under long-term contracts) if the energy
market in Hawaii is ever restructured should be addressed.
10)
Whether utilities, subject to Commission review and approval, should be permitted to
limit agreements to purchase variable and/or as-available energy, and to optimize their systems,
to avoid a situation where unconstrained risk to ratepayers could exist.
11)
How to incentivize developers of renewable energy projects to develop projects that will
provide energy during periods that are less subject to curtailment, to take commercially
reasonable steps to minimize their exposure to curtailment and to meet expected utility
operational and reliability thresholds.
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Attachment C
Alternative Generation Contract Structures
For Optimal Investment and Operations
The power system can be operated reliably and economically, and renewable curtailment
can be dealt with efficientiy, only when the utility sees the true marginal cost of each generator.
This requires contracts that are designed to provide both the utility and the IPP with correct
economic signals. This paper bnefly discusses generator fixed and variable costs for both utility
and IPP investment and operations decisions.
Note that the contract discussion here is not addressing changes in the total compensation
to the resource. Total compensation is the same in each alternative to facilitate comparison.
Instead the discussion concerns how the generator is treated in the utility security constrained
unit commitment and security constrained economic dispatch for optimal reliable and economic
operation of the power system.
Three basic time frames are important when deciding what generation provides the lowest
cost reliable supply for ratepayers: investment, unit commitment, and economic dispatch. These
time frames are important when considering both utility and IPP owned generation. These time
frames are important when considering all generation technologies including fossil fueled steam
plants, combustion turbines, combined cycle, reciprocating engines, hydro, biomass,
geothermal, solar, and wind.

Investment Decision: Project Viability
The project investors, the Public Utilities Commission, the rate payers, and the utility all
have essentially the same concern when considenng a new generation project: will the power
produced be worth the total cost? If the total capital and operating costs divided by the total
expected production result in an attractive $/MWH average total cost in relation to the cost of
existing generation or alternative investments, also taking into account broader economic and
social costs and benefits, then the proposed generator may be worth investing in.
Note that when considering an investment (IPP or utility) all costs are included in the
decision. Capital cost and financing costs are important as are annual operating costs as well as
fuel and maintenance costs.

Unit Commitment: Turning On a Generator
Fuel burning generators (fossil or biomass) typically cannot turn on and off instantaneously.
Large coal fired steam plants on the mainland require days to be prepared for operations. Oil
fired steam plants on the islands require hours to be brought on line. While some modern
reciprocating engine driven generators can be started and fully loaded in minutes others require
an hour or more to be brought on line. Combustion turbines and combined cycle plants are in
the middle. Thermal plants also typically have minimum run times and minimum off times.
All of these temporal constraints complicate the power system operator's efforts to minimize
the cost of operating the power system. In many regions operators use a security constrained
unit commitment ("SCUC") tool to help determine what the lowest cost mix of generation will be
to reliably serve the expected load over the next few days. This helps the system operator
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decide which thermal generators to start up (commit). Once started (or not started) the system
operator must live with the decision and operate the power system with the mix of generation
that was selected for operation each hour.
Because wind and solar PV plants do not typically require hours to prepare for operations
and they typically have no minimum run time or down time the unit commitment process affects
variable renewable resources only because it determines what other generators must operate.
On the other hand, wind and solar uncertainty complicate the decision of which conventional
generators to commit.

Economic Dispatch: Operating the Power System
In real time the system operator in many regions selects the lowest cost available
generators to supply energy, within the reliability constraints by using a security constrained
economic dispatch (SCED) tool. Only the marginal costs are important in economic dispatch.
On the mainland, for example, the full output of a nuclear plant will tend to be selected because
while the capital cost may be high, turning down the nuclear plant does not save capital cost.
The mortgage must be paid regardless of if the nuclear plant is used or not. It is only the nuclear
plant fuel cost (^$8/MWH) that is important when deciding how much power to take from a
specific generator in real-time. This is true regardless of who owns the nuclear plant, the utility
or an IPP. Building the nuclear plant may or may not be a good economic decision but once
built then operating the plant is the correct decision because the $8/MWH cost for the next
MWH produced is typically lower cost than the MWH that are available from coal, combined
cycle, or combustion turbine plants. Similarly, once a wind or solar plant is built the capital cost
is sunk. Curtailing wind or solar does not reduce the fixed financing costs, so no money is
actually saved when the plant is not operated. The most economically efficient operation of the
power system results from dispatching the system based on true marginal production costs,
within the limits imposed by reliability.
D e m a n d Response a n d Storage
Demand response and storage can help reduce ratepayer costs, support reliability, and
reduce variable renewable generation curtailment if included in the utility's marginal cost based
economic dispatch by making more efficient use of all generators. Excess variable renewable
generation can be utilized, variability and uncertainty can be mitigated, and peak loads can be
reduced. Benefits must be compared with costs to determine which demand response and
storage projects are economic.

Utility System Upgrade: Investment Decision
The utility may have the opportunity to invest in upgrading its transmission system or its
generators to reduce variable renewable generation curtailment. This might involve upgrading a
transmission facility that connects the renewable generation to load. Alternatively, it might
involve lowering the minimum load capability or reducing the cycling cost of an existing fuel
burning generator. The cost of any utility investment must be evaluated against the expected
benefit. In this case the expected benefit is the reduction in fuel-consuming generation and the
increase in renewable generation. Uncurtailing renewable generation brings environmental
benefits, but it should also save ratepayers money, if the renewable generation contract is
structured properly. Reducing the fuel burning generation saves fuel costs. There is no
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corresponding increase in production costs from wind or solar generation when it is uncurtailed.
Ratepayers capture the full benefit of investing in upgrading the utility power system, if the
variable renewable generation contract reflects the marginal production cost of the renewable
generator.

Hypothetical Generator: Renewables Investment and Operations
Consider an overly simplistic hypothetical proposed wind plant with the following
characteristics®:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

20 MW nameplate capacity
$2.500/kW installed capital cost
50% expected annual wind availability (capacity factor)
5% expected curtailment for power system reasons
90% plant equipment availability
15% annual financing cost
$1M annual operating and maintenance cost
$2/MWH variable operating and maintenance cost
$5/MWH integration cost

Investment Decision
Total plant cost is $50 million for this 20 MW wind plant. Financing, taxes, profit, etc require
a 15% return, or $7.5 million/year to make the project viable. There is an additional $1
million/year in operating and maintenance costs. The plant is expected to produce 74,898 MWH
per year based on the 20 MW plant rating, 50% wind capacity factor, 90% turbine availability,
and an expected 5% curtailment due to power system condifions (minimum load, line
maintenance, etc.).^ This results in expected $113.49/MWH in fixed costs.^° That is, the
$113.49/MWH will be incurred once the decision is made to build the plant. Unlike fuel costs,
the plant operator can't save any of the $8.5 million per year or $113.49/MWH by deciding to
generate fewer MWH. These costs are sunk.
But there are additional costs too. There is an additional $2/MWH in variable O&M and the
utility incurs $5/MWH in integration costs for the added regulation and reserves required to deal
with the variability and uncertainty of the wind. The total additional cost for getting an additional
MWH from this plant (if additional production is available) is $7/MWH. Similarly, the total savings
available for reducing plant output is $7/MWH.
This results in a total expected cost of energy from this proposed wind plant of
$120.49/MWH. If that average energy cost looks attractive compared with the average fuel cost
of the existing generation fleet or compared with alternative new generation then it may be
worthwhile for either the utility or an IPP to invest in the plant.

^ These are example numbers. Actual numbers for Hawaii will likely be different. The concept is the same regardless
ofthe exact numbers.
^ 74,898 MWH/yr = 20 MW * 8760 hr/yr * 90% turbine availability * 50% wind capacity factor' (100% - 5% expected
system curtailment)
^°'
S113.49/MWH
= ($7.5 million/yr capital costs + $1.0 million/yr overhead and maintenance) / (74,898
SI
MWH/yr)
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Operating Decision: Lowest Cost Reliable Energy
The standard utility industry security constrained unit commitment and economic dispatch
decision process selects the lowest cost reliable energy supply (including conventional
generators and vanable renewable generators) for current operations. Only marginal costs are
considered because only marginal costs can be controlled in real-time. When the utility selects
among its own generators, for example, it considers the fuel and variable O&M costs because
the utility has to pay for additional fuel when it increases an existing generator's output. There is
no additional capital cost. Similarly, the utility cannot reduce the mortgage payment for its own
generators by running them less. The ratepayers pay the full mortgage and fixed costs even If
the utility generator is seldom run.
If the hypothetical wind plant is built then the capital cost and annual operating costs are
sunk. They must be paid by someone regardless of how much the plant operates. Only the
$2/MWH variable O&M and the $5/MWH integration costs can be avoided by not running the
wind plant. Similarly, if the wind is blowing it only costs $7/MWH to operate the wind plant.
$7/MWH is the correct cost to put into the utility's security constrained unit commitment and
economic dispatch program for finding the optimal, lowest cost, mix of generation to reliably
supply energy in real-time. This is true if the utility invests in the wind plant or if an IPP invests in
the wind plant. It is the total cost of energy supply for the rate payers that is being minimized
with the SCUC/SCED.

Minimize Ratepayer Costs
Utiiity a n d IPP S i m i l a r i t i e s : O p e r a t i n g Costs
Regardless of generator ownership, capital costs are sunk once the Investment decision is
made. This is true regardless of the generation technology. The short-term operating decision
that selects which generators should provide energy during the next hour should be made
based on the true marginal production cost of each generator. If capital costs and additional
costs are added to the decision process it raises costs for rate payers by selecting a less than
optimal generation mix.
In the case of a combined cycle plant, for example, it is fuel and variable O&M costs that
should be considered regardless of plant ownership. For the hypothetical wind plant discussed
above, it is the $2/MWH vanable O&M cost and the $5/MWH utility integration cost that should
be considered.
U t i l i t y a n d IPP Differences: Risk
When the utility invests in a new generator it is the rate payers, not the utility that take
essentially all of the risk. If the plant has higher maintenance expenses than forecast or lower
availability than forecast the rate payers must still pay the full cost. One benefit of an IPP
contract is that much ofthe risk can be moved from the ratepayers to the IPP investor. The IPP
investor can take on the risk of the capital cost being higher than expected, the renewable
resource being lower than expected, the plant availability being lower than expected, and the
plant maintenance cost being higher than expected. The IPP can control all of these variables
and the IPP is in the best position to take these risks. (Of course, there is always a cost
associated with assigning nsk to a S^'^ party. Although the ratepayer is insulated from risks of
significant deviations from the norm in an IPP contract, as with any insurance policy the cost of
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energy from the IPP to the ratepayer is marginally higher for the 3"^ party, IPP to take the
"reasonable" risks.) These capital cost, maintenance, and resource availability risks can still be
assigned to the IPP under this proposed contract structure.

Contract Structure
Because there are two types of costs it makes sense for contracts to be structured with two
payment parts. This mirrors the utility treatment of its own generation where fuel and variable
O&M are considered in the security constrained unit commitment and security constrained
economic dispatch while the capital costs and long-term O&M are considered in the investment
time frame.
M W H H o u r l y Energy Component
An IPP contract could be structured with a variable cost portion to cover the $2/MWH variable
O&M for our example wind plant. (Note that the utility would add to this the $5/MWH of
integration cost the utility incurs in additional reserves when the utility puts the variable cost into
the SCUC/SCED.)
M o n t h l y Component
The monthly payment would be negotiated to cover the capital, financing, tax, and longer term
O&M expenses. It would be adjusted based on wind availability and plant forced outage rate.
This results in the IPP assuming all of the risk for resource availability, plant maintenance,
maintenance costs, etc. Our example plant might receive a monthly payment of:
Monthly $ = $1,574,074 * Actual Wind Capacity Factor * Actual Plant Availability^^
If the wind has 50% availability as expected and the plant has 90% maintenance availability as
expected then the plant receives $708,333 for the month.^^ If system related curtailment were
also the expected 5% this would result in the equivalent of $113.49/MWH of wind energy. The
IPP is responsible for all of the maintenance costs, financing costs, etc. regardless of how high
they are, minimizing rate payer risk. Lower wind availability or worse plant maintenance results
in lower payment to the IPP and no risk to the rate payer.
Note that the contract could be written capping the wind availability and/or the maintenance
availability and thus limit the rate payer risk of higher costs if the wind resource or maintenance
is better than expected. This could be reasonable since the IPP would not incur additional costs
based on better wind.
What a b o u t C u r t a i l m e n t Risk?
Security constrained unit commitment and security constrained economic dispatch, the
basic utility tools universally used to optimize utility operations, both start with the word
''security^. It is absolutely critical that the system operator have the authority to curtail any
generator if that is required for system reliability. Especially on island systems with high
$1,574,074 /month = [($7.5 million/yr capital costs + $1.0 million/yr overhead and maintenance) / (12
months/yr) / (90% expected turbine availability ' 50% expected wind capacity factor)]
^^
$708,333/month = $1,574,074 /month * 90% actual turbine availability * 50% actual wind capacity factor
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penetrations of wind and solar generation curtailment at some times is likely. Expected
curtailment must be estimated before making an investment decision. In our example the utility
estimates that the proposed wind plant will have 5% of its energy curtailed for system reliability
reasons. The IPP, the utility, and the PUC need to factor the expected curtailment into the
calculation to determine if this investment still makes sense. If the total cost of production
($120.49/MWH in this example) is not attractive then the utility should not sign the contract, the
PUC should not approve the project, and the IPP should not make the investment.
Once the investment is made who should assume the risk of additional power system
reliability-based curtailment? The IPP has no control over power system related curtailment so it
is not logical to force the risk on the IPP. The IPP is arguably the most knowledgeable about
wind conditions so it makes sense for the IPP to assume the wind availability nsk. Similarly the
IPP controls maintenance procedures so it makes sense for the IPP to assume the plant
availability risk. But power system related curtailment depends on the utility choices for the rest
of the generation fleet and is outside the control of the IPP. Thus it makes little sense to force
the power system reliability-related curtailment risk onto the IPP.^^

Why a Bundled $/MWH Contract Price Could Be Bad for Ratepayers
Contracts that use a single $/MWH price or an on-peak and off-peak price are economically
inefficient when they result in selecting more expensive generation to operate than necessary.
This would be bad for rate payers.
Existing contracts were not designed to work with real-time operating decisions. They were
only designed to facilitate long-term average energy cost comparisons. If a current contract
$/MWH pnce is used for operating decisions it could lead to incorrect, and expensive, choices.
Our example wind plant has a long term average cost of $115.49/MWH with an additional
$5/MWH integration cost for a total $120.49/MWH cost. If dunng a particular hour the utility had
a generator available with a $100/MWH incremental fuel and variable O&M cost, then using the
current wind contract price as the basis for dispatching the wind farm down and the utility plant
up would result in the incorrect decision to obtain energy from the $100/MWH plant and curtail
the $120.49/MWH wind plant. This is a bad decision because the true marginal cost of energy
from the wind plant in this example treatment is $2/MWH in vanable O&M plus $5/MWH in utility
integration cost. Only $7/MWH is actually saved when the wind plant is not operated compared
with $100/MWH that is saved if the fuel burning plant is not operated. Curtailing (dispatching
down) the wind plant would result in a $93/MWH error that ratepayers will ultimately have to pay
for in additional fuel costs. ^^ The economically efficient solution is to have the contracts reflect
the true marginal production cost. This will eliminate any misleading and inefficient economic
incentives to curtail the renewable energy and provide maximum transparency in renewable
energy compensation and utility system operation.

Conclusion
IPP contracts that reflect each generator's true marginal cost facilitate the lowest cost
reliable operation of the power system. Rate payers can continue to be shielded from the risk of
poor generator performance due to lower wind or solar availability or poor maintenance through
the inclusion of appropriate contractual terms and conditions.
This is not intended to be a complete discussion of the appropriate allocation of risks affecting an IPP's revenue
stream.
As noted earlier, however, the wind farm currently is essentially treated as a zero marginal cost resource in the
utility's economic dispatch though not necessarily the unit commitment.
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Consumer Advocate's Dissent to the MLC Paper Regarding Contractual
Treatments for Curtailment of Variable Renewable IPPs
As has already been brought up by the Consumer Advocate in several
discussions, regarding the MLC paper, Potential Contractual Treatments for Curtailment
of Variable Renewable IPPs, evaluation of the reasonableness of contractual temis for
purchase power agreements must be done in a comprehensive manner to avoid
adverse impacts to the various stakeholders, the ratepayers, the State of Hawaii,
independent power producers ("IPPs"), and the electric utilities. The Consumer
Advocate appreciates that the paper attempts to address one of the Consumer
Advocate's concerns by acknowledging that further investigation by the Commission Is
necessary to evaluate the potential alternative contract structures in a public process
allowing all stakeholders to participate. Ultimately, the Consumer Advocate, however,
was not able to support the paper for several reasons.
First, the paper asserts that ratepayer costs will be reduced as a result of the
Implementation of the potential alternative contract structures. Examples of such
assertions include the following:
•

Page 1, paragraph 3
Instead It focuses on the desired contract structure which will
motivate the economic use of each generator and therefore,
we believe, will help ultimately reduce ratepayer costs.
It will also provide greater certainty to IPPs which should
help reduce the perceived risks associated with contracts
and therefore reduce financing costs. Given that, IPPs will
be able to offer energy at lower costs and that will benefit
the ratepayer.

•

Page 2, paragraph 2
If the utility pays the marginal production cost for energy
from all generators, it is able to optimize the economic
operation of the power system thus minimizing ratepayer
costs while maintaining reliability. Cun^ent contracts with
energy prices based on factors other than the marginal
production cost, such as contracts where the entire
compensation is included in the energy payment, with some
assumed level of curtailment, provide the utility with a
distorted economic signal. If an incorrect energy price is
used in economic decisions then those decisions will not be
optimal and ratepayers will pay more than they need t o . . .
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•

Page 3, paragraph 1
However, the existing contract stmcture does not present the
utility with the correct marginal production cost from variable
renewable resources fordetenmining which generators to run
(security constrained unit commitment) and whether to
modify or reconfigure utility systems. The marginal costs of
curtailed as-available energy used in detemiining whether to
modify or reconfigure utility systems are based on the
energy prices in the existing as-available energy PPAs
[(power purchase agreement)], because that Is the cost to
the utility and its customers of taking more energy from the
existing as-available energy facilities. This inherently
results In an economically suboptimal decision process
and ultimately higher costs to rate payers.

The Consumer Advocate notes that it is premature to make such assertions, as
no analysis has been conducted to support these statements and notes that the paper
itself acknowledges that further Commission investigation is necessary related to the
potential alternative contract structures. Whether cost savings to ratepayers will result
from the potential alternative contract structures will depend on the details of such
structures. Such details include, but are not limited to, what will be the fixed and
marginal cost rates, how much will ratepayers be at risk to pay IPPs for curtailed energy,
how much more will ratepayers pay existing IPPs for curtailed energy that is already
included in their existing prices, how much have ratepayers already compensated
existing IPPs for their existing generating resource, what measures (e.g., review of the
IPP financial information, operating procedures, generating unit heat rates, material
procurement process) will be available to regulators to ensure that these cost savings
are realized.
The Consumer Advocate posed these types of questions as the
recommendations in the paper were being developed without substantive or meaningful
responses. The Consumer Advocate recognizes that these types of questions raise
other issues (e.g., whether requiring such Information from IPPs will be seen as a
barrier and will result in IPPs investing their monies elsewhere) that may impact the
State's goals of increasing the interconnection of renewable energy resources.
However, as the paper is recommending a greater shift of risk to ratepayers in ensuring
a greater level of comfort to IPPs in cost recovery or minimizing curtailment, additional
provisions must be put in place to ensure that ratepayers are not harmed.
Furthermore, it has been unclear throughout the subgroup's discussions of the
paper, how the potential altemative contractual stmctures will ultimately "minimize or
ideally eliminate curtailment," as the cause of curtailment is not an economic issue.^ As
recognized by the paper, as-available energy PPAs are currently treated essentially as
zero marginal cost resources in the utilities' economic dispatch, so these as-available

Consistent with the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act ("PURPA"), the existing PPA contracts
do not allow curtailment for economic reasons.
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resources are considered "must take" and are taken before any of the fossil fuel units on
an economic basis. The cause of curtailment, as was discussed eariy on in the RSWG
process, is related to minimum load periods where there is excess generation on the
system. Without properiy addressing this technical issue, requiring additional resources
to further investigate contractual matters is not consistent with the objectives of the
RSWG process.
Thus, the Consumer Advocate opposes the Potential Contractual Treatments for
Curtailment of Variable Renewable IPPs paper as a recommendation of the RSWG
since its focus does not seem consistent with the intent of the RSWG process.

Docket No. 2011-0206 - Reliability Standards Working Group
Hawaiian Electric Companies* Dissenting Comments on the MLC Subgroup's
Potential Contractual Treatments for Curtailment of Variable Renewable IPPs Paper
The Hawaiian Electric Companies appreciate the work ofthe MLC subgroup
members, and particularly the drafters ofthe Potential Contractual Treatments for
Curtailment of Variable Renewable IPPs paper ("Paper), to consider the written and
verbal comments of all subgroup members and to reflect the comments that they felt
they were able to include. From the Companies' perspective, the Paper has come a
long way from the initial talking points presented for discussion. Certainly, with the
limited edits proposed by the Companies to the most recent draft and some of the
additional edits proposed by the authors, the Companies anticipated being in a position
to vote in favor ofthe Paper.
However, while the Companies do not object to the majority ofthe revised Paper,
due to the deletion of some of the issues which the Companies discussed and
supported during the subgroup meetings, and the addition of certain modifications and
statements, particularly in Attachment B, which could be interpreted to advocate in favor
of wholly compensated curtailment versus presenting the issue for a conceptual
discussion, the Companies were not able to vote in favor of the Paper during either the
MLC subgroup meetings or at the RSWG meeting on January 24, 2013. The
Companies notified the MLC subgroup that due to the fact that there was not sufficient
time to continue to work on a consensus draft, the Companies would separately submit
their limited comments to address areas of continuing concern.
The Companies respectfully submit for the Independent Facilitator's and
Commission's consideration the limited but important modifications to the Paper that
were not accepted by the subgroup as Attachment 1 to these comments. The
Companies also submit for consideration and the record in this proceeding the
Companies' comments on the Paper which were requested to be incorporated as a part
ofthe subgroup Paper but which were not included (Attachment 2).
The Companies submit that these comments, which provide both specific
language regarding the Companies' preferred version ofthe Paper as well as a
discussion ofthe reasons why the Companies' positions are more consistent with the
furtherance of increasing renewable use while maintaining grid reliability at a
reasonable cost to customers. The Companies request that these comments together
with attachments be submitted as a part ofthe work product sent to the Commission for
the record and their deliberation as they evaluate the further steps necessary to address
these important issues.

HAWAIIAN ELECTRIC COMPANIES' COMMENTS ON
POTENTIAL CONTRACTUAL TREATMENTS FOR CURTAILMENT OF VARIABLE RENEWABLE IPPS PAPER
The following provides the Hawaiian Electric Companies' comments t o the paper entitled
"Potential Contractual Treatments for Curtailment of Variable Renewable IPPs" ("Paper") dated January
7, 2013 that was presented and voted upon at the January 24, 2013 meeting o f t h e RSWG.^
Consistent with the spirit in which the issue was raised by Zero Emissions Leasing LLC, the
Companies remain open t o discussing the issue of excess energy curtailment and contractual provisions
related thereto. However, the Companies disagree with the primary focus of the Paper which is to look
at ways t o mitigate potential revenue losses to IPPs as a result of excess energy curtailment. The
Companies believe that the proper scope o f t h e inquiry should be t o look at the relationship between
the excess energy curtailment issue and the overall costs to customers. In addition to meeting the
state's RPS goals, it is the Companies' objective t o minimize costs to customers. Costs t o customers are
comprised of both payments to the IPPs and system impact costs. Both costs need t o be taken into
consideration when examining the issue of curtailment policies as further discussed below.
A.

Background
Initially, the Paper was conceived as a concept document which would lay out the background

regarding the issues, identify alternative contractual pricing approaches t o curtailed energy due to
excess energy conditions. Identify potential benefits and detriments o f t h e alternative treatments, and
lay a foundation for future consideration of these issues. Over a period of several months, there was
significant discussion regarding whether and to what extent the energy payment structure in existing asavailable energy contracts affects the utilities' decisions to curtail the output of as-available energy
facilities, or the amount of curtailed energy. This led t o a discussion of and an exchange of papers and
comments with respect to (1) the energy payment structures In existing as-available energy contracts,
and the reasons for those structures, (2) the impact of pricing structures on economic efficiency, (3) the
pros and cons of different payment structures from other perspectives (such as the risk transfers
between project developers and utility customers inherent in different pricing structures, and the
impact of different pricing structures on project financing costs), and (4) challenges arising out of
changing the pricing structures in new as-available energy contracts, while retaining the pricing
structures in existing as-available energy contracts. As discussed more fully in these comments, under
existing as-available energy PPAs, the utilities pay the contract prices for energy delivered in accordance
with the terms and conditions o f t h e PPAs. In determining how to dispatch on-line generation (which
Includes all as-available energy facilities interconnected to the system), the as-available energy facilities
The Hawaiian Electric Companies' comments on the Paper (as distributed on November 9, 2012) were
originally transmitted to the Minimum Load and Curtailment Subgroup on November 21, 2012. The comments
submitted in November have been revised to reflect the changes to the Paper made in the December 2012 January 2013 period.

are treated as zero-marginal cost generating units, because the utilities generally must take their energy
subject t o the limited reasons for curtailment provided in the existing as-available energy PPAs.
From the Companies' perspective, the Paper has come a long way from the initial talking points
presented for discussion, and any initial misunderstandings appear to have been resolved. Indeed, with
the limited edits proposed by the Companies on January 4, 2013 to the subgroup's December 18, 2012
draft and some of the additional edits proposed by the authors of the subgroup draft, the Companies
anticipated being in a position to vote in favor of the Paper during the final meeting of the MLC
subgroup as well as during the January 24, 2013 RSWG meeting. While the Companies do not object t o
the majority of the revised paper presented to the subgroup on January 7, 2013, and t o the RSWG on
January 24, 2013, due to the deletion of some of the issues which the Companies discussed and
supported during the subgroup meetings, and the addition of certain modifications and statements,
particularly in Attachment B to the Paper, which could be interpreted to advocate in favor of wholly
compensated curtailment versus presenting the issue for a conceptual discussion, the Companies were
not able to vote in favor of the Paper. Unfortunately, there was not sufficient time to continue to work
on a consensus draft, and the Companies therefore respectfully submit these comments t o address
these remaining items.
B.

The Paper
In order to properly evaluate the issue of curtailment, it is critical to understand how the

purchase of variable renewable energy is managed by the Companies today. The purchased power from
IPPs is accepted according t o the terms of the agreements and is not based on relative cost. This is
unlike certain mainland jurisdictions where interconnections are under a market jurisdiction. Here in
Hawaii, the Companies accept variable renewable generation as "must-take" energy today. All energy
produced by the variable energy providers is accepted except when it is not feasible due t o system
constraints, regardless of the relative price of the energy: it is essentially treated as $0 M W h cost in the
energy dispatch. As a result of the present policies which require purchase of all available variable
energy except under system constraints (or other operational reasons for curtailment as set forth in the
PPA, such as system emergencies, localized system maintenance or failure of the IPP to meet
performance standards), changing the price of the variable renewable generation will have no impact on
the amount of variable renewable generation utilized in the Companies' systems today nor will it do
anything t o minimize the number or length of curtailments. Taking into account these realities, it
appears that a significant purpose of the Paper is to promote contractual provisions in power purchase
agreements that guarantee a revenue stream for a developer. As stated above, the Companies do not
believe that guaranteeing revenues t o developers should be the scope of the issue addressed when
considering excess energy curtailment policies unless such can be achieved with a commensurate
reduction in risks to the ratepayers and utility which are incurred by the present agreements, which
require purchase of the variable energy even when acceptance results in higher costs than if the energy
were produced by other available resources.
Nonetheless, the Companies agree with the drafters of the Paper that integration of higher
levels of renewable generation, particularly variable renewable resources, is a complex and challenging

task that will require a comprehensive evaluation of all potential impacts before decisions can be made.
The Companies also agree that because potential options must be fully evaluated before
implementation, specific recommendations as to any preferred option for addressing excess energy
curtailment should not be made to the Commission. Rather, the RSWG should simply recommend that
the Commission consider the issue of excess energy curtailment as a part of its deliberations moving
forward. The Companies submit that any evaluation of these issues will require a separate process or
proceeding involving affected stakeholders. A thorough analysis o f t h e curtailment issue should include
an assessment of options which Increase the integration of renewable energy, lower overall cost t o
customers (including overall system costs for integrating renewables) and increase the reliability of the
system. In this assessment the Companies believe that it is important to consider that renewable
energy is provided by resources that are not variable but provide firm capacity which can be dispatched
according t o costs. Firm capacity renewable energy is in some cases already displaced by higher cost
variable energy as a result of the existing "must-take" provisions for variable energy providers. Actions
focused solely on reducing or minimizing existing or future excess energy curtailments, without
consideration of other factors, could result in eliminating future opportunities for generation additions
that could result in higher overall renewable energy, lower costs, and/or improved reliability.
Therefore, the Companies provide general comments in response to the Paper, a listing of the
types of broader issues which will need to be addressed as a part of any comprehensive evaluation of
excess energy curtailment, and an example of a potential alternative that was submitted as a part of
Hawaiian Electric's recent RFP for as-available energy and which was referenced in part in the Paper.
C.

General Comments
It must be understood that economic dispatch of as-available energy projects based on $ / M w h

price is not generally the case as economic dispatch Is not permitted under the Companies' power
purchase contracts (except in unique "negative avoided cost" circumstances), as a result of PURPA and
HRS §269-27.2. Perhaps more importantly, the utilities are already motivated to accept as much
renewable generation as possible in order t o meet RPS goals and currently accept energy as is feasible
while maintaining reasonable costs and reliability. In light of this goal, the Companies have worked to
reduce the constraints on the system that require curtailments of renewable energy for non-renewable
sources. Accordingly, modifying the payment to existing or future "must-take" variable renewable
energy facilities won't change how much energy the utilities accept from them.
One of the major reasons for curtailment presently occurs where the resource does not fit the
demand on a particular system - i.e. facilities that produce significant energy, or even at their highest
levels, when the demand is the lowest. To the greatest degree possible, ratepayers or shareholders
should not be put in a position of having to pay for the development and installation of projects that do
not provide needed services or which are ill-suited for the particular system into which the developer
seeks to integrate. Moreover, it should be recognized that requiring utility shareholders to "pay" for
curtailed energy necessitated by mandated contract provisions would be unlawful pursuant to Act 55
(2012).

^

While there appear to be several different options presented in the paper, the differences do
not appear to be substantively significant, and effectively result in a "take or pay" type option. As one
example, the Wholly Compensated Curtailment Provision and the Fixed Payment-Marginal Cost Dispatch
Treatment described in the Paper, do not seem to differ very much from the perspective of what the
utility would pay to a developer. Moreover, the Paper does not address in any detail the issues
associated with changing the manner in which curtailment would be handled in new PPAs, while having
to manage the curtailment considerations in existing PPAs. Finally, it is also of note that the Paper does
not address reduction of purchases from dispatchable renewable energy providers. These resources are
reduced to the minimum contractual purchase level (plus regulating reserve) in o r d e r t o accommodate
"must-take" variable renewable energy, even where the relative cost of the dispatchable renewable
energy is lower than the variable renewable energy.
D.

Issues Which Must Be Discussed and Addressed
There are a number of Interrelated issues, some of which are mentioned in the Paper, which

must be evaluated and addressed on a comprehensive basis as a part of any effort to modify the
Companies' current curtailment procedures and processes. These include, but are not limited to, the
following:
(1)

Determination if there should be a shift in policy from electric utility customers paying
only for energy received, t o a policy of electric utility customers also paying for energy
not received. Numerous as-available energy projects have been financed by
experienced, qualified developers, pursuant to PPAs that contain the current provisions.
The change in policy would result in a dramatic risk transfer from developers of
renewable energy projects to electric utility customers. Moreover, developers of
renewable energy projects would have less incentive to develop projects that will
provide energy during periods that are less subject to curtailment, or to take
commercially reasonable steps to minimize their exposure to curtailment.

(2)

Addressing the fact that shifting the responsibility to pay for curtailed energy to
customers is inconsistent with mandated acquisition requirements such as those
contained in PURPA and the existing FIT program. Utilities, subject t o Commission
review and approval, should be permitted to limit agreements to purchase Intermittent
and/or as-available energy, and t o optimize their systems, to avoid a situation where
unconstrained risk to ratepayers could exist.

(3)

Addressing the fact that costs incurred to modify components of utility systems t o
enable more intermittent energy t o be accepted should ultimately benefit customers
more than existing sellers of energy (with PPA prices based on the system "as-is" and
with contracts that already account for estimated curtailment risk). System changes t o
minimize the need for curtailment under new contracts requiring payment for curtailed
energy would primarily benefit sellers under existing contracts with curtailment priority,
and could result in significant benefits (and potential windfalls) for those sellers.

(4)

Addressing how such a different curtailment regime for new PPAs would mesh with
obligations and curtailment priorities under existing PPAs, particularly given the limited
ability of the utilities to modify existing contracts. This would include identification of
modifications and/or additions that would be necessary t o existing forms of utility
power purchase agreements to be able to reasonably balance the increased risk for
ratepayers. These would include provisions such as but not limited t o : (1) the right to
control energy o u t p u t , and monitor equipment and resource availability to confirm the
amounts of potential energy available from the new as-available energy facilities (and
potentially existing as well), since new projects would be paid on the basis of energy
made available, and not energy accepted; (2) a shortened contract term or lower " t a i l "
prices, since project developers would essentially have paid for their projects on a
limited risk basts during the financing term; (3) pre-PPA demonstration of energy
availability including appropriate performance guarantees, energy availability
commitments, and liquidated damages provisions t o back up the commitments; (4)
appropriate modifications to the form of pricing paid to the developer; (5) providing the
utility a purchase option at the end of the contract term or otherwise providing for
reduced pricing over time to account for the reduced risk t o the developer; and (6)
requiring verified cost information to ensure that any transfer of risk to customers is
resulting in lower prices.

(5)

Developing processes to address the difficulties in determining and confirming claimed
amounts of curtailed energy.

(6)

Identifying and evaluating any accounting and/or credit quality implications that may
exist as a result of any change in curtailment practices and what the potential costs of
such implications could be.

(7)

Evaluating how any such change in curtailment policy could increase the potential for
stranded costs (in the form of payment obligations under long-term contracts) if the
energy market in Hawaii is ever restructured.

(8)

Differing the reasons for curtailment which can occur due to conditions such as: (a)
failure to meet performance standards, (b) excess energy conditions, (c) system-wide
conditions, (d) localized system maintenance, and (e) transmission constraints.

(9)

Addressing whether there are other alternatives that would mitigate the curtailment
risk to developers of renewable energy projects and their financing parties without
requiring electric utility customers to pay for curtailed energy.

(10)

Addressing considerations for adding new as-available, variable energy projects and the
corresponding impact on potential firm capacity, dispatchable renewable energy
projects, including the following:

•

Evaluating the impact of additional "must-take" as-available energy on
opportunities to procure dispatchable renewable energy. If there is little
remaining demand after being served by "must-take" as-available providers,
there would be insufticient incentive for other types of renewable energy
providers on the system which may offer greater potential to displace fossil
generation (having similar characteristics to conventional generation). Further,
changes in policies could potentially reduce purchases from existing and
anticipated dispatchable renewable energy providers.

•

Evaluating the impact of additional "must-take" as-available energy on the
utility's ability to optimize production costs if lower-cost options become
available in the future. Production cost can only be minimized for the portion of
energy which is not served by must-take resources, which are accepted
regardless of cost.

•

Evaluating whether the new as-available, energy projects can provide ancillary
services (such as have been agreed t o in some recent as-available PPAs).

•

Evaluating whether the development and application of grid standards and
additional performance standards is required, which can facilitate the
acceptance of additional as-available resources.

•

E.

Evaluating whether t o require maintenance coordination between the
renewable generating facilities and the utilities.

Alternative to "Take or Pay" Contracts
It is important to understand that "curtailment" only is an issue for as-available providers;

renewable energy can also be supplied by providers who can control their source energy (i.e.; biofuel,
biomass, and geothermal).

Dispatchable firm-capacity projects are subject to control of the energy to

meet utility demand. Where feasible, dispatchable renewable energy projects can offer the ability to
procure renewable energy that can be made available to serve demand when needed, rather than
having the energy being dependent upon the source resource being available. These types of renewable
energy providers offer an alternative to some systems which may compete with as-available providers
to serve demand.
For as-available providers, there are several alternative ways to address, via contract provisions,
the potential economic risk to developers for curtailment due to excess energy. One alternative that is
currently being offered by Hawaiian Electric in its new RFP for renewable energy is to allow developers
to propose a tiered pricing structure in connection with the power purchase agreement and the ability
to "bank" a certain amount of curtailed energy for later sale to the utility, as described below. The
tiered pricing structure Is intended to provide the developer with the ability to shift the recovery of fixed
costs into the earlier tiers thereby allowing the developer to reduce the risk of fixed cost recovery and
contribute to the financeability of the project.

The Term Sheet for Tiered Energy Pricing Alternative ("TEPA Term Sheet") sets forth the basic
terms and conditions upon which Hawaiian Electric is prepared to negotiate a tiered energy pricing
alternative ("TEPA") to the single tier pricing set forth In the Model PPA.
Below is a summary of the TEPA Term Sheet. The TEPA Term Sheet is Included in the revised
draft Request for Proposal for Renewable Energy and Undersea Cable System Projects Delivered to the
Island of Oahu posted on www.heco.com/renewableRFP on September 28, 2012.
Term Sheet for Tiered Energy PricinR Alternative:
•

Offers tiered pricing structure as an alternative to the single pricing structure set forth in
the Model PPA.
The TEPA break points are set at 0-70%, 70-85% and 85-100%+ of Initial Annual Contract
Energy (as defined in the Model PPA), with the price differential between any t w o
adjacent tiers limited to 20%.

•

Certain portions of the "Curtailed Energy" (as detined in the Model PPA) will be eligible
for "banking," as more fully set forth in the TEPA Term Sheet. At a high-level. Curtailed
Energy eligible for "banking" will consist of Curtailed Energy resulting from (i) outages
on the Hawaiian Electric System unless such outages were caused by Seller's actions or
inactions that were not in compliance with the PPA, (ii) Force Majeure affecting the
Hawaiian Electric System unless such Force Majeure was caused by Seller's actions or
inactions that were not in compliance with the PPA, and (iii) operating conditions on the
Hawaiian Electric System (including Excess Energy).

•

Such "Banked Curtailed Energy" will give the "Seller" under a TEPA modified PPA an
option to extend the Initial Term of such PPA to provide the Seller with an opportunity
to continue to sell electric energy to Hawaiian Electric.

•

The length of such extended term will be proportionate t o the amount of Banked
Curtailed Energy but in no event will exceed t w o years.

•

If, following the close of the third Contract Year and at the close of each Contract Year
thereafter, there is no Contract Year among the three preceding Contract Years during
which the sum of Actual Output plus the amount of both Curtailed Energy eligible for
"banking" and energy that could not be generated due to certain force majeure events,
equals at least 90% o f t h e Initial Annual Contract Energy, then the amount of Banked
Curtailed Energy will be zeroed out, banking will cease and the PPA will revert to flat
energy pricing, as more fully set forth in the TEPA Term Sheet.

The purpose of TEPA Is to mitigate some of the financial uncertainties faced by Sellers and
Financing Parties due to possible curtailment of renewable generators under the Model PPA. Although
TEPA will not eliminate such uncertainties, Hawaiian Electric would expect the risk mitigation available
under TEPA to benefit rate payers in the form of lower energy pricing over the initial term of TEPAmodified PPAs. However, the risk to rate payers under a poorly structured TEPA is that the pricing tiers
are too susceptible to "gaming" (e.g., underestimating the Initial Annual Contract Energy), such that

little of the Facility's output is actually sold at the lower priced tiers, thereby depriving rate payers of the
benefit of lower energy pricing. Consequently, developers seeking to negotiate a TEPA modified PPA
should be prepared t o support their TEPA proposals (including modifications t o the TEPA Term Sheet) in
terms of (i) risk mitigation to Seller, (ii) lower energy pricing to rate payers and (iii) disincentive to
"gaming." Each developer who desires to include TEPA in its PPA will, at a minimum, be required to
make available to Hawaiian Electric, both as part of the negotiation process as well as during the Initial
Term o f t h e PPA, the same information concerning the projected output of its Facility as is made
available to its Financing Parties. In addition to facilitating the negotiation of TEPA-modified PPAs, such
information will facilitate the process of obtaining PUC approval of such PPAs.
F.

o t h e r Considerations
The curtailment provisions in the existing as-available energy PPAs reflect the energy

procurement policies embedded in the Public Utilities Policy Act of 1978 ("PURPA"), the regulations of
FERC implementing PURPA, the prior versions o f t h e Hawaii law (H.R.S. § 269-27.2) encouraging PPAs
with "nonfossil fuel producers" (which was first enacted in 1977), and Hawaii PUC rules based on the
foregoing provisions.
In general, as a result of PURPA and H.R.S. §269-27.2, an electric utility in Hawaii was obligated
to offer to purchase energy and capacity from QFs or non-fossil fuel producers at rates based on avoided
costs, and t o offer t o interconnect with such QFs or non-fossil fuel producers at their costs. At the
same time, an electric utility was not obligated to purchase energy or capacity from a QF where
purchasing energy or capacity from a generating facility would conflict with a utility's obligation to
provide reliable and adequate electric service. In situations where a QF seeks t o have a utility purchase
more energy or capacity than the utility requires to meet its total system load, the utility is only
obligated to pay for energy or capacity that the utility can use to meet its total system load. The FERC
Preamble on electric utility obligations under 18 C.F.R. § 292.303, Order No. 69,45 Fed. Reg. 12214,
12219 (1980) ("FERC Commentary") provides in relevant part:
A qualifying facility may seek t o have a utility purchase more energy or capacity than the
utility requires to meet its total system load. In such a case, while the utility is legally
obligated t o purchase any energy or capacity provided by a qualifying facility, the
purchase rate should only include payment for energy or capacity which the utility can use
t o meet its total system load. These rules imply no requirement on the purchasing utility
to deliver unusable energy or capacity to another utility for subsequent sale.
The curtailment provisions take into account the small, isolated island systems that are
accepting the energy, and numerous as-available energy projects have been financed by experienced,
qualified developers, pursuant to PPAs that contain these provisions. The revenue stream that can
reasonably be expected from projects selling energy under such PPAs is a function of the amount of
energy that can be generated, less the energy that may be curtailed, times the price for the net energy
delivered. The prices for energy generated in Hawaii tend t o be higher than the prices available
elsewhere, which has compensated developers for any incremental curtailment risk they may assume.

The curtailment provisions do not permit Hawaiian Electric to require as-available resources to
curtail, interrupt or reduce deliveries of electric energy based on Hawaiian Electric's economic dispatch.
In addition, the Model PPA requires Hawaiian Electric to take all reasonable steps (such as reducing the
output of Base Load Units, including its own Base Load Units, during light loading conditions, taking into
consideration factors such as the need to maintain the reliability and stability of the Hawaiian Electric
System under changing system conditions and configurations, the need to operate must-run units above
their minimum loading levels in non-economic dispatch and periodically commit cycling units for
operational purposes, the need for downward regulating reserves, the terms and conditions of power
purchase agreements for firm capacity Base Load Units or scheduled electric energy, and the normal
minimum loading levels of such units) to minimize the number and duration of curtailments,
Interruptions or reductions.
If the curtailment policies in the as-available energy PPAs are modified to reflect a "take or pay"
policy, the utility (in effect) would be paying for capacity (i.e., capability). Instead of energy, and all of
the terms and conditions of the standard as-available energy contract would have to be reviewed and
modified to reflect that change.
As a result of the mandated procurement policies pursuant t o which existing PPAs were
developed, as-available energy PPAs typically have the following characteristics:
•

Utility acquires right to purchase output when available, and renewable energy
attributes

•

Obligation to purchase energy made available, with no economic dispatch

•

Limited curtailment rights for system or performance reasons

•

Curtailment priority is contractually dictated

•

Developer controls site selection, equipment selection, array design, financing
selection

•

Output varies from moment to moment, from hour to hour and from year t o year

•

Resource and cost structure have generally been deemed proprietary (with
exceptions tied t o exemptions, waivers from competitive bidding)

•

20-year contracts, generally with no price step down when financing is repaid, or
at end of term

•

Pay for energy as the energy is delivered, as there is no obligation to make the
energy available

•

Price varies based on short-term avoided energy costs (or, more recently, is fixed
with or without escalation)

In contrast, firm capacity PPAs typically have the following characteristics:
•

Performance Guarantees (output capability, availability, ancillary services, ramp
rates, etc.)

•

LDs, Engineering Reviews, Events of Default to back up performance guarantees

•

Contractual maintenance outages, with utility review and approval of changes

•

Design and Construction Review

•

Dispatch Control, subject to facility's inherent operating parameters

•

Cost must be less than utility alternative

•

Acquired only as needed

•

Step-in rights, purchase options, rights of first refusal, etc.

•

Pricing provisions may be tailored to facility cost structure

The only valid reason for transferring curtailment risk to customers is to reduce the overall cost
of purchased energy to customers. Thus, customers need to be assured that the project developers'
lower risk and cost of financing will be passed through in their energy payment rates. That may require
that developers provide verified cost information as a quid pro quo. Any such change also should be
predicated on a change in the manner in which energy is procured, so that the utility does not have t o
acquire more intermittent energy than its system can reasonably accommodate, and project developers
price their projects at truly competitive prices.
The KWP ll PPA on Maui provides an example of why the risk transfer provisions in the PPA
(including the curtailment provisions) must be tailored to the market structure under which the PPAs
are made, and the electricity system to which the energy will be delivered.
KWP ll contended that the Maui system could somehow accommodate the energy supplied
from the existing KWP I wind farm (30 MW), the planned Auwahi wind farm (21 MW) and its planned
KWP 11 wind farm (21 MW), and that MECO was obligated to negotiate a PPA for the entire 21 MW wind
farm. A very detailed GE wind integration study determined that the KWP 11 wind farm would have to be
substantially curtailed if it were added to the system, even if several innovative operational measures
could be implemented to accommodate more of its output. This outcome was hardly surprising given
the minimum system load for the Maui system is on the order of 85 MW. KWP ll made a business
decision to proceed anyway, knowing that much of its output would be curtailed, perhaps because wind
turbine generators had already been delivered to Maui.
From a planning perspective, it did not make sense to add another 21 MW wind farm. From a
risk transfer perspective, it would have been imprudent and irrational for MECO, on behalf of Maui
customers, to accept the obligation to pay for curtailed energy from the KWP 11 facility. However, the
final negotiated arrangement, under which KWP II accepted responsibility for providing certain ancillary
services using a Battery Energy Storage System (BESS) sized for that purpose, agreed to be curtailed
during excess energy situations, and accepted the risk that the electricity "market" on Maui may not
grow as much as expected, does make sense for Maul customers. Moreover, the tiered pricing structure
in the KWP 11 PPA creates the possibility of a win-win situation in the future if the Maui system can
accommodate more of the KWP ll output in the future than was estimated.
The best way to reduce costs to consumer probably is to change the way energy is procured.
When considering cost-effective energy options for customers in Hawaii, the following need t o be
discussed and considered:
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•

Provide a competitive procurement option for renewable energy projects designed to
lower costs to consumers, create a competitive renewable energy market in Hawaii, and
provide better value to customers.

•

Evaluate competing renewable energy projects on the basis of overall value including
favorable characteristics allowing displacement of conventional fossil plants, or negative
impacts requiring additional support services from the power system, (i.e., dispatchable,
firm capacity, frequency responsive vs. non-dispatchable, variable, causes imbalance).

•

Develop a flexible procurement mechanism to identify the competitive market price for
renewable energy in Hawaii and t o take advantage of market opportunities as they arise.

•

Provide a regularly scheduled and timely process for bidders to compete to sell
renewable power in Hawaii and to provide opportunities for project developers to
continue to develop their projects through proper market signals.

•

Assist HECO, MECO and HELCO to meet RPS targets In a systematic and orderly manner
in conformance with electric system expansion requirements.

•

Develop a process designed to reduce transaction costs for developers and the utility.

•

Consider the unique constraints of Hawaii in the development of procurement
mechanisms, which are the result of the State's isolation, such as:
o
o
o

Limited market
No ability to import/export energy
Existing levels of variable/renewable energy

Procurement mechanisms in other states have resulted in cost effective renewable savings for
the customers. For example:
•

In California, the utilities participate in the Renewable Auction Mechanism (RAM)
solicitation program mandated by the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC). The
program has resulted in selection of variable renewable generation projects (2-20MW in
size) that resulted in PPAs at $0,089 per KWh. The success in the program's ability to
achieve cost effective energy for their customers can be attributed to the following:

•

o

Shorter solicitation process (approximately 6 months)

o
o

Standard PPA contract
30 day regulatory approval for the PPA

In Arizona, Arizona Public Service (APS) conducts periodic Small Generation RFPs for
variable renewable generation project (2-15MW in size). APS' solicitation was able sign
PPAs from the solicitations well below $0.13 per KWh. The success in APS' program's
ability to achieve cost effective energy for their customers can be attributed to the
following:
o

Shorter solicitation process (approximately 6 months)

11

o
o
G.

Maximum Bid Price requirement that was set at $0.13 per KWh
Minimal regulatory oversight for the PPA

Summary

In conclusion, the Companies reiterate that any evaluation of these issues will require a separate
process or proceeding involving affected stakeholders. A thorough analysis of the curtailment issue
should include an assessment of options which increase the integration of renewable energy, lower
overall cost to customers (including overall system costs for Integrating renewables) and increase the
reliability of the system.
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Potential Contractual Treatments for
C u r t a i l m e n t o f V a r i a b l e R e n e w a b l e IPPs

Introduction and Summary
Increasing the use of renewable energy resources ("renewable resources') to generate
electricity for our island grids is a broadly-accepted goal as we seek to achieve our clean energy
future in Hawaii. It is also broadly recognized that integrating higher levels of renewable
resources, and especially variable renewable resources, is a complex, challenging task for our
island utilities. To date, the RSWG has focused its efforts on identifying technical integration
issues and searching for viable solutions. Two issues which should be evaluated as a pa.rt of
this integration discussion are: (1) how can contracts with energy providers better reflect a
generator's marginal production cost to enable the utiiity to economically optimize the reliable
operation of the power system and minimize ratepayer costs; and (2) what can be done to
minimize or eliminate curtailment, not just now, but as we increase penetration and utilization of
these resources?
There was a discussion in the subgroup as to whether and to what extent the energy
payment structure in existing as-available energy contracts affects the utilities' decisions to
curtail the output of as-available energy facilities, or the amount of curtailed energy. This led to
a discussion of and an exchange of whitepapers and comments with respect to (1) the energy
payment structures in existing as-available energy contracts, and the reasons for those
structures, (2) the impact of pricing structures on economic efficiency, (3) the pros and cons of
different payment structures from other perspectives (such as the risk transfers between project
developers and utility customers inherent in different pricing structures, and the impact of
different pricing structures on project financing costs), and (4) challenges arising out of changing
the pricing structures in new as-available energy contracts, while retaining the pricing structures
in existing as-available energy contracts.

Objectives and Scope
Maximizing the economically efficient use of each generator (utility and IPP) should be an
objective of the contract structure with independent power producers ("IPP"). (The overall
objective of such contracts should be to obtain reliable power (energy, capacity, and/or ancillary
services) and renewable attributes at the lowest reasonable cost on a risk-adjusted basis.'} The
scope of this paper is limited to identifying potential contractual treatments which can assist in
providing the correct economic signals to facilitate increased use of renewable energy while
also considering potential impacts to utility ratepayers and shareholders. Issues will be
identified, but specific recommendations will not be made as to a preferred treatment This
paper also does not address all of the complications associated with seeking to modify existing
IPP contracts, or make specific recommendations for revisions to existing contracts. Instead it
focuses on the desired contract structure which will motivate the economic use of each
generator and therefore, we believe, will help ultimately reduce ratepayer costs. It will also
provide greater certainty to IPPs which should help reduce the perceived risks associated with
Costs to customers are comprised of both payments to the IPPs and system impact costs. Both costs need to be
taken into consideration when examining the issue of curtailment policies.
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contracts and therefore reduce financing costs. Given that, IPPs will be able to offer energy at
lower costs and that will benefit the ratepayer. The principles discussed in this paper apply to all
generation technologies, but the paper focuses on variable renewable generation and especially
on how curtailment of vanable renewable generation is treated,
The RSWG recommends that the PUC investigate potential altemative contract structures in
a public process, open to all stakeholders,

Key /.?.s'»ei"
One fundamental principle expressed in this paper is the concept that the utility should be
exposed to each generator's actual marginal production cost for energy. If the utility pays the
marginal production cost for energy from all generators, it is able to optimize the economic
operation of the power system thus minimizing ratepayer costs while maintaining reliability.
Current contracts with energy prices based on factors other than the marginal production cost,
such as contracts where the entire compensation is included in the energy payment, with some
assumed level of curtailment, provide the utility with a distorted economic signal. If an incorrect
energy price is used in economic decisions then those decisions will not be optimal and
ratepayers will pay more than they need to:
•

•

•
•

If the incorrect energy/marginal price was used in the utility's hourly operational
economic dispatch,^ the result could be an inefficient and more expensive dispatch of
the generation fleet.
If the incorrect energy price is used in deciding which generators to operate or to cycle
off overnight (unit commitment), then a more expensive set of generators than is
necessary may be operated at times.
If the incorrect energy price is used in deciding on transmission system upgrades, then
opportunities that might alleviate or reduce curtailment and reduce costs may be missed.
Similarly, if the incorrect energy pnce is used when deciding on investments to increase
the flexibility of the fuel consuming dispatchable generation fleet (reduced minimum
loads, reduced cycling costs, etc.) that might alleviate curtailment, opportunities to
reduce system costs and reduce curtailment may be missed.

Existing Contracts
Under existing as-available renewable energy PPAs, the utilities pay the contract prices for
energy delivered in accordance with the terms and conditions of the PPAs, but do not pay for
curtailed energy Accordingly the prices represent the Companies' marginal costs of acquiring
more energy from the facilities. The contract pnce is not the actual marginal production cost for
energy from the renewable generator and thus cannot be used to optimally commit and dispatch
the generation fleet. Existing contracts partially get around this limitation by requiring asavailable energy facilities to be treated as must-take energy subject to the limited reasons for
curtailment provided in the existing as-available energy PPAs. Hence as-available energy PPAs
Economic dispatch is the short-term detenninatjon of tho optimal output or a number of electriaty generation
taciNties, to meet ihe system load, at the lowest possible cost, while serving power to the public in a robust and
reliable manner (Wikipedia). Utilities around the world, and on the islands, use the marginal energy production cost
ot the utility owned generation and the contract pnce from non-renewable IPPs when economical^ dispatching the
power system, typically hourty or more frequently. Existing wind generation contracts expliolly exclude wind
generation from economic dispatch in Hawaii (Note thai the contract structures described m this paper are used for
these non-renewable IPPs) Consequently, no effort was made to design wind generation contracts to reflect the
marginal production cost and enable them to be incorporated in the utilities' economic dispatch.
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are essentially treated correctly as zero marginal cost resources in the utilities' economic
dispatch
However, the existing contract structure does not present the utility with the correct marginal
production cost from variable renewable resources for determining which generators to run^fter
must-run and must-take resources are committed (unit commitment) and whether to modify or
reconfigure utility systems. The marginal costs of curtailed as-available energy used in
determining whether to modify or reconfigure utility systems are based on the energy prices in
the existing as-available energy PPAs, because that Is the cost to the utility and its customers of
taking more energy from the existing as-available energy facilities. This inherently results in an
economically suboptimal decision process and ultimately higher costs to rate payers.
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Curtaihnent
In crafting solutions to maximize the acceptance of renewable energy on the utility systems,
it is important to understand the reasons for the current levels of curtailment of both variable and
dispatchable renewables and how these curtailments may change in the future.^ Curtailment of
variable renewable resources along with other generation or demand-side resources is needed
at certain times, such as when there are system emergencies and when there is generation in
excess of load on the grid. These types of curtailment allow the system operator to maintain
reliability in the existing grids. The ability to manage excess energy through curtailment of
renewable energy is of particular significance in island systems, as there is no means to export
excess energy.
If the objective was only to minimize or avoid curtailment, rather than to maximize the use of
renewable generation and minimize the use of fossil fueled generation, renewable energy would
have been restricted to the amount the system could accept during typical minimum demand
periods. With the ability to curtail renewable energy to match demand, larger amounts of
renewable energy were installed, understanding that they would be curtailed during minimum
demand periods, but that they would be able to increase production dunng higher demand
periods. The result is a larger amount of renewable energy purchased than would be possible
had the capacity of connected renewable energy been restricted to the level where excess
energy curtailments were avoided or minimized.,
Author 1/26/13 5 . 1 2 A M

On the other hand, curtailment is a reduction in the amount of energy delivered. The impact
of curtailment (on the generator, ratepayers and on society) differs depending on the type of
generator being curtailed. Dispatchable renewable generators and fossil fuel burning generators
save the fuel when curtailed and can use that fuel to generate electricity at a later time when it is
needed. Variable renewable generators are not able to save the "fuel" so the production
opportunity is lost forever. Similariy, dispatchable renewable generators and conventional fossil
fueled generators have a higher (typically much higher) marginal production cost than the near
zero marginal production cost of variable renewables. _The marginal production cost of
dispatchable generators is saved when they are curtailed. There is no marginal production cost
savings when variable renewable generators are curtailed.

' Dispatchable resources have their o u t p u t controlled by the utility at all times t o balance supply and d e m a n d , to
reflect system constraints and to reflect the economics of the system at time of dispatch Variable renewables can
be dispatched d o w n under utility operator control for the same reasons but cannot be dispatched up above the
power level currently being provided by the w i n d or sun.
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It is recognized that as the amount of renewable resources is increased in the islands, due
to the limited demand, there will be an increasing number of instances where there is insufficient
demand to accept all available renewable energy and therefore some renewable energy will
result in displacement or curtailment of other renewables. This happens regularly on the Big
Island where dispatchable renewable energy is reduced in order to accept maximum amounts of
variable renewable energy. While dispatchable renewable generation is preferable precisely
because it is dispatchable, it also typically has a marginal production cost that is greater than
(often significantly greater than) the near zero marginal production cost of wind and solar
variable renewable generation.' So while both dispatchable and variable renewable generation
are renewable, it is still often preferable to utilize the maximum amount of variable renewable
generation, in keeping with the standard utility practice of security constrained unit commitment
and economic dispatch.
Importantly, while potential solutions are being examined to reduce or eliminate curtailment,
it may or may not be possible to eliminate curtailment in certain situations, or to do so may
come at an unacceptable cost. There are also concerns about the impacts of curtailment when
it cannot be eliminated. These impacts can affect not just renewable IPPs. but also the utility
and its ratepayers and shareholders. Therefore, as investigations continue in succeeding
proceedings to examine the issue of curtailment, it is also important to examine ways to mitigate
curtailment impacts on all of these stakeholders. The RSWG has tendered to the PUC a
curtailment analysis for both the HELCO and MECO systems that contained recommendations
as to mitigation measures to reduce or eliminate curtailment. Subsequently, these analyses
initiated a further study by the HECO Companies to assess cycling impacts of existing fossil
generation.
The detailed implementation of each alternative contract structure must result in essentially
the same power system reliability. This requirement and assumption will not be repeated
throughout the paper though it should be understood to apply

Guiding Principles
Contracts with energy prices based on a generator's marginal production cost are critical for
enabling the utility to economically optimize the reliable operation of the power system and
minimizing ratepayer costs. If the utility passes the marginal price signal on to demand response
and storage resources, that will enable them to make productive use of excess wind and solar
energy
Total costs must be considered when deciding cn new generation investments; utility owned
or IPP, renewable or fossil based, variable or dispatchable. But once an investment is made and
a generator is operational, then it is the marginal production cost that is important for optimizing
the power system, not the sunk fixed costs.
The RSWG recognizes that maintaining reliability is a fundamental principal for all power
system planning and operations That assumption and understanding should be taken into
consideration in addressing curtailment mitigation contractually on a going forward basis.^

Wind and solar variable renewable g e n e r a t i o n ^ ntJt have_nea_r ze_ro marginal^cost frorn^a^systern cost
perspeclive. They may require ancillary services, which have a cost associated with therri^
Curtailment may be implemented for a number of reasons. The focus of the paper is on curtailment due to
excess energy conditions.
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It also should be noted that some of the benefits of changing the contract structure cannot
be achieved unless the contract structure m existing contracts ^Iso is chanaedj_and thatthe
contract structure in existing contracts;:annot be unilateraJIv changed.
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Presentation and Brief Discussion
The following is a description of potential contractual treatments starting with the historical
treatment of variable generation IPPs and ending with an alternative generation contract
structure based on a marginal production cost compensation for energy coupled with a modified
fixed payment to cover capital and fixed costs (Attachment C) that facilitates optimal investment
and operations.

I'•

\\
\

Historical Treutmenf. ("Baseline")
Historically, the utility provides a developer with information about the power system such as
operating practices, constraints (including other renewable energy constraints) and anticipated
system demand. From this information, the developer makes its determination as to the amount
of energy that could be delivered to the utility. Projects historically were treated as must-take,
and therefore all energy would be purchased except under curtailment conditions
The
difference between the amount of the developer's estimated energy production and the
developer's estimated energy delivery to the utility was the developer's expected curtailment of
the project. Upon signing a PPA, the developer agrees to assume the risk for all curtailments
upon commercial operation of the facility that are in accordance with PPA terms. In the PPA,
hours of curtailment are not capped, but are restricted to only non-economic curtailment, i.e. the
energy was accepted except when the system is constrained or when there are emergency
contingencies Note: the utility and its ratepayers and shareholders do not share any of the
curtailment risk {although they may end up paying for it through higher accepted PPA prices).
If actual curtailments are within the amounts projected by the developer, based on the utility
supplied information, the owner/operator should not be under any financial stress on account of
the curtailments. However, jf the ^ujjaijmenjs ^re.hioher, this /^ill put financiaj^ stress on the
variable renewable JPP. Locking fonward, futKC?.dexelpp_ers_and_their_ investors may view the ^ '
nsk of uncapped levels of curtailment as too high, and' projects may be more difficult to finance WO
and/or bear a risk premium.
\\'"
It is important to note that there are actually already several types of "avoided cost
payments," including"
(1) the conventional avoided energy costs payments which are updated monthly, and
which can go up and down, (the Commission has discouraged the use of this
payment structure going forward and has recommended the utility re-negotiate
existing contracts).
(ii) a modified, avoided cost payment based on a "rolling average" over a longer period
(e.g.. one or more years, which typically softens the typical payment volatility
associated with the price of oil).
(lii) a hybrid avoided and levelized cost payment,
(iv) straight levelized payment, and
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(v) potentially a real time avoided cost rate which takes into account regulation, and
other ancillary services which may be required to integrate the variable renewable
energy.
Arguably, the risk to ratepayers may be less in (ii) compared to (i), in (iii) compared to
(ii), and so on.
Tiered-Eneryv Payment A l t c n u U i v e (adapted f r o m HECO's RFP)
As an alternative to the Baseline treatment, HECO's 200 MW RFP includes a tiered-energy
pricing alternative or "TEPA" to replace a straight levelized payment. For example, there would
be three tiers, where the energy payments differ for each of the three tranches of energy
delivery. Specifically, the payment rate would be highest for the first tier and its tranche of 70%
of the total energy delivery; the payment for the "second" tier would be lower (but not more than
20% lower than for the first tier) for up to 15% of the total energy delivery; and the price of "third"
tier would the lowest for up to 15% of the total energy delivery. Bidders on the RFP are allowed
to propose a specific TEPA, including degradation factors moving forward from Year 1 of a
proposed PPA to Year 20. In addition, HECO will "bank" the amount of curtailment over the
contract period, and offer the IPP the option of extending the contract period by the number of
days necessary to deliver the amount of banked curtailed energy See Attachment A from HECO
for more details of this treatment.
As an alternative to the Baseline treatment, the TEPA requires further discussion. For
example, there are concerns expressed in the RFP about the possibly of "gaming" by bidders in
their proposed TEPAs, and HECO will therefore look closely at how the proposals: (i) will
mitigate risks to the Seller, (ii) provide lower energy pricing to ratepayers, and (iii) avoid gaming.
There are also questions as to whether this approach will appear to bidders as lower risk than a
straight, levelized payment, as it may appear to add another layer of uncertainty to the basic
curtailment uncertainty or it may appear to the bidders as a way to ensure a known amount of
total revenue for the project by using the banked curtailment provision. Thus, the major question
appears to be whether the risk profiles differ from the Baseline treatment, and if so, by how
much? Note: When financing projects, the financial institutions will assume the most
conservative, least risk cdse which will result in high cost of financing and ultimately higher cost
of energy to ratepayers
Take or
Ratepayers

Pay Treatment

( W h o l l y Compensated Curtailment

Provision}

-

By

An alternative to the "Baseline" treatment is 'Take or Pay" Specifically, a PPA with a
variable renewable IPP would include a provision to compensate the IPP for all electricity
generated and delivered, and alt electricity that would have been generated and delivered but
for curtailment. For the IPP this treatment will ensure revenues when the IPP delivers electricity
or when curtailed during periods when the project could have exported power to the utility. In
this treatment, the risk for the curtailed energy is shifted to the ratepayer. See Attachment B
(Take or Pay Treatment (Wholly compensated curtailment)] for a detailed discussion of the
"Pros" and "Cons" of "Take or PayJ
As an alternative to the Baseline treatment, this treatment option requires further discussion.
A key issue is whether this treatment would result in an appropriate cost to the ratepayers, given
the value of the renewable electricity that is provided to the grid and other considerations. It
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would also be important to develop specific means to calculate and verify the actual amounts of
any "curtailed energy" and additional record keeping and reporting would also be required.

Take o r Pay Treatment - Variant I - Payment f o r Curtailment alyovc Threshold
(Based o n the HlVC f^odel)
An alternative to the "Baseline" treatment is a variant to "Take or Pay'. Specifically, a PPA
with a variable renewable IPP would include a provision to compensate the IPP for all electricity
generated and delivered, and all electricity that would have been generated and delivered
above a threshold level of curtailment specified as a number of hours per year. For the IPP this
treatment would ensure revenues when the IPP delivers electricity or when curtailed above the
curtailment "threshold". Compared to the "Take or Pay", the risk for curtailment in Variant 1 is
shared between the IPP and the ratepayers.
As a Variant to the "Take or Pay," this treatment requires further discussion. A key issue is
whether this treatment would result in an appropnate cost to the ratepayers, given the value of
the additional renewable electricity that is provided to the grid and other considerations. Specific
means must be identified for calculation and verification of the actual amount of the "curtailed
hours" and additional record keeping and reporting would be required.
Fi.\ed P a y m e n t - M a r g i n a l Cost Dispatch Treatment
Another alternative to the "Baseline" treatment is "Fixed Payment-Marginal Cost Dispatch."
Specifically, a PPA with a renewable IPP would include provisions to compensate the IPP
based on fixed-payments to cover capital costs and fixed-operating costs and energy-payments
based on the IPP's marginal operating costs (variable O&M)
Basically, from a financial
perspective, renewable resources would be treated the same as utility owned generators.
Given that, it would be economically efficient if all generators could be economically dispatched
based on their marginal production costs and system cost impacts ^ For example, since the
marginal production costs of variable renewable resources would likely be lower compared to
other generators {including costs associated with accommodating the variability and uncertainty
ofthe renewable resources), variable renewable resources would likely be dispatched whenever
they are available to provide energy to the gnd. Clearly, the utility would be motivated to accept
as much of the variable generation as possible for economic reasons and in order to meet its
RPS. And when the system operator needs to curtail variable generators, the variable
generation IPPs would not be financially harmed. Thus, there is no need to pay for curtailment.
Meanwhile, there is little or no risk to the utility, its ratepayers and shareholders with this type of
treatment.
The risk to the utility ratepayers with this type of treatment is the split between fixed payment
and energy payment. The utility will pay for non-firm fuel-saving renewable energy capability
through the contract mechanism which fairly addresses the availability of the variable
generators and the adequacy of the resource over the life of the project The terms and
conditions of a "fixed payment marginal cost dispatch" PPA are substantially different from the
terms and conditions of an "as-available energy" PPA. In addition to payment terms, all of the
temis and conditions of the contract would have to be modified. It will be essential that

In an ideal, economically-efficient system, all generation resources would be dlspatchabl^ Dispjtch_o£
generation resources would be based on their marginal production costs, and other marginal system costs
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incentives be built into the contractual proposal to ensure that equipment is maintained and
operating so that it is available to provide the low-cost energy. If the equipment is not made
available then the fixed compensation should be reduced, or sanctions applied.^ In addition,
there is concern about how this treatment would affect the utility's financial integrity and cost of
capital (and, thus, it's overall cost of service). See Attachment C (Alternative Generation
Contract Structures for Optimal Investment and Operations) for discussion of this treatment.
Given that this treatment is a departure from the Baseline treatment, further discussion is
required.

Conclnsions
The RSWG did not reach consensus concerning what variable renewable generation IPP
contract structure to recommend to the PUC for either new or existing contracts. Instead, this
paper examines concerns with the existing practice along with several alternatives. The RSWG
recommends that the PUC investigate potential alternative contract structures in a public
process, open to all stakeholders.

Interestingly, while we recommend considering linking the IPP's Tixed payment to equipment availaDility and the
IPP'3 ability to maintain its generators the same linkage is not applied to utility generators which ratepayers must
pay tor regardless o) their maintenance condition or performance.
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Attachment A
HECO C o m m e n t s on an A l t e r n a t i v e t o a " T a k e o r Pay" C o n t r a c t - the
T i e r e d - E n e r g y Purchase A g r e e m e n t

It IS important to understand that "curtailment" is an issue for all generators, but
particularly for as-available providers. Renewable energy can also be supplied by providers
who can control their source energy (i.e.; biofuel, biomass, and geothermal).
Dispatchable
firm-capacity projects are subject to control of the energy to meet utility demand.
Where
feasible, dispatchable renewable energy projects can offer the ability to procure renewable
energy that can be made available to serve demand when needed, rather than having the
energy being dependent upon the source resource being available. These types of renewable
energy providers offer an alternative to some systems which may compete with as-available
providers to serve demand.
For as-available providers, there are several alternative ways to address this issue. One
alternative that is currently being offered by Hawaiian Electric in its new RFP for renewable
energy is to allow developers to propose a tiered pricing structure in connection with the power
purchase agreement and the ability to "bank" a certain amount of curtailed energy for later sale
to the utility, as described below. The tiered pricing structure is intended to provide the
developer with the ability to shift the recovery of fixed costs into the earlier tiers thereby allowing
the developer to reduce the risk of fixed cost recovery and contribute to the financeability of the
project
The Term Sheet for Tiered Energy Pricing Alternative ("TEPA Term Sheet") sets forth the
basic terms and conditions upon which Hawaiian Electric is prepared to negotiate a tiered
energy pricing alternative {"TEPA") to the single tier pricing set forth in the Model PPA. Below is
a summary of the TEPA Term Sheet. The TEPA Term Sheet is included in the revised draft
Request for Proposal for Renewable Energy and Undersea Cable System Projects Delivered to
the Island of Oahu posted on ww/w.heco.com/renewableRFP on September 28, 2012 as follows.
Term Sheet for Tiered Energy Pricing Alternative:
•

Offers tiered pricing structure as an alternative to the single pricing structure set
forth in the Model PPA.

•

The TEPA break points are set at 0-70%, 70-85% and 85-100%+ of Initial Annual
Contract Energy {as defined in the Model PPA), with the price differential
between any two adjacent tiers limited to 20%

•

Certain portions of the "Curtailed Energy" (as defined in the Model PPA) will be
eligible for "banking," as more fully set forth in the TEPA Term Sheet At a highlevel. Curtailed Energy eligible for 'banking' will consist of Curtailed Energy
resulting from (i) outages on the Hawaiian Electric System unless such outages
were caused by Seller's actions or inactions that were not in compliance with the
PPA, (ii) Force Majeure affecting the Hawaiian Electric System unless such
Force Majeure was caused by Seller's actions or inactions that were not in
compliance with the PPA, and (iii) operating conditions on the Hawaiian Electric
System (including Excess Energy).
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•

Such "Banked Curtailed Energy" will give the "Seller" under a TEPA modified
PPA an option to extend the Initial Term of such PPA to provide the Seller with
an opportunity to continue to sell electric energy to Hawaiian Electric.

•

The length of such extended term will be proportionate to the amount of Banked
Curtailed Energy but in no event will exceed two years.

•

If, following the close of the third Contract Year and at the close of each Contract
Year thereafter, there is no Contract Year among the three preceding Contract
Years during which the sum of Actual Output plus the amount of both Curtailed
Energy eligible for "banking" and energy that could not be generated due lo
certain force majeure events, equals at least 90% of the Initial Annual Contract
Energy, then the amount of Banked Curtailed Energy will be zeroed out, banking
will cease and the PPA will revert to flat energy pricing, as more fully set forth in
the TEPA Term Sheet.

The purpose of TEPA is to mitigate some of the financial uncertainties faced by Sellers and
Financing Parties due to possible curtailment of renewable generators under the Model PPA.
Although TEPA will not eliminate such uncertainties, Hawaiian Electnc would expect the risk
mitigation available under TEPA to benefit rate payers in the form of lower energy pricing over
the initial term of TEPA-modified PPAs. However, the risk to rate payers under a poorly
structured TEPA is that the pricing tiers are too susceptible to "gaming" (e.g., overestimating the
Initial Annual Contract Energy), such that little ofthe Facility's output is actually sold at the lower
priced tiers, thereby depriving rate payers of the benefit of lower energy pricing. Consequently,
developers seeking to negotiate a TEPA modified PPA should be prepared to support their
TEPA proposals (including modifications to the TEPA Term Sheet) in terms of (i) risk mitigation
to Seller, (ii) lower energy pricing to rate payers and (in) disincentive to "gaming." Each
developer who desires to include TEPA in its PPA will, at a minimum, be required to make
available to Hawaiian Electric, both as part of the negotiation process as well as during the
Initial Term of the PPA, the same information concerning the projected output of its Facility as is
made available to its Financing Parties. In addition to facilitating the negotiation of TEPAmodified PPAs, such information will facilitate the process of obtaining PUC approval of such
PPAs.
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Attachment B
T a k e o r Pay T r e a t m e n t [ W h o l l y C o m p e n s a t e d C u r t a i l m e n t )

An alternative to the "Baseline" treatment described above is a PPA with a variable
renewable IPP which would include a provision to compensate the IPP for all electricity
generated and delivered, and all electricity that would have been generated and delivered but
forj^rta^^[men^ For the IPP this treatment will ensure revenues when the IPP delivers electricity _
or when curtailed during periods when the project could have exported power to the utility In
this treatment, the risk Jqr the curilailed_energy^ ij_shijtej_to_^the^rajepayer. As an ajternative^to_^
the Baseline treatment, this treatment option requires further discussion. A key issue is whether '^^
this treatment would result in an appropriate cost to the ratepayers, given the value of the
renewable electricity that is provided to the grid and other considerations.
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Potential benefits of the wholly compensated curtailment approach that were identified included'
1)
Under wholly compensated curtailment, renewable electricity has a marginal cost of
almost zero, which accurately reflects the zero fuel cost of renewable wind, solar and hydro
resources. This would facilitate economically efficient decisions with respect to the commitment
of generation and whether to modify or reconfigure utility systems,
,2)
Wholly compensated curtailment on future PPAs could reduce the generation costs of
as-available renewable energy projects by making predictable the revenue streams from such
projects and reducing the costs of financing such projects Customers would pay for energy
that the utility could not accept, as well as for energy actually delivered If the price for energy
actually delivered fully reflects the enhanced revenue flow and reduced risk for the jriierrnittent __/
energy facility, customers could end up paying less (while accepting the market risk that loads
and sales in the future will be lower than forecast resulting in more than expected curtailment).

/
f?)...
Jn_concept, utility customers already pay for estimated curtailed energy indirectly in the
p a y m e n t rates for delivered energy. Project developers and their financing parties may not be
able to estimate the future curtailment risk, and may overestimate the risk as a r e s u l t ,
P o t e n t i a l detriments of the wholly c o m p e n s a t e d curtailment approach that w e r e identified
included-

,'

\
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Under wholly c o m p e n s a t e d curtailment, customers would have lo pay for energy that the
utility could not accept, as well as for energy actually delivered. Unless the price for energy
actually delivered fully reflects the e n h a n c e d revenue flow a n d reduced risk for the intermittent
energy facility, customers could e n d up paying more. O n e g u e s i i o n is how d o w e m a k e sure
that the lower financing costs are passed on to customers?
2)
Curtailed energy cannot be |;measurect\ J T h e r e w o j j l d need to be detailed calculations of
curtailed energy during all curtailment periods (and not just periods w h e r e there is a valid claim
of improper curtailment). This would require continuous resource data, a n d power output
curves for all generators reflecting their current s t a t u s ,
J3)
T o the extent that utilities are required to enter into wholly-compensated-curtailment
PPAs for renewable generation beyond the point at which it does not m a k e e c o n o m i c s e n s e to
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procure that oeneralion (i e . because the economic cost of compensating the curtailed energy
from such generation exceeds the economic benefi,t.pf the uncurtailed energy delivered from
such generation^ customers would be subjected to unnecessary costs.
Some of the other issues that should be considered were identified as follows1)
There should be a differentiation between the reasons for curtailment, which can occur
due to conditions such as: (a) failure lo meet performance standards, (b) excess energy
condiiions. (c) system-wide conditions, fd) localized system maintenance, and (e) transmission
constraints. Customers should not be reguired to pay for curtailment that is triggered Py the
intermittent energy facility's failure to comply with pertormance standards
2)
Under wholly compensated curtailment, in effect, the utility would be paying for capacity
(i e , capability), instead of energy. The terms and conditions ofthe standard as-available
energy contract should be reviewed in light of that change. In addition, the accounting and
credit quality implications for the utility off-takers {which are currently rated BBB-) should be
analyzed
^ ) -_ Issues as to how such a different curtailment regime for new PPAs would mesh with
obligations and curtailment priorities under existing PPAs should be addressed, given the
limited ability ofthe utilities to modify existing contracts. This would include identification of
modifications and/or additions that would be necessary to existing forms of utility power
purchase agreements to be able to reasonably balance the increased risk for ratepayers.
These could include provisions such as: (1) the right to control energy output, and monitor
equipment and resource availability to confirm the amounts of potential energy available from
the new as-available energy facilities (and potentially existing as well), since new projects would
be paid on the basis of energy made available, and not energy accepted, (2) appropriate
modifications to the form of pricing paid to the developer, and (3) requiring verified cost
information to ensure that any transfer of risk to customers is resulting in lower prices.
^)
Issues as to tiow any such change in curtailment policy could increasejh^potentjal fqr^
stranded costs (in the form of payment obligations under long-term contracts) if the energy
market in Hawaii is ever restructured should be addressed.
5)—
Whether utilities, subject to Commission review and approval, should be permitted to
limit agreements to purchase jntermittent and/or as-available energy, arid to optimjze their
systems, to avoid a situation where unconstrained risk to ratepayers could exist.
£)_ _ How to incentivize developers of renewable energy projects to develop projects that will
provide energy during periods that are less subject to curtailment, to take commercially
reasonable steps to minimize their exposure to curtailment and to meet expected utility
operational and reliability ttiresholds
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Attachment C
Alternative Generation Contract Structures
For O p t i m a l I n v e s t m e n t a n d O p e r a t i o n s

The power system can be operated reliably and economically, and renewable curtailment
can be dealt with efficiently, only when the utility sees the true marginal cost of each generator.
This requires contracts that are designed to provide both the utility and the IPP with correct
economic signals This paper briefly discusses generator fixed and variable costs for both utility
and IPP investment and operations decisions.
Note that the contract discussion tiere is not addressing changes in the total compensation
to the resource. Total compensation is the same in each alternative to facilitate comparison.
Instead the discussion concerns how the generator is treated in the utility security constrained
unit commitment and security constrained economic dispatch for optimal reliable and economic
operation of the power system.
Three basic time frames are important when deciding what generation provides the lowest
cost reliable supply for ratepayers: investment, unit commitment, and economic dispatch. These
time frames are important when considering both utility and IPP owned generation. These time
frames are important when considering all generation technologies including fossil fueled steam
plants, combustion turbines, combined cycle, reciprocating engines, hydro, biomass,
geothermal, solar, and wind.

I n v e s t m e n t D e c i s i o n : Project V i a b i l i t y
The project investors, the Public Utilities Commission, the rate payers, and the utility all
have essentially the same concern when considering a new generation project: will the power
produced be worth the total cost? If the total capital and operating costs divided by the total
expected production result in an attractive $/MWH average total cost m relation to the cost of
existing generation or alternative investments, also taking into account broader economic and
social costs and benefits, then the proposed generator may be worth investing in.
Note that when considering an investment (IPP or utility) all costs are included in the
decision Capital cost and financing costs are important as are annual operating costs as well as
fuel and maintenance costs.

U n i t C o m m i t m e n t : T u r n i n g On a G e n e r a t o r
Fuel burning generators (fossil or biomass) typically cannot turn on and off instantaneously.
Large coat fired steam plants on the mainland require days to be prepared for operations. Oil
fired steam plants on the islands require hours to be brought on line While some modern
reciprocating engine driven generators can be started and fully loaded in minutes others require
an hour or more to be brought on line. Combustion turbines and combined cycle plants are in
the middle. Thermal plants also typically have minimum run times and minimum off times.
All of these temporal constraints complicate the power system operator's efforts to minimize
the cost of operating the power system. In many regions operators use a security constrained
unit commitment {"SCUC") tool to help determine what the lowest cost mix of generation will be
to reliably serve the expected load over the next few days. This helps the system operator
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decide which thermal generators to start up (commit). Once started {or not started) the system
operator must live with the decision and operate the power system with the mix of generation
that was selected for operation each hour.
Because wind and solar PV plants do not typically require hours to prepare for operations
and they typically have no minimum run time or down time the unit commitment process affects
variable renewable resources only because it determines what other generators must operate.
On the other hand, wind and solar uncertainty complicate the decision of which conventional
generators to commit.

Economic D i s p a t c h : O p e r a t i n g the P o w e r System
In real time the system operator in many regions selects the lowest cost available
generators to supply energy, within the reliability constraints by using a security constrained
economic dispatch (SCED) tool. Only the marginal costs are important in economic dispatch.
On the mainland, for example, the full output of a nuclear plant will tend to be selected because
while the capital cost may be high, turning down the nuclear plant does not save capital cost.
The mortgage must be paid regardless of if the nuclear plant is used or not. It is only the nuclear
plant fuel cost (-$8/MWH) that is important when deciding how much power to take from a
specific generator in real-time. This is true regardless of who owns the nuclear plant, the utility
or an IPP. Building the nuclear plant may or may not be a good economic decision but once
built then operating the plant is the correct decision because the $8/MWH cost for the next
MWH produced Is typically lower cost than the MWH that are available from coal, combined
cycle, or combustion turbine plants. Similarly, once a wind or solar plant is built the capital cost
is sunk Curtailing wind or solar does not reduce the fixed financing costs, so no money is
actually saved when the plant is not operated. The most economically efficient operation of the
power system results from dispatching the system based on true marginal production costs,
within the limits imposed by reliability.

Demand Response and Storage
Demand response and storage can help reduce ratepayer costs, support reliability, and
reduce variable renewable generation curtailment if included in the utility's marginal cost based
economic dispatch by making more efficient use of all generators. Excess variable renewable
generation can be utilized, variability and uncertainty can be mitigated, and peak loads can be
reduced. Benefits must be compared with costs to determine which demand response and
storage projects are economic.

U t i l i t y System U p g r a d e : I n v e s t m e n t Decision
The utility may have the opportunity to invest in upgrading its transmission system or its
generators to reduce variable renewable generation curtailment. This might involve upgrading a
transmission facility that connects the renewable generation to load. Alternatively, it might
involve lowering the minimum load capability or reducing the cycling cost of an existing fuel
burning generator. The cost of any utility investment must be evaluated against the expected
benefit. In this case the expected benefit is the reduction in fuel-consuming generation and the
increase in renewable generation Uncurtailing renewable generation brings environmental
benefits, but it should also save ratepayers money, if the renewable generation contract is
structured properly. Reducing the fuel burning generation saves fuel costs. There is no
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corresponding increase in production costs from wind or solar generation when it is uncurtailed
Ratepayers capture the full benefit of investing in upgrading the utility power system, if the
variable renewable generation contract reflects the marginal production cost of the renewable
generator.

H y p o t h e t i c a l G e n e r a t o r : Renevi'ables I n v e s t m e n t a n d O p e r a t i o n s
Consider an overly
characteristics*•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

simplistic

hypothetical proposed wind plant with the following

20 MW nameplate capacity
$2,500/kW installed capital cost
50% expected annual wind availability (capacity factor)
5% expected curtailment for power system reasons
90% plant equipment availability
15% annual financing cost
$1M annual operating and maintenance cost
$2/MWH variable operating and maintenance cost
$5/MWH integration cost

Investment Decision
Total plant cost is $50 million for this 20 MWwind plant. Financing, taxes, profit, etc require
a 15% return, or $7.5 million/year to make the project viable. There is an additional $1
million/year in operating and maintenance costs. The plant is expected to produce 74,898 MWH
per year based on the 20 MW plant rating, 50% wind capacity factor, 90% turbine availability,
and an expected 5% curtailment due to power system conditions (minimum load, line
maintenance, etc.).^ This results in expected $113.49/MWH in fixed costs."" That is, the
S113.49/MWH will be incurred once the decision is made to build the plant. Unlike fuel costs,
the plant operator can't save any ofthe $8.5 million per year or $113.49/MWH by deciding to
generate fewer MWH. These costs are sunk.
But there are additional costs too. There is an additional $2/MWH in variable O&M and the
utility incurs $5/MWH in integration costs for the added regulation and reserves required to deal
with the variability and uncertainty of the wind. The total additional cost for getting an additional
MWH from this plant (if additional production is available) is $7/MWH. Similariy, the total savings
available for reducing plant output is $7/MWH
This results in a total expected cost of energy from this proposed wind plant of
$120.49/MWH If that average energy cost looks attractive compared with the average fuel cost
of the existing generation fleet or compared with alternative new generation then it may be
worthwhile for either the utility or an IPP to invest in the plant.
These are example numtwrs Actual numbers for Hawaii will likely be diFlerent. The concept is Ihe sanne regardless
of ttia exact numbers.
71.998 MWH/yr = 20 MW * 9760 hr/yr • 90% turbine availability * 50% wind capacity factor * (100%-5% expected
system curtailment)
°
$113 49/MWH = ($7.5 million/yr capital costs + $1.0 mrllion/yr overhead and maintenance) / (74.896
MWH/yr)
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O p e r a t i n g D e c i s i o n : L o w e s t Cost Reliable Energy
The standard utility industry security constrained unit commitment and economic dispatch
decision process selects the lowest cost reliable energy supply (including conventional
generators and variable renewable generators) for current operations. Only marginal costs are
considered because only marginal costs can be controlled in real-time When the utility selects
among its own generators, for example, it considers the fuel and variable O&M costs because
the utility has to pay for additional fuel when it increases an existing generator's output There is
no additional capital cost. Similarly, the utility cannot reduce the mortgage payment for its own
generators by running them less. The ratepayers pay the full mortgage and fixed costs even if
the utility generator is seldom run
If the hypothetical wind plant is built then the capital cost and annual operating costs are
sunk. They must be paid by someone regardless of how much the plant operates Only the
$2/MWH variable O&M and the $5/MWH integration costs can be avoided by not running the
wind plant. Similarly, if the wind is blowing it only costs $7/MWH to operate the wind plant.
$7/MWH is the correct cost to put into the utility's security constrained unit commitment and
economic dispatch program for finding the optimal, lowest cost, mix of generation to reliably
supply energy in real-time. This is true if the utility invests in the wind plant or if an IPP invests in
the wind plant. It is the total cost of energy supply for the rale payers that is being minimized
with the SCUC/SCED.

M i n i m i z e R a t e p a y e r Costs
Utility and IPP Similarities: Operating Costs
Regardless of generator ownership, capital costs are sunk once the investment decision is
made. This is true regardless of the generation technology. The short-term operating decision
that selects which generators should provide energy during the next hour should be made
based on the true marginal production cost of each generator. If capital costs and additional
costs are added to the decision process it raises costs for rate payers by selecting a less than
optimal generation mix.
In the case of a combined cycle plant, for example, it is fuel and variable O&M costs that
should be considered regardless of plant ownership For the hypothetical wind plant discussed
above, it is the $2/MWH variable O&M cost and the $5/MWH utility integration cost that should
be considered.

Utility and IPP Differences: Risk
When the utility invests in a new generator it is the rate payers, not the utility that take
essentially all of the risk. If the plant has higher maintenance expenses than forecast or lower
availability than forecast the rate payers must still pay the full cost One benefit of an IPP
contract is that much of the risk can be moved from the ratepayers to the IPP investor. The IPP
investor can take on the risk of the capital cost being higher than expected, the renewable
resource being lower than expected, the plant availability being lower than expected, and the
plant maintenance cost being higher than expected. The IPP can control all of these variables
and the IPP is in the best position to take these risks. (Of course, there is always a cost
associated with assigning risk to a 3"* party. Although the ratepayer is insulated from risks of
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significant deviations from the norm in an IPP contract, as with any insurance policy the cost of
energy from the IPP to the ratepayer is marginally higher for the 3"^ party, IPP to take the
"reasonable" risks.) These capital cost, maintenance, and resource availability risks can still be
assigned to the IPP under this proposed contract structure

Contract Structure
Because there are two types of costs it makes sense for contracts to be structured with two
payment parts. This mirrors the utility treatment of its own generation where fuel and vanable
O&M are considered in the security constrained unit commitment and security constrained
economic dispatch while the capital costs and long-term O&M are considered m the investment
time frame.

MWH Hourly Energy Component
An IPP contract could be structured with a variable cost portion to cover the $2/MWH variable
O&M for our example wind plant. (Note that the utility would add to this the $5/MWH of
integration cost the utility incurs in additional reserves when the utility puts the variable cost into
the SCUC/SCED.)

lyionthly Component
The monthly payment would be negotiated to cover the capital, financing, tax, and longer term
O&M expenses It would be adjusted based on wind availability and plant forced outage rate.
This results in the IPP assuming all of the risk for resource availability, plant maintenance,
maintenance costs, etc. Our example plant might receive a monthly payment of.
Monthly $ = $1,574,074 ' Actual Wind Capacity Factor' Actual Plant Availability"
If the wind has 50% availability as expected and the plant has 90% maintenance availability as
expected then the plant receives $708,333 for the month.^' If system related curtailment were
also the expected 5% this would result in the equivalent of $113 49/MWH of wind energy. The
IPP is responsible for all of the maintenance costs, financing costs, etc. regardless of how high
they are, minimizing rate payer risk. Lower wind availability or worse plant maintenance results
in lower payment to the IPP and no risk to the rate payer.
Note that the contract could be written capping the wind availability and/or the maintenance
availability and thus limit the rate payer risk of higher costs if the wind resource or maintenance
is better than expected. This could be reasonable since the IPP would not incur additional costs
based on better wind.

Wtiat about Curtailment Risk'/
Security constrained unit commitment and security constrained economic dispatch, the
basic utility tools universally used to optimize utility operations, both start with the word
$1,574,074 /month = [($7.5 million/yr capital costs + $1.0 million/yr overhead and maintenance) / (12
months/yr) / (90% expected turbine availability ' 50% expected wind capacity factor))
^
$708,333/monlh = $1,574,074 /month * 90% actual turbine availability * 50% actual wind capacity factor
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"security". It is absolutely critical that the system operator have the authority to curtail any
generator if that is required for system reliability. Especially on island systems with high
penetrations of wind and solar generation curtailment at some times is likely Expected
curtailment must be estimated before making an investment decision. In our example the utility
estimates that the proposed wind plant will have 5% of its energy curtailed for system reliability
reasons. The IPP, the utility, and the PUC need to factor the expected curtailment into the
calculation to determine if this investment still makes sense. If the total cost of production
($120.49/MWH in this example) is not attractive then the utility should not sign the contract, the
PUC should not approve the project, and the IPP should not make the investment.
Once the investment is made who should assume the risk of additional power system
reliability-based curtailment? The IPP has no control over power system related curtailment so it
is not logical to force the risk on the IPP. The IPP is arguably the most knowledgeable about
wind conditions so it makes sense for the IPP to assume the wind availability risk. Similarly the
IPP controls maintenance procedures so it makes sense for the IPP to assume the plant
availability risk. But power system related curtailment depends on the utility choices for the rest
of the generation fleet and is outside the control of the IPP. Jt makes Nttjesens^ to^force_t_h_e_
power system reliability-related curtailment risk onto the IPP '^
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W h y a B u n d l e d $ / M W H C o n t r a c t Price Could Be Bad for Ratepayers?
Contracts that use a single $/MWH price or an on-peak and off-peak price jwould_be_
economically inefficient ^ they resultin selectj^ngjnore expensive generation tojaperate than
necessary. This would be bad for rate payers.
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Existing contracts were not designed to work with real-time operating decisions. They were
only designed to facilitate long-term average energy cost comparisons. If a current contract
S/MWH price IS used for operating decisions it could lead to incorrect, and expensive, choices.
Our example wind plant has a long term average cost of $115.49/MWH with an additional
$5/MWH integration cost for a total $120.49/MWH cost. If during a particular hour the utility had
a generator available with a $100/MWH incremental fuel and variable O&M cost, then using the
current wind contract price as the basis for dispatching the wind farm >vpuld result in J^he_
incorrect decision to obtain energy from the $100/MWH plant and curtail the $120 49/MWH wind
plant. ^The true margin_al cost of_energy f_rom tjie_wjnd_plan^is $2/MyW in_ yaria_ble_O^M plus
$5/MWH in utility integration cost. Only $7/MWH is actually saved when the wind plant is not "^^
operated compared with $100/MWH that is saved if the fuel burning plant is not operated.
Curtailing (i.e.. nol disoatchinqj the wind plant would result in a $93/MWH erroi;^* The
economically efficient solution is to have the contracts reflect the true marginal production cosT"*'-;
This will eliminate any misleading and inefficient economic incentives to curtail the renewable
energy and provide maximum transparency in renewable energy compensation and utility
system operation.
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Conclusion

This is not intended to be a complete discussion of the appropriate allocation of risks affecting an IPP's revenue
stream.
As n o t e d earlier, however, the w i n d farm currently is essentially treated as a zero marginal cost resource in ihe
utility's economic dispatch^
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IPP contracts that reflect each generator's true marginal cost facilitate the lowest cost
reliable operation of the power system. Rate payers can continue to be shielded from the risk of
poor generator performance due to lower wind or solar availability or poor maintenance through
the inclusion of appropriate contractual terms and conditions.
Aulhor 1/26/13 5:12 AM
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HELCO/MECO Cycling Study
Final Report
RSWG Meeting

Honolulu; HI
January 24; 2013

Opening Comments

The HELCO and MECO Cycling Study identifies opportunities
to reduce curtailments, add renewable energy from new and
existing resources and reduce costs while maintaining
reliability

study Conclusions and
Implementation Strategy
The study increases the use of renewable energy from
both dispatchable and variable resources
The EPS Study indicates that curtailments for both HELCO
and MECO can be reduced from historical or previously
projected 2013 levels
The utilities are committed to implementing the study
recommendations

History
• One of the MLC subgroup tasks was to:
• Identify and recommend specific changes or enhancements,
including estimated costs and timelines, to address and
mitigate current factors that constrain addition of further
renewable resource, to increase renewable energy use without
substantially compromising system reliability or markedly
increasing renewable curtailments (September 9, 2011 filing on
RSWG Purpose Scope and Work Plan)

• Brendan Kirby-One year HELCO and MECO operations
analysis for 2011, completed in March and July 2012
• EPS cycling study expands and extends the Brendan
Kirby analysis to look at HELCO and MECO operations in
2013
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EPS Study Purpose
• Using Brendan Kirby's study as a starting point, the EPS
Study developed insights on how HELCO and MECO
could operate generation assets in 2013 to minimize
curtailments of renewable resources while achieving
system lowest cost and maintaining reliability
• Based recommendations on thorough analysis of
system security constraints, generation costs, and
accepted engineering methods

Slide 5

Study Building Blocks: HELCO
n 2012, HELCO completed the following steps that were to increase the
/use of RE through resource additions, reduced curtailments and increased
dispatch:
• Commercial operation of PGV expansion: 8 MW additional geothermal
capacity with voltage regulation, frequency response, & AGC dispatch
control for entire 38 MW facility
• placed Shipman on dry lay-up around mid-2012
• Reduced the minimum load ratings of must-run units by 9 MW
• Increased ramp rate of Hill 5 by 1-1.5 MW
• Modified Keahole controls to allow AGC dispatch during transition to
dual train
Submitted for PUC approval Hu Honua PPA: 20.5 MW biomass with
similar frequency response, dispatch capabilities, and range as existing
dispatchable fossil units
Continued wind/solar forecasting development working with HECO
Renewables Integration Group

Study Building Blocks: MECO
In 2012, MECO completed the following steps that were
utilized to reduce curtailment in the study:
mplemented alternate day cycling of Kahului Units 1 and 2 in

2012
Limited upward regulation on the system with three wind farms
(72MW)to50MW
• Allocated 10 MW of upward regulation to the KWP II BESS
• Allocated 3 MW of downward regulation to the KWP II BESS
Modified the AGC to incorporate the three wind farms and
battery energy storage systems into the AGC system

;2012 Renewable Generation is High and Growing

HELCO at 40.9%
• Does not include distributed solar PV
• Attain 100% renewable with Hu Honua online in 2013,
Aina Koa Pono (AKP) biofuel and additional geothermal

MECO at'"18%
• Does not include distributed solar PV
• 72 MW of wind generation online in 2013
• Continuing exponential growth in solar PV

HELCO and MECO
Implementation Strategy
EPS Cycling Study provided insights into reliable system
operation
Developed comprehensive planning models including
revised load models and distributed generation
Identified minimum number of units needed to operate for
system security through comprehensive analysis of system
security requirements
identified cycling costs and capabilities

HELCO and MECO
Implementation Strategy
Develop production cost models to evaluate how the
systems might be operated to maximize renewable energy,
minimize curtailments while reducing cost and maintaining
reliability through various scenarios
Estimate generation cost savings potential of these
alternative scenarios and provide insights into key
dependencies
Inform the system operators ofthe minimum generation
for system security
Provide foundation for action plans to migrate to the
identified optimal generation commitment and dispatch
10

^

HELCO Study Conclusions
' •

Production cost simulations indicate significant increases in
renewable energy and reductions in curtailment in 2013
compared to historic operation
• Variable generation & net load forecasting is critical to the
ability to minimize curtailments & production costs
• HELCO & HEP units will experience significant cycling costs to
minimize curtailments with some fuel cost savings; total system
costs need to be optimized
• Units will be cycled more than historical practice which will
require capital investments and operational changes
Cycling costs might change as a result of new operations
Over- or under-prediction of wind has an impact on costs;
imited amount of over-prediction appears to provide better
results
Slide 11

MECO Study Conclusions
Significant reductions in curtailment are simulated in the
study when compared to previous simulations and
historical experience

/

Voltage constraint security was reduced by 7.5 MW during
curtailment periods
New voltage constraint/increased cycling allows
significantly more renewable usage during day and
evening peak hours
Wind/PV & net load forecasting is important
MECO units will experience significant cycling costs to
minimize curtailments with some fuel cost savings; total
system costs need to be optimized
Over-prediction of wind appears to provide better results
than under-prediction
ShtlG 12

EPS Study Methodology
for
HELCO and MECO
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EPS Study Phases
Develop actual cycling costs for units presently
operated at HELCO and MECO, using historical
data and measurements
Determine reliability & transmission security
constraints on generator operation
Determine production costs for 2013 considering
these cycling costs, transmission and reliability
constraints, demand forecast data, and profiles
for wind and hydro production
Conclusions and recommendations based on
study results
Slide 14

Phase 1: Cycling Costs Study
Comprehensive analysis by APTECH for HELCO-owned
units (recognized industry expert in cycling)
Analyzed 10 years of historical data for startups, daily
changes in unit output
Reviewed transient temperatures/pressures for fatigue
and effective thermal ramp rates
Determined equivalent hot starts from data/analysis
Interviewed personnel for operating and maintenance
procedures
Developed costs data and recommendations
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Phase 2: System Security
Identify all security constraints that could impact the
unconstrained commitment and dispatch of energy and
capacity
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Phase 2: Identified Security Constraints
Stabilitv
•

System remains operable after grid events

Load Shed
• The amount of customer load outages due to operation of
under-frequency relays following the loss of a generator
should remain close to historical levels
Rate of Change of Frequency
•

How fast the frequency changes after a unit trip; should not
exceed historic levels
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Phase 2: Security Constraints
Ramping Capability
•

Ability to increase or decrease dispatchable generation to
match net load and wind production changes over several
minutes to an hour

Voltage/Transmission
•

Keep equipment within operating limits

Regulation
•

Manage balance of demand and supply in the seconds to
minutes time frame
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Phase 3: Production Cost Simulations
Use security constraints and cycling cost analysis to
determine the most economic unit commitment/dispatch
conditions for the HELCO/MECO systems under various
case studies to maximize renewables
Utilize annual production cost simulations to identify
trends and procedures that can reduce curtailment and
minimize cost
Begin to determine the sensitivity of the optimum
solution to variations in wind forecast accuracy
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Phase 4: Conclusions
Develop conclusions based on the results ofthe study
Recommendations based on study results for both
immediate tasks and future planning
Enumerate future tasks
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HELCO
Cycling Study

Phase 1:
Cycling Costs Study
-HELCO-
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Phase 1: Cycling Cost Study Recommendations HELCO
HELCO cost of cycling for typical starts estimated by
APTECH
• Layup of more than 7 days requires long-term lay-up
measures (will require new equipment and other
investments)
• Add plant station service requirements to system loads
Make necessary plant changes to minimize maintenance
and operating costs from increased deep cycling and
offline cycling
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Phase 2:
System Security
-HELCO-
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System Security Constraint Summary
HELCO

1

System
Constraint

Existing Practice

Study Recommendations

Historical
operation

Five units operated continuously except
during maintenance (PVG + Hill 6 + Hill 5 +
Puna Steam + Keahole STCC + HEP STCC)

Stability at
minimum

Minimum of two HELCO steam units in
addition to other online units

PGV + Hu Honua

Load shed

Met by normal historical unit operation

PGV+ Hu Honua + (Keahole
DTCC or HEP or 2 steam
units)

ROCOF

Met by normal historical unit operation

PGV + Hu Honua+ 2 units

NOTES:
1) Generating units must operate as modeled, for improved performance, fewer units
might be required, for poorer performance - additional units might be required
2) Units in blue are typical operating units on the HELCO system due to historic
cycling policy
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System Security Constraint Summary
HELCO
System
Constraint

Existing Practice

Study Recommendations

Ramp Rate

Met by normal historical
unit operation

PGV + Hu Honua + one unit

Voltage/
Transmission

>130MW Keahole up to
DTCC

>120MW Keahole CT up to
1CTCC+ 1 more unit

Regulations

Operational p r a c t i c e dependent on wind, For
Prod Cost Model used 17
MW (avg on-peak reg)

Operational practice - no
change
Prod Cost Model: 1:1 up to 15
MWofwind, 6MWIoad

NOTES:
Generating units must operate as modeled, for improved performance, fewer units
might be required, for poorer performance - additional units might be required
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Minimum Generation Summary - HELCO
•

PGV/Hu Honua meet stability requirements at minimum
load. Additional constraints require:
- Two additional units required for ROCOF, or
- One additional unit required to mitigate UFLS, or
- One steam or turbine/steam CC required for ramping

• Voltage Constraint (Generation to meet voltage constraint
can also serve above constraints)
- 120 MW < Load < 147 MW CT2 or equivalent
- 147 MW < Load < 180 MW, Keahole ICTCC
- Load > 180 MW Keahole ICTCC + additional unit
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Impact of 2013 Security Constraints
(represents only minimum security not optimum commitmentj/dispatch)

2011/2013 System Security Constraint
Impacts on M i n i m u m Generation

• 2011-Hlitoric
• 2 0 1 3 - w / o HH
D2013W/HH

HIM 5 Minimum

Hill 6 Minimum

Min. SYilem Generilion

HEiCO U n i b / Syitem MInlmiini Generation Capability

2E

System Security Analysis:
HELCO Stability Constraints
Under steady state conditions with all transmission lines
operating, two large operating units will satisfy the stability
requirements at minimum load
The renewable energy units, Hu Honua and PGV can satisfy
this constraint at minimum load
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System Security Analysis:
HELCO Load Shed Constraint
Acceptable unit combinations: PGV, Hu Honua plus:
One combined cycle train at HEP or Keahole, or
• A combination of any one steam units: HS, H6, Puna )(The
two shipman units count the same as one larger steam
unit)
Two diesels will not provide the necessary inertia to turn off
a steam unit for load shed response

sinie :jn

HELCO Load Shed Requirements
Worst case condition occurs:
- When thermal units are at minimum load

- Wind plant is at maximum output
Loss of wind plant is largest single contingency
Historical system response with minimum online
generation resulted in loss of first stage load shed
Spinning reserve completely covers 100% ofthe largest
contingency at minimum load conditions
To prevent a decrease in reliability as defined by the
industry (NERC and IEEE), future system performance for
the largest contingency should not increase load shed
beyond the first stage
Slide 31

System Security Analysis:
HELCO Rate of Change of Frequency
Historical ROCOF was developed using minimum stability
requirements and historic unit commitment
ROCOF restrictions could potentially be decreased with
additional studies and verifications
Additional required studies include unit control testing for
PGV, Hu Honua, and critical system units
Testing is required due to critical nature of ROCOF;
extreme consequences can occur if units trip due to
increased ROCOF (system-wide blackout implications)
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System Security Analysis:
HELCO Rate of Change of Frequency
Acceptable unit combinations: PGV, Hu Honua plus:
' '

• One combined cycle train at HEP or Keahole, or
• A combination of any two steam units (H5, H6, Puna)
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HELCO ROCOF Generation
Requirements
• ROCOF calculations depend on designed response of Hu
Honua and PGV
• ROCOF outages have been experienced on the HELCO
system (for example, July 3, 2010)
• ROCOF capabilities of HELCO turbines must be verified
• ROCOF failures of HELCO turbines have system-wide
blackout implications
• Prior to decreasing ROCOF criteria, turbine capabilities
must be confirmed
• PGV/Hu Honua capabilities must be confirmed
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HELCO ROCOF for Loss of Wind Plant
3:n
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ROCOF Comparison with Other Systems
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Frequency Bias Comparison
with Other Systems

etla(MW/0.t Hi)'
ROCOF ( H t / i « c ) "
N*dir|Hi)(lar|c event)
ln«rti«MW*(

Otil
S8.^9
U7-71A

Frequericy Aiiponie
CoiTiparlion of HICO/HELCO/MECO with oihtr gi Idt
5 I HECO
i WECC
I * Did
60,ll00-<K].OOO«i
i2-6 8
iJ.O
1980
1.000.1.600!.
-)it-71l

C0S4-f.S-)8

WH.OOi)

S.iJS-lO^.SOCi

rtOlff
J.OOO-WOW'S

r.,7O0-lli.JO0'4

'System Bfta was computed assuming nil unils arc available foi respond to load in the up and down direction. In
actual prnctice, the HELCO/MECO/HECO max Beta can be reduced by 50H in tho up direction by units operating
at ma^fimum load
" T h e ROCOF numtiers do not reflect the values bemg treated as constraints in the cycling stufly. The study
results show a potential increase in the ROCOF to approximately twice the numbers presentetl in tho table.
Verification that ctiticnl generation and/or system components will remain operable through faster ROCOF is
required prior to operating the system in configurations that mic|ht result m this faster ROCOF is required to avoid
potential system failure.

TIlis table illustrates the differences and critical nature of frequency
control in the HECO systems with other power grids on the mainland
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System Security Analysis:
HELCO Ramp Rate Constraints
Unit

RampRte
100

• >4MW/min

Hu Hanut ( U t i e )
PGV (oeoiMmii)

100

• Actual need will increase due to
distributed PV — further
assessment will be required
using current load data

T a i l ramping opKHiriy

ZOO

Abova u n i t * m i l * be iupplementad b y e n y ona Una of unlM
baiow lo maei minimum r i m p l n g eapabllliv
HEP UNrrS CC (1 Im2500 « 1 Slavn)

200

Kealule ICTCC

2M

Keinola CT-Z (gas lurD. solan

200

Puni CT-3 i g n turn. ImZSOO)

250

Keiiwla Ci-4 (gas i i n imZSOO)

:5o

Kaanda CT-5 i g u i m . im2S0a)

250

rtll Unit No e (Uaam)

2U

r t l l U n l N a 5(itaam)

250

• Note that Shipman units provide
almost no ramp response

Pixia Steam Plait (iitam)

2M

w a i m a i D-M (emu a«i>l)

200

waimaa D-13 Ismd itiaial)

2D0

waimea D•^* {gind tkaial)

2W

• Diesels have limited dispatch
range so cannot support ramp
response

KanoelaMia D-15 (emd dieisi)

ZOO

Kanodahua D-iB (ami! diasal)

200

• Table at right shows the ramp
rates

Kanoalaiiua D-i7 (amd diatel)

200

KaaholaCV21 (amddiesei)

200

Katnola 0-22 (emd dissel)

200

KainoJe f > : 3 (ema diesal)

ZOO

Nna. laro Shipman i f lis no not mew mnimum lamping
requirem exi
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HELCO Ramp Requirements
Many times wind down ramps coincide with load up ramps
Ramp rate requirements are the sum of the wind plus net load ramp
99% of net demand ramp rates are less than 1.0 MW/30-second$ or 2.0
MW/minute rate
30'Second wind ramp rate is 1.2 MW or 2.4 MW/minute rate
1-minute actual wind ramp rate is 1.3 MW/minute
Total actual ramp rate is 2.2 MW/30-seconds using 30-second data or 3.3
MW/minute using 1-minute data
Recommend minimum ramping capability be £ 4.0 MW/minute which is
slightly greater than the minute ramp rate and lower than the 30-second
ramp rate
Frequency stability in the sub-minute timeframe might require increased
ramping capability
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System Security Analysis:
HELCO Voltage/Transmission Constraints
Constraint is on the west side ofthe island
Total System Load < 120 MW
• Keahole not required
120 MW <System Load < 147 MW
• CT2 or equivalent MW capacity
147 MW <System Load < 180 MW
• Keahole ICTCC
Total System Load > 180 MW
• Keahole ICTCC + additional unit

siido -in

Phase 3:
Production Cost Simulations
-HELCO-
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HELCO/MECO Production Cost Model Input
Data
Provided by HELCO/MECO:
• Load profile curve
• Fuel cost projections
• PV projections
• Generator dispatch limits, heat-rates, and variable cost data
• 2011/ 2013 avoided costs
• 2011/2013 IPP costs
Developed by EPS
• Hydro generation curve
• Wind generation curve
• Geothermal generation curve
Other Inputs
• Environmental permit constraints on unit starts/hours
• Curtailment priority: evaluated seniority & economic w/in RE group
• HELCO unit cycling costs {provided by APTECH)
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Input Data - HELCO Wind Development
• SCADA data used to develop available wind from Tawhiri
and HRD
• Spot checked against Tawhiri data and HELCO delivery
points
• Estimate matched actual during non-curtailed periods,
assume same turbine outage during curtailed periods
Excess energy curtailments are due to energy above
HELCO's ability to consume
• EPS formula passed on to HELCO for future use
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HELCO 2011/13 Input: Monthly Wind
Average Available W i n d P o w e r By M o n t h - HELCO

-Uarch
- *p-il

SlidR -iA

2013 - HELCO Renewable Summary

Available*

1,217,281

Wind

Hydro

Geothermal

% RE

170,950

46,129

275,700

40.5%

• Does not include PV or energy efficiency

Notes:
1) "Available" assumes all available RE without curtailments,
includes HRD, Tawhiri, PGV plus hydro
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Input Constraint- HELCO Regulation
Wind Regulation-2013
• Use 20-minute scatter plots as basis
Net load requirements - 6 MW up
• Net load requirements - 9 MW down
• Can be opposite ramps, need additive total
• Wind regulation - 1:1 up to 15 MW, no regulation above 15
MW
• Wind can provide a portion of down regulation; studies
indicate no more than 50%
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2011 - HELCO Regulation - 20 minutes

Slide 47

2011 - HELCO Regulation - 60 minutes

Slide 'IB

HELCO Down Regulation Studies
studies completed to determine if wind can provide down
regulation for HELCO
• Only Tawhiri was considered technically feasible
I',' i y

• 1% droop and GE recommended wind control parameters
used
Indicates that no more than 50% of down regulation can be
supplied by wind
Wind can supply less down regulation if additional units are
on-line
Down regulation can be beneficial if it reduces curtailments
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HELCO Down Regulation Studies
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HELCO Production Cost Simulation Cases
1: No systenn constraints
- down reg supplied by thermal, curtailment by seniority queue
- down reg supplied by wind, curtailment by seniority queue
2: Base Case - identified constraints
- down reg supplied by thermal, curtailment by seniority queue
- down reg supplied by wind, curtailment by seniority queue
3: Economic Queue Case - all constraints
- down reg supplied by thermal, curtailment by economic queue
- down reg supplied by wind, curtailment by economic queue
4: Seniority Queue Case - all constraints
curtailed wind can provide upward regulation)

- down reg supplied by thermal, curtailment by seniority queue
- down reg supplied by wind, curtailment by seniority queue
5: Same as 4 - economic curtailment
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Production Simulation Results - HELCO
Comments on Production Simulation Output
Annual production cost simulation utilized probabilistic
method to determine unit production, starts, stops, etc.
Probabilistic methods are used for estimating
long-term forecasting of production costing
Method provides guidance on how system should be
operated over the long-term and gives an indication on
unit commitment for short-term
Short-term unit commitment simulations using
deterministic methods will be required prior to
implementation by system operators
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Example - Probabilistic vs Deterministic
Probabilistic Method
unit has low probability of
being dispatched during this
hour of the month

unit has higher probability of
being dispatched during this
hour of the month
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HELCO Production Cost Simulations
HELCO Total System Production Cost 2013
285,000

280,000

270.000

• 2013 HH-Dec only
265,000

-

260,000

-

al013

HuHonuiiMyeit

250.000 4
Ciie l a

CJIC l b

Case 2a

Caie 2b

C«ie 3«

Catr 3b

Production Simulation C a u Studle*

5-5

Results of 2013 Cycling Study
HELCO Renewable Curtailments 2011/2013

• 2011 Curtailment
• 2013 Curtail w/HH
B 2013 Curtail w / o HH

HRO

PGV

Hydro

Facility/ Total System

55

Impact of 2013 Security Constraints

• HELCO UnlU
• HEPunlti
D Total

2011 unit cyclei

2013 unit cycles w/HH

2013 unit cycles w / o HH

HELCO/HEP/System Generation Units by Owner

56

Marginal Energy Costs 2013
(does not consider cycling or ancillary services costs)

-Peik
-Otf-Pe«k

HELCO Sensitivity Analysis
The production model base case assumed that
demand to be served by dispatchable generation
could be perfectly forecast in advance
Review of case studies indicated that unit
commitment and dispatch results might be sensitive
to wind forecast errors
Cases were designed to evaluate the impact of wind
forecast errors on base case 2a
Sensitivities were designed for the wind energy to be
consistently over or under forecast to evaluate the
sensitivity ofthe simulation to wind forecast error
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HELCO Sensitivity Analysis
V^lnd Sensitivity Studies
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PUC Requested Analysis - HELCO
PUC requested an analysis using $0/MWh for marginal
cost of variable energy in the production simulations
• HELCO treats all variable energy as "must-tal<e"
Production simulation results using $0/MWh for variable
energy are identical unit commitment and energy cases as
la, l b , 2a, 2b and 4a, 4b in the Scope of Work
$0/MWh modifies the fuel & purchased pov^er cost of the
production simulations by the revenue paid to the IPPs as
indicated on the following pages
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HELCO $0/MWh Results
Casel(HH-Dec)
IPP

GWh

HRD
Tawhiri
Total

|

Cost ($000)

IPP

Case 2a (HH-Dec)
GWh
Cost ($000)

HRD

43.2 $

8,858

127.8 $

21,934

171 $

30,792

43.2 $
127.8 $

8,858
21,934

Tawhiri

171 $

30,792

Total

Case 2b (HH-Dec)
IPP

GV^h

HRD

Cost (SOOO)
43.2 $

8,858

Tawhiri

127.2 $

21,754

Total

170.4 $

30,612
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HELCO $0/MWh Results
HELCO SYSTEM PRODUCTION COSTS ($,000) ( $ 0 / M W h )

2011

2013

2013

HH-Dec only

Hu Honua all year

Case l a

na

237,883 na

Case l b

na

237,254 na

Case 2a

na

250,764 na

Case 2b

na

252,403 na

Case 3a

na

na

na

Case 3b

na

na

na

Case 4a

Insufficient Curtailment in Case 2 to warrant analysis

Case 4b

Insufficient Curtailment in Case 2 to warrant analysis

Case 5a

na

na

na

Case 5b

na

na

na
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Production Simulation Conclusions HELCO
The production cost simulations provide information as to
how the system might be operated
The value of ancillary services is about $12,900,000/vear
prior to Hu Honua and about $4,200,000/year following Hu
Honua
Results indicate that curtailment of variable renewables for
excess energy could be reduced with increased cycling
Curtailments are reduced slightly more than the base case
after Hu Honua is online
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^

Production Simulation Conclusions HELCO
Results indicate that although curtailments might be
reduced, the annual production cost varies with the
accuracy of the net load forecast
/

• Further analysis will better quantify the relationship

Large errors in wind forecast, either over or under, result in
increased production cost simulation results
Similar dependencies might exist for PV forecast
Results depend on HELCO/HEP units experiencing
considerable offline cycling

Slde6-J

Phase 4:
Recommendations
& Future Tasks
-HELCO-
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Recommendations & Future Tasks
HELCO
Review the detailed results of the production cost
simulations to determine if they suggest any operational
changes in the present time-frame to reduce curtailment
and reduce production cost
Develop additional sensitivity cases and forecast
assumptions to determine the best method of using a
production cost simulation tool to develop unit
commitment strategies and implementation methods
Identify potential pitfalls and additional items for study
Develop next-steps implementation plan on the optimized
unit commitment/forecasting solution
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Action Items (identified to date)
HELCO
Evaluate the impact ofthe simulation results on HELCO and
HEP
• Perform deterministic simulations to evaluate offline
cycling requirements
• Identify equipment modifications (capital improvements)
to HELCO units for type of offline cycling, including layup
Work with HEP to understand impacts of routine offline
cycling
Develop operator procedures for routine offline
cycling/layup

Slides?

Action Items (identified to date)
HELCO
Develop Unit Commitment and Load Forecast tools for
system operations
• Continue to develop wind and solar forecasting techniques
• Integrate forecast into system operations
• Determine the accuracy of the near term forecast
Develop an understanding of forecast errors and unit
commitment impacts
Develop unit commitment/dispatch procedures
incorporating integrated load/variable generation
forecasting and offline cycling decisions

Slide 6B

Considerations and Concerns
HELCO
Results depend on PGV/Hu Honua performing to
preliminary design: Verify PGV/Hu Honua operational
performance
Cycling costs are preliminary: monitor cycling costs going
forward to accurately update production cost simulations
When capital investments and operational expenses for
cycling are identified, review total cost impacts of
production cost savings plus required capital/operating
expenses; need to assess the value of flexibility
System would be operating closer to reliability constraints:
monitor system performance through faults and
contingencies, monitor system performance and reliability
impact from running with fewer online units
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Considerations and Concerns
HELCO
Frequency control in sub-minute time frame might require
additional ramping capability; monitor impact on system
frequency performance
Collect system and generator data to evaluate ROCOF
constraints
Ramping requirement did not include impact of increased
solar PV variability; consider impact of solar PV increases
on ramp constraint
Turbines require testing and verification of ROCOF ability
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MECO
Cycling Study

Study Building Blocks: MECO
In 2012, MECO completed the following steps that were
utilized to reduce curtailment in the study:
• Implemented alternate day cycling of Kahului Units 1 and 2 in
2012
• Limited upward regulation on the system with three wind farms
(72MW)to50MW
• Allocated 10 MV^ of upward regulation to the KWP II BESS
• Allocated 3 MW of downward regulation to the KWP II BESS
Modified the AGC to incorporate the three wind farms and
battery energy storage systems into the AGC system

MECO Study Conclusions
Significant reductions in curtailment are simulated in the
study when compared to previous simulations and
historical experience
Voltage constraint security was reduced by 7.5 MW during
curtailment periods
New volt constraint/increased cycling allows significantly
more renewable usage during day and evening peak hours
Wind/PV & net load forecasting is important
MECO units will experience significant cycling costs to
minimize curtailments with some fuel cost savings; total
system costs need to be reduced
Over-prediction of wind appears to provide better results
than under-prediction
Slide "3

Phase 1:
Cycling Costs Study
-MECO-
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Cycling Cost Study - Recommendations
MECO
MECO cost of cycling for typical starts estimated by APTECH
Layup of more than 7 days requires long-term lay-up
measures (will require new equipment and other
investments)
Add plant station service requirements to system loads
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Phase 2:
System Security
-MECO-
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System Security Constraint Summary
MECO
System
Constraint

Existing Practice

Study Recommendations

Stability at
minimum

NoneK3, K4, M14, M15,
M16, M17, M18

None required if regulation is met

Load shed

None K3, K4, M14, M15,
M16, M17, M18

None if regulation is met

ROCOF

None K3, K4, M14, M15
M16, M17, M18

None if regulation is met

Ramp Rate

NoneKB, K4, M14, M15
M16, M17, M18

DTCC plus one unit or equivalent
to obtain sSMW/min

K3andK4IV114, M15,
M16, M17, M18

K3 or K4 plus one unit at peak,
lesser constraints off-peal<

Voltage/
Transmission

NOTES:
1) Generating units must operate as modeled; for improved performance, fewer units
might be required, for poorer performance; additional units might be required
21 Units in blue are typical operating units on the MECO system due to historic cycling
P°''"y
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Minimum Generation Summary
MECO
Multiple units are required to meet regulation criteria
No unit stability restrictions as long as the combination of
units meet the regulation criteria
Either K3 or K4 is required for voltage
Ramp requirements of 5.0 MW/Minute require at least
one dual-train cc plus one unit or equivalent
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2013 Security Constraints Impact
(only changes in security constraints, not the economic unit commitment or dispatch)
Security Constraints Impacts on
Minimum Generation
BO T

IZOll
12013

System Security Analysis
stability constraint
• No unit stability restrictions as long as the combination of
units meet the regulation criteria
Load shed constraint
• Increased regulation reserves/spinning reserves plus BESS
decrease UFLS; no load shed constraints so long as
regulation requirements are met

Slide hO

System Security Analysis
Load shed requirements
Worst case condition occurs immediately prior to
curtailment
• Loss of wind plant is largest single contingency
• Historical system response generation would be first or
second stage UFLS, day/min, 0 UFLS peak
• Increased regulation reserves/spinning reserves plus BESS
decrease UFLS
Rate of change of frequency
• No limitations so long as reserves are met
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System Security Analysis:
MECO Ramp Rate Constraints
> 5MW/min
• Actual need will
increase due to
distributed PV; further
assessment will be
required using current
load data

Unit
Kl
K2
K3
K4
MM
MIS
M16
M17
M18
Miy
MIO, M U , M12,
MJ3
M4, M5, M6, M7
M8, M9
M l , M2, M3, XI.
X2.X3

Ramp Rnte
(MW/Min)
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
2
0.5/1.0
2
2
0.5/1.0
2
1
1
1
0
Shdr; H2

MECO Ramp Requirements
Tliermal units must be capable of ramp rates when BESS is discharged or
not available
Many times wind down ramps coincide with load up ramps
99% of wind ramp rates are less than 2.5 MW/30-seconds
30-second ramp rate equates to 5.0 MW/minute requirement^
1-hiinute ramp rate is 3.0 MW/minute
N^t toad ramp rates are approximately 2.0 MW/30 seconds,
1-hiinute ramp rate is approximately 2.2 MW/minute
Recommend minimum ramping capability be greater than S.O MW/minute
wl^ich is less than the 9.0 MW/minute equivalent 30-second ramp rate and
approximately equal to the 1-minuye ramp rate
Frequency stability in the subminute timeframe might require increased
ramping capability and should be monitored since the ramps rates are
calculated from wind models and not actual data
N<ote Kl, K2, K3 & K4 provide almost no ramp capability although they are
on combinations of must-run units for transmission constraints
hde 53

System Security Analysis:
MECO Voltage/Transmission Constraints
All Constraints are based on a contingency requirement and are not
steady-state transmission constraints. Generation constraint is reduced
by at least 7.5 W\W by new analysis
• At a load level < 144 MV\/; no Kahului generation is required
• The 2 small Kahului units or one large unit would be sufficient for load
levels 144 < X < 175
• 1 large Kahului unit is required for load levels
175 < X < 186
' 1 large + 1 small Kahului unit is required for load levels
1S6 < X < 207
1 large + 2 small Kahului units are required for load levels
207<x<221
i 'arge unit at Kahufui p^us HC&S would be sufficient at 2013 peak
( l 9 5 MW) t o eliminate all voltage violations
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System Security Analysis:
MECO Voltage/Transmission Constraints
• Potential transmission solutions to be examined
• Line reconductoring
• Load tap changer settings and operation
• Either solution could decrease voltage constraint on
generation by another 7.5 MW

Slide S5

Phase 3:
Production Cost Simulations
-MECO-
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Input Data - MECO Wind Development
2013 wind estimates
• Used AWS Truewind wind model for 2013 2-second wind
data
Developed wind power and wind ramp data from AWS
model
• MECO wind models do not utilize actual power
measurements to develop wind data
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MECO 2013: Wind Estimate
Average Available W i n d Power By M o n t h - MECO
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2013 - MECO Renewable Summary

/

.:
Available*

1,214,482

313,181

HC&S

% Renewable^

63,751

31.0%

*From AWS True Wind Integration Study
** does not include PV or Energy Efficiency
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MECO Regulation (pre-determined)
Wind regulation
• Based on 2012 requirements
• Wind regulation up - 6 MW or 50% of wind up to first 30
MW of wind, whichever is greater
• Wind > 30 MW, 1 MW for 1 MW wind to a maximum of 50
MW
Battery can supply up to 10 MW of up regulation and up to
3 MW of down regulation depending on number of CTs
online
Down regulation 6 MW - BESS is already providing portion
of down regulation, no additional down regulation is
allowed by wind
Slide !iO

MECO Cases
Case 1: No system constraints
la - Down reg supplied by thermal, curtailment by seniority queue

Case 2: Base Case - identified constraints
2a - Down reg supplied by thermal, curtailment by seniority queue

Case 3: Economic Queue Case - all constraints
3a - Down reg supplied by thermal, curtailment by economic queue

Case 4: Seniority Queue Case - all constraints
(50% of curtailed wind can provide upward regulation)
4a - Down reg supplied by thermal, curtailment by seniority queue

Case 5: Same as 4, economic curtailment
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MECO Production cost Simulations
MECO Total System Production Costs
Various Assumption Cases

Simulation Year

92

2013 Cycling Study Results
MECO Renewable Curtailments 2011/2013

DlOllCaieli
• 2011CJM2)
• 2013C«wl«
• 2013C4M71
Dl013CaM3i
• 2013Cai«l«
• 2013 Case S J
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2013 Cycling Study Results
(does not consider cycling costs or ancillary services costs)

MECO 2013 Marginal Energy Costs

•Pe«i
-Off-Peik

J«n

Fee

Mtr

Apr

May

Ju"

Jul

Aug

Sept

Oa

Nov

Dec

2013 Month
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MECO Sensitivity Analysis
Review of case studies indicated that unit
commitment and dispatch results might be sensitive
to wind forecast errors
• Sensitivities were designed for the wind energy to
be consistently over or under forecast to evaluate
the sensitivity ofthe simulation to wind forecast
error
• Cases were designed to evaluate the impact of wind
forecast errors on base case 2a.
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MECO Sensitivity Analysis
Wind Sensitivity Studies

i
-to

-;o

i
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I

r*^v.

40

% Wind Forecast Error
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PUC Requested Analysis
MECO
• PUC requested an analysis using $0/MWh for the
production simulations of all cases
• MECO treats all variable energy as "must-take"
• Production simulation results using $0/MWh are identical
unit commitment and energy cases as 1, 2a, 4a in the
Scope of Work
$0/MWh modifies the fuel & purchased power cost of the
production simulations by the revenue paid to the IPPs as
indicated on the following pages
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MECO $0/MWh Results
SYSTEM PRODUCTION COSTS ($,000)
2013
Case l a

223,593

Case 2a

228,830

Case 3a

na

Case 4a

Case 5a

228,002.0

na
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Production Simulation Results
MECO
• The results indicate that new security constraints and
commitment order can reduce curtailment and reduce
costs
• The production cost simulations are not real-time unit
commitment/dispatching tools, but provide information as
to how the system might be operated
The value of ancillary services is about $4.4M/year
MECO units will experience extensive cycling and costs with
new commitment order with some fuel cost savings
MECO results indicate over-prediction might be
consistently better than under-prediction
Development of accurate wind/PV/net load forecasting is
important
Slide 99
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Phase 4:
Recommendations
& Future Tasks
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Recommendations & Future Tasks
MECO
Review the detailed results of the production cost
simulations to determine if they suggest any operational
changes in the present time-frame to reduce curtailment
and reduce production cost
Develop additional sensitivity cases and forecast
assumptions to determine the best method of using a
production cost simulation tool to develop unit
commitment strategies and implementation methods
Identify potential pitfalls and additional items for study
Develop next-steps implementation plan on the optimized
unit commitment/forecasting solution
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Recommendations & Future Tasks MECO
Develop Unit Commitment and Load Forecast tools for
system operations
• Continue to develop wind and solar forecasting techniques
• Integrate forecast into system operations
• Determine the accuracy of the near term forecast
• Develop an understanding of forecast errors and unit commitment
impacts
Develop unit commitment/ dispatch procedures
incorporating integrated load/variable gen forecasting and
offline cycling decisions
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Action Items (identified to date)
MECO
Gather real time wind data and compare results
Perform deterministic simulations to evaluate offline
cycling requirements
Identify equipment modifications (capital improvements)
to MECO units for type of offline cycling, including layup
Develop operator procedures for routine offline
cycling/layup
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Considerations and Concerns
MECO
Results are based on forecast wind data and have not been correlated
with real wind data
Cycling costs are preliminary: monitor cycling costs going foi^ard to
accurately update production cost simulations
When capital investments and operational expenses for cycling are
identified, review total cost impacts of production cost savings plus
required capital/operating expenses
System would be operating closer to reliability constraints: monitor
system performance through faults and contingencies, monitor system
performance and reliability impact from running with fewer online units
Frequency control in sub-minute time frame might require additional
ramping capability; monitor impact on system frequency performance
Ramping requirement did not include impact of increased solar PV
variability; consider impact of solar PV increases on ramp constraint
Battery testing and verification is critical to system performance
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Going Forward with
HELCO & IVIECO
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MECO and HELCO Strategy
Continuously identify new or different ways to lower
generation costs and synergies with or tradeoffs with
reliability / security or renewable energy integration
• "Re-optimize" generation commitment and dispatch for
energy and ancillary services as new resources become
available, or relative costs of resources change
Implement new or changing methods as each system
evolves
• Add new cost-effective renewable energy resources to
displace fossil generation
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HELCO Work Plan
• Review HELCO's capital budget to incorporate modifications necessary
to facilitate migration to the optimal unit commitment and dispatch
identified in the cycling study
•
•

Equipment modifications for routine cycling or layup
Equipment modifications to improve dispatch range, AGC response, ramping

• Verify/improve system dynamic response
•
•
'
•

Verify Hu Honua/PGV dynamic response to confirm assumptions in cycling study
through design and operational data
Confirm distributed generation ride-through
Collect system and generator data to evaluate ROCOF constraints
Monitor frequency control in the sub-minute time frame

• Integrate wind and PV forecasting tools into system operations
• Develop unit commitment/dispatch procedures incorporating
integrated load/variable generation forecasting and offline cycling
decisions
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HELCO Work Plan (continued)
• Investigate modifications to existing and new variable
generation IPP contracts to reduce ratepayer costs and
participate in system grid management (for example,
frequency response, regulation, and inertial response)
• Continue plans to acquire new firm, dispatchable
renewable generation
Continue to monitor technology improvements that
enable more flexible, secure system operation with high
levels variable RE (for example, improved forecasting,
storage technologies, smart grid solutions, demand
response capabilities, inverter-based generation technical
capabilities)
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MECO Work Plan
Review MECO's capital budget to incorporate:
- Generating unit modifications necessary to: (1) enable
Kahului Units 3 and 4 to start up in a shorter timeframe; (2)
lower the minimum operating loads on the units; and (3)
enable the units to cycle on a daily basis or to be shut down
for extended durations (days, weeks, or months) while
mitigating any deleterious effects, and maintaining
compliance with environmental guidelines
-Transmission projects to reduce voltage constraint on
Kahului generating station operations
Continue improvements to the AGC system to allocate the
combined cycle steam units contribution to regulation
reserves
IDS

MECO Work Plan (continued)
/

Develop unit commitment/ dispatch procedures
incorporating integrated load and variable generation
forecasting and offline cycling decisions

lie

Closing Remarks
• Continue learning from operational data to understand the
impacts of changes to the islands' generation mix and to improve
efficiencies and outcomes for all grid partners
• Increase the flexibility of the systems to accommodate the fastpaced changes in the generation mix
• Perform frequent system analysis (load flows, dynamics to
identify other methods that improve system flexibility)
• Incorporate operational "lessons learned" using system real-time
data into plans
• Continue with generation, T&D, and operational changes to
accommodate more renewable energy and lower generation
costs
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Thank You!

Supplementa

Kirby and EPS Study;
Differences

Slice l l - i

Kirby and EPS Study Differences
(Itt2tfllCDaiE(t£23
I

mRaflasnaiBaQQiEaArES

Study period

2011 historical

2011 cursory; 2013 w / H u Honua, PGV8,
New Wind

Cycling costs

Estimates from mainland study only
applied to selea steam units

Based on custom APTECH study for
HELCO/MECO units for all units under
dispatch control

2011 historical, no corrections for
curtailment

2011 actual uncurtailed. Average of 2011
peak/morning used for curtailed energy
during off-peak

Wind data

Wind data for Tawhiri used for HRD,
actual wind for MECO, curtailment ti
from IPP

Wind data from all IPPs, correlated
between utility and IPP, estimated 2013
data for MECO

Geothermal

2011 historical, no corrections for
curtailment or derations/maintenance

2011 actual uncurtailed. Peak period
assumed available for next day in 2011.
2013; 38 M W with unit maintenance
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Kirby and EPS Study Differences
. / lltemi

/

]aiEl»

]fi?3f;.]i..Ki.Tyjnn^fTT;rij»';iM

Unit Commitment

Unit commitment not
optimized, re-dispatch
optimized

Re-evaluate unit commitment and
dispatch using cycling study costs for all
units

Generation Output and
Cost Data

Historical unit outputs, onemonth fuel and avoided costs
provided by utility

Forecast fuel, forecast demand, include
future generation additions, distributed
PV, anticipated availability

System Security
Constraints

Used only 2 steam unit
reliability constraint/or
HELCO; K3/K4forlVtEC0

Assessment of reliability, UFLS,
ramping, ROCOF, stability criteria for all
conditions

Wind Sensitivity Analysis

Assumed wind was 100%
predictable

Assessed the reliability of wind forecast
on unit commitment/production costs

Unit Characteristics

Used 2011 unit constraints

Used 2012 unit constraints, generally
lower turndown, better response
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HELCO
Cycling Study
Additional Information

Input Data 2011 HELCO Fuel Prices
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Input Data 2013 HELCO Fuel Prices
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HELCO Production Cost Simulations
HELCO SYSTEM PRODUCTION COSTS (S.OOO)
2011

2013

2013

HH-Dec only

Hu Honua all year

CASP 1^
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Case 11)
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262.123
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266,557

Case 3a

257.734

281.493

267,345

Case 31)

261.249

282.958

266,535

Case 4a

liisiiffKieiit Curtailineut in Case 2 to war lant analysis

Case 41)

liisufricieii(Ciii'tailinent inCase 2 to warrant analysis

Case 5a

Insufficient Cm taihnent in Case i to '.vairani analysis

Case 51)

Instifficient Curtailment in Case 3 to './at iant analysis
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HELCO Production Cost Simulations
HELCO CURTAILMENT RESULTS
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24-hour Dispatch Cycle-Thernnal Units
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Marginal Energy Costs 2011 vs 2013
(does not include cycling costs)
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HELCO Sensitivity Analysis
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Input Data Tawhiri Power 2013 costs

Year
2013

Cents/kWh
Tawhiri Payment Rate
16-quarter Average
Mon
On-Peak
Off-Peak
1
' 17.580
" 14.388
' 17.696
" 14.456
2
' 17.824
3
" 14.532
4
' 17.989
" 14.642
5
' 18.167
" 14.764
6
^ 18.350
•^ 14.892
7
' 18.544
•^ 15.024
8
' 18.722
" 15.142
9
' 18.883
•^ 15.250
10
' 19.041
•^ 15.353
11
' 19.191
•^ 15.449
12
' 19.340
'
15.542
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Input Data 2011 HELCO Avoided Costs
Cents/kWh

2011

Month
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

HELCO Avoided Cost

On-Peak
15.92
16.75
17,928
18.277
22.321
20.677
20.721
21.317
20.881
20.7S
21.055
21.027
19.802

Schedule Q

Tawhiri Rates

OH-Peak
13.651
14.447
15.644
15.846
19.995
17.586
17.662
18.318
17.801
17.776
18.18
18.23
17.09466667

On-Peak
18.4
18.41
18 45
18.48
18.59
18.67
18.67
18.68
18.67
18.67
18.67
18.67
18.5858333

OH-Peak
15.04
15.07
15.12
15.17
15.3
15.38
15.4
15.43
15.45
15.46
15.49
15.52
15.3191667

14.61
15.42
16.59
16.88
20.93
18.99
19.05
19.66
19.20
19.11
19.45
19.45
18.27833333
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Input Data 2011 HELCO Avoided Costs
Cents/kWh
Year
2013

Mon
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
6
9
10
11
12

Base
On-Peak jOff-Peak {Composite
22.137j
16.629'
19.842
22.137
16.6291
19.842
22.137!
16.6291
19-6421
22.137
16.629i
19.8421
22.137
16.629
19.842
19.842
22.137|"
le'-Kg
22.137
16.629
19.842
22.137
16.629
19.842
16.629j
19.842
22.137
19.842
22.137 [
16.629J
22.137 ^ 16.629
19.642
19.842
2J.137
16.629
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HELCO 2011: Monthly Wind

Mr*

HELCO 2011: Monthly Wind
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I

HELCO 2011 - EPS MW Calc vs Actual
J a n u a r y M o n t h l y Hourly Average W i n d Power
for Historical 2011 data
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2011 - HELCO Wind Summary
%HRD
Available Energy *

43,194 MWh

System Curtailments

734 MWh

1.7%

Excess Energy Curtailment

2,092 MWh

4.8%

Total Curtailments

2,826 MWh

6.5%

Delivered to HELCO

40,368 MWh

93.5%
% Tawhiri

Tawhiri
Available Energy *

127,756 MWh

System Curtailments

585 MWh

0.5%

Excess Energy Curtailment

10,210 MWh

8.0%

Total Curtailments

10,795 MWh

8.5%

Delivered to HELCO

116,961 MWh

91.5%

ity
- * Assumes constant turbine availability

•-hde 131

2011 - HELCO Non-Wind Summary
Available Energy *

262,847 MWh

System Curtailments

OMWh

0%

Excess Energy Curtailment

29,941 MWh

11.4%

Total Curtailments

29,941 MWh

11.4%

Delivered to HELCO

232,906 MWh

88.6%

* Highest daily hour assumed available during night for same 24 hr period

Hydro

"^"""Z

% Hydro

Available Energy *

46,129 MWh

System Curtailments

OMWh

0.0%

Excess Energy Curtailment

1,532 MWh

3.3%

Total Curtailments

1,532 MWh

3.3%

Delivered to HELCO

44,597 MWh

96.7%

* Average of 20:00 and 08:00 hydro production used for the night

2011 - HELCO Renewable Summary
Hydro

Geothermal

%RE

Actual

1,217,281

157,329

44,597

232,906

35.7%

Available*

1,217,281

170,950

46,129

262,847

39.4%

100% Wind

1,217,281

170,950

44,597

232,906

36.8%

100% Geo

1,217,281

157,329

44,597

262,847

38.2%

* Does not include PV or energy efficiency

Notes:
1) "Actual" relates to 2011 actual production schedule
2) "Available" assumes all available RE without curtailments
3) "100% Wind" assumes no wind curtailment; hydro and
geothermal curtailed as 2011
4) "100% Geo" assumes no geothermal curtailment; wind & hydro
as 2011
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MECO
Cycling Study
Additional Information

Fuel Prices - MECO

(price per barrel)

Reference

High

Low

Kahului Medium Sulfur Fuel Oil No.6

$110.16

S171.35

S67.34

Maalaea High Sulfur Diesel

S152.84

S232.59

$97.04

Maalaea Ultra Low Sulfur Diesel {April 2013)

S1S8.80

$241.66

S 100.82

2012 Fuel Price Forecast - Issued Feb 2012
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Avoided Costs- MECO
Cents/kWh
2011

2013 (Oct 1. 2012 Dkt 7310

MECO Avoided Cost
(Maui Oivibion)

Month
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

On-Peak
16.42
16.90
17.67
18.71
20.62
22.51
21.87

8
9
10
11
12

Filing)
On-Peak
18 13
18 13
18 13
18 13
18 13
18 13
18 13
18 13
18 13
18 13
18 13

Off-peak
17.49
17.49
17.49
17.49
17.49
17.49
17.49

21.43
20.50
20.10
20.77

OK-Peak
15.74
16.21
16.95
17.95
19.79
21.62
21.00
20.58
19.68
19.30
19.94

20.50

19.68

18 13

17.49

17.49
17.49
17.49
17.49
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2011 - MECO Wind Summary

% KWP

• /

:

Available Energy *

131,515 MWh

System Curtailments

1,397 M W h

6.7%

Excess Energy Curtailment

8,203 M W h

1.1%

Total Curtailments

9,601 MWh**

7.9%

Delivered to MECO

121,652 MWh

92.5%

%MECO

* Available energy based on # turbines available with 2% line loss
** Avail. Energy + Curtailments did not exceed delivered energy (loss assumption)
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2011 - MECO Renewable Summary

HC&S

% Renewable^

Actual

1,214,482

121,652

63,751

15.3%

Available*

1,214,482

131,515

63,751

16.1%

** does not include PV or Energy Efficiency
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MECO Production Cost Simulations
SYSTEM PRODUCTION COSTS ($,000)
2011

2013

Case la

256,565

270,460

Case 2a

264,703

274,877

Case 3a

sanne as case 2a

273,946

Case 4a

insufficient curtail

274,049.0

Case 5a

insufficient curtail

273,144.0

Slide -42

MECO Production Cost Sinnulations
CURTAILMENT RESULTS
2011

2013

Curtailment (GWh)

Curtailment (GWh)

KWPl

KWP2

FIT3PV

ULU

KWPl

KWP2

ULU

Case l a

0.1

0.0

0.0

0.8

0.4

4.1

0.3

Case 2a

0.2

0.0

0.0

1.1

2.5

11.9

3.8

Case 3a

na

na

na

1.1

15.0

2.6

0.6

Case 4a

na

na

na

1.0

2.5

11.6

3.6

Case 5a

na

na

na

1.0

14.7

2.6

0.6
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MECO Production Cost Simulations - 2a
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MECO Production Cost Simulations 2a
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MECO Production Cost Simulations
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MECO Production Cost Simulations
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MECO Production Cost Simulations
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Docket No. 2011 -0206 - Reliability Standards Working Group
Comments ofthe Hawaiian Electric Companies Regarding
HELCO/MECO Cycling Study Final Report
During the January 24, 2013 RSWG stakeholder meeting, Colton Ching, Vice-President
- Energy Delivery, provided the Hawaiian Electric Companies' comments on the HELCO/MECO
Cycling Study Final Report ("Report") prepared by Electric Power Systems Inc. {"EPS") and
presented during the meeting. Mr. Ching discussed the Companies' strategies for implementing
recommendations contained in the Report, discussed the detailed work plans for HELCO and
MECO, and provided the Companies' closing remarks with regard to the Report. Because the
content ofthe Januaf7 24, 2013 meeting was not transcribed or othen/vise recorded, the
Companies respectfully submit the following summary of Mr. Ching's remarks for interested
parties' information and for the record.
Mr. Ching noted that there were three "bottom line" conclusions identified as a part of the
HELCO/MECO Cycling Study ("Study") work. First, the Study identifies potential methods to
achieve lower generation costs for the Maui and Big Island systems. Second, the Study
identifies potential methods to reduce excess-energy curtailment of as-available generation.
And third, the Study confirms that reliability ofthe Maui and Big Island electric systems can be
maintained while achieving these outcomes.
Mr. Ching discussed a four part strategy to facilitate implementation ofthe conclusions
and recommendations contained in the Report. These included:
(1) Expeditiously incorporate study results into actions. This would include beginning
work on both short-term and long term initiatives to put into place the many findings
and recommendations ofthe Study.
(2) Perform system security and production simulation analyses as was done in the
Study on a periodic basis. As the Companies encounter changes to their systems
(changes in load, generation mix, fuel prices), periodic analysis will help to provide
insights on new or different ways to commit and dispatch generation, the
maintenance of efficient generation costs and Identifying any avoidable instances of
as-available generation curtailment.
(3) Continue to add new renewable energy resources to the Maui and Big Island grids
focused on displacing fossil fuel generation and to substitute for fossil fuel
generators.
(4) Regularly update the PUC on the Companies' progress in implementing the above
three items.
Mr. Ching also discussed specific work plans for the HELCO and MECO systems. For
HELCO, the Company will continue to cycle and layup certain units, like the Shipman units in
Hilo as appropriate and consistent with maintenance of system reliability. HELCO will also
revise its work plan and budgets to enable regular cycling of units identified in the study as

being beneficial to system generation costs and a reduction in as-available generation
curtailment. The Company would also work to verify the modeled dynamic properties of its
generating units, work with Independent Power Producers ("IPPs") to perform similar
verifications of their units; and operationalize the wind and solar forecasting work performed to
date at HELCO. HELCO will also continue with plans to procure additional dispatchable
renewable resources and continue to seek operational and economic provisions in existing asavailable contracts that can reduce overall system costs.
For MECO, the Company will revise its work plans and budgets to enable regular cycling
and transmission solutions to reduce and eliminate must-run conditions of the Kahului units. A
transmission project in the Wailuku-Kahului area has been identified as one way to achieve this.
Additionally. MECO will build on its AGC capabilities and subject more units to AGC control.
Finally, the Company will work to operationalize the wind and solar forecasting work performed
to date at MECO.
Both utilities will also continue to look at new technologies - storage, forecasting,
demand response, smart technologies - that can aid in reducing costs into the future.
In closing, Mr. Ching noted that similar to the work at HELCO and MECO, Hawaiian
Electric will plan on performing similar analyses on Oahu. Although excess energy curtailment
is not yet occurring on Oahu, performing such an analysis now may identify ways to operate the
Oahu system at lower costs and focus efforts to avoid any future instances of excess energy
curtailment. Mr, Ching committed again to updating the PUC on a regular basis on the
Companies' work to operationalize the recommendations in the Study and noted that the studies
performed for the HELCO and MECO systems were not a single event but rather will be a part
of an ongoing re-assessment process on how best to run the Companies' generation systems in
light of changes to the respective grids.
Mr. Ching concluded on a personal note that the cycling study work performed by EPS
was borne out of opportunities for improved generation efficiency and excess energy avoidance
identified through work done by the Commission's consultant Brendan Kirby. Mr. Ching noted
that the RSWG process helped to highlight that utilities do not have all of the answers in this fast
changing environment, that there is a lot of knowledge and new ideas which stakeholders can
bring to the table, and that collectively, we can do great things if we choose to work together
toward a common objective.
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Ancillary Services Definitions and Capability Study

Study Background ond Objectives

1 Study Background and Objectives
The purpose of this study is to identify, define and quantify ancillary services necessary to integrate
new generation resources, including renewable generation, for bulk power systems and particularly
the Hawaiian Islands. The results of this study may be: incorporated into the Hawaii Reliability
Standards Working Group's proposals for new reliability standards; used to develop
recommendations for revised generation interconnection technical requirements; provided to the
Hawaii Public Utility Commission for consideration and adoption; and used to inform the Hawaii
utilities' Integrated Resource Planning process.
The GE team has been deeply involved in analyzing the impact of renewable generation on the HECO
systems and has performed 9 system-level studies over the past 5 years. The power output form
Variable Generators (VGI such as wind and solar plants, by definition is variable. Also, there is a
certain amount of uncertainty associated with this generation in the hours preceding actual
operations. The generation from VGs is not only variable within the hour and is also variable on a
longer timeframe such as daily, weekly and monthly time frame. The variability of VGs within the
hour (along with the variability associated with Ihe load) is handled by the system operator through
the use of regulation and load-following (spinning) reserves. This study will leverage the findings of
the renewable impact studies performed by GE.
The project focuses on four tasks^:
• Task 1: Define a standardized set of ancillary services along with their associated definitions {in
functional, technology-neutral, performance based termsl that con be used to meet the
operational needs of Hawaii and other bulk power systems, and provide for the integration of
variable generation technologies.
• Task 2: Assess resource technologies (generation, transmission, storage, and demand response
(DR)1 for their ability to support the respective ancillary services, to maximize the diversity and
optionality for ancillary service acquisition and delivery.
• Task 3: Identify the physical requirements of the ancillary services needed for each Hawaiian island
(Oahu, Maui, Big Island).
• Task 4: Outline considerations for specifying / acquiring ancillary services for the Hawaii grids that
protect reliability, incent renewable generation, and minimize production costs.

This report presents the results of Tasks 1 and 2 of the study. The results of Tasks 3 and 4 will be
presented in a separate report.

^ After the study was commenced, it wos decided that Task 1 should be generic and address all ancillary services that ore
in service or under development m the U.S.. as well as internationolly, regardless of [heir applicability to the Hawoii
system. The applicability of the ancillary sen/ices to the Howoii system was included as a portion of Task 3 of the study.
Therefore, in Task 1, the difficulty in adopting some of the researched ancillory services for the Hawaii system will be
acknowledged, but not discussed in detail.
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Summary of Results

2 Summary of Results
Ancillary services ore required to maintain reliable operations of the electnc power system. With
Hawaii Natural Energy Institute (HNEI), in cooperation with the Hawaii Reliability Stondords Working
Group (RSWG), GE has worked to identify, define and quantify ancillary services necessary to
integrate new generation resources, including renewable generation, for the Hawaiian Islands. This
written summary report for Tasks 1-2 and the attached PowerPoint slides in Appendix A
documenting Tasks 1-2^, comprise the Part 1 final report from GE for use by HNEI and the Hawaii
RSWG. This portion of the study focuses on ancillory services definitions, interconnection
requirements and technologies capable of providing these ancillary services in technology-neutral,
functional terms. These definitions may not reflect the current practices on the Hawaiian Islands for
delivering ancillary services, but the ancillary services as defined here represent viable options for
any electric power system to maintain reliable operations and should be considered as options for
the Hawaiian Islands. Table A.2-1 summarizes the ancillary service definitions.

2 2012_12_10_Hawaii_Ancillary_Services_Repon_PARTlFlNALpptx
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Ancillary Services Definitions and Copobility Study

Summary of Results

2.1 Key Terminology
The following definitions for key terminology are relevant throughout the content of this study and
should be interpreted as described below.
Area Control Error (ACEI:
The instantaneous difference between a Balancing Authority's net actual and scheduled interchange,
taking into account the effects of Frequency Bias and correction for meter error. Source - NERC
Glossary 12008)
Conventionally, ACE = (NIA - NIS) - lOB (FA - FS) - IME, where:
NIA is the algebraic sum of octuol flows on oil tie lines.
NIS is the algebraic sum of scheduled flows on a)l tie lines.
B is the Frequency Bias Setting IMW/0.1 Hz) for the Balancing Authority. The constant factor
10 converts the frequency setting to MW/Hz.
FA is the actual frequency.
FS is the scheduled frequency. FS is normally 60 Hz but may be offset to effect manual time
error corrections.
IME is the meter error correction factor typically estimated from the difference between the
integrated hourly average of the net tie line flows (NIA) and the hourly net interchange
demand measurement.
Due to a lack of inter-area power flows, the definition of ACE has been modified for Hawaii.
Specifically, for Hawaii, ACE = - 108 (FA - FS). This modified definition of ACE is still applicable for
Hawaii as it correctly represents the fact that 100% of difference between supply and demand will
manifest itself as a frequency error. Source - Revised definition per Hawaii RSWG Glossary
Automatic Generotion Control (AGC):
Equipment that outomatically adjusts generation, storage devices, ond/or responsive load in a
Balancing Authority Area from a central location to maintain the Balancing Authority's interchange
schedule, plus the Frequency Bias (i.e. ACE). Source - NERC Glossary (2008) with modifications to
occommodate additional resource types such as load and storage devices
Although AGC was originally conceived as o means to provide fast (3-6 second signals) to generators,
the concept of leveraging AGC to provide "MW raise/lower" commands to demand-side and storage
resources is equally applicable and is in practice in some locations.
Droop Response:
Droop response is a near instantaneous means of proportion oily adjusting o resource's real-power to
resist a change in frequency; allowing a system of resources to operate in a stable manner.
The magnitude of a given resource's response is proportional to the frequency deviation and typically
characterized by "x%" droop. For example, o resource with operoting ronge available will provide
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100% additional output per "x%" change in system frequency. Response is typically a percentage of
the resource's full-capability.
Droop response con be provided by any frequency-sensitive resource.
Resource:
A resource may consist of any generation, storage, load (i.e. demand-side), or transmission technology.
Spinning / Non-Spinnina:
Historically, the terms "spinning" and "non-spinning" have referred to the rotational nature of
synchronized generators. Over time, this terminology has migrated to imply the "relative state of
readiness and responsiveness" as it relates to the ability for a resource to fulfill its ancillory obligation. In
an effort to leveroge contemporary industry vernoculor, this latter interpretation was adopted for use in
this presentation.
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3 Study Results
3.1Task 1: Identify and define ancillary services needed for
integration of new generation resources, including various
renewable generation technologies
Every bulk system requires o suite of ancillary services to provide grid reliability today and to
integrate variable renewable generation. The objective of Task 1 is to gather information to help
define o standard set of ancillary services with functional performance requirements/definitions,
interconnection requirements and other system considerations. Although each power system uses
the same ancillary services in functional terms, in practice there are significant differences across
regions ond balancing areas in which entities produce specific ancillory services ond how these
services are acquired, controlled, delivered and compensated. Thus it is important to distinguish
between the functional role of each ancillary service and the local, system-specific practices for its
provisioning (for instonce. whether o particular service is performed only by a utility-owned generator
or included os an operational interconnection requirement of third party generators). Tosks 1 and 2
therefore describe the ancillary services, and include descriptions to distinguish some of the ways by
which Hawaii's electric systems name and deliver these services today.
GE identified and defined all of the ancillary services that ore currently being used or under
development in different parts of the world, in regulated as well as deregulated regions, with a focus
on real-power energy balancing services such as regulation, load following and various types of
contingency reserves which are impacted more by renewables. The purpose of this task is to gather
the most recent informotion and best practices with respect to ancillary services with the full
understanding that some of these ancillary services may not be applicable to the Howoii utilities.
Ancillary services^ are those functions performed by the equipment and people that generate,
control, transmit, and distribute electricity to support the basic services of generating capacity,
energy supply, and power delivery. They ore required to mointoin relioble operations of the electric
power system, in addition to ancillary services, other interconnection requirements are placed on
resources to ensure reliable operation of the grid. These ancillary services and interconnection
requirements enable the system operator to meet the required operations and reliability standards
set by NERC. The ancillary services, interconnection requirements, and reliability standards ore
dependent on the characteristics of o power system.

^ FERC defines ancillary services as those "necessary to support the transmission of electric power from seller to
purchoser given the obligotions of control areas ond tronsmitting utilities within those control oreos to maintain reliable
operations of the interconnected transmission system."
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The set of ancillary services thot provide direct support for the reliable and economic operation of the
power system are:
Real-Power Enerav Balancing Services
• Frequency Responsive Reserve /Pnmary Frequency Response
• Regulation
• Load Following
• Spinning Reserve
• Non-Spinning Reserve
• Replacement Reserves
Additionol Services
• Blackstart
• Reactive Power/Voltage Support
Generation characteristics thot ore specified via Interconnection Reguirements ore:
• Power Factor & Voltage Control
• Voltage and Frequency Ride Through
• Ramp Rate Limits and minimum response
• Over and Under Frequency Controls
• Inertia

Real power balancing services that come into ploy dunng normal and contingency operating
conditions ore shown in the figures below. Figure 3-1 and Figure 3-2 illustrate the operational
timeframes for some services.
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The purposes of these ancillary services ore defined below. See the attached PowerPoint slides m
Appendix A entitled "2012_12_10_Hawaii_Ancillary_Services_Report_PARTlFINALpptx" slides 17-27
for the detailed definition for each ancillary service in functional terms for its performance
requirements (e.g., reaction speed for service provision, time duration, deployment frequency, and
MW mognitude of response). Differences from these functional definitions and the current practices
of the Hawaiian Islands are explored in Part 2 of this study.
For normal and contingency conditions:
Inertiol Response: Provides system stability during normal conditions; slows frequency chonge during
contingency events. Provided by synchronized resources {also via power electronics), inertiol
response is not obtained as an ancillary service. Rather it is autonomously provided by all
synchronous units. It can also be provided by variable generators if they ore equipped with synthetic
inertia feature. These inertial response requirements for VGs are addressed through the
interconnection requirements.
Frequency Responsive Reserves/ Primary Frequency Response: Automotic response triggered by
frequency swings. Typicolly deployed during contingency events. Arrests and helps to recover the
frequency change.
Regulation: Used continuously during normal operotions to correct short-term imbalances between
supply and demand. Deployed via AGC signals.
Load Following: Slower than "Regulation" and used primarily during normal operations. Typically
deployed vio economic dispatch to correct an imbalance that will occur in the future.
For contingency conditions:
Spinning Reserves: Type of contingency reserve that consists of resources which are connected to
the power system and poised, ready to respond Immediotely.
Non-spinning Reserves: Type of contingency reserve that consists of resources which are capoble of
providing full response within a specified time; however, the response does not need be immediate.
Replacement Reserves: Deployed following a contingency event. Intended to replenish contingency
reserves; response does not need to begin immediately.
Additionol Services:
Black Start: Provided by resources capable of starting themselves quickly without support of an
external electricity source. Used to restore a power system following a major blackout.
Reactive Power/ Voltage Support: Provided by resources capable of injecting/consuming reactive
power which is required to maintain voltages within acceptable limits throughout the power system.
The definitions and details of these ancillary services are summarized in Table XX below and
discussed in further detail in Appendix A.
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Ancillary Services Definitions and Copabiliiy Study

3.1.1

Study Results

Developments in Ancillary services - Emerging regulations, services and

requirements
Recent developments in ancillary services for several regions In North Amenco were researched to
help Identify emerging and additional services thot may be applicable to Hawaii. As renewable
penetration Increases, many systems are challenged to examine existing and future requirements for
reliability. Here are some highlights of the findings of this reseorch.
Inertial Response (ERCQTI^
ERCOT Is evaluating requirements for inertiol response. Introduced tool (20101 to monitor online
conventional generation, spinning reserves, ond ratio of wind to total generation ... system operator
can adjust unit commitment If available Inertial response Is Insufficient.
Primary Freauencv Response
Frequency Responsive Reserve (WECC):
A Frequency Responsive Reserve (FRRl procedure was proposed by Vi/ECC in 2005^
NERC BAL-002-WECC-1 (20081 requires 50% of contingency reserves to be spinning AND
frequency responsive. NERC BAL-012-WECC-2-CR (FRR Criterion. 20091 establishes minimum
required FRR to prevent under-freq. load shedding (UFLS) during loss of generation event.
Primorv Frequency Response (ERCOT):
ERCOT Is the only balancing area thot guides Its minimum frequency response. The protocols
also discuss the required primary frequency response from wind powered generation
resources with standard generation interconnection agreements signed after January 1,
2010. Wind units ore required to provide primary frequency response in response to high
system frequency similar to a thermal unit with o droop of 5%.
Secondary Freauencv Response
Load Followino (CAISO): Flexible Ramping Revised Draft Praposol - August 2012
In WECC there is a stakeholder effort to develop morket-based flexible romping products. The
load following service attempts to provide sufficient ramping and flexibility to handle 5minute supply/demand changes.
Analogous to Load Following: Fiexible ramping product addresses ramping issue before the
binding real-time dispatch (RTDl... Regulation addresses romping issue after binding RTD.
As port of NERC Project 2010-14.1 standard BAL-012-1 is developed to require a balancing
authority to develop and document plants for the oppropriate mix of operating reserves. This
will include adequate Regulating Reserve, Contingency Reserve ond Frequency Responsive
" Reference [3] NREL: Notionol Renewable Energy Laboratory, Operating Reserves and Variable Generaiion, August 2010
^ See above footnote 5. Reference [3]
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Resen/e. Comments have been received (period closed July 20121 and are ovoilable here:
nt:i'X//w-:Vyv.i;eri .c;i;;:j\;jc:s/yon
Hawaii requires 100% of all contingency reserves to be frequency responsive.
Ramp Capability for Lood Following (MISOl: MISO white-poper - July 2011
MISO is investigating improved Load Following options ... considering several approaches for
"pre-ramping" resources for better future interval positioning.
They oppeor to be gravitating toward a "market product" which prices ramp capability. An
incentive is provided to participate to ovoid "out of merit" dispatch. The price would be
"cleared" based on resource opportunity cosL and "paid-for" thru cost allocation similar to
other ancillary products.
Regulation Performance Compensation (FERC Order 7551: Issued in October 2011
FERC found "current methods for compensating resources for the provision of regulation are
unduly discriminatory". Order 755 requires all RTOs and ISOs to modify their tariffs to provide
for a two-part payment to regulation resources:

3.1.2

•

1^' Part: Payment for keeping a resource's capacity in reserve in the event that it is
needed to provide regulation.

•

Z"'^ Part: Payment shall be a performance payment that reflects the amount of work
that each resource performs in real-time.

Interconnection Requirements

Interconnection standards enable the system to meet its reliability standards by requiring generators:
•

To have certain capabilities that directly helps with the system reliability

•

To hove certain capabilities that enable it to provide anoliory services that ore required for
system reliability.
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Figure 3-3 Interconnection requirements for Variable Energy Resources
More information on these interconnection requirements and example of regions that hove
implemented some of these interconnection standards can be found in Appendix A slides 44-52.
More detail on recommended interconnection requirements can be found in the Port 2 report and
are summarized in Table A.3-2 below.
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Table A.3-2/nterconnectfon Requirements
Interconnection Requirement:

Brief Definition:

Reactive Power & voltage Control

Capability to provide reactive power output
within a certain power factor range and
the capability to regulate voltage within
this range

Fault Ride-through

Capability of the generator to ride-through
(predetermined) temporory voltage and
frequency deviations

Romp Rote Limits and Control

Capability to romp limit the output of a
generator under certain condiiions

Over and under Frequency Control

Capability to automatically increase ond
decrease (sustained! output under low and
high frequency conditions respectively

Inertia

Capability to provide an immediate
response to a drop in system frequency

Per 0 recent NREL paper (spring 20121: common active power control requirements in the US for
wind ore OS follows:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Curtailment control
Romp rate control (for curtailments and startup)
Regulotion UP (for under-frequency)
• Adjustable droop
Regulation down for over-frequency
• Adjustable droop
High wind shutdown
Rote vohotion control
Inertia
Pnmary frequency response

Of the obove, o couple of the key developments with respect to interconnection requirements ore
discussed below.
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Inertia Reauirement for Hydro Quebec:
Hydro-Quebec requires that wind plants be able to contnbute to reducing frequency deviations
similar to a synchronous generator whose inertia constant (H) equals 3.5s
Primary Freauencv Response Reauirement for ERCOT:
Many tSOs require wind units to provide Over-frequency response similar to o thermal unit with a
droop of 5%. .
Few grid operotors (Nordic and ESBfsiG) require wind plants to be able to change the active power
production as a function of the network frequency. In ERCOT, wind units ore required to provide
primary frequency response in response to high system frequency similar to a thermal unit with a
droop of 5%.
Recommendations regarding which of the above-mentioned ancillary sen^ices and interconnection
requirements are suitable for Hawaii will be discussed in Tosk 3.

3.1,3

Other Considerations

Several additional considerations affect ancillary service delivery and system economics and the
ability to meet renewable energy goals. These considerations cannot be addressed directly by
interconnection requirements or ancillary services. There may be o need for other mechanism as
listed below.
Reduced Minimum GeneraWon Copobility:
Enabling resources to operote with reduced minimum generation capacity increases the potentiol for
increased online reserves and the potential for more granular ancillary service participation. More
online reserves may help ovoid curtoilment of renewable and lower cost generating assets.. This
should also improve system-level load following capability and provide options for improved portfolio
management to hedge against uncertain conditions, in general, there needs to be a mechanism
within power systems such as planning rules or tonffs to incent more flexibility in generators, i.e.
lower turndown, foster ramp rote, shorter start time ond the ability to cycle.
Short-circuit Strenath:
Short-circuit levels on tronsmission lines may decrease if synchronous generators are replaced by
renewables. Synchronous generators may need to be online to maintain minimum short-circuit levels
on the system. Relays and protection devices that detect short circuits by monitoring the current
and need o minimum current for reliable operation (lower limit for short circuit levelsl. Since Hawaii
anticipates high penetrations of renewables, additional studies are recommended to try and identify
any issues with short-circuit strength.
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Short-circuit Ratio:
The short circuit rotio as seen at the point of interconnection of non-synchronous generators con
decrease. This can happen even at the some level of commitment of synchronous generators but ol
higher penetration of non-synchronous resources. The decreased short-circuit ratio can lead to
controller instability issues in the power electronics control of wind and solar generators.
Load Shapina:
Load shaping considers prooctive movement of demand-side resources or non-dispatchable lood to
provide a more manageable daily lood shape, i.e. incentivize / prohibit charging of PEVs at certain
times of day. "Load shaping" may provide on opportunity to reduce the amount of other ancillary
services that ore required. We anticipate thot this would be o procedural implementation rather than
ancillary-service based approach. System operators need to carefully consider how to monitor,
incentivize, and enforce the targeted load adjustments.
3.1.4

Unique characteristics of Hawaiian system warrant attention to ancillary services

and interconnection requirements
The unique characteristics of the Hawaii system needs lo be token into account in order to determine
the additional ancillary service and interconnection requirements. These characteristics ore
discussed below.
• The Hawaiian Islands are comprised of relatively small island systems: HECO-1200 MW, MECO
-200MW, HELCO-195 MW peak load. The relative small island systems moke it challenging to
maintain frequency.
• There ore no interconnections between the Hawaiian Islands or the Moinlond. Any imbolonce
between load ond generation offecis frequency, a smoll frequency bios.
• There is a higher Rote of Change of Frequency (ROCOF) due to system events. The ratio of unit size
or renewoble energy project size to system size is high.
• Howoii has leaner operations than other systems. There is a relatively high cost of energy and
ancillary services (that ore currently provided as a bundled service with energyl due to high fuel
prices.
• Historical reasons such as existing purchase power agreements, system requirements for UFLS,
ROCOF, tronsmission constraints, ramping, physical and emission limits require the use of some
Must run/scheduled units.
• Each Howoiion Island has a single vertically integrated utility, multiple IPPs and third-party
dispersed generation with no centralized power markets to purchose or sell excess generation
• While fewer opportunities for tronsoction "liquidity", ancillary service value con be colculoted/estimoted
to provide incentives/payments to providers of ancillary services - ancillary services do not need to
remain in bundled utility offering.
• The Hawaiian Islands hove large amounts of distributed generation.
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• Clean Energy Mondote includes RPS torget of 40% and 4.300 GWH reduction for Energy Efficiency
Portfolio Standards by 2030; high wind and solar generation potential in MECO, geothermal in
HELCO.
• Howoii hos specific operating criteria to maintain system frequency and voltage and provide
adequate reserves.
The unique characteristics of the Hawaii system will be token into account while determining the
applicobility of the researched ancillary services ond interconnection requirements.
The current operating criteria of note and the impact on the current provision of ancillary services on
the Hawaiian Islands are included in Task 3.
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3.2Task 2: Identify which technologies con provide each ancillary
service.
Using the ancillary service definitions developed in Task 1, GE identified and summarized in a table
which generation, transmission, storage and demand-side technologies ore able to provide eoch
ancillary service given current technology copobilities and fuel ovoilobility, without screening or
limiting the options with respect to economic cost-effectiveness. As requested, GE generally limited
technologies to those that ore available m commercial or pilot applications today and provide
current deployment cost estimates, but do not speculate about future cost projections.
The generation technologies ore broken down by fuel (for example, gas units) and type (for example,
simple cycle gas turbine) without focus on the octuol moke or model. GE Identified the approximate
resource size for each technology and each ancillary service. Bockground and reference citations as
available for each technology and ancillary sen,/ice capability match ore provided.
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Table A.3-3Anc///ory Services Capabilities by technology
A n c i l l a r y Services C o m p a t i b i l i t y
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Note: GE Wind Turbines ore capable of providing governor response with a deod-bond of up to +/36 mHz. For frequency deviations that extend beyond +/- 36 mHz. the default response for the
turbine governors is to provide a proportional response bock to the droop characteristic. Further,
synthetic inertia con also be availed from the wind turbines in events of severe frequency excursions.
The stored kinetic energy in the wind blades con be released during such events to assist the gnd
and arrest the frequency drop and frequency nadir. GE Wind Turbines hove a deodbond of 200 mHz
for provision of synthetic inertia. For AGC-bosed "MW raise/ MW lower" regulation signals, the
governor dead-band does not apply. Wind turbines ore also capable of providing sufficient
responsiveness for spinning reserve; however, a related factor that needs to be considered is the
required duration that the spinning reserve response must be sustained once it is deployed. The
required response period is more directly tied to the site-specific wind sustainabillty than the
equipment itself.
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Table A.3-4Techno/ogy characteristics
Plant Size (MWl
;
1

Cost Estimates
Totol
Overnight
Raiourca
Cost in 2010 Siis Aiiumad
(2009 $/kWI
in Cott
Turndown
for slated (izfl
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Load Level
(MWl
(MWl

Minimum

Minimum (T
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• ^ i a 1
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More detaile[d (Jescriptions of each resource ore included on slides 58-87 of Appendix A.
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Study Results

4 Part 1 Summary
Port 1 of the Hawaii Ancillary Services study focuses on ancillary services definitions, interconnection
requirements and technologies capable of providing these ancillary services in functional terms.
They may not reflect the current practices on the Hov^/aiion Islands but represent viable options for
any electric power system to maintain reliable operations and should be considered as options for
the Hawaiian Islands. The ancillary services ore currently provided to the Howoiion Islands under
bundled service by the utility operators. Part 2 of the final report will document the GE study results
for Task 3-4 and provide analysis of Hawaii specific scenarios including comporison of current
practices on the Hawaiian Islands to proposed ancillary services and interconnection requirements.
The interconnection requirements con help designate some of the desired capabilities required to
deliver ancillary services. These services may be provided by a utility or independent power producer
and compensated in accordance to the value that capability brings to the system, to be discussed in
Task 3 and A.
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Ancillary Services Def. & Cap. Study
Overview of Study
Purpose:
Study sponsored by HNEI with support and guidance from Hawaii RSWG t o identify,
define, and quantify ancillary services required t o support new generation (including
renewable generation) for bulk power systems and particularly the Hawaiian islands.
Obiectives:
• Define a standardized set of ancillary services along with their associated definitions (in
functional, performance based terms) that can be used to meet the operational needs of Hawaii
and other bulk power systems.
• Technologies (generation, transmission, storage, and demand response (DR)) will be assessed for
their ability to support the respective ancillary services to maximize the diversity and optionality
for ancillary service acquisition and delivery.
• Identify the physical requirements of the ancillary services needed for each Hawaiian island
(Oahu, Maui, Big Island)
• Outline considerations for specifying / acquiring ancillary services for the Hawaii grids that
jjfgtect reliability, incent renewable generation, and minimize production costs.
iniaqincLi(..nGI .vDrli
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Introduction
Ancillary services & additional functions required for power system operation
•

Ancillary services* are those functions performed by the equipment and
people that generate, control, transmit, and distribute electricity to support
the basic services of generating capacity, energy supply, and power delivery.
They are required to maintain reliable operations of the electric power
system.

•

In addition to ancillary services, other interconnection requirements ore
placed on resources to ensure reliable operation ofthe grid

• These ancillary services and interconnection requirements enable the
system operator to meet the required operations reliability standards set
by NERC.
• The ancillary services, interconnection requirements, and reliability
standards ore related to the characteristics of a power system.
• ffPCdefinedoncil/pry se'wftfSOS rhose ' n t c m a i y t o i u p p o ' t the iransmrjsioncle'ecincpower f ' o m i ^ W f r r D p u i c f i o s e r g i v e n [ h e o t ' i i g o t i o r x o ' c o n t ' d
oreos and tronsmitt/ng u t ' l ' t ' t i ivithirj t h o i t control a r g a i lo maintain reliable opijfaticns o l the ' n i e i c o i ' i e c t i d liansitinsion i y i t e i t . "
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KeyTernninology
The following definitions are relevant throughout the content of this presentation and should be
interpreted as described below:
Area Control Error (ACE): The instantaneous difference between a Balancing Authority's net
actual and scheduled interchange, taking into account the effects of Frequency Bias and
correction for meter error. NERC Glossary (2006)
Conventionally, ACE = (NIA - NIS) - lOB (FA - FS) - IME, where:
• NIA is theolgebroic sum of octuol flows on all tie lines.
• NIS is the algebraic sum of scheduled flows on all tie Imes.
• Bis the Frequency Bios Setting (MW/0.1 Hz} for the Bolancing Authority. The constant factor 10 converts the frequency
setting to MW/Hz.
• FA IS the octuol frequency.
• FS is the scheduled frequency. FS is normally 60 Hz but may be offset to effect manual time error corrections.
• IME is the meter error correction factor typically estimated from the difference between the integrated hourly average of
the net tie line flows (NIA) and the hourly net interchange demand measurement.

Due to a lack of inter-area power flows, the definition of ACE has been modified for Hawaii.
Specifically, for Hawaii, ACE = - 108 (FA - FS) - IME. This modified definition of ACE is still
applicable for Hawaii as it correctly represents the fact that 100% of difference between supply
and demand will manifest itself as a frequency error. Revised definition per Hawoii RSWG
Glossary.
irn;if]ir'i;l on c:r-.'A;i'
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Key Ternninology (cont'd)
The following definitions are relevant throughout the content of this presentation and are
intended to provide clarification on their intended interpretation:
Automatic Generation Control (AGC): Equipment that automatically adjusts generation, storage
devices, and/or responsive load in a Balancing Authority Area from a central location to maintain
the Balancing Authority's interchange schedule plus Frequency Bias (i.e. ACE). NERC Glossary
(20081 with modifications to accommodate additional resource types such as load and storage
devices.
Although AGC was originally conceived as a means to provide fast (3-6 second signals) to
generators, the concept of leveraging AGC to provide "MW raise/lower" commands to demandside and storage resources is equally applicable and is in practice in some locations.

imogmoionci^vcfx
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Key Ternninology (cont'd)
The following definitions ore relevant throughout the content of this presentation and are
intended to provide clahfication on their intended interpretation:
Droop Control / Governor: Droop speed control is near instantaneous means of using frequency
deviations to distribute load set-point adjustments to a system of resources in a stable manner.
The magnitude of a given resource's response is proportional to the frequency deviation and
typically characterized by "x%" droop. For example, a resource with operoting ronge available
will provide 100% additional output per "x%" change in system frequency. Response is typically
a percentage of the resource's full-capability.'^'
Droop response can be provided by any frequency-sensitive resource.
Resource: A resource may consist of any generation, storage, load (i.e. demand-side}, or
transmission technology.
Spinning / Non-Spinning: Historically, the terms "spinning" and "non-spinning" hove referred to
the rotational nature of synchronized generators. Over time, this terminology has migrated to
imply the "relative state of readiness and responsiveness" as it relates to the ability for a
resource to fulfill its ancillary obligation. In an effort to leverage contemporary industry
vernacular, this latter interpretation was adopted for use in this presentation.

irri;ini''ii; nn(:l-.'jc;r<
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Task 1: Scope & Deliverables
Identification & definition of ancillary services
Obiectives:
• Provide a standardized set of ancillary services olong with their associated
definitions (in functional terms).
• Highlight emerging ancillary services and the entities pursuing them
• Scope added by GE: Discussion on interconnection requirements due to interrelationship w / ancillary services
• Explain how each ancillary service is used for grid operation
' Incorporate perspective during normal and contingency conditions
• Identify "Hawaii-specific" differences relative to the standardized definitions
• Consider how ancillary functionality is currently provided
• Adjust standardized definitions for Hawaii (finalize during Tasks 3 & 4)

k l G f i ifr'tiui'''ii'0'ifit •'•"'•I'
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Ancillary Services & Interconnection Requirements
Emphasis on Ancillary Services that provide direct support for the reliable and economic
operation ofthe power system:
Real-Power Enerav Balancing Services
" Frequency Responsive Reserve/Primary Frequency Response
• Regulation
• Load Following
* jj-..i ,n •
n
Additional Services
• Spinning Reserve
—r;—TTTZ
^, cf^
' Block Start
• Non-Spinning Reserve
n
^^ n
/,, u
r
n I
Zn
' Reactive Power/Voltage Support
• Replacement Reserves
^
^^
Generation requirements that are specified via Interconnection Requirements ore:
Interconnection Requirements
• Power Factor & Voltage Control
• Voltage and Frequency Ride Through
• Ramp Rate Limits and Control
• Over and Under Frequency Controls
• Inertia
Other Considerations
0 W V
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Real-Power Energy
Balancing Services
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Operational Time Frannes
Relationship during Normal Operating Conditions
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Operdtional.Jjme Frames
(Normal Conditions f*
Severol hours to several days
Ensures that oppropriote generation is ovoilable
to meet forecosted demand, reserve, and
interchonge requirements'^'.
Critical to economic / reliable system operation'"

•
•
•
•
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lOaysl

Several minutes to several hours
Follows general trending pattern within [he day'"
Usually performed by economic dispatch'"
Focuses on rote of change in generation and
consumption'^'

Regulation:
• Several seconds to minutes
• Balances fost Isec-to-sec and min-to-minl
. ..random variation in.supplyrdemand'bojance'-'' . Automotic responseltypically via'AGCI to.-;-,
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Operational Time Frames
Relationship during Continoencv Operating Conditions
Mortrt Rnponsa / Economk 0i»patdi

Operational Time Frames

r

(Continoencv Conditions)
RMpwilv* Rescrvi
(vro Qovfnoi]

Arrests the frequency chonge
Generators ond loads adjust speed and transfer
kinetic (or stared) energy to electrical energy'^'

Replacement ReHrvat
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R«Mrv«Must
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Inartlol ^
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• Frequency-sensitive droop response from
generotors with headroom (or responsive loods)"'
• Stabilize frequency at or below nominol levels
ReoulQtion:
• Commended "MW" adjustment thru AGC
• Assists freq. recovery toward nominol levels'"

Spinning & Non-Spmning reserves
Restore frequency to nominal levels'"
:t-)<H'L-;4iiwiii:i--f--t=j»v+i

Contingency
Occurs

Relieve the Contingency Reserves'"
Protect against a follow-on event
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Continuous Spectrum of Protection
Progressive series of inter-reloted responses to ensure system reliability
Combination of automoted and manual actions lirik Normol and Contingency Conditions
Inertial Response provided outonomouslv from synchronized generation (or synthesized via power electronicsl
Frequency Responsive Reserve/ Primary Frequency Response outomatically driven by frequency deviations
(droop governor response, etc.)
Regulation drives automotic output adjustments thru Automatic Generation Control (AGO, precipitated by
changes in Area Control Error (ACE)
Automatic and Manually deployed reserves (Spinning / Non-Spinning / Replocement)
Response Times and Durations'^'

fcV^J

^ r

Progression from Normal to
Contingency Conditions'^'
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Ancillary Services
Functions Required to Maintain System Flexibility & Reliability
Frequency
Responsive Reserve/
Primary Frequency
. .. ResDonse— . . .

B

Normal Cond.

Q

Contingency Cond

H

Additionol Services

Automatic response triggered by frequency swings. Typically deployed during contingency
events. Arrests and helps to recover the frequency foil-off.

Regulation

Used continuously during normal operations to correct short-term imbalances between supply
and demand. Deployed via AGC signals.

Load Following

Slower then "Regulation" ond used primarily during normal operotions. Typically deployed via
economic dispotch to correct on imbalance that will occur in the future.
Type of contingency reserve thot consists of resources which ore connected to the power
system ond poised, reody to respond immediately.
Type of contingency reserve that consists of resources which are capable of providing full
response within o specified time; however, the response does not need be immediate.

^'<ii^
Block Start
Reactive Power/

Deployed fallowing a contingency event. Intended to replenish contingency reserves; response
does not need to begin immediately.
Provided by resources copable of stortmg themselves quickly without support of an external
electncity source. Used to restore o power system following a mojor blackout.

»

Provided by resources capable of injecting/consuming reactrve power which is required to
maintain voltages wilhin acceptable limits throughout the power system
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Inertial Response
• Definition: Inertiol response is the autonomous and immediate'^':
(1) Transfer of kinetic (or stored) energy into electrical energy during a frequency reduction
(2) Transfer of electrical energy into kinetic (or stored) energy during a frequency increase
Inertial response is not obtained as on ancillary service. Rather, Inertial response is provided
by synchronized resources and variable generation (VG) resources w/ith power converters
that can provide synthesized inertia"*'. These inertial response requirements for VGs are
addressed through the interconnection requirements. The immediate injection/
consumption of real power reduces the rate of change of frequency (ROCOF) and assists in
stabilizing the frequency of the power system.
• Reoction Speed' inertial response is initiated and fully deployed within seconds'^'.
• Response pqr°^'°"- Response is only effective during the first few seconds following a
disturbance and, with the exception of power converters, is not directly controlled /
purposefully sustained.
• Frequency of Use: For synchronous resources, the inertial response is continuously active and
providing stability to the power system. Resources connected with power electronics may
utilize 0 dead-bond to withhold the response during normal operation and deploy only during
major disturbances.
• MaanltudB gf ftfisponse: Resources will autonomously consume/inject until they reach their
/^fespective over/under-frequency trip set-points OR until system frequency stabilizes.
w i i S t J ii'^^il]'"!''"""''•'•''"^
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Frequency Responsive Reserve/
Primary Frequency Response
Definition: Frequency responsive reserve is the immediate and automatic increase/decrease
in real power output provided by frequency-sensitive resources'^'*'''.
Reaction Speed: Response should begin immediately and is typically fully deployed within a
few seconds.
Response p^fption: Varies. Often defined as part of grid compliance / interconnection
requirements and in-proportion to the magnitude ofthe frequency deviation. Typically, the
response is less than 15 minutes' to ensure compliance with NERC BAL-002 which states that
ACE must be returned to zero (or pre-disturbonce level if originally negative) within 15minutes' after the start of a reportable disturbance.
Frequency of Use: For oil resources which hove upward/down ward operating range available
(relative to their current set-point), and ore connected with governors, the frequency
responsive reserve is continuously provided. In many coses, o small 10-50 mHz deod-bond is
applied so that small frequency deviations ore ignored'^'.
Maonitudg gf pesponse: Magnitude of the response is proportional to the frequency
deviation and typically characterized by "x%" droop response. For example, a resource with
operating range available will provide 100% additional output per "x%" change in system
frequency. Response is typically a percentage of the resource's full-capacity.'^'
' X t p i t t t n t t i n * I nam lun J and mgni b< iJiKtrtn for Hutuon
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Regulation
Definition: Regulation service is the capability to adjust real power by resources capable of
responding appropriately to a system operator's AGC signal in order to correct for actual or
expected Area Control Error (ACE) needs. Regulation is distinguishable from Frequency
Responsive Reserve. Updated definition per FERC Order 755, but also recognized as an
official ancillary service per FERC Order 888.
Reaction Speed: Regulation signal provided to participating resources must be updated at
least every six (6) seconds (per NERC BAL-005, Requirement 8). Resources should begin to
respond immediately with full response achieved in five (5) to ten (10) minutes for most
locations (assuming a sustained AGC signal).
Response Durotion: Varies - full response typically required to be sustainable for a
minimum of the economic dispatch interval (typically five (5) to ten (10) minutes).
Freauencv of Use: Continuous. Energy neutral service with up/down fluctuotion baloncing
out in reosonobly short-time.
Magnitude of Response: Varies - typically distributed to porticipoting resources in
proportion to the size of the imbolonce and the allocation of regulation MW's eoch resource
is responsible for.
More. NBRC /per BAL-OOSI fequires on amoont ofregolat'on required to satisfy control performonce standards ICPSl and CPS2) toed of
inierconngction reduces CPSl ond CPS2 to siot/n/col meoiures May be appropriate to define stotisTicai frequency control requirementi {lor each
Hawaiiar islandl to provide basn for dele'mining regulation amount - Kirby Proposed Ancillary Services 110/11/20111
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Load Following
Definition: Load following is similar to Regulation, but on a slower time-scale.'^' It focuses
on the rote of change in supply and demand and is intended to correct for anticipated
imbolonces that will occur in the next several minutes to hours.'^' Load following can be
provided by any resource type capable of adjusting its real-power set-point in this timeframe.
Increased penetrations ofVG can increase net-load ramping requirements. Load Following
can be used to address sustained romps and periods when preferred low<ost resources
cannot ramp quickly enough. Can also use to bridge-gap between Regulation and
Contingency Reserves.'-'-'^'-^^'''''
Reaction Speed: Requirements for reaction speed, durotion, accurocy measurement, and a
mechanism for communicating set-points to participating resources would need to be
established. It is anticipated that economic dispatch algorithms would be used to
communicate set-points and resources would be remunerated for committing to more
stringent response requirements.
Response Duration: Similar to economic dispatch. Sustainable response at given set-point.
Freauencv of Use: Anticipated to be continuous, similar to economic dispatch.
Magnitude of Response: Similor to economic dispatch and proportional to the anticipated
future imbalance between supply and demand.
@
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Spinning Reserve
Definition: Spinning Reserve is a type of contingency reserve and consists of resources that
are connected to the power system and poised, ready to respond immediotely.'^' One of the
officially recognized ancillary services per FERC Order 888.
Reaction Speed: Spinning reserve begins to respond immediately and must achieve full
response within ten (10) minutes.'^' Per NERC BAL-002, ACE must be returned to zero (or predisturbonce level if originally negative) within IS-minutes" after the start of a reportable
disturbance.
Response Duration: Varies. Per NERC Disturbance Control Standard (DCS) BAL-002, all
contingency reserves must be fully restored (replenished) 90 minutes' after the end of the
disturbance recovery period (or 105 minutes' after the start of o reportable disturbance).
Freauencv of Use: Intermittent, but typically deployed following o reportable disturbance.
Magnitude of Response: Participating resources will be deployed up to their allocated MV^
level to ensure compliance with NERC Disturbance Control Standard (DCS) requirements.
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Non-Spinning Reserve
Definition: Non-Spinning Reserve is a type of contingency reserve and consists of resources
that are capable of providing full response within o specified time; however, the response
does not need be begin immediately.'^' One ofthe officiolly recognized oncillory services per
-FERC Order 888 (referred to as Operating Reserve - Supplemental Reserve by FERC).
Reaction Speed: Non-Spinning Reserve must achieve full response within ten (10) minutes.
Per NERC BAL-002, ACE must be returned to zero [or pre-disturbonce level if originolly
negative) within IS-minutes' after the start of a reportable disturbance.
Response Durgtion: Varies. Per NERC Disturbance Control Standard BAL-002, all
contingency reserves must be fully restored (replenished) 90 minutes* after the end of the
disturbance recovery period (or 105 minutes* after the start of a reportable disturbance!.
Freauencv of Use: Intermittent, but typically deployed following a reportable disturbance.
Maanitude of Response: Participating resources will be deployed up to their allocated MW
level to ensure compliance with NERC DCS requirements.

' PmpitttnJi ;IL« moirilnnd und nugrii I v djff«'*nt tot He
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Replacement Reserve
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Definition: Replacement Reserve consists of resources that ore capable of providing full
response within o specified time; however, the response does not need be begin
immediately. Replacement Reserve is not one of the officially recognized ancillary services
per FERC Order 888.
Reaction Speed: Replacement Reserve begins responding in thirty (30) to sixty (60) minutes
and is intended to replenish contingency reserves in order to protect agoinst o second event
or reportoble disturbance.'^''^' NERC BAL-002 does not explicitly require Replacement
Reserves.
Response Duration: Varies.
Freauencv of Use: Intermittent, but typically deployed to restore Contingency Reserves
following o reportable disturbonce.
Magnitude of Response: Participating resources will be deployed up to their allocated MW
level to ensure Contingency Reserves are replenished in accordance with NERC DCS
requirements.

f i l G f ] I'liiiginni n n v,\ woi'-.
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Black Start
Definition: Block start is an ancillary service acquired for the benefit of all loads provided by
resources capable of starting themselves quickly without support of an external electricity
source.'^"^' Black start resources must have sufficient real and reactive power copobility to
be able to energize transmission lines and restart other generators.'^'
Reaction Speed: Resources must be available to begin re-energizing the power system
immediately following a major blackout.
Response Duration: Varies, but is required until the power system has been fully restored.
Freauencv of Use: Deployed following o major blackout ofthe power system.
Magnitude of Response: Participating resources must be able to withstand off-nominal
frequency and voltage during the restoration and hove the ability to accept block-load
increases on the order of 10% (or more) of the individual black start resource's full capacity.

i m o g i r c t o n c t fiOr-.
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Reactive Power/ Voltage Suppon

/elbestablished.
r.'^T^i^t'Q'Srr^

Definition: Voltage support is on ancillary service that is provided by resources capable of
injecting/consuming reactive power which is required to mointoin voltages within
acceptable limits throughout the power system.'5'
Reaction Speed: Reactive power con be adjusted very rapidly (seconds).
Response Duration: Varies, but is typically provided continuously.
Freauencv of Use: Continuous.
Maanitude of Response: Participating resources will typically be deployed to provide
reactive power within a power factor range of 0.95 leading to 0.95 logging.

Nate: Interconnection requirements can be used as a mechanism for sourcing voltage
support. Specifically, resources are often required to have a specified reactive power
capability which is controlled by the power system operator.

f j i l g t ] i'ti:]gif:ijl Gncii'jC'i'-.
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Developments in Ancillary Services
Emerging Regulations. Services, and Requirennents
Inertial Response fERCOT):'^'
- Evoluating requirements for inertial response.
- inertial Frequency Response Estimator Tool (IFRET) introduced in February 2010
- Monitors system load, online conventional generation, spinning reserves and ratio of
wind to total generation.
- If insufficient inertial response ovoilable, system operator can adjust unit commitment
Freauencv Responsive Reserve/ Primary Freauencv Response (WECC):
- Frequency Responsive Reserve (FRR) procedure proposed by WECC in 2005'"
- NERC BAL-002-WECC-1 (Version l:April2008i requires 50% of contingency reserves:
- To be spinning AND able to "immediately and automatically respond proportionally to
frequency deviations ... through the action of a governor or other control systems."
- NERC BAL-012-WECC-2-CR (Frequency Responsive Reserve Criterion. May 2013)
- Purpose: Ensure reliable operation during freq. deviation from a loss of generation
- Applies to: WECC balancing authorities. Reserve Sharing Groups, and Reliability Coords.
- Establishes minimum required FRR to prevent under-freq. load shed (UFLS) for
simultaneous loss of two largest generators in WECC
- Includes performance measurement criterion to gouge how generation adjusts to
support the interconnection
i X / n t l i n w g i r c l on c: v-c'-.
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Developments in Ancillary Services
Emerging Regulations, Services, and Requirements
Reaulation Performance Compensation (FERC Order 755): Issued in October 2011
- Commission found "current methods for compensoting resources for the provision of
regulotion ore unduly discriminotory".
- Require all RTOs and ISOs to modify their tariffs to provide for a two-part payment to
regulation resources:
- P' Part: Payment for keeping a resource's capacity in reserve in the event that it is
needed to provide regulation.
- 2"^^ Port Payment shall be a performance payment that reflects the amount of work
that each resource performs in real-time.
Secondary Freauencv Response and Load Following (CAISOI: Flexible Ramping Revised Draft
Proposal - August 2012
- Stakeholder effort to develop market-based flexible ramping products
- CAISO currently deploys 10-min. Regulation service and 5-min. Real-time Dispatch (RTD)
- Flex-Romping product addresses "lack of sufficient romping and flexibility" to handle 5minute supply/demand changes
- Increases in renewoble penetration will drive need for increased ramping capability.
- Analogous to Load Following: Flexible ramping product addresses ramping issue before the
binding real-time dispatch (RTD)... Regulation addresses romping issue after binding RTD.
- Purpose is to have resources poised to cover the voriation ond uncertointy in net system
lemond following the current RTD interval under consideration.
n irriiitjirui LHKili'jOi".
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Developments in Ancillary Services
Emerging Regulations, Services, and Requirements
Secondary Freguencv Response gnd Rgmp Cgpabilitv for Load Fgllowina (MISOl: MiSO whitepoper -July 2011
- Investigating improved Load Following options
- Current practice: Use economic dispatch for "load following"... coverage of any additional
unexpected variation in net load is provided by residual resource flexibility.
- MISO recognizes variability of the net load will likely increase in the future (due to intermittent
resources)
- Strains the romp response of controllable resources
- Potential for increase in the frequency of short-term scarcity events ... due to ramping
copacity shortage.
- Solution requires balance between increosed op costs and avoided scarcity event cost
- Appear to be gravitating toward "market product" which prices for romp capability:
- Provides incentive to participate
- Avoids "out of merit" dispatch which is not consistent w/ location-bosed marginal price
- Load following product would be "cleared" based on resource opportunity cost and
"poid-for" thru cost allocation similar to other ancillory products
- Several approaches proposed:
- Single-interval: Ramp-capobility would be considered for future 10-min. (2 RTD intervals)
- Multi-interval: Similar to single-interval, but also identifies opportunities in future
intervals to "pre-ramp" resources ... early interval adjustment for better future interval
I mag.
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Inertial Response
As implemented on the mainland
CAISO/NYISO:
• Inertial Response is not a stand-alone ancillary service product
ERCOT:
• ERCOT requirement that new wind plants supply primary frequency response for over-frequency
events
PJM;
• Inertial Response is not a stand-alone ancillary service product
ISO-NE:
• Inertial Response is not a stand-alone oncillory service product

/oa
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Frequency Responsive Reserve/
Primary Frequency Response
As implemented on the mainland
ERCOT:
• FRR is not a stand-alone ancillary service product
• All online generation resources must have governors in-service and unblocked
fHYI$Q/IES0:
• FRR is not a stand-olone ancillary service product
PJM:
• FRR is not a stand-alone ancillary service product
• All resources providing spinning reserve must be synchronized to the grid and frequency
responsive.
WECC:
• In process of developing FRR criterio [NERC BAL-012-WECC-2-CR - May 2009]
• Unclear if new criteria would replace spinning reserve or be a subset of spinning reserve
• Current proposal is to base FRR criteria on NERC Category "C" event
• Criteria (as proposed) would share the total obligation among the respective balancing
authorities (BA's) and would be proportionol to BA's load and generation.
Zji\roi:rtiltatnPtltttnctiaseHC.NarihAniincanfltancritliob'lityCQrDaraDen.So*(iallltpt^
^cdlory S w f c f ondSofancing AuthoTfiy 4rrg ioHjihnt to I n i ^ i a i t V o ^ a t i t Gtntraben. Martn 2011
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Regulation
As implemented on the mainland
ERCOT:
• Market-based and deployed via AGC
• MW requirement is o function of the month and doily hour number
• Based on the amount historicolly deployed and amount of time it was exhausted
• Considers additional wind penetration relative to the historically benchmarked levels
• i.e. + "x" MW of additional regulation per 1000 MW of additional wind (also ossessed
monthly and hourly)
• All online generation resources must have governors in-service and unblocked
lESO:
• lESO contracts for regulation service.
• Terms / Conditions ofthe contract include:
• Minimum of+/-100 MW of regulation must be scheduled (system-level) atoll-times
• Minimum overall system romp rote requirement is 50 MW / min
NV|gO;
• Market-based product and deployed via AGC (every 6 seconds)
• MW requirement is o function ofthe month and daily hour number
• All resources providing spinning reserve must be synchronized to the grid and frequency
responsive.
t * i i a z l M I'om Reltttnrt IS UEfiC nofrhAmtfican t i f c i r i i ^rliotnlity Cot^oralion. Spat lof Rtport'
AnciUaryiftrktctandBalonnnqAijthafii/^fQ SotutionnamitgrcttVonoVtCfntreiion. More ^2011
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Regulation (cont'd)
As implemented on the mainland

mo.
• Market-based and deployed via AGC (every ^ seconds)
• No fixed "MW" requirement; however, must carry sufficient reserve which is responsive to AGC to
comply w/ NERC's Control Performance Criteria
PJM:
• Regulation service is scheduled via two (2) methods:
• Self-scheduled
• PJM RTO Regulation Market
• Resources providing regulation receive two 12) signals:
• AReg (Assigned Regulation): Assigned regulation for hour. Typically constant for the hour,
but adjusted on a 10 second scan rote.
• RegA IReol-time Instantaneous Target): +/- MW signal deployed via AGC every 2 sec.
• MW requirement determined for two (2) doily periods
• On-Peak (0500-2359): l % o f the forecast peak load for the day
• Off-Peak (000-0^59): l % o f the forecast valley load for the day
SPP/WggC;
• Deployed via AGC.
• No fixed "MW" requirement; however, must carry sufficient reserve which is responsive to AGC to
comply w/ NERC's Control Performance Criteria
EximcTtdfram R i f t r t n c t t S NfRC NcnnAmtman [itcinc Ail>otiiliry Corparabon. SptnaiRtponAncilltxySi'^t*and Balancingtutlyniy Alto Soluiioni ru ImtgiairVanatilpCiintiiiiion ^0/012011
, irnngirc; onot-.wi'-.
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Spinning Reserve
As implemented on the mainland
ERCOT:
• Market-based 10-minute spinning reserve product
• Minimum "MW" requirement is 2300 MW (-3.5% peek demand! and con go up to 2800 MW 1-^.3%
peak demand).
• May be provided by:
• Unloaded generation resources
• Demand-side resources lup to 50% of the total spinning reserve MW)
• Resources controlled by under-frequency relays
• Direct Current (DC) tie-line response (must be fully deployed in 15 seconds)
• Load following / spin deployed as necessary to minimize use of 10-minute reserves

IISO;
• lESO hos two market-based 10-minute products: (1) Spinning and (21 Non-spinning
• Spinning reserve must be provided by resources synchronized to the power system
• 10-min Spin/Non-Spin MW requirement is based on largest single contingency on the system
• Minimum of 25% of the 10-minute reserve requirement must be spinning
• Could be more based on historical ACE performance during contingency events

C'tieciidfrom K i l t t i n i J ! S SIRC. fianli Am^^can Clrnnr l>i^oOilityConx>rai'on. tptcial f t p c i f
AncillarySB\'^itafHJBaiani.ingAijtbonlyAita ^ahjliont ta Inlwgralt Vaiiabir G^njralion. March tQ] I
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Spinning Reserve (cont'd)
As implemented on the mainland

f«,on«(rr<«r,H.i^*x*As«f*:f-orTnAm^.cnn5i«i.-i«.K*.i,v
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• Market-based 10-minute spinning reserve product
• 50% ofthe 10-minute contingency reserve requirement must be sourced from synchronized
resources [including load reductions, curtailed resource capacity, or canceled off-system energy
sales)
• Total 10-minute contingency reserve must be greater thon the operating capacity loss caused by
the most severe observed contingency OR the largest energy loss caused by the cancellation of on
interruptible off-system energy purchase.
MISO:
• Market-based ancillary service product.
• Provided by synchronized generation resources which ore copable of achieving response within the
NERC Disturbance Recovery Period [15 minj
• Residual regulating reserves (in excess ofthe requirement) may be applied to Spinning Reserve
• 40% ofthe contingency reserves must be spinning
SPP:
• Provided by frequency-sensitive synchronized resources
• 50% ofthe contingency reserve must be spinning reserve
• Spinning Reserve allocation [per resource] is limited to the increase in output associated w/ a
frequency drop to 59.5 Hz. Under 5% droop, this is 15.7% ofthe individual resource capacity.
irnii(]iri(;;.Dri OI-.'J(;I'.
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Spinning Reserve (cont'd)
As implemented on the mainland
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• Market-based 10-minute ancillary product
• PJM consists of two (2) zones:
ReliabilitvFirst Corporation [RFC) Reserve Zone:
• Consists of all PJM companies except for SERC-based companies
• Total contingency reserve must be able to cover the minimum imposed RFC requirement [150%
largest generator) or lorgest contingency on the system.
• Per NERC BAL-002-RFC-02, at least 50% of the contingency reserves must be spinning and no
more than 25% should be interruptible load.
Southern Reserve Zone:
• Consists of the Dominion load share of VACAR (NERC Sub-region: VA/NC/SC)
• Total contingency reserve req's for Southern Zone determined annually (~'i30 MW)
• Spinning reserves must be able to cover the largest contingency within the zone less the 15minute quick-start capability in the zone.
WECC:
• Requires 50% of its contingency reserves to be spinning reserves; unloaded generation that con be
loaded in 10-min. can be considered spinning reserve.
• Contingency reserves shall be sufficient meet the NERC Disturbonce Control Standard (DCS! and be ot
least greater than:
" Most severe single contingency
• Sum of 5% of hydro generation load responsibility and 7% of thermal generation load
responsibility
imagmctonct i^iOf-.
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Non-Spinning Reserve
As implemented on the mainland
ERCOT:
• Morket-bosed 30-minute ancillary service product
• Calculated for each hour of the day each month
' Con be provided by off-line generation resources or loads capable of being interrupted within 30minutes for a duration of at least 1-hour.
NVISO
• Market-based 10-minute ancillary service product
• Represents the residual portion of the 10-minute contingency reserve (which is not covered by
spinning reserve)
• Total 10-minute operating reserve must be greater than the operating capacity loss caused by the
most severe observed contingency OR the largest energy loss caused by the cancellation of an
interruptible off-system energy purchase.
MISO:
• Consists of off-line generation oble to be loaded or interruptible load able to be removed within the
NERC DCS period {15-minutes}.

LjoraclrdIrom l i l K t n u l O H I K : H o n h Arntncan t l t t r t r P.tliaOil'ryCariMfalion. SptclalRtpoit
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Non-Spinning Reserve (cont'd)
As implemented on the mainland
PJM:
• Not a formalized ancillary service product
• Consistsofany resource capable of providing full response in 10-min (RFC Zone) or 15-min. (Southern
Zone).
• Represents the residual portion of the 10-minute contingency reserve (which is not covered by
spinning reserve)
SPP:
• Provided by any resource (which does not have to be connected to the network), but con be
connected and applied to meet NERC DCS requirements (15-min.).
WECC:
• Represents 50% ofthe total contingency reserve obligation
• Consists of any resource capable of providing full response in 10-min, including:
• Load which can be interrupted within 10 minutes
• Interruptible exports
• On-demand rights from other Balancing Areas (BA's)
• spinning Reserve in excess of requirement
• Off-line generation that qualifies as non-spinning reserve
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Replacement Reserve
As implemented on the mainland
lESO:
• Market-based 30-minute reserve product
• Replocement reserve addresses the residual portion of the largest single contingency plus half of
the second largest contingency (typically, this is the loss of the two largest generators), which is
not covered by 10-minute spinning and non-spinning reserves.
NVISO:
• Market-based 30-minute reserve product
• Equivalent to 50% of the total 10-minute contingency reserve (including both spinning and nonspinning resourcesi

Pitli
• Not a formalized ancillary service product
• Consists of any resource capable of providing full response within a 10 - 30 minute notification.
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Reactive Power/ Voltage Support
As implemented on the mainland
CAISO:
• Mointains acceptable voltage levels and VAR flow on the Controlled Grid using all voltage control
support equipment required to meet the operating criteria specified in the NERC and WECC Minimum
Operating Reliability Criteria
• If notified of the loss of on automatic voltage regulator control (AVR),and the Scheduling Coordinator (SC)
has not notified the PTC then notify the applicable PTO of the status of the device (the TO will direct the
Generator Operotor to maintain or change either its voltoge Schedule or its Reactive Power Schedule os
appropriotel
NVISO:
• Resource must be able to produce and obsorb Reactive Power within its tested reactive copobility range
• Resource must be able to automatically respond to voltage control signals; for a generator, a
functioning Automatic Voltage Regulator [AVRl is required
• Resource must be under the operotionol control ofthe NVISO or a Transmission Owner
PJM:
• Nol 0 formalized ancillary service product
ERCOT:
• As provided by ERCOT to the QSEs: The coordinated scheduling of voltage profiles at transmission
busses to maintain transmission voltages on the ERCOT System in accordance with Operating Guides
• As provided by o QSE to ERCOT: The provision of Generation Resource capacity whose power factor and
output voltage level con be scheduled by ERCOT to maintain transmission voltages within acceptable
limits throughout the ERCOT System in accordance with Operoting Guides
imasiicunrictirtori
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Black Start
As implemented on the mainland
CAISO:
• Costof Service-units ore identified for black start and their documented costs ore then funded and rolled into o tariff for
cost recovery

• Cost of Service - units are identified for block stort and their documented costs ore then funded ond rolled into o tariff for
cast recovery
• NYISO selects the generoting resources with black start capability by considering the following operating characteristics:
electrical location in the NYCA; startup time: from NYISO order to start to minimum output; maximum response rote
(MW/minutel obove minimum output; ond mowmum power output
ISO-NE:
• Flat Rote Payment whrch increases block start remuneration to encouroge provision - the monthly compensation paid to a
generator is determined by multiplying a flat rate (m $/KWyr ond referred to as the $Y value) by the unit's Monthly Cloimed
Copobility for that month

&B£OL
• Competitive Procurement - under this approach ERCOT runs o market for block start services ond each black start unit
must be oble to demonstrate that it con startup another unit in close proximity to begin the islonding ond synchronization
of the gnd
• As provided by ERCOT to QSEs: The procurement by ERCOT through Agreements, pursuant to emergency dispotch by
ERCOT and emergency restoration plans of Resources which ore copable of self-starting without support from the ERCOT
System in the event of o blackout, in order to begin restoration of the ERCOT System to a secure operoting state
• As provided by a Generotor or a QSE to ERCOT: The provision of Resources under a Black Start Agreement, pursuant to
emergency dispatch, which ore capable of self-storting without support from the ERCOT System in the event of o blackout

&
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Interconnection Requirements
Reliability Standards
BAL- Resource and Demar^d

Interconnection Standards
(Grid CodesI

Balancing
FAC- Facilities Design. Connection S
Maintenance

Power Factor and Voltage Control

TPL - Transmission Planning

Voltage and Frequency Ride Througt)

VARj^Voltaqe and Reactive

•

Ramp Rate Limits and Control
Over and Under Frequency controls

.

-

Ancillary Services
Voltage regulation
Regulation
' Reloted to the control requirements for generotors

Reserves
Blacit Start

Interconnection Stondords enables the system to meet its reliability standards by requiring oil generators:
To have certain capabilities that directly helps with the system reliability
To have certoin capabilities that enables it to provide ancillary services that are required for system
reliability
iriMCjinc; f'iinl -AGIAncillory Service; Definition G Capability St jd>r
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VER Interconnection Requirements
Existing Standards
Power Factor and Voltage Control
'

Over and Under Frequency controls

Several US & European Grid Codes including
ERCOT (wind & solar). AE50 [wind] required
reactive power and voltage control

Voltage and Frequency Ride Through
•

Emerging Standards

Many European and Canadian Grid Codes
require voltage and frequency ride-througt)
capabilities for oil units. For example, lESO
requires generator facilities to ride-though
voltage and frequency deviations (between
58to61.5HZI

Ramp Rate Limits and Control
Many operators are proposing ramp rate
limits and controls for wind and solar
plants. For example. Alberta has adopted a
10% t^W rated capacity/minute upward
ramp rate limit.

Many ISOs require wind units to provide
Over-frequency response similar to a
thermal unit with a droop of 5%.
•

Few grid operotors (Nordic and ESBNG)
require wind plants to be able to change
the active power production as a function
ofthe network frequency.

Inertia
Hydro-Quebec requires that wind plants be
able to contribute to reducing frequency
deviations similar to a synchronous
generator whose inertia constant (H)
equals 3.5s.

imagiiiclQ'iCt'Acr^
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Reactive Power & Voltage Control
Capability to provide reactive power output within a certain power factor range
and the capability to regulate voltage within this range
•

Required for reliable operations

•

Synchronous generators required to have 0.95 lead/0.90 lag capability. Autonnatic Voltage
Regulator (AVR) required.

•

Capable units participote in voltage support ancillary service
assumed to provide (ond compensated!- NYISO
•

Only units that operate outside their PF range are paid opportunity cost - CAISO

Requirements for Wind and/or Solar Plants

Reactive Power Capability SpeciflcatJon at the
POI for 0.95 pf at Rated Output. Reduced
Capability or Permissive Range Below 0.2 pu

Order 661-A requires study by TO to justify the reactive
capability requirement up to 0.95 log to lead at POI
•

ERCOT (wind & solar), AESO (wind), several European Grid
Codes required reactive power and voltage control

•

Typically, baseline capability of 0.95 lag to lead at full output
(POII and permissive reactive power range

•

Some grid codes require a certain portion of the reactive
power ronge be dynamic.
Laura: NERCIVGH
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Fault Ride-through
Capability ofthe generator to ride-through (predeternnined) tennporary voltage and
frequency deviations
•
•

Inadvertent loss of generotors after a fault compounds frequency and voltage problenns
No explicit ride through requirement specified for conventional generators
Voltage Curve

-

•'

Requirements for Wind and Splar Plants
•

FERC Order 661-A requires that wind plants remain
connected for three phase faults with normal clearing

•

NERC PRC-024-1 (draft) proposes voltage and frequency
curves for all units
Many European and Canodion Grid Codes require voltage
and frequency ride-through capabilities for all units.

•
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For example, lESO requires generator facilities
I10MW/50MWI to ride-though voltage and frequency
deviations (between 58 to 61.5 HZ)
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In the U.S., most regions hove voltage ride-through
requirements for wind
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Ramp Rate Limits and Control
Capability t o r a m p the o u t p u t of a generator under certain conditions
•

Sudden changes in the output that ore otherwise controllable may hove a negative impact
on system reliability

•

No specific ramp rote and control requirements for synchronous generators ... conventional
generator have "gradual" romp rotes

Reauirements for Wind and Solar Plonts
•

Many operators ore proposing romp rate limits
and controls for w/ind and solor plants

•

Alberta ISO has adopted o 10% MW rated
capacity/minute upward ramp rote limit.

•

ERCOT ond NYISO hove the capability to
dispatch wind generation
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Over and Under Frequency Control
Capability to automatically increase and decrease (sustained) output under low
and high frequency conditions respectively
System frequency should be maintained around nominal value
•
•

Synchronous generators ore required to hove governors with droop control
Provide MWs in response to a drop in frequency... however, need "headroom"
Reduce MWs in response to on increase in frequency... however, need to be operating above their
minimum generation level

Requirements for Wind and Solar Plants
Capable of providing over-frequency response (by pitch
control or inverter control)

Over-frequency Response (test) of Wind Plant

Can provide under-frequency response... however, need
to spill energy which has high opportunity cost
Many ISOs require wind units to provide Over-frequency
response in response to high system frequency similor to
a thermal unit with a droop of 5%.
•
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Few grid operators (Nordic and ESBNG) require wind
plants to be able to change the active power production
as a function of the network frequency.
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Inertia
Capability to provide an immediate response to a drop in system frequency
•

Conventionol generating units give up a portion of their stored kinetic energy as increased
power output, which helps to retard the frequency decline after a fault.

•

No specific inertia requirement for synchronous generotors

Reauirements for Wind and Solar Plants
•

Stored kinetic energy from the turbine-generator
rotors can be temporarily donated to the grid in the
form of MWs

•

Response depends on wind speed and is tunable

•

For PV spilling is required to provide this response

•

Hydro-Quebec requires that wind plants be able to
contribute to reducing large l> 0.5 Hz), short-term
(< 10 s) frequency deviations on the power system,
OS does the inertial response of a conventional
synchronous generator whose inertio constont (Hi
equals 3.5s.

Inertial Response of W i n d Plant
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Other Considerations
Items not addressed directly thru Ancillary Services or Interconnection Requirements
Reduced Minimum Generation CaDabilitv:
• Potential to ovoid curtailment of renewable and economically preferred generating assets
• Enables more online reserve ... potential for more granular oncillory service participation
• Improved system-level load following capability
• Provides options for improved portfolio management... hedge against uncertain conditions
Short-circuit Strength:
• Short-circuit levels may decrease if synchronous generators are replaced by renewables
• Synchronous generators may need to be online to maintain minimum short-circuit levels
• Additionol studies are required
Lood ShoDlna:
• Consider proactive movement of demand-side resources or non-dispotchoble load to provide
0 more monageoble daily load shape
• i.e. Incentivize / prohibit charging of PEVs at certain times of day
• "Load shoping" moy provide on opportunity to reduce the amount of other ancillary services
that ore required.
• Anticipate that this would be a procedural implementation rather than ancillary-service
based approach ... need to carefully consider how to monitor, incentivize, and enforce the
targeted load adjustments.
I innaqinci o n c t W D ' Ancillory Services Oclin>tlon i Capobilitv Study
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Hawaii-Specific
Differences / Additions
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Ancillary Services - Hawaii
Unique characteristics of Hawaiian system warrant attention to ancillary services
and interconnection requirements
• Relatively small island systems: HECO-1200 MW. MECO ~200MW,
HELCO--195 MW peak load... challenge to maintain frequency
• No interconnections... imbalance between load and generation affects
frequency, a small frequency bias
• High Rate of Change of Frequency (ROCOF)... units are large compared to
the size of the system
• High cost of energy and ancillary services due to high fuel import prices...
lean operations
• Many must run/scheduled units... historical operations
' Small system with few units... single vertically integrated utility, multiple
IPPs and third-party dispersed generation on each island with no
centralized power markets

• im^gn'CIoricl'ACtii
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Ancillary Services - Hawaii (con't)
unique characteristics of Hawaiian system warrant attention to ancillary services
and interconnection requirements
• While fewer opportunities for transaction "liquidity", ancillary service
value can be calculated/estimated to provide incentives/payments to
providers of ancillary services - does not need to remain in bundled utility
offering
• Large amounts of distributed generation
• Clean Energy Mandate includes RPS target of 40% and 4,300 GWH
reduction for Energy Efficiency Portfolio Standards by 2030; high wind
and solar generation potential in MECO, geothermal in HELCO
• Hawaii specific operating criteria to maintain system frequency and
voltage and provide adequate reserves
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Ancillary Services - Hawaii
Characteristics of the Hawaii Grids
Size (MW) of power grids and resource size and mix result in limited options to serve
demand and noticeable dispatch stack step changes
HECO (Oahu) Dispotch Stock

MECO IMaui) Dispatch Stock
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System Operating Criteria
Hawaii specific operating criteria to maintain system frequency and voltage and
provide adequate reserves
• A few criteria of note:
• Under Frequency Load Shed is used to maintain frequency: instantaneous
load shed occurs at 58.9 Hz, 58.7 Hz and 58.8 Hz for the three islands
respectively. Both HECO and HELCO also have time delay blocks starting at
59 Hz and 59.3 Hz respectively
• Each Island has several "must run" units for stability and contractual reasons
• HECO carries spinning reserves for large single contingency while MECO and
HELCO do not
•

GE recognizes that understanding the current system operating criteria and
practices is important to the study recommendations and therefore will confirm
understanding while working through Tasks 3&4
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Task 2: Scope & Deliverables
Identification of technologies capable of providing each ancillary service
Obiectives:
• Develop a summary table which identifies which technologies con supply each
ancillary service. Consider:
• Generation (including both conventional and variable renewable), storage,
demand-response, and transmission technologies
• Identify the approximate resource sizes
• Include perspective on product attributes which can be used to assess
ancillary compatibility
• Adhere to the following constraints:
• Limit discussion to technologies in commercial or pilot applications today
• Focus on current deployment costs - do not speculate about future costs
• Avoid screening technologies based on cost-effectiveness
• Provide reference citations (as available) for each technology / ancillary match-up

. iiti;igiri(!; li/iclv.-nr-:
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Enabling Technologies
Aligning Technologies with Ancillary Service Capability

ADProQch:
• Spectrum of generation, transmission,
storage, and demond-response
technologies considered for their ability
to support the defined ancillary
services.
• Focus was placed on technologies in
commerciol or pilot applications today.
• Each resource-type was evaluated
bosed on its capital cost, response
capability, and degree of commercial
penetration / experience providing
each type of ancillary service.
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Technology Capability Table
Screening Resources for their Ancillary Service Compatibility
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Technology Capability Table (cont'd)
Screening Resources for their Ancillary Service Compatibility
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Generation Technologies
Heaw-dutv (HDl Gos Turbines / Combined Cycles:
- Well-positioned to provide all ofthe defined ancillary services
- Continued advancements in flexibility will enable greater penetration & reduce curtailment of
renewable generation
- Turndown, ramp-rotes, part-load efficiency, hot-day output, daily cycling capability, etc.
- Much focus from both Aero and Heavy-duty GT/CC manufacturers on improved flexibility,
reduced footprint, and lower stortup/running emissions
Aero-derivotive Gas Turbines / Combined Cycles:
- Similar ancillary capabilities as HD options; however, typically include more efficient simple
cycle operation, minimal cycling penalties and improved quick-start / ramping copobilities.
- Reduced footprint, quick-delivery, and typically smaller block-sizes.
RedprQcatlnQ Engines:
' Able to provide 'full-spectrum' of oncillory services
' Effectiveness of inertial response (due to tower rotating mass) is less-thon other conventional
thermal generators
- Typically provide some of the fastest startup times and romp-rates of all generation
technologies.
- Most offer full output (from offlinel inside 10-minutes and more than 30% / min ramp rate
' Ideal for black start, particularly on smaller power systems
( S i i ^ inn-if;iJi './ic! .'.r,«
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Generation Technologies
Cool / Biomass:
- Available to provide all "on-line" ancillary services
- ST-bosed generation ... operating range & ramping capability typically less-thon GT/CC assets
- Not well-suited for applications which require startups inside 1-hr
- Non-spinning reserve. Replacement reserves, Block start
- Excellentfor inertial response
Geothernmi:
- Similar ancillary capabilities as Coal / Biomass
- Improved operating range relative to cool / biomass (enabled by deeper turndown)
- Lack of combustion process reduces limitations to ST aero / mechanical limits.
- Natural / continuously available fuel source enables potential for use as a black start resource
- Ancillary service potential not limited by fuel supply interruptions
HvdroDower:
- Excellent resource-type for providing ancillary services ... used extensively on mainlond.
- Superior operating ronge, ramp-rotes, ond startup times relotive to other generation
technologies
- Only restrictions would include release schedules (environmental / wildlife / recreational)
and/or availability of water... particularly for "run-of-river" applications
•ni35ir.c:;.onctACf.
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Generation Technologies
Solor Thermal'S':
- Capable of providing inertial response similar to conventionol steam generators
- Requires curtailment' to estoblish required headroom for services such as frequency
responsive reserve, regulation, load following, and spinning reserve.
- Technically feasible to develop facilities capable of providing both block stort and particularly
voltage support services

gQlqr PV'^':
- Not yet copable of providing inertial response, but feasible
- Inveiters likely possess the required response speed, however, on-site energy storage mechanism would be required.

- Curtailment' required for frequency responsive reserve, regulation, load following, and
spinning reserve
- Response speed/accuracy better than most conventional generators can supply
- Voltage support services technicolly feasible
Wind'81:
- Synthetic inertia from wind turbines is commercially available.
- Energy extrocted from the wind turbine rotor OR heod-room provided by operation at curtailed output level

- Curtailment' required for frequency responsive reserve, regulation, load following, and
spinning reserve
- Response speed/accuracy better than most conventional generators con supply
- Voltage support services technically feasible

#

'Curtailment only required tor upward m o v e m e n t OoiunMvord movement con be provided without curtoilmenL
irnagirG;onct-.-A:rV
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Emerging Req's / Opportunities
Specific to Variable Generation (VG)
CAISO:
- Exploring incentives to encourage greater participation in economic dispotch by wind
and solar resources.'^'
- Considering reduction in the continuous energy requirements for ancillary services ...
would benefit VG resources'^'
- Spinning and Non-Spinning Reserve: From 2 hours down to 30 minutes
- Regulation: 60minutesfor DAM and 30 minutes for RT
ERCOT:
- New requirements for wind generotors - opplicability based on the dote of signing the
Generotion Interconnect Agreement *'^'
- New generators required to provide "governor-like" response to frequency
deviotions'^': Requires odjustoble deod-bonds and droop response of 5%{3)
- Includes Voltage Ride-Through (VRT) requirements'^'
- Wind generators must be capable of producing reactive power equal to ±95 percent
power factor (based on current load set-point) down to 10% of nameplate capacity. '^'
- Variable generation resources expected to respond to dispatch instructions'^'
'Requited for oil wind generoton *nth i t o n d o r d generotion i n i e r c o n n e c i i o n a g r c c m e r t i i i g n « d o ( t e r J a n j o r y 1,2010 Wind
generation reiourtes *nlh interconnection ogreernenis Signed on or b t l o r e januofy 1 i O \ 0 , if>ull fiQve pnmarv trequencv response
copabihties by Dec err tier 1.1'lJlO. it ERCOT beliei-es this a physicoily p m c i i c o i . " '
irri^iginct'^riCIy.Or^
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Emerging Req's / Opportunities
specific to Variable Generation (VG)

NYI50:
- Wind scheduled / dispatched similar to other generation'®'
- Bids a price-curve (based on operating costs only)... required for RT and optional
for DAH morket
- Must be able to accept electronic base-point signals... penalties assessed for noncompliance
- Equivalent to MW-deviation multiplied by regulation clearing price (3%
tolerance allowed)
- VG allowed to provide reserves if all technical requirements are met'^'
- Limited energy storage resources ILESR) allowed to provide regulation service. Rule
change accepted by FERC to allow 15-minute continuous reserve (vs. 1-hour).'^'
- Energy Management System (EMS) modified to monitor LESR energy levels & adjust
reguloting range to allow for charging (if required).'''
Hydro Quebec:
- Wind plonts larger than 10 MW must provide emulated inertiol response similar to
conventional synchronous generator (3.5sF'
- Demonstrations conducted with wind turbines supplying regulation service'^'

'^OTK''
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Desirable Attributes / Retrofit Options
Preferred Characteristics for New or Existing Generation Technologies
Improved Turndown (Minimum Generation) Capability:
• Enhances ability to provide all online ancillary services
• Inertial Response, FRR, Regulotion, Lood Following, Spinning Reserve, Voltage Support
Minimizes fuel cost during off-peak periods
Potential to avoid curtailment of renewable and economically preferred resources
Elevated Ramp-Rote Capability:
Increases the omount of available Regulation, Load Following and Spinning Reserve
Potential to improve the quality of the response for smaller "MW" swings
Aids in allowing offline reserves to contribute more quickly during contingency events
Foster Startup Capability:
Enables Non-Spinning and Replacement Reserves to be delivered more quickly
opportunity to reduce fuel consumption thru replocement of some online reserves
Typically accompanied by reduced startup emissions
Imoroyed Cycling Capability:
Ability to occommodote daily {and sometimes multi-doily) startups with minimal vorioble
operation & mointenonce penalties along w/ reduced minimum up/down time req's.
Enables more options at the power system level ond further limits required curtailments
imagirctcnL:; Aor-L
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Energy Storage - Flywheels
Technology Overview
Mass rotating about an axis to store mechanical energy
Mechanical energy converted to electrical energy via generator
Practical for short charge-discharge cycles (less than 15 minutes)
Flywheel energy storage provides >10 seconds of ride-through power to protect the load
from that 99% of disturbances
Backup gen-sets typically provides the other 1 %

V i i i n n y i n i ; ; o i ct :'JCI'<
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Energy Storage - Flywheels
Impact on Ancillary Services
Inertiol Response: Flywheels are coupled to the grid through a power electronic interface that
should allow for emulation of inertial response
Regulation: in regards to regulation, flywheels can use their power electronic front ends to
accurately respond to automatic generotion control lAGC) signals faster and more efficiently than
traditionol conventional generators, potentially reducing the total amount of comparable regulating
reserve carried on traditional units
Load Followino: Some flywheel technology can apparently provide load following capability obove
the capacity rating of the distribution generation IDG) asset as well as voltage and reactive power
support and control; For Combined Heat and Power (CHP) systems, this technology has the potential
to facilitate the use of gas turbines as port of a CHP system, by improving these systems' ability to
follow fast-changing loads
Spinning/NQp'Spinnino Reserve: All energy storage technologies except for flywheels are well
suited to provide spinning/non-spinning reserve; The only limiting factor for flywheels is the duration
of the response required; However the introduction of energy storage can act to further reduce diesel
fuel consumption by using the stored energy to provide both load following and supplying the
occasional shortfall, while leaving the generator turned off - some flywheel energy storage
technology could be ideal for this application due to its low maintenance, long design life, high
cycling capability without any degradation in storage value, its ability to respond almost
instantaneously (thus improving load following), and its ability to provide real and/or reactive power
Voltage Support: All energy storage technologies ore capable of providing voltage support
irr>aginc[ o n c t * 3 ' - -
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Energy Storage - Batteries
Technology Overview (applies to both Solid State and Flow types)
"

•
•
•

A Bottery Energy Storage System (BESS) system con cover a wide range making them
suitable for almost oil energy storoge applications; One instollotion con be used for multiple
applications such os spinning reserve and voltage & frequency control
Lithium-Ion batteries ore good for inertial/frequency response, regulation, reserves
Energy batteries good for load following but could also be good for response
Energy batteries (some sodium based batteries, flow batteries) can also provide power

itriugini]roru;[ivfii'<
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Energy Storage - Batteries
Innpact on Ancillary Services (applies to both Solid State and Flow types)
•

Inertiol Response: BESS do not include any rotating moss, but rather they interface to the
grid through o power electronic front-end and the power electronic controls should be
configurable to provide an emulation of inertial response over very short durations of up to
0 few seconds

•

Freauencv Responsive Reserve: The power electronics for battery energy storage can be
controlled to provide frequency response

•

Reaulation: if BESS are used to provide regulation, then cycle life (number of
charge/discharge cycles in the life of the battery), the round-trip energy efficiency ond O&M
costs will ploy a mojor role; On the other hand, these factors will be less importont than the
copital ond replacement costs when BESS ore used in block stort applications - this is
particularly true considering that these batteries will only be discharged and recharged
when 0 major black out occurs and block start is required - shelf life, rather than cycle life
will be important and round-trip efficiency will be of little or no concern

•

Load Following: BESS con provide dispatched balance, with flow batteries potentially
having the capability to provide the longer duration load following

•

Voltage Support: All energy storage technologies ore capable of providing voltage support

' imagjt'CLivici Acr^
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Energy Storage - PSH
Technology Overview (PSH - Pumped Storage Hydropower or Pumped Storage)
• Pumped Storage Hydropower (PSH) con quickly occommodate disturbances that occur on
transmission grids - loss of generators, failure of transmission lines, instont demonds (or
cessotion of demands) Low operoting cost, reliable, long lifetime, can hove large power
ratings
• Fast response - can go from full load pumping to full load generation in minutes (os little as
IDs). Additionally, a configuration with two penstocks could be deployed for pumping water
and generating electricity simultaneously.
• Efficiency: >70-75% round trip (and moy be upto 85%)

ifncigincinxi a l iVGt''.
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Energy Storage - PSH
Impact on Ancillary Services (PSH - Pumped Storage Hydropower or Pumped Storage)
• Inertiol Response: PSH interface with the grid through o rototing machine that allows them
to provide inertial response just like any conventional synchronous generator
• Freauencv Responsive Reserve: PSH con provide primary frequency response and is
available while the plant is generating but they must be designed with vorioble pumping
control if they ore to provide primary frequency response while pumping
• Reaulation: in regards to regulation, PSH con respond to AGC Controls in the some manner
OS traditional hydro and gas turbine plants while generoting ond can provide regulation
when pumping if they ore initially designed to do
' Load Followino: When it comes to load following, PSH can follow system operator dispatch
commands to provide sub-hourly to multi-hour energy balancing in the generating mode; As
with primary frequency response, pumped hydro plants con provide load following or
ramping when pumping if they are initially designed to do so
• Spinnina Reserves: PSH is well suited to provide spinning reserve; The amount of response
ovoiloble from a pumped storage plont while pumping depends on the plant design
• Non-Spjnnina Reserves: Because non-spinning reserves do not need to respond as quickly
OS spinning reserves, PSH is well suited to provide non-spinning reserve
• Voltage Support: All energy storage technologies ore copoble of providing voltage support
?f^\
f/

Note adtjitionol comments form the Howoiion componies on tnis technology will be addressed in las'* 3 ond ^
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Energy Storage - CAES
Technology Overview (CAES - Compressed Air Energy Storage)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gas Turbine (GT) that uses 40% less fuel - 2/3 of GT fuel is used to compress air
Air is pre-compressed {using off-peak energy) in an underground chamber
The pre-compressed air supplements gos turbine
Shorter construction time, greater site flexibility, lower capital costs than PSH
Low operating costs, reliable, long lifetime, con hove large power ratings
Fast response - can go from full load pumping to full lood generation in minutes
Efficiency: >70-75% round trip
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Energy Storage - CAES
Impact on Ancillary Services (CAES - Compressed Air Energy Storage)
• Inertigl Response: CAES plants interface with the grid through a rotating machine that
allows them to provide inertial response just like any conventional synchronous generotor
• Freauencv Response: CAES plants can provide primary frequency response and is available
while the plant is generating
• Reoulgtion: When it comes to regulation, CAES plants can respond to AGC Controls in the
same manner as traditionol hydro and gas turbine plants while generating
• Lood Following: In regards to load following, CAES plonts con follow system operotor
dispatch commands to provide sub-hourly to multi-hour energy balancing in the generating
mode
• Spinning Reserves: CAES is well suited to provide spinning reserve - the fost response is
easily met by CAES
' Non-Spinnina Reserves: Because non-spinning reserves do not need to respond as quickly
OS spinning reserves, CAES is well suited to provide non-spinning reserve
' VoltOQe Support: All energy storage technologies ore capoble of providing voltage support

imagirc'i.onct ivcfk
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Plug-in Electric Vehicle (PEV)
Technology Overview
Very low capital cost
Very fast response
High power/low energy (per vehicle)
Capable of storing electricity from an intermittent generator such as PV or wind (wind is the
cheapest, low-C02 emissions energy source, but is intermittent]
Potential to supply energy bock to the grid on demond
Day time opportunity charging could go really well with high PV penetration since the HSIS is
showing daytime PV curtailment

ifnagircrro^i ot •.•lor'^.
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Plug-in Electric Vehicle (PEVj
Impact on Ancillary Services
' Inertial Response: PEV chargers have the advantage that they con both increose and decrease
consumption, providing the opportunity for full inertial response
I Frequency Riaffp^nsive Reserve: The solid-state control capability of PEV chorgers make providing
primary frequency response feasible
> Reaulation: PEV solid-state charger control potentially ollows for the provision of regulation;
Communications will be required to deliver the system operator's AGC signals to the PEV chargers
every few seconds
' Load Following: PEV chargers can supply load following ond ramping response well and are better
suited for this service if the balancing requirements ore more or less neutral and ore not in one
direction for a sustained period of time, such as when the load or variable generation forecast errs
significantly
' Spinning Reserves: PEVs could provide spinning reserves and can respond immediately ofter
receiving a control signal, particularly by reducing its charging though reserve capabilities may be
limited in certain circumstances such as in the final hours ofthe night to honor requirements to PEV
owners of a full overnight charge
Non-Spinning Reserves: PEVs con supply non-spinning reserves though reserve copobilities may be
limited in certain circumstances such as in the final hours of the night to honor requirements to PEV
owners of o full oyernight charge
' Voltage Support: The interface of the PEVs to the power system is through inverters that have the
ability to provide reactive power to the grid and support system voltage
imcigircionot'.v^i-:
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Demand Response (DR)
Impact on Ancillary Services
Inertigl Response: Distributed resources'
contributions to system inertial response needs is
not anticipated to be significant
Freauencv Responsive Reserve: The potential
contribution of DR to system primary frequency
response has been low so far
f^eq^jq^ipp: Regulation is the most difficult
ancillary service to provide (though fast DR can),
requiring the load to adjust consumption every few
seconds in response to the system operator's AGC
commands; Responsive load is beginning to provide
Regulation Reserve
Spinnina Reserves: Appropriately responsive load
can provide any of the contingency reserves;
Technically, demand con provide better reliability
response than generation since full response is
usually achieved immediately by tripping the load

Non-Spinnino Reserves: Appropriately
responsive load con provide any of the
contingency reserves, including non-spinning
reserve: ERCOT's "Loads acting as a Resource"
(LoaR) ore capable of being interrupted within 30
minutes and ore copable of running (or being
interrupted) at a specified output level for ot least
1 hour (small loads con be used for spin os well)
Supplemental Reserves: Supplemental reserve is
reserve capability that con be fully converted into
energy or load that can be removed from the
system within a lO-to-30 minute interval
following the request of the an ISO dispatcher (i.e.
PJM)
Voltgge Support: DR is not well suited for
supporting system voltage or reactive needs;
Reducing loads may hove o small localized impact
on system voltage, but the ability to supply
reactive power to support bulk system voltages is
limited
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Demand Response (DR)
Available DR Programs Cross-referenced with Ancillary Service Potential

DR Programs

Ancillary Services

Direct Load Control (DLCI

Frequency Resp. Reserve & Regulation Iw/ enhanced
communication and control), Spinning Reserve, Non-Spinning
Reserve

Interruptible Load

Spinning reserve, Non-Spinning Reserve

Load OS 0 Capacity Resource
Demand-side Spinning Reserves
Demand-side Non-Spinning Reserves
Demand-side Regulation Service
Peck Time Rebate (PTRI and also Critical Peak
Rebate (CPRJ

Non-Spinning Reserve

Real-Time Pricing (RTPl

Not 0 traditionol A/S function but con be used for "Load
Leveling/Load Shifting"

Critical Peak Pricing (CPPl
Time of Use Pricing (TOU)

Spinning reserve, Non-Spinning Reserve

Fast Auto-DR / Aggregated DR / Integrated DR

Frequency Responsive Reserve, Regulation, Load Following,
Spinning Reserves, Non-Spinning Reserves

Spinning Reserve
Non-Spinning Reserve
Frequency Responsive Reserve, Regulation, Load Follow/ing
Spinning Reserve, Non-Spinning Reserve

Not 0 traditionol A/S funcbon but con be used for "Lood
Leveling/Lood Shifting"
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Demand Response (DR)
Program Details
Direct Lopfl Control (pLC): In o DLC Program, the program sponsor remotely shuts down or
cycles a customer's electrical equipment, e.g. air conditioner, w/oter heater, lighting, on short
notice; DLC programs are primarily offered to residential or small commercial customers
Interruptible Lood: In on interruptible load program, electric consumption is subject to
curtoilment or interruption under tariffs or contracts that provide a rote discount or bill credit for
agreeing to reduce load during system contingencies; In some instances, the demand reduction
may be effected by action of the system operator, called 'remote tripping', after notice to the
customer in accordance with contractual provisions
Load as g Cgpgcity Resource: A Load as Capacity Resource commits to moke pre-specified load
reductions when system contingencies arise
Demand-side Spinning Reserves: Spinning Reserves ore demand-side resources synchronized
and ready to provide solutions for energy supply and demand imbolonce within the first few
minutes of an emergency event
Demgnd-side Non-SpJnnina Reserves: Non-Spinning Reserves ore demond-side resources that
may not be immediately available, but may provide solutions for energy supply and demand
imbalance after o delay often minutes or more
Fast Auto-DR gnd gisg Aggreogtcd DR/lnteargted DR: Aggregoted ond integrated DR capable
of managing load via high-speed, automated EMS that con deliver second-to-second and minuteto-minute variations in load under grid operator or load scheduler direction
J } irrnginc; oi»ul-.v3r<
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Demand Response (DR)
Program Details (cont'd)
Demand-side Regulotion Service: Regulotion Service is a type of demand response service in
which 0 demand resource increases and decreases load in response to real-time signals from
the system operator; Demond resources providing Regulation Service ore subject to dispatch
continuously during o commitment period; This service is usually responsive to Automatic
Generation Control (AGCI to provide normal regulating margin; Also known os regulation or
regulating reserves, up-regulation and down-regulation
Peok Time Rebate IPTR) and giso Critlcgl Pegk Rebate (CPR): Peak Time Rebates allow
customers to earn a rebate by reducing energy use from a baseline during a specified number
of hours on critical peak days; Like CPP, the number of critical peak days is usually capped for
a calendar year and is linked to conditions such as system reliability concerns or very high
supply prices
Real-Time Pricing (RTP): In RTP rate and price structures, the retail price for electricity
typically fluctuates hourly or more often to reflect changes tn the wholesale price of electricity
on either a doy-oheod or hour-ahead basis
Critical Pegk Pricing (CPP): CPP is the rate and/or price structure designed to encouroge
reduced consumption during periods of high wholesale market prices or system contingencies
by imposing a pre-specified high rote or price for a limited number of days or hours
Time-of-Use Pricing (TOUl: TOU Pricing is a rote where usage unit prices vary by time period,
and where the time periods ore typically longer than one hour within a 24-hour day; TOU rotes
reflect the average cost of generating and delivering power during those time periods
initigii'oi.orici AQI"
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Demand Response (DR)
Available Resources and Processes that can be used for Demand Response

Residential/Small
Comm. End-uses
'
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
'
•
•

A/C Cycling &PCT
Water Heating
Space Heating
Lighting
Smart Appliances
Refrigeration
Fans
Pumps (Fountoin, Pool,
Irrigation)
Thermol Storoge (Heat &
Cool)
Battery Storage
Building Thermal Moss
EV Charging

C&l Customer Type/
Process Uses
Water Utilities and Water
Pumping
Wastewater Treatment
Pulp & Paper Product
Making
Fruit + Vegetable
Preserving
Evoporative Processes
Water Desolination
Bakeries + Food
Manufacturing
Chemical Manufacturing
Botch operations:
Hammer Mills
Air
Liquefaction/Seporotion

w i u l ) ' " ' • ' • ' " " ' '"^ ''^ •'••'^''

Dairy Product
Manufacturing
Fabricated Metal Product
Monufa during
Beverage Manufacturing
Cold Storage &
Refrigerated Warehouses
Arc Furnoce & Induction
Processes
Electrolysis and
Electroplating
Oil Pipelines and Pump
Stations
Smelting Processes
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Demand Response (DR)
Additional Comments
All these end-use devices ond processes con be aggregated into o larger DR grouping
which with proper sizing and integration; With the required communication, command,
and control systems, they can provide any of the needed A/S functions, as long as the
system architecture and technical characteristics meet the A/S functionolity
requirements in terms of size, metering, speed and timing of response
Virtual DR Plants with Energy Management System, Demand Response Management
Systems, and Fast Auto-DR all could refer to such an aggregated ond integrated system;
Large loads con participate individually, but smaller loads ore most likely to participate
in on Aggregated DR system managed either by the utility or by third party DR
aggregators; Suitability ofthe end-uses and processes would depend on the underlying
DR program
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Fuel Cells
Technology Overview
' Fuel cells are ploying an increasing role in energy storage
• PEM Fuel Cells ore currently common for storage but Solid Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFCs), which use
natural gas os o fuel and would be viewed more as power generation as opposed to storoge,
are being researched and tested - there currently is not sufficient information at the system
level for this technology but some ore targeting 1-lOMW at <$2000/kW - baseload
' The Naval Air Worfore Center in China Lake, California, is developing a system that will use
solar power to create hydrogen for use in o fuel cell during periods with insufficient sunlight
' In Canada, a partnership between the federal government, BC Hydro, Powertech, and
Generol Electric is converting excess off-peak electricity into hydrogen, reducing diesel
consumption by an estimated 200,000 liters per year and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by
on estimated 600 tons per year
• Germany's Enertrog AG, one of the world's largest wind power companies, is building a
facility to use excess wind energy to produce hydrogen for energy storage and for transport
opplications
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Transmission Technologies
The following dota applies to new 60 Hz GE synchronous condensers* only
Frame

Rotor

+ MVArs

H Range

Large motor
'frame

1 A or 6 poles
' (salient design) .

Up to +50

-1.50 to-2.0

Air-cooled
generator
frame

Round rotor

+38 to+113

-3.0 to -2.3

Hydrogen• cooled
generotor
frame

, Round rotor

+198to+A7e : ~1.28to-0.8S

•-ineTio IS relatively low for these machines

I
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HVDC and Shunt FACTS for Grid
Support
•

HVDC technology con be o more economically feasible option for integration of off-island
wind power.
• There are two types of technologies: (1). Conventional line commutated converter (LCO
HVDC, and (2). Voltage-source converter (VSC) technology
• Voltage source converter technology is capable of providing dynamic voltage support
to the grid and is flexible to connect with weak AC systems
• World's first Ultra high voltage DC solution: Southern power grid China, Conventionol
LCC HVDC project 5000 MW +/- 800 kV, 1A18 km
• World's first off-shore VSC HVDC: North Sea, 88MW (in 2005) being expanded to
additional 100 MW in 2015, 66kV, 70 km,

•

Shunt FACTS devices (such as SVC's, STATCOMS) hove been deployed worldwide to provide
voltage support to the grid.
" These devices are capoble of providing dynamic reactive VAR and voltage support
• Typical STATCOM ratings for grid applications: lO's - lOO's of MVA
• Energy storage con also be coupled with such devices to provide dynamic real power
compensotion
irri;ic]ifi!;iO'i()[-.'j(;i''.
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Study Background and Objectives

1 Study Background and Objectives
The purpose of this study is to identify, define and quantify ancillary services necessary to integrate
new generation resources, including renewable generation, for bulk power systems and particularly
the Hawaiian Islands. The results of this study may be: incorporated into the Hawaii Reliability
Standards Working Group's proposals for new reliability standards; used to develop
recommendations for revised generation interconnection technical requirements; provided to the
Hawaii Public Utility Commission for consideration and adoption; and used to inform the Hawaii
utilities' Integrated Resource Planning process.
The GE team has been deeply involved in analyzing the impact of renewable generation on the HECO
systems and has performed 9 system-level studies over the past 5 years. The power output form
Variable Generators IVG) such as wind and solar plants, by definition is variable. Also, there is a
certain amount of uncertainty associated with this generation m the hours preceding actual
operations. The generation from VGs is not only variable wilhin the hour and is also variable on a
longer timeframe such as daily, weekly and monthly time frame. The variability of VGs within the
hour (along with the variability associated with the lood) is handled by the system operator through
the use of regulation and load-following (spinning) reserves. This study will leverage the findings of
the renewable impact studies performed by GE.
The project focuses on four tasks ^:
•

Task 1: Define a standardized set of ancillary services along with their associated definitions
(in functional, technology-neutral, performance based terms) that can be used to meet the
operational needs of Hawaii and other bulk power systems, and provide for the integration of
variable generation technologies.

•

Task 2: Assess resource technologies (generation, transmission, storage, and demand
response (DRll for their ability to support the respective ancillary services, to maximize the
diversity and optionality for ancillary service acquisition and delivery.

•

Task 3: Identify the physical requirements of the ancillary services needed for each Hawaiian
island (Oahu, Maui, Big Island).

•

Task 4: Outline considerations for specifying / acquinng ancillary services for the Hawaii gnds
that protect reliability, mcent renewable generation, and minimize production costs.

This report presents the results of Tasks 3 and 4 of the study. The results of Tasks 1 and 2 were
presented in a separate report, GEA30441 Hawaii Ancillary Services Study PART l REPORT and
PRESENTAT10N_12192912rl.pdf.

1

After the study commenced, it was decided that Tosk l should be generic and address ali ancillary services that are in
service or under development in the U.S., as well os internationolly. regardless of their applicability to the Hawaii system.
The applicability of the ancillary services to the Howoii system was included os o portion of Task 3 of the study.
Therefore, in Tosk 1, the difficulty in adopting some of the researched ancillary services for the Hawaii system was
acknowiedged. but not discussed in detail.
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Summary ofSummory of Results

2 Summary of Results
Ancillary services ore required to mointoin reliable operations of the electric power system. With
Hawaii Natural Energy Institute (HNEI), in cooperation with the Hawaii Reliability Standards Working
Group (RSWG), GE has worked to identify, define and quantify ancillary services necessary to
integrate new generation resources, including renewoble generation, for the Hawaiian Islands. This
written summary report for Tasks 3-4 and the attached PowerPoint slides documenting Tasks 3-4,
comprise the Part 2 final report from GE for use by HNEI and the Hawaii RSWG.
The purpose of o companion report on Part 1 of the study was to define o stondordized set of
ancillary services along with their associated definitions that con be used to meet the operational
needs of any bulk power systems, and provide for the integration of variable
technologies.

Port

1 also provided on assessment

of resource technologies

generation
(generation,

transmission, storage, and demand response (DR)) for their ability to support the respective ancillary
services, to maximize the diversity and optionality for ancillary service acquisition ond delivery.
The purpose of the Part 2 study was to identify the physical requirements of the ancillary services
needed for each Hawaiian island and to outline considerations for specifying / acquiring ancillary
services for the Hawaii grids that protect reliability, incent renewable generation, and minimize
production costs^ The Part 2 study was performed under two tasks - Task 3 and Task 4.
The primary focus of Task 3 was to investigate the need for additional ancillary services and
interconnection requirements under a couple of different renewable generation scenarios for the
three Hawaii electric power systems. The results of past renewable integration studies performed for
the Hawaii utilities, where available, were used to understand the impact of renewables on
operations under the different scenarios. This information along with the lessons learnt from Part 1
on the best practices in the industry was used to determine the additional ancillary services and
interconnection requirements for Hawaii. The unique characteristics of the Howoii systems were
taken

into account

requirements.

in determining

these additional

ancillary

services and

interconnection

Another important deliverable of Task 3 was to develop a process for evaluating

various resource options that were summarized in the technology section IPort 1 - Task 2) for
providing the ancillary services required under future system conditions.
The purpose of Task 4 of the report was to outline considerations for promoting a least-cost portfolio
of resources that can supply ancillary services and interconnection requirements that attempt to
protect reliability, maximize renewable output and minimize energy costs.
The major recommendations related to ancillary services and interconnection requirements ore
given below.

^ Production costs include all costs associated with the operation of a power system. These costs include (but are not
limited tol: fuel costs, varioble O&M costs, fixed O&M costs, stortup/shuidown & cycling costs, impact of transmission
losses, environmentol compliance costs, and any explicit compensotion which is paid to resources. F^oduction costs do
not include copital expenditure associated with the initial purchase of a resource or ossocioted upgrades costs.
Consumer cost is highly correlated with Production cost: however, ihe primary differentiator is thot thot Consumer cost
includes the impact of copital expenditure on the pnce rote-poyers are exposed to. In addition, consumer cost olso
includes other distribution-related expenses which ore not typically included in the production cost.
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• Require synthetic inertia capability for future utility-scale wind plants. The parameters for synthetic
inertia (deadband, active power contribution, duration of response, maximum generation reduction
etc.) should be designed to meet the Hawaii system requirements.
• Require droop control to be a part of the interconnection requirements for future utility-scale wind
and solar plants tn addition to the requirement for dispatchable generators.
• Variable Generation (VG) should be compensated for providing up reserves if their generation is
curtailed for the explicit purpose of providing reserves. Recommend the development of tools to
reliably calculate the amount of reserves that VG con provide.
• VG should be required to provide down reserves without any explicit compensation similar to other
dispatchable units in the system. Need to design and employ forecasting methodology/tool to
calculate the amount of down reserves that VGs con reliobly provide based on actual and
forecasted generation from VGs.
• VG should be required to provide up reserves without any explicit compensation when they ore
curtailed for reasons other than providing up reserves since their opportunity cost is zero when
they are already curtailed.
• Recommend AGC (ability of wind plant to directly accept and act on a maximum dispatch signal
delivered by AGO capability to be a port of the interconnection requirements for all future utilityscale generators including wind and solar plants.
• Recommend that VG be compensated for providing up regulation if their generation is curtailed for
the explicit purpose of providing regulation.
• In general, storage and demand response should be allowed to provide regulation and reserves as
long OS they are economical.

As mentioned before, another important deliverable of Task 3 was to develop a process for
evaluating various resource options. A methodology that con be exercised during a resource
planning process to evaluate and assist with the selection of a future technology mix that is
compatible with the system-level interconnection and ancillary service requirements was developed.
Specifically, the methodology focuses on minimizing the overall production cost and capital
expenditure required to obtain a "least-cost" portfolio while observing system reliability needs.
Additional consideration is given to parameters which are more difficult to auontify economically,
such as propensity for a given portfolio to improve future renewables penetration and/or reduce nsk
exposure. There ore 10 specific steps included in the body of the report and corresponding
presentation material.
The objective of Task 3 was also to evaluate methods for procunng the recommended ancillary
services. Four potential approaches for obtaining, compensating, and incentivizing ancillary services
were included the report. The details of each approach along with their respective pros/cons are
discussed further in the report body and corresponding presentation material. Specifically, the four
approaches are:
1. Market Cleahng Price
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2. Reimbursement of Offer Price
3. "Make-whole" Compensation
4. Condition of Interconnection

On Hawaii, ancillary services are presently obtained from dispatchable resources through a method
which is similar to the previously mentioned "Condition of Interconnection" approach. Specifically,
the utilities have the ability to dispatch resources to provide ancillary services without explicit
compensation to the respective resources. Going-forward, there will be a continued desire to
increase the penetration of renewable resources on the Hawaiian system which has the potential to
increase the system-level ancillary service requirements. As the system-need for ancillary services
increases, it may be necessory to incentivize new resources to provide (or existing resources to
expand upon) their ancillary service capability. This incentive could likely come m the form of explicit
financial compensation and include aspects of either the "moke-whole compensation" or
"reimbursement of offer price" methods. However, it should be noted the use of these methods has
the potential to increase the overall production cost os a result of the explicit compensation for
[some of/all of] the ancillary services. Careful consideration is required before introducing such
remuneration methods or unbundling the ancillary services.
As outlined in the technology table (Part 1, Task 21. renewable resources (i.e. wind/solar) ore capable of
providing many ancillary services. The use of these resources for providing A/S may help to facilitate
their increased penetration and potentially reduce production costs os it introduces another degree
of freedom for commitment & dispatch. Current RFP's and draft PPA's are seeking to leverage this
capability from VG resources. Relotive to the current environment, in which dispatchable resources
ore not explicitly compensated for fulfilling the system-level ancillary obligations, requiring the
wind/solar to provide ancillary services via the "Condition of Interconneaion" approach would
certainly be considered os on equitable option. Due to the foci that wind/solor resources ore
presently compensated based on their energy contract price, which likely includes some fixed and
capital cost recovery, there ore periods when wind/solar ore more expensive to operate than some
non-renewable resources on the system (i.e. periods where the energy contract price is higher than
the marginal system cost). .During these periods, it may result in a system level production cost
savings to curtail wind/solor to provide ancillary services. However, the existing wind/solar contracts
hove provisions which preclude the curtailment of these resources for economic reasons. Therefore,
during periods where wind/solar are curtailed exclusively for the purposes of providing ancillary
services (i.e. up-reservesl, the use of "Moke-whole Compensation", to explicitly compensate for costs
(including opportunity costs) associated with providing ancillary services, would be recommended. It
should be noted that the existing wind/solor contracts purposefully prevented curtailment for
economic reasons in on effort to maximize renewable penetration.^ Therefore, to adopt the previous
recommendation, on adjustment to the existing contracts would be required.
Energy storage devices have the potential to enhance penetration of renewable resources and/or
lower the overall production cost. The process for "Evaluating and Selecting a Potential Resource
^ The provisions which preclude economic curtoilment of renewable VG hove not been extended to dispotchable
renewables such as hydropower or biomass.
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Mix" developed in Task 3 and discussed earlier, could be leveraged to help quantify these potential
benefits. Due to the fact that energy storage resources ore energy-neutral and operate exclusively
for the purposes of providing ancillary services, the use of "make-whole compensation" is not
applicable (i.e. storage resources have no opportunity costs). Therefore, an explicit remuneration
method, such os "Reimbursement of Offer Price" may be required to incentivize the development &
participation of energy storage resources to supply ancillary services. To obtain o value for the
ancillary services offered by the energy storage resources, it is likely that the previously mentioned
"system-level" use of o production cost simulation would be required. Specifically, the simuiotion
could be exercised by individually enabling / disabling the respective ancillary service capability for
each resource under considerotion. The resulting benefit (i.e. "reduction") in the overall annual
production cost could be used as a basis for assessing the ancillary service offer price.
Ancillary service participation from DR, transmission, and retrofit options has the potential to reduce
production costs, improve renewables penetration, and avoid/defer/attenuate major capital
expenditure. Similar to energy storage resources, an explicit compensation method would likely be
required to incentivize participation from DR ond/or transmission-related technologies. To
incentivize the modification (i.e. retrofit) of existing resources to provide, or expand upon, their
ancillary sen^/ice capability, further use of explicit compensation may be required to cover upgrade
costs.
It should be noted that some resources have the potential to increase (or decreose) the required
amount of ancillary services on the system. Further, some resources have the potential to provide
more ancillary capability than other resource types. In some coses, such as wind/solor, on individual
resource has the potential to increase the required amount of ancillary services on the system.
However, these resources also hove [typically] low variable operating cost and hove the have the
potential to reduce the overall production cost for the system. As a result, it is not recommended
that individual resources, which induce additional ancillary obligations on the system, be additionally
penalized. Instead, it is recommended that the impact on overall consumer cost (including total
ancillary services costs), coupled with other policy-related directives such os renewable penetration
targets, be used as the metric to assess the viability of a particular resource.
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2.1 Key Terminology
The following definitions for key terminology ore relevant throughout the content of this study and
should be interpreted as described below.
Area Control Error (ACEI:
The instantaneous difference between a Balancing Authority's net actual and scheduled interchange,
taking into account the effects of Frequency Bias and correction for meter error. Source - NERC
Glossary (2008)
Conventionally, ACE = (NIA - NISI - lOB (FA - FSl - IME. where:
NIA is the algebraic sum of octuol flows on all tie lines.
NIS IS the algebraic sum of scheduled flows on oil tie lines.
B is the Frequency Bios Setting IMW/0.1 Hz) for the Balancing Authority. The constant factor
10 converts the frequency setting to MW/Hz.
FA is the oaual frequency.
FS is the scheduled frequency. FS is normally 60 Hz but may be offset to effect manual time
error corrections.
IME is the meter error correction factor typically estimated from the difference between the
integrated hourly overage of the net tie line flows (NIA) and the hourly net interchange
demand meosuremenL
Due to 0 lock of inter-area power flows, the definition of ACE has been modified for Hawaii.
Specifically, for Hawaii, ACE = - 108 (FA - FSl. This modified definition of ACE is still applicable for
Hawaii as it correctly represents the fact that 100% of difference between supply and demand will
manifest itself as a frequency error. Source - Revised definition per Hawaii RSWG Glossary
Automatic Generation Control (AGO:
Equipment that automatically adjusts generation, storage devices, ond/or responsive load in a
Balancing Authority Area from a central location to maintain the Balancing Authonty's interchange
schedule, plus the Frequency Bios (i.e. ACE). Source - NERC Glossary (2008) with modifications to
accommodate additional resource types such as load and storage devices
Although AGC was originally conceived as a means to provide fast (3-6 second signals) to generators,
the concept of leveroging AGC to provide "MW raise/lower" commands to demand-side and storage
resources is equally applicable and is in practice in some locations.
Droop Response:
Droop response is a near instontoneous means of proportionally adjusting a resource's real-power to
resist a change in frequency: allowing o system of resources to operate in a stable manner.
The magnitude of a given resource's response is proportional to the frequency deviation and typically
characterized by "x%" droop. For example, o resource with operating range available will provide
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100% additional output per "x%" change in system frequency. Response is typically a percentage of
the resource's full-capability.
Droop response con be provided by any frequency-sensitive resource.
Resource:
A resource may consist of any generation, storage, load (i.e. demand-side), or transmission technology.
Spinning / Non-Spinning:
Histohcolly, the terms "spinning" and "non-spinning" have referred to the rotational nature of
synchronized generators. Over time, this terminology has migrated to imply the "relative state of
readiness and responsiveness" as it relates to the ability for a resource to fulfill its ancillory obligation. In
on effort to leverage contemporary industry vernacular, this totter interpretation was adopted for use in
this presentation.
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3 Study Results
3.1Task 3: Identify the physical requirements of ancillary services
needed for each Hawaiian island.
The objective of this task was to answer the following questions:
1. How much additional quantity of existing oncillory services (example, additional MWs of
spinning reserves) may be required in the future under high renewable generation scenarios?
2. What new ancillary services and interconnection requirements may be needed in the future
under high renewable generation scenarios?
3. What is the process to determine o cost-effective way of using existing as well os new
technology to meet the additional ancillary service requirements?
Drawing on recent Hawaii renewables integration studies conducted by GE, the project teams'
expertise from these and similar large scale renewable integration studies, and other sources, GE and
the HPUC ond HECO companies hypothesized the following scenarios of renewables development for
the three utilities.
Table 3.1 Scenarios of renewoble development
H o s t Recent IRP

HECO (Oahu)

HECO (Haul)

HECO IRP 2009-2028 (Sep

MECO IRP 2007-2026 (April

2008)
Resource Planning Study t o

,2007)
Available from MECO

support f u t u r e IRP

HELCO ( B i a l s l a n d )
' H E L C O IRP 2007-2026 iMay"^
.2007)
HELCO Resource Planning
Study iJune 2012)

Other r e n e w a b l e

HSISlAvailablefromGE)

OWISTSHSiSlAvailoble

i n t e g r a t i o n studies

from GE)

Load Forecast

From OV./IST and HSIS

Base Line From HSIS

Scenario 1:

HSISScenorioAA
360 MW Dist Solor PV
AOOMW Cent Solar PV
100 MW On-shore Wind
NoOff-ShoreWind

HSIS Base Line 12012 system) HELCO 100% '
renewables i n t e r m i t t e n t 15 MW Dist Solor PV
heavy
OMWCentSolorPV
. 22 M W Biomass
72 MW On-shore Wind
100 M W W i n d (centralized)
100 M I U P V ( c e n t r a l i z e d o r
distributed]
50 M W G e o t h e r m a l

HSISScenario4B
160 MW Dist Solar PV

HSIS Scenario 3

p e n e t r a t i o n Renewables or
mix definition

200 MWCem Solar PV

ISr^WCent solar PV

100 MWOn-5hore Wind

72 r-1W On-shore Wind

200 Off-Shore Wind

Scenario}: Hoauy

Isome eolor & wind MWH os "ifll

tntermittent Renewables

Ease Line From Resource
Planning Study

Moderate p e n e t r a t i o n
Renemables or m i x
definition

Scenario 2: High

30 r-IW Dist Solar PV

22 MWeiomass
100 MW Wind, 100 MWPV

HELCO 100% renewables
geothermal/dispatchoble hea\fy
42 H W Biomass
50 M W w i n d (centralized)
50 M W P U ( c e n t r a l i z e d or
distributed)
100 H W G e o t h e r m a l

SO HW Geothermal
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Details regarding existing interconnection requirements and ancillary services were gathered and
summarized by GE using various sources such as typical design criteno for new units, model PPAs
etc. GE also reviewed pertinent documents from HPUC and Hawaii utilities such as Docket 2008-0273
Feed-in Tariff ("FIT") ond the updates to the information contained in the docket provided by the
HECO utilities.
The attached workbooks" include the details regarding existing interconnection requirements and
ancillary services for oil three HECO utilities as well as forecasted ancillary services (primarily increase
in MWs of operating reservesl for the chosen scenarios where available. To the extent that the
scenarios hod been previously studied by the GE teams as port of the renewable integration studies,
the additional reserve requirements (HECO and MECO Scenarios l£i21 were available.

For MECO

Scenono 3 and HELCO Scenarios 1&2, more detailed studies would need to be performed to
determine the additional reserve requirements. The process for determining the additional reserve
requirements is included in Appendix A (Methodology for Determining Operating Reservesl. For the
purposes of this study, GE worked with the MECO and HELCO to try and define the directional change
and magnitude of ancillary services for those scenarios. Where practical, GE estimated the amount
of ancillary services required based on studies performed in Hawaii and the mainland.
The results from the primary frequency response simulations were available for some of the selected
scenarios from the HSIS and OWIS study performed by GE. These simulations were also used in the
determination of the need for new ancillary services.

HECO Ancillary
MECO Ancillary
HELCO Anollary
Services for Scenario Services for ScenarwServices for Scenario'

HECO workbook: HECO Ancillary Services for Scenarios_DRAFT_Rev7.xlsx
MECO workbook MECO Ancillary Services for 5cenarios_DRAFT_rev6.j<lsx
HELCO Workbook: HELCO Ancillary Services for Scenorios_DRAFT_Revi.xlsx
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Additional Quantities of Existing Ancillary Services Required Under Study

Scenarios
This section discusses the additional quantities of existing ancillary services required under the study
scenarios for each HECO utility, where available.
S.1.1.1 HECO
The following two scenarios were studied:
Scenario 1 - HSIS Scenario 4A
360 MW Dist. Solar PV
^00 MW Cent Solar PV
100 MW On-shore Wind
No Off-Shore Wind
Scenario 2HSIS-Scenario AB
160 MW Dist. Solar PV
200 MW Cent Solar PV
100 MW On-shore Wind
200 Off-Shore Wind
(some solar & wind MWH as ^A)

Inertia and Primary Frequency Response

Results of HSIS study show that 1) enforcing no trip of Distributed PV on under-frequency excursion
helped to reduce the frequency drop by 2.2-3.A Hz (if UFLS is not active), 2) use of frequency
responsive load (50MW @ 59.5 Hz trip), and synthetic inertia from off-shore wind plants con support
the system during loss of generation contingency by reducing the frequency drop (raising the nodirl
by up to 0.3 Hz, in coses where synchronous generators ore displaced by renewables. Please see
figures.
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Figure 3.1 HECO Scenario 4A - Loss of AES (with frequency nde through of Dist PV)
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Figure 3.2 HECO Scenario 4A - Loss of AES (without frequency ride through of Dist PV)
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Figure 3.3 HECO Scenario 48 - Synthetic Inertia from Online Wind Plants & Frequency Responsive
Load Reserves
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Preventing distnbuted PV trips has the most beneficial effect on the frequency response.

The

frequency nadir without distributed PV trip is 58.1 Hz, 0.9 below the first stage of UFLS. For a safe
margin, other recommendations (i.e., synthetic inertia and frequency responsive load) should also be
implemented.
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Figure 3.4 HECO Scenario 5 - Synthetic Inertia from Online VJind Plants
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Regulation

The additional regulation reserves required to a c c o m m o d a t e variability in w i n d a n d solar generation
is given below.

Scenario 1 - HSIS Scenono '^A: Max Day-time (6am-8pm) = 239MW; Night-time (8pm-6am) = 32MW.

Scenorio 2H5l5-Scenario ^B: Day-time (max) = 166MW: Night-time (max) = lOAMW
Figure 3.5 HECO Spinning Reserve Requirement as a Function o f Online Renewoble Generation
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Inter-hour results from the simulation of these scenarios confirm that the operating reserves
requirement helps the system (in Scenarios AA and 4B1 to carry enough reserves to sustain the worst
sub-hourly event in each hour of the year as well as to ride the system through forecast
error/uncertainty. Further analysis is required to determine the economics of the existing capacity
meeting the additional reserve requirement. If the existing capacity is insufficient or uneconomic,
then other means of obtaining spinning reserves (for example, from battery storage and DR) should
be explored. This is further discussed in the next section on the methodology to estimate technology
mix.
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3.1.1.2 MECO
The following two scenarios were studied:
Scenario 1 - Maui Boseline
15 MW Dist Solar PV
0 MW Cent Solar PV
72 MW On-shore Wind
Scenario 2- Maui Scenario 3
30 MW Dist Solor PV
15 MW Cent Solar PV
72 MW On-shore Wind
Scenario 3- Heavy Intermittent Renewables Scenorio
22 MW Biomass
100 MW Wind
100 MW PV
50 MW Geothermal
Inertia and Primary Frequency Response

Regulation
Scenario 1 & 2: As a function of forecast of wind+solar power. Mox Reserves approximately 27 MW as
shown in the figure.
Scenario 3: As Q function of forecast of wind+sotor power. Max Reserves estimated to be
approximately 50 MW.
Figure 3.6 MECO Spinning Reserve Requirement as a Function of Online Renewable Generation
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3.1.1.3 HELCO
The fallowing two scenonos were studied:
Scenario 1 - Heavy Intermittent
Geothermal - 50MW
ROR Hydro - 16.85MW
Wind - lOOMW
Distributed PV-12MW
Centrol/Dist PV - 88MW
Biomass-22MW

Scenario 2- Heavy Dispatchable
Geothermal - lOOMW
ROR Hydro-16.85MW
Wind - 50MW
Distributed PV - 12MW
Centrol/Dist PV-38MW
Biomass-^2MW

Inertia and Primary Frequency Response
(No data availablel
Regulation
INo data available)
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3.1.2 Recommendations for New Ancillary Services and Interconnection Requirements
Task 1 (Port 1 study) researched the ancillary services and interconnection requirements that ore
currently being employed or under consideration globally. The ancillary services are as follows:
• Frequency Responsive Reserve/Primary Frequency Response
• Regulation
• Load Following
• Spinning Reserve
• Non-Spinning Reserve
•

Replacement Reserves

The emerging interconnection requirements foil in the categories below:
•

Power Factor and Voltage Control

• Voltage and Frequency Ride Through
• Ramp Rate Limits and Control
• Over and Under Frequency controls
• AGC Response Capability
• Inertia
It should be noted that the above-mentioned ancillary services and interconnection requirements
hove been employed in vonous ports of the world and may or may not be applicable to the Hawaii
system. These ancillary services and interconnection requirements were discussed in detail in the
Port 1 report. The iriformation presented in Section 3.1.1 along with the lessons learnt from the Port 1
study on the best practices in the industry were used to determine the additional ancillary services
and interconnection requirements for Hawaii. The unique characteristics of the Hawaii systems were
token into account in determining these additional ancillary services and interconnection
requirements. Below is o list of the recommendations.
3.1.2.1 Inertial Response
Inertiol response is very important for the Hawaii utilities since they ore small islanded systems with
relatively high Rote-of-Chonge-of-Frequency (ROCOF) due to system events. Currently, the desired
inertial response from dispatchable synchronous renewable generation (RE) resources such as
geothermal plants is obtained as a condition of contract. There is no synthetic inertia requirement in
the interconnection requirements for Variable Generation (VG) resources such as wind and solar
plants. However, recent PPAs for renewable generation hove included inertia requirement
Based on the information gathered in Port 1, it con be concluded that, at present, there is no ancillary
service or market ossocioted with inertiol response anywhere in the world. Where implemented, the
inertial response requirements hove been through interconnection requirements. For example,
Hydro Quebec^ requires wind power to provide on emulated inertial response. Based on the Part 1
study, we hove also determined that with the current technology, it is possible for wind plants to
provide synthetic inertial response, which if designed properly con help the system ride through
Hydro-Quebec requires that wind plants be able to contribute to reducing lorge (> 0.5 Hz), short-term (< 10 s) frequency
deviations on the power system, os does the menial response of o conventional synchronous generotor whose inertia
constant (H) equals ?.5s
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frequency events. Therefore, we recommend synthetic inertia capability for future utility-scale wind
plants. The parameters for synthetic inertia (deodbond, active power contribution, duration of
response, maximum generation reduction etc.) should be designed to meet the Hawoii system
requirements. The utilities should also perform offline studies to determine the impact of synthetic
inertia on inertial and primary frequency response and how it impacts inertia requirements from
other (future) interconnecting resources, Under Frequency Load Shedding (UFLS) practices, and
spinning reserve requirements. The offline studies should be used to guide for determining
combinations of resources thot need to be online.
3.1.2.2 Primary Frequency Response
Primary frequency control involves the autonomous, automatic, and rapid action (i.e.. within seconds)
of 0 generator to change its output to oppose large changes in frequency. Primary frequency control
octions ore especially important dunng the period following the sudden loss of generation to prevent
the frequency from collapsing. Primary frequency response is provided by units that are selected to
provide spinning reserves.
HECO uses spinning resen^es to cover 100% of its largest single contingency (185MW). The units
providing spinning reserves ore on governor and AGC control. In addition, HECO also carries spinning
reserves to meet the variations in load and renewable energy within the hour. These units ore also
on governor and AGC control and provide frequency response.
in MECO, no separate spinning reserves ore corned for contingencies. The units that provide
regulation ore on governor and AGC control and also provide frequency response and provide
spinning reserves for contingencies. The regulating reserves are a function of forecast of wind and
solor generation - minimum of 6MW and a maximum of 50MW in the up direction and up to 9 MW in
the down direction. Under Frequency Load Shedding (ULFS) is used to prevent the frequency from
collapsing. Fast-storting offline resources ore used to restore shed load.
In HELCO, the units that provide regulation ore on governor and AGC control and also provide
frequency response and spinning reserve. The regulating reserves ore a function of forecast of wind
and solar generation with a minimum of 6 MW plus up to 15 MW to account for the wind regulation.
ULFS IS used to prevent the frequency from collapsing. Fast-storting offline resources are used to
restore shed load.
Currently, the interconnection requirements for HECO utilities require oil dispatchable generators
(conventional, as well as synchronous RE) to hove a ^% droop that is adjustable. HECO utilities also
hove the capability to dispatch units to provide reserves as needed. As such, the HECO utilities
currently obtain primary frequency response as a condition of interconnection.

Based on our research in the Part 1 study. Primary Frequency Response ancillary service is on
emerging ancillary service that is being investigated in the U.S. mainland systems^. FRR (Frequency
^ All systems carry contingency reserves (spinning and non-spmrnng) to help bring the frequency to its original value after
the loss of a generator or transmission line. However, having sufficient contingency reserves in itself does nol guarantee
adequate primate frequency response. Currently, NERC is investigating the need for Frequency Responsive Reserves to
ensure adequate primary frequency response This is because the speed of response of resources that can provide
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Responsive Reservesl is already being used in the markets in Australia^ However, in Hawoii all the
dispatchable generators ore on both governor and AGC control and are already required to hove fast
response (100% response within 30 seconds) in emergency situations. This fact needs to be
considered in determining if there is a need for on additional primary frequency response ancillory
service. Also, how such on ancillary service would'work in o non-morket environment should be
investigated.
Bosed on the research performed on technical capabilities of resources in the Port 1 study, wind and
solar plants are capable of providing primary frequency response improving the reliability of the grid.
Our recommendations with respect to primary frequency response ore os follows:
•

We recommend droop control to be o part of the interconnection reauirements for future
utility-scale wind and solor plants in addition to this requirement for dispatchable generators.

•

We also recommend that VG be compensated for providino up reserves if their oenerotion is
curtailed for the explicit purppse of providing reserves. The payment mechanism will be
discussed later in the section on ancillary service procurement. We also recommend the
development of tools to reliably calculate the amount of reserves that VG con provide.

•

VG should be required to provide down reserves without onv explicit ccmpensotion similar to
other dispatchable units in the system. In many instances, using VG to provide reserves also
reduces their curtailment. For example, using wind generation to provide down reserves
(instead of carrying the down reserves by dispatching up a thermal generator) reduces the
curtailment of wind generation. Tools to determine the amount of down reserves that VGs
can reliably provide should be developed.

•

VG should be required to provide up reserves without any explicit compensation when thev
ore curtailed for reasons other than providing up reserves since their opportunity cost is zero
when thev ore curtailed.

contingency reserve is driven by NERC standard BAL-002 requirement RA requires that the ACE be returned to zero lor to
its pre-disturbonce level if its pre-disturbonce level is originally negative) withm 15 minutes, in FERC Order 693. FERC
ordered NERC to revise its standard so thot it "defines the necessory amount of Frequency Response needed for Reliable
Operoiion for each Balancing Authority with methods of obtaining and measuring that the frequency response is
achieved.' NERC is pursuing a frequency response initiative that is looking ot vwhot types of requirements are needed. A
frequency responsive reserve IFRR) procedure has been proposed in o WECC whitepaper. The proposol suggests o FRR
amount for all of WECC that is based on the largest credible contingency the system is prepared to deal with without
oclivoiing UFLS (o 3200 r^W Category C double generator contingency! allocated to each balancing authority based on
peak load.
' In Australia, the NEM has 6 FCAS (Frequency Control Ancillary Services! related to primory frequency response
Fast Roise (6 Second Roise)
Fast Lower (6 Second Lower)
Slow Raise (60 Second Raise)
Slow Lower (60 Second Lower)
Delayed Raise (5 Minute Raise)
Delayed Lower (5 Minute Lower)
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Allowing VC3 to provide primary frequency response as suggested above con help reduce the
production cost of the system, improve the reliability and lower curtailment. It should also be
noted that the above provisions ore similar to those used in the ERCOT^ market.

3.1.2.3 Frequency Regulation Ancillary Service (Secondary Frequency Response)
Regulotion is very importont for Hawaii utilities unlike the mainland where shortages may only result
in CPS violations and do not show up in the system frequency. This ancillary service is required to
follow the changes in load, as well as renewable generation. Regulation is not only required under
normal operations, but also after on event to restore the frequency after primary frequency response
has been provided.
•

Currently. HECO does not quantify up regulation but it is corned os port of its spinning reserve
requirement. The generators selected for providing primary frequency response (that ore
also on AGC) provide up regulotion.

•

The amount of up regulation corned by MECO is a function of forecast of wind and solar
generation, with a minimum of 6MW and a maximum of 50MW. 6-8 MW of down regulation
is also held depending on number of CTs online.

•

In HELCO, the regulating reserve requirement is determined by the anticipated near-term
balancing needs, which the system operator determines by observing the variability of
apparent demand (due to wind voriobility, solor PV) and forecasted customer demand.
HELCO also corries sufficient down regulating reserve to cover largest off-peok load loss due
to 0 single contingency.

•

Currently, the interconnection requirements require oil dispatchable generators
(conventional, os well os synchronous RE) to be on AGC. All the existing wind contracts also
include active power control lAPC) provision to enable automatic curtailment.

•

In Hawaii, the AGC signal is sent to generators every h seconds. There ore two components
to 0 generator signal: a regulation component, and on economic component. The regulation
component has larger gains and more aggressive time of implementation and therefore will
override the economic signals when frequency is off-normal (HELCO).

Based on the findings in the Part 1 study, markets such as California ISO ore looking into a
separate load-following ancillary service product to handle changes in vorioble generation that
ore sustained. However, this is on artifact of the CAISO (and other) markets where regulation is
only used to handle variations in net load within the dispatch interval, typically 5 minutes. In
Hawaii, regulating reserves are maintained to manage anticipated variability within the hour in
the apparent demand, which includes forecast changes m load and the imbalances caused by
changes in variable generation^. Therefore, there is no need for a separate load-following

^ The wind generation plants should hove adjustable deed bonds to match those of other conventional resources or (hot
which is provided in the operating guides, and o similar droop to the other resources of 5%. in ERCOT. wind generators
ore required to provide down response all Che time and up response when curtailed.
^ Regulating reserves are designed to meet the inter-hour voriobihty of wind and solar. The nature of the fleet is such that
there ore abundant up-reserves to sustain forecast uncertainty (in lood and renewables). Also, lood variability m shorter
time scales is smoller than the renewable variability and m the high penetration scenarios it is not at all visible. With
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reserve in Hawoii. However, higher amounts of requlotion reserves will be required to integrate
hiaher amounts of variable generation os shown later through the scenarios. Variable
generation resources and other emerging technologies should be allowed to provide regulation.
Based on the research performed in the Part 1 study, wind plants hove the capability ^° to provide
regulation.
Our recommendations with respect to secondary frequency response are as follows:
•

We recommend AGC lability of wind plant to directly accept and act on a maximum dispatch
sionol delivered bv AGCl capability to be a port of the interconnection reauirements for all
future utility-scale aenerotors including wind and solar plants.

•

We recommend that VG be compensated for providing up regulotion if their generation is
curtailed for the explicit purpose of providina reaulation. The payment mechanism will be
discussed later. We also recommend the development of tools to reliably colculote the
amount of regulotion that VG con provide.
VG should be required to provide down regulation without any explicit compensation similar
to other dispatchable units in the system. Need tools to determine the amount of down
regulation that VGs con reliably provide.
VG should be required to provide up regulation without any explicit compensation when they
ore curtailed for reasons other than providing up regulation since their opportunity cost is
zero when they ore curtailed.

•

•

•

Allowing VG to provide regulation as suggested above con help reduce the production cost of
the system, improve the reliability and lower curtailment.

3.1.2.A Non-Spinning Reserves
Non-spinning reserves in the form of quick start resources serve o number of purposes. Following on
outage or unexpected loss of generation, diesels are initially used (offline contingency reservesl to
reploce lost generation ond/or UFLS restoration; following this intermediate and/or more efficient
generation is started to replace the diesels. Quick start units ore also used to offset regulating
requirements within the hour. All three utilities carry varying amounts of QS resources. No changes
to non-spinning reserves ancillary services ore proposed. However, foster/more contribution from
non-spinning assets may help to reduce the spinning regulotion reserves requirement and should be
evaluated.

3.1.2.5 Black Start Service
All three utilities have a number of units with block start copobility. No changes to black start service
proposed.

changes to the operating practices or in baseload fleet, it maybe required to assess reserves requirement for forecast
uncertainty (in net lood).
^'^ Grid codes in Ireland and Denmark require Active Power Control (ARC) for wind forms which give them the capability of
responding to operator power set-point commonds (equivalent to AGC)
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Storage a n d D e m a n d Response

In general, storage and demand response should be allowed to provide regulation and reserves as
long OS they ore economical. However, the following need to be considered:
•

Need to consider the interaction between DR response and UFLS since UFLS uses 75-80% of

all lood. The interaction of UFLS and DR must be developed and coordinoted to ensure odequote
protection for the UFLS system.
•

The modification of PV to being required to trip on lower frequency set-points than standard

IEEE 15^7 trip settings, which are higher than UFLS trip settings, to mitigate loss of PV during a
system low-frequency events was completed by the recent modification to Hi Rule l ^ h . However,
there ore still legacy installations that trip in accordance with IEEE 1547 and will compound the
impact of unit tnps. HECO uses 57.3 Hz for low frequency trip of distnbuted PV (not sure about other
utilities).

Legacy PV tnps at 59.3 Hz and still must be considered in oil studies.

Since the 1547

standard and, similarly, Rule 14H specify in terms of a must-trip instead of ride-through, confirmation
that the existing change results in the desired ride-through is important - o future change to o ridethrough requirement may be necessary.
•
Need to consider feeder net load for UFLS system os distributed PV increases and feeder net
load decreases during some hours.

3.1.4

Changes t o I n t e r c o n n e c t i o n R e q u i r e m e n t s

Below ore the suggested chonges to the interconnection requirements.
3.1.4.1 Reactive Power a n d Voltage Regulation
•

Hawaii utilities hove voltage regulation ond control requirements for dispatchable and
vanable generation. No changes proposed.

3.1.4.2 Voltage a n d Frequency Ride-thru
•

Hawaii utilities hove voltage and frequency ride-thru requirements for dispatchable and
varioble generation. Utilities should develop requirements for unbalanced ride thru
requirements. Unbalanced voltage capability is required in weak systems and is currently a
much larger issue than LVRT since turbine manufacturers do not currently hove a standard
to meet and the current technology of WTG is much less than conventional generation.

3.1.4.3 Ramp Rate Limits and Control
•

Hawaii utilities hove romp rote limits in the up direction for variable generation. Ramping
requirements in the up and down direction ore included as requirements for dispatchable
generation. No changes proposed.

3.1.4.4 Over and Under Frequency Controls
•

Per recommendation before, require wind and solar plants to hove pnmary frequency
response capabilities.
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3.1.4.5 Inertia
•

Per recommendation before, require wind plants to hove inertial response copobilities.

3.1.4.6 AGC Capability
•

Per recommendations before, require oil generators including wind and solar plants to hove
the ability to accept and respond to AGC commands. Active power set-point is a current
requirement for VG to enable curtailment. This would require modifications to the AGC
program.
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Fundamentals of Power System Operation

This section is intended to serve as o primer which provides a common foundation for the general
terminology and concepts that will be referred to throughout the balance of this report. In addition, it
is intended to provide insight into the processes and considerations that ore required to leveroge
available power system resources to "serve the load" in the most cost effective and reliable manner.
Downstream sections of this report will contain more Hawaii-specific discussion, considerations, and
where possible, recommendations which reference these concepts. The "fundomentols" ore outlined
here and in the PowerPoint presentation for Tosks 3&4 in Appendix A.
In a power system, resources are committed and dispatched based on their ability to:
1. Directly provide energy
2. Support the reliable delivery of energy
Often, the some resource may serve both functions. The degree to which this occurs depends upon
the attributes of the individual resource, resource mix. and the respective needs of the power system.
To supply "energy", o resource is primarily evaluated based on its variable cost structure:
•

Startup Cost: Typically on o "$/stortup" basis. Represents the cost incurred for bringing a
resource to a state where it is ovoiloble for dispatch.

•

Minimum Generation Cost: Typically on a "$/hr" basis. Represents the variable cost required
to sustain operation at the minimum permissible "real-power" operating level.

•

Incremental Vohoble Cost: Typically on a "$/MWh" basis. This represents the cost for the next
incremental adjustment in the real-power set-pomL

To support the "reliable delivery of energy", o resource is considered based on additional attributes
that characterize its flexibility. Examples include, but ore not limited to:
•

Inertiol Response: Typically measured by a resource's inertiol constant "H" (in seconds). This
is 0 normalized value that relates o resource's kinetic energy to its respective capacity.

•

Romp-rote; Typically on o "MW/min" basis. Characterizes the rote ot which o resource is
able to adjust it's real-power set-point. This rate con be set "tuned" differently dependent
upon whether the need is for frequency response (i.e. FRR), regulation, (i.e. AGC), load
following, spinning reserve, ond/or startup pehods.

•

Quick-start capability: Typically on o "minutes or hours" basis. Characterizes the time-delay
required for a unit that is offline or disconnected from the power system to become available
for the purposes of providing energy or supporting the reliable delivery of energy.

•

Operating Range: Characterized on a "real-power" and "reactive power" basis.

• Reol-power range: Chorocterizes the range over which o resource is able to inject or consume
actual "MW" to support the load on the power system.
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• Reoctive-power range: Characterizes the range over which o resource is able to provide
"MVAR" to assist with maintaining system voltage levels.
•

Minimum Operating Period:

• Minimum up-time: The minimum time for which the unit needs to be online once started
• Minimum down-time: The minimum time for which the unit needs to be offline once shutdown
•

Black-start capability: Ability to start a unit without support from the grid

Determining the balance between using a resource for its "energy" vs. its ability to support the
"reliable delivery of energy" often requires sophisticated algorithms. Typically, this balance is
achieved through "security-constrained unit-commitment ISCUCl" and "security-constrained
economic dispatch (SCED)" algorithms. For long-term power system planning, o production cost
model is often leveraged to execute the SCUC and SCED algorithms. For day-to-day and week-toweek operations, similar algorithms ore used in energy management system (EMSl softwore. The
objective of the algorithms is to ensure that sufficient resources will be online (i.e. committed) to meet
the anticipated load forecast (including variability) and satisfy reserve requirements in the most
economicol manner (i.e. lowest system cost) while observing reliability constraints. Emphasis is
placed on leveraging assets with the lowest variable operating costs. More expensive resources ore
only selected if their flexibility is required to ensure relioble delivery of the energy, relieve system
constraints, or they benefit increased renewables penetration, etc.
Once a resource is "committed", the "security-constrained economic-dispatch" olgohthms are then
utilized to obtain a resource's load set-point li.e. "dispatch-point"). To achieve a solution, these
olgohthms attempt to "park" oil committed resources at the some incremental vohoble cost
(odditionol details in following slides). Typically, the "most-economical" manner for operating the
system is for oil committed resources to be dispatched to the some "incremental variable cost"
(provided the resource is not at the extremes of its operating range). This is referred to as "economic
dispatch". The resource which will provide the "next most economical MW" is referred to as the
morginol unit. And, at that instant, the "system marginal cost" is equivalent to the incremental
varigble cost of that resource. Often, there ore multiple units "on or near the margin".
To satisfy the reliability needs of the power system, it is often necessary to adjust the dispotch of the
resources away from their economic optimum set-point. This movement creates additional
"heodroom/legroom" and Increases the available reserves to satisfy system requirements. To ensure
that these adjustments ore mode In the most economical manner, o prpcess referred to os "cooptlmlzation" is often deployed. This process assists In identifying which resources to adjust, and by
how much. Specifically, It attempts to minimize the "opportunity costs" associated with moving a
resource away from its economic optimum to meet the reliability needs of the system.
The concept of using opportunity costs to ronk/phohtlze resources and moke system-level trade-offs
between energy vs. ancillory capability Is still applicable regardless of whether on explicit payment is
mode to the resources for their ancillary participation.
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Typically, ancillary service needs ore "best-served" by marginal resources. This Is driven by the fact
that they often hove the lowest opportunity cost for providing the service. For example, o wind
farm^^ typically has a very low vohoble operating cost. Curtailing the wind for the specific purpose of
providing an ancillary service would [typically] result in very high opportunity cost (for both the plant
and the power system). However, during periods where renewables ore curtailed, due to must-run
resources and/or corresponding over-supply, ollocotlon of ancillary services to the renewables would
likely be very cost-effective. In situation where renewables ore not curtailed, selecting o combustion
turbine or storage device ^^ would likely result In lower opportunity cost and lower system cosL

^^ In Hawaii, during off-peak periods, wind energy contract prices con higher than the variable cost of other thermal
generotion. For these circumstances (and while wind contracts do not seporote fixed & vorioble costs), curtailing wind
for the purposes of providing ancillary services may be recommended
^^ Storage devices ore unique. Such resources are often 'energy-neutrol" (i.e. zero net-output on a nominal basis). As a
result, storage devices do nol hove on "opportunity cost" per se. The vorioble cost to provide ancillory services from a
storage device is typically driven by the cost to initiate the devices operotion (i.e. startup) and the corresponding variable
O&M during operation. As a result of their energy-neutral / zero-opportunity cost, storoge devices ore typicolly
prioritized ahead of other resources for providing ancillary services.
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The following Illustrations ore Intended to provide further clarification on some of the key tools and
concepts that were discussed In this section. Specifically. Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8 illustrate the
calculations for opportunity costs and co-optlmlzation. The occomponying PowerPoint presentation
In Appendix A has additional details on production cost modeling, overage vs. Incremental variable
cost, and economic dispatch.
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Figure 3.7 Opportunity Cost illustration
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Co-optimization
Co-optimization ensures that oncillory services
are sourced from the mast-economically vioble
resource copable of sen/ing the need.
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Figure 3.8 Co-optimization illustration
In on effort to place the preceding material in context, the accompanying PowerPoint presentation
proviides same HECO-specific perspective on the opportunity cost assadateid with migrating o
resource away from providing energy and into ancillary participation. For the following example,
which is an excerpt from the PowerPoint in Appendix A, we'll be assuming on instantaneous marginal
system level cost of $190 / MWh.
Figure 3.9 shows the instantaneous opportunity cost for oncillory service for HECO based on the data
available in the HSIS study. Figure 3.10 shows the Opportunity cost as the deviation from the
economic dispatch set-point is increased for the HECO units.
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Process for Evaluating and Selecting a Potential Future Technology Mix

This section outlines o methodology that con be exercised during a resource planning process to
evaluate and assist with the selection of a future technology mix that is compatible with the systemlevel interconnection and ancillary service requirements. Specifically, the methodology focuses on
minimizing the overall production cost and capital expenditure required to obtain a "least-cost"
portfolio while observing system reliability needs. Additional consideration is given to parameters
which ore more difficult to quantify economically, such as propensity for a given portfolio to improve
future renewobles penetration ond/or reduce risk exposure.
Using HECO Scenario 4A (as on example), each of the steps outlined in the above-mentioned process
will are placed in context Isee PowerPoint in Appendix A). It should be noted that many options ore
available to fulfill any observed ancillary service deficiencies, such as:
storage,

demand

response

modifications/retrofits.

programs,

transmission

technologies,

new generation, energy
and

existing

generation

To ensure that an optimol (economic, nsk, environmental) solution is

achieved, it is recommended that a series of options be developed and analyzed via the following
process.
Due to the complexity of the simulations required to generate the data that would be required to
perform this analysis, the following process will not be able to be demonstrated in its entirety. A
separate study would be required to calibrate o suitable simulation and fully execute the process.
The process is outlined here and in the PowerPoint presentation for Tasks 3SL4 in Appendix A.

1.

Identify Current or Future Scenario: Begin with on estoblished current or future scenario. It is
assumed that the resource-specific variable cost characteristics (i.e. heat rote curves, variable
O&M

cost,

startup

ovailobility/octivotion

costs),

mm-up/down

thresholds,

ond

times,

system-level

romp-rotes,
future

storage

economic

capacity.

scenario

(i.e.

DR
fuel

cost/ovoilability, system load forecast, etc.) are known values.
To provide o comprehensive evaluation, it may be necessary to perform an uncertainty analysis
of the key parameters which influence the characterization of a given future scenario. ^^ The
results of the uncertainty analysis would yield the relevant bounds for each key porometer. With
the uncertointy bounds understood, a matrix of the desired evaluation conditions for a
parametric sensitivity analysis could be established. This process would be executed for each
evaluation condition to ensure o robust analysis of the potential resource mix.

^ ' A contemporary example of why the up-front uncertainty onalysis would be beneficial is the increased adoption of
distributed solar PV on the Howaiion islands. The increase in the use of distributed solar fv has a tendency to change
the system load forecast (i.e. net-load shape) which will be sensed by the centrolized resource technologies targeted by
this report. Without an uncertainty anolysis, an inaccurate representation of the lood forecast could result: this would
have the potentiol to drive a sub-optimal resource mix.
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Similar uncertainty analysis of the resource-specific variable cost characteristics, operobility
constraints. storoge/DR chorocteristics, fuel cost/avoilobility, etc. may be required to develop o
robust evaluation matrix to guide the sensitivity anolysis.
2. Obtain Production Cost Simulation: Obtain a production cost simulation that is capable of
performing security constrained unit commitment (SCUC) and security constrained economic
dispatch (SCED)
0. The production cost simulation (or post-processing algorithms) should be capable of
analyzing intra-hour behavior to fully evaluate the ancillary service performance.
b.

Simulation needs to be able to "co-optimize" the energy and ancillary services.

3. Estimate required "system-I eve I" amounts for each ancillary service: Assess/anticipate the
required amount (and minimal level of acceptable responsiveness) that is required far each
ancillary service. Provide these oncillory requirements to the production cost simulation and
corresponding post-processing algorithms. These ancillary requirements will be interpreted as
constraints by the simulation so that it con reserve the respective ancillary capability from each
of the available resources. Note: Iteration will be required to optimize.
A. Identify "resource-level" ancillary service capability: Identify the amount of each ancillary
service that can be performed by each resource. This establishes the subset of the respective
resource's capability that could be allocated to the given ancillary service. Items such as
operating range, startup times, romp-rotes, min-up/down times, inertial response, block start
capability, etc. ore key considerations.
5. Execute the Production Cost Simulation: Execute the production cost simulation for the
respective scenario. Review the hourly (and sub-hourly data as applicable) to ensure that oil
ancillary services requirements {plus other relevant system constraints) were observed, i.e.
sufficient system-level regulation, spinning reserve, etc. was reserved.
6. Identify Trends in the Results: If the ancillary service requirements were not successfully
achieved, or it oppeors that excess oncillory capability Is ovoiloble, consider the trends in the
deficiencies (or excess):
a. Are the deficiencies (or excess) driven by inadequate responsiveness from the available
resources?
b. Are the deficiencies (or excess) driven by inadequate operating range?
c. Are the deficiencies (or excess) present m all hours or only some hours?
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7. Consider potential solutions to alleviate deficiencies and improve system efficiency. To assist
in identifying solutions, consider the trends in the deficiencies (or excess):
Adjustments to operating procedures:
Adjusted minimum run-times
Relaxed qualifications/requirements for respective A/S participation
Activation thresholds for DR,
storage device charging procedures
Relaxed "must-run" rules

Retrofits of existing resources:
Increased plant output
Improved turndown on thermal units
Elevated romp-rotes
Reduced stort times
Synthetic inertia & governor response from renewables

New resources:
•

Fossil

•

Storage

•

Demand response

•

Renewable assets

•

Inter-islond connectivity

3. Evaluate the economic viability of each potential solution:
a. Consider/evaluate the change in total cost required to serve the onticipoted system load
profile.
b. Potential for the respective solution to facilitate the desired trajectory of renewables
penetration over-time.
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Perform a cost-benefit analysis: This onalysis evaluates the yeor-over-year (YOY) system-level
benefit (typically in the form of reduced production cost) of the proposed solution relative to the
capital cost required to achieve the respective solution. Rank the solutions according to their
economic viability (i.e. NPV, IRR. etc.)

10. Evaluate the risks associated of each potential solution: A comprehensive risk assessment of
the potential options should also be conducted and weighted against to the economic viability to
ensure that the selected solution is robust and reliable:
Potential Risks to consider (not limited to the followino):
Inadequate response from renewables due to instantaneous availability
Available down-reserves and stable operating region of thermal units during loss of load
events
VoltogeA/AR support sufficiency
Reductions in inertiol response capability
Unfavorable impacts to "system-level" variable cost of operation
Impact to existing utility / IPP contracts may require modifications to accommodate schedule
changes
Challenges associated with monitohng / controlling DR participation on a centralized basis
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3.2 Task 4: Outline considerations for specifying and acquiring A/5
3.2.1

Procuring Ancillary Services - Overviev*/ of Approaches for Obtaining,

Compensating, and Incentivizing
This section puts forth some potential approaches and mechanisms which con be used to obtain,
compensate, and incentivize resources for providing oncillory services. The following four
opprooches will be highlighted in this section:
1. Market Clearing Price
2. Reimbursement of Offer Price
3. "Make-whale" Compensation
4. Condition of interconnection
The above listing is not intended to be exhaustive; however, the GE team believes that it contains o
representative subset of the most viable techniques which could be considered. Further, it should be
noted that each option is not mutually exclusive and may incorporate aspects of the surrounding
approaches.

Method #1: Market Clearing Price
The Marketing Clearing Price approach is leveraged primarily by wholesale power markets. For this
method, each resource submits lor is assigned) an offer price for the respective ancillary service.
Most often, resources submit offer prices that ore based on their opportunity cost to reserve the
headroom or legroom required to provide the service. Some resources, such as storage devices, do
not have on opportunity cost because they do not directly provide energy. Instead, their offer price
may be based on startup, variable O&M, charging costs, or other expenses ossocioted with providing
the respective A/S.
In addition to the cost to provide the service, many markets allow resources to include "additional
morgin" in their offer price, in some cases, the resource may use to the additional margin to hedge
against increased variable O&M costs (i.e. cycling wear & tear). In other coses, the resources moy
simply leveroge the additional margin to cover "cost uncertainty" ond/or attempt to enhance their
ancillary profitability.
In some markets, the offer price is capped. The cap is often derived by calculating the cost for a unit
to provide the service and adding [up to] o maximum allowable margin. The lesser of the submitted
price and the capped price is then used as the offer price in the market clearing algorithms.
The "market cleohng price" for the ancillary service is driven by the offer price of the lost rankordered i" resource required to satisfy the system-level ancillary requirement (for the respective
oncillory service). For this approoch, all participating resources will receive the "some price" for the

^•^ A 'low to high" ronking of the offer pnces for each porticipoting resource.
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given penod (typically 1-hour increments).^^ To incentivize "no risk" participation, some markets will
compensate for "actual incurred" costs which are larger than the revenues derived from the ancillary
market clearing price via "make-whole" payments. This ensures that resources are "no worse off" for
having provided ancillary services.
Due to the fact that all participating resources receive the some price for a given ancillary service, it
is important to note that most resources, with the exception of the marginal ancillary resource, will
earn a financial benefit [i.e. profit) for providing the respective A/S.

Method #2: Reimbursement of Offer Price
The Reimbursement of Offer Price is on alternative that could potentially be leveraged between two
contracting parties seeking to enter into o bilateral agreement for A/S. It is a logical compromise
between the "market clearing price" and "moke-whole compensation" approach.

Instead of a

"cleonng price" for the ancillary service, each resource is compensated on on individual basis for
providing the service. The offer pnce for each resource would likely be derived in o similar fashion to
the Market Clearing Price methodology.

Specifically, the resource's "cost to provide + margin"

(including opportunity costs) would serve as o rational basis for the offer price. If the agreement is
between o utility and IPP. the offer price could be based on the anticipated production cost savings
for the utility. The final ancillary service pnce would be based on a negotiated value between the
respective parties.
The period for which this contractually agreed to price is valid could be varied (i.e. hourly, doily,
monthly, annually, or simply set at o constant rate for contract period, etc.). Similar to the Market
Clearing Price approach, it is recommended that the Reimbursement of Offer Price incentivize
porticipotton by providing a "no-risk" contract architecture through the reimbursement of "actual
incurred" costs (i.e. if incurred costs ore higher than the compensation that would be derived via the
offer-phce).
Due to the fact that resources ore compensated on on individual basis, profitobility (for the resource
providing the service) is limited to the margin included in the offer price.

Method #3: Make-whole Compensation
The Make-whole Compensation approach is another alternative thot could potentially be leveroged
between two contracting parties seeking to enter into a bilateral agreement for A/S. Most wholesale
morkets include "moke-whole compensation" provisions in their architecture. This method extracts
the "spirit & intent" of those provisions. At its core, the rotionole for "Moke-whole Compensotion" is to
explicitly compensote porticipoting resources for their costs (including opportunity costs) associated
with providing A/S. This method is designed to moke the participating resource indifferent toward
providing ancillary services.

Instead of negotiating on offer-price, the resource-specific cost

'5 In many wholesale markets, there exists both a day-oheod clearing price ond o real-time (or supplemental) cleoring pnce
(os-requiredl to ensure sufficient oncillory availability.
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structure would be shored between the contracting parties so thot on accurate assessment of
incurred costs could be obtained.
Due to the fact that resources ore compensated on on individual basis, and only for their cost to
provide the service, there is no additional profitability potential for participating in A/S. For the three
approaches discussed thus far, this method will typically result in the lowest overall production cost
to reliably serve the load. It is important to note that while this approach adequately and explicitly
compensates resources for their A/S porticipotion, it does not incentivize that participation.

Method #A: Condition of Interconnection
It is important to note that all power systems [historical, existing, and future) require the use of
certoin interconnection requirements and ancillary services to ensure the system reliability is
maintained. In many coses, such as with regulated utilities, the explicit compensation of resources
for ancillary participation has not been required to maintain a reliable system. For this reason, the
Condition of Interconnection approach was included in this list of options. The "Condition of
Interconnection" approach would simply require ancillary service capability and participation from
interconnecting resources. Resources would not be explicitly remunerated for providing ancillory
service capability or for the associated costs incurred.
The incentive for resources to provide ancillary service capability would be driven by the
accompanying nght to participate in selling energy. For this type of agreement, it is implied that the
participating resources would derive financial benefit from the sole of energy alone that was
sufficiently large enough to cover both the cost to provide energy and the cost to provide A/S. Due to
the lock of explicit compensation, the "Condition of Interconnection" approach has the potential to
offer the lowest production cost of the four methods descnbed.

3.2.2

Forward Planning Approach to Derive Rational Ancillary Service Contract Prices

Much attention has been focused on obtaining ancillary services from resources with the lowest offer
price ond/or lowest "cost to provide" (including opportunity costs).
One potentiol method for assessing the basis of o "rational" ancillary service offer price would be to
leverage a production cost simulation with the capability to co-optimize energy and ancillary
services. For a given future scenario, with a known resource mix, the simulation could be exercised
and evaluated ot both a resource-level and a system-level to draw conclusions about a rational offer
price for the respective resource:
•

At a re source-1 eve I. the results of the simulation could be interrogoted to identify the
perceived cost (including opportunity cost) for each resource to provide a given ancillary
service. To develop on offer price, the hourly observations for each resource could then be
aggregated and averaged over a period that aligned w/ the desired contractual period.
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At a system-level, the simulation could be exercised by individually enabling / disabling the
respective ancillary service capability for each resource under consideration. The resulting
benefit (i.e. "reduction") in the overall annual production cost could be used as o basis for
assessing the ancillary service offer price for each particular resource.

To adequately bound the offer price, it is recommended thot both the resource-level and systemlevel assessments be conducted.

3.2.3

Hawaii-specific Ancillary Service Procurement

On Howaii, ancillary services are presently obtoined from dispotchable resources through a method
which is similor to the previously mentioned "Condition of Interconnection" approach. Specifically,
the utilities have the ability to dispatch resources to provide ancillary services without explicit
compensation to the respective resources. Going-forward, there will be o continued desire to
increase the penetration of renewable resources on the Hawaiian system which has the potential to
increase the system-level ancillary service requirements. As the system-need for ancillary services
increases, it may be necessary to incentivize new resources to provide (or existing resources to
expand upon) their ancillary service copobility. This incentive could likely come in the form of explicit
financial compensotion and include aspects of either the "moke-whole compensation" or
"reimbursement of offer price" methods. However, it should be noted the use of these methods has
the potential to increase the overall production cost as a result of the explicit compensation for
[some of/all ofl the ancillary services. Careful considerotion is required before introducing such
remunerotion methods or unbundling the ancillary services.
As outlined in the technology table (Port I, Task 2), renewable resources (i.e. wind/solor) ore capoble of
providing many ancillary services. The use of these resources for providing A/S may help to facilitate
their increased penetration and potentially reduce production costs as it introduces another degree
of freedom for commitment & dispatch. Current RFP's and draft PPA's ore seeking to leverage this
capability from VG resources. Relative to the current environment, in which dispatchable resources
ore not explicitly compensated for fulfilling the system-level oncillory obligations, requiring the
wind/solar to provide ancillary services via the "Condition of Interconnection" approach would
certainly be considered as on equitable option. Due to the fact that wind/solor resources are
presently compensated bosed on their energy contract price, which likely includes some fixed ond
capital cost recovery, there are pehods when wmd/solor ore more expensive to operate than some
non-renewable resources on the system (i.e. periods where the energy contract price is higher than
the marginal system cost). During these penods, it may result in o system level production cost
savings to curtoil wind/solor to provide ancillary services. However, the existing wind/solar contracts
hove provisions which preclude the curtailment of these resources for economic reasons. Therefore,
during periods where wind/solar ore curtailed exclusively for the purposes of providing ancillary
services (i.e. up-reserves), the use of "Moke-whole Compensation", to explicitly compensate for costs
(including opportunity costs) associated with providing oncillory services, would be recommended. It
should be noted that the existing wind/solor contracts purposefully prevented curtoilment for
economic reasons in an effort to maximize renewable penetration. Therefore, to adopt the previous
recommendotion, an adjustment to the existing contracts would likely be required.
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Energy storage devices hove the potentiol to enhonce penetration of renewable resources ond/or
lower the overall production cost. The process for "Evaluating and Selecting a Potential Resource
Mix" developed m Task 3 and discussed earlier, could be leveraged to help quantify these potential
benefits. Due to the fact that energy storage resources are energy-neutrol and operate exclusively
for the purposes of providing ancillary services, the use of "moke-whole compensation" is not
applicable (i.e. storage resources hove no opportunity costs). Therefore, on explicit remuneration
method, such os "Reimbursement of Offer Pnce" may be required to incentivize the development &
participation of energy storage resources to supply ancillary services. To obtain o value for the
oncillory services offered by the energy storage resources, it is likely that the previously mentioned
"system-level" use of a production cost simulation would be required. Specifically, the simulation
could be exercised by individually enabling / disabling the respective ancillary service capability for
each resource under consideration.

The resulting benefit li.e. "reduction") in the overall annual

production cost could be used as a bosis for ossessing the oncillory service offer price.
Ancillary service participation from DR. transmission, and retrofit options have the potential to reduce
production costs, improve renewables penetration, and ovoid/defer/ottenuote

major

capital

expenditure. Similar to energy storage resources, on explicit compensation method would likely be
required to incentivize participation from DR ond/or transmission-related technologies.

To

incentivize the modification (i.e. retrofit) of existing resources to provide, or expand upon, their
ancillary service copobility. further use of explicit compensation may be required to cover upgrade
costs.
It should be noted that some resources have the potential to increase (or decrease) the required
amount of ancillary services on the system. Further, some resources hove the potential to provide
more ancillary copobility than other resource types. In some coses, such as wind/solar, on individual
resource has the potential to increase the required amount of ancillary services on the system.
However, these resources olso hove [typically] low variable operating cost and hove the hove the
potential to reduce the overall production cost for the system. As a result, it is not recommended
that individual resources, which induce additional ancillary obligations on the system, be additionally
penalized,

instead, it is recommended that the impact on overall consumer cost (including total

oncillory services costs), coupled with other policy-related directives such os renewable penetrotion
targets, be used as the metric to ossess the viability of o particular resource.

3.2.4

Risk C o n s i d e r a t i o n s

The process and methodologies developed in this study con help promote a least-cost portfolio of
resources to supply ancillary services and interconnection requirements that attempt to protect
reliability, maximize renewable output and minimize energy costs. The process to

specify

technologies for ancillary resources is outlined in Task 3. The technology combination is not unique.
For each scenario, the risks associated with the recommended ancillory services ond potential
technology mix may include:
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•

Howoii Specific resource costs ond economics should be considered in any least cost planning
exercises. Task 3 outlines the system operation cost considerations and the copital costs can be
accounted for in resource planning and/or competitive resource solicitations.

•

New/emerging technology availability such as batteries should be considered in future plans to
account for potential difference m time of ancillary server requirements and technology
implementation timeline.

•

Ability to uprote/upgrode existing resources to provide additional capacity, energy ond/or
ancillary services must be considered. For instance, on existing resource may not have physical
space to uprote or may not be able to permit increased capabilities.

•

Fuel availability and fuel infrastructure will dictate the ability to get certain fuels to the resources.
While build out of the fuel delivery systems should be considered in the total system planning to
accommodate increased need due to load growth or change in purpose, potential for
interruptions in emergency situotions should also be considered along with the ability to provide
ancillary services. Production and delivery of biofuels may also need to be considered along with
more traditional oil and natural gos.

•

Wind and solar forecasting should be implemented in system operations to more occurotely
predict when these resources will be available. And in the cose of wind, energy production must
be available to provide frequency response and down regulation.

•

Interconnection costs of the resources should be considered if new resources are being added to
provide oncillary services.

•

Inter-Island transmission connections, if in ploce, con be used to provide ancillary services
between islands, but must be monitored for flow and outages to ensure that service is not
interrupted. A minimum amount of certain ancillary services should be specified locally, as is the
cose is in other island/peninsular systems such as Long Island, in cose the inter-island
transmission connection is lost.

•

Demand'Side porticipotion and programs con be used to provide certain ancillary services, like
operating reserves, but the grid operator needs to have control over those resources on o
centrolized basis. Preferably via physical control such os demand response switches.

•

Load shaping programs such os electric vehicle charging schedules, may be implemented to help
shape the system load and thereby moke planning for ancillary service deployment easier.

•

Inadequate response from renewables due to instontoneous availability

•

Available down-reserves and stable operating region of thermal units during loss of lood events

•

Voltoge/VAR support sufficiency

•

Reductions in inertial response capability

•

Unfavorable impacts to "system-level" variable cost of operation

•

Impact to existing utility / IPP contracts may require modifications to accommodote schedule
changes such os with must run units
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Additional details on the individual "technology-specific" risks are included in the PowerPoint
Presentation in Appendix A which accompanies this report.
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study Background
and Objectives

Imagiraiionutworli

Ancillary Services Def. & Cap. Study
Overview of Study
Purpose:
Study sponsored by HNEI with support ond guidance from Hawaii RSWG to identify,
define, and quantify ancillary services required to support new generation (including
renewable generation) for bulk power systenns and particularly the Hawaiian islands.
Obiectives:
• Define a standardized set of ancillary services along with their associated definitions (in
functional, performance based terms) that can be used to meet the operational needs of Hawaii
and other bulk power systems.
• Technologies (generation, transmission, storage, and demand response (OR)) will be assessed for
their ability to support the respective ancillary services to maximize the diversity and optionality
for ancillary service acquisition and delivery.
'

Identify the physical requirements of the ancillary services needed for each Hawaiian island
[Oahu, Maui, Big Island)

• Outline considerations for specifying / acquiring ancillary services for the Hawaii grids that
protect reliability, incent renewable generation, and minimize production costs.
( X l G f j "Ticqinoic-i i)\ •j,or>.
Ancillary Ser^ricrs fjclinition & Cnrcihiliiv Study
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Introduction
Ancillary services Si additional functions required for power systenn operation
•

Ancillary services* are those functions performed by the equipment and
people that generate, control, transmit, and distribute electricity to support
the basic services of generating capacity, energy supply, and power delivery.
They ore required to maintain reliable operations of the electric power
system.

•

In addition to ancillary services, other interconnection requirements are
placed on resources to ensure reliable operation of the grid

• These ancillary services and interconnection requirements enable the
system operator to meet the required operations reliability standards set
by NERC.
• The ancillary services, interconnection requirements, and reliability
standards are dependent on the characteristics of a power system.
• r i K d t l i n e d ancillary servicBioi those "necessary to l u p p o n ihe tranxrrjrfiion o l electric power Irom seller to purchaser gii,firi ihe obligatiorjs o f c J r i r i o l
a r e o i and tionsmitling utilities wilhir\ thote contra! arnos l o m o l n t a m reliable optrations of the interconnected transmission system "
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Key Terminology
The following definitions are relevant throughout the content of this presentation and should be
interpreted as described below:
Area Control Error (ACE): The instantaneous difference between a Balancing Authority's net
actual and scheduled interchange, taking into account the effects of Frequency Bias and
correction for meter error. NERC Glossary (2008)
Conventionally, ACE = INIA - NIS) - lOB (FA - FS) - IME, where:
• NIA Is the algebraic sum of actual flows on all tie lines.
• NIS is the algebraic sum of scheduled flows on all tie lines.
• B is the Frequency Bios Setting (MW/0.1 Hz) for the Balancing Authority. The constont factor 10 converts the frequency
setting to MW/Hz.
• FA is the octuol frequency.
• FS is the scheduled frequency. FS is normally 60 Hz but may be offset to effect manual time error corrections
• IME is the meter error correction foctor typically estimoted from the difference between the integroted hourly overage of
the net tie line flows (NIAI and the hourly net interchange demond measurement.

Due to a lack of inter-area power flows, the definition of ACE has been modified for Hawaii.
Specifically, for Hawaii, ACE = - lOB (FA - FS) - IME. This modified definition of ACE is still
applicable for Hawaii as it correctly represents the fact that 100% of difference between supply
and demand will manifest itself as a frequency error. Revised definition per Hawoii RSWG
Glossary.
f ] IrricqiroiiO'iOt'.vcrk
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Key Terminology (cont'd)
The following definitions are relevant throughout the content of this presentation and are
intended to provide clarification on their intended interpretation:
Automatic Generation Control (AGC): Equipment that automatically adjusts generation, storage
devices, and/or responsive load in a Balancing Authority Area from a central location to maintain
the Balancing Authority's interchange schedule plus Frequency Bias (i.e. ACE). NERC Glossary
(2008) with modifications to accommodate additional resource types such as lood and storage
devices.
Although AGC was originally conceived as a means to provide fast (3-6 second signals) to
generators, the concept of leveraging AGC to provide "MW raise/lower" commands to demandside and storage resources is equally applicable and is in practice in some locations.
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Key Terminology (cont'd)
The following definitions are relevant throughout the content of this presentation and are
intended to provide clarification on their intended interpretation:
Droop Control / Governor: Droop speed control is near instantaneous means of using frequency
deviations to distribute load set-point adjustments to a system of resources in a stable manner.
The magnitude of a given resource's response is proportional to the frequency deviation and
typically characterized by "x%" droop. For example, a resource with operating range available
will provide 100% additional output per "x%" change in system frequency. Response is typically
a percentage ofthe resource's full-capability.'^'
Droop response con be provided by any frequency-sensitive resource.
Resource: A resource may consist of any generation, storage, load (i.e. demand-sidel, or
transmission technology.
Spinning / Non-Spinning; Historically, the terms "spinning" and "non-spinning" have referred to
the rotational nature of synchronized generators. Over time, this terminology has migrated to
imply the "relative state of readiness and responsiveness" as it relates to the ability for a
resource to fulfill its ancillary obligation. In an effort to leverage contemporary industry
vernacular, this latter interpretation was adopted for use in this presentation.
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Task 3: Scope & Deliverables
Identify physical requirements of ancillary services
Obiectives:
•

From recent renewable integration and planning studies, develop two future
scenarios
• With HPUC and Hawaiian utilities, specify basic level of required bulk power
system reliability for each island (Oahu, Maui. Big Island) [Task 1 and Task 3]
' Propose methodology to estimate required ancillary services and interconnection
requirements (under the future scenarios) while taking into account other system
considerations
• Suggest a process to determine a set of technologies and associated features
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Scenario Development
Aporoach:
• From recent renewable integration and planning studies, develop two future
scenarios with HECO companies and HPUC
Observations:
• The HECO companies required to conduct a 20-year time horizon IRP study every
three years.
• In May 2009, the HPUC proposed amendments to the framework for IRP based on
the proposal of a new Clean Energy Scenario Planning (CESP) process.
• The revised goal of IRP is to develop an Action Plan that governs how the utility
will meet energy objectives and customer energy needs consistent with state
energy policies and goals, while providing safe and reliable utility service at
reasonable cost, through the development of Resource Plans and Scenarios of
possible futures that provide a broader long-term perspective.
• Some ofthe Hawaiian utilities (HELCO and MECOl have conducted resource
planning studies. These studies ore not intended to serve as IRPs. Rather, they
seek to identify resource needs for Hawaii Island and identify resource options for
consideration in a future IRP cycle.
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Scenario Development
Sources for scenario planning
HECO (Oahu)
Most Recent IRP

HECO IRP 2009-2028 ISep
20081

Resource Planning Study to

MECO (Maui)
MECO IRP 2007-2025 (April
•2007)
Available from MECO

support future IRP

HELCO (Big Island)
HELCO IRP 2007-2026 (May
^20071
HELCO Resource Planning
Study (June 2012)

Other renewable

0WI5T SI HSIS (Available

integration studies

fromGE)

Load Forecast

From OWIST ond HSIS

Base Une From HSIS

Base Une From Resource
Planning Study

Scenario 1:

HSIS Scenario 4A
360 MW Dist Solar PV
400 MW Cent Solor PV
100 MW On-shore Wind
No Off-Shore Wind

HSIS Bose Une 12012 system]
15 MW Dist Solar PV
OMWCentSolorPV
72 MW On-shore Wind

HELCO 100%
renewables intermittentheavy
22 MW Biomass
100 MW Wind (centralized)
100 MW PV (centralized or
distributed)
50 MW Geothermal

HSIS Scenario 4B
160 MW Dist SolorPV
?00 MW Cent Solar PV
100 MW On-shore Wind
200 Off-Shore Wind
(some solar & wind MWH as 'lA)

HSIS Scenario 3
30 MW Dist Solar PV
15 MW Cent Solar PV
72 MW On-shore Wind
Scenario 3: Heavy
Intermittent Renewables
22 MW Biomass
100 HW Wind, 100 MWPV
SO MW Geothermal

HELCO 100% renewables
geothermal/ dispatchable heavy
42 MW Biomass
SO MW Wind (centralized)
SO MWPV (centralized or
distributed)
100 MW Geothermal

Moderate penetration
Renewables or mix
definition

Scenario 2: High
penetration Renewables or
miK definition

HSIS (Available from GEI

14
Study
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Ancillary Services for
Existing System and
Future Scenarios

itrog national w)tk

Level of Bulk Power System Reliability
Approach:
•

Review pertinent documents from HPUC and Hawaii utilities to identify current
specifications required for bulk power system reliability for each island (Oahu,
Maui. Big Island) such as:
• Docket 2008-0273 Feed-in Tariff ("FIT")
• Confirm findings and reliability levels to be used for this study with Hawaiian
utilities and HPUC and identify any areas that may require further study beyond
this project
Observations:
• The HECO Companies currently plan and operate their systems in accordance
with reliability principles that are very much aligned with the NERC Reliability
Standards
• FIT Reliability Standards were filed in Docket 2008-0273 Feed-in Tariff ("FIT")
Proceeding HECO Companies Report on Reliability Standards per the direction of
HPUC

^ )
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Methodology to Determine A/S
Applied to future scenarios

Approach:
•

Propose methodology to estimate required ancillary services and interconnection
requirements (under the future scenarios) while taking into account other system
considerations and using the basic level of bulk system reliability as the
performance target
• Refer to renewable integration studies, both in Hawaii and on the mainland

Observations:
- The results from the simulation ofthe selected scenarios from the HSIS and OWIS
study performed by GE were used to determine the need for additional ancillary
services (for HECO and MECO).
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Recomnnendations Regarding New Ancillary Services
and Interconnection Requirennents
Inertial Response
•

Currently, the desired inertial response from dispotchoble synchronous renewable generation (RE)
resources such as geothermal plants is obtained as a condition of controct. Currently, there is no
synthetic inertia requirement in the interconnection requirements for Variable Generation (VGI resources
such OS wind and solar plants.
With the current technology, it is possible for wind plants to provide synthetic inertia! response, which if
designed properly can help the system ride through frequency events.
We recommend synthetic inertio capability for future utility-scale wind plants. The parameters for
synthetic inertio (deadband, active power contribution, duration of response, maximum generation
reduction etc.) should be designed to meet the Hawaii system requirements.
The utilities should also perform offline studies to determine the impact of synthetic inertio on inertial
and primary frequency response and how it impacts inertio requirements from other (future)
interconnecting resources. UFLS practices, ond spinning reserve requirements. The offline studies should
be used to guide for determining combinations of resources that need to be online.

iitiGc; notl'inot'.v^rii.
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Recommendations Regarding New Ancillary Services
and Interconnection Requirements
Primary Frequency Response
•

Currently, the interconnection requirements require oil dispatchable generotors (conventional, as well os
synchronous REI to hove a 4% droop that is adjustable. HECO utilities also have the capability to dispatch
units to provide reserves as needed. As such, the HECO utilities currently obtain primary frequency
response as a condition of interconnection.
Wind and solar plants are capable of providing primary frequency response improving the reliability of
the grid. In many instonces, using VG to provide reserves also reduces their curtailment. For example,
using wind generation to provide down reserves (insteod of carrying the down reserves by dispatching
up a thermal generator) reduces the curtailment of wind generation.

•

We recommend droop control to be a port of the interconnection requirements for future utilitv-scale
wind and solar plants in addition to the requirement for dispatchable generotors.
We recommend that VG be compensated for providina up reserves if their oenerotion is curtailed for the
explicit purpose of providina reserves. The payment mechanism will be discussed later. We also
recommend the development of tools to reliably calculate the amount of reserves that VG can provide.

•

VG should be required to provide down reserves without any explicit compensation similar to other
dispotchable units in the system. Need tools to amount of down reserves that VGs con reliably provide.
VG should be required to provide up reserves without any explicit compensation when they are curtailed
for reasons other than providing up reserves since their opportunity cost is zero when they ore curtailed.
The obove provisions ore similar to those used in the ERCOT nnarket.
'; imcqirotioiouvufii
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Recommendations Regarding New Ancillary Services
and Interconnection Requirements
Secondary Frequency Response
•

Currently, the interconnection requirements require oil dispatchable generators Iconventionol, as well os
synchronous RE) to be on AGC.
All the existing wind contracts also include active power control (APCI provision to enoble automatic
curtailment.

•

We recommend AGC (ability of wind plont to directly occept and act an a maximum dispatch signal
fjelivered i^y AGC) capobilitv to be a part of the interconnection requirements for all future utilitv-scale
generators including wind ond solar plants.
We recommend that VG be compensated for providina UP reaulation if their generation is curtailed for
the explicit purpose of providinQ regulation. The payment mechanism will be discussed later. We olso
recommend the development of tools to reliably calculate the amount of regulation that VG con provide.
VG should be required to provide down regulotion without any explicit compensotion similar to other
dispatchable units in the system. Need tools to amount of down regulation that VGs con reliably provide.

•

VG should be required to provide up regulotion without any explicit compensation when they are
curtailed for reasons other than providing up regulation since their opportunity cost is zero when they
ore curtailed.

i m c g r a t ' . i n o l •.'Jor<
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Recommendations Regarding New Ancillary Services
and Interconnection Requirements
storage and Demand Response
In general, storage and demond response should be allowed to provide reaulotion and reserves as lona
05 they ore economicol. However, the following need to be considered:
•

Need to consider DR response and UFLS interaction. UFLS uses 75-80% of all lood. The interortion of
UFLS and DR must be developed and coordinated to ensure adequate protection for the UFLS system.

•

The modification of PV to being required to trip on lower frequency set-points than standard IEEE 15^7
trip settings, which ore higher than UFLS trip settings, to mitigate loss of PV during a system lowfrequency events was completed by the recent modification to Hi Rule 14h. However, there ore still
legocy installations that trip in accordance with IEEE 1547 and will compound the impact of unit trips.
HECO uses 57.3 Hz for low frequency trip of distributed PV (not sure about other utilities). Legacy PV trips
at 59.3 Hz and still must be considered in oil studies. Since the 1547 stondard and, similarly. Rule 14H
specify in terms of o must-trip insteod of ride-through, confirmation that the existing change results in
the desired ride-through is important - a future change to a ride-through requirement may be
necessory.

•

Need to consider feeder net lood for UFLS system as distributed PV increases and feeder net lood during
some hours reduces.
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Recommendations Regarding New Ancillary Services
and Interconnection Requirements
changes to Interconnection Requirements
Reactive Power and Voltage Regulation
Howoii utilities hove voltage regulotion ond control requirements for dispatchable and variable generation.
No chonges proposed.
Voltage and Frequency Ride-thru
Howoii utilities have voltage and frequency ride-thru requirements for dispotchable and varioble generation.
Utilities should develop requirements for unbalanced ride thru requirements. Unbalanced voltoge copobility
is required in weak systems and is currently a much larger issue than LVRT since turbine monufocturers do
not currently hove a stondard to meet and the current technology of WTG is much less than conventional
generation.
Ramp Rate Limits and Control
Hawaii utilities hove romp rote limits in the up direction for vorioble generation. Ramping requirements in
the up and down direction ore included as requirements for dispatchable generotion. No changes proposed.
Over and Under Frequency Controls
Pgr recommendation before, require wind and solar plants to hove primory frequency response capabilities.
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Recommendations Regarding New Ancillary Services
and Interconnection Requirements
Changes to Interconnection Requirements
Inertia
Per recommendotion before, require wind plonts to hove inertiol response copobilities- Inertia response
should be defined by utility based on system needs.
AGC Capability
Per recommendotions before, require all aenerotors including wind ond sojor plants to hove the ability to
occept ond respond to AGC commonds. Active power set-point is a current requirement for VG to enable
curtailment. This would require modifications to the AGC program.
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Fundamentals of Power
System Operation
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Power System Operation
Identifying the balancing point between resource capability and system needs
This section is intended to serve as a primer which provides a common foundation for the
general terminology and concepts that will be referred to throughout the balance of this report.
In addition, it Is intended to provide insight into the processes and considerations that ore
required to leverage available power system resources to "serve the load" in the most cost
effective and reliable manner.
Downstream sections of this report will contain more Hawaii-specific discussion,
considerations, and where possible, recommendations which reference these concepts.
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Power System Operation
Identifying the balancing point between resource capability and system needs
In a power system, resources are committed and dispotched based on their ability to:
1. Directly provide energy
2. Support the reliable delivery of energy
•

Often, the same resource may serve both functions. The degree to which this occurs
depends upon the attributes of the individual resource, resource mix, and the
respective needs ofthe power system.

To supply "energy", a resource is primarily evaluated based on its variable cost structure:
Stortup Cost:
• Typically on a "$/startup" basis. Represents the cost incurred for bringing a resource to a
state where it is available for dispatch.
Minimum Generation Cost:
• Typically on a "$/hr" basis. Represents the variable cost required to sustain operation at the
minimum permissible "real-power" operating level.

Incrementoi Vorioble Cost
•

Typically on a "£/MWh" basis. This represents the cost for the next incremental adjustment
in the real-power set-point.

kJSt/
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Power System Operation (cont'd)
Identifying the bolancing point between resource capability and system needs
To support the "reliable delivery of energy", a resource is considered based on additional
attributes that characterize its flexibility. Examples include, but ore not limited to:
inertial Response:
' Typically measured by a resource's inertial constant "H" lin seconds). This Is a normalized
value that relates a resource's kinetic energy to its respective capacity.
Romp-rate:
' Typically on a "MW/min" basis. Characterizes the rate at which a resource is able to adjust
it's real-power set-point. This rate con be set "tuned" differently dependent upon whether
the need is for frequency response (i.e. FRR), regulation, li.e. AGCl, lood following, spinning
reserve, ond/or startup periods.
Quick-start capobilitv;
• Typically on a "minutes or hours" basis. Characterizes the time-delay required for a unit
that is offline or disconnected from the power system to become available for the purposes
of providing energy or supporting the reliable delivery of energy.
Qperotina Range:
• Characterized on a "real-power" and "reactive power" basis.
• Real-power range: Characterizes the range over which a resource is able to inject or
consume actual "MW" to support the toad on the power system.
• Reactive-power range: Characterizes the range over which a resource is able to provide
"MVAR" to assist with maintaining system voltage levels.
'UjJ^/
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Power System Operation (cont'd)
Identifying the balancing point between resource capability and system needs
To support the "reliable delivery of energy", a resource is considered based on additional
attributes. Examples include, but are not limited to:
• Minimum Operoting Period:
• Minimum up-time; The minimum time for which the unit needs to be online once
started
• Minimum down-time: The minimum time for which the unit needs to be offline once
shutdown
• Block-start capability:
• Ability to start a unit without support from the grid
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Power System Operation (cont'd)
Identifying the balancing point between resource capability and system needs
Determining the balance between using a resource for its "energy" vs. its ability to support the
"reliable delivery of energy" often requires sophisticated algorithms. Typically, this balance is
achieved through "security-constrained unit-commitment (SCUC)" and "security-constrained
economic dispatch (SCED)" algorithms. For long-term power system planning, o product/on
cost model is often leveraged to execute the SCUC and SCED algorithms. For day-to-day and
week-to-week operations, similar algorithms ore used in energy management system (EMS)
software.
The objective of the algorithms is to ensure that sufficient resources will be online (i.e.
committed! to meet the anticipated load forecast (including variability) and satisfy reserve
requirements in the most economical manner (i.e. lowest system cost) while observing reliability
constraints.
Emphasis is placed on leveraging assets with the lowest variabie operating costs. More
expensive resources ore only selected if their flexibility \sreo^u\red to ensure reliable delivery of
the energy, relieve system constraints, or they benefit increased renewables penetration, etc.
Once a resource is "committed", the "security-constrained economic-dispatch" algorithms ore
then utilized to obtain a resource's lood set-point (i.e. "dispatch-point"). To achieve a solution,
these algorithms attempt to "park" all committed resources at the some incremental variable
cost {additional details in following slides).
i m c g . r Q t o n (ii ivcru
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Power System Operation (cont'd)
Identifying the balancing point between resource capability and system needs
Typically, the "most-economical" manner for operating the system is for all committed
resources to be dispatched to the same "incremental variable cost" (provided the resource is
not at the extremes of its operating range). This is referred to as "ecoriomic disoatcH'.
The resource which will provide the "next most economical MW" is referred to as the marginal
unit. And, at thgt instant, the "system marginal cost" is equivalent to the incremental variable
cost of that resource. Often, there ore multiple units "on or near the margin".
To satisfy the reliability needs of the power system, it is often necessory to adjust the dispatch
of the resources away from their economic optimum set-point. This movement creates
additional "headroom/legroom" and increases the available reserves to satisfy system req's.
To ensure that these adjustments ore mode in the most economical manner, a process referred
to OS"co-ootimization" is often deployed. This process assists in identifying which resources to
adjust, and by how much. Specifically, it attempts to minimize the"opportunitv cosi^'
associated with moving a resource away from its economic optimum to meet the reliability
needs of the system.
The concept of using opportunity costs to ronk/priontize resources and moke system-level
trade-offs between energy vs. ancillary capability is still applicable regardless of whether an
explicit payment is mode to the resources for their ancillary participation.
^mfK'
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Power System Operation (cont'd)
Identifying the balancing point between resource capability and system needs
Typically, ancillary service needs are "best-served" by marginal resources. This is driven by the
fact that they often hove the lowest opportunity cost for providing the service.
•

For example, a wind form' typically has a very low variable operating cost. Curtailing the
wind for the specific purpose of providing an ancillary service would [typically] result in very
high opportunity cost (for both the plant and the power system).

•

However, during periods where renewables gre curtailed (due to must-run resources ond/or
corresponding over-supply), allocation of ancillary services to the renewables would likely be
very cost-effective.

•

In situation where renewables are not curtailed, selecting o combustion turbine or storage
device" would likely result in lower opportunity cost and lower system cost.
•• In Hawaii, during off-peok periods, wind energy contract prices con higher thon the variable cost of other
thermal generation. For these circumstances (and while wind contracts do not separate fixed & variable
costsi, curtailing wind for the purposes of providing ancillary services may be recommended-

** Storoge devices are unique. Such resources are often "energy-neutral" (i.e. zero net-output on a nominal
basis). Asa result, storage devices do not have an "opportunity cost" per se. The variable cost to provide
ancillory services from a storage device is typically driven by the cost to initiate the devices operation (i.e.
startup) and the corresponding variable O&M during operation. As a result of their energy-neutral / zeroopportunity cost, storage devices are typically prioritized ahead of other resources for providing ancillory
_ services.
w) i i n o f j i r . j i .D'uii v^Ofl''
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Power System Operation (cont'd)
Illustration o f t h e key concepts & tools which facilitate the analysis
The illustrations on the following pages ore intended to provide further clarification of some of
the key tools & concepts that were discussed in the preceding slides:
•
•
•
•

Production Cost Modeling
Average vs. Incremental Variable Cost
Economic Dispatch
Opportunity Cost
Co-optimization of Energy and Ancillary Services
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Production Cost Modeling
\
H'^

Inputs

V
Calcs

R»^^mrce Definition.
- individuol resource o t u i b .
- vnnoble cost structure
- Op Constromts & A/S Cap
Qutoge Scheidules

I
;
I
I

Transmission D e f i n i t i o n :
- Defines the electrical
infrostnjcture
- Connects resources w / loads
\ ^ - Line c a p o a t y S routing
,

Area Load D g f i n l t l o n :
- Specifies the loco tion-based
need for power
- Resources utilized to serve this
V lood e c o n o m i c a l l y / reliably
j

Production Cost Modeling Core Algorithms (i.e. "the engine"} 1
\

Outputs

!•]
; Bp^i.K^e utilization.
; - Operating profiles for oil
resources (online status, lood
level, operating hours,
V startups, e t c l .

Transmission Flows- Lood flow profiles
- Identification o f l i m i t i n g lines
ond constraints
V
Congestion costs

Flnanctol Results:
- Insight on both "system-level"
ond "plont-levGl'economics.
- For inyesiment decisions, cost
.. of reliability anolysis. etc
-
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Variable Operating Costs
Incremental vs. Average Variable Cost
Variable Operating Costs
nna»J;lJi!i4Ul; l*Jlit7liUS
Hourly cost required to sustoin operation at a
given load set-point.
Driven by costs which ore o function of utilization
Typically consists of (but not linnlted t o l :
• Fuel cost
• Varioble O&M
• Emissions (i.e. environmental compliance)

Varioble
Operating

Cost

otal Vorioble Cost

$/hr

i VI HL-.U L » ' l ' II I'. I 'i I ^ i ' H W T J I U t i l l l

Colculoted by dividing the Vorioble Operating
Cost by the respective output level
Provides a normalized representation ofthe
"actual" operating cost incurred at a given setpoint.
I m i w i i H i U ' - i E ' i ! ll['•l^lL=^L^^.^>l•^TlM^^il^^

Vorioble
Operoting
Cost

$/MWh

Represents the "additionol cost" for the "next
"MW" provided by the resource. Trend is
"downward" sloping for OR resources.
Critical to "economic dispatch"

Plant Output, MW
fcj/Cj)
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Economic Dispatch
Provides an "economically optimized" operating point for each resource
ScenafiQ (for lllmtrotion onlvl:
• Instontoneous syslem need is 220 MW
• Assume units 1-3 ore committed

Economic Dispatch

Principles of economic dispotch would yield.
Unit 1 Set-point: 100 HW (upper extreme of Op rongel
Unit 2 Sei-point: 80 MW lofi the morginl
Unit 3 Set-point: 40 MW (on the morginl
Total Supply:
220 MW

Economic Dispatch is the process used to move
the reol-power set-point for resources upword
and downward.
Al the power system^level, the cost to "serve the
load" is minimized when committed resources
are dispatched to the same "incremental
variable cost".
The "system morginol cost" is analogous to the
"cleoring price" in a power market.
EHceptions for resources that ore at the
extremes of their o p f o t i n g ronge.

Unit 2
Variable
Operating

Cost

System Marginal Cost

$/MWh

Deviotions from the economic optimum may be
necessory to meet the reliobility needs of the
power system.

Unitl

Trade-offs ore typically driven by the
"opportunity c o s f of migrating a resource away
from its economic optimum.
-J
?0

40

60

80

100

120

Plant Output. MW
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Opportunity Cost
Represents the cost for deviating from economic dispatch
Provldma 100 MW (En^rov-onM:
• npnenue Iproxyl = ($200/MWhl • (100 MW) = $20000/hr
• Cost = l$120/MWhl • 1100 MWl = 5l2000/lit
• Profit lDroKyj = S8000/hr

Opportunity Cost

Provldma flO MW lEnwov * 20 MW R*Qulnilon "slond-bv^
• Bevenue Iproxyl = (S200/MWh) • (80 W M = SlSOOO/hr
• Cost = IJ130/MWh) - (BO MW) = S10400/hr
• Profit IproHy) = $5600/hr

Economic Dispatch would indicote "Unit 1"
should be providing 100 MW(full-outputl.
Consider "Unit 1" for 20 MW of upward
regulation service.

Moving 20 MW away from
serving energy will introduce on
opportunity cost of tl20/MWh.

The opportunity cost of moving 20 MW from
providing "energy" to serve the "ancillary" needs
is characterized as:
Providing 100 MW: JBOOO/hr
Pro^'iding 60 MW.
$5600/hr
Difference
SZ^iOO/hr

Normalizing the $2iOO/hr by the 20 MW, results
in pn opportunity cost of t l 2 Q / M W h .

Variable
Operating
Cost

System Marginal Cost
|S200/MWh
fjnsronforious/

$/MWh

$120/MWh
ilOOMW)

Resources w'th the 'lowest opportunity cost"
should be the 1 " resources selected to migrate
from providing energy to serve the ancillary
needs of the system.
In many locations, the opportunity cost of the
"last resource" required lo provide the ancillary
service will set the "ancillory clearing price".'^-^

100

120

Plant Output, MVJ
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Co-optimizctlon
A mechanism for minimizing the opportunity cost at a system-level
Resource .i

Co-optimization
Co'Optimizalion ensures thot ancillory services
ore Sourced from the most-economicoNy viable
resource capable of serving the need.

Resource 1

(n? rMstctwe cnciilorf'
ierv'Ce lassumir.g 'r\Q
ocoilif>n-jl morgm / cdaers")

Opportunity Cost
for Providing A/S
(instead of energy)
$ / M W h

Resource J

In the scenario at the right, each was allocated
a portion of the total ancillary service
requirement.
In many locations, the oncillary requirements
(for eoch service), and the corresponding
opfJortunity costs, ore evaluated ond adjusted
on on hourly basis
Often, resources ore capable of providing more
thon 0 single ancillary service. Under these
circumstances, multiple "co-optimization" layers
ore required to ensure a proper economic
bolonce. (i.e. not just trade-offs m energy vs.
oncillory, but oncillory servtce vs. oncillory
service as well).

-20

-15

-10

-5

Plant Output Deviation, MW
IRelativeto Economic Dispatch Set-point)

/Senario:
30 MW of "Regulotion Up" is required
Assume: All three resource ore capoble of providing
regulation (i.e. op range, romping, etc.)
Economically optimized solution is:
Resource l :
5 MW
Resource 2:
10 MW
•
Resources.
15 MW
•
Total Reg-Up: 30 MW
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Opportunity Cost Illustration for HECO
HECO-specific Opportunity Cost
In on effort to place the preceding material in context, the following slides will provide some
HECO-specific perspective on the opportunity cost associated with migrating o resource away
from providing energy and into ancillary participation.
On on individual basis, the incremental variable cost structure for each of the HECO resources
will be compared to the marginal system level cost to identify the appropriate economic
dispatch if that resource hod been online and available. Note: For this illustration, eoch
resource will be individually compared to a proxy system cost. Therefore, the summation ofthe
load set-points for eoch resource does not necessarily constitute a valid system solution.
With on understanding ofthe economic dispatch set-pointi each resource will then be
perturbed owoy from this set-point to determine the associated opportunity cost of transferring
capability away from providing energy.
Resources with the lowest opportunity cost should be the first resources transferred away from
providing energy to fulfill ancillary requirements.
For this example, we'll be assuming an instantaneous marginal system level cost of $190 /
MWh.
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Opportunity Cost Illustration for HECO
Intersection o f t h e marginal system cost and incremental cost establishes load level
200
180 :
160 i
140 •
5

120 : -

I

100 ;

o

5

80 ~
60
40
20
0

IDII

ll
Unit Name

For 0 $190 / MWh marginal system cost, the respective load level
for each resource lif committedl would be as shown.
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Opportunity Cost Illustration for HECO
Intersection ofthe marginal system cost and incremental cost establishes load level
$450
— air-.i

_ $400

It 5350 'Nargincii system-levci
cost of $190/MWh
(assumed)

50

100

150

200

Plant OutputlMWl

All resources shown are initially dispatched economically
per their incremental variable cost structure
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Opportunity Cost Illustration for HECO
Intersection ofthe marginal system cost and incremental cost establishes load level
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For 0 $190 / MWh marginal system cost, the respective load level
for each resource (if committedl would be as shown.
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Opportunity Cost Illustration for HECO
Incremental and Average Variable Cost compared w/ the System Marginal Cost
$600
Average Variable Cost
Incremental Variable Cost

UnitNanne
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Opportunity Cost Illustration for HECO
Instantaneous opportunity cost for shifting capability from energy to A/S
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0pp. Cost Up Reserve

$160
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^

- 1 MW

0pp. Cost Down Reserve +1MW
Non-marginal resources incur the highest
opportunitv cost for supplying additional reserves.
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Opportunity Cost Illustration for HECO
Opportunity cost as the deviation from the economic dispatch set-point is increased
$40
1 NoiS- Only pnn-loaded
I resources have the heod-room
required to provide oddiiionol"'
up-ieservci

T.
Units with:
• Lower variable cost
• Higher opportunity cost

Units with:
• Higher variable cost
• Lower opportunity cost

Re/erencg' Fundomenioli of
Po^er System OperoffO"
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Process for Evaluating a Resource Mix
Overview
This section outlines a methodology that con be exercised during o resource planning
process to evaluate and assist with the selection of a future technology mix that is
compatible with the system-level interconnection and ancillary service requirements.
Specifically, the methodology focuses on minimizing the overall production cost and
capital expenditure required to obtain a "least-cost" portfolio while observing system
reliability needs.
Additional consideration is given to parameters which ore more difficult to quantify
economically, such as propensity for a given portfolio to improve future renewables
penetration ond/or reduce risk exposure.
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Process for Evaluating a Resource Mix
Description of Approach
Using HECO Scenario 4A las an example), each of the steps outlined in the abovementioned process will be placed in context.
It should be noted that many options ore available to fulfill any observed ancillary
service deficiencies, such as: New generation, Energy storage. Demand response
progran)s, Transmission technologies, and Eyisting generation modifications/retrofits
To ensure that an optimal {economic, risk, environmental) solution is achieved, it is
recommended that a series of options be developed and analyzed via the process
described on the following slides.
Due to the complexity ofthe simulations required to generate the data that would be
required to perform this anolysis, the following process will not be oble to be
demonstrated in its entirety. A separate study v^fould be required to calibrate a
suitable simulation ond fully execute the process.
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step 1: (Example)
Identify Current or Future Scenario
Begin with an established current or future scenario. It is assumed that the resource-specific
variable cost characteristics (i.e. heat rate curves, variable O&M cost, startup costs), minup/down times, ramp-rates, storage capacity, DR availability/activation thresholds, and
system-level future economic scenario (i.e. fuel cost/availability, system load forecast, etc.I are
known values.

Select HECO 4A
for this Example
lincluding subsequent slidesl
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Step 1: (cont'd)
Identify Current or Future Scenario
To provide a comprehensive evaluation, it may be necessary to perform an uncertainty analysis
of the key parameters which influence the characterization of a given future scenario. The
results of the uncertainty analysis would yield the relevant bounds for each key parameter.
With the uncertainty bounds understood, a matrix of the desired evaluation conditions for a
parametric sensitivity analysis could be established. This process would be executed for each
evaluation condition to ensure a robust analysis ofthe potential resource mix.
•

A contemporary example of why the up-front uncertainty analysis would be beneficial is the
increased adoption of distributed solar PV on the Hawaiian islands. The increase in the use of
distributed solar PV has a tendency to change the system load forecast (i.e. net-load shape)
which will be served by the centralized resource technologies targeted by this report. Without
an uncertainty analysis, an inaccurate representation ofthe load forecast could result; this
would have the potential to drive a sub-optimal resource mix.

Similar uncertainty analysis ofthe resource-specific variable cost characteristics, operobility
constraints, storoge/DR characteristics, fuel cost/availability, etc. may be required to develop a
robust evaluation matrix to guide the sensitivity analysis.

(^fk)
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step 2:
Obtain Production Cost Simulation
Obtain a production cost simulation that is capable of performing security constrained unit
commitment (SCUCl and security constrained economic dispatch ISCEDl
• The production cost simulation lor post-processing algorithms) should be capable of
analyzing intra-hour behavior to fully evaluate the ancillary service performance
• Simulation needs to be able to "co-optimize" the energy and ancillary services.
/
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Step 3:
Estimate required "system-level" amounts for each ancillary service
Assess/Anticipate the required amount (and minimal level of acceptable responsiveness) that is
required for each ancillary service. Provide these ancillary requirements to the production cost
simulation and corresponding post-processing algorithms. These ancillary requirements will be
interpreted as constraints by the simulation so that it can reserve the respective ancillary
capability from each of the available resources. Nate: Iteration will be required to optimize.
\
HECO Ancillary
Service Matrix /

lActuol HECO spreadsheet I
occonipomes this r^poi r and
covers Scenarios iA & ^Bl
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Step 4:
Identify "resource-level" ancillary service capability
Identify the amount of each ancillary service that can be performed by each resource. This
establishes the subset of the respective resource's capability that could be allocated to the
given ancillary service. Items such as operating range, startup times, ramp-rotes, min-up/down
times, inertial response, block start capability, etc. are key considerations.
"
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Step 4: (cont'd)
Identify "resource-level" ancillary service capability
The following table provides an overview of the ancillary service compatibility that would be
assumed for each HECO resource if a detoiled ancillary service assessment of Scenario -^A were
performed. Note: Previous simulations and analysis of Scenario 4A have not explicitly
considered the ancillary service obligations with the granularity depicted in the table below.
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Step 5:
Execute the Production Cost Simulation
Execute the production cost simulation for the respective scenario. Review the hourly (and subhourly data OS applicable) to ensure that all ancillary services requirements (plus other relevant
system constraints) were observed, i.e. sufficient system-level regulation, spinning reserve, etc.
was reserved.
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Step 6:
Identify Trends in the Results
If the ancillary service requirements were not successfully achieved, or it appears that excess
ancillary capability is available, consider the trends in the deficiencies (or excess):
•

Are the deficiencies (or excess) driven by inadequate responsiveness from the available
resources?

•

Are the deficiencies (or excess) driven by inadequate operating range?

•

Are the deficiencies (or excess) present in all hours or only some hours?

im:^5r:oi.ononvciif
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Step 7:
Consider potential solutions to alleviate deficiencies and improve system efficiency
Adjustments to operating procedures:
Adjusted minimum run-times
Relaxed qualifications/requirements for respective A/S participation
Activation thresholds for DR,
storage device charging procedures
Relaxed "must-run" rules
/
Coupled
Retrofits of existing resources:
Increased plant output
Improved turndown on thermal units
Elevated ramp-rates
Reduced start times
Synthetic inertia & governor response from renewo bles
New resources:
• Fossil
• Storage
' Demand response
• Renewable assets
• Inter-island connectivity

Benefits

Are there resource adjustments
(or new resources) that would
alleviate multiple deficiencies (or
excess)?
i.e. Re-tuning the synthetic inertia
of a wind-turbine in conjunction
with pitch-control enhancement
might facilitate improvements to
both inertia and regulation
capabilities.
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Steps 6/7: (cont'd)
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Identify Trends / Consider Solutions: Inertial Response - Scenario 4A
Observations
• The inertial response ofthe system appears to be adequate in Scenario 4A.
Recommendations
• Consider requiring interconnecting wind and solar plants to provide synthetic inertia to
further strengthen the inertial response capability.
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Steps 6/7; (cont a)
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Identify Trends / Consider Solutions; Freauencv Responsive Reserve - Scenario AA
Amount Required
• Under-frequency response: Needs to be able to cover loss of largest unit (185 MW)
• Over-frequency response: To cover loss of load events: 140MW (daytime) under a
transmission fault; 90MW (night-timel under the loss of 80MVA transformer and loss of
adjacent 46kV feeders.
Observations
• For under-frequency', the results of HSIS study show that
Enforcing "no trip" of distributed PV on under-frequency excursion helped to reduce
the frequency drop by 2.2-3.4 Hz (if UFLS is not active}.
Use of frequency responsive load (50MW ® 59.5 Hz trip), and synthetic inertia from
wind plants con support the system during loss of generation contingency by reducing
the frequency nadir by up to 0.3 Hz, in cases where synchronous generators ore
displaced by renewables.
For over-frequency':
Over-frequency control (5% droop, 36mHz dead-bandl from renewables seems to
improve the system performance under 140MW of load rejection in a challenging hour.
The burden on the thermal units gets reduced by 43% and the frequency excursion
decreases by 0.7 Hz.
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Identify Trends/Consider Solutions : Frequency Responsive Reserve - Scenario 4A
Recommendations
• For under-frequency, one or more ofthe following changes may be required under Scenario
4A and 4B (additional simulation / analysis would be required to confirm):
Obtain primary frequency response from frequency responsive load
Prevent distributed PV from tripping (not an ancillary service... more to do with IEEE
1547)
Permit curtailed wind and solar resources to provide under-frequency response
For over-frequency:
Consider allowing wind and solar resources plants to provide over-frequency response.
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Steps 6/7: (cont'd)
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Identify Trends / Consider Solutions : Regulation & Load Following - Scenario AA
Observot/ons
• The regulation and load following needs of the system ore currently covered by operating
reserves and deemed to be adequate.
Recommendations
• No firm recommendations at this time. Further analysis may yield a more economically
optimal means of obtaining the regulation & load following services.
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Steps 6/7: (cont'd)

Identify Trends / Consider Solutions : Spinning Reserve - Scenario AA
Amount Required
• Contingency Reserves: Needs to be able to cover loss of largest unit (185 MW)
' Operating Reserves: No explicit requirement, but required to cover statistical variation in
load and renewable generation in the 1 minute to 1 hour timeframe. Quick start capability is
token into account when calculating spinning reserve requirements.
' Max variation: Day-time (6am-8pm) = 239MW; Night-time (8pm-6am) = 32MVI/.
Observations
' In Scenario AA, a deficiency of Spinning Reserves is
anticipated 28% of the time (up to 50 MW
maximum)
• Due to sufficient reserve participation from
baseload units, the full 50 MW would only be
required 1% ofthe time.
• However, in some hours, cycling units are
committed to meet the higher operating reserves
requirement & net load.

/Analysis of Spinning Reserve: HECO Scenario 4A \
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Steps 6/7: (cont'd)

Identify Trends / Consider Solutions : Spinning Reserve - Scenario AA
Recommendotions
Multiple options exist to relieve the anticipated
Spinning Reserve issues. Two options will be
presented below:
Option #1: To alleviate the deficiency, consider the
addition of 50-MW BESS or DR resource. Beyond
relieving the shortage, this option could potentially
lower the reserves requirement on thermal units and
help to de-commit cycling generation which would
allow the system to absorb more solar & wind energy.

Spinning Reserve Adequocy
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Inherent Spinning Reserve From Renewables ^.,

Option #2: To relieve the excess spinning reserve,
consider allowing curtailed renewables to provide
reserves. Modern Wind / Solar facilities ore capable of
responding quickly to load set-point adjustments. This
action may reduce commitment on thermal units
Ireducing excess reserves), and potentially provide for
increased penetration of renewable resources.
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Steps 6/7: (cont'd)
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1

Identify Trends / Consider Solutions; Non-Spinning Reserve - Scenario AA
Amount Required
• Contingency Reserves: All contingency reserves are required to be spinning on an island system.
• Operating Reserves: No explicit requirement for non-spinning operating reserves.
•

The response ofthe current system appears to be adequate.

Recommendations
• None.
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Steps 6/7: (cont'd)
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Identify Trends / Consider Solutions ; Black Start - Scenario AA
Amount Required
• The MWs and location of block start units are determined based on a planning study
• Currently provided by the Kobe, Waiou, and Campbell units.
Observotjons
• Black start capability of the system is probably sufficient since there is no significant load
growth in Scenario AA. Further analysis may be required to confirm.
Recommendations
• None.
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Steps 6/7: (cont'd)
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Identify Trends/Consider Solutions : Voltage Support - Scenario AA
Observo tions
• Currently provided by all online generators with voltage and reactive power controls
(including Wind, Solar, and Sync. Condensersl
• The response of the current system appears to be adequate.
Recommendations
• There may o need for additional voltage support if the "must-run" rules on existing thermal
units is relaxed.
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steps 6/7: (cont'd)
Identify Trends / Consider Solutions; Many Permutations of Solutions are Available
I

c! ]CiMi**fc »»cv«d » m i r i u bt :

l« Hfro tca'4'io u

Resource mix that was considered
in the simulation of Scenorio 1A

Many alternative options ore
available to fulfill the desired
renewables penetration levels
associated with Scenario AA.
The ossocioted A/S
permutations of resource
types {and modifications)
along with technology
readiness is captured in the
table at the left.
irrG5rat.onoii'jcrAncillary Servicei Defimlion i. Capability Study
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Steps 6/7: (cont'd)
Identify Trends / Consider Solutions : Synergies between technology types
When selecting new resources and/or resource modifications to alleviate ancillary constraints,
there may be synergies ovoiloble. For example:
•

When allowing VG (solar/wind) to participate in A/S. the addition of a moderate amount of
storage may have the potential enable more periods where VG con provide the A/S needs.
Further, the availability of the storage may help to cover o portion of the A/S requirements
that would have otherwise been provided by dispatchable thermal generation ... further
increasing renewables penetration objectives. DR may offer benefits which are analogous to
those of storage.

•

As additional "non-synchronous" generation is added to the power system for the purposes of
providing both energy and ancillary services, there may be a need for the addition of
transmission technologies such as synchronous condensing units to be added to ensure
sufficient reactive power.

It should be noted that the degree to which synergies will available and their corresponding
benefit is highly dependent upon the respective scenario being considered. The current process
being described provides a method for evaluating a technology mix in a given scenorio. As each
scenario/mix combination is evaluated, other potential synergies between technologies may
emerge.
iinoci rrji-ori nl w>itv
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Steps 8/9:
Evaluate the economic viability of each potential solution

Step ft: For each potential solution identified, repeat steps 1-5:
• Consider/evaluate the change in total cost required to serve the anticipated system load
profile.
• Potential for the respective solution to facilitate the desired trajectory of renewables
penetration over-time.
Step 9: Perform a cost-benefit analysis which evaluates the yeor-over-year (YOYl system-level
benefit (typically in the form of reduced production cost) of the proposed solution relative to the
capital cost required to achieve the respective solution. Rank the solutions according to their
economic viability (i.e. NPV, IRR, etc.)
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Step 10:
Evaluate the risks associated of each potential solution
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A comprehensive risk assessment of the potential options should also be conducted and
weighted against to the economic viability to ensure that the selected solution is robust and
reliable.
Potential Risks to consider (not limited to the followingl:
' Inadequate response from renewables due to instantaneous availability
• Available down-reserves and stable operating region of thermal units during loss of load
events
• Voltoge/VAR support sufficiency
• Reductions in inertial response capability
• Unfavorable impacts to "system-level" variable cost of operation
• Impact to existing utility / IPP contracts may require modifications to accommodate
schedule changes
• Challenges associated with monitoring / controlling DR participation on a centralized basis

fl iircgir.jtii
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Process to Estimate Technology Mix
Summary
111 Identify Current or
Future Scenario
(Lood forecosis, Fuel Costs/
AvoiL.Gen Mix. Asset Vor. Cost 6
Illegibility Cher., e t c )

[^1 Identify "resourcelevel" ancillary service
capability
ir.erve'j lo indicnte Ihe cimo Jiit of
each A/S iho: a given resource
con suppoa)

(7) Consider potential
solutions if
surplus/deficiencies
are present
(Oo procedures. Reirofits. New
Resources, etcl
W'I'SMI """51'Otonol•.•.xn'-'.

(2) Obtain Production
Cost Simulation
(Should be copoble of onoly^iHB
sub-hourly behavior ond ccoptimizing energy & oncillary
services)

(31 Estimate required
"system-level"
amounts for each
ancillary service
rsystom-level" constraints!

151 Execute the
Production Cost
Simulation

(6) Identify trends in
the results
(Surplus/Deficiencies)

lEnsijte oil "system-level"
constroints were ochievedl

IDriven by. tesyon'iivenes?;?.
opcroiing range?, etcl

(81 Evaluate each
potential solution
(Repeat steps 1-5)

19/101 Perform costbenefit and risk
analyses. Rank
solutions.

(Consider production cost
sovings cjnd ability to increase
renewable penetrotion)

(Rank by Capex, NPV. IRR. Risk)
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Considerations for
Specifying and Acquiring
Ancillary Services

imagiroLioiiotiwirt;

Task 4: Scope & Deliverables
Outline considerations for specifying and acquiring ancillary services
Obiectives:
•

Promote a least-cost portfolio of resources that can supply ancillary services and
interconnection requirements that attempt to protect reliability, maximize
renewable output and minimize energy costs
• Highlight costs, technology availability, fuel availability or other risks associated
with the recommended ancillary services and potential technology mix, with
contributions from HPUC and HECO
• Outline factors and provisions to consider for future resources:
• Type of ancillary services and performance requirements (Task 1)
• Technology/manufacturer neutral response capabilities for interconnection
requirements for new generators (Task 2)
• Risk, cost and cost-effectiveness methods explored in other power systems
• Process to compare alternative ancillary service offerings
• Describe any additional study work, including estimated timeline and cost, that
may be required to identify the type and amount of ancillary services required

r i i r n s q i n o t i o n ot •/.'cr<
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Task 4: Scope & Deliverables
Outline considerations for specifying and acquiring ancillary services
Approach:
•
•

Summarize findings in Tasks 1-3
Identify potential risks such as Hawaii specific resource costs, technology
availability, fuel availability, and other that may impact the ability of the Hawaiian
utilities and HPUC to build on effective portfolio of resources to provide ancillary
services, fulfill interconnection requirements or address other system
considerations
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Procuring Ancillary Services
Overview of Approaches for Obtaining, Compensating, and Incentivizing
This section puts forth some potential approaches and mechanisms which con be used to
obtain, compensate, and incentivize resources for providing ancillary services.
The following four approaches will be highlighted in this section:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Market Clearing Price
Reimbursement of Offer Price
"Moke-whole" Compensation
Condition of Interconnection

The above listing is not intended to be exhaustive; however, the GE team believes that it
contains a representative subset of the most viable techniques which could be considered.
Further, it should be noted that each option is not mutuallv exclusive and may incorporate
aspects ofthe surrounding approaches.
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Procuring Ancillary Services
Method 1; Market Clearing Price
The Marketing Clearing Price approach is leveraged primarily by wholesale power markets:
•

For this method, each resource submits (or is assigned) an offer price for the respective
ancillary service.

fj

•

Most often, resources submit offer prices that ore based on their opportunity cost to
reserve the headroom or legroom required to provide the service.

•

Some resources, such as storage devices, do not hove on opportunity cost because
they do not directly provide energy. Instead, their offer price may be based on startup,
variable O&M, charging costs, or other expenses associated with providing the
respective A/S.

•

In addition to the cost to provide the service, many markets allow resources to include
"additional margin" in their offer price. In some cases, the resource may use to the
additional margin to hedge against increased variable O&M costs li.e. cycling wear &
tear). In other cases, the resources may simply leverage the additional margin to cover
"cost uncertainty" and/or attempt to enhance their ancillary profitability.

•

In some markets, the offer price is capped. The cop is often derived by calculating the
cost for a unit to provide the service and adding [up to] a maximum allowable margin.
The lesser of the submitted price and the capped price is then used as the offer price in
the market clearing algorithms.

irncqir-fltionotwork
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Procuring Ancillary Services
Method 1; Market Clearing Price (cont'd)
'

The "market clearing price" for the ancillary service is driven by the offer price ofthe last
rank-ordered* resource reauired to satisfy the system-level ancillory requirement (for the
respective ancillary service!. For this approach, all participating resources will receive the
"same price" for the given period (typically 1-hour increments!.
•

In many wholesale markets, there exists both a day-ahead clearing price and a real-time
(or supplemental) clearing price (as-required) to ensure sufficient ancillary availability.

•

To incentivize "no risk" participation, some markets will compensate for "actual incurred"
costs which are larger than the revenues derived from the ancillary market clearing price via
"make-whole" payments. This ensures that resources are "no worse off" for having provided
ancillary services.

"

Due to the fact that all participating resources receive the same price for a given ancillary
service, it is important to note that most resources, with the exception of the marginal
ancillary resource, will earn o financial benefit (i.e. profitl for providing the respective A/S.

' A "low to high" ranking ofthe offer prices for each participating resource
mcgiroiioiotivcrh
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Procuring Ancillary Services
Method 2: Reimbursement of Offer Price
The Reimbursement of Offer Pnce is an alternative that could potentially be leveraged between
two contracting parties seeking to enter into a bilateral agreement for A/S. It is a logicol
compromise between the "market cleoring price" and "make-whole compensation" approach.
•

Instead of a "clearing price" for the ancillary service, each resource is compensated on an
individual basis for providing the service.

•

The offer price for each resource would likely be derived in o similgr fgshion to the Market
clearing Price methodology. Specifically, the resource's "cost to provide -•- margin" (including
opportunity costsi would serve as a rational basis for the offer price. If the agreement is
between a utility and IPP, the offer price could be based on the onticipoted production cost
savings for the utility. The final ancillary service price would be based on a negotiated value
between the respective parties.

•

The period for which this contractually agreed to price is valid could be varied (i.e. hourly,
doily, monthly, annually, or simply set ot a constant rate for contract period, etcl

•

Similar to the Market Clearing Price approach, it is recommended that the Reimbursement of
Offer Price incentivize participation by providing a "no-risk" contract architecture through the
reimbursement of "actual incurred" costs (i.e. if incurred costs ore higher than the
compensation that would be derived via the offer-price).

•

Due to the fact that resources are compensated on on individual basis, profitability (for the
-cesource providing the service! is limited to the margin included in the offer price.
f l iinoq.rotioiol.vcr'.
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Procuring Ancillary Services
Method 3: Make-whole Compensation
The Make-whole Compensation approach is another alternative that could potentially be
leveraged between two contracting parties seeking to enter into a bilateral agreement for A/5.
Most wholesale markets include "moke-whole compensation" provisions in their architecture.
This method extracts the "spirit & intent" of those provisions.
•

At its core, the rationale for "Make-whole Compensation" is to explicitiv compensate
participating resources for their costs (including opportunity costsi associated with
providing A/S. This method is designed to moke the participating resource indifferent
toward providing ancillary services.

•

Instead of negotiating an offer-price, the resource-specific cost structure would be shared
between the contracting parties so that on accurate assessment of incurred costs could be
obtained.

•

Due to the fact that resources are compensated on an individual basis, and only for their
cost to provide the service, there is no additional profitability potential for participating in
A/S. For the three approaches discussed thus for, this method will typically result in the
lowest overall production cost to reliably serve the load.

•

It is important to note that while this approach adequately and explicitly compensates
resources for their A/S participation, it does not incentivize that participation.
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Procuring Ancillary Services
Method 4: Condition of Interconnection
It is important to note that all power systems (historical, existing, and future! require the use of
certain interconnection requirements and ancillary services to ensure the system reliability is
maintained. In many cases, such as with regulated utilities, the explicit compensation of
resources for ancillary participation has not been required to maintain a reliable system. For
this reason, the Condition of Interconnection approach was included in this list of options.
•

The "Condition of Interconnection" approach would simply require ancillary service
capability and participation from interconnecting resources.

•

Resources would not be explicitiv remunerated for providing ancillary service capability or
for the associated costs incul"red.

•

The incentive for resources to provide ancillary service capability would be driven by the
accompanying right to participote in selling energy.

•

For this type of agreement, it is implied that the participating resources would derive
financial benefit from the sale of energy alone that was sufficiently large enough to cover
both the cost to provide energy and the cost to provide A/S.

•

Due to the lock of explicit compensation, the "Condition of Interconnection" approach has
the potential to offer the lowest production cost of the four methods described.
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Procuring Ancillary Services
Forward Planning Approach to Derive Rational Ancillory Service Contract Prices
Much attention has been focused on obtaining ancillary services from resources with the lowest
offer price ond/or lowest "cost to provide" (including opportunity costsi.
One potential method for assessing the basis of a "rational" ancillary service offer price would be
to leverage o production cost simulation with the capability to co-optimize energy and ancillary
services. For a given future scenario, with a known resource mix, the simulation could be
exercised and evaluated at both a resource-level and a system-level to draw conclusions about a
rational offer price for the respective resource:
•

At a resource-level, the results of the simulation could be interrogated to identify the
perceived cost (including opportunity cost! for each resource to provide a given ancillary
service. To develop on offer price, the hourly observations for eoch resource could then be
aggregated and averaged over a period that aligned w/ the desired contractuol period.

•

At a svstem-level. the simulation could be exercised by individually enabling / disabling the
respective ancillary service capability for each resource under consideration. The resulting
benefit (i.e. "reduction") in the overall annual production cost could be used as a basis for
assessing the ancillory service offer price for each particular resoLirce.

To adequately bound the offer price, it is recommended that both the resource-level and systemlevel assessments be conducted.
I imc(;.noiion ot wor^
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Hawaii-Specific
Ancillary Service
Procurennent
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Procuring Ancillary Services
Methods for Obtaining Ancillary Services in Hawaii
On Hawaii, ancillary services ore presently obtained from dispotchable resources through a
method which is similar to the previously mentioned "Condition of Interconnection" approach.
Specifically, the utilities hove the ability to dispatch resources to provide ancillary services
without explicit compensation to the respective resources.
Going-forward, there will be a continued desire to increase the penetration of renewable
resources on the Hawaiian system which has the potential to increase the system-level
ancillary service requirements.
As the system-need for ancillary services increases, it may be necessary to incentivize new
resources to provide (or existing resources to expand upon) their ancillary service capability.
This incentive would likely come in the form of explicit financial compensation and include
aspects of either the "make-whole compensation" or "reimbursement of offer price" methods.
However, it should be noted the use of these methods has the potential to increase the overall
production cost as a result of the explicit compensation for [some of/oil ofl the ancillary
services. Careful considerotion is required before integrating such remuneration methods.

imcf; notion ct work
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Procuring Ancillary Services
Methods for Obtaining Ancillary Services in Hawaii
As outlined in the technology table (Part I, Task 2), renewable resources (i.e. wind/solar) ore
capable of providing many ancillary services. The use of these resources for providing A/S may
help to facilitate their increased penetration and potentially reduce production costs as it
introduces another degree of freedom for commitment & dispatch. Current RFP's and draft
PPA's ore seeking to leverage this capability from VG resources.
Relative to the current environment, in which resources are not explicitly compensated for
fulfilling the system-level ancillary obligations, requiring the wind/solar to provide ancillary
services via the "Condition of Interconnection" approach would certainly be on equitable
option.
Due to the fact that wind/solar resources ore presently compensated based on their energy
contract price, which likely includes some fixed and capital cost recovery, there ore periods
when wind/solor are more expensive to operate than some non-renewable resources on the
system (i.e. periods where the energy contract price is higher than the marginal system cost).
During these periods, it may result in a system level production cost savings to curtail
wind/solar to provide ancillary services. However, the existing wind/solar contracts hove
provisions which preclude the curtailment of these resources for economic reasons. Therefore,
during periods where wind/solar ore curtailed exclusively for the purposes of providing ancillary
services (i.e. up-reserves), the use of "Make-whole Compensation" would be recommended.
I i r n c g ' n a i i i n ot •.vZit'.
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Procuring Ancillary Services
Methods for Obtaining Ancillary Services in Hawaii
It should be noted that the existing wind/solar contracts purposefully prevented curtailment for
economic reasons in an effort to maximize renewable penetration. Therefore, to adopt the
previous recommendation, on adjustment to the existing contracts would likely be required.
Energy storage devices have the potential to enhance penetration of renewable resources
and/or lower the overall production cost. The process for "Evaluating and Selecting a Potential
Resource Mix" could be leveraged to help quantify these potential benefits.
Due to the fact that energy storage resources are energy-neutrol and operate exclusively for
the purposes of providing ancillary services, the use of "moke-whole compensation" is not
applicable {i.e. storage resources have no opportunity costs). Therefore, an explicit
remuneration method, such as "Reimbursement of Offer Price" may be required to incentivize
the development Si participation of energy storoge resources to supply ancillary services.
To obtain a value for the ancillary services offered by the energy storage resources, it is likely
that the previously mentioned "system-level" use of a production cost simulation would be
required. Specifically, the simulation could be exercised by individually enabling / disabling the
respective ancillary service capability for each resource under consideration. The resulting
benefit (i.e. "reduction") in the overall annual production cost could be used as a basis for
assessing the ancillary service offer price.
w\ imcQinot.OTOtwor'.^
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Procuring Ancillary Services
Methods for Obtaining Ancillary Services in Hawaii
Ancillary service participgtion from DR, transmission, and retrofit options have the potential to
reduce production costs, improve renewables penetration, and avoid/defer/attenuate major
capital expenditure.
Similar to energy storage resources, on explicit compensation method would likely be required
to incentivize participation from DR and/or transmission-related technologies.
To incentivize the modification (i.e. retrofit) of existing resources to provide, or expand upon,
their ancillary service capability, further use of explicit compensation may be required to cover
upgrade costs.

m
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Procuring Ancillary Services
Methods for Obtaining Ancillary Services in Hawaii
It should be noted that some resources have the potential to increase (or decrease) the required
amount of ancillary services on the system. Further, some resources have the potential to
provide more ancillary capability than other resource types.
In some coses, such as wind/solor, an individual resource has the potential to increase the
required amount of ancillary services on the system. However, these resources also have
[typically] low variable operating cost and hove the hove the potential to reduce the overall
production cost for the system.
As 0 result, it is not recommended that individual resources, which induce odditionol ancillary
obligations on the system, be additionally penalized.
Instead, it is recommended that the impact on overall production cost (including total ancillary
services costs), coupled with other policy-related directives such as renewable penetration
targets, be used as the metric to assess the viability of a particular resource.
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Risk Assessment and
Other Considerations
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Risk Considerations
Outline considerations for specifying and acquiring ancillary services
Hawaii specific resource costs
New/emerging technology availability
Ability to uprate/upgrade existing resources
Fuel availability and fuel infrastructure
Wind and solar forecasting process
Interconnection costs
Inter-Island transmission connections
Challenges associated with monitoring /controlling Demand Response participation on a
centralized basis
Load shaping programs
Inadequate response from renewables due to instantaneous availability
Available down-reserves and stable operating region of thermal units during loss of lood
events
Voltoge/VAR support sufficiency
Reductions in inertial response capability
Unfavorable impacts to "system-level" variable cost of operation
Impact to existing utility / IPP contracts may require modifications to accommodate
schedule changes
Risks ore highlighted in the "Observations" column of the scenario workbooks for each system

m
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Technology Risks
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Generation Technology Risks
• Wind Turbines:
• Variable generation
• Unstable incentive structures (i.e. government tax credits!
• Gas Turbines / Combined Cycles:
• Volatile fuel prices
• Fuel transport costs
• Simple, Cvc(es:
• Volatile fuel prices
• Fuel transport costs
• Reciprocotino Engines:
" To be added
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Generation Technology Risks
* Solor Thermal:
• Unstable incentive structures (i.e. government tax credits!
• Potential negative environmental impact - large installations can disrupt
ecosystems/Permitting con be a major issue in Hawaii
' Solar PV:
• Variable generation
• Unstable incentive structures (i.e. government tax credits)
* Hydropower:
• Potential negative environmental impact - lorge installations can disrupt
ecosystems/Permitting con be o major issue in Hawaii
• Geothermal:
• Potential negative environmental impact - lorge installations can disrupt
ecosystems/Permitting con be a major issue in Hawaii
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Generation Technology Risks
• Biomass:
• Unstable incentive structures (i.e. government tax credits
* Cost of collecting biomoss
Coal:
Negative environmental impact
Fuel tronsport costs

m
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storage Technology Risks
PHS;
Energy naturally wants to spread out, so compressing water behind a dam creates the risk
of on uncontrolled energy release
High costs/market liquidity/market price uncertainty (revenues from ancillary services
hugely volatile!
Arbitrage revenue - ofter efficiency is taken into account this is not a huge money spinner
ot some market prices
Market risk (i.e. change in ISO rules!
Potential negative environmental impact - large installations can disrupt
ecosystems/Permitting can be a major issue in Hawaii
There is o real option value that may not be coptured unless risk is explicitly identified ond
quantified - plont operations decisions must incorporate these risks
A serious disadvantage is dependence on specific geological formations or man-made
reservoirs
Difficult construction - depends on topography
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Storage Technology Risks (Comments)
Comments from HREA;
• Risk of Structural Foilure: We understand with proper design and installation, the risks of dom
or reservoir failures ore very low. In addition, o Pumped Storoge facility using odvanced RollerCompacted Concrete ("RCC") technology would mitigate structural risk with o design that
incorporates o deep reservoir with most of its copocity below ground level See also the Division
of Safety of Dams T'DSOD"), Department of Woter Resources in California for additional
informotion lhttp;//www.water.ca.gov/damsafety/).
• High costs/market liquidity/market price uncertainty: All renewoble projects in Hawaii face
similar costs/morket risks. Re Pumped Storage, we understand construction costs would be
similar to those for a wind form of similar MW capacity. We agree that there could be risks
associated with Pumped Storage thot operates in the "classic" duty cycle for pumping during
off-peak hours and generating during peak hours. However, we believe additional revenues for
0 number of ancillary services, such as load following, frequency response, spinning reserve,
inertial stability [LIJr21, voltage support, VAR generation/control, and block start capability, can
reduce that risk significantly. The key will be ability to negotiate a PPA thot helps meet system
needs and provides an adequate revenue stream such that Investors can moke on acceptable
return on their investment.
• Arbitrage revenue: As discussed previously, Pumped Storage may not be able to accomplish the
primary goal of energy arbitrage, i.e., buy low, sell high or higher, in Howaii. However, we
believe a Pumped Storage facility with PPA that includes appropriate payment for generation
and ancillary services can be financially viable.
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Docket No. 2011 -0206 - Reliability Standards Working Group
Comments ofthe Hawaiian Electric Companies Regarding
General Electric Ancillarv Services Definitions and Capabilitv Study
During the January 24, 2013 RSWG stakeholder meeting, representatives of
General Electric Energy Consulting ("GE") provided their final briefing on the Ancillary
Services Definitions and Capability Study - Parts I and II ("Study") produced for and
with the support ofthe Hawaii Natural Energy Institute. The following provides the
Hawaiian Electric Companies' general comments on the Study for the Commission's
information and consideration as further process is contemplated for the evaluation and
assessment ofthe Study's recommendations.^
The study correctly acknowledges that the utilities presently obtain ancillary
services from dispatchable resources through a method which is similar to the
"Condition of Interconnection" approach identified in the Study. Specifically, the utilities
have the ability to dispatch resources to provide ancillary services without explicit
compensation to the respective resources. The Study states that relative to the current
environment, in which dispatchable resources are not explicitly compensated for
fulfilling system-level ancillary services obligations, requiring wind or solar resources to
provide ancillary services via the "condition of interconnection" approach would certainly
be considered an equitable option. The Hawaiian Electric Companies continue to
include provisions for required ancillary services in recently negotiated contracts for
dispatchable, firm capacity, renewable energy resources (e.g. Hu Honua, PGV
expansion, geothermal RFP), and variable generation (e.g. Kawailoa Wind, Kalaeloa
Solar Two, Auwahi Wind, Kaheawa Wind Power II) and propose to continue doing so
pending an analysis and study which indicates that a contrary course would be
preferable.
The study takes the position that to the extent the penetration of variable
resources increases beyond the ability of existing resources (including the ancillary
services capabilities obtained by continuing to require certain services for future variable
resources) to economically provide the ancillary services required to support these
resources, it may be necessary to incentivize new resources to provide (or existing
resources to expand upon) ancillary service capabilities. The Study notes however that
the use of methods to incentivize ancillary service capabilities, including explicit
compensation for some or all ofthe ancillary services, has the potential to increase the
overall production cost as a result of explicit compensation for [some of/all of] the
ancillary services and therefore, careful consideration is required before introducing
such remuneration methods or unbundling ancillary services.
Hawaiian Electric Company, Inc., Maui Electric Company, Limited and Hawaii Electric Light Company, Inc.
(collectively "Hawaiian Electric Companies" or "Companies").

This caution is worth emphasizing, as the cost of energy is a major concern to
ratepayers. The Hawaiian Electric Companies therefore recommend that any proposed
incentives to facilitate the provision of ancillary services from new or existing resources,
be thoroughly analyzed against the following objectives:
a) Maintain or improve present levels of system reliability and security
b) Maintain or reduce overall system costs
c) Ensure that resource capabilities needed for system security will be made
available
d) Provide flexibility for the system operator to change use of resources in response
to changing relative costs, system operational needs, and resource availability
To meet this objective, the Companies are prepared to undertake a study utilizing the
proposed methodology in the Study to determine the required level of ancillary services
and then assess costs under a variety of options. The Companies suggest that this
approach be based on two phases of analysis:
1) For each ofthe base case systems, identify the value of ancillary services for
the HELCO, MECO and Hawaiian Electric systems in a given study year. This value of
ancillary services would be derived by completing an annual production cost simulation
assuming that transmission is unconstrained and comparing the annual production cost
simulation against the constrained system.
2) Identify the potential to reduce annual production cost by providing various
ancillary services from facilities which are not currently supplying the services as part of
a bundled energy rate. For instance, battery systems located at key transmission
constraints may alleviate certain generation requirements. Identify the cost differences
between the possible ancillary service facilities and the energy facilities in annual
production cost simulations.
3) Based on the findings ofthe acceptable combinations of resources in the first
and second phases, perform a cost assessment to evaluate the least-cost portfolio of
resources using an iterative solution to provide the best method of providing the
required services. The method could also identify the energy rate reductions required
from IPP contracts that would be required to facilitate the provision of ancillary services
incentives.
This approach is similar to that used in the recently conducted EPS cycling
study for the HELCO and MECO systems, which first examined acceptable resource
combinations for system security based on existing and near-term resources and also
evaluated the potential for down-regulation from wind. The set of resources required for
security constraints were then incorporated into a production cost assessment.

The first two phases could incorporate existing and potential (new) resources, or
new capabilities on existing resources. By completing the work in this manner, the risk
of increasing overall production costs can be adequately assessed and identified. It is
recommended that such analysis be based on recognized industry system planning
tools to evaluate system performance under dynamic and steady state conditions and
incorporate modeling to capture impacts of variable and distributed generation. As
recommended in the Study, the production cost assessment would evaluate the
potential combinations of resources to determine a lowest-cost portfolio, including
production cost and capital expenditures, while observing system reliability needs
identified in the first phase. It is also recommended that such analysis must be based
on industry accepted methods which capture all variable production costs, including
impacts of variable and distributed generation, in order to accurately assess the relative
costs of various scenarios. With the evolution of the island power systems to
incorporate greater amounts of distributed and variable generation, both the security
analysis and production cost analysis must become more sophisticated. Due to the
significant cost and reliability impacts associated with these types of decisions on future
power systems, investment in the required detailed modeling and analysis is necessary.
The final determination of future resource portfolios should also incorporate Risk
Considerations such as those identified in Section 3.2.4 ofthe GE Study.

Docket No. 2011-0206 - Reliability Standards Working Group
RDM Subgroup Comments on the
General Electric Ancillary Services Study
January 14, 2013
The purpose of this paper is to provide comments by the Reliability Definitions and Methcs
Subgroup ("RDM Subgroup")^ ofthe Reliability Standards Working Group ("RSWG") on the
study prepared by General Electric International, Inc., acting through its Energy Consulting
group ("GE"), titled, "Ancillary Sen/ices Definitions and Capability Study" and dated December
19, 2012 ("GE Study").
1.0

Background

As described by GE, the purpose ofthe GE Study is to identify, define and quantify ancillary
services necessary to integrate new generation resources, including renewable generation, for
bulk power systems in Hawaii and elsewhere. GE suggests the study results may be proposed
for consideration and adoption by the Hawaii Public Utilities Commission and used for RSWG
standards proposals, revised generation interconnection technical requirements, and the
Integrated Resource Planning process.
The RDM Subgroup offers these comments consistent with the understanding that the GE
Study is RSWG-associated work product As noted in the Independent Facilitator's submittal to
the Commission filed December 24, 2012, the GE Study, which was facilitated by funding and
contract management provided by the Hawaii Natural Energy Institute, is not formal RSWG
work product and not subject to approval by the RSWG, but is rather "RSWG-associated work
product."^ The RDM Subgroup, which helped define the scope ofthe study and reviewed and
commented on various drafts, offers the following comments with that understanding.
The comments in this paper are intended to complement and supplement (i) the paper prepared
by the RSWG Minimum Load and Curtailment Subgroup, and approved by that subgroup and
the RSWG, titled, "RSWG Recommendations Concerning Central Generator Station Ancillary
Service Supply Capabilities in a Renewable Based Grid" ("MLC Subgroup ancillary services
paper"), and (ii) the paper prepared by the RSWG Demand Side Options Subgroup, titled,
"Demand Response as a Flexible Operating Resource" ("DSO Subgroup ancillary services
paper").
In addition, the RSWG process contemplates further opportunities for individual RSWG
members to submit comments on this paper and on the GE Study. This paper is not Intended to
foreclose or prejudice any such comments and each member of the RDM Subgroup reserves its
rights to submit further comments.

^ Members of the RDM Subgroup include the following RSWG parties: Blue Planet Foundation; Department of
Business, Economic Development and Tourism; Department of Commerce and Consumer Affairs, Division of
Consumer Advocacy; HECO Companies; Hawaii Renewable Energy Alliance; Interstate Renewable Energy Council;
Life ofthe Land; and Tawhiri.
^ See Independent Facilitator. Reliability Standards Working Group Independent Facilitator's Submittal, Progress
Report, and RSWG Work Product Submittal filed Dec. 24. 2012 ("IF Submittal") at 5, 6.
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2.0

General Support for GE Study

Although the GE Study is not subject to approval by the RSWG (or any RSWG subgroup,
including the RDM Subgroup), the RDM Subgroup wishes to indicate to the Commission that it
views the GE Study as providing a useful and valuable contribution to the RSWG process and
to Hawaii's efforts to increase the use of renewable energy while maintaining electric system
reliability. The RDM Subgroup appreciates the opportunity it has had to collaborate with GE on
the study and believes the study provides information and analysis that is supportive of and
consistent with the general goal of the RSWG process.
The GE Study sets forth the following eight bullet point major recommendations:
•

"Require synthetic inertia capability for future utility-scale wind
plants. The parameters for synthetic inertia (deadband, active
power contribution, duration of response, maximum generation
reduction etc.) should be designed to meet the Hawaii system
requirements.

•

Require droop control to be a part of the interconnection
requirements for future utility-scale wind and solar plants in
addition to the requirement for dispatchable generators.

•

Variable Generation (VG) should be compensated for providing up
reserves if their generation is curtailed for the explicit purpose of
providing reserves. Recommend the development of tools to
reliably calculate the amount of resen/es that VG can provide.^
VG should be required to provide down reserves without any
explicit compensation similar to other dispatchable units In the
system. Need to design and employ forecasting methodology/tool
to calculate the amount of down reserves that VGs can reliably
provide based on actual and forecasted generation irom VGs.
VG should be required to provide up reserves without any explicit
compensation when they are curtailed for reasons other than
providing up resen/es since their opportunity cost is zero when
they are already curtailed.
AGC (ability of wind plant to directly accept and act on a maximum
dispatch signal delivered by AGC) capability should be made a
part of the interconnection requirements for all future utility-scale
generators including wind and solar plants.
VG should be compensated for providing up regulation if their
generation is curtailed for the explicit purpose of providing
regulation.

^ It is noted that this bullet point concerning "reserves" may be duplicative insofar as the seventh bullet point, which
contains nearly Identical language, concerns "regulation" and reserves are a form of regulation.

•

Storage and demand response should be allowed to provide
regulation and reserves as long as they are economical.""

RDM Subgroup members hold differing views on certain aspects ofthe GE Study, including the
foregoing major recommendations, due in part to the study's length, level of detail, and the
complexity of the technical and policy Issues it addresses, as well as the diverse interests and
perspectives of the individual subgroup members. Consistent with the overarching purpose of
the RSWG process to aid the Commission in assessing key issues such as ancillary services,
the RDM Subgroup wishes to indicate to the Commission that it generally supports the
information and analyses developed through the GE Study and, at the same time, respectfully
offers comments, clarifications, corrections and further suggestions to the study by means of
this paper, and also by means of anticipated future submissions to the Commission by individual
subgroup members.
3.0

Comments on GE Study
3.1

Future Docketed Proceeding

The RDM Subgroup supports Commission consideration of a further docketed proceeding, upon
the conclusion ofthe RSWG process or othenvise as deemed by the Commission, conceming
ancillary sen/ices and ancillary services-related interconnection requirements for utility-scale
renewable energy generators. The RDM Subgroup suggests that the scope of this proceeding
could specifically include, but not necessarily be limited to, the following specific topics:
(1) assessment ofthe ability ofthe electric utilities to achieve the GE Study's eight major
recommendations;
(2) cost/benefit analysis concerning any modifications to electric utility procurement of
ancillary sen/ices consistent with certain aspects ofthe GE Study's eight major
recommendations;
(3) feasibility of and risks associated with restructuhng existing power purchase
contracts to allow for the purchase and acquisition of ancillary sen/ices from these
facilities as unbundled service providers;
(4) further development and implementation of a methodology for identifying the type,
quantifying the amount, and establishing the method of supplying and procuring any
necessary ancillary services;
(5) valuing ancillary services for purposes of compensating and imposing costs on
generators, storage and demand response (including the use of fixed price over and
above specified performance requirements versus real-time pricing based on system
need, condition of interconnection, etc.); and
(6) whether and to what extent production cost modeling should or should not be used to
quantify needed ancillary services, impacts to total system costs, and ratepayer impacts.

" See GE study Part 2. Tasks 3-4 at 2-3.

3.2

Requirements for Utility-Scale Projects

The GE Study's major recommendations include requiring synthetic inertia, droop control and
automatic generation control ("AGC"), among other attributes, for "utility-scale" wind plants, and
droop control and AGC for utility-scale solar plants, as a condition to interconnecting such plants
to the electric system. The RDM Subgroup notes that it generally agrees with the GE Study's
recommendations in this regard and adds that, at this time, these attributes should generally be
required as a condition of interconnection only for utility-scale plants interconnecting at the
transmission or sub-transmission level. Due to technical limitations and economic cost, and the
potential advantages associated with a proactive approach to integrating distributed
generation,^ it may not be appropriate at this time to require such capabilities from distributed
generators interconnecting at the distribution level (e.g., through net energy metering, feed-in
tariff, standard interconnection agreement, etc.).
3.3

Procuring and Incentivizing Ancillary Services

At present, Hawaii electric utilities are able to obtain ancillary services from utility owned and
controlled resources and dispatchable non-fossil fuel resources. The ancillary services cost is
built into the total cost of energy. The utilities procure and dispatch these ancillary sen/ices
without incentivizing or compensating the non-utility resources. The GE Study suggests that, if
the system-need for ancillary sen/ices increases to accommodate increased penetration of
variable renewable resources, it may be necessary and desirable to incentivize and compensate
new and existing resources. These resources must have sufficient flexibility to provide ancillary
services to optimize the services based upon recognition of their cost. The RDM Subgroup
acknowledges that the procurement and incentivizing of ancillary services from variable
resources, as discussed in the GE Study, will require future study (on cost and other related
issues) prior io implementation.
3.4

Production Cost Modeling

The GE Study recommends the use of production cost modeling to quantify the amounts of
necessary ancillary services. The RDM Subgroup members have been unable to reach
consensus on this recommendation. It has been suggested that the complexity, time and cost
associated with production cost modeling may not be justified given that Hawaii has a relatively
limited number of options for obtaining ancillary services (primarily existing fossil generation,
demand response and storage). It has also been suggested, however, that production cost
modeling need not be complex or extensive, may be relatively low cost (especially in a high fuel
cost setting), and modeling may be necessary to support ongoing adjustments to ancillary
services requirements based upon changes in system requirements.
3.5

Resource Planning Processes

The RDM Subgroup notes that, in general, resource planning processes should determine the
nature and quantity of ancillary sen/ices necessary to maintain system reliability. System
stability assessments may be required and such aspects of the resource planning process will
likely influence potential modifications concerning ancillary services.

See IF Submittal at Attachment 17 ("Summary of Proposal for Proactive Review Approach").

3.6

Technical Feasibility of Storage and Demand Response

The final bullet point of the GE Study's major recommendations states that storage and demand
response should be allowed to provide regulation and reserves "as long as they are
economical." The RDM Subgroup agrees with this recommendation and notes that, in addition
to economic cost considerations, technical considerations should also be assessed, as
discussed in detail in the MLC Subgroup and DSO Subgroup ancillary services papers.
Demand response may be an important source of ancillary services and storage may contribute
to integrating variable generation, notwithstanding an initial cost that may be marginally higher
than other technologies, insofar as those other technologies may be subject to unpredictable
changes in variable cost inputs over time.
3.7

Wind Energy Opportunity Cost for Up Reserves

The GE Study recommends that "VG should be required to provide up reserves without any
explicit compensation when they are curtailed for reasons other than providing up reserves
since their opportunity cost is zero when they are already curtailed." As a clarification, the RDM
Subgroup suggests that it may be more appropriate to characterize the opportunity cost as low
or very low, rather than "zero," insofar as running wind turbines (for example) to provide up
reserves when they would otherwise be offline under curtailment does not have zero cost.

\
\

RSWG Recommendations Concerning
Central Generator Station Ancillary
Service Supply Capabilities in a
Renewable Based Grid
Background
Ancillary services are necessary for reliable power system operation which Includes such functions for
routine system operation, responding to contingencies, ensuring secure operation following
contingencies, and supporting re-starting of the grid following blackouts. This paper provides a general
discussion of how ancillary services meet these needs and the capabilities of utility-scale generators to
provide ancillary services.^
Power system ancillary service requirements change from hour to hour and from year to year depending
on the overall load and generation mix. Without sufficient ancillary service capabilities some otherwise
desirable generators may be curtailed in favor of generators with greater ancillary service capabilities.
The decision of how much of each ancillary service is required to maintain reliability and the optimal mix
of resources to provide those ancillary services from the available responsive load, storage, and
generation resources is a real-time operating decision. This paper does not specifically address the realtime choice of how much of each ancillary service is required or which resources should supply each
ancillary service at a specific time. Instead, this paper addresses decisions associated with assuring that
there is sufficient ancillary service supply capability available to maintain power system reliability
without unnecessarily curtailing renewable generation.
If generators are not designed with ancillary service capabilities they will not be available as potential
ancillary service resources for inclusion in the real-time optimization. Four factors make including
ancillary service capabilities in the design of new generator wise {in most cases):
•

The cost of providing ancillary services from most generators is dominated by the opportunity
costs of not producing energy as opposed to the capitalcost of including the ancillary service
capability in the initial plant design.

•

The cost of adding ancillary service capabilities to an existing generator is typically much greater
than the cost of including the capability in the initial design.

•

Generators have long lives and future ancillary service requirements are uncertain.

^ Utility scale generators are connected to the transmission system. The recommendations in this paper apply to
those generators. Some generators on the distribution system may be able to provide some useful ancillary
services to the bulk power system but many will be limited by constraints imposed by the distribution system.

•

Installing ancillary service capabilities in all generators (conventional and renewable) can
provide the system operator with additional dispatch flexibility to help alleviate or eliminate
curtailing environmentally friendly or lower cost generation in order to operate non-renewable
or more expensive generation that is more flexible.

While adding ancillary service capabilities or increasing the ancillary service capabilities of existing
generators is usually more expensive than including those capabilities in the original design, exceptions
may occur and the recommendations herein are intended to include this possibility.
The RSWG through the RDM subgroup has initiated a study by General Electric Energy (GEE) to explore
the nature of and requirements for Ancillary Services to support the HECO Companies grid operations.
Efforts were Initiated to define the types of Ancillary Services available, assess deployment of such
services based on various renewable resource penetration on the HECO Companies' grids and determine
a methodology to predict future Ancillary Services requirements.
The RSWG recognizes that additional analysis and evaluation must be conducted before implementing
the recommendations. Although the paper discusses each ancillary service individually, an analysis must
be conducted to holistically assess the technical requirements and secure the ancillary services at the
lowest cost.
The RSWG recommends each utility establish an analytical process to define the ancillary service
requirements necessary for reliable and efficient operations and a mechanism for securing them at the
lowest cost. The process and mechanism should be defined in a first year report to the PUC.
Implementation results should be documented annually.
The discussion that follows summarizes key Ancillary Services and Is presented as an adjunct to the GEE
study along with key recommendations for consideration by the Hawaii Public Utilities Commission.

Inertia
An electric power system needs inertia to function reliably. Inertia provides short-term (cycles to
seconds) stored energy to help slow frequency decline or rise upon the sudden loss of demand or
generation. Inertia is also Important to angular and oscillatory system stability. Inertia is provided by the
rotating mass of generators and their prime movers (e.g., turbines) and, to a lesser extent, by motors In
load devices not connected through adjustable speed drives. In conventional synchronous generators
this inertia is inherently coupled to the grid and any change in grid frequency is associated with a
corresponding change in turbine-generator rotor speeds.
Upon loss (trip) of a generator, frequency drops and demand in excess of remaining generation pulls
energy from inertia thereby slowing the frequency decline. In systems where there is sufficient inertia,
inertia limits the rate of frequency decay to an extent that the drop in frequency can be addressed by
the governors on the remaining generators that are carrying spinning reserve and/or load shedding.
Inertia and governor response in combination determine the frequency response ofthe power system.
To the extent that certain types of generators can provide relatively fast response to a change in
frequency, they can make the frequency response of a lower inertia system acceptable. Likewise,
advancing demand-response and storage technologies may provide sufficiently fast response to assist
with arresting frequency decay caused by a demand-generation unbalance and thereby also may make
the frequency response of a system with lower inertia acceptable.
Inertia Is inherently provided by synchronous and Induction generators directly coupled to the grid, and
by certain motor loads. Inertia cannot currently be provided by PV plants because there is no source of
additional energy that can be tapped for a short time though future designs may provide "synthetic"
inertia, for Instance by incorporating a small amount of storage and momentarily overioading of the
inverters. Similariy, battery storage plants can be designed to provide synthetic inertia.
Inertia is not inherently provided by rotating generators that are coupled to the grid through power
electronics, for example the widely used doubly fed 1.5 or 1.6 MW wind turbine generators. However,
such advanced power electronic controlled wind generators can deliver "synthetic inertia" to the grid
through controls that sense a drop in system frequency and respond by increasing power output
through the inverter. The extra energy comes either from the rotational energy stored in the blades
and/or from unused wind energy if available. To the extent the energy comes from rotating energy, the
rotating machine speed will drop modestly. The turbine's speed is returned to normal when frequency
is back to normal by using a portion of the turbine's wind produced power to accelerate the wind
turbine to its optimum speed. While the machine speed is low, power production will be reduced
slightly due to reduced efficiency. In the case where wind is available to produce the energy there is no
reduction in turbine speed and no need to reaccelerate the machine later. While there is a capital cost
associated with the wind turbine control system required to provide synthetic inertia there is no
opportunity cost when the service is provided.
Synthetic inertia as might be provided by a battery and inertia provided by modern wind farms differs
from inertia provided by conventional synchronous generators in that it is provided through control
logic. An advantage of this form of inertia is that Its response to the frequency drop can be tailored for
maximum benefit. For instance, the response can be delayed so that thermal plant governors see rapid
frequency decay and thus respond more strongly than they would if the controlled inertia were applied
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quickly. The amount of inertia also varies widely. On a MW for MW plant rating basis, batteries offer
the potential of very large amounts of synthetic inertia, particulariy with a small Incremental investment
in the inverter. Modern windfarms, because of their active power control, offer greater inertia
contribution than thermal plants.^ These attributes and differences between the various types of inertia
require analysis to assess the potential contribution of each and optimize their combined use. Further,
field tests are needed to confirm field performance matches planning models, particularly where the
control technology has not been well proven.
Rotating generators and pump storage plant pumps can be designed to provide higher inertia by
machine design or the addition of a flywheel.
Further inertial response could be realized from conversion of existing thermal generators to
synchronous condensers.
Inertia is most likely to be lowest at night when demand is low and some generating plants that provide
Inertia during the day are cycled off. Hence inertia from plants remaining online during minimum load
periods becomes particularly important. Inertia from resources available during lower demand periods
that have not historically provided inertial response may be a useful enhancement to system frequency
response. Examples include synthetic inertia from wind plants, demand side resources, and charging of
storage plants. Special attention to the lowest available inertial response periods is necessary In
evaluating system options to meet system inertial response requirements and for minimizing or
reducing requirements for online conventional plants solely required to fulfill these inertial response
requirements.
Generator inertia cannot be evaluated in isolation. The power system's reliable response to the sudden
loss of generation or load depends on both inertia and governor response. The move to lighter, aeroderivative turbines, for example, results in a lower system inertia, but the faster response of the
governors and turbines makes the overall impact of the system response very close to a higher inertia,
slower responding turbine/governor system.
Recommendations
1) The available combination of inertia and governor response and current and future
requirements of inertia and governor response should be tracked and evaluated by the utility to
ensure new generation fulfills frequency recovery needs and that needed response is provided
at minimum cost.^
2) All power plants using rotating machines including those based on power electronics should be
encouraged to provide maximum cost effective inertia to the power system.
3) Emerging demand-response and storage technologies that provide sufficiently fast response to
assist with arresting frequency decay should be encouraged to provide maximum cost effective
inertia-like response to the power system.

Windfarms offer an inertia-produced output of about 5% for 5 seconds, or up to 10% for a shorter time period
while a typical thermal plant of an equivalent size with an inertia constant of 3 kW-s per kVA offers about half this
amount in a typical spinning reserve event.
^ It may be cost effective to add synthetic inertia capability to some existing wind plants and storage facilities.

4) When the ability to provide adequate frequency recovery has been identified, utilities should
endeavor to secure additional frequency recovery capability from new generating or storage
plants or synthetic response from plants or storage systems where that is practicable.
5) Compensation for direct costs for resources providing increased inertia should be considered.
6) Engineering test procedures should be developed to perform field testing and measurement of
synthetic or actual Inertial capabilities for new or existing plants.

Frequency Response
When the demand on the system changes or the power output of a variable generator changes; the
result is an immediate unbalance between demand and generation and a resulting rise or drop in
frequency. The initial response t o a change in frequency comes automatically from governors that
increase or decrease power production in inverse proportion to the change in frequency (this is called
primary frequency response). Appropriately equipped storage devices and some responsive loads can
also respond t o a change in frequency.

Because frequency is nearly the same at all points on the

system, all resources with frequency response capability will respond regardless of where the demandgenerator output unbalance occurs.
When a system's frequency response cannot keep up with an increase in apparent demand, frequency
declines. A rapid decline in frequency can occur upon loss of generation, an increase in demand, or an
extended wind down ramp that exhausts reserves. In an extreme case frequency can decline to the
level where underfrequency load-shedding occurs. Planning an adequate amount of frequency
response means either planning to avoid load shedding for routine disturbances or limiting the stage or
block of load shedding to an acceptable level. Similarly, a loss of load event causes a frequency rise and
must be accommodated in planning and operations to ensure adequate frequency response to the
condition, without the loss of on-line generation.
While inertia and governor response provides the initial response to a change in frequency, referred to
as the "primary frequency response", the AGC system follows up with adjustments to the various
governor systems to restore frequency to nominal, referred to as "secondary frequency response." The
role of AGC is discussed in the next section.
All rotating generators connected directly to the grid and most modern power-electronics based
generators will or can have a governor and provide frequency response.^ This includes pump-hydro
storage plants which can provide regulation in both pumping (If the pumped storage plant has an
adjustable speed pump) and generating modes.
There is an important distinction between having ancillary service response capability (a decision made
when the generator is designed) and operating such that the response capability is available (a decision
made by the system operator in real time). Generators can only provide upward response to a drop in
power system frequency If they are operating below their maximum power level.^ Similariy, generators
can only provide downward response to an increase in power system frequency if they are operating
above their minimum power level. Generators, and rate payers, will typically incur an opportunity cost
when generators are operated out of economic order in order to reserve upward or downward room for
response. The system operator must continuously determine the least cost mix of generation, storage,
and demand response resources to reliably supply energy and ancillary services. Opportunity costs are
particularly large for wind and solar plants because they have no fuel cost so there is no fuel cost savings

^ Frequency response from wind plants is commercially available. PV plants may also be able to provide frequency
response.
^ In some cases, governor droop response may be perm!
permitted to drive the unit beyond minimum and maximum
capabilities at some risk to the plant's stable operation.

if they are dispatched down in order to create up reserves. This cost should be included in the system
operator's optimization of energy and ancillary service resources. No potential production will be
sacrificed to supply frequency up-regulation if it Is utilized at times when a facility is operating at less
than full output due to system constraints (i.e.; is curtailed).^ Downward frequency response does not
require reduction in energy production to ensure the reserve energy is available, except for a few
moments while responding to a rise in frequency. Frequency response from wind and solar plants can
supplement system frequency down-response. In some systems the frequency response capability from
renewables Is a requirement but is utilized only when necessary.
The ability of storage to contribute to frequency response depends on the cycling capability of the
storage technology. Pumped storage hydro can typically provide frequency response while generating.
Pumped storage hydro can provide frequency response while pumping if it is equipped with adjustable
speed pumps.^ Battery storage can provide frequency response if the batteries can withstand second-tosecond cycling duty. Flywheel storage is explicitly designed to only provide frequency regulation and
AGC response. The frequency response from storage may be faster and more accurate than that
provided by thermal generation and less total frequency response from other resources may be
required when storage is used.
Some responsive loads may provide frequency response, either individually or collectively. This
capability is highly dependent on the specific loads available for this service. While this technology is
not commonplace today, opportunities may arise in the Islands for its development and use.
Frequency response is reduced when fewer responsive generators are online. Where responsive
generation is taken offline to accommodate variable generation, frequency response (and AGC dispatch
capability) may be insufficient to ensure the power system wilt remain operable through faults and
contingencies. If frequency-responsive plants must remain online to support system frequency, or if
reserves must be held on frequency-responsive plants to ensure there is head-room for frequency
response, the system may be unable to accommodate the available energy from variable generation.
The result can be curtailments of variable generation to allow the frequency-responsive plants to remain
on-line. Such curtailments can be minimized by ensuring that ail on-line units are frequency responsive
including variable renewables. Regulation from wind plants and geothermal plants, along with storage
and demand response, thus becomes important to avoid or minimize curtailments and ensure efficient
system dispatch. Integrating any new generator into the system requires that the resources be
coordinated to avoid individual resources being overburdened or unstable frequency response during
disturbances.
Recommendations
1) All generators (thermal, hydro, geothermal, wind, solar, etc.) should be required to be capable
of frequency response to the extent economically feasible.

^ For instance, PV and wind might provide up regulation In a high penetration scenario where curtailment is
necessary. During curtailment energy is being dumped by these plants and could be used for up regulation.
' Adjustable speed pump-hydro plant pumps or pump-generators significantly improve efficiency and stability and
provide other benefits so are likely to be used in the Islands.

2) Frequency response should be specified in terms of droop. The time frame of the response
should be defined.
3) Storage and demand response should be encouraged to provide frequency response capability
to the extent that they are physically capable of doing so. System operators should utilize the
least cost frequency response resources which may vary from hour to hour.
4) Compensation for direct and opportunity costs from resources providing frequency response
should be considered.

AGC Dispatch Capability
Automatic Generation Control (AGC) sends signals every 4-6 seconds from the system operator to raise
or lower the MW output of generators, storage devices, and (potentially) consumption of responsive
loads in order to balance the system to within the control tolerance.^ Maintaining frequency within
acceptable bounds of the target value (generally 60 Hz) requires that AGC have sufficient resources
under its control, with enough reserve capability, to increase or decrease the production to match
demand on the system. AGC is used to control frequency while also optimizing the cost of generation by
allocating energy requirements optimally among the dispatchable online resources. This optimization of
costs is referred to as "Economic Dispatch".
A resource needs to accept the AGC control signals and respond in a predictable manner which can be
modeled within the AGC program. AGC can keep the system within balance (i.e.; system within the
desired frequency) only when there is sufficient responsive reserve capacity under its control to respond
to any imbalance between generation and demand. For instance, when demand rises rapidly in the
morning hours, generator outputs may need to increase fairly rapidly. Generator ramp rate capability is
determined primarily by constraints such as long-term thermal fatigue, boiler control design
combustion control design, and/or fuel constraints. Storage and demand response often have faster and
more accurate ramping capabilities than thermal generators if designed to provide these services.
Advanced wind turbine generators and PV plants^ can be designed to accept signals from an AGC system
to reduce power output. Having an AGC system reduce wind or PV plant power output would be of
great value during times where variable generation production is available and dispatchable plants are
operating at low output to accommodate the variable generation and thus unable to provide significant
down reserve. Up AGC response can be provided by advanced wind turbine plants and PV plants if they
are operated below the maximum power that is available from the wind or sun. Normally, up AGC
response from wind plants and PV plants would only be used under unusual circumstances and during
certain times of day, such as high renewables output and relatively low demand and the resource is
operating.undera curtailment.
The ability of storage to provide AGC response depends on the cycling capability of the storage
technology. Pumped hydro storage^" can typically provide AGC response while generating. Pumped
storage hydro may provide AGC response while pumping if equipped w i t h adjustable speed pumps.
Battery storage can provide AGC response if the batteries can withstand the minute-to-minute cycling
duty and the controls incorporate this requirement. Flywheel storage Is explicitly designed to only
provide frequency regulation and AGC response.

' The existing AGC systems may require modifications to be able to control storage and demand response
resources.
^ AGC from wind plants is commercially available. AGC from centralized PV plants could be implemented relatively
easily. Retrofit cost, time frames, and capabilities need to be further examined.
^° Deployment of a Pumped storage Hydro facility including
planning, siting, permitting and construction wil
in(
typically range from 4 to 6 years before operational.

Some responsive loads can provide AGC response, either individually or collectively. The capability is
very dependent on the specific loads. Providing AGC response capability requires a remote telemetry
and control Interface between the control center's SCADA/EMS system and the resource. Wind and
solar generators with appropriate control capability can accept power output set points from the AGC
and hold those outputs so long as the setpoint is for a power output below the capability of the
available wind or sunshine. An AGC system could "dispatch" wind turbine or PV generators during
curtailment to maximize energy production from wind and solar while maintaining regulating reserve on
thermal units and/or the wind plant itself.

Recommendations
1) All generators (thermal, hydro, geothermal, wind, solar, etc.) should be required to be capable
of responding to AGC commands.
2) Each utilit/s AGC system should be modified to be able to utilize the full range of responsive
resources (conventional generators, variable renewable generators, storage, and demand
response) unless detailed studies demonstrate that this is not economically justified.
3) Storage and demand response should be allowed to provide AGC response to the extent that
they are physically capable. If the device or generator interface and response capabilities
support the necessary AGC response (i.e.; AGC interface Is provided, the response Is predictable,
and within the appropriate time frame) the device or generator should participate in frequency
regulation as well as economic dispatch under AGC control.
4) System operators should utilize the least cost AGC resources which will likely change from hour
to hour during conditions when frequency is within specified tolerances.
5) Compensation for direct and opportunity costs for resources providing frequency regulation
should be considered.
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Spinning Reserve
Spinning reserve is fast-responding generating capability that is on-line and operating below its
maximum output, or demand response or storage with similar capability, that is ready to respond to a
sudden large mismatch In generation and load, typically caused by the sudden failure of a generator.
Spinning reserve is discussed separately from regulation reserve and reserves that respond to AGC
because it is unique In requiring a very large and fast change in generator power output. This requires
that generators tolerate occasional large changes in power output. It also tends to require uneconomic
operation of generators when the reserve is spread across multiple generators because multiple
generators responding simultaneously can produce the needed power more quickly than can fewer
generators each providing a larger share of the needed power.
Demand response is increasingly being used for spinning reserve in many regions of the mainland. In
Hawaii, under frequency load shedding (UFLS) is often used very effectively to perform the spinning
reserve function." Spinning Reserve and Replacement Reserve are the two components of Contingency
Reserves.
Spinning reserve is activated in either of two ways: through direct measurement of frequency and
governor action or through response to system operator command. When the generator governor
measures a significant drop in frequency, the output of the generator is increased quickly by the
governor, in the primary response time frame, at a rate that is typically higher than the normal ramp
rate available to AGC. Spinning reserve can also be deployed by the system operator. Because spinning
reserve events are infrequent, the higher duty of a fast ramp is acceptable. Similarly, the relatively
infrequent nature of contingency reserve response, coupled with the relatively short required response
duration, makes It a good match for some responsive loads and storage.
Recommendations
1) All generators (thermal, hydro, geothermal, wind, solar, etc.) should be designed with spinning
reserve capability with the best response practicable.
2) Storage and demand response should be allowed to provide spinning reserve to the extent that
they are physically and economically capable.
3) System operators should utilize the least cost available resources for spinning reserves, which
will likely change from hour to hour.
3) Compensation for direct and opportunity costs for resources providing spinning reserve should
be considered.
4)

The amount of spinning reserve required is generally determined by the largest single
contingency (i.e.; largest online generator). Larger units or Installations, while less expensive for
the initial installer, will increase contingency reserve requirements and costs for the BA. Any
added reserve cost should be considered when evaluating any new generation project.

n Historically the term "spinning reserve" has been used to refer to partially loaded generation that was online

and "spinning". As new technologies have evolved that provide the same or superior response the term has
changed to refer to the function being performed (reserves held for fast response) rather than to the technology
(generation that is online and unloaded).
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Replacement Reserve (Non-spinning and Supplemental Reserve)
Replacement reserve can be put on-line and ramped up quickly in the event of a generation shortage. In
most power systems a portion ofthe contingency reserve may be carried as replacement reserves in lieu
of spinning reserves. RSWG has defined two categories of such reserve: non-spinning reserve that can
be on-line within 10 minutes and supplemental reserve that can be on-line within 30 minutes.
Some diesel generators can be started quickly and make excellent ten minute or 30 minute reserve.
Combustion turbines can start and ramp up well within the time frame of supplemental reserve.
Combined cycle plants may be designed to achieve a significant level of output within the supplemental
reserve time limit, or started in simple-cycle mode to achieve the necessary replacement reserve startup
time^^
Ideally, some existing generation will be-available to provide this service thereby avoiding the need to
invest in generating equipment specifically for this purpose. For instance, older generators that are
approaching retirement can be kept in a standby mode that allows for quick start-up. Older combustion
turbines are a good example because of their relatively short start-up times. Backup generators can also
be a good replacement resource. Demand response and storage can also be used for replacement
reserve providing that it is available for the duration the replacement reserve will be needed.
While replacement reserve is typically activated relatively infrequently it may be required to operate for
long periods. For instance, when spinning reserve is exhausted by a loss-of-generation event, the
system no longer has protection against a second event and needs replacement reserve to be activated.
Further, if load is shed to help cover a loss-of-generation event, that load will need to be restored as
soon as possible through activation of replacement reserve. Demand response and storage resources
used for replacement reserve must have sufficient response duration capability and be available in the
same time frame as generation providing replacement reserves.
Recommendations
1) Utilities should consider the need for non-spinning and supplemental reserve in their routine
generation planning.
2) All generators should be encouraged to provide non-spinning and supplemental reserve to the
extent that they are physically capable (i.e.; ability to come online quickly or operate in standby
mode).
3) Storage and demand response should be encouraged to provide non-spinning and supplemental
reserve to the extent that they are physically and economically capable.
4) System operators should utilize the least cost replacement reserve resources which will likely
change from hour to hour. Recognize that the total cost for providing replacement reserve is
typically dominated by the standby cost rather than by the activation cost.
5) Consider compensation direct and opportunity costs for resources providing replacement
reserve should be considered.

Such plants may not reach full power within 30 minutes, but can provide significant and helpful output within
that time frame.
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Reactive Power and Voltage Regulation
The transmission system requires reactive power to control power system voltages. Reactive power
must be Injected at multiple locations across the system to assure an acceptable voltage profile;
voltages cannot be effectively controlled by injecting reactive power into electrically remote locations.
The amount of reactive power required at a given location Increases when transmission lines in that
area are heavily loaded and determines the voltage at that location. Reactive power requirements
change as power system conditions change. Voltage profiles within acceptable limits are essential to
reliability and power quality thus requiring the reactive power injection to be controllable.
Reactive power can be supplied by a number of different resources. Capacitors can be switched on and
off to adjust the reactive power injection for voltage support or reactors can be switched on or off to
help control over voltages. However, mechanically switched capacitors/reactors cannot be switched
quickly and frequently and create large switching transients In weak systems because they are discrete
controls for relatively large blocks of reactive power. The effective reactive power will be dependent
upon the voltage level of the system. Where quick and/or continuous changes in reactive power are
needed, a variable (continuous) source of reactive power is required. Conventional generators and most
advanced utility scale wind generators can provide controllable reactive power and are ideal reactive
power sources because the incremental cost of providing reactive power Is modest. Many storage
devices and inverters can be designed to provide controllable reactive power.
Where controllable reactive power injection is needed to regulate voltage and there is no generation in
the area, a combination of switched capacitors and a static var compensator (SVC), static synchronous
compensator (STATCOM), or synchronous condenser can be installed. The SVC or STATCOM uses power
electronics to control the reactive power it injects into the system. A synchronous condenser is
essentially a conventional synchronous generator without the prime mover (engine or turbine).
The ability of storage to provide reactive power and voltage regulation depends on the storage
technology." Pumped hydro storage typically utilizes synchronous generators and can provide the same
reactive power and voltage regulation capabilities as other conventional generators while it is
generating. Pumped storage hydro can also provide the same reactive power and voltage regulation
capabilities while pumping if it utilizes a directly connected synchronous motor to drive the pump.
Storage technologies that utilize power electronics (battery, flywheel, and variable speed pumped hydro
storage, for example) can provide reactive power and voltage regulation capabilities similar to that
available from a STATCOM If they are designed to do so.^" The technical ability to provide reactive power
and voltage regulation capabilities from power electronics based storage at any instant in time is
typically independent of the real-power charging or discharging that issimultaneously occurring. Many
pumped storage hydro plants can also provide reactive power and voltage regulation capabilities when
they are not either pumping or generating by allowing the turbine to spin in air (dewatering the turbine)
^^ Some loads may also be capable of providing reactive power and voltage regulation capabilities. These would
typically be large adjustable speed motor drives.
The power electronics typically need to be somewhat oversized (and somewhat more expensive) so that the
storage device can provide full reactive capability at the same time it is either fully charging or fully discharging.
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and operating the generator as a synchronous condenser. Providing reactive power and voltage
regulation capabilities while not either charging or discharging does require that the storage device
remain on line when it might otherwise shut down completely and this may incur additional costs.
Because reactive power requirements are much more location specific than real power requirements it
may be appropriate to site storage devices based on where the reactive power and voltage regulation
capabilities are required even if the storage device will primarily be used for energy arbitrage, frequency
regulation, AGC, or spinning reserve.
When a generator is "must-run" because it is needed to provide controllable reactive power at its
location, capacitors and an SVC or STATCOM (or appropriate storage device) should be evaluated as an
alternative to cover that need and allow the generator to be dispatched In merit order.^^ This may
reduce overall system cost and avoid curtailment of as-available generation.
Recommendations
1) All generators (thermal, hydro, geothermal, wind, solar, etc.) should be required to be capable
of providing reactive power and controlling voltage in response to system operator commands.
2) Storage should be encouraged to provide reactive power and voltage regulation. This may
influence where storage is installed on the power system to make best use of the reactive
power and voltage regulation capabilities. If storage must remain on line just to provide reactive
power and voltage regulation is should be compensated for doing so.
3) Alternative sources of controllable reactive power should be considered to reduce operating
cost where reactive power needs would otherwise require out-of-merit order or must-run
operation.

In some cases it makes economic sense to install a clutch to disconnect the generator from the engine or turbine
and operate the generator as a synchronous condenser thus saving the fuel costs for the must run generator.
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Short-Circuit Current
Faults or "short-circuits" on transmission lines and in transformers must be detected quickly so
protection can remove the faulted element before grid instability occurs, generators trip, or additional
equipment is damaged. Protection is done with "relays" that monitor current or current and voltage.
Short-circuit current must be sufficient to operate the protection. In addition, systems with low shortcircuit current experience low voltage or dips during motor starting and have difficulty providing starting
energy for large motors such as water pumps and pumped storage facilities.
Where short-circuit currents are low, certain protection types that require less current can be used to
ensure fast detection of short-circuits. For instance, "distance" or "impedance" protection can operate
securely at much lower currents than "overcurrent" protection. These types of relays are only useful on
transmission or sub-transmission circuits. However, there are short-circuit levels in both transmission
and distribution systems below which protection will become difficult.
Conventional generating plants that use synchronous machines provide short-circuit current that is
about five times their maximum load current. Fossil and biofuel plants fall Into this category as do
geothermal plants that use synchronous generators. Standard design PV plants provide little more than
their full load current and then only for remote faults that do not cause them to shut down. Most
current wind plants provide very little short-circuit current.
Storage plants that use conventional synchronous machines will provide short-circuit current while in
both pumping and generating modes. However, the most efficient and responsive pump hydro plants
use adjustable speed technology much like some advanced wind turbine generators and as typically
designed provide very little short-circuit current. The Adjustable speed converter can be designed to
deliver some short-circuit current. Synchronous condensers, essentially a synchronous generator
without a turbine, can provide short-circuit current." Battery and flywheel based storage devices use
power electronics and provide similar short circuit performance as PV and wind.
Recommendations
1) Low short-circuit current problems due to increased penetration of renewable resources should
be monitored and appropriate remedial action taken.
2) As more generators that provide little or no short-circuit current are installed, problematic
protection should be changed to a type that requires lower short-circuit current.
3) Motor-starting or voltage flicker should be monitored at both the transmission and distribution
levels for adverse Impacts due to the increased penetration of renewables.
4) When energy storage is considered for its many benefits, the short-circuit contribution of pumphydro systems should be taken into consideration.
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Pump hydro generators or pump-generators are often designed to operate as synchronous condensers to
provide inertial and reactive power and voltage regulation. Water in the turbine cavity is pushed below the
turbine blades with compressed air to allow the blades to spin freely.
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Black Start (System Restoration Service)
Grid restoration following a complete blackout depends on generating plants that can start and energize
transmission lines and provide start-up power to other plants. In order to provide system restoration
capabilities, a generator must be able to self-start (i.e.; provide its own startup power without requiring
power from the grid), energize a "dead" bus, and have sufficient response capabilities to control
frequency and voltage during the restoration process. The number of black start plants necessary in a
system will depend on the system configuration and location of the plants relative to larger generating
resources to which power needs to be provided.

Utility studies are conducted to plan grid restoration

and determine the equipment requirements necessary for prompt restoration. This includes the
location, capability, and number of black start generators. For reliability purposes the minimum number
of generators with black start capability is three to allow for forced outage of one plant while another Is
down for overhaul. The re-start time of generators that will be used for system start-up is important.
Other considerations such as weather-related events, geologic events, etc may factor into the decision
as to the prudent number and location of black-start generating units.
Conventional wind and PV plants cannot presently provide black start service but have the advantage
that they require little or no power from black start plants for their own start-up."
Central energy storage plants based on pump-hydro or batteries are potential candidates for black start
service if appropriately located and designed.
Recommendations
1) Utilities should file their restoration plans with the PUC.
2) System black start capability needs should be based upon the utility's restoration plan
3) When energy storage is considered, its black start benefit should be evaluated.
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Such plants generally require only that the grid be energized at their location by black start plants.
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Excess Energy
High penetrations of wind and solar generation can result in times when generation exceeds demand.
This already occurs at night on the HELCO and MECO systems due to excess wind generation and
minimum load constraints from the thermal generators. Daytime excess energy is also possible in the
future if there is high solar generation penetration. Excess wind and solar generation does not pose a
reliability problem since the excess energy can always be curtailed (this however, is not presently true
for the majority of distributed PV installations). Curtailment represents an economic loss to both the
owner and utility customer and also an economic opportunity with three potential solution areas. First,
the conventional generation fleet can be designed and operated to minimize wind and solar curtailment
through low minimum demand and increased ability to cycle off. Second, storage can be used to absorb
the excess wind and solar generation and return it to the power system when net demand increases and
ideally during the hours when demand is highest. Third, some loads may be able to be designed to
utilize the excess energy by increasing consumption during times of low net demand. The economic
viability of both the storage and demand response solutions depends in part on the expected amounts
and timing of excess energy, along with the costs of each storage and demand response technology. It
may be useful to publicize excess energy expectations for years in the future to provide an opportunity
for storage and DR developers to propose solutions.
Recommendations
1) Evaluate and publicize excess energy expectations based on demand and generation forecasts
for five to ten years into the future.
2) Consider developing energy pricing tariffs for both storage and demand response to encourage
investment in technologies that reduce or eliminate power system minimum demand problems.
3) Consider developing energy pricing that reflects the true marginal cost of energy, especially
during curtailment periods.
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December 18,2012
Consumer Advocate^s Comments to the
RSWG Work Products and Recommendations Presented
at the December 11,2012 Meeting
The Consumer Advocate respectfully offers the following comments to the RSWG work
products and recommendations presented and voted on at the December 11, 2012 meeting. In
general, the Consumer Advocate supported a majority of the work products and
recommendations presented at that meeting, as it has been acknowledged that although much
work has been conducted within the RSWG process, addilional work is still necessar)' to further
develop these work products and recommendations lo address various issues.
The two RSWG work products and recommendations that the Consumer Advocate
abstained upon are related to: (1) the Reliability Standards Drafting C'RSD") Subgroup
recommendations for the Standards development framework; and (2) the Minimum Load and
Curtailment ("MLC") Subgroup recommendations concerning central generator station ancillary
service supply capabilities in a renewable based grid.
1.

RSD Recommendations for the Standards Development Framework.

Primarily, the Consumer Advocate abstained from voting on this RSD recommendation,
as the issues relating to the Framework extends beyond the scope ofthe RSWG proceeding. The
Consumer Advocate recognizes that a process will need to be considered related to the proposed
standards developed in the RSWG process, as well as the relationship of those standards to the
functions of the Hawaii Electricity Reliability Administrator ("HERA"). However, when the
role of HERA is considered in relationship to the proposed standards, issues such as ratepayer
costs, identification of who will be responsible and accountable when the standards are
implemented, to name a few examples, will need lo be addressed and such considerations will be
the subject of another proceeding.
2.

MLC Recommendations Conceming Central Generator Station Ancillary Service
Supply Capabilities.

Primarily, the Consumer Advocate abstained from voting on the MLC recommendation,
as it believes that the paper did not evenly address the issue ofcompensation to the developers as
offered by the Consumer Advocate's suggested language to the draft paper. The Consumer
Advocate appreciates the efforts ofthe MLC Subgroup and the drafters ofthe paper to include
several of the Consumer Advocate's proposed revisions and comments, especially the inclusion
of language recognizing that addilional analysis and evaluation must be conducted before
implementing the recommendations. However, the Consumer Advocate contends that any
consideration ofcompensation of direct and opportunity costs for ancillary services must include
consideration of system charges to those resources that are only able to provide individual
ancillary services or can only provide these services on an intermittent basis. The consideration
of systems charges is necessary to mitigate impacts to ratepayer cost and quality of service lo
provision the other ancillary services that resource is unable to provide or cannot provide on
demand.

Reliability Standards W o r k i n g G r o u p
Hawaii PUC Docket N o . 2011-0206
DEMAND RESPONSE AS A FLEXIBLE OPERATING RESOURCE
By: The RSWG Demand Side Options Subgroup '
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Introduction

This white paper reviews the opportunity for Hawai'i's utilities to obtain additional operating
flexibility via the use of flexible demand-side programs. The use of loads to provide electric
utility market products (e.g. capacity, energy, and ancillary services) is known as "demand
response." The capital cost associated with demand response is typically much less than the
capital cost associated with constructing new
The capital cost associated with
generating plant. For Hawai'i in particular, where
demand response is typically
construction costs for new capacity are very high
much less than the capital cost
relative to the U.S. mainland, demand response
associated with constructing new
resources' capital costs may be an order of magnitude
generating plant
less expensive than new generation (i.e. lOO's of dollars
per kilowatt for demand response, versus lOOO's of
dollars per kilowatt for incremental generation
additions). The cost to use the reserves (dominated by the energy opportunity cost) may be
much lower as well, especially for ancillary ser\'ices. Further, demand response resources can
provide a high level of operating flexibility, which when combined with the existing generation
mix, can allow greater penetration of intermittent renewable energy resources. Thus, a
thorough and aggressive investigation of the potential for all types of demand-response should
be a priority for all stakeholders.
This white paper provides a potential path that would allow a rollout of demand-side programs
with increasing complexity as time goes on. One possible next step for the Commission would
be to open another investigatory docket that is designed to make speciflc recommendations
regarding demand response as discussed herein. However, there may also be opportunities for
stakeholders to jointly present to the Commission demand-side type programs that could be
implemented quickly."^
II,

Goals for Demand Response in Hawai'i

The Hawai'i utilities and third party providers seek to significantly increase the amount of
renewable energy produced in the state, reduce renewable energy curtailments, and maintain a
' The Dcmand-Sidu Options VVorlcing Group consists of Hugh Bnl<er (HDBaker & Company), Alan Hoc (HECO),
Carlos Perez (HECO), Brendan Kirby (Hawaii PUC Consultant), Bash Nola (Blue Planet Consultant), Jose Dizon
(HECO), Will Rolston (Count}' of Hawai'i), and Alison Silverstein (RSWG Independent Facilitator). Notable
contributions to this effort have been made by Lisa Dangelmaier (HELCO), Dora Nakafuji (HECO), and Curtis Beck
(HELCO).
^ This could also include the upgrading of existing demand response programs to enhance the speed of
communication and bandwidth for 2-way control.

high level of system reliability at affordable prices. To this end, they need to use all available
energy options to manage supply, demand, system operations and energy costs effectively.
Demand response could play a role in meeting Hawaii's electric system operational objectives:
1) Reduce total kWh consumed to reduce oil imports (e.g., through efflciency including
ahvays-on building commissioning and more efficient, rationalized end-use operation
with flatter load factors);
2) Reduce peak loads (in 5-9 pm period) to reduce the amount of fossil generation required
for contingencies and demand or PV variability (e.g. through lower on-peak AC, water
heater, refrigeration and pool pump usage);
3) Build off-peak loads to increase consumpHon of minimum load generation and reduce
wind curtailments (e.g., through building and device pre-cooling or pre-heating);
4) As distributed PV generation and penetration increases on many feeders and expands
across the HI island grids, reduce the impact of variability and volatility of PV ramps by
integrating PV operation with end use loads, offsetting and absorbing much of the fast
ramps against host building or same-feeder loads and distributed storage (possibly
including end uses as storage media), so the bulk power system sees slower net ramps
with less magnitude and speed;
5) Use utility-dispatchable and automatic (e.g., demand-side equivalent of Automatic
Generator Control and frequency droop response), automated load control to deliver
fast ancillary services (frequency management, up-regulation and down-reguladon,
spinning reserve) without burning fossil fuels in a boiler;
6) Use utility-dispatchable and automatic, automated load control (responding in the same
frequency range as generator governor response and ahead of, but coordinated with, the
utility's current under-frequency load shedding schemes), and eventually, spinning
reserve to protect system frequency;
7) Use utility-dispatchable demand response as a bridge under contingency conditions
while waiting for utility emergency diesel generators to come on-line.
Keep in mind that demand response is only a tool and does not always lower cost or increase
renewable energy usage. However, demand response oprions have the potential to create value
for Hawai'i's ratepayers and therefore should be investigated to meet the objectives listed
above.
III.

Pre-Requisites for Demand Response Programs

There are several prerequisites for tapping demand response:
1) Define the Objectives: The demand response program resource must serve the utility
system objectives (as reviewed above) and
The prerequisites for accessing
customers'
energy
management
and/or
demand response as a resource
economic needs.
include a clear system objective
2) Identify Responsive Loads: the ability of demand
and need, loads that are
side programs to deliver the reliability products
responsive, a control scheme,
required in Hawai'i will depend upon the types
measurement and verification
of customer end-use loads and customer-owned
(and baseline) methodology,
generators in Hawai'i and whether those can
and adequate customer/program
participant compensation.

feasibly be used to respond to relevant price and/or system conditions.
3) Control Scheme: There must be an ability to use these resources in the manner required
to achieve the desired objectives (i.e., manage, control, and coordinate). The level of
technical sophistication required to achieve a specific objective can vary from very
simple (e.g. phone call, text message, email) to very complex (e.g. under-frequency
relays, full supervisory control and data acquisition ("SCADA") or SCADA-like control
and communication functionality). It is also possible to achieve automadon of demand
response via installation of a control interface between the utility demand-response
automation system and the customer's existing Building Management System ("BMS").
4) Mensiiretneut mid Verification ("M&V"): It is necessary to quantify or measure the
contribution of the demand-side resources in meeting the program objectives. Required
solutions may range in complexity from interval meters that can record 15-minute
consumption and store the data for later analysis, to near-real time, two-way
communication between the resources and the system operator via utility-grade
telemetry. The M&V scheme also needs to idenhfy a "baseline" load proflle for the
customer, against which the customer's actual demand during a demand response
"event" can be compared in order to determine performance. Statistical sampling may
be appropriate for some types if demand response verification.^
5) Compensation to the CiistomerlPrograni Pnrlicipaiil: Finally, demand response program
design and compensadon should be based on the value of speciflc capacity, energy and
ancillary service products, or the cost of providing such capacity, energy or ancillary
services by other means. Many demand response options can be competitive including both program implementation and customer compensation costs - when
compared to the costs of generation or storage oprions for capacity or ancillary services.
While not a prerequisite per se, the adoption of advanced meters, communications systems, and
smart grid technologies can facilitate real-time demand-side oprions for Hawai'i. Large and
small loads offer different load proflles and flexibility oprions and should be tapped to provide
differing demand response services; these possibiliries could be unlocked with smart meter
systems.
IV.

Implementation of Demand Response

There are several mechanisms for implemenring a change in customer loads in a way that
provides value within a power system. Three will be discussed here: pricing, manual demand
response, and automated demand response.
a. Time-Based Pricing Programs

Time-based pricing programs
influence customer behavior.

can

One of the easiest ways to induce the behavior of
customer demand is through elech-icity pricing. If the urility wants the customer to use less
during a certain time period, the utility would charge more for electricity during that period; to
encourage higher consumption in other periods, the electricity rate would be lower in those
periods. These retail rates are tailored for different classes of customers.

•' DR resources used to provide ancillary services may not need the baseline if the events arc fast and short.

There are three basic types of pricing models^ that can be used to incentivize customer behavior:
1) Oii-Penk j Off-Peak Pricing: In this model, the customer sees two prices, one price for "onpeak" rime periods and another price for "off-peak" rime periods. The rime periods
vary depending on the system load characterisrics. Another variarion of on-peak / offpeak pricing is "crirical peak pricing" ("CPP"), in which the "on-peak" period is very
short (usually temperature-driven) and the Crirical Peak price is very high. These prices
can vary according to system condirions, with day-ahead or hour-ahead warnings of
extreme peak condirions and prices.
2) Time of Use Pncing ("TOU"): TOU pricing is similar to on-peak/off-peak pricing, but
with several rime periods across the day. TOU pricing applies to flxed periods with
flxed prices that do not change (other than by season). TOU pricing may also be used to
encourage the use of curtailed energy at a reduced price to customers who are willing to
increase loads at the rime of potenrial curtailment.
3) Dynamic or Real-Time Pricing ("RTP"): In an RTP program, energy prices change houriy
as a funcrion of power system load and generation condirions, with some limited norice
of price levels to the customer. RTP programs vary in terms of norice provided to the
customer, but a typical program might determine the day-ahead price schedule as the
system operator plans unit commitments for the following day, and send that price
schedule to the customer before the start of the day when it applies. Other programs
allow prices to vary hourly or every ten minutes in near-immediate response to current
operaring condirions with hour-ahead or ten-minute-ahead norice.
If Hawai'i chooses to use pricing programs as one method to drive its demand response
programs, those price patterns should be tailored to each island's load and generarion patterns
and the incremental costs of urility-owned and purchased generarion. Inter\'a! metering
("smart-meters") is the tool that is almost always used to measure the customer's electricity
usage during the various pricing periods in rime-based pricing programs, with the usage in
appropriate pricing period applied to the rime-based rate for that same rime period to compute
the bill. And while it is proven that customers modify their electricity usage in response to
well-designed rime-of-use and dynamic rates, it
If Hawaii chooses to use pricing
may take some time to determine the most
programs as one method to drive its
appropriate rates for Hawai'i.
Details of
demand response programs, those price
producrion cosring, generarion contracring, and
patterns should be tailored to each
retail price design complicate developing
island's load and generation patterns
economically efflcient pricing programs. Note
and the incremental costs of utilityalso that rime-based rates do not give system
owned and purchased generation.
operators any direct control over customers'
energy usage.

* In a presentation to the RSWG group on October 23, 2012, time based pricing was divided into dynamic and static
TOU pricing. The category "on-peak/off-peak pricing" (e.g., CPP) may be confused with TOU pricing which is also
on-pcak/off'-peak pricing. However, CPP is dynamic, meaning that the price and timing during the day are
dependent upon system conditions and not set daily periods, as is TOU pricing.

There is typically no penalty associated with a customer's failure to reduce loads in the desired
time periods, other than the higher price that the customer incurs for having demand during the
higher priced rime periods.
b. Manual Demand Response Programs
In a manual demand response program, the system operator asks the customer to take a
speciflc, pre-agreed curtailment acrion via some kind of communicarion (e.g. phone call, text
message, email, fax, etc.) when the system operator requires the response for reliability or
economic reasons. Based on the scheduled demand response "event", it is then up to the
customer to take action necessary to comply with the system operator request. The advance
notice for a program of this type can range from day-ahead, hours, or minutes. In this instance,
the urility does not have any direct control over the
In a manual demand
response
customer's actions.
program, the syslem operator asks the
In a program of this type, there is typically an aftercustomer to take a specific, pre-agreed
the-fact verification that the load responded as
curtailment action. It is up to the
desired (using interval metering with remote
customer to take action necessary to
communication capabilities). There is typically a
comply with the system operator
baseline of some type established for the customer,
request.
against which the actual load is compared for
purposes
of
determining
the
customer's
performance during an event.
This type of
program can be designed to include penalries for non-compliance, which might range from
reduced compensation all the way to making the customer ineligible for conrinued participation
in the program.
An important consideration of a manual demand response program is customer compensation.
The amount of compensation is a balance between the value of the customer's response during
an event, versus an amount of compensation that will make it worth the customer's time and
effort to participate and implement curtailment during called events. In some areas, the
customer is paid a reservation fee (essentially a capacity charge) whether an event is called or
not, with additional compensation for responding adequately to an actual event. Few demand
response programs pay customers only for responding to events.
c. Automated Demand Response Programs
In an automated demand response program, the particular load that is participating in the
demand response program is outfltted with communications and control equipment that allows
the utility system operator to signal the load to automatically cut back or turn off (and later, to
turn on again). In an automated demand response program, manual action on the part of the
customer is not required. The load curtailment can also be automated to respond directiy to
price signals, frequency or voltage levels.^ The above measures could be tied to an Interruptible
Rate schedule to promote participation.

^ Manual and automated demand response programs can exist in the same program. For example, the Fast DR pilot
program currently being implemented at HECO and MECO has both an auto DR and a semi-auto DR phase. The
semi-auto DR phase involves sending a DR signal via phone, text, or e-mail message to the facility manager who

In an automated demand response
program, the particular load that is
participating in the demand response
program
is
outfitted
with
communications and control equipment
that allows the utility system operator
to signal the load to automatically cut
back or turn off (and later, to turn on
again).

Direct load control of retail loads such as air
conditioners, water heaters and pool pumps are
the long-standing examples of simple automated
demand response; more sophisticated programs
have been developed to exploit commercial and
industrial
customers' energy
management
systems. Simple direct load control programs do
not require interval meters nor extensive
measurement and veriflcation programs, and
customer compensarion could be as simple as a
standing discount to the parricipant's monthly
electric bill.

HECO has successfully implemented several automated demand response programs, including
a residenrial hot water heater program that has under-frequency responsive capabiliries.
Further, as was reported to the RSWG in its meering on September 18-19, 2012, HECO is
actively working with Honeywell to put into place the architecture to implement additional
automated demand response capabilities.^
HECO and MECO programs are pilot project
efforts.
The logical rollout sequence for demand-side programs is to flrst go after customers who offer
the largest amount of flexible load. However, a comprehensive smart grid deployment strategy
should also consider the potenrial for the aggregarion of smaller flexible loads (this speaks only
to the abilily to aggregate those loads, not tolio aggregates those loads). Smaller flexible loads,
aggregated into demand-side programs may actually offer greater flexibility than do larger
loads. The opportunity cost for many small loads to provide spinning reserve is very low so
they often are a very attracrive source for aggregarion to provide spinning reserve.

V.

Customer-Side Implementation of Demand-Response
a.

Load Control

Industrial customers (most of which
The types of demand response best suited to a
in Hawaii would be located in the
system depend on the system objecrives for demand
HECO system) and municipal and
response, the types of customer loads, and the
agricultural pumping loads (located
customers' level of sophisricarion about energy costs
throughout the islands) may have
and management oprions. Customers who acrively
extensive DR capabilities.
manage their operarions are usually better
candidates for more sophisricated
rime-based
programs because these customers are accustomed to scheduling their operarions in a way that
manually activates the building automation system (BAS), which automatically initiates load reductions via a Schema
programmed into the BAS.
" As of the dale of this white paper, HECO has signed contracts with 13 Past DR Pilot program participants. MECO
has 4 semi-auto DR participants. Total = 17.

reduces their energy costs and improves their proflt margins. Industrial customers (most of
which in Hawai'i would be located in the HECO system) and municipal and agricultural
pumping loads (located throughout the islands) may have extensive DR capabiliries. More
simplifled rime based pricing programs may or may not be effecrive among residenrial
customers and can't be offered unril advanced meters have been deployed. Fully automated
programs can be effective for residential customers, especially for providing ancillary service
where the required response duration is typically relarively short.
As one moves into manual programs, again the level of sophistication is correlated to the
sophistication of the customer. In Hawai'i, candidates for manual demand response might
include water pumping customers and perhaps resorts and hotels, to the extent that they have
some degree of flexibility with their loads (e.g. laundry operations).
Automated programs can be more broadly applied, provided that there are end-uses embedded
in the load curve that can be modifled using active control by the system operator. Water
heaters, pumps, air conditioners, refrigeration and those types of loads may be candidates for
active control in Hawai'i. Automated response to frequency events can be especially attractive
since the response can be very rapid and yet the required response duration is typically shorter
(minutes rather than hours). Because Hawaii's electric systems are isolated and all imbalance
results in frequency error, reconnection or restoration of frequency-responsive demand should
be coordinated by the system operator to ensure reserve generation is on-line and available to
serve it, (which cannot be determined solely by the system frequency measurement). If
reconnection occurs before generarion is available to serve it, there could be additional lowfrequency events.
b. On-Site Generarion and Energy Storage
Customers can also provide demand response through operarion of on-site, behind-the-meter
generaring and storage resources, provided that such generators can be controlled in a manner
consistent with the demand-response program parameters, and that they comply with
environmental and other applicable regularions. For example, some customers may operate
fleets of standby generators that could operate within a demand response program as part of
the standby generator's periodic tesring program. Energy storage technologies such as batteries
can also provide demand response. Eventually electric vehicles may provide signiflcant
opportuniries for storage, demand response, a n d / o r price response. Automatic or scheduled
demand response can be used for thermal energy storage by pre-heating water heaters, precooling buildings, or pre-cooling freezers and refrigeration units, to shift load to off-peak
periods and absorb a portion of minimum load generation. An additional emerging customerside resource option is the microgrid. In a microgrid, the customer load, energy generating
resources and storage resources are operated as a contained system (in effect by creating a mini
balancing area). A microgrid operated in parallel with the larger utility system can in certain
circumstances, in addition to allowing for scheduled interchange between the utility and the
customer microgrid, provide demand response and ancillary services.

VI.

Use of Demand Response and Storage to Provide Ancillarv Services

The RSWG Ancillary Services study being performed by General Electric ("GE") through
Hawaii Natural Energy Institute ("HNEI") points out the potential for using demand response
and energy storage to provide ancillary services.
According to the November 20, 2012 draft GE
The RSWG Ancillary Services study
report: "... GE identified and summarized in a
being performed by GE points out the
table which generation, transmission, storage and
potential for using demand response
demand-side technologies are able to provide
and energy storage to provide ancillary
each
ancillary service given current technology
services.
capabiliries and fuel availability, without
screening or limiting the options with respect to
economic cost-effectiveness. As requested, GE
generally limited technologies to those that are available in commercial or pilot applications
today ..."^ (emphasis supplied). Table A.3-3** of the GE draft report identities commercially
available demand response technologies that can provide the following ancillary services:
frequency response, regulation, spinning reserves, non-spinning reserves and replacement
reserves.
The same table shows emerging energy storage technologies that can provide
multiple types of ancillary services as well.
Speciflc points and recommendations from the November 17, 2012 draft of the GE report
include:
1) Many [system] operators such as ERCOT allow storage to participate in arresting the
frequency decline (ERCOT FRRS). Many [system] operators including PJM and ERCOT
allow demand response (ERCOT LAaR ) to participate in frequency response." "^
2) "... storage as well as DR should be allowed to provide primary frequency response and
spinning reserve."'"
3) "Operators (for example, PJM) allow Curtailment
GE: "Storage as well as DR
Service Providers (CSP's) that bid demand
should be allowed to provide
reductions into the Regulation Market. Demand
primary frequency response
response also provides regulation in MISO. Enbala
and spinning reserve."
Power Networks enables large electricity user to
participate in the regulation market." "
4) "l-.j a recommendation is to allow LESRs ILimited
Energy Storage Resources] and DRs [demand response] to provide frequency regulation
service."'^
5) "If the existing capacity is insufticient or uneconomic [to provide spinning reserves],
then other means of obtaining spinning reserves (for example, from battery storage and
DR) should be explored."''^
' .AiKilhrif Scniice? Definiiion^ mid Capability Study. Draft Final Report For Hawaii Natural Energy Institute, GE Energy
Consulting, November 20, 2012, p 12.

Mbid. p l 3 .
Mbidp19.
'" Ibid p 20.
" Ibid p 2 1 .
'-Ibidp21.
'•' Ibid p 27.

6) "If the ancillary service requirements were not successfully achieved, or it appears that
excess ancillary capability is available, consider potential solutions that could alleviate
the deflciency or allow the system to operate in a more efflcient manner. Solutions may
include .•• New resources ... storage, demand response ..."'^
7) "Consider potential solutions to alleviate deflciencies and improve system efflciency [...]
Adjustments to operaring procedures: Acrivarion thresholds for DR, [...] New
resources: [...] storage, demand response ..."'^
8) "In addirion to the economic viability, consider the risks associated with pursuing the
respective path. Consider items such as: [...] Challenges associated with monitoring /
controlling DR parridpation on a centralized basis." *' "
9) "Demand-side participation and programs can be used to provide certain ancillary
services, like operating reserves, but the grid operator needs to have control over those
resources on a centralized basis. Preferably [this is accomplished] via physical control
such as demand response switches." '^
10) "Load shaping programs such as electric vehicle charging schedules, may be
implemented to help shape the system load and thereby make planning for ancillary
service deployment easier." "*
11) The GE report references a presentation entitied "Opportunities for Mass Market
Demand Response to Provide Ancillary Services, October 2011, by Robb Pratt (Paciflc
Northwest National Laboratory) and Dave Najewicz (GE Appliances). '^
Frequency responsive demand response can be faster and more reliable that obtaining reserves
from generation and does not necessarily require high-speed communications. Obtaining
ancillary services from demand response can also reduce renewable generation curtailment by
allowing conventional generators to operate at lower loads or to be turned off during low netload periods.

VII.

Demand Response Program Components

There are several business components common to all demand response programs. These affect
the business models available to deliver DR.
The design of a demand response
program is driven by the system's need
for resources (e.g. energy, capacity,
and/or ancillary services) and the
potential of the system's customers and
end use loads to provide demand
response of differing types.

1) Program Design: Prior to designing a
program, there should be a clear
understanding of the system objectives.
Therefore, the program proposal should
include an assessment of the potential
ability of the demand response program
to meet these objectives, and if program

'Mbidp3l.
'Mbid p 31.
'" Ibid p 32.
" Ibid p 36.
'" Ibid p 37.
'" Ibid Appendix H, Reference No. 20. This presentation can be found at:
h tip://WW wl.ocrc.encrgy.gov/analysis/pdfs/opportunities_for_mass_market_dr_for_as_rob_pratt_pnnl_and_dave
_najewicz_ge.pdf

costs can be reasonably estimated (e.g., based on the results of a pilot program), program
cost-effectiveness should also be presented. The design of a demand response program
is driven by the system's need for resources (e.g. energy, capacity, a n d / o r ancillary
services) and the potential of the system's customers and end use loads to provide
demand response of differing types. This is a decision that is best made involving as
many stakeholders as possible and is one that ultimately must receive regulatory
approval. One of the tasks of the ongoing Reliability Standards Working Group is to
develop recommendarions to the Public Uriliries Commission regarding the type of
resources that are needed in Hawai'i power markets in order to meet the State's energy
policy goals of larger penetrarion of renewables.
2) Customer recruiting: Once a demand response
Almost all of the demand response
program
is designed
and
approved,
program components could be
customers must be recruited to parricipate in
outsourced to third parties.
the program. This is largely a marketing
function that could be performed by the
urility, by third party curtailment service
providers, or possibly by a third party administrator. For maximum parriciparion, it is
important that this role be tilled by someone with both the understanding of the beneflts
and obligarions associated with a demand response program and the requisite markering
and sales skills.
3) Customer program enrollment and customer relaliouslnp mnimgement: When a customer
agrees to sign up for a demand response program, there must be a way to register the
customer into the program, to register the responsive load that the customer is
providing and to record the details that will be required to ensure timely settlement with
the customer for successful participation. Further, after enrollment the customer needs a
point of contact with respect to the demand response program. Several types of parties
can perform these tasks. To the extent that the utility performs this task, then
appropriate changes must be made to the utility's Customer Information System
("CIS"), Customer Relationship Management ("CRM") and billing systems. To the
extent that a third party performs this function, if the third party brings its own CIS and
CRM platforms into play, then there must be appropriate integration between the third
party systems and the utility systems. There are a number of third party providers that
provide these capabilities.
4) Load Provisioning: After the customer is enrolled, the customer's load must be
provisioned to participate in the demand response program. For a time-based pricing
program or a manual demand response program, provisioning might be as simple as
providing the customer a web-based platform for monitoring its own performance. In
the case of an automated program, provisioning consists of installation of hardware (e.g.
relays, load shedding equipment,
interfaces with
customer-owned
Because demand response is an
building
management
systems,
active, operational resource, the
under-frequency
relays)
and
operator of the balancing area must
communications capabilities at the
be the entity that performs the
customer site. Provided that the
scheduling and control of demand
technology
speciflcations
and
response events.
communications protocols are open
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and non-proprietary, there are a number of third parties that perform these provisioning
tasks as a service to utilities and load-side aggregators.
5) Scheduling j Operations: Because demand response is an active, operational resource,
there must be centralized control and coordination of the operation of demand response
programs to ensure their coordination with grid needs. The operator of the balancing
area typically calls demand response events to meet speciflc system needs, particularly
with respect to use of the loads to provide ancillary services. Thus, the scheduling and
operation of demand response programs must remain with the system operator although third-party intermediaries can receive that curtailment signal and deliver
aggregated customer curtailments consistent with the parameters of the program.
Indeed, in demand response programs that provide real-time products (e.g. ancillary
services like operating reserves, frequency response, etc.) a decision must be made to as
the minimum size load that can participate in the program, or if smaller loads can be
aggregated into larger groups that can participate. To a large extent, the minimum load
size is a function of the technical provisioning requirements for the load and the cost of
meering those requirements.
6) Measurement and Verification ("M&V"): After a demand response event has been called,
there must be a way to measure and verify that the customer did actually provide the
desired response. In the case of real-time demand response products, the M&V may be
provided via telemetry and the system operator has the ability to see the performance of
a customer in real rime.^" In the case of time-based pricing programs and manual
demand response programs, the M&V function will most likely be performed after the
fact. This function can be performed by the utility, using its meter data management
{"MDM") system to automate the collection, validation, and analysis of the metered
data. However, the M&V function can also be performed by qualifled third party
"meter data management agents." In fact, it is quite common (especially in energy
efflciency performance contracts) to have a third party perform tlie M&V function. In
some cases, the M&V function may be based on a simulation using actual after-the-fact
data but applied to the class or type of load to determine customers' DR responses.
7) Settlement: The flnal function in a typical demand response program is settiement with
the customer. In some cases, the settiement with the customer may be in the form of a
credit against a power bill. In other situarions, settlement may require an actual separate
payment to the customer. For most DR programs, the utility can perform all DR
settlement calculations. Ultimately, there must be a central clearing authority for these
settlements. In Hawai'i, that funcrion best resides with the system operator. However,
in some circumstance, it may be acceptable to have intermediaries between the central
clearing agent and the parricipating customer.
All of these DR program components can, in principal, be outsourced with the exceprion
of the Scheduling/Operarions component.

^" In the case of a program with multiple participants, it is unlikely that the system operator would want lo see
anything other than the aggregate response from the demand side resource. Statistical or other aggregate monitoring
techniques may prove to be the most reliable and cost effective means to monitor the aggregate response. There
would also likely be a need to audit, after the fact, the actual response of the individual loads.
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VIII.

Demand Response Business Model Options

It follows from the inherent flexibility in the delivery of demand response funcrions, that there
are a number of different business models that can be urilized. Business models are not
mutually exclusive. It is a matter of policy and efflciency as to the appropriate business model
for a program and/or service territory. Several business models are discussed here.
1) Ulililif Managed: Under this model the urility provides all program funcrions and roles
internally.
2) Ulilihj Managed - Outsourced to Third Party: Some utilities are outsourcing the
management of demand response programs to a third party contractor - for instance,
curtailment services providers deliver direct load control and diverse energy
management services across much of the Northeast, Southwest and California. The
Hawaiian Electric Companies currently outsource much of the recruiting, enrollment,
and provisioning elements of its existing
Demand response business models
programs. The exception is the Direct Load
are not mutually exclusive.
It is a
Control ("DLC") program element of the
matter of policy and efficiency as to
Commercial and Industrial Direct Load
the appropriate business model for a
Conri-ol ("CIDLC") Program for which
program and/or service territory.
Hawaiian Electric currently performs all of
the functions itself.
3) Curtailment Administrator: Hawai'i has separated energy efflciency programs and utility
operations, creating a third party Energy Efflciency Administrator. A similar model
could conceivably be deployed for demand response programs, although the costs of
doing so and effectiveness of real-time coordination would require further investigation
because the functions required to deliver demand response are quite different from the
functions that are being provided by the existing Public Beneflts Fund Administrator
(PBFA).
4) CurlailmenI Service Providers ("CSP's): A completely new class of load aggregators has
arisen over the past ten years or so in response to the expansion of demand response
programs across various power markets both in the US and internationally. These
aggregators, known as Curtailment Service Providers or CSP's, perform most of the
functions identifled above. Typically, the CSP enters into a contract with the system
operator (a utility or independent
A Curtailment Service Provider ("CSP")
system operator) to deliver a block
enters into a contract with the utility to
of demand response resource that
deliver a resource in accordance with the
meets the speciflc program criteria.
DR program. The CSP must meet all of the
The CSP is required to meet all of
technical requirements of the specific DR
the technical requirements of the
program. The utility pays the CSP, which
speciflc program.
The marketin turns compensates the customer.
clearing entity pays the CSP directly
for the delivery of the demand-side
resource, and in turn the CSP is responsible for compensating the individual customers
who are participants in the program. A CSP shares its compensation with participating
customers. Typical splits are in the range of 60% to 80% of the payment going to the
customer, with the balance going to the CSP. CSPs are not necessarily regulated entities
although they would be subject to general contract law and consumer protection
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regulations that apply to any other business. If the CSP model is utilized, a set of
consumer protection rules many be desirable; however this would be a legislative issue,
not a Commission issue.
Regardless of which business model is used to administer demand response programs, since
DR is so intimately responsive to system operational needs, DR programs should be designed to
meet the system's operational needs, and DR events should be initiated by the system operator
rather than any third party.

IX.

RSWG & RSWG Demand Side Options Subgroup Discussions to Date

In eariy 2012, the RSWG Demand Side Options (DSO) subgroup identifled a process to
determine if demand side options (including but not limited to demand response and energy
storage) could be viable resources for the HECO Companies in terms of providing additional
system flexibility and allowing greater penetration of renewable resources. The DSO working
group's process included;
1) Identiflcation of existing demand response programs in the HECO Companies' service
areas;
2) Determination of loads available in the system that are flexible or which have
characteristics conducive to dispatch (on or off) in some manner;
3) Determination of ancillary services products required in the HECO Companies' systems;
4) Match potenrial demand response programs with required products, including each of
the ancillary services.
As part of the HECO Companies' parriciparion in the RSWG docket, the HECO Companies
produced a "Roadmap" for demand response programs prepared by Lawrence Berkeley
Narional Laboratory. This roadmap document laid out a process for determining programs and
technologies conducive to demand response. The roadmap process, if implemented, will take
several years to complete.
The DSO subgroup has determined that there has been no load research studies performed in
some rime that would help determine the types and
levels of penetrations of particular end-use loads
There have been no load research
that would be candidates for demand response.^^
studies perfonned in some time to
HECO is however working with the Commission's
determine end-use loads that are
Public Beneflts Fund Administi-ator (PBFA)
candidates for DR in Hawaii. HECO
evaluation consultant to conduct on-site and
is working with the Commission's
mail/telephone surveys to obtain end-use data that
consultant to obtain end-use data that
will be used for energy efflciency and demand
would provide this information.
response potential studies.

^' However, a Global Energy Partners DR potential study conducted on behalf of the Hawaiian Electric Companies in
2010 did identify DR potential categorized by control mechanism (e.g., direct load control, dynamic pricing), but not
by end-use.
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On April 13, 2012, the HECO Companies tiled an application (Docket No. 2012-0079) for
expansion of the Residential Direct Load Control ("RDLC") program for the HECO service area
(i.e. Oahu only). The application summarized the demand response programs in place in the
HECO systems. MECO participates in the Fast DR Pilot Program.^^ There are no demand
response programs in the HELCO service area at the present time (although in PUC Docket
2010-0165 and PUC Docket 2007-0341 HELCO pledged to undertake a stijdy of the potenrial for
such programs). HECO included in its applicarion in Docket No. 2012-0079 a plan for
expanding a n d / o r extending demand response programs and a d)Tiamic pricing program.
HECO's rimeframes with respect to rollout of these programs on a permanent basis range from
2013 to 2017."
General Electric, working through the Hawaii Natural Energy Institute ("HNEI") at the
direction of the RSWG, is delivering a report on ancillary services requirements in Hawai'i. The
report identities the specitic ancillary services that are required in each of the HECO company
systems, the report clearly identities demand response and energy storage as potential
resources for providing certain ancillary services.
HECO
has
contracted
with
Honeywell to implement automated
demand response programs in the
HECO service territory over the next
2 to 3 years.

In September 2012, in a conference call meeting of
the DSO subgroup, the HECO Companies stated that
the Commission is now contracting for end-use load
research studies that can be used to identify loads
that are capable of responding to dispatch signals
(manual, automatic or otherwise).
The HECO
Companies indicated that information of this type would be available in 2013, after which the
load research data can be used for demand response and energy efflciency EE potenrial studies.
At the September 19, 2012 RSWG meering, Honeywell presented an overview of the technology
that they are deploying with HECO to implement automated demand response programs in the
HECO service territory. The deployment of this system is to take place over the next two to
three years.
On October 3, 2012 a call was held among some members of the DSO working group and
HELCO. In that call we learned that the uriliries currentiy have a pricing program in place
through a tariff known as "Rider M." Rider M is available only to certain customers who are
subject to demand charges. The purpose of Rider M is to incenrivize loads to shift their
demands from on-peak to off-peak periods. Thus, the "product" that this delivers is peaking
power and perhaps a modest level of minimum load mirigation. Under Rider M, the customer
is compensated through an elimination of the demand charge; if the customer does not shift the
load, then it is penalized by a demand charge that is the tariffed demand charge plus $1.00 per
kilowatt-month per unit of billing demand. Using the HELCO version of Rider M, a low load
factor customer who complies with the Rider M terms and conditions receives at most a benefit
that is approximately 2 - 3 cents per KWH (spread over all of its energy usage in a month) for a
savings of, at most, approximately 5 - 10% of its total energy.

" MECO will also be testing DR in the Wailea Smart Grid project - residential water heaters and PCTs.
^^ See HECO's Application in Docket No. 2012-0079, Exhibit B, page 3 of 3 (pdf page 62).
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X.

Status of Demand-Side Initiatives in the HECO Companies' Systems

Demand-side resources can play a role as an operational resource and should therefore be
considered as a resource option in the HECO Companies' systems. A fundamental task of a
system operator is to match aggregate generarion and aggregate load on an instantaneous and
conrinuous basis. Inside RSWG, and elsewhere, much discussion has gone into determining the
"right" generarion resource mix to fulfill this task. Permanent reducrions on the load side of the
equarion are being carried out by the PBFA in its energy efficiency work. In addirion, there
have been HECO Company iniriarives with respect to modifying load behavior in operaring
rime frames (e.g. less than one day a n d / o r providing ancillary services) in response to power
system needs. Table 1 shows the existing HECO demand response programs as of September
2012. MECO has a pilot demand response program. There are currentiy no demand response
programs offered in the HELCO service territory. The objective of the Fast DR Pilot program is
to obtain DR resources available within 10 minutes to provide a "bridge" between when the
need for a generaring unit to be started is identified and when the unit is available on-line. In
addition, the RDLC and CIDLC programs, which have been in place since 2005, provide underfrequency protection via their under-frequency relays (UFRs) embedded in the load control
receivers provided by HECO and installed at customer premises. The UFRs respond nearly
instantaneously when the frequency thresholds are attained.
Table 1
H a w a i i a n Electric Existing a n d P r o p o s e d D e m a n d R e s p o n s e

Programs

Existing or
Propoaed?
Existing

Customer
SeRinei»t*
C & r > 5 0 KW

Nov. 2012

Customers
N o v . 2012

-

17

CIDILC (DI-C> jr

E-vJ s t i n g

C & I > 5 0 k\V

18
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C I D L C (SBDLC) ff

E.xj s t i n g
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The HECO Companies are working on new demand-side programs such as the Fast DR Pilot
Program, the Commercial and Industrial Dynamic Pricing (CIDP) Pilot Program, and are
seeking approval from the Commission to expand the RDLC and CIDLC programs. However,
as presented to the RSWG on September 18, 2012, the timeframe for some of these initiatives are
relatively long, i.e., well beyond the current Integrated Resource Plarming (IRP) process.
Notwithstanding some of the longer term program initiatives, the CIDP pilot and the RDLC and
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CIDP program expansions are awaiting Commission approval and could be in place and
available for customer enrollment in 2013, i.e., possibly before the completion of the IRP
process. In the meantime, there may be additional loads in the HECO Companies' systems that
could provide meaningful capacity, energy and ancillary service resources via demand
response resources that are not being accessed. As noted above, there are pricing programs and
manual demand response programs that could be put into place without waiting on the
automated technology and those programs should be further explored.
This paper proposes that the Commission consider allowing the HECO Companies, end users
and possibly curtailment service providers, to explore and develop demand response programs
that can be implemented in the near term. In particular, the DSO subgroup believes that it may
be possible to launch new demand response
The DSO subgroup recommends that
programs that would precede the automated
the Commission consider allowing the
programs by as much as two years.*^"* These
utilities and other market participants
programs, which would initially be aimed at
to
develop DR programs that can be
commercial customers, would allow customers to
implemented in the near term. It may
become accustomed to the benefits that would
be possible to launch new DR
accrue to them for changing their operation,
programs that would precede the
while getting comfortable enough over time to
automated
programs by as much as 2
allow the automated control over some of their
years.
operations when the automated systems are
ready. These programs would also allow the
utility operators to get comfortable with the use of demand response for reliability
requirements.
Additionally, with the concerns expressed repeatedly in the RSWG (and particulariy the MLC
working group) regarding the curtailment of non-firm renewable energy resources from time to
rime, we recommend that the uriliries and non-firm renewable generators develop demand-side
programs that build load in periods when curtailment would otherwise occur or to provide
reserves that are currently required to be supplied by thermal generarion. This of course is not
a zero sum proposirion. In order to provide the incenrive for the customer to move its load to
off-peak periods or to provide reserves, there must be a source of funding to pay the customer
for doing so. One possible mechanism for doing this would be for the non-flrm generator to
take less compensarion during periods when it would otherwise be curtailed (during which
rime periods it currentiy receives nothing). The arbitrage between the exisring contractual price
and the reduced price would allow for a pool of funds to be collected which would then be used
to pay customers to shift their demands. In such a scenario, everyone wins. The renewable
generators would get paid when otherwise they would be curtailed.

^•' Note that the CIDP pilot program that is awaiting PUC approval is a pricing program and it also has a semi-auto
(i.e., manual) DR component, in addition to an auto DR component.
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XI.

Specific Proposal for a Demand Response Program

There are at least several water pumping loads in each of the HECO Companies' service areas
worth evaluaring and exploring. Domesric water providers such as County and privatelyowned water uriliries employ many horsepower worth of electric-powered pumps. Also, any
demand-response program developed for water pumps would be repeatable to other water
systems - which may comprise 5-15% of each Island's load. These should be considered the
primary loads to explore for generation-load
At times there may be arbitrage
matching and the start of a smarter and more
opportunities between the value of
flexible grid. Agricultural water users routinely
renewable resources being curtailed and
operate their own water systems for irrigation
an incentive to customers for shifting
and livestock operarions. Both private and
load into hours when curtailment would
pubhc
enriries
operate
electric-powered
otherwise occur.
Taking advantage of
wastewater lift stations. From an operarional
this arbitrage opportunity could increase
perspective, these pumps have significant
renewable energy generation and provide
fiexibility in terms of when they operate, and in
a source of funding to pay customers for
a significant number of cases, water storage
the value of shifting load.
facilities are available that can store several
days' worth of water without operating these
electric powered pumps. At the current time,
there is no coordination of the operation of these pumps to match generating resources that may
be available at any given time (e.g. to operate off-peak to absorb high levels of wind generation)
or to provide ancillary services to the power system (regulation, load-following, or contingency
reserves). Though conceptually feasible and while each type of load may provide benefits to
the grid or local area, each load and respective water usage need as well as any water
management rights or issues need to be further investigated for appropriateness and fit."
a.

Concept

To illustrate how these loads could immediately be urilized, consider the curtailment of
available wind generation. Let's call the wind generator "Wind 1" and a generic pumping load
called "Pump A". Let's call the hypothetical utility "Urility." Pump A is a 1 MW pumping load
and it has a choice to pump water today at noon, or tonight at midnight. Pump A is on a
general service rate schedule with a rate of $0.35 per KWH, regardless of the time it runs. The
utility's marginal cost is $0.25 per KWH regardless of the time of day (a simplifying assumption
for purposes of this "thought experiment") and its marginal cost is based on burning oil to
generate electricity. Let's assume that Wind 1 is compensated at $0.20 per KWH." From a
water operations perspective. Pump A is ambivalent as to which time it runs. Utility is
operating its system and through its daily and hourly load forecasting processes, it determines
^"^ Several investigative studies were conducted in California as part of linking the state water irrigation management
and large pumping loads with electric utility and renewable integration. However, in light of real-time operations
and water management needs, recreational use and fish management constraints, (tverall energy value and demand
respon.se opportunities and value were not as significant as originally expected. Proper tailoring of program with
appropriate and available loads will need to be further investigated.
^ This assumes that Wind energy cost is lower than the utility's marginal cost. While this is generally true, il may not
always be true. E.g., during certain times of the day, HELCO's and Maui's wind energy costs are sometimes higher
than HELCO's and Maui's marginal cost of generation.
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tiiat a system low load condition will occur at midnight. Wind 1 is forecasting strong trade
winds overnight and expects to be available to produce its full output. Because of constraints
around thermal unit commitment, the Utility expects that it may need to curtail Wind I's
generation overnight.
In the current situation, the operating decisions made by the owner of Pump A are totally
divorced from the operating decisions of the Utility. Therefore if the pump chooses to run at
noon, the following economic outcome occurs (cash outflows for the relevant entity are shown
as negative, cash inflows are shown as positive):
Cost of power for Pump A:
Urility Marginal Cost to Supply Pump A:
Wind 1 Revenue at Midnight (curtailed)

$0.35 per KWH * 1 MW * 1 hour =
$0.25 per KWH * 1 MW * 1 hour =

($350.00)
($250.00)
$ 0.00

However, if the pump chooses to run at midnight, the following economic outcome occurs:
Cost of power for Pump A:
$0.35 per KWH * 1 MW * 1 hour =
PUMP A INCREMENTAL SAVINGS
Urility Marginal Cost to Supply Pump A: $0.20 per KWH * 1 MW * 1 hour =
RATEPAYER INCREMENTAL SAVINGS"
Wind 1 Revenue at Midnight (not curtailed) $0.20 per KWH * 1 MW * 1 hour =
WIND 1 INCREMENTAL REVENUE

($350.00)
$0.00
($200.00)
$50.00
$200.00
$200.00

In the example above. Pump A is not compensated for the option value of running at midnight
rather than at noon; rather the example assumes that Pump A simply made a choice to run and
it happened to coincide when wind curtailment would have otherwise occurred. However, if
the optionality of Pump A is recognized by all parties, Pump A would receive a payment in
recognition of its willingness to coordinate its operations with Utility's operations. Assume that
that policy is for the ratepayer to split the benefits with the individual customer on a 50-50 basis.
Now the economics would look like this:
Cost of power for Pump A (per tariff):
$0.35 per KWH * 1 MW * 1 hour =
Split system fuel cost with ratepayers
PUMP A INCREMENTAL Power Cost
Utility Marginal Cost to Supply Pump A: $0.20 per KWH * 1 MW * 1 hour =
Split fuel savings with Pump A
RATEPAYER INCREMENTAL SAVINGS
Wind 1 Revenue at Midnight (not curtailed) $0.20 per KWH * 1 MW * 1 hour =
WIND 1 INCREMENTAL REVENUE

($350.00)
$25.00
(325.00)
($200.00)
($25.00)
$25.00
$200.00
$200.00

In this example, all parties would benefit from the arrangement. By shifting its operation from
noon until midnight, with no adverse consequences on its operations, Pump A reduces its
power cost by $25, ratepayers benefit by $25, and the Wind A gains $200 in revenue that it
would not otherwise have realized. Of note, the utility is not harmed in this arrangement.

'I'hese savings accrue to all Utility's ratepayers since fuel is a pass-through.
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Since the need for thermal units to meet on-peak loads in the 5 pm to 9 pm time period
contributes to the need for off-peak minimum load generator operation, it is useful to consider
whether and how to modify water and waste water pumping loads to minimize their operarion
during electric system peak hours; again, if these loads pay a flat rate per KWH regardless of
the utility's cost to generate or acquire each KWH, there may be signiflcant cost savings and net
beneflt to all parties by paying pumping loads to not operate during system peak hours (or
providing reduced energy rates for pumping loads that operate off-peak).
Another way to do this that could provide a more meaningful level of compensation to
incentivize customers would be for the wind generator (in this example) to share some of its
revenue with the customer. The situation might look something like this:
Cost of power for Pump A (per tariff):
$0.35 per KWH * 1 MW ' 1 hour =
Split system fuel cost with ratepayers
Split 25% of wind plants windfall with ratepayer
PUMP A INCREMENTAL Power Cost
Utility Marginal Cost to Supply Pump A: $0.20 per KWH * 1 MW * 1 hour =
Split fuel savings with Pump A
RATEPAYER INCREMENTAL SAVINGS
Wind 1 Revenue at Midnight (not curtailed) $0.15 per KWH * 1 MW * 1 hour =
WIND 1 INCREMENTAL REVENUE

($350.00)
$25.00
$50.00
(275.00)
($200.00)
($25.00)
$25.00
$150.00
$150.00

Again, the utility is not harmed and the wind plant still receives revenues from that it would
not have otherwise received but for the customer's willingness to change its behavior. Within
the confines of existing contracts and regulation, this last example may or may not be
achievable, however, the point is that a substantial arbitrage opportunity exists that would
allow more renewable energy, avoid burning oil, and that would result in economic benefit (or
no harm) to all parties except the oil suppliers, assuming there are no limitations/constraints to
the water pumping and management needs.
b.

Implementation

The implementation of an arrangement described above would be straightforward
relatively simple. The components of such a program would consist of the foliowing:

and

1) Scheduling notifications to loads: The utility control operator should be able to provide, on
a daily basis, a schedule for the operation of the flexible loads. This schedule could be
communicated to the owner of the load via a phone call, fax, text message, email or other
means. No additional technology is required to provide these notices.
2) Ability of the load to implement the schedule: a load that participates in this program must
have the operational wherewithal to execute the schedule, i.e. operate its loads
according to the schedule. With less sophisticated customers, this might require a
manual operation, but with sufficient advance norice (e.g. an hour or longer) this does
not necessarily represent an obstacle. More sophisricated customers (e.g. county water
systems) may have already implemented SCADA systems that would allow scheduling
of multiple loads from a central remote locarion.
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3) Interval metering toitU communications: The measurement and verificafion of performance
of the loads is an important considerafion. For purposes of starring such a program, the
only M&V technology that would be required is inter\^al metering with recording
capability. The veriflcation of the load's performance could be established after the fact
and settiement with the load could take place based on the load's actual performance
against a baseline (in this case a simple baseline is all that is required - was the load on
when the urility scheduled it on, and was it off when it was scheduled off). The
metering preferably has remote data collecrion capabiliries via a POTS line or (even
better a cellular IP addressable modem) installed with the meter. This would allow
access to the customer's performance on a next day basis.
4) Payment mechanism: the customer would presumably earn a credit on their electric bill,
or a separate fee, in return for agreeing to this flexibility. The amount of compensarion
needs to be a balance between a level that will incentivize the load to participate and a
level that will provide beneflts to ratepayers and other ratepayers.
This relatively simple program could immediately result in less curtailment of renewable loads
and provide additional operating flexibility with respect to commitment of other urility
generating assets and dispatchable contracts. After
reflnement of this program and education of
This relatively simple program of
participating customers, and interest by nonshifting flexible loads into hours
participating customers, the program could then be
when curtailment is forecasted to
reflned and upgraded to include controls and
occur, could immediately result in
telemetry on loads that would be dispatched
less curtailment of renewable loads
directiy by the urility. Such a program would offer
and provide additional operating
real-rime M&V.
Such a program might also
flexibility
with
respect
to
provide numerous ancillary services including
commitment
of
other
utility
regularion, load following, spinning reserve and
generating assets and dispatchable
non-spinning reserve.
Provision of ancillary
contracts.
services requires much less water or energy storage
capabiliries (tens of minutes versus hours or days) than rescheduling operarions and many
more MW of response are potenrially available.
Since there are only a few water and waste-water pumping loads per island, and their
characterisrics are already well-known, it should be feasible to esrimate the operational and cost
impacts of the changes proposed above and develop appropriate incenrive offerings relarively
quickly without waiting until 2014 for completion of a DR potenrial study. What may be less
well-known is whether the exisring pumping loads have other operarional constraints due to
permits, water flow rate, seasonal concerns, technology limits or other use concerns which may
limit their ability to parricipate in aspects of demand response as envisioned. Upgrades to
technology, communication and other un-intended consequence risks of coupling two critical
infrastructures such as water and electricity delivery infrastructures for islanded grids may also
need to be considered (though coordination of two critical infrastructures should lead to greater
reliability if it is done correctly). It may also be feasible for the Commission to adopt these
proposed changes through a tariff rather than going through a fully-litigated rate case.
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XII.

Conclusions and Recommendations

In conclusion, there are very real opportuniries to affect the demand side of the supply-demand
balance in a way that will produce economic beneflt for ratepayers, and that will allow greater
penetration of renewable energy. Further, there are loads today that could, with incentives,
shift their demand patterns in ways that would be beneficial to many if not all of the
stakeholders represented in the RSWG process. Accordingly, this paper recommends to the
RSWG and to the Commission the following proactive steps to move on a quicker pace towards
implementing demand-side programs:

In conclusion, there are very real
opportunities to affect ,the demand
side of the supply-demand balance in
a way that will produce economic
benefit for ratepayers, and that will
allow
greater
penetration
of
renewable energy.

1) Investigate pricing programs and manual
and automated demand response programs
that will incentivize customers to change
their consumption patterns in ways that are
beneficial for stakeholders. Included in this
investigation would be an analysis of the
benefits of increasing demand during
ininimum load periods {i.e., examining the
cost reductions that could be incurred and
the impact on renewable energy purchases

during the entire 24-hour day);
2) Encourage the use of demand response and energy storage to provide ancillary services
whenever technically possible and economically justified;
3) Allow the utilities and other interested stakeholders to develop speciflc pricing a n d / o r
manual demand response programs, with expedited regulatory review and approval to
get these programs in place as soon as possible;
4) As the Commission reviews new DR programs, it should consider the appropriate role
of third party agents and aggregators (i.e. curtailment service providers) to deliver
demand response programs effectively and efficientiy;
5) Ensure that demand response programs are considered in the Integrated Resource
Planning process;
6) Direct the energy efflciency potential study contractor to perform speciflc load research
data collection that will allow the utility to better esrimate the demand response
potenrial in Hawai'i.
7) Require Hawaii Energy work with the uriliries to idenrify those customers and loads that
are most promising for demand response, and assure that Hawaii Energy and the DR
planners coordinate program plans and marketing to assure that energy efflciency does
not compromise promising DR opportuniries (and vice versa).
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Reliability Standards Drafting Group
Appendix E
Recommended Generator Interconnection Procedures
HAWAIIAN ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC.
GENERATOR INTERCONNECTION PROCEDURES
INTERCONNECTION REQUIREMENTS STUDY PROCESS

Section 1.

Definitions

Adverse System Impact shall mean the negative effects due to technical or operational
limits on conductors or equipment being exceeded that may compromise the safety and
reliability ofthe electric system.
Afflliate shall mean, with respect to a corporation, partnership or other entity, each such
other corporation, partnership or other entit>' that directly or indirectly, through one or more
intermediaries, controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with, such corporation,
partnership or other entity.
Applicable Laws and Regulations shall mean all duly promulgated applicable federal,
state and local laws, regulations, rules, ordinances, codes, decrees, judgments, directives, or
judicial or administrative orders, permits and other duly authorized actions of any Governmental
Authority.
Base Case shall mean the base case power flow, short circuit, stability and
electromagnetic transient databases used for the Interconnection Studies by Company or
Interconnection Customer.
Commission shall mean the Public Utilities Commission ofthe State of Hawaii.
Company shall mean Hawaiian Electric Company, Inc.
Company's Interconnection Facilities shall mean all facilities and equipment owned,
controlled, or operated by the Company from the Point of Change of Ownership to the Point of
Interconnection, including any modiflcations, additions or upgrades to such facilities and
equipment. Company's Interconnection Facilities are sole use facilities and shall not include
Distribution Upgrades or Network Upgrades.
Confidential Information shall mean (i) any confidential, proprietary or trade secret
information of a plan, specification, pattern, procedure, design, device, list, concept, policy or
compilation relating to the present or planned business of a Party, which is designated as
confidential by the Party supplying the information, whether conveyed orally, electronically, in
writing, through inspection, or otherwise, or (ii) the term as defined in the confidentiality
agreement executed by the Parties.
Dispute Resolution shall mean the procedure for resolution of a dispute between the
Parties in which they will first attempt to resolve the dispute on an informal basis.
Distribution System shall mean Company facilities and equipment used to transmit
electricity to ultimate usage points such as homes and industries directly from nearby generators
or from interchanges with the Transmission System.
Distribution Upgrades shall mean the additions, modifications, and upgrades to the
Company's Distribution System at or beyond the Point of Interconnection to facilitate

interconnection ofthe Generating Facility. Distribution Upgrades do not include Interconnection
Facilities.
Emergency Condition shall mean a condition or situation: (1) that in the judgment of the
Party making the claim is imminently likely to endanger life or property; or (2) that, in the case
ofthe Company, is imminently likely (as determined in a non-discriminatory manner) to cause a
material adverse effect on the security of, or damage to the Transmission System, the
Distribution System, the Company's Interconnection Facilities, or the electric systems of others
to which the Transmission Syslem or Distribution System is directly connected; or (3) that, in the
case of Interconnection Customer, is imminently likely (as determined in a non-discriminatory
manner) to cause a material adverse effect on the security of, or damage to, the Generating
Facility or Interconnection Customer's Interconnection Facilities.
Engineering & Procurement (E&P) Agreement shall mean an agreement that
authorizes the Company to begin engineering and procurement of long lead-time items necessar)'
for the establishment ofthe interconnection in order lo advance the implementation ofthe
Interconnection Facilities.
Environmental Law shall mean Applicable Laws or Regulations relating lo pollution or
protection ofthe environment or natural resources.
Force Majeure shall mean any act of God. labor disturbance, act ofthe public enemy,
war, insurrection, riot, fire, storm or flood, explosion, breakage or accident lo machinery or
equipment, any order, regulation or restriction imposed by governmental, military or lawfully
established civilian authorities, or any other cause beyond a Party's control. A Force Majeure
event does nol include acts of negligence or intentional wrongdoing by the Party claiming Force
Majeure. Economic hardship is nol considered a Force Majeure event.
Generating Facility shall mean Interconnection Customer's device for the production of
electricity identified in Ihe Interconnection Request or IRS Request, but shall not include
Interconnection Customer's Interconnection Facilities.
Generating Facility Capacity shall mean the nel capacity ofthe Generating Facility and
the aggregate net capacity ofthe Generating Facility where ii includes multiple energy
production devices.
GIP or Generator Interconnection Procedures shall mean the interconnection
procedures sel forth herein. [777/.? documenlation is under development in addition to IRS
process. ]
Good Utility Practice shall mean any ofthe practices, methods and acts engaged in or
approved by a significant portion ofthe electric industry during the relevant lime period, or any
of the practices, methods and acts which, in the exercise of reasonable judgment in light ofthe
facts known at the time the decision was made, could have been expected to accomplish the
desired result at a reasonable cost consistent with good business practices, reliability, safety and
expedition. Good Utility Practice is nol intended lo be limited to the optimum practice, method.
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or act lo the exclusion of all others, but rather to be acceptable practices, methods, or acts
generally accepted in the region.
Governmental Authority shall mean any federal, state, local or other governmental
regulatory or administrative agency, court, commission, department, board, or other
governmental subdivision, legislature, rulemaking board, tribunal, or other governmental
authority having jurisdiction over the Parties, their respective facilities, or the respective services
they provide, and exercising or entitled lo exercise any administrative, executive, police, or
taxing auihorit)' or power; provided, however, that such term does not include Interconnection
Customer, the Company, or any Affiliate thereof.
In-Service Date shall mean the dale upon which Inlerconnection Customer reasonably
expects il will be ready lo begin use of Company's Interconnection Facilities lo obtain back feed
power.
Interconnection Customer shall mean any entiiy, including the Company or any ofthe
Affiliates or subsidiaries of either, thai proposes to interconnect its Generating Facility with the
Transmission System or Distribution Syslem.
Interconnection Customer's Interconnection Facilities shall mean all facilities and
equipment that are located between the Generating Facility and the Point of Change of
Ownership, including any modification, addition, or upgrades to such facilities and equipment
necessary to physically and electrically interconnect the Generating Facility lo the Transmission
Syslem or Distribution System. Interconnection Customer's Interconnection Facilities are sole
use facilities.
Interconnection Facilities shall mean Company's Interconnection Facilities and
Interconnection Customer's Interconnection Facilities. Collectively, Interconnection Facilities
include all facilities and equipment between the Generating Facility and the Point of
Interconnection, including any modification, additions or upgrades thai are necessar)' lo
physically and electrically interconnect the Generating Facility lo the Transmission System or
Distribution System. Interconnection Facilities are sole use facilities and shall not include
Distribution Upgrades, or Network Upgrades.
Interconnection Facilities Study shall mean a study conducted to determine a list of
facilities (including Company's Interconnection Facilities, Syslem Protection Facilities, and if
required. Network Upgrades or Distribution Upgrades, as identified in the Interconnection
System Impact Study), the cost of those facilities, and the lime required lo interconnect the
Generating Facility with the Transmission System or Distribution Syslem. The scope ofthe
study is defined in Section 8 ofthe GIP. The Interconnection Facilities Study is included within
the scope of an IRS under a single IRS Agreement.
Interconnection Request shall mean an Interconnection Customer's request lo
interconnect a new Generating Facility, or to increase the capacity of, or make a modification to
the operating characteristics of, an existing Generating Facility that is interconnected with the
Transmission System or Distribution Syslem. Inlerconnection Request includes any application

relating to a Standard Inlerconnection Agreement, Nel Energy Metering. Feed-In Tariff, bilateral
negotiated project proposal or competitive bidding project proposal.
Interconnection Requirements Study or IRS shall mean the combined Interconnection
Syslem Impact Study and Interconnection Facilities Study described in Ihe GIP.
Interconnection System Impact Study shall mean an engineering study that evaluates
the impact ofthe proposed interconnection on the safely and reliability ofthe Transmission
System or Distribution Syslem. The study shall identify and detail the system impacts thai
would result if the Generating Facility were interconnected without project modifications or
system modifications, and shall identify potential impacts, including but nol limited to those
identified in the IRS Kickoff Meeting. The Interconnection Syslem Impact Study is included
wilhin the scope of an IRS under a single IRS Agreement.
IRS Agreement shall mean the form of agreement contained in Appendix 1 ofthe GIP.
IRS Queue Position shall mean the order of a valid IRS Request, relative to all other
pending valid IRS Requests, Ihai is established based upon the date and time of receipi of the
valid IRS Request by the Company. IRS Queue Position is primarily a reference to determine
the sequence lo start and track IRS work among multiple projects, subject to readiness to proceed
with the particular IRS work thai may be required for a given project size, t)'pe and location.
The purposes, rights and requirements of IRS Queue Position are addressed in Section 4.
IRS Request shall mean, together with a submission of all required Generating Facility
data, a written request by an Interconnection Customer for an IRS, whether (a) by operation of
any application that is subject Tariff Rules 14H, 18, or 19, or (b) expressly requested pursuant lo
bilateral negotiations.
IRS Scoping Meeting shall mean the meeting between representatives of Interconnection
Customer and the Company conducted for the purpose of discussing altemative interconnection
options, lo exchange information including any transmission and distribution data and earlier
study evaluations that would be reasonably expected lo impact such interconnection options, to
analyze such information, and to determine the potential feasible Points of Inlerconnection.
Material Modification shall mean any modification thai has a material impact on the
cost or timing of any other Interconnection Request.
Metering Equipment shall mean all metering equipment installed or to be installed at
Ihe Generating Facility and at the Point of Inlerconnection including but not limited to
instrument transformers, MWh-meters, data acquisition equipment, transducers, remote terminal
unit, communications equipment, phone lines, and fiber optics.
Network Upgrades shall mean the additions, modifications, and upgrades to the
Transmission System required at or beyond the point al which Ihe Inlerconnection Facilities
connect lo the Transmission Syslem or Distribution Syslem to accommodate the interconnection
ofthe Generating Facility to the Transmission Syslem or Distribution System.

Party or Parties shall mean the Company, Interconnection Customer or a combination
ofthe above.
Point of Change of Ownership shall mean the point where Interconnection Customer's
Interconnection Facilities connect to Company's Interconnection Facilities.
Point of Interconnection shall mean the point where the Interconnection Facilities
connect to the Transmission Syslem or Distribution System.
Reasonable Efforts shall mean, with respect to an action required to be attempted or
taken by a Party, efforts thai are timely and consistent with Good Utility Practice and are
otherwise substantially equivalent lo those a Party would use to protect its own interests.
Scoping Meeting shall mean the meeting between representatives of Interconnection
Customer and the Company conducted for the purpose of discussing alternative interconnection
options, to exchange information including any system data and eariier study evaluations thai
would be reasonably expected lo impact such interconnection options, lo analyze such
information, and lo determine the potential feasible Points of Inlerconnection.
System Protection Facilities shall mean the equipment, including necessary protection
signal communications equipment, required lo protect (1) the Transmission Syslem or
Distribution Syslem from faults or other electrical disturbances occurring al the Generating
Facility and (2) the Generating Facility from faults or other electrical system disturbances
occurring on the Transmission Syslem or Distribution System or on other delivery systems or
other generating systems to which the Transmission System or Distribution System is directly
connected.
Transmission System shall mean all the facilities and equipment at or above 46 kV that
are owned, controlled or operated by the Company and are used lo transmit energy, from
generation to load. For the purposes herein, the Transmission System includes all radially
operated sub-lransmission facilities and equipment.
Section 2.

Scope and Application

2.1

Application of Generator Interconnection Procedures.
Sections 2 through 13 apply to processing an Interconnection Request thai
involves an IRS pertaining to a Generating Facility interconnecting to the
Transmission System or Distribution Syslem. All timelines specified herein shall
be subject lo more restrictive or expansive timelines that may be established
pursuant lo Tariff Rules 14H, 18 and 19.

2.2

Comparabilit)'.

The Company shall receive, process and analyze all Interconnection Requests that
involve an IRS in a timely manner as set forth in this GIP. The Company will use
the same Reasonable Efforts in processing and analyzing all Interconnection

Requests that involve an IRS, whether the Generaiing Facilities are owned by the
Company, its subsidiaries or Affiliates or others.
2.3

Section 3.

Base Case Data.
The Company shall provide base power fiow, stability, and short circuit
databases, including all underiying assumptions, and contingency lists, upon
request subject lo confidential ily provisions. The Company shall require
Interconnection Customer or its study consultant to sign a confidentiality
agreement prior to the release of Base Case data, including switching diagrams
and system maps. Such databases and lists, hereinafter referred to as Base Cases,
shall include all (1) generation projects and (2) transmission or distribution
projects.
IRS Requests

3.1

General.
An Interconnection Customer is understood lo have submitted to the Company an
IRS Request as part of (a) any Net Energy Metering, Standard Interconnection
Agreement, Feed-in Tariff or competitive bidding application for which an IRS
determination has been made in accordance with Tariff Rule 14H, 18 or 19, or (b)
completion of an application for bilateral negotiation of a power purchase
agreement and a written request lo proceed with an IRS. [These forms are under
development lo update and standardize the data collection process.]

3.2

The Studies.
The IRS shall assure that Interconnection Customer's Generating Facility meets
the requirements for interconnection to the Transmission Syslem or Distribution
Syslem. The Interconnection Request will be studied with the Transmission
System or Distribution Syslem al peak load, minimum load or other load
condiiions so as lo simulate a variety of severely stressed conditions, and to
determine whether, with the Generating Facility at full output, the aggregate of
generaiion in the local area can be delivered to the aggregate of load on the
Transmission System or Distribution System, consistent with the Company's
reliability criteria and procedures. An IRS may include one addilional set of
relevant analyses to determine the maximum allowed output at the lime the study
is performed, ofthe Generating Facility without requiring addilional Distribution
Upgrades or Network Upgrades, to identify a final project size with equal or less
than the proposed full output.

3.3

Valid IRS Request.
3.3.1

Initiating an IRS Request.
To initiate an IRS Request. Interconnection Customer must submit all of
the following; data requested on forms provided in the SIA NUG. FIT,

competitive bidding and bilateral negotiation processes and any additional
data identified in an IRS determination. [This documentation, lo be
aiiached hereto, is under development to update and standardize all
requests for technical data.]
3.3.2

3.4.

Deficiencies in IRS Request.
An IRS Request will not be considered to be a valid request until all items
in Section 3.3.1 have been received by the Company. If an IRS Request
fails to meet Ihe requirements sel forth in Section 3.4, the Company shall
notify Inlerconnection Customer wilhin 14 days of receipi ofthe initial
IRS Request ofthe reasons for such failure and that the Interconnection
Request does not constitute a valid request. Inlerconnection Customer
shall provide the additional requested information needed to constitute a
valid request wilhin 14 days after receipt of such noiice. Failure by
Interconnection Customer to comply with this Section 3.4.3 shall be
treated in accordance with Section 3.7.

Scoping.
The Company will make Reasonable Efforts lo conduct a Scoping Meeting with
each Interconnection Customer that has a valid IRS Request within 21 days after
an IRS delermination under Rule 14H or similar review and finding of data
completeness. The Company shall establish a date agreeable lo Interconnection
Customer for the Scoping Meeting, which may be conducted in person or by
telephone.
The purpose ofthe Scoping Meeting shall be to exchange information including
any transmission data thai would reasonably be expected lo impact such
Interconnection Customer's interconnection options, lo analyze such information
and to review the requested Point of Interconnection. The Company and
Interconnection Customer will bring to the meeting such technical data, including,
but not limited to: (i) general facility loadings, (ii) general syslem stability issues,
(iii) general short circuit issues, (iv) general voltage issues, and (v) general
reliability issues as may be reasonably required to accomplish the purpose ofthe
meeting. The Company and Inlerconnection Customer will also bring lo the
meeting personnel and other resources as may be reasonably required lo
accomplish the purpose ofthe meeting in the time allocated for the meeting. On
the basis ofthe meeting. Interconnection Customer shall designate its Point of
Inlerconnection for purposes ofthe Interconnection Syslem Impact Study portion
of Ihe IRS.

3.5

IRS Queue Tracking, Posting on the Company's Website.
The Company will maintain on its website a publicly available list of all IRS
Requests. The list will identify, for each IRS Request: (i) the maximum
megawatt electrical output; (ii) the location; (iii) the station or transmission or
distribution line or lines where Ihe interconnection will be made; (iv) the proposed
In-Service Dale; (v) the status ofthe IRS Request, including IRS Queue Position;
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(vi) the availability of any studies related to the IRS Request; (vii) the date ofthe
IRS Request: (viii) the type of Generating Facility lo be constructed; and (ix) for
IRS Requests that have nol resulted in a completed IRS, an explanation as lo why
it was not completed. Except in the case ofthe Company or an Affiliate of
Company, the list will not disclose Ihe identity of Inlerconnection Customer. IRS
reports shall be available to others upon request subsequent to the meeting
between Interconnection Customer and the Company to discuss the applicable
study results. [This is under development pending resolution of NDA policy
issues.] The Company shall also post any known changes in the Generating
Facility's proposed project size and In-Service Dale.
3.6

Withdrawal.
Inlerconnection Customer may withdraw its IRS al any lime by written notice of
such withdrawal lo the Company. In addition, if Inlerconnection Customer fails
10 adhere to all requirements of this GIP, except as provided in Section 13.5
(Disputes), the Company shall deem the IRS Request lo be withdrawn and shall
provide written noiice lo Interconnection Customer ofthe deemed withdrawal and
an explanation ofthe reasons for such deemed withdrawal. Upon receipi of such
written noiice. Interconnection Customer shall have 21 days in which to either
respond with information or actions that cure the deficiency or to notify the
Company of its intent to pursue Dispute Resolution.
Withdrawal shall result in the loss of Interconnection Customer's IRS Queue
Position. If an Interconnection Customer disputes the withdrawal and loss of its
IRS Queue Position, then during Dispute Resolution, Inlerconnection Customer's
IRS Request is eliminated from the queue until such time that the outcome of
Dispute Resolution would restore its IRS Queue Position. An Interconnection
Customer thai withdraws or is deemed to have withdrawn its IRS Request shall
pay lo the Company all costs thai the Company reasonably incurs with respect lo
the processing of that IRS Request prior to the Company's receipt of noiice
described above. Interconnection Customer must pay all monies due to the
Company before il is allowed lo obtain any further Inlerconnection Study data or
results.
The Company shall (i) update Ihe Company's website IRS Queue Position posting
and (ii) refund any Interconnection Customer's unused payment, including
interest computed based on [under development]. In the event of such
withdrawal, the Company, subject lo the confidentiality provisions of Section
13.1, shall provide, at Interconnection Customer's request, all information that the
Company developed for any completed study conducted up lo the dale of
withdrawal ofthe IRS Request, upon paymeni of any remaining balance owed by
Interconnection Customer.

Section 4.
4.1

IRS Queue Position
General

The Company shall assign an IRS Queue Position based upon the dale and time of
receipt ofthe valid IRS Request. If the sole reason an IRS Request is nol valid is
the lack of required information on the [applicalion data forms under
development] and Interconnection Customer provides such information in
accordance with Section 3.3.2, then the Company shall assign Interconnection
Customer an IRS Queue Position based on the dale the corrected applicalion form
was filed. Moving a Point of Interconnection shall result in a change of IRS
Queue Position to the end ofthe queue if it is deemed a Material Modification
under Section 4.4.
The IRS Queue Position of each IRS Request will be used to determine the order
to commence Interconnection Syslem Impact Studies, subject lo Section 7.1.1. If
performing the Interconnection System Impact Study in order of IRS Queue
Position will delay the study of IRS Requests thai are otherwise ready for study,
the Company may sequence the stan of Interconnection System Impact Studies on
Ihe basis of an IRS Request's location by region. IRS Queue Position does nol
govern the lime to complete an IRS relative lo any other IRS Requests.
The IRS Queue Position shall govern the order of priority only through
completion of an Inlerconnection Syslem Impact Study component ofthe IRS and
only lo the extent that study work can proceed with Reasonable Efforts in light of
data, technical constraints, consultant availability or other issues that may arise on
a case by case or by location basis. Thereafter, Inlerconnection Customers with
IRS Requests thai meet the requirements set forth in Section 8.1.1 shall proceed lo
the Inlerconnection Facilities Study component ofthe IRS on a firsl ready, firsl
served basis. Further processing of each IRS Request shall be queued
consecutively based on the order in which all pending IRS Requests have met the
requirements of Section 8.1.1.
The Company may allocate the cost of common upgrades on a prorated basis in
relation to periodic group studies thai may be conducted for process efficiency
without regard to IRS Queue Position.
4.2

Group Studies.
Al the Company's option, IRS Requests may be studied serially or in groups for
the purpose ofthe Interconnection Syslem Impact Study portion ofthe IRS.
Grouping of IRS Requests may be implemented on a per circuit basis as well as
on the basis of IRS Queue Position for process efficiency. The Company may
study an IRS Request separately lo the extent warranted by Good Utility Practice
based upon the location or size ofthe proposed Generating Facility. If syslem
upgrades are determined to be necessary lo accommodate the full capacity ofthe
projects in the group study, the Company shall provide a description of ihe
proposed upgrade along with a rough estimate ofthe cost and lime to complete, so
thai each Interconnection Customer in the group study will have an opportunity to
withdraw or proceed with the group Interconnection Facilities Study portion of
the IRS.
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4.3

Transferability of IRS Queue Position.
An Interconnection Customer may transfer its IRS Queue Position lo another
entity only if such entiiy acquires the specific Generating Facility identified in Ihe
IRS Request and the Point of Inlerconnection does nol change. Al the lime of
transfer the new Interconnection Customer shall provide documentation ofthe
change in ownership.

4.4

Modifications.
Interconnection Customer shall submit to the Company, in writing, modifications
to any information provided in the IRS Request, include lo provide revised
drawings and data sheets with clouding to identify revisions. Interconnection
Customer shall retain its IRS Queue Position if the modifications are determined
not to be Material Modifications pursuant lo Section 4.4.1.
Notwithstanding the above, during the course ofthe Interconnection Syslem
Impact Study, either Interconnection Customer or the Company may identify
changes to the planned interconnection thai may improve the costs and benefits
(including reliability) of the inlerconnection, and the ability ofthe proposed
change to accommodate the IRS Request. To the extent the identified changes are
acceptable lo the Company and Interconnection Customer, such acceptance not lo
be unreasonably withheld, the Company shall modify the Point of Interconnection
and/or configuration in accordance with such changes and proceed with any resludies necessary lo do so in accordance with Section 7.6 and Interconnection
Customer shall retain its IRS Queue Position.

Section 5.

4.4.1

Interconnection Customer may request that the Company evaluate whether
such modification is a Material Modification. The Company shall
evaluate the proposed modifications prior lo making them and inform
Interconnection Customer in writing of whether the modifications would
constitute a Material Modification. Any change to the Point of
Interconnection, except those deemed acceptable under Section 7.2, shall
constitute a Material Modification and shall result in a change IRS Queue
Position lo the end of the queue as sel forth in Section 4.1.

4.4.2

Within 21 days after receipi of Interconnection Customer's request for
modification permitted under this Section 4.4, the Company shall lender a
revised IRS Agreement including any addilional deposit required to cover
the cost of Ihe revised scope of work or resludy. The Company shall
commence such studies within 21 days after receipt ofthe signed IRS
Agreement and deposit.

Procedures for Interconnection Requests Submitted Prior to the Effective
Date of this GIP
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An Inlerconnection Customer assigned a Queue Position prior lo the effective
dale of this GIP shall retain thai Queue Position. Interconnection Requests
submitted prior to the effective date of this GIP shall be administered under this
GIP, subject to the following:
5.1

I TBD depending on slage of Syslem Impact Study completion. ]

5.2

\TBD depending on middle stage of Facilities Study completion.]

5.3

If a power purchase agreement has been entered into prior to the effective dale of
this GIP, then Inlerconnection Customer and the Company shall proceed in
accordance with the lenns of thai agreement.

Section 6.

|Reserved|

Section 7.

Interconnection System Impact Study Portion of IRS

7.1

IRS Agreement with Scope and Technical Data.
Wilhin 14 days following the Scoping Meeting, Interconnection Customer shall
specify for inclusion in Ihe scope ofthe IRS Agreement the Point of
Interconnection and any reasonable alternative Poim(s) of Interconnection.
Interconnection Customer may also specify an allernalive study level lo identify
the maximum generaiion available without system upgrades or in the alternative
Ihe maximum generaiion available with a particular upgrade or sel of upgrades
only. Interconnection Customer also shall provide updated technical data as
required in the original data requests. Wilhin 14 days following the Company's
receipi of such designations and data, the Company shall lender lo
Interconnection Customer the IRS Agreement in the form of Appendix 1 [under
development] which shall include a description ofthe scope and a good faith
estimate ofthe cost and schedule for completing the Interconnection Syslem
Impact Study.
The IRS Agreement shall provide that Inlerconnection Customer shall
compensate the Company for the actual cost ofthe IRS and that the Company will
draw on Interconnection Customer's deposit to perform the study. In the event
that the deposit is nol sufficient to cover the costs, including potential re-study in
accordance with Section 7.6, the Company shall invoice Inlercormeciion
Customer for the estimated balance lo complete the study. Inlerconnection
Customer shall submit payment no later than 14 days after receipt of invoice.
After completion of ihe Inlerconnection System Impact Study portion ofthe IRS
any remaining deposit shall be applied to the deposit requirement for ihe
Interconnection Facilities Study portion of the IRS, or refunded in accordance
with Section 3.6 if Iniercormeciion Customer withdraws its request.
7.1.1

The Company shall commence the Inlerconnection Syslem Impact Study
portion ofthe IRS on an expedited basis, regardless of Queue Position, in
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line with work already in progress, for an interconnection Customer who,
prior lo commencement of the Interconnection Syslem Impact Study,
provides a power purchase agreement or letter of inleni between
Inlerconnection Customer and the Company to enter into a power
purchase agreement.
7.2

Execution of IRS Agreement.
Interconnection Customer shall sign and return the Inlerconnection Syslem
Impact Study Agreement and any applicable deposit to the Company no later than
21 days after its receipi.
If Interconnection Customer does nol provide all technical data required under
Section 7.1 when il delivers the IRS Agreement, the Company shall notify
Interconnection Customer of the deficiency wilhin 14 days ofthe receipi of the
signed IRS Agreement and Interconnection Customer shall cure the deficiency
wilhin 14 days of receipi of Ihe notice, provided, however, such deficiency does
nol include failure lo deliver the signed IRS Agreement or deposit. Upon receipi
ofthe signed IRS Agreement and verification of receipt of all technical data, ihe
Company shall promptly execute the IRS Agreement.
If the Interconnection Syslem Impact Study uncovers any unexpected result(s) nol
contemplated during the Scoping Meeting an altemative Point of Inlerconnection
identified by either Interconnection Customer or the Company, and acceptable lo
the other, such acceptance nol lo be unreasonably withheld, will be substituted for
the designated Point of Inlerconnection specified above without loss of Queue
Position, and restudies shall be completed pursuant lo Section 7.6 as applicable.
For the purpose of this Section 7.2, if the Company and Interconnection Customer
cannot agree on the allernalive Point of Interconnection, then the Parties shall
submit Ihe matter lo Dispute Resolution in accordance with Section 13.5.

7.3

Scope of Interconnection System Impact Study portion ofthe IRS.
The Inlerconnection Syslem Impact Study shall evaluate the impact of the
proposed interconnection on the reliability ofthe Transmission Syslem or
Distribution System. The Company will study the Interconnection Request at the
Generating Facility's proposed maximum level of output and al a lower level of
output that would nol require addilional Network Upgrades. At Interconnection
Customer's request, the Company will study the Interconnection Request al one
alternative level as sel forth in Section 7.1. The Interconnection Syslem Impact
Study will consider the Base Case as well as generaiing facilities and Network
Upgrades thai, on the dale the Interconnection Syslem Impact Study is
commenced: (i) are directly interconnected to the Transmission Syslem or
Distribution System; or (ii) may be interconnected in view of a demonstrated
likelihood of construction. The Company will use engineering judgment based on
Good Utility Practice lo determine which facilities should be included in the
study.
The Interconnection Syslem Impact Siudy will consist of a power fiow analysis, a
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stability analysis, a short circuit analysis and/or electromagnetic transient
analysis, each lo the extent required by Good Utility Practice. The
Interconnection System Impact Study will stale the assumptions upon which il is
based; explain the results ofthe analyses; and identify the requirements or
potential impediments to providing the requested interconnection, including a
preliminar)' indication ofthe cost and time required lo correct any problems
identified in those analyses and implement the inlerconnection. The
Interconnection System Impact Study will provide a list of facilities thai are
required as a result of the Inlerconnection Request and a preliminary non-binding
good faith estimate of cost responsibility and time to construct.
7.3.1

7.4

Wilhin 14 days after completion of the power flow analysis, or at such
other Slage in the sequence of analyses as is mutually agreeable, the
Company will meet with Interconnection Customer lo review the initial
findings with respect lo the original study scope, in the form of a
preliminary summary of results or draft report. Wilhin I4daysafler
receipi of the preliminary summary of results or draft report,
Inlerconnection Customer or several Inlerconnection Customers in a group
study shall narrow the scope lo one level of generaiion output for
completion of the study, or withdraw the project or one or more of
multiple projects if the likely cost or timeline for syslem upgrades appears
lo be prohibitive.

Interconnection System Impact Study Procedures
7.4.1

The Company shall utilize existing studies lo the extent practicable when
il performs the study. In the event thai Ihe Company determines that a
single upgrade may benefit more than one Interconnection Request, the
Company may propose or require that the Interconnection Requests be
studied on a combined basis.

7.4.2

The Company shall use Reasonable Efforts lo complete the
Interconnection Syslem Impact Study portion of the IRS within the lime
frame specified in the IRS Agreement in accordance with Section 7.1.

7.4.3

Al the request of Interconnection Customer or al any lime The Company
delennines that il will nol meet the required lime frame for completing ihe
Interconnection System Impact Study, the Company shall notify
Interconnection Customer as lo the schedule status of the Interconnection
Syslem Impact Study. If the Company is unable lo complete the
Interconnection Syslem Impact Study within the time period, il shall
notify Interconnection Customer and provide an estimated completion date
with an explanation ofthe reasons why addilional lime is required. Upon
request, Ihe Company shall provide Interconnection Customer all
supporting documentation and relevant power flow, stability and short
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circuit databases for the Inlerconnection Syslem Impact Study, subject lo
confidentiality arrangements consistent with Section 13.1.
7.5

Meeting with the Company.
The Company shall have an opportunity to review a first draft ofthe
Interconnection Syslem Impact Study report from its study consultant and provide
comments lo be incorporated by the study consultant prior to providing a copy of
the draft lo Interconnection Customer. Within 14 days of providing a draft
Interconnection Syslem Impact Study report to Interconnection Customer, the
Company shall schedule a meeting with Interconnection Customer al a mutually
agreeable date to discuss the results of the draft Interconnection Syslem Impact
Study. Within 14 days after this meeting, ihe Company shall lender the final
Interconnection System Impact Study report, unless further study is required.

7.6

Re-Study.
If re-study ofthe Interconnection System Impact Study is required due lo a higher
queued project withdrawing from the queue, or a modification of a higher queued
project subject lo Section 4.4, and such higher queued project was included in the
Base Case, Company shall notify Inlerconnection Customer in writing. Such restudy shall lake no longer than 90 days from the date of noiice. In accordance
with Section 7.1, Interconnection Customer shal! pay the estimated cost of resludy in advance and shall pay for the actual cost ofthe re-siudy.

Section 8.
8.1

Interconnection Facilities Study Portion of IRS
Continuation or Amendment of IRS Agreement and Updated Data.
Wilhin 14 days after delivery ofthe final Inlerconnection System Impact Study
report to Interconnection Customer, the Company shall provide to Inlerconnection
Customer an update of the expected cost and time to complete for Interconnection
Facilities Study portion ofthe IRS Agreement, or a proposed amendment to the
IRS Agreement if a reduced scope or no cost and time to complete was included
in the IRS Agreement for an Interconnection Facilities Study, to be referenced in
the description of scope attached to Ihe amended IRS Agreement. The IRS
Agreement shall provide that Interconnection Customer shall compensate the
Company for the actual cost ofthe Inlerconnection Facilities Study, and thai the
Company will draw on Interconnection Customer's deposit to perform the study
and continue administration ofthe Inlerconnection Request. In the event that
Interconnection Customer's remaining deposit will nol cover the estimated costs,
the Company shall invoice Interconnection Customer for the addilional deposit lo
complete the study and related work.
8.1.1 Interconnection Customer shall sign and return any amendment to the IRS
Agreement pursuant to Section 8.1 along with any addilional deposit lo the
Company within 21 days after its receipi, together with any additional
required technical data that may be identified by the Company as necessary
to complete the Interconnection Facilities Study.
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8.1.2 The Company will commence Interconnection Facilities Studies for
Interconnection Customers in the order in which it receives completed
Interconnection Syslem Impact Study reports and, as applicable, executed
amendments lo IRS Agreements if an Inlerconnection Facilities Study was
nol included in the scope of the original IRS Agreements.
8.2

Scope of Interconnection Facilities Study.
The Interconnection Facilities Study shall specify and estimate ihe cost of the
equipment, engineering, procurement and construction work needed lo implement
the conclusions ofthe Interconnection Syslem Impact Study in accordance with
Good Utility Practice to physically and electrically conned the Generaiing
Facility to the Transmission Syslem or Distribution Syslem, including any
Network Upgrades identified as necessary in the Interconnection Syslem Impact
Studies. The Interconnection Facilities Study shall also identify the electrical
switching configuration ofthe connection equipment, including, without
limilalion: the transformer, swilchgear. meters, and other station equipment; the
nature and estimated cost of any Company Interconnection Facilities and any
Network Upgrades necessary lo accomplish Ihe interconnection, and an estimate
of the lime required to complete Ihe construction and installation of such
facilities. The Company will not perform an Interconnection Facilities Study for
more than one generaiing output level.

8.3

Interconnection Facilities Study Procedures.
The Company shall utilize existing studies lo ihe extent practicable in performing
the Interconnection Facilities Study. The Company shall use Reasonable Efforts
lo complete the study and issue a draft Interconnection Facilities Study report lo
Interconnection Customer wilhin 60 days af^er the final Interconnection System
Impact Study report and, as applicable, receipt of an executed amendment to the
IRS Agreement and additional deposit. At the request of Interconnection
Customer or al any lime Ihe Company determines that il will nol meet the
required time frame for completing the Interconnection Facilities Study, the
Company shall notify Interconnection Customer as to ihe schedule status of the
inlerconnection Facilities Study. If the Company is unable to complete the
Interconnection Facilities Study and issue a draft Interconnection Facilities Study
report within the lime required, il shall notify Interconnection Customer and
provide an estimated completion dale and an explanation ofthe reasons why
additional lime is required.

8.4

Meeting with The Company.
Interconnection Customer may, wilhin 14 days after receipi ofthe draft Facilities
Study report, provide written comments lo the Company. Wilhin 14 days of
receipi of Interconnection Customer comments on the draft report, or upon
receiving Inlerconnection Customer's written statement thai il will nol provide
comments, the Company shall schedule a meeting with Interconnection Customer
al a mutually agreeable dale lo discuss Ihe results ofthe Interconnection Facilities
Study. The Company shall incorporate Interconnection Customer comments
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received al the meeting into the final report. The Company shall issue the flnal
Inlerconnection Facilities Study report wilhin 14 days after meeting with
Interconnection Customer. The Company may reasonably extend such period
upon noiice lo Interconnection Customer if Interconnection Customer's comments
require the Company lo perform additional analyses or make other signiflcant
modifications prior lo the issuance of the final Interconnection Facilities Study
report. Upon request, the Company shall provide Interconnection Customer
supporting documentation and databases or data developed in the preparation of
the Interconnection Facilities Study, subject to confidenlialily arrangements
consistent with Section 13.1.
8.5

Section 9.

Re-Study.
If re-study of Ihe Interconnection Facilities Study is required due lo a material
change relating lo prior study assumptions, the Company shall so notify
Inlerconnection Customer in writing. Such re-sludy shall lake no longer than 60
days from the date of noiice. In accordance with Section 8.1, Interconnection
Customer shall pay the estimated cost of re-study in advance and shall pay for the
actual costof the re-sludy.
Engineering and Procurement ('E&P') Agreement.

9.1

Availability and Purpose of E&P Agreement. [Under development.]

9.2

Termination of E&P Agreement. [Under development.]

Section 10.

[Reserved|

Section 11.

Appendix to Power Purchase Agreements re Interconnection Facilities and
Related Requirements.
[This section is under development.]

Section 12.

|Reser\'ed -Construction of Company's Interconnection Facilities,
Distribution Upgrades and Network Upgrades are addressed in power
purchase agreements]

Section 13.

Miscellaneous

13.1

Confidentiality.

In the event the Parties have executed a confidentiality agreement, the provisions
of such agreement shall apply lo Confidential Information under this GIP.
Confidential Information shall include, without limilalion, all information relating
lo a Party's technology, research and development, business affairs, and pricing,
and any information supplied by either of the Parties lo the other prior to the
execution of a GIA.
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Information is Confidential Information only if il is cleariy designated or marked
in writing as confidential on the face of the documenl, or, if the information is
conveyed orally or by inspection, if the Parly providing the information orally
informs ihe Party receiving the information thai the information is confidential.
As soon as reasonably possible, oral designation of Confidential Information shall
be confirmed in writing by the designating Party lo the other Party.
If requested by either Party, the other Party shall provide in writing, the basis for
asserting that the information referred to in this Article warrants confidential
irealmenl, and the requesting Party may disclose such writing lo the appropriate
Governmental Authority. Each Party shall be responsible for the costs associated
with affording confidential treatment lo its information.
13.1.1 Scope.
Confidential Information shall nol include information ihai ihe receiving
Party can demonstrate: (1) is generally available lo the public other than
as a result of a disclosure by the receiving Party; (2) was in the lawful
possession ofthe receiving Party on a non-confidential basis before
receiving il from the disclosing Party; (3) was supplied to the receiving
Party without restriction by a third party, who, lo the knowledge ofthe
receiving Party after due inquiry, was under no obligation lo the disclosing
Party lo keep such information confidential: (4) was independently
developed by the receiving Party without reference lo Confidential
Information of the disclosing Party; (5) is, or becomes, publicly known,
through no wrongful act or omission of the receiving Party; or (6) is
required, in accordance with Section 13.1.6, Order of Disclosure, lo be
disclosed by any Governmental Authority or is otherwise required to be
disclosed by law or subpoena. Information designated as Confidential
Information will no longer be deemed confidential if the Party thai
designated Ihe information as confidential notifies the other Party that il
no longer is confidential.
13.1.2 Release of Confidential Information.
Neither Party shall release or disclose Confidential Information lo any
other person, except to its Affiliates , employees, consultants, or to parties
who may be or considering providing financing lo or equity participation
with Inlerconnection Customer, or lo potential purchasers or assignees of
Interconnection Customer, on a need-to-know basis in connection with
these procedures, unless such person has firsl been advised ofthe
confidentiality provisions of this Section 13.1 and has agreed lo comply
with such provisions. Notwithstanding the foregoing, a Part)' providing
Confidential Information to any person shall remain primarily responsible
forany release of Confidential Information in contravention of this
Section 13.1. The release of Confidential Information shall be subject to
Applicable Laws and Regulations and Applicable Reliability Standards.
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13.1.3 Rights.
Each Party retains all rights, title, and interest in the Confidential
Information thai each Party discloses lo the other Party. The disclosure by
each Party lo the other Party of Confidential Information shall not be
deemed a waiver by either Party or any other person or entity ofthe right
lo proteci the Confidential Information from public disclosure.
13.1.4 No Warranties.
By providing Confidential Information, neither Party' makes any
warranties or representations as lo its accuracy or completeness. In
addition, by supplying Confidential Information, neither Party obligates
itself to provide any particular information or Confidential Information to
the other Party nor lo enter into any further agreements or proceed with
any other relationship or joint venture.
13.1.5 Standard of Care.
Each Party shall use al least the same standard of care lo protect
Confidential Information it receives as il uses to protect its own
Confidential Information from unauthorized disclosure, publication or
dissemination. Each Party may use Confidential Information solely to
fulfill ils obligations to the other Party under these procedures or its
regulatory requirements.
13.1.6 Order of Disclosure.
If a court or a Government Authority or entity with the right, power, and
apparent authority lo do so requests or requires either Party, by subpoena,
oral deposition, interrogatories, requests for production of documents,
administrative order, or otherwise, lo disclose Confidential Information,
that Party shall provide Ihe other Party with prompt noiice of such
request(s) or requirement(s) so that the other Party may seek an
appropriate protective order. Notwithstanding the absence of a protective
order or waiver, the Party may disclose such Confidential Information
which, in the opinion of ils counsel, the Party is legally compelled to
disclose. Each Party will use Reasonable Efforts lo obtain reliable
assurance that confidential treatment will be accorded any Confidential
Information so furnished.
13.1.7 Remedies.
The Parties agree Ihai monetary damages would be inadequate lo
compensate a Party for the other Party's Breach of ils obligations under
this Section 13.1. Each Party accordingly agrees that the other Party shall
be entitled lo equitable relief, by way of injunction or otherwise, if the first
Party Breaches or threatens lo Breach ils obligations under this Section
13.1, which equitable relief shall be granted without bond or proof of
damages, and the receiving Party shall nol plead in defense thai there
would be an adequate remedy al law. Such remedy shall nol be deemed
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an exclusive remedy for the Breach of this Section 13.1, bul shall be in
addition lo all other remedies available at law or in equity. The Parties
further acknowledge and agree Ihal Ihe covenants contained herein are
necessary for Ihe protection of legilimale business interests and are
reasonable in scope. No Party, however, shall be liable for indirect,
incidental, or consequential or punitive damages of any nature or kind
resulting from or arising in connection with ihis Section 13.1.
13.1.8 Disclosure to the PUC, or the State,
[Under development.]
13.1.9 Subject lo the exception in Section 13.1.8, any information thai a Party
claims is competitively sensitive, commercial or financial information
("Confidential Information") shall not be disclosed by the other Party to
any person nol employed or retained by the other Party, except lo the
extent disclosure is (i) required by law; (ii) reasonably deemed by Ihe
disclosing Party lo be required to be disclosed in connection with a dispute
between or among the Parties, or the defense of litigation or dispute; (iii)
otherwise permitted by consent of the other Party, such consent nol lo be
unreasonably withheld; or (iv) necessary to fulfill ils obligations under
this GIP including disclosing the Confidential Information lo the PUC.
The Party asserting confidentiality shall notify the other Party in writing of
the information it claims is confidential. Prior lo any disclosures of Ihe
other Party's Confidential Information under this subparagraph, or if any
third party or Governmental Authority makes any request or demand for
any of the information described in this subparagraph, the disclosing Party
agrees lo promptly notify the other Party in writing and agrees lo assert
confidenlialily and cooperate with the other Party in seeking lo protect the
Confidential Information from public disclosure by confidentiality
agreement, protective order or other reasonable measures.
13.1.10 This provision shall not apply to any information that was or is hereafter
in the public domain (except as a result of a Breach of this provision).
13.1.11 The Company shall, al Inlerconnection Customer's election, destroy, in a
confidential manner, or return the Confidential Information provided al the
lime of Confidential Information is no longer needed.
13.2

Delegation of Responsibility.
The Company may use the services of subcontractors as il deems appropriate to
perform ils obligations under this GIP. The Company shall remain primarily
responsible to Interconnection Customer for the performance of such
subcontractors and compliance with ils obligations of this GIP, The subcontractor
shall keep all information provided confidential and shall use such information
solely for the performance of such obligation for which il was provided and for no
other purpose.
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13.3

Obligation for Study Costs.
The Company shall charge and Interconnection Customer shall pay the actual
costs ofthe Interconnection Studies and administration ofthe Interconnection
Requests. Any difference between the study deposit and the actual cost ofthe
applicable Interconnection Study shall be paid by or refunded, except as otherwise
provided herein, lo Interconnection Customer or offset against the cost of any
future Interconnection Studies associated with the applicable Inlerconnection
Request prior to beginning of any such future Interconnection Studies. Any
invoices for Interconnection Studies shall include a detailed and itemized
accounting ofthe cost of each Inlerconnection Study. Interconnection Customer
shall pay any such undisputed costs wilhin 21 days of receipi of an invoice
therefore. The Company shall nol be obligated to perform or continue lo perform
any studies unless Interconnection Customer has paid all undisputed amounts in
compliance herewith.

13.4

Third Parties Conducting Studies.
If (i) al the lime ofthe signing of an Interconnection Study Agreement there is
disagreement as to the estimated time lo complete an Interconnection Study, (ii)
Inlerconnection Customer receives noiice pursuant to Sections 7.4 or 8.3 thai The
Company will nol complete an Interconnection Study wilhin the applicable lime
frame for such Interconnection Study, or (iii) Inlerconnection Customer receives
neither the Interconnection Study nor a noiice under Sections 7.4 or 8.3 wilhin the
applicable time frame for such Inlerconnection Study, then Interconnection
Customer may require the Company lo utilize a third party consultant reasonably
acceptable lo Interconnection Customer and the Company lo perform such
Interconnection Study under Ihe direction of the Company. Al other limes, the
Company may also utilize a third party consultant to perform such
Interconnection Study, either in response lo a general request of Interconnection
Customer, or on its own volition.
The Company shall convey all databases, study results and all other supporting
documentation prepared to date with respect to ihe Interconnection Request as
soon as practicable upon Interconnection Customer's request subject lo the
confidentiality provision in Section 13.1. In any case, such third parly contract
may be entered into with either Interconnection Customer or the Company al the
Company's discretion. In the case of (iii) Interconnection Customer maintains its
right lo submit a claim to Dispute Resolution lo recover the costs of such third
party study. Such third party consultant shall be required lo comply with this GIP
and the relevant Tariff procedures and protocols as would apply if the Company
were lo conduct the Interconnection Study, and shall use the information provided
lo it solely for purposes of performing such ser\'ices and for no other purposes.
The Company shall cooperate with such third party consultant and
Interconnection Customer to complete and issue Ihe Interconnection Study in the
shortest reasonable lime.
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13.5

Disputes.
13.5.1 Submission.
In the event either Party has a dispute, or asserts a claim, thai arises out of
or in connection with the GIP. or ils performance, such Party (the
"disputing Party") shall provide the other Party with written noiice of ihe
dispute or claim ("Notice of Dispute"). Such dispute or claim shall be
referred to a designated senior representative of each Party for resolution
on an informal basis as promptly as practicable after receipi of the Notice
of Dispute by the other Party. In the event the designated representatives
are unable lo resolve the claim or dispute through unassisted or assisted
negotiations wilhin 21 days ofthe other Party's receipi of the Noiice of
Dispute, such claim or dispute may, upon mutual agreement ofthe Parties,
be submitted to arbitration and resolved in accordance with Ihe arbitration
procedures sel forth below. In the event the Parties do nol agree to submit
such claim or dispute to arbitration, each Party may exercise whatever
rights and remedies il may have in equity or al law consistent with Ihe
terms of ihis GIP.
13.5.2 External Arbitration Procedures.
Any arbitration initialed under these procedures shall be conducted before
a single neutral arbitrator appointed by the Parties. If the Parties fail to
agree upon a single arbitrator within 14 days ofthe submission of Ihe
dispute lo arbitration, each Party shall choose one arbitrator who shall sit
on a three-member arbitration panel. The two arbitrators so chosen shall
wilhin 21 days select a third arbitrator lo chair the arbitration panel. In
either case, the arbitrators shall be knowledgeable in electric utility
matters, including electric transmission and bulk power issues, and shall
nol have any current or past substantial business or flnancial relationships
with any party lo the arbitration (except prior arbitration). The
arbilralor(s) shall provide each ofthe Parties an opportunity lo be heard
and, except as otherwise provided herein, shall conduct the arbitration in
accordance with the Commercial Arbitration Rules ofthe American
Arbitration Association ("Arbitration Rules") and applicable PUC
regulations; provided, however, in the event of a conflict between the
Arbitration Rules and the terms of this Section 13, Ihe terms of this
Section 13 shall prevail.
13.5.3 Arbitration Decisions.
Unless otherwise agreed by the Parties, the arbitralor(s) shall render a
decision within 90 days of appointment and shall notify the Parties in
writing of such decision and the reasons therefore. The arbilraior(s) shall
be authorized only to interpret and apply the provisions ofthe GIP and
shall have no power to modify or change any provision ofthe GIP in any
manner. The decision ofthe arbilralor(s) shall be final and binding upon
the Parties, and judgment on the award may be entered in any court having
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jurisdiction. The decision of the arbilralor(s) may be appealed solely on
the grounds that the conduct ofthe arbiirator(s), or the decision itself,
violated the standards sel forth in the Federal Arbitration Acl or ihe
Administrative Dispute Resolution Act. Substantive standards for the
resolution of disputes resolved hereunder shall reflect applicable legal
precedent.
13.5.4 Costs.
Each Party shall be responsible for ils own costs incurred during the
arbitration process and for the following costs, if applicable: (1) the cost
ofthe arbitrator chosen by the Party lo sit on the three member panel and
one half of the cost of the third arbitrator chosen; or (2) one half the cost
ofthe single arbitrator jointly chosen by the Parties.
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Docket No. 2011-0206 - Reliability Standards Working Group
Comments ofthe Hawaiian Electric Companies Regarding
Reliability Standards Drafting Subgroup - Final Report and Recommendations
The January 14, 2013 Final Report and Recommendations ("Report") ofthe
Reliability Standards Drafting Subgroup ("RSDG") includes discussion regarding
potential interconnection processes and procedures and attaches as Appendix E a draft
document entitled "Hawaiian Electric Company, Inc. Generator Interconnection
Procedures - Interconnection Requirements Study Process". The Report expressly
acknowledges that Appendix E should be subject to additional review and lists with
particularity issues identified by the RSDG which may require further deliberation and
consideration in a subsequent proceeding. The Report also recognizes that Hawaiian
Electric has already initiated actions to address many of these issues and update their
current interconnection procedures, and that accordingly, the Company will file a work
plan as a part of its comments on the Report.
The Hawaiian Electric Companies respectfully submit the following comments on
the Report for the Commission's consideration. These comments include the
Companies' responses to the issues identified in the Report and Hawaiian Electric's
work plan for the comprehensive development of interconnection procedures for subtransmission and transmission level generators which would include necessary
modifications to Appendix E to the Report.
Introduction
For project developers on Oahu, the best purpose of a comprehensive set of
Generation Interconnection Procedures ("GIP") is to promote an understandable and
transparent work flow that will identify the system impacts, interconnection facilities, and
cost and schedule considerations that must be known to successfully bring projects
through a Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) to construction and commercial operation.
The main deliverable ofthe GIP is the Interconnection Requirements Study ("IRS").
Thus, for meaningful process improvement, the first priorities are to:
(a) clarify what is needed to commence an IRS;
(b) provide a consistent IRS work process and products;
(c) establish durable and reasonably flexible procedures;
(d) coordinate a high volume of projects in an IRS queue;
(e) align the IRS products to directly support a coherent build-out ofthe
remaining grid capacity for distributed generation; and

(f) apply fair principles of cost allocation to add new infrastructure that will be
needed.
From the perspective of power system analyses, IRS resource deployment is
complicated by a rapidly growing demand to accommodate a wide variety of generation
types and sizes. These presently enter and exit the IRS process by way of several
existing Tariff Rules with potentially different PPA implications, including net metering
("NEM"), feed-in tariff ("FIT"), a standard interconnection agreement for load customers
("SIA"), bilateral negotiated non-utility generation ("NUG"), and RFP solicitations under
Tariff Rule 19. Preferably, the various Rules, application criteria and associated data
forms and work timelines can be harmonized to enable a more efficient and predictable
GIP process, of which the IRS would be the center piece.
In addition, on Oahu, the entire grid was originally designed for load service with
centralized generation interconnected at the 138 kV transmission system. From there,
the operating concept was to have one-directional flow through multiple radial 46 kV
sub-transmission lines and out to numerous small substations that serve multiple radial
12 kV distribution systems. Today, many proposed renewable generation projects seek
to interconnect to the distribution system or the sub-transmission system that happens
to run near the proposed project sites. This reverses the predominant flow and turns
the grid capacity study process into an effort to fill radial lines to maximum capacity with
inbound generation. In this context, at some point there will be limited capacity to
interconnect distributed generation projects.
For example, consider inbound generation from the Kahuku region to the 138 kV
system at Wahiawa: Accumulated NEM and SIA projects reduce the net load on the 12
kV circuits, multiple existing FIT Tier 1 and 2 applications on any single 12 kV circuit will
flow onto the 46 kV lines, the Kahuku and Kawailoa wind projects already fill the 46 kV
lines close to thermal capacity, and at the same time one or more FIT Tier 3
applications and one or more NUG projects propose to further compete for the last
capacity on the 46 kV lines. In the meantime, any future RFP-selected project in that
region will likely result in construction of one or more new lines at a presently-unknown
size, cost and in-service date, with an unknown quantity of remaining capacity
headroom depending on the size ofthe generation projects that are selected for a PPA.
A GIP for Oahu needs to be practical and implemented with care. GIP provisions
from other jurisdictions need to be carefully considered to apply in the Oahu context.
This is why, in part, the Company has initially focused on developing the IRS portion of
its proposed GIP. That IRS process is based on actual practice, successful innovations
from other jurisdictions, and adaptation to circumstances where there is an overlap
among existing Tariff Rules. The IRS process is being documented and issued to meet
immediate RSWG deadlines for new deliverables. At the same time the Company

recognizes that meaningful stakeholder review is needed, and this can be facilitated
more effectively when the front, middle and back ends of a complete GIP process are
presented together, with all ofthe associated forms updated and revised to promote
greater consistency and transparency for the entire IRS and PPA business practice.
"Stand Alone" and "First Ready First Served" Principles for IRS Analyses
As has been successful in other jurisdictions, Hawaiian Electric manages its IRS
base cases and dispatch lists so as to compare system impacts on a pre-project and
post-project basis. To minimize restudies due to speculative projects dropping out, the
preferred approach is to make no presumption of realness from queue seniority alone,
and to set the benchmark pre-project condition with only real projects in the base case
model. The best measure of realness is having a PPA. This means at the time of
commencement of IRS work every similarly situated project will be tested on its own for
impacts against known conditions instead of hypothetical multiple project conditions. As
a result, the first to obtain a PPA secures the results of the IRS in terms of remaining
system capacity and others that delay in becoming real bear the risk of having to be
restudied.
This allows the IRS queue to serve as a transparent tracking device, and as a
means to promote the principle of first ready first served for resource allocation during
the study process. It also reduces any perceived advantage in loading up a queue with
projects just to obtain study results ahead of others. In turn, the PPA serves as the best
measure of first ready first served with respect to the end objective of an enforceable
commitment to allocate limited system capacity in favor of a particular project.
Stand-alone studies greatly improve the validity of study assumptions and reduce
the importance of queue position. Moreover, stand-alone studies incent developers to
provide complete data as eariy as possible for the purpose of getting study resources
deployed for projects that are ready to proceed. As a practical matter, however, when
multiple projects apply in electrical proximity and reasonably close in time, sensitivity
analyses may be appropriate to also consider projects that are likely to become real.
Group studies also may be appropriate to consolidate the IRS work and pro-rate any
expected system upgrades among multiple projects that individually are not likely to
afford the cost of upgrades on a stand-alone basis. In addition, portfolio analyses may
be appropriate in the context of an RFP. These considerations require a GIP with a
reasonable amount of flexibility, including for organization of consultant work plans on a
regional basis. Therefore queue position provides no assurance that every project will
get through the process at the same pace.

Hawaiian Electric Work Plan
To develop a complete GIP over the next few to several months, Hawaiian
Electric proposes to undertake the following action items:
1. Finalize Hawaiian Electric's proposed documentation of IRS process.
Complete the necessary internal review and tuning ofthe draft documentation ofthe
IRS process and provide an updated draft.
2. Harmonize the application and data review processes. Evaluate all applicable
existing Rules and recommend possible modifications to develop consistent provisions
for the entire range of types and sizes of projects that may require IRS work, ideally to
address distribution, sub-transmission, and transmission system interconnections with
uniform defined terms and realistic timelines given the comparative technical scope and
context. This must take into consideration that (a) small projects are not necessarily
easier, cheaper or faster to study than large projects, and (b) RFP projects may have to
be studied on a compressed timeline with portfolio analyses to narrow a short list to a
final bidders' list.
3. Improve and standardize data collection forms. Review and revise all existing
data forms to either one form (or multiple logically similar forms) that will be more
understandable to the project developers and the study consultants.
4. Improve and standardize contract instruments for IRS work. Review and
revise existing (a) confidentiality principles and related non-disclosure agreement
("NDA") forms, and (b) terms and conditions and related IRS agreement forms. This
combined exercise could result in making IRS reports available on a non-confidential
basis so that the IRS analyses can become more readily understood by all participants,
early in the process. At the same time, it could help to streamline the IRS contracting
process and improve transparency of scope and cost expectations, on the basis of a
single set of forms to the extent practicable.
5. Develop a standard set of Interconnection Guidelines. Compile, update and
explain the relevant (a) planning-based reliability design criteria, (b) engineering-based
general facilities requirements, and (c) operations-based procedures for system
management. This will require substantial interdepartmental coordination to produce a
resilient product for all applications.
6. Clarify the Interconnection-related elements ofthe Model PPA. Review
existing terms and appendices in the Hawaiian Electric Model PPA and revise to locate
the presentation of interconnection topics in one place and in a logical sequence. This
is intended to simplify the transition from IRS results to PPA requirements, and to make
all items clear and reasonably easy to identify across the life of a project, including with

respect to construction, operations and maintenance. As part of this review, Hawaiian
Electric proposes to consider the manner of presentation and any relevant and useful
terms from Generator Interconnection Agreements from other jurisdictions, to the extent
that such could strengthen the Model PPA, for example by developing a single
comprehensive appendix.
7. Submit the proposed Hawaiian Electric GIP to an appropriate stakeholder
process. Upon completing the assembly ofthe above items into a comprehensive GIP,
conduct an appropriate stakeholder process for review and comments. Hawaiian
Electric recommends a docket or stakeholder process to be convened upon receipt of
guidance from the Commission with respect to format and timeline.
8. Obtain Commission approval of a Hawaiian Electric GIP. The Company
proposes to tender its complete GIP for stakeholder review and comments, make any
appropriate revisions to achieve consensus on the reasonableness of a final GIP, and
submit that to the Commission for its consideration and approval.
Hawaiian Electric's Preliminary Positions on the Issues Identified in the Report
This summary of issues follows the list that is identified in the RSDG Final
Report:
1. Whether a formal Interconnection Request application is appropriate in the
context of existing Tariff Rules and should accompanying deposits be required to cover
HECO administrative costs.
Necessary improvements can be gained through coordination ofthe existing
array of Rules, data forms, and timelines to facilitate entry into an IRS queue for the
purpose of getting studies started, but not as if an IRS is an end in itself, or as if queue
position suggests any vested rights of one project over another. At all times the
appropriate goal is to obtain a PPA through reasonably efficient process. Queue
administration therefore should be limited to activities that contribute to a more effective
PPA process. At this time the Company recommends sticking with the cost allocation
principles that are stated in existing Rules, subject to any proposed amendments that
may derive from the review proposed herein.
2, Whether to include study cost estimates by project size (either fixed or
estimated).
Based on IRS experience in 2012, there is very low correlation between project
size and complexity and cost of study. With additional observation of trends in 2013, it
may be possible to develop general cost ranges with a qualified reference to project
size or location on the system. This would have to be calculated on the basis of what

types of analysis are included in an IRS scope. The resulting usable knowledge would
relate more to the number and types of reliability concerns than project size per se. For
reference, the complexity and cost of a study for a project with a proposed point of
interconnection on a 12 kV distribution line may be equal or greater than for a study on
a 46 kV sub-transmission line. Therefore, the Company recommends that a range of
costs could be shared with developers for comparison from experience with similariy
situated projects, rather than setting forth fixed or generalized costs without having first
considered the likely study scope in a given context..
3. Attachment of a standard form Interconnection Request and or NUG
Application.
Hawaiian Electric is in agreement as noted in the above discussion for item 1.
The Company proposes to establish improved access to commence the IRS process by
way of improved data forms, limited applications for NDA, and improved standard IRS
agreements, rather than creating a new application form that could conflict with
application processes under existing Rules.
4. Whether to specify requirements for site control in relation to IRS vi/ork flow.
Requirements for site control help to deter speculative projects and have been
implemented in the processes that lead up to an RFP. At this time additional site
control requirements have not been needed to control the volume of projects seeking to
obtain an IRS. In addition, requirements for partial site control can be controversial in
relation to some generation technologies such as wind power, and can impose an
administrative burden on the IRS process. The Company proposes to examine whether
to implement various IRS readiness milestones when a need may become apparent,
but not at this time. The proposed GIP can be subject to periodic revision and
reconvened stakeholder process whenever the learning process calls for new and
improved queue management tactics.
5. Attachment of a standard IRS Agreement and NDA.
The Company proposes to add these to the draft GIP after internal update and
review.
6. Whether and to what extent is an NDA is needed.
The Company proposes to review confidentiality principles and NDA practice as
part of developing a complete GIP, bearing in mind principles of transparency and
nondiscriminatory grid access. For example, it may be appropriate to require an NDA to
obtain base cases and switching diagrams, and it may be appropriate to limit the
contents of IRS reports to matters that realistically do not implicate critical infrastructure

concerns. In that context, bona fide study engineers may require an NDA to evaluate
system impacts, whereas developers may not need an NDA to obtain an IRS report.
Developers need to understand their project impacts and requirements, and that does
not call for the same level of detailed information about the overall system. In addition,
an NDA may protect pricing and other proprietary information relating to negotiation of a
PPA but that kind of information is not required to produce an IRS. IRS reports that
discuss reliability compliance should not be held confidential just to serve the
competitive interests of individual developers seeking to reduce the transparency of grid
access information for others.
7. Resolution of bracketed items, including due dates and performance
timelines, and whether to post IRS results.
Hawaiian Electric has removed brackets and inserted tentative timelines for
conceptual purposes pending internal review and completion ofthe remaining GIP
components. Qualifying provisions have been added to subordinate GIP timelines to
timelines in existing Rules.
8. Whether to include a Standard Engineering and Procurement Agreement.
At this time the Company does not see a need for a standard E&P agreement.
The experience to date is that the urgency, scope and commitment to funding to
proceed on an E&P basis are project specific and typically involve contract matters well
beyond boiler plate provisions.
9. Whether to add a pro forma Generation Interconnection Agreement (GIA) or
comparable terms and conditions to be incorporated into PPAs.
Hawaiian Electric is proposing to develop a complete GIP that is aligned with the
PPA process to obtain practical results, considering that in this jurisdiction a GIA by
itself is not likely to result in the construction of any project. All of the useful benefits of
a GIP could be incorporated into the Model PPA by way of improved organization and
thoughtful development ofthe subject matter relating to interconnections. This would
simplify the contract negotiation process, reduce any potential for unrealistic
expectations of priority from the IRS process, and save the contracting parties from
entering into multiple, potentially conflicting agreements. Because the fundamental
relationship ofthe parties is governed by a PPA, the Company does not agree that a
GIA would have any value as an instrument that is separate from a PPA.
10. Resolution of Section 13.1.8, Disclosures to the PUC or the State.
This can be addressed in the course of completing the GIP.

11. What is the appropriate venue to address funding/cost allocation for
Network Upgrades and Betterment.
Hawaiian Electric proposes to develop a complete GIP and submit it to an
appropriate stakeholder process. Cost allocation principles have been addressed to
some extent in other Rules and in other dockets, and there may be some basic
processes that can be stated in the GIP. This requires further internal consideration in
the course of completing the GIP.
12. Whether the HECO GIP format can be extended to develop comparable GIP
work product applicable to MECO and HELCO.
Hawaiian Electric proposes to develop its own complete GIP and then work on
means to adapt the same to the IRS environments relating to MECO and HELCO,
based upon inter-company communications that will be initiated in the course of
developing the Hawaiian Electric GIP.
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FINAL REPORT OF THE PV SUB-GROUP
FOR THE RELIABILITY STANDARDS WORKING GROUP

The Photovoliaics (PV) Sub-Group (PV Sub-Group) submits this report (Final
Report) and ils associated attachments lo Ihe Hawaii Public Utilities Commission (HPUC
or Commission) as the PV Sub-Group's final work product in the Reliability Standards
Working Group (RSWG). The RSWG unanimously adopted the PV Sub-Group
recommendations referenced in this Final Report al the December 11, 2012 meeting.
Pursuant lo Orders 30371 (May Order) and 30694 (October Order), the PV Sub-Group
respeclfijlly requests the Commission accept this work product as part ofthe record in the
above-caplioned proceeding and enact its procedural recommendaiion lo open a new
proceeding lo consider and integrate the substantive recommendations set forth herein.'

Order No. 3 0371 Relating to Various Matter in RSWG Process, filed on May 4,
2012, in Docket 2011-0206, at 1-3 ("Order No. 30371"); Order No. 3 0694 Clarifying
Certain Procedural Matters, filed on October 18, 2012, in Docket 2011 -0206, at 3
("Order No. 30694").

I.

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
Over the past few years, Hawaii has taken a collaborative approach lo developing

procedures aimed al allowing efficient inlerconnection and ensuring safe and reliable
operation ofthe utility-owned distribution systems.^ This collaborative approach resulted
in important revisions to the Hawaiian Electric Companies' (HECO's) distribution-level
interconnection tariffs in 2011."* The work completed in the PV Sub-Group has been a
continuation of these efforts to address remaining technical and procedural issues
associated with interconnecting distributed generaiion (DG) under Rule 14H.
The PV Sub-Group members (Members) have worked diligently, conducting
frequent and lengthy meetings throughout 2012, to craft the recommendations now
presented lo Ihe Commission. The Members represent a diverse group of utility,
ratepayer, distributed generation advocate, environmental and developer interests. This
diverse membership has differing perspectives on how best to balance the need lo
maintain the safety, reliability and power quality ofthe stale's electric power systems
with the need to provide a timely, cosl-effeciive and transparent process for
interconnection lo the distribution syslem under Rule 14H. The PV Sub-Group members
have worked intensively throughout the RSWG process lo discuss and resolve these
differences. As an outcome of these meetings. Members made a number of concessions
relative to Iheir initial positions on the issues of concern lo ihem in order lo reach

^
See Decision and Order No. 3 0027, filed on December 20, 2011, in Docket No.
2010-0015, al 6-7 ("Order No. 30027"). Appendix I of Rule 14H defines the
"distribution syslem" as "[ajll electrical wires, equipment, and other facilities at the
distribution voltage levels (such as 25kV-HECO only, 12kV, or 4kV) owned or provided
by the utility, through which the utility provides electrical service lo ils customers."
HECO Tariff Rule 14H, Appendix I § 1(e).
^
Order No. 30027 at 68-69.
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agreement with the recognition that remaining issues and concerns may be addressed in a
subsequent proceeding. The PV Sub-Group is pleased to submit ihis Final Report with
the unanimous support of its members.
The PV Sub-Group's efforts have resulted in recommendations that would
significantly revise portions of Rule 14H (Attachment 16), identify a proactive approach
lo integrate DG interconnection and distribution syslem planning (Attachment 17)
(Proactive Approach), and propose creating a distribution-level inlerconnection queue
(Attachment 15). These recommendations are anticipated lo maintain the safely,
reliability and power quality ofthe distribution grid while balancing the need for a more
timely, efficient and transparent interconnection process. The Final Report provides both
proposed tariff revisions and a clear and appropriate path for further improvements to be
considered in a subsequent proceeding. In addition, the Final Report includes a summary
of an on-going, collaborative effort to share data between the PV industry and the HECO
utilities (Aitachmenl 19).
II.

THE PV SUB-GROUP'S MANDATE UNDER COMMISSION ORDER NO.
30371

The Commission provided guidance lo RSWG members through its May Order,
which laid out a list of subject areas to be considered wilhin the working group."* A
number of those matters fell within the pur\'iew of Ihe PV Sub-Group, including
improving interconnection screening processes for DG.^ More specifically, the
Commission requested Ihe RSWG "craft recommendations on new, streamlined

'
^

Order No. 30371 at 1-3.
IdaWl.
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interconnection screening processes for DG for the HECO Companies" using three
resources: ^
•

A National Renewable Energy Laborator>' Report entilled Updating
Interconnection Screens for PV System Integration (NREL Report);

•

A California Public Utilities Commission settlement agreement revising Rule 21.
California's dislribution-level interconnection tariff (Revised Rule 21); and

•

The DG screening processes used by Ihe Kaua'i Island Utility Cooperative
(KlUC).'
The Commission's May Order also notes that parties disputed the "appropriate

requirements for monitoring and control of DG" during Ihe Rule 14H docket and requests
the RSWG consider this issue again in the instant proceeding.

More specifically, the

May Order asks whether enhancements to "the monitoring and controllability of PV
production" can be used to streamline ihe interconnection screening process such thai
"greater penetration of PV systems is possible." ^
Finally, the May Order directs the RSWG lo consider the differences between the
interconnection requirements for DG facilities interconnecting under Rule 14H and netenergy metering facilities interconnecting under Rule 18. '^ The RSWG is asked to
"resolve any present inconsistencies or ambiguities" between the two rules such that DG
interconnection requirements are "consistent regardless of energy procurement
method.""

6
7
8
9
10
II

Wat 12-13.
Id
I d ax 14.

Id
Id
Id
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ni.

SUBSTANTIVE RECOMMENDATIONS
The substantive recommendations in this Final Report squarely respond to Ihe

Commission's directives. All three PV Sub-Group work products are anticipated to
streamline the interconnection process for DG without sacrificing the technical rigor that
currently exists in Rule 14H. The Proactive Approach and the collaborative data sharing
efforts between the PV industry and HECO will leverage existing PV monitoring data lo
enhance distribution and transmission modeling and increase the penetration of DG on
the distribution syslem. While the relatively short RSWG timeframe has prevented the
PV Sub-Group from proposing specific recommendations lo resolve discrepancies
between Rule 14H and Rule 18, the discussions between Members regarding revisions lo
Rule 14H and the development of the Proactive Approach have laid a strong foundation
upon which to efficiently achieve that task in any subsequent proceeding.
A.

Revisions to Rule 14H

The PV Sub-Group makes a number of recommendations lo revise the
interconnection screens in Rule 14H, Appendix III, Sections 2 and 3 (Revised Rule 14H)
in a manner that is anticipated to allow more projects to interconnect more expeditiously
without sacrificing safety, reliability and power quality. As explained below, these
recommendations are derived from, and informed by, the three sources the Commission
asked the PV Sub-Group lo consider.
1.

Flowchart

The Revised Rule 14H includes a modified fiow chart diagram, which is based on
California's Revised Rule 21, to reflect the PV Sub-Group's proposed modifications lo
Sections 2 and 3. The new flow chart is cleaner and easier lo follow than the previous
version and should improve transparency and ease communication between HECO and
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new interconnection applicants. An improvement in developers' upfront understanding
of the Rule 14H process will allow for more timely and cos I-effective inlerconnection.
The flow chart shows Ihe new screens, modified screens, unmodified screens,
three new gateway provisions and "quick review" boxes after initial and supplemental
review, all of which are explained in detail below. It also re-labels some screens to more
accurately align the title ofthe screen in the flow chart with the tide ofthe screen in the
tariff language. The flow chart adds headings to clarify which ofthe screens are Initial
Technical Review Screens and which are Supplemental Review Screens. Further, the
flow chart groups Initial Technical Review Screens 1-9 together lo reflect the
comprehensive, rather than numerically sequential, manner in which HECO engineers
apply these screens. Finally, the flow chart combines the three "end zones" in the
existing Rule 14H flow chart into two "end zones" and includes new text within each,
and a footnote, to better explain fhe potential resu/ts of app/yrng fhe technical reviewscreens lo a project. The first "end zone" denotes inlerconnection through initial or
supplemental review, and the second "end zone" denotes Ihe need for a project lo proceed
to an Inlerconnection Requirements Study (IRS).
2.

Gateway Provisions

The Revised Rule 14H includes three new gateway provisions lo clarity which
projects qualify for expedited interconnection and which must proceed through an IRS.
Two of the new gateway provisions reflect existing HECO practices regarding the point
on tiie utility syslem lo which an applicant requests interconnection and the type of
equipment an applicant will interconnect. An applicant shall proceed directly to an IRS if
it is not connecting to the Company's distribution syslem. This gateway provision
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reflects existing Initial Technical Review Screen 1. In addition, a project shall proceed
directly lo an IRS if it is interconnecting with equipment that is nol UL 1741 certified.
This gateway provision reflects the existing technical requirements located in Appendix 1
of Rule 14H.'^ The addition of these two new provisions will increase transparency by
better communicating the requirements for inlerconnection while maintaining the
technical rigor ofthe existing rule.
A third gateway provision will allow applicants lo request lo proceed directly to
an IRS. Experienced developers familiar with the Hawaii interconnection process may
already know whether an IRS will be required based on the location and size of a
proposed project. This gateway provision allows applicants to make a request lo move
forward with an IRS more expeditiously. However, the utilities maintain their existing
discretion with regard lo conducting an IRS, including the provisions in existing Rule
14H, Section 1 that govern the completeness of a project's documentation and the
provisions in existing Rule 14H, Section 4 thai govern the IRS process itself
3.

Initial Technical Review

The Initial Technical Review Screens allow for the expedited interconnection of
projects that are unlikely to cause system impacts that require detailed study. The
Revised Rule 14H imports three new screens from California's Rule 21, modifies three
existing Rule 14H screens, leaves four existing Rule I4H screens unmodified and deletes
two existing screens ihat are no longer needed. The objective of these changes is lo
maximize transparency and expediency while maintaining the safety, reliability and
power quality ofthe Company's electric distribution systems.

'^

See HECO Tariff Rule 14H, Appendix 1, §§ 5(c), 6(a), and 6(b).
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a.

New Screens

Screens 1, 6 and 11 are new screens adopted from California's Revised Rule 21.
Screen I is taken from Revised Rule 21 Screen E and considers potential reliability issues
when generators are connected to a single-phase transformer. Screen 1 from the current
Rule 14H, which asks if a project's point of interconnection islo a distribution syslem,
has been deleted and replaced by the gateway provision discussed above. Screen 6 is
taken from Revised Rule 21 Screen D and considers potential secondary transformer or
conductor overloads. Screen 6 from the existing Rule 14H, which is a bypass screen,
allowing projects 10 kW or less to bypass other screens, has been moved in ils entirety to
become Screen 10. Screen 11 is taken from Revised Rule 21 Screen L and considers the
potential transmission impacts the inlerconnection of a DG facility may cause. There is
no Screen 11 in the existing Rule 14H.
b.

Modified Screens

The PV Sub-Group modified existing Screen 4 to better align il with the
recommended Proactive Approach proposal. Attachment 17. In some cases, thai
approach will allow HECO to determine, or plan upgrades lo accommodate, an allowable
DG penetration level greater than the 15% of peak load currently used in Screen 4. If the
Proactive Approach has already determined an allowable penetration level greater than
15% of peak load on a feeder, or has resulted in planned upgrades thai would
accommodate a higher penetration level on a feeder, il may no longer be necessary for
applicants on that feeder to go through Supplemental Review. The revised language in
Screen 4 gives HECO the discretion to allow a project to avoid Supplemental Review in
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such instances. Similar language can be found in Note I of Supplemental Review Screen
12, which also addresses DG penetration levels.
Since Screen 4 is a penetration screen, it requires HECO to compare the amount
of aggregate generation on a distribution feeder with existing metrics for peak load on
that feeder. The PV Sub-Group added Note 1 in Screen 4 lo better communicate how
HECO calculates the aggregate generaiion on a distribution feeder and how the addition
of a proposed generating facility will count towards aggregate generation. Similar
language can also be found in Note 3 in Supplemental Review Screen 12, which also
addresses DG penetration levels.
Existing Screen 8 asks two questions. The firsl is whether the short circuit curtenl
contribution ratio ofthe cumulative generaiing facilities on a line is within acceptable
limits for the equipment on the utility's side ofthe point of interconnection. The second
is whether the applicant's short circuit contribution is wilhin acceptable limits for the
equipment on the customer's side ofthe point of inlerconnection. The Revised Rule 14H
splits the iwo questions embedded in existing Screen 8 into two new screens. Screen 7
and Screen 8, to reflect the approach in Revised Rule 21.
The language in revised Screens 7 and 8 is almost identical lo that in the existing
Screen 8. An exception for both screens is new language labeled "Note 1", which states
dial neither Screen 7 nor Screen 8 will be applied to generating facilities less than 10 kW.
This new note maintains an existing exemption in the current Rule 14H, which is
contained in existing Screen 6. The reconfiguration ofthe fiow chart requires existing
Screen 6 to be relabeled as Screen 10, bul Note 1 in revised Screens 7 and 8 maintains the
small*facililies exemption for these screens.
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The same Note 1 has also been added lo existing Screen 9, from which generating
facilities less than 10 kW are also exempted. Apart from the addition of Note 1 lo
maintain this exemption, Screen 9 remains unmodified from ils original Rule 14H
language.
c.

Unmodified Language and Screens

The existing Rule 14H represents the cumulative experience of Hawaii's
generators and distribution companies in meeting the stale's interconnection needs. The
Revised 14H Tariff preserves this knowledge and maintains a number of provisions, and
much ofthe language, from the existing interconnection procedures. Screen 2, Screen 3.
and Screen 5 remain unmodified from their existing versions. The existing Screen 6
maintains its current language bul has simply been renumbered Screen 10, as discussed
above. Aitachmenl 16 sets forth the other sections ofthe revised rule that remain
unaltered.
4.

Supplemental Review

Supplemental Review allows projects that fail Initial Technical Review to proceed
lo inlerconnection without an IRS if Ihe Supplemental Review screens are passed. The
Revised Rule 14H deletes the language in existing Subsection 3(d) that govems which
projects may interconnect without an IRS. The PV Sub-Group replaces that language
with three new screens based on California's Revised Rule 21 and tailored to HECO's
systems, the Penetration Test, the Power Quality and Voltage Test, and the Safety and
Reliability Test.
The Screen 12 Penetration Test is derived from California's Revised Rule 21
Screen N and is informed by the conclusions in the NREL Report and the KlUC
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interconnection procedures. When generating facility capacity on a distribution feeder is
less than 100% ofthe feeder's minimum load, il is less likely lo result in power flow from
the generating facility back toward the substation and will have a minimal impact on the
utility's distribution system. Under the new Screen 12, and the screen's corresponding
Note 1, the need for an IRS will be determined by whether the aggregate generaiing
capacity on a line is less than 100% of minimum load, 75% of minimum load or 15% of
peak load, depending on the data available for the studied distribution feeder. Note 1 also
includes a provision discussing when HECO will begin measuring minimum load on a
distribution feeder when no such data is currently available.
Since Screen 12 is a penetration screen, it requires HECO to measure the amount
of generation on a distribution feeder in comparison with the feeder's minimum load.
Two new Notes describe the methodology HECO will use lo measure these
characteristics. Note 2 in Screen 12 describes the time of day used to calculate minimum
load for different generation types. Note 3 describes an innovative, "cloudy day"
methodology lo calculate minimum load on feeders with existing PV generation. Note 3
also includes a methodology to calculate the aggregate generation on a distribution feeder
and describes how the addition of a proposed generating facility will count towards
aggregate generation. Similar language can also be found in Note 1 in Initial Technical
Review Screen 4.
The Screen 13 Power Quality and Voltage Test considers the potential adverse
voltage and undesirable interference that an interconnecting generator can cause to the
distribution system. The Screen 14 Safety and Reliability Test considers a number of
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factors thai may affect the nature and performance of an interconnection. These two
screens are derived from Revised Rule 21 Screen 0 and Screen P, respectively.
The revised Supplemental Review Section 3 retains, but reorganizes, most ofthe
language in existing Subsections 3(a) through 3(e), except for the deleted language in
Subsection 3(d) discussed above. The Revised Section 3 retains the existing explanations
ofthe process when a Supplemental Review Screen is failed (Revised Subsection 3(a)),
Ihe potential results from application ofthe Supplemental Review Screens (Revised
Subsection 3(b)), the Supplemental Review timeframes (Revised Subsection 3(d)), and
the instances when a facility equipment list is required (Revised Subsection 3(e)).
Revised Subsections 3(a) and 3(c) also contain new language discussing the "Quick
Review" provisions addressed in the next section of this Final Report.
The revised Supplemental Review Section is anticipated to allow more projects
that do not require a fiill IRS to interconnect on a shorter timeframe. A decrease in the
number of projects ihai require a full IRS could also benefit ratepayers by decreasing the
resources HECO must expend to contract with outside consultants to conduct those
studies to the extent such expenditures are not compensated by the developer. Moreover,
the section increases developers' knowledge of the specific technical issues HECO will
take into consideration during Supplemental Review. The section balances this increase
in expediency, cost-effectiveness and transparency with additional screens for safety,
reliability and power quality lo ensure these important objectives are maintained.
5.

Opportunity to Avoid Detailed Study Through a Quick Review
of Failed Screens

The PV Sub-Group also recommends including an opportunity for HECO to
conduct an expedited review of a failed screen (Quick Review) after both Initial
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Technical Review and Supplemental Review. Derived from provisions in California's
Revised Rule 21, the purpose of a Quick Review is lo give HECO the discretion to allow
the interconnection of a generator that has failed a screen without requiring the generator
to go through detailed study. HECO engineers may be able to identify a solution to
address a failed screen based on prior experience, and allowing the applicant to agree lo
thai solution without the need for more study can save time and resources for both the
developer and the utility. In this way, the Quick Review provisions will allow
interconnections lo move forward in a more expedient and cost effective maruier, while
ensuring the system's safety, reliability and power quality' will be maintained.
The Quick Review after the Initial Technical Review Screens (Subsection 2(d))
helps prevent the need for Supplemental Review, while the Quick Review after
Supplemental Review Screens (Subsection 3(c)) helps prevent the need for an IRS. The
PV Sub-Group intends a "Quick Review" lo take place within the existing 15-Business
Day timeframe for Initial Technical Review and within the existing 20-Business Day
timeframe for Supplemental Review. The Revised Rule 14H language in Subsections
2(d) and 3(c) also includes examples of potential solutions. If a Quick Review does
identify a solution, Revised Rule 14H Subsections 2(e) and 3(e), which are almost
identical to the language in existing Subsection 3(e), explain the process for the applicant
to complete a facility equipment list, if one is necessary to accommodate the identified
solution.
B.

Proactive Approach

The PV Sub-Group has worked collaboratively to develop a first-of-its-kind
utility Proactive Approach that responds directly to the Commission's request to explore
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how HECO can utilize PV production data to streamline the screening process such that
"greater penetration of PV systems is possible."'^ The Proactive Approach proposal
(Attachment 17) coordinates, and mutually enhances. HECO's inlerconnection and
distribution and transmission planning functions. As shown in the image below, which is
taken from Attachment 17, the Proactive Approach is a large step forward in refining
Hawaii's interconnection procedures:
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HECO will utilize the inlerconnection queue and other data points lo establish a
reasonable base case of anticipated DG development. Through its distribution and
transmission planning effort, it will proaclively plan for the aggregate syslem impacts
from expected DG development in order lo accommodate higher penetration levels. The
coordination of interconnection and planning will identify opportunities where
infrastructure upgrades can accommodate both DG and load such that a number of
generators and customers can benefit from the upgrades.

'^

Order No. 30371 at 14.
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Specifically, HECO will employ enhanced tools for modeling DG to inform both
system and distribution-level planning and operations. Tliose models will leverage PV
production data from individual DG systems, which members ofthe PV industr>' recently
made available to HECO, to supplement utility monitoring tools. This improved
modeling capability will, in turn, enhance a number of areas related to the
interconnection of high penetrations of DG, including:
•

Assessing potential syslem and region-level impacts due to high penetrations;

•

Evaluating impacts lo dispatch and generation, reserve planning, and response to
ramping events:

•

Informing and streamlining the distribution level interconnection process; and

•

Helping to identify circuit penetration capabilities, potential issues, and necessary
upgrades,

The overall goal of this collaborative approach is to create a more transparent and
efficient process for interconnecting higher levels of DG while maintaining safety,
reliability, and power quality across the transmission and distribution infrastructure. The
approach will benefit all parties involved, including customers, developers and utilities,
as well as the broader public.
C.

Distribution-Level Interconnection Queue Proposal

The third PV Sub-Group work product, included as Attachment 15, is an
interconnection queue proposal for all distribution-level interconnections. The
interconnection queue will give developers a window into the inlerconnection procedures
and the status of projects within that process. Moreover, it will acl as an indicator of
expected interconnection upgrades, since a developer will be able lo ascertain the size,
timing and location of projects near ils poinl(s) of inlerconnection. Further, it will reduce
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congestion in the inlerconnection process by reducing the resources HECO must spend
responding to developers' requests for information. By increasing the infonnation
available to developers, the inlerconnection queue will improve timeliness, enhance
transparency and defuse the potential for conflicts in the interconnection process. The
PV Sub-Group recognizes the HECO Companies' Feed-In Tariff program has ils own
discrete queue process approved by the Commission in an October 2012 order, which is
subject to reviewal theendof 2012.'"'
D.

Solar PV Monitoring

The Members have worked in a remarkably collaborative manner lo acl upon the
Commission's request for the RSWG to explore enhancements lo "the monitoring and
controllability of PV production."'^ The PV industry has already accommodated during
the RSWG, and plans lo accommodate in the future, HECO requests for production data.
Additionally, HECO will continue to develop ils PV monitoring network and identify
additional needs for monitoring data from feeders or regions ofthe distribution grid.
HECO will also look for opportunities to obtain needed data by deploying additional
utility field monitors or gathering owner or customer-collected data and engaging
developers and customers to facilitate any necessary cooperation lo gather that data.
Attachment 19 summarizes these efforts, discusses how these efforts will continue in the
future, and explains the relationship between these efforts and the Proactive Approach.
IV.

PROCEDURAL RECOMMENDATION
The PV Sub-Group has been a successful continuation of Hawaii's collaborative

Order Approving FIT Tiers I and 2 Tariffs, Standard Agreement, and Queuing
and Inlerconnection Procedures and Concurring Opinion of Leslie H. Kondo.
Commis.sioner, filed on October 13, 2012, in Docket 2008-0273, at 8.
'•*'
Order No. 30371 at 14.
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approach to developing procedures aimed at allowing efficient interconnection and
ensuring safe and reliable operation ofthe utility-owned distribution systems. The
October Order gives guidance to the subgroup on the next steps for implementing the
attached work products:
[T]he commission expects to transmit the work product to
the commission's Technical Review Committee ("TRC")
for review and comment. The commission next expects to
open new dockets, if necessary, or incorporate RSWG work
product into currently existing dockets, to further refine
and/or implement recommendations put forth by the
RSWG. To the extent possible, the commission intends lo
use RSWG work product as a starting point for
consideration and possible adoption in any new or curtenlly
existing proceedings to best utilize the RSWG's work
product and streamline and focus the review ofthe work
product in any secondary proceedings.
"In particular the commission is cognizant that reliability
standards and interconnection terms and condiiions for
large generators, developed as a part ofthe RSWG process,
will require further input from a larger group of
stakeholders that would include independent power
producers. The commission anticipates using a similar
process for proposals relating to distributed generation, nel
energy metering and photovoltaic interconnection
screening processes." '^
This section outiines the subgroup's procedural recommendations regarding the
additional efforts envisioned by the October Order to implement, or. in some cases, more
fully develop, the PV Sub-Group's work products.
The PV Sub-Group submits the revisions to Rule 14H in Attachment 16 as a
recommendaiion bul acknowledges that more work is required to harmonize these
suggested revisions with other parts of Rule 14H as well as include broader participation

'^

Order No. 30694 at 3.
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by stakeholders. It therefore agrees with the Commission's guidance to establish a new
proceeding to allow fijrther review before the Commission adopts the suggested revisions.
The Proactive Approach summary describes a series of efforts in which HECO
will engage to be more proactive in planning for high penetrations of DG. The
comprehensive nature ofthe Proactive Approach means that it may require revisions to
both HECO's tariffs and its internal, non-tariffed business practices. A new docket will
provide the PV Sub-Group Members and other potential stakeholders the lime and forum
needed to develop specific recommendations on where within the Company's tariffs the
Proactive Approach should be implemented, if it should be implemented in those tariffs
at all. A new docket will also allow for further discussion and evaluation with regard to
how the Company may be able to solicit the comments of interested stakeholders in a
transparent manner while also preserving efficiencies in interconnecting higher levels of
distributed renewable generation and maintaining safety, reliability, and power quality
across the transmission and distribution infrastructure.
The interconnection queue proposal in Attachment 15 contains language similar
lo the language in HECO's Rule 14H. However, it has nol yet been determined whether
the proposal should be incorporated within the text of Appendix III or as an exhibit lo
Appendix 111. If the former is chosen, other revisions elsewhere in Rule 14H may be
required to harmonize the proposal with the existing tariff. For these reasons, the PV
Sub-Group respectfully requests a new docket to allow further review to more
comprehensively integrate the proposal.
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V.

OUTSTANDING ISSUES TO BE CONSIDERED IN A SUBSEQUENT
PROCEEDING
The PV Sub-Group further recommends that the Commission include the issues

discussed in this section wilhin the scope of the subsequent proceeding "to streamline and
focus ihe review ofthe work product." '^
A.

Incorporation ofthe Revised Rule 14H, the Proactive Approach and
the Interconnection Queue Proposal into Existing HECO Tariffs.

The three major PV Sub-Group work products may need to be integrated into
HECO's existing tariff framework, as necessary. The revisions to Rule 14H in
Attachment 16 require more work to harmonize the suggested revisions with other parts
of Rule MH lo ensure consistency throughout the tariff An example of these suggested
revisions is contained in Section 1 of Appendix 111, which describes the "Steps" required
for interconnection. The PV Sub-Group anticipates the "Steps", in addition to other parts
of Rule 14H, will need lo be revised to ensure compatibility with the Revised Rule 14H
attached to this report.
Moreover, as explained above, the Proactive Approach may require revisions to
both HECO's tariffs and its internal, non-tariffed business practices. The interconnection
queue proposal may need lo be added to Appendix III and/or require revisions elsewhere
in Rule 14H to harmonize it with the existing tariff The PV Sub-Group recommends that
these issues be included in within the scope ofthe subsequent proceeding.
B.

The Allocation of Potential Upgrade Costs Within the Proactive
Approach

The Proactive Approach contemplates utility planning and potential construction
of upgrades lo the distribution system to accommodate anticipated DG growth. The issue

'^

Id at 3.
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of allocating ihe costs of those upgrades is the main unresolved issue in the
proposal. The issue includes the clarification of how costs resulting from upgrades
identified in the utility's distribution planning study will be allocated to new generators
that seek interconnection and the tariff changes that may be required to implement the
approach. The cost allocation issue is similar to, and could potentially expand upon, the
existing Rule 14H's consideration of upgrades for consolidated IRSs, discussed in
Appendix III, Section 4(g). The PV Sub-Group did nol draft a detailed recommendation
on this issue because it may require changes to the HECO tariffs and embodies policy
choices that may be more appropriate for consideration in a non-confidential proceeding
that is open to more stakeholders.
Nonetheless, the PV Sub-Group is able to recommend a general framework for
cost allocation. We believe the best path forward is an approach that recognizes the
special circumstances that exist for interconnecting small net metered and non-exporting
generators. Those customer-generators have little choice about where to locate behindthe-meter systems and, unlike wholesale generators, cannot respond lo signals to locale
their projects in areas that would minimize interconnection costs. Moreover, ihe
upgrades necessary to accommodate small residential and commercial generators are
more likely lo be shared such that a number of customers will benefit from upgrades that
facilitaie a number of small generators.
The PV Sub-Group's recommendation for the next steps in implementing the
Proactive Approach, and to integrate the Proactive Approach more fully into Rule 14H
inlerconnection procedures, is to construct a methodology that recognizes these special
circumstances and creates mechanisms to ensure the efficient and expedient
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inlerconnection of small residential and commercial net metered and non-exporting
generators. The process for stakeholder engagement, and the methodology for allocating
the costs of constructing those upgrades and potential cost recovery mechanisms, will
need to be determined in the subsequent proceeding.
C.

Revisions to the Interconnection Requirements Study Process

Section 4 of Appendix III lo Rule 14H discusses the IRS process. A number of
revisions will need to be made in that section to belter align il with the proposed revisions
lo Sections 2 and 3 included in this Final Report. Beyond this issue, PV Sub-Group
discussions late in the RSWG process centered around other issues pertaining to the IRS
that the PV Sub-Group believes should be considered in a subsequent proceeding. Issues
for possible consideration for the IRS process include:
•

The need for, and applicability of, an IRS Letter Agreement and Non-Disclosure
Agreement;

•

The re-examination ofthe timelines and interactions between the utilities and the
project inlerconnection applicants;

•

Whether the interconnection process should be tightened with regard to providing
complete project information in a timely manner in order to meet IRS deadlines,
and the consequences if a project proponent does nol comply with those
deadlines;

•

The need for a scoping meeting, or other mechanism, to provide a delineation of
the scope, cost and schedule of an IRS;

•

Whether an IRS's cost and schedule can be differentiated based on size,
technology, intent to serve on-site load, and circuit penetration levels; and, if so,
which projects should qualify for a "minor IRS" with a standardized cost;

•

Whether the results of an IRS should be made publicly available and/or posted on
the HECO website;

•

Whether small net metering and non-export generators can be interconnected to
the distribution syslem without having to go through an IRS; and
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•

The need for Group Studies and the details of a Group Study process.
D.

Other Outstanding Issues

The Members also request that a subsequent proceeding include the following
within scope:

VI.

•

Parties should consider modifications to make the Rule I4H proposed revisions
compatible with non-PV technologies. For example, both Initial Technical
Review Screen 4 and Supplemental Technical Review Screen 12 include a
footnote regarding the degree to which existing and proposed generating facilities
should count towards aggregate generation on a distribution feeder. The footnote
explains that "further discussions are required in the future to substantiate a 10%
de-rate factor." Because the PV Sub-Group's focus lo date has been on
integrating inverter-based PV technologies, the Members believe a review ofthe
Revised Rule 14H is prudent to ensure it is compatible with non-PV technologies.

•

Parties should draft revisions to Rule 14H to allow its use by all distribution-level
procurement programs, including net-energy metering and feed-in tariff
generators. One example of existing issues in the interconnection procedures that
need to be resolved is the inconsistent use ofthe term "inlerconnection agreement"
throughout each program's tariffs.

•

HECO should address the footnote in the interconnection queue proposal
explaining that the Company is still determining the timeframe for being able to
implement the publication of interconnection queue data on its website. HECO is
continuing work in this area and was unable lo resolve the timing within the
RSWG time period. If necessary, it can be addressed in a subsequent proceeding.

•

Parties should discuss the customer transformer sizing ratios to better understand
the utilities' process for determining when a transformer change out should be
required.
CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated above, the PV Sub-Group respectfully requests the

Commission adopt this final report as part ofthe record in Docket 2011-0206. It further
requests the Commission initiate a new proceeding that will be necessary to incorporate
the PV Sub-Group's three major work products in Rule 14H and include in the scope of
the new proceeding the issues sel forth in this Final Report. The PV Sub-Group believes
thai following these recommendations will continue the cooperative spirit of improving
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the transparency, efficiency and cost-effectiveness of HECO's interconnection
procedures while maintaining the safely, reliability and power quality of its electrical
distribution systems.
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DBEDT COMMENTS ON PV SUBGROUP FINAL REPORT
The Department of Business, Economic Development and Tourism C'DBEDP') believes that the
Photovoltaics ("PV") Subgroup ofthe Reliability Standards Working Group {"RSWG") has finalized three
significant work products that will accelerate Ihe reliable integration of renewable resources on to the Hawaiian
Electric Companies' ('"HECO") systems, namely; (1) revisions to portions of Rule 14H pertaining to the
interconnection of distributed generation ("DG"); (2) a Proactive Approach process to integrate DG interconnection
and distribution system planning and to coordinate HECO's interconnection, distribution and transmission planning
functions: and ('3) a proposal for creating a distribuxion-kvel mlerconneciion queue. DBEDT's comments Vierein are
intended to focus on the timing associated with the recommendations related to these work products.
With respect to the Rule I4H revisions, the PV Subgroup has proposed "a number of recommendations to
revise the interconnection screens in Rule I4H, Appendi.\ 111. Sections 2 and ^ in a manner that is anticipated to
allow more projects to interconnect more expeditiously without sacrificing safety, reliability and power qualit>'."
PV Subgroup Final Report at 5. In this regard. DBEDT supports e.Kpedlted identification and implementation of
revised interconnection screens that would immediately and reliably permit greater PV (and to the extent possible,
other renewable resource) penetration into the HECO systems.
DBEDT is mindful ofthe Hawaii Public Utilities Commission's ("Commission") guidance in its October
18,2012 Orderconcerning the Commission's expectation to open new dockets as necessar>'to implement or refine
RSWG recommendations and the Commission's recognition ofthe need for further input related to "proposals
relating to distributed generation, net energy metering and photovoltaic interconnection screening processes." Order
No. 30694 Clarif^^ing Cerlair} Procedural MaUers, Dockei Uo. 201 \-0206 (filed Ocl. 18. 2012) at 3. DBEDT
respects these views and supports the PV Subgroup's recommendation that the Commission open a new proceeding
to consider and integrate the substantive recommendations set forth in the PV Subgroup's Final Report. Indeed, as
identified in DBEDT's separate comments submitted today in response to the Independent Facilitator's request for
additional work, DBEDT believes that the Commission should open a new "Interconnection Procedures" docket to
address such issues on a coordinated basis.
At the same time, given the number of significant issues that have been identified by the various RSWG
subgroups on important proceedings that should be opened, DBEDT believes it is consistent with the Commission's
guidance in Order No. 30694 (as well as administrative efficiency and achievement ofthe State's renewable goals)
for the RSWG parties to provide the Commission with clear recommendations on those issues that can be reliably
and cost-effectively implemented on a more accelerated basis subject to full vetting and administrative process. To
that end. DBEDT believes the Commission should issue an expedited Order directing the PV Subgroup to identify
the revised screens or other revisions that can be immediately implemented in a reliable fashion, even if the
revisions are implemented on an interim basis, subject to review by all interested parties and the Commission.
Given the Independent Facilitator's encouragement, DBEDT respectfully submits that, lo the extent they agree and
believe it is within their purview, the Commission's consultant, Brendan Kirby, members ofthe Technical Review
Comminee ("TRC") or the Independent Facihtator could also work through the Commission to identify' the screens
that can be implemented immediately in furtherance of expedited Commission action on such issues.
In a sitniiar vein. DBEDT supports the PV Subgroup's recommendation pertaining to the Proactive
Approach, particularly with respect toe.xploration of procedures that will promote transparency in the Proactive
Approach process. In this regard. DBEDT believes that such procedures should provide appropriate information
sharing and comment opportunities for interested stakeholders as well as reporting requirements. DBEDT
understands that the HECO Companies are already moving ahead with some ofthe Proactive Approach processes,
such as using a new clusier-based methodology and enhanced planning models. Summary of Proposal for Proactive
Review Approach at 6. These activities are consistent with DBEDT's view that the RSWG should implement as
many best practices that do not have adverse cost or reliability impacts in furtherance of maximizing the reliable
integration of renewable resources into the HECO systems. Similarly, some members ofthe PV Subgroup have
publicly acknowledged the Proactive Approach developed during the RSWG process as a means to encourage
greater use of rooftop solar systems. We support that view, and given the broader goals ofthe Proactive Approach,
DBEDT believes more can and should be done on an expedited basis.

DBEDT thus supports Commission direction on the identification of additional tasks or procedures
associated with the Rule I4H revisions and Proactive Approach that can be accomplished on an accelerated basis,
including a commitment from HECO to immediately allow expanded stakeholder interaction and reporting of its
Proactive Approach analyses.

Draft Interconnection Queue Language
Any applicant for Interconnection to the Company's Distribution System must submit a
complete and valid Interconnection Application. An Inlerconnection Application will be
considered complete and valid when all items required for an Interconnection Applicalion
have been received by Ihe Company and deemed valid by the Company. An Applicant
shall provide the Company any additional requested information needed to constitute a
complete and valid request within twenty (20) business days from the date of written
notification from the Company thai an Applicalion is incomplete or invalid.
The Company shall dale stamp each Interconnection Application on the day the
Interconnection Application is received and assign a queue position to all applicants. If
there are no deficiencies in the Interconnection Application, the queue position will be
based on the date the Company received the Interconnection Application. If there are
deficiencies in the Interconnection Application, the queue position will be based on the
date the Company determines the Interconnection Applicalion to be complete and valid.
Should the Company provide wriiten notification to an applicant regarding an incomplete
Interconnection Application after the 15-business day deadline for providing such written
notification, and the applicant submits any additional information required for a valid
Inlerconnection Application within the 20-business day deadline to respond to such
notification, the applicant's queue position shall be set on the final day of the period in
which the Company was obligated to provide written notification, provided that the
Company determines the Interconnection Application is complete and valid.
The Company shall maintain a single queue for all applications governed by this Rule
14H with a Point of Interconnection on the Company's Distribution System.
1.

Publication ofthe Interconnection Queue

The Company shall publish and update monthly on its website the interconnection
queue for all Intercoruiection Applications governed by this Rule 14H with a
Point of Interconnection on the Company's Distribution System that have been
assigned a queue position.' The published interconnection queue shall include the
following information for each Inlerconnection Application governed by this Rule
14H:
a)

Interconnection Application and Queue Position Data
(i)
The project number;
(ii)

The queue position;

'
HECO is still reviewing the timeframe of publishing and updating the interconnection
queue on its website each month.

b)

(iii)

The project developer's ID (by contractor license number);

(iv)

The date Ihe Interconnection Application was received by
the Company;

(v)

The date the Interconnection Applicalion was determined
to be complete and valid;

(vi)

The procurement program to which the Applicant applied;

(vii)

The IRS initiation dale, as applicable;

(viii)

The IRS completion date, as applicable; and

(ix)

The date by which the project must be completed.

Applicant Generating Facility/Storage System and Point of
Interconnection Data
(i)

The project's maximum MW electrical output;

(ii)

The type of generating or storage facility to be constructed;

(iii)

The proposed project location by island region; and

(iv)

The proposed Point of Interconnection location by
substation/area and, if applicable, circuit.

RSWG PV-DG Subgroup
Rule 14H Sections 2-3 Recommendation
2.

Technical Review Process

a. The following flowchart provides, for illustrative purposes, the major steps in the technical
review process;
TECHNICAL REVIEW PROCESS FLOW CHART
Complete/\^lid Interconnection Request

Does the Applicant choose to go direciiy to IRS Siudy?
No
Is Ihe ApplicanI interconnecting to the Distnbution System?
Yes
is the Equipmeni UL 1741 Cenifled?
Yes
Initial T e c t i n i c a i R e v i e w S c r e e n s 1-9

y

single-Phase Generator

Network System

Eiqxin Pcwer/Voitage Regulation

Line Section < 1514

\/ollage Drop/Flicker

Tf^nsformer R a ting

Stibrt Circuit ConthbuLon Ratio

Stiort Circuit Interrupting Capability

Transfonmer Line Con tig u ration

Pass Ail Screens

Fail Any Saeen
Does a quick review detennine requirements
to address ttie screen?

Yes

No
S u p p l e m e n t a l T e c h n i c a l R e v i e w S c r e e n s 12>14

T
T
Inrtlal T e c h n i c a l R e v i e w S c r e e n s 10-11
Generating Facility <.10 hW

[^

Penetration Test

1 No
Transmission Depend ency/St ebility Tost

Fail

Power Quality and Voltage Fluctuation

Hi3

Safety and Reliability
Yes

Pass
Pass Atl

Fail Any
Yes

t t
Generation Facility qualifies for Simplified Interconnection or
intefT^nnection by Supplemental Review

Does a quick review determine requirements
to address Ihe screen?
No
Company provides cost estimate and
schedule tor IRS or Group Study Process* lo
determine requirements

•

"Group Study Process" may include a consolidated IRS or a proactive utility
determination of interconnection requirements covering multiple Generating
Facilities.

b. Explanation ofthe screens used in the technical review process:
Introduction:
The technical review process allows for the timely approval for the interconnection of
Generaiing Facilities to the Company's Distribution System that will operate in parallel with the
Company's Distribution System. The technical review process includes a screening to determine
if a Generating Facility qualifies for Simplified Interconnection, or if Supplemental Review is
needed lo determine requirements, if any, beyond those of a Simplified Interconnection, or if an
Interconnection Requirement Study (IRS) is needed to determine interconnection requirements.
The Company will perform an Initial Technical Review unless (1) an Applicant applies for an
IRS directly, (2) an Applicant is not connecting to the Company's Distribution System, or (3) an
Applicant is interconnecting with equipment that is not UL 1741 certified. If (1), (2), or (3)
applies, the Applicant will proceed directly to an IRS.

Note: Failure to pass any screen ofthe Initial Technical Review process or Supplemental
Review process means only that further review may be required to determine additional
requirements, if any, or if an IRS is needed before the Generating Facility can be approved for
interconnection with the Company's Distribution System. It does nol mean that the Generating
Facility cannot be interconnected. Though not explicitly covered in the review process, the
Generaiion Facility shall be designed to meet all ofthe applicable requirements in Appendix I of
Rule 14H.

Purpose:
The technical review process determines the following:
1)

If a Generating Facilit>' qualifies for Simplified Interconnection,

2)

If a Generating Facility can be made lo qualify for interconnection by performing
a Supplemental Review that will be able to determine additional requirements, if
any, or

3)

If an IRS is required, the cost estimates and rough schedule for performing the
IRS.

Initial Technical Review Screens:
Screen 1: If the proposed Generaiing Facility is single-phase and is to be interconnected
on a center tap neutral of a 240 volt service, does it cause unacceptable imbalance
between the two phases ofthe 240 volt service?
If Yes, perform Supplemental Review.
If No, continue to Screen 2.
Significance: Generating Facilities connected to a single-phase transformer with
120/240 V secondary voltage must be installed such that the aggregated
gross output is as balanced as practicable between the two phases ofthe
240 volt service.
Screen 2: Is the Point of Interconnection to a Network System?
If Yes, perform Supplemental Review.
If No, continue to Screen 3.
Significance: Special considerations must be given to Generating Facilities proposed to
be installed on a Network System because ofthe design and operational

aspects of network protectors. There are no such considerations for radial
Distribution Systems.
Screen 3: If exporting power across the Point of Interconnection, can the power export
cause a reversal of power fiow at any voltage regulation device that is not bi-directional?
If Yes, perform Supplemental Review.
If No, continue to Screen 4.
Significance: If it can be assured that the Generating Facility will not export power, or if
exported power will not cause a reversal of power fiow at a voltage
regulation device that is not designed to handle reverse power fiow, the
Company's Distribution Syslem does not need to be studied for
load-carrying capability or Generating Facility power fiow effects on the
Company's voltage regulators.
Screen 4: Is the aggregate Generating Facility capacity on the Line Section less than or
equal to the greater of 15% of Line Section peak load or a percentage of minimum load
predetermined and posted by the utility for that feeder?
If Yes, continue to Screen 5.
If No, perform Supplemental Review.
Significance: 1) Low penetration of Generating Facility installations will have a
minimal impact on the operation and load restoration efforts ofthe
Company's Distribution System.
2) The operating requirements for a high penetration of Generating
Facilities may be different since the impact on the Company's Distribution
System will no longer be minimal, therefore requiring additional study or
controls.

Note 1: For an inverter-based Generating Facility (e.g., a photovoltaic facility), the
facility capacity for purposes of this screen shall be a number calculated by taking
either project size in kW or AC inverter rating (whichever is lower) and applying to it
a de-rating factor of 10% to account for equipment inefficiencies, non-optimal
installation conditions, and related factors. The same method shall be applied to
determine the aggregate capacity of all inverter-based existing Generating Facilities
on the feeder.
Screen 5: Is the voltage flicker and/or drops associated with the Generating Facility
within IEEE 519 or IEEE 1453 limits?
If Yes, continue to Screen 6.
If No, perform Supplemental Review.
Significance: 1) This screen addresses potential voltage fiuctuation problems for
Generating Facilities that start by motoring.
2) When starting, Generating Facilities should have minimal impact on
the service voltage to other Customers.
3) This screen addresses voltage flicker at the Point of Interconnection
caused by the Generating Facility. Passing this screen does not relieve the
Customer from ensuring that its Generating Facility complies with the
flicker requirements of Rule 14H.
Screen 6: Do the maximum aggregated gross ratings for all the Generating Facilities
connected to a secondary distribution transformer exceed the transformer or secondary
conductor rating, absent the Applicant's generators?
if Yes, go to Supplemental Review.
Parties recognize that further discussions are required in the future to substantiate a 10% de-rate factor.

If No, continue to Screen 7.
Significance: This screen addresses potential secondary transformer or secondary
conductor overioads.
Screen 7: Is the Short Circuit Curtcnt Contribution Ratio within acceptable limits?
If Yes, continue to Screen 8.
If No, perform Supplemental Review.
When measured at primar>' side (high side) of a Dedicated Distribution Transformer
serving a Generating Facility, the sum ofthe short circuit contribution ratios of all
generating facilities connected to the Company's Distribution System circuit that ser\'es
the Generating Facility must be less than or equal to 0.1 (10%).
Significance: If the Generating Facility passes this screen it can be expected that it will
have no significant impact on the Company's Distribution System's short
circuit duty, fault detection sensitivity, relay coordination or fuse-saving
schemes.
Note 1: This Screen does not apply to Generating Facilities with a Gross Rating of 10
kW or less.
Note 2: The ampere rating ofthe Customer's service equipment to be used in this
evaluation will be that rating for which the customer's utility service was originally
sized or for which an upgrade has been approved. It is not the intent of this provision
to allow increased export simply by increasing the size ofthe customer's service
panel, without separate approval for the resize.

Screen 8: Is the Short Circuit interrupting capability exceeded?
If Yes, perform Supplemental Review.
If No, continue to Screen 9.
When measured at the secondary side (low side) of a shared distribution transformer, the
short circuit contribution ofthe proposed Generating Facility must be less than or equal
to 2.5% ofthe interrupting rating ofthe Customer's service equipment.
Significance: If the Generating Facility passes this screen it can be expected that it will
have no significant impact on the Customer's service equipment.
Note 1: T\\\s Screen does not apply to Generating Facilities with a Gross Rating of 10
kW or less.
Note 2: The ampere rating ofthe Customer's service equipment to be used in this
evaluation will be that rating for which the customer's utility service was originally
sized or for which an upgrade has been approved. It is not the intent of this provision
to allow increased export simply by increasing the size ofthe customer's service
panel, without separate approval for the resize.
Screen 9: Is the Line Configuration Screen (see below) acceptable for Simplified
Interconnection?
IfYes^ continue to Screen 10.
If No, perform Supplemental Review.
Line Configuration Screen: Identiiy primary distribution line configuration that will
serve the Generating Facility. Based on the type of interconnection to be used for the

Generating Facility, detemiine from the table below if the proposed Generating
Facilit}' passes the screen.

Primary Distribution Line
Type Confiquration

Table I
Type of Interconnection to be Made to Primary
Distribution Line

Three-phase, three wire

Any type

Pass Screen

Three-phase, four wire

Single-phase, line-to-neutral

Pass Screen

All others

To pass, aggregate Generating
Facility nameplate rating must
be less than or equal to 10% of
Line Section peak load

Three-phase, four wire
(For any line that has such
a section OR mixed three
wire and four wire)

Results/Criteria

Significance: If the primary distribution line serving the Generating Facility is of a
"three-wire" configuration, or if the Generating Facility's distribution
transformer is single-phase and connected in a line-to-neutral
configuration, then there is no concern about overvoltages to the
Company's or other Customer's equipment caused by loss of system
neutral grounding during the operating time ofthe non-islanding
protective function.
Note 1: This Screen does not apply to Generating Facilities with a Gross Rating of 10
kW or less.
Screen 10: Is the gross rating ofthe Generating Facility 10 kW or less?
If Yes, the Generating Facility qualifies for Simplified Interconnection. Skip
remaining screens.
If No, continue to Screen 11.

Significance: The Generating Facility will have a minimal impact on fault current levels
and any potential line over-voltages from loss ofthe Company's
Distribution System neutral grounding.
Screen 11: Is the Interconnection Request for an area where: (i) there are known, or
posted, transient stability limitations, or (ii) the proposed Generating Facility has
interdependencies, known to the Company, with Transmission System interconnection
requests? Where (i) or (ii) above are met, could the impacts ofthe proposed Generating
Facility to the Transmission System require an IRS?
If Yes, perform Supplemental Review.
If No, the Generating Facility qualifies for Simplified Interconnection.
Significance: Special consideration must be given to those areas identified as having
curtent or future (due to currently pending interconnection requests)
system dependency and stability concerns.
c. Within fifteen (15) business days ofthe date the Customer's Interconnection Application
is deemed complete, the Company will complete the Initial Technical Review and notify
the Customer ofthe results. The Company, for good cause, may modify the time limits
to conduct the Initial Technical Review and shall inform the Customer in writing ofthe
need to modify the applicable time limits. The modified time limit shall be mutually
agreed upon in writing between the Company and the Customer.
d. In the event that Supplemental Review is triggered by a failure of Screens 1 through 11, a
quick review ofthe failed Screen(s) within the timeframe established for Initial Technical
Review, or any modifled time limits, may determine the requirements to address the
failure(s), in which case Supplemental Review may not be necessary. Otherwise,
Supplemental Review is required. Some examples of requirements that may be available

to address the failure of Screens 1 through 11 without the need for Supplemental Review
include:
1.

Replace an overloaded distribution transformer with a larger transformer.

2.

Replace overioaded secondary conductors with larger conductor.

3.

Installation of an appropriately sized grounding transformer or other means to
effectively ground a generator.

4.

Determine if phase balancing on the transformer is possible with minimal review.

5.

If possible without further study, check if the Generating Facility will actually
overstress equipment.

e. If a quick review ofthe failed Screen(s) results in inlerconnection requirements of
equipment, space and/or data at the Generating Facility location to be provided by the
Customer for use in conjunction with the Company's Interconnection Facilities, the
Customer must also complete a Facility Equipment List, which will identify such
equipment, space and/or data. The Facility Equipment List will be included as Exhibit B
to any interconnection agreement entered between the Company and the Customer. If
requested, the Company will provide assistance to the Customer to complete the Facility
Equipment List.
f. The Initial Technical Review will result in the Company providing either: (a) if all ofthe
Initial Technical Review Screens are passed, the Generating Facility qualifies for
Simplified Interconnection, and an executable interconnection agreement for the
Customer's signature; or, (b) if one or more screens are not passed, notification whether
Supplemental Review will be required and the results, in writing, of all Initial Technical
Review screenings.

3.

Supplemental Review
a. If a Generating Facility has failed to meet one or more ofthe Initial Technical Review
screens for Simplifled Interconnection as proposed, and a quick review ofthe failed
screen(s) cannot determine the requirement(s) to address the failure(s), the Company will
notify the Customer upon completing Initial Technical Review that a Supplementa!
Review as described in this section is needed.
b. The Supplemental Review will result in the Company providing either: (a) Simplified
Interconnection, (b) interconnection requirements beyond those for a Simplifled
Interconnection, and a non-binding, good faith estimate ofthe Company's portion ofthe
costs to perform the interconnection requirements identified by the Supplemental
Review, or (c) a determination that an IRS is required and a good faith cost estimate and
schedule for the completion ofthe IRS, including an identification ofthe specific analysis
and/or reviews that will be performed as part ofthe IRS.
c. The Supplemental Review consists of Screens 12 through 14. If any ofthe Screens are
not passed, a quick review ofthe failed Screen(s) within the timeframe established for
Supplemental Review, or any modified time limits, may determine the requirements to
address the failure(s), in which case an IRS may not be necessary. Otherwise, an IRS is
required. Some examples of requirements that may be available to address the failure of
Screens 12 through 14 without the need for an IRS include:
1.

Replacing a flxed capacitor bank with a switched capacitor bank.

2.

Adjustment of line regulation settings.

3.

Simple reconfiguration ofthe distribution circuit.

Supplemental Review Screens:
Screen 12 (Penetration Test): Where 12 months of Line Section minimum load data is
available, as measured (or observed) at the feeder or substation, is the aggregate
Generating Facility capacity for the Line Section less than 100% ofthe minimum load for
all Line Sections bounded by automatic sectionalizing devices upstream ofthe
Generating Facility?
If Yes, continue to Screen 13.
If No, a quick review ofthe failure may determine the requirements to address the
failure; otherwise, an IRS is required. Continue to Screen 13. (Note: If an IRS is
required, applicants will continue to the IRS after review ofthe remaining
Supplemental Review Screens.)
Significance: Aggregate Generating Facility capacity that is less than 100% of minimum
load is less likely to result in power fiow from the Generating Facility
back toward the substation and will have a minimal impact on equipment
loading, voltage, system operational impacts, and protection ofthe
Company's System.
Note 1: If measured (or observed) minimum load is not available for a feeder or
substation, the utility shall use reasonable efforts to calculate or estimate minimum
load from existing data or models. If minimum load data is not available and must be
calculated or estimated, Screen 12 defaults to the higher of either 75% ofthe
estimated/calculated minimum load or a percentage of minimum load predetermined
and posted by the utility for that feeder. If minimum load on a feeder cannot be
measured, observed, calculated or estimated despite reasonable efforts, this screen

defaults to 15% of Line Section peak load, and the Company shall promptly
undertake efforts to begin measuring minimum load for that feeder.
Note 2: The type of generation will be taken into account when calculating,
estimating, or determining feeder or Line Section minimum load relevant for the
application of this screen. Solar generation systems with no battery storage shall use
the daytime minimum load that is coincident with optimal output ofthe generator (as
may occur during 10 am to 2 pm for flxed panel systems). Other generation uses
feeder or Line Section minimum load over the entire day or a timeframe coincident
with its output.
Note 3: For an inverter-based Generating Facility (e.g., a photovoltaic facility), the
facility capacity for purposes of this screen shall be a number calculated by taking
either project size in kW or AC inverter rating (whichever is lower) and applying to it
a de-rating factor of 10%** to account for equipment inefficiencies, non-optimal
installation conditions, and related factors. The same method shall be applied to
determine the aggregate capacity of all inverter-based existing Generating Facilities
on the feeder. Minimum load shall be established on feeders with existing
photovoltaic generation by the measured "cloudy" day conditions which will likely
represent the load with limited photovoltaic generation (20-30% irradiance).

Screen 13 (Power Quality and Voltage Tests): In aggregate with existing generation
on the Line Section,
a)

Can it be determined within the Supplemental Review that the voltage
regulation on the Line Section can be maintained in compliance with

Parties recognize that further discussions are required in the future to substantiate a 10% de-rate factor.
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Conservation Voltage Regulation requirements under all system
conditions?
b)

Can it be determined within the Supplemental Review that the voltage
fluctuation is within acceptable limits as deflned by IEEE 1453 or utility
practice similar to IEEE 1453?

c)

Can it be determined within the Supplemental Review that the harmonic
levels meet IEEE 519 limits at the point of common coupling?

If Yes to ali continue to Screen 14.
If No, a quick review ofthe failure may determine the requirements to address the
failure; otherwise, an IRS is required. Continue to Screen 14. (Note: If an IRS is
required, applicants will continue to the IRS after review ofthe remaining
Supplemental Review Screens.)
Signiflcance: Adverse voltages and undesirable interference may be experienced by
other customers on the Company's Distribution System caused by
operation ofthe Generating Facilit}'.
Screen 14 (Safety and Reliability Tests): Does the location ofthe proposed Generating
Facility or the aggregate generation capacity on the Line Section create impacts to safety
or reliability that cannot be adequately addressed without an IRS?
If Yes, a quick review ofthe failure may determine the requirements to address the
failure; otherwise, an IRS is required.
If No, Supplemental Review is complete.
Significance: In the safety and reliability test, there are several factors that may affect the
nature and performance of an interconnection. These include, but are not
limited to:

14

1.

Generation energy source

2.

Modes of synchronization

3.

Unique system topology

4.

Possible impacts to critical load customers

5.

Possible safety impacts

The specific combination of these factors will determine if any system study
requirements are needed. The following are some examples ofthe items that may be
considered under this screen:
1.

Does the Line Section have significant minimum loading levels

dominated by a small number of customers (i.e., several large commercial
customers)?
2.

Is there an even or uneven distribution of loading along the feeder?

3.

Is the proposed Generating Facility located in close proximity to

the substation (i.e. <2.5 electrical line miles), and is the distribution line
from the substation to the customer composed of large conductor/cable
(/.£., 600A class cable)?
4.

Does the Generating Facility incorporate a time delay function to

prevent reconnection ofthe generator to the system until system voltage
and frequency are within normal limits for a prescribed time?
5.

Is operational flexibility reduced by the proposed Generating

Facility, such that transfer of the Line Section(s) ofthe Generating Facility

15

to a neighboring distribution circuit/substation may trigger overloads or
voltage issues?
6.

Does the Generaiing Facility utilize certifled anti-islanding

functions and equipmeni?
d. The Supplemental Review shall be completed, absent any extraordinary circumstances,
within twenty (20) business days of completion of Initial Technical Review. The
Company, for good cause, without extraordinar>' circumstances, may modify the time
limits to conduct the Supplemental Review and shall inform the Customer in writing of
the need to modify the applicable time limits. The modified time limit shall be mutually
agreed upon in writing between the Company and the Customer.
e. If the Supplemental Review results in interconnection requirements beyond those for a
Simplified Interconnection, the Customer must also complete a Facility Equipment List,
which will identify equipment, space and/or data at the Generating Facility location to be
provided by the Customer for use in conjunction with the Company's Interconnection
Facilities. The Facility Equipment List will be included as Exhibit B to any
interconnection agreement entered between the Company and the Customer. If
requested, the Company will provide assistance to the Customer to complete the Facility
Equipment List.
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D e l e t e d : . lo determine inierconneciion
requiremcnis

'Ihe Company will.pcrfonri un Initial I'cchnical Reyii-'w unices (11 an .Applictinl applies Un an
IRS directly. (2) an Applicuni is not cnnncciin^ m the Conipain 's Disnilniiioii SvsLcm. tir [?•<) an
Applicant is inLerconncciin^ wiih CLjuipincnt ihal is noi U l . 1741 d-Tiil'ied. If M 1. (2). or (31
applies, (he Applicani will [)ro^.ve(.l diiectl> loan IRS.

Note: Failure to pass any screen of the Initial Technical Review process or Supplemenial
Rc\ icw pRKess means only that further review jiijy^be required lo determine additional

...-
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requirements, ifany. or if an IRS is needed before the Generating Facility can be approved for
inlerconnection with the Company's Distribution System. It does not mean ihai the Generating
Facility cannol be interconnected. Though not explicitly covered in the review process, the
Generation Facility shall be designed to meet all ofthe applicable requirements in Appcndi.x I of
Rule M H .
PV Sub-Group 10/17/12 2.51 PM

f urpose:
^Qic^cdjnicaJ, revie^; | ) K ^

_
Ihe fqljowijig;

_ _.
.

Deleted:
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[ D e l e t e d : This

J

1)

I f a Generaiing Facility qualifies for Simplified Interconnection^

2)

If a Generating I'aciliiy can be made to qualify for inlerconnection by performing
a Supplemental Review that will be able to determine additional requirements, i f
any, or

3)

If an IRS is required, the cost eslimaies and rough schedule for performing the
IRS.

j n i t i n l Technical Review Scieen.s:
PV Sub-Group 10/17/12 2'51 PM

Screen I: It'lhc proposed (ieneraiintJ Facility is siiit:le-phase and i.tio he intcrconnecLcd
('1111 center tap neutral of a 24(^ ytliJLJj-J^'Cc^div^ il uausc iinacccplahli: imhaliiiiee
between the iwn ph^iscs ot'ilic 240 volt ser\'ic<j?

D e l e t e d : Scrren 1. Is the Point o f
Interconnection to a Distribution System? -

I f Yes. perform Supplemenial Review.
I f So. continue to Screen 2.

*

._..

.

.

.

..

Significance: (icncrjiin^; I'acililies >.-tninecied to a sin^L•-plla^e ir.in.-^lormer with
12"'240 V secondary \\)lia<jc niusi be in.iUillcJ such Ihni the aijgrc^aicd
iiross oinpui is a.^ balanced .ts praciical^lc bciwccn the iwo phases of the
240 voll .scrx'icc.
Screen 2: Is the Point of Interconneciion lo a Network Syslem?
I f Yes. perform Supplemental Review,
I f No. continue to Screen 3,
Significance: Special considerations must be given to Generaiing Facilities proposed lo
be installed on a Network Syslem because ofthe design and operational
aspects o f network protectors. There are no such considerations for radial
Distribution Systems.

PV Sub-Group 10M7/12 2 51 PM
Deleted:
I f S n . the Generaiing FBCilit>'
docs not qualify for Simpliricd Interconnection
and may noi inieiconnect under Rule 14E-1 .

^creen 3i_[f exporting power across ihePoint^ofjnierconneclion. can the power export _
cause a reversal of power flow ai any voltage regulation device that is noi bi-directional?

PV Sub-Group 10/17/12 2.51 PM

I f Yes, perform Supplemental Review.
I f No. continue to Screen 4.
Significance: If it can be assured that the Generaiing Facility will not export power, or if
exported power wiil not cause a reversal of power llow at a voltage
regulation device that is not designed to handle reverse power How. the
Company's Distribution Syslem does not need to be studied for
load-carr>ing capability or Generating Facility power fiow effects on the
Company's voltage regulators.
^ ^ r ' ^ i " . !*• _Ls ihc aggregatcjjenej^ing Fatality capacity on ihe Line Seclion^lessjhari_qr_
equal to the <-;rcaicro(" 15% o f Line Section peak load or a percentage uf minimuni load
predciemiined and ported b>' ihe utiliiv for ihal feeder?

PV Sub-Group 10/17/12 2:51 PM

Deleted;

I f Yes. continue to Screen 5.
,.__i^A_'9LPCifotTn_S_upp[em_en_l_a]^eyiew.
Significance:

I) Low penetration of Generating Facility installations will have a
minimal impact on the operation and load restoration elTorts ofthe
Company's Distribution System.
2) The operating requirements for a high penetration of Generating
Facilities may be different since the impact on the Company's Distribution
Syslem will no longer be minimal, therefore requiring addilional study or
controls.

Note I: For an inserU'r-h;ised ("jeneraline i-'acilitv (ce.. a ph[)invi'iliaie t'acilitv). the
liicilitv capaci[\- lof purposes ofiliis screen shall be a number calculaied bv ukin^j

P V S u b - G ' O u p 10/17/12 2 5 1 PM
D e l e t e d : / / " M i , perfonn Supplemenial
Review to determine cumulative impact on
Line Section -

eilher project si/e in k\\' tw AC inverler raiint: (whichever is Itnscr') and appbinu lo ii
a dc-raiinL' I'aclorof l(i'.''rj' to account lor equipment ineflicicnL-ies. non-opiiinal
iiisigllation conditions, and iclaied I'aciors. The same nicihoJ shall he applied to
deiermine the ai^i^rej^aie capacit\ of all in\'ener-bLi-.ed existins^ (tcneraiin^i Facilities
i>illbc_fei,\lc_r.
Screen 5: Is the voltage fiicker and/or drops associated with the Generating Facility
within IEEE 519 or IEEE 1453 limits?
I f Yes, continue to Screen 6.
I f No, perform Supplemental Review,
Significance:

I) This screen addresses potential voltage fiuctuation problems for
Generating Facilities thai stan by motoring.
2) When starting. Generaiing Facilities should have minimal impact on
the service voliage to other Customers.
3) This screen addresses voiiage fiicker at the Point o f Inlerconnection
caused by the Generating Facility. Passing this screen does not relieve the
Customer from ensuring that its Generating Facility complies with the
nicker requirements of Rule I4H.

PVSutj-GiOup 10/17/12 2:51 PM
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D e l e t e d : : Is the gross rating of ihe
Generating FBCIIII>' 10 kW oi less?
PV SiiU-Gcoup 10/17/12 2:51 PM
D e l e t e d : . / / ) > v , the Generating Facility
qualifies for Simplified Interconneciion. Skip
remaining screens
PV Sub-Group 10/17/12 2:5? PM
Deleted:

I f N n . continue to Screen

PVSuD-GroiJp 10/17/12 2.51 PM
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,Sci-een (>: Do ihc m:i\imuni aggregated i:foss rafing^J'or all the Generaiing Faciliiies_
connected lo a secoik1ar\' distribution iransformer exceed the iransformer or scc^)ndar^•
conducioi' ruling, absent jhe Afiplicant's eonerati.irs?
' I'anjc^ ri;t;u'4niy_c ihrti liirthiji dis^.•^^•.ll^n^aK' f^.^llUlll;J in the future |(i ^itl'sianii.iL- it lOljulL'-rale tiictor

D e l e t e d : Sipiificance. . The Generating
Facility will have a minimal impact on fault
cuiTcnt levels and any potential line overvoltages from loss of ihe Company's
Disnibution System neutral grounding.
PV Sub-GfOtip 10/17/12 2 51 P U

T i m L i n d l 12/3/12 1:05 PM
D e l e t e d ; any customer

// Yes. gc^io^SMppicmenial Kevieu.^

_ __^ _

_ . . ..
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_

D e l e t e d : tr^, continue

I f No. continue to Screen J . _

__^
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^

D e l e t e d : Screen 9
PV Sub-Group 10/17/12 2 51 PM

^Significance: "I'his .screen addresses poienlial secondar\' transformer <*r secoiulafv

PV Sub-Group 10/17/12 2 51 PM

C(»nductor tn erloads.

Screen 2: Is the Short Circuit Cuirent Contribuliqn Ratio vviihin acceptable limits?
I f Yes. continue to Screen^.
I f No, perform Supplemental Review.
,Whcn measured at primary side (high side) of a Dedicated Disiribuiion Transformer
serving a Generating Facility, the sum ofthe shon circuit contribution ratios of all
generating facilities connected to the Company's Distribution System circuit that serves
the Generating Facility must be less than or equal to 0.1 (I QJ'i.).

\\

D e l e t e d : jlipniflcance: . Invener-based
Fieneratin^ facilities less llian 250 kW
interconnecting through invcners that me«t UL
1741, or latest version (the Standard for
Inverters, Conveners, Controllers and
Interconnection Sysicm Equipment for use
with Distributed linergy Resources) and IEEE
1547, or latest version (the IEEE Standard for
Interconnecting Distnbution Resources with
Hlecmc Power Syslemsi have minimal impact
to the shon circuit currents Selfexcited
synchronous generators present more
interconneciion issues. .
P V S u b - G r o o p 10/17/12 2:51 PM

,1 Deleted: 8
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D e l e t e d : The Shon Circuit Current
Contnbution Ratio consists of two criteria:
both o f which must be met when applicable
PV Sub-Group 10/17/12 2 51 PM

Significance: If the Generating Facility passes this screen it can be expected that it will -

D e l e t e d : %). ^ i i /
PV Sub-Group 10/1 7/12 2 51 PM

have no significant impaci on the Company's Distribution System's short

Deleted: 2)
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circuit dut>', fault delection sensitivity, relay coordination or fuse-saving
schemes.

jNiole 1: Ihis Screen does not apply [n Gcnerjlin^ Facilities wiili a Gross Ralinu ol H>

D e l e t e d : When measured at the secondary
side (low side) o f a shared distnbulion
transformer, the short circuit contribution o f
Ihe proposed Generating Facility must be less
than or equal to 2. S% of the imernipting rniing
ofthe Customer's service equipment.
PV Sub-Group 10/17/12 2.51 PM
D e l e t e d : Note

kW or less.

Noic 2: The ampere rating of the Customer's ser\'icc equipment to be used in this
evaluation will be that rating for which the customer's utility ser\'ice was originally
sized or for which an upgrade has been approved. It is not the intent of this provision

to allow increased export simply by increasing the size ofthe customer's service
panel, without separate approval for the resize.

Screen S: Is ihe Short Ciivuii inierrupiint: capabilit\ eNcecdedV
I f Yes, perfoim Supplemental Review.
l/jSn. conti ntie lo Screen 9.

When measured at the secondar\' side (low side) o f a shared disiribuiion irjn.sfoinier. ihe
shon circuit coniribuiion ofthe proposedGcnerjtinjj Facility nuisi he less than in- eqtial
lo 2.5".» ofthe liuerfuptinL' rating of the Customer's sef\'ice equipmeni.

Sig,]jjl'i(,'ance: If the (ieneratintj Faciliiv passes this sciven it.can.he e\pectvd that it will
ha\e no significant impact on (he Cusi(>iner"s ser\ ice equipmeni.

Noie I: 'I his Screen docs nol apply lo Generaiing Facilities with a (in>ss Kaiinu oC Iti
kW or less.

Note 2; The ampere rating of (he Ciisli^mer',s.scn,,ico ei.|uipmeni lo be used in this
e\alualion will he thai raiirig for which the customers uiilitv.scn icc.was originally
sized or for which an uperade has been approvecj. It is not ihc inieni (?l"this piovision
lo allow increased export siinpb' bv incieasinL! the si/e oi'ihe customci's service
panel, without separate approval for ihe resize.

Screen 9: Is the Line Configuration Screen (see below) acceptable for Simplified
Interconnection?
,

//')'(;v. cttniiiuie iij^Screen Uh^
l/'No. nerl'tirm Supplemental Review.

_
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D e l e t e d : . l / y e \ , ihe Generating Facility
qualities for Simplified Interconnection! ... | l ]

Line Configuration Screen: [d^enlify primar>'disirijiunon line configurauqn that will
serve the Generating Facility. Based on the type o f interconnection to be used for the
Generating Facility, deiermine from the table below i f the proposed Generating
Facility passes the screen.
Table I
Primary Distribution Line
Type Confiquration

Type of Interconnection to be Made to Primary
Distribution Line

Results/Criteria

Three-phase, three wire

Any type

Pass Screen

Three-phase, four wire

Single-phase, line-to-neutral

Pass Screen

Three-phase, four wire
(For any line that has such
a section OR mixed three
wire and four wire)

All others

To pass, aggregate Generating
Facility nameplate rating must
be less than or equal to 10% of
Line Section peak load

Sipnificance: If ihc primary- disiribuiion line ser\'ing the Generaiing Facility is o f a
"three-wire" configuration, or i f the Generaiing Facility's distribution
transformer is single-phase and connected in a iine-io-neuiral
configuration, then there is no concern about overvoltages to the
Company's or other Customer's equipment caused by loss o f .system
neutral grounding during ihe operating time ofthe non-islanding
protective function.
Ntile I: "I his SL-recn dties lun apply to (.ieneraiititi I'aciliiies ^^ill^ a Gro.ss l^aliiiL; c f Mi
kW or less.

Screen 10: Is the |jross ratine o f the Genera tine Facility 10 kW or less':'
//')f.t, ihe.Gcneratint; Facility qualilles for Simplified Interconnection. Skip
remainiiie sciccn.s.

PV Sub-Group 10/17/12 251 PM
Deleted:

I f Nil, continue LO Scn-tMi 11.
Significance: '1 he (.ienei-.itiim F;lcili^^• will hiive a minimal iinpaci on fault curreni level.-,
and •^n\• ptitt-niial line ovcr-volta^jcs from loss ofthe Company's
l>isiribnliori Sy^itein neulral iirotiiulint;.

Screen 11: Is the Inicrct-nneciion Keqiiest for an area where: ("ii there aie known, or
posted. Lransicni sinhilii'. Ijmiiations. t i r i i i ) the proposed Generating facility has
inierdepeiidencie.s. kncnvn to tlie.C<)mpanv. with fransmission Svsiein interconnection
leouesis? Where t i l ( i r i i i i abtive are met, could the impacts ofthe proposed Genejptintj
I'acilily ;o the Tninsmission Svstem require an IRS?
/ / l e v , perform Supplemenial Re^'icw•
If'No. the (icniji-iiiint; I'acility qiialilJes for Simplified hucrconncciion.
Sienil'icance: Sjicciiil considcralioii must be ei\'en to ihosc areas identified LLS havin'.i
cLirrent or future (due to currently pcndini: inlerc<^nnectitin requcsisl
syslem dependencv and siabilii\' concerns.
c.

Within fifteen (15) business days of the date the Customer's Interconnection Application
is deemed complete, the Company will complete the Initial Technical Review;and nntil}
the Cusioiner of thi- lesulis. The Company, for good cause, may modify the time limits
to conduct the Initial Technical Review and shall inform the Customer in writing ofthe
need to modify the applicable.lime limits. The modified lime limil shall be mutually
agreed upon in writing between the Company and the Customer.

d. ftl (he.eyent (ha( Suppjememai Review is {ri^:;zered by a failure of Screens I (hroug/i ,IF a
quick ^e^iev^ of llur fjiled Screen(s) v\ilhin the limel'rame established I'or Iniiial Technical
Review, or any nu^dified time liiniis. nijv i.lelermine the requiremcnis u) address (he
lailure(s). in vUiich cnsr Supplemental Review may nol be iiecessarN-, ( Hherwise.

PV Sub Group 10/17/12 2:51 PM

Supplemental Ke\iew is r^.-qLiiivd. St'ine examples of requireineius ih;ii ma', be available
10 address the failure of Sertjcns 1 ihrouizh 11 without the need Inr Supplemenial Review
include:
I.

Replace an tnerloi^dijd iJisiribuiit^n ifansfomier uiih a lur^cr transfonner.

2-

Replace ov'crloaded secondary cimduciors with larger eoiulucior.

3.

Insiailatioii oian appinpi-jatelv sized ^/louiiJinL' iransformer uf oiliei means (o
elfeciively ground.a eeneralor.

4.

Deiermine if phase halancin^z on the transl'onner is possible uiih minimal review.

5.

II'possible withoui fui'ther sitid>, check if the Generatine I'aciliu will actually
oveistrcss eouinineni.

e. If a quick re\iev\ of ihe fajled Screen! si result.s in inierconneeiion requiremcnis t)l'
equipment, space anJ.'or data al the Ciencialin^ Facility location to be provided by ihe
C!ustomer for use in coniuncti<.m ^^ith ihe Ciimpany's Interconnection Facilities, the
Cusiomcr must also complete a F.iciliiy l.iiqiiipment Li.st. which will ideiilifv such
cuuipmcnt. space and-'or data. The Facility Fquipincni I.isl will be included a.^ I'xhibii li
to any inierconneeiion aurcemeiu entered bet\vecn ihe Compain and ilie ( iisn'iner. If
requested, the Cjonipanv- will provide assistance lo ihc Customer to comple(e the Facility
l^uuipineni List.
II The Initial Technical Review will result in the Company providing either: (a) if all ofthe
Initial Technical Review Screens are passed, the Generating Facility qualifies for
Simplified Interconnection, and an executable interconnection agreement for the
Customer's signature: or, (b) if one or more screens are not passed, noiification,\y.he.i_her
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Deleted: that
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Stjpplemental Review will be required and the results, in WTiiing. of all Iniiial Technical

D e l e t e d : the
PV Sub-Group 10/17/12 2:51 PM

Review screenings.

' ;l^ D e l e t e d : and perform
PV Sub-Group 10/17/12 2:51 PM

I'll D e l e t e d :

The intent olthe Supplemental

Review

3,
a.

Supplemenial Review

PV Sub-Group 10/17/12 2.51 PM

If a Generating Facilit>' has failed to meet one or more ofthe Iniiial Technical Review

D e l e t e d : lo provide a sligliily more detailed
review of only the Conditions that cause the
Generating Facility io fail the Initial Technical
Revie*

screens for Simplified Interconnection as proposed.;jnd aquick re\jewiil'the failed

/ /,
Ia

screentsi cannot tleierminc the requiremenKsi to address the failure(s). the Company will

,' 'i
, ''
111

notify the Customer^pon completint; Initial 'I'echnical Review ihat a Supplemental

',(

Review as described in this section,isjieeded.

/'

b. ,TJie Supplemental Review will^resiilt in the Companyproviding eilher: (a)^impli lied

fEg'gCEiiQBira^lj'i^jffigSiiiJii^.A)

" '~^

D e l e t e d : <#>ir Supplemental Review h

required, the Customer shall nouiy ihe
Company, in writing, to proceed wiili ilie
' Supplemental Review, or Ihe Customer shall
agree to withdraw the Inierconneeiion
Application. If the Customer does not notil'y
the Company within finecn (15) business days.
Ihe Inlerconnection Application shall be
deemed to be withdrawn. .
<C>Thc Supplemental Review shall be
P V S u b - G r o i i p 10/17/12 2.51 PM

Deleted: <>)>

Interconnection, (b) interconnection requiremcnis beyond those for a Simplified

d..

l!<Sifiii^raa.OiWjl'2f200M

Inlerconnection. and a non-binding, good faith estimate ofthe Company's portion ofthe

Fomnatted: Bullets and Numbenng
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costs to perform the interconneciion requirements identified by the Supplemental

D e l e t e d : <"> The Company, for pood caiise,
witliout e.niraordmary circumstances, may
modify- the time limits to conduct the
Supplemenial Review and shall inform the
Customer in writing ofthe need to modify the
applicable time limits. The modified time limit
shall be mutually agreed upon in wrilin):
between the Company and the Customer.

Review, or (c) a delermination ihat an IRS is requireij,and a good faith cost estimate and
schedule for the completion ofthe IRS^ including an identification ofthe specific analysis
and/or reviews that will be performed as part of ihe IRS.,

PV Sub-Gtoup 10/17/12 2.51 PM

c. ,rhe Supplemental i<e\ iew consisis of Screens 12 jhrou^h 14. If anv t)l'the Screens^are _

\

Deleted:.
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noi passed, a quick review ofthe tailed Screcnist uiihin the timclramc esiahlished fur
Supplemental Rcvic\v. or anv modified time limits, mav determine the rei.|uiremenis to
address the, failuic(s). in which ca^c an IRS nia>' nol be necessary. Oihciwise. an IRS is
required. Some examples (if requirements that mav he available to address the failure i)\'
Screens l2ihioueh 14 witht^ul the need for an IRS include:

D e l e t e d : An IRS shall not be required for
UL 1741 invertersystems w h e n ( l ) inihe
event thai Supplemental Review is triggeied by
Saeen 4 above, the aggregate generating
capacity per Line Section is below 50% of the
Line Section minimum liW load during; ilie
period when the proposed genaation is
available (including noon on Sunday for solar
photovoltaic systems), and (2) in the event thai
Supplemental Review is triggered by Screen 9
above, a feasible solution from a pre-idenii(ied
list o f solutions maintained by the Company
^as been identified and agreed upon bct[ ... [2]

I.

Replaciiiga ll.sed canacilm' hank with a suiiched capacimr hank.

P V S u b - G r o u n 10/17/12 2:51 PM
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2.

.-\diustmcni oi'line legulation seitinas.

3.

Simple recoiij'it;iji;iii(^n ofthe distribution circuii.

.Suttplenieiilnl Review Serpens:
Screen 12 tPcnclralion Tesl): Where 12 months of Line Section minimum h)ad data is
a\'ailable. as measured (or ohser\-ed) al the feeder or Mibstation. is the a^iLireyale
(iencrjiin^ Faciliiy capacity for the Fine Section less than |iiii':;i uf the minimum load I'or
all Fine Seciions bounded bv amomaiic scciionali/in'.: de\ ices upstream ol'ihe
(icneratinu l-'acilitv?
//" tV.y. continue hi Sereen 13.
I f No. J quick .rijvii.-\v ofthe j'ailiire may tletcrmine the requiremcnis to address the
I'ailure: otherwise, an IRS is required. Continue lo Screen I. v (N'ole: Ij'an IRS i-.
aM yJJi-:y..-_itrpJJ-caai'i A^ i.lJ„Qtinjjji u_e_Lo_ i h.e_ UlS j i fUT re.vje\\__ollLh_c _re n_i a mj ng
Supplemental Rev'iew Screens.!

Significance: Atzurcuatc Generaiing Faciliu capacil>- that is less ihati l(H')"-'u of minimuni
litad is less likeK to result in power t^^>\v from the GcncraiiiiL; l^'acilil^^
back towurd ihf subsiaiion ;md will have a ininitnal inijiact on equipment
liiadin^j. volla^e. system operaliitnal impacts, ani.1 protection ol the
Li^npany's S>'siem.
Ncite 1: If measured tor obsei'\ed( ininimum load is iioi available lor a feeder or
JiyJj;ilL'il!.L'.L-lhe Liiilitv shall use I'ca^onable efforts lo calculate c^r e•^limale minimuni
load fi'om existing daia or models. Il'iniiiimum load Jatii is not available and mtisl be
t^aJjriyliU-CdjlLestimjtcd., Screen 12 defaults to the lii^zherol eilher 75% of the
estiniatcd/calculaicd minimum load or a [K'rcentafze o f mininuini load predetermined
and, posted hv ihe uiiliiv I'nr that feeder. If minimum Inad on a feeder cammi be

12

measured, ob.scrved. caiculaied or estimaicd despite reastinable ejfoits. this screen
defaults to !5".o of Fine Section peak k'ad. and ihe Company shall proinptK
undertake cjfons lo be^in mea,suring inininnim load I'or ihat feeder.
Nine 2: 'Jht,' t\pe of ijcrjcrjiion o'ill be laken inii> acci-'uni u'hen calculatini;.
estimatint:. ordeierminini: feeder or Fine Scclion minimum load rclev'anl tor the
application ni ihis screen. Solar <jeneraiion svsiems with no baiter', siora'jc shall use
the daytime minimum load thai is coincident with optimal oiiipiit ol'ihe generator fas
may occur durinii 1() am to 2 pin for fi.>:etl panel systems). Other ^reiteration uses
feeder or Line Section minimum load over the entire day or a timeframe coineident
with its output.
Note.3;_Foi' an invcrier-hascd G'enerating Facility,(e.g..,a, plioiovoltaic laciiity), (he
facility capacitv I'or purpoics ol"this screen shall he a number calculated bv takine
eilher proiei:t sixt: in kW t.'r .AC inverter rjtin;; (uhichevcr is lower) and appb ing lo i[
a de-ratinti lactor of I0'''o

k* account for equipment inefficiencies, non-oniinml

installation condiiions. and related factors. The same method shall be applied to
deiermine ihe aggregate capacitv of all inverter-based existint: Cteneratinu Faciliiies
on the feeder. Minimum load shall be established on feeders with c\i.stinii
photo^tiliaie i.'cneration bv the measured "cloudv" dav c(*nditions which \ u l l likely
represent the load with limited photovttllaic tieneratii>n (20-30% irradiance).

l':mn:s rt.'COL:ni/L' ih;[| I'linhiji tjis(.'UB^>iun^ an; rcuiiiicJ in tin; futufy m suhsiantiiik-.a Ml'lo Je-taH' I'^ctin
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Screen 13 O'ower Oimlilv and Voliage 'I'eslsl: In a'jijicuate vvilh existing ueneralion
o\i the Line Section.
a)

t. an il be determined u'ithiii the Stipplcmental Re\ic\v that the \'olia^'C
regulation on the Line Scclioji can be maintained in compliance with
Conservation Voltaee Rc^ulaiion reciiiircmcnis under all system
condition,sV

b)

Can it be determined within (he Sunplemeiual Re\'ie\^ (bal ihe volia^jc
fiuctuation is wilhin acceptable limits as dcllned hv IWAZ 1453 '^f uiiliu
practice similar to IFFL 1453?

c)

c:an il be determined within |he Supplemental Revie^^ that the h.irmonic
levels meet IRFF. 519 limits at the pt^int of common couplinti?

^/"Fc.v 10 nil, continue lo Screen 14.
// \ t i . at|tiit:k review of the failure mas' detennine the rcquifemenis to addiess the
i'ailure; (Uhervsisc. an IRS is required, ('.'ontinuc tn Screen 14. (N'olc: If an IRS is
required, applicants \^ill continue to ihc IKS after review ol'ihe remaining
Sunnlcmenial Revieu- Screens.)

Significance: .Adverse volla^jes and undesirable iiilerl'crencc mav be experienced bv
other customers <m the Cimipany's IVisiribution Svstem caused b^
operation to'lhe (-'lencriiline Facilit\'.

Screen 14 fStirgtv and Reliiihilily Tests): iJtKS ihe location ol'ihe proposed fiencratini^
Facility or the ae^regale generation capaciU' on the Line Section create impacts to sjieiy
tir leliabilitv thai cannot be adequately addressed willioul an IRSV

// Yvs. a quick reyie\v of the I'ailure ma> deiermine the rcqiiijvijicijI_s_io_iUldrc_s_M_he
failure; oiherwisc. an IRS is required.
// No. Supplemental Review is complete.

SiL;nificaiK-e: In the safety and reliability test, iheic are sc\erj| factors thai mav affect the
LialujViimliierlornianccLoJjijiitjKTa^^^^
limited lo:
'•

(feneration enerj^v source

2.

Modes ol'.svncbri'ni/atixin

3.

Unique svstem topolo^y

4.

Possible impacts to critical load customers

5.

I'ossible sal'ets' impacis

The specifie eomhinaiion of these I'aciors uill determine if anv svstem study
requiremeius ate needed. Ihc iollowintj: ate some examples ol'ihe items ihal mas' be
c^^nsidered untkn- ihis sciven:
1.

Docs ihe Line Section have sitjniilcant minimum loadin'^.' Ie\els

dominated by a,small number ol'customers [i.e.. several larj^e commercial
ctisifmcrs)?
2.

Is there an e^en (>r uneven disiribuiion of kudim^ jlon|j the feebler?

3.

Is the proposed (Icncraliim I'aciliiv located in close nro.ximiis' lo

llie substation (i.e. '^2.5 eleclrical linemiles). and is the disirihution line
I'rotn the substation to the customer composed <*!' laree conductoi/cable
(/•r.. ooo.A class cable)'.'
4.

Dites the Ciencratiiig lacilitv inc»)rp»raie a time delav Inunction to

prevent reconnection of ihe eenei^tlor in the svstem unlil s\ stem \olmge
and ['requenc\- are within normal limiis for a prescribed lime'.-'
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5.

I.s operational llexibiliiv reduced bv the pro]"'oscd (icneratinij

lacilih'. such that transfer ol'ihe Fine SectionCs) ol'ihe l.ienenitinc Faciliu
to a neiehhorinti distribution ciivuiL'substaiion mav trin:ei overloads or
voltatie issues'.'
6.

Docs ihe Cieiieiaiiiig,Facility tnili:/e certified,anti-islanding

I'unciioti.s and equipment?
d,

I he Supplemental Review shall be completed, absent anv exiraordinars' eircumslances.
wilhin twenty {2t)) business davs of completion ol'Initial 'I'echnicjl Rcvievs. Ihe
Ciompany, I'or ut)iKi cause, without extraordinary circumstances, mav mt^tifv the time
limits 10 conducl ihc Supplemental Review and shall iniorm the ( iisioincr in writing; of
the need to niodil'v the apjilicable lime limits. Ihe modil'ted lime limil shall be minually
agreed tipon in writing het\sccn the Cinnpatn- and the Cusiomer.

c.

If the Supplemental Review results in interconnection requirements beyond ihose for a
Simplified Inlerconnection. the Cusiomer must also complete a Facility fiquipment List,
which will identify equipment, space and/or daia at ihc Generating Facility location to be
provided by the Cusiomer for use in conjunction with ihe Company's Interconnection
Facilities. The Facility Equipmeni Lisi will be included as F.xhibit l i to any
inlerconnection agreement entered between the Company and the Customer. If
requested, the Company will provide assistance to the Customer to complete the Facility
Equipment List.
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An IRS shall not be required for UL 1741 inverter systems when [1] in the event
that Supplementa] Review is triggered by Screen 4 above, the aggregate
generating capacity per Line Section is below 50% ofthe Line Section
minimum kW load during the period when the proposed generation is
available (including noon on Sunday for solar photovoltaic systems}; and (2)
in the event that Supplemental Review is triggered by Screen 9 above, a
feasible solution from a pre-identified list of solutions maintained by the
Company has been identified and agreed upon between the Company and the
Customer. The exclusions from the IRS process, when conditions (1) or (2}
above are met, shall not exclude review under the other Initial Technical
Review screens, and shall not apply if there are exceptional circumstances,
such as impacts to reliability and/or safety that cannot feasibly be addressed
without an IRS.

RSWG PV Subgroup
Distributed Photovoltaic Monitoring

Introduction And Summary
In Order No. 3037K Relating To Various Matters In RSWG Process, the Commission
directed the RSWG to consider issues related to distributed generation ("DG"), particularly solar
photovoltaic ("PV"). See 14 at 12-14. The Commission stated it:
believes that the time is now ripe for the RSWG to look closely at enhancements
to the monitoring and controllability of PV production that could be added to
inlerconnection requirements and support overall grid reliability. In particular,
the group should consider whether the distribution screening process for PV could
be further enhanced and streamlined to reflect any potential changes to the
requirements for monitoring PV systems so that greater penetration of PV systems
is possible.
The PV Subgroup, including the HECO Companies and solar industry and clean energy
Stakeholders, extensively discussed these and other issues in seeking solutions for integrating PV
while maintaining reliability. As discussed below, the consensus and recommendation ofthe PV
Subgroup are that issues of monitoring and controllability of smaller, distributed (predominantly
rooftop) PV are best addressed via the HECO Companies' ongoing proactive efforts on PV
integration, which are collectively described in the accompanying written submission as the
"Proactive Approach." The monitoring component of this Proactive Approach employs
improved utility monitoring and modeling tools supplemented with available monitoring data
from PV facilities. The goal is to provide the enhanced visibility of PV generation that is
necessary for utility planning and operations by making maximum use of available PV
monitoring resources and supplementing those resources on a selective, as-needed basis, rather
than incurring extra burdens and costs for the utilities and PV developers and customers by
requiring monitoring and control of smaller PV systems on a blanket, obligatory basis.

Monitoring Under The Proactive Approach
As part ofthe Proactive Approach, the utility will use available field data from utility and
PV developer and customer sources to validate and enhance utility models for calculating,
forecasting, and tracking PV production as a generation resource versus simply a load modifier.
The utility need not require blanket monitoring and control of individual distributed PV sites,
which can lead to an overflow of information beyond what is necessary, manageable, and costeffective. Rather, by monitoring solar irradiance and PV generation at select locations for each
feeder or cluster of electrically connected feeders, the utility is able to model, via "nodal and
cluster" methodologies, aggregate PV production at levels of accuracy that are relevant and
necessary to support utility planning and operations.

The utility can conduct such nodal and cluster analysis based on at least two monitoring
points for each feeder or cluster, starting with the utility's monitoring point at ils distribution
substation. More reference points may be needed for feeders or clusters that cover longer
distances and encompass a variety of micro-climates.
The existing PV monitoring network primarily includes the monitoring equipment the
utility has been installing at its distribution substations and other locations, and the SCADA
(supervisory control and data acquisition) equipment larger PV facilities have installed as a
requirement for interconnection.' It also may include the available data that smaller PV systems
collect for their customers, some of which the utility has already obtained through collaboration
with solar industry representatives and customers. The utility may also install monitoring
equipmeni al select additional locations on its own initiative, depending on the needs in certain
areas ofthe grid.
These PV monitoring efforts will support the broader Proactive Approach to PV
integration. In summary, the monitoring data will initially help validate the utility models for
U-acking distributed PV production, and this enhanced modeling capability will in turn inform
both system and distribution level planning and operations. Enhancement areas include:
assessing potential system and regional level impacts due to high penetrations; evaluating
impacts to dispatch and generation, reserve planning, and response to ramping events; informing
and streamlining the distribution level interconnection process, including interconnection
requirement studies (IRS); and helping to identify penetration capabilities, potential issues, and
necessary upgrades.

Summary Of Work To Date
The HECO Companies have already taken the initiative to install sensors in the field in a
number of more highly penetrated circuits and have developed the Locational Value Map tool
("LVM") to track development and growth on the distribution system. Monitoring devices
include solar irradiance monitors and solar availability sensors (LM-1 and LM-2 monitors),
which provide a proxy for the level of solar production. These sensors are located at utility
substations and schools participating in HECO's "Sun Power For Schools" program. The HECO
Companies have also incorporated into their PV monitoring system the data output from the
SCADA equipment installed at larger PV facilities.
In addition, the HECO Companies and PV industry representatives in the PV Subgroup
have worked together to provide the HECO Companies with the available monitoring data from
selected smaller PV systems, especially in areas of high PV penetration. The inverters of PV
systems collect various data for the system owners or customers, which may nol be at the time
resolutions necessary for some utility applications, but can still help to supplement and validate
' The HECO Companies' Tariff Rule I4H: requires SCADA for systems above 250 kW
for the MECO and HELCO utilities; requires SCADA for systems above 1 MW and allows
SCADA for systems between 1 MW and 250 kW for the HECO utility; and disallows SCADA
for systems at or below 250 kW.

the utility's monitoring and modeling tools. PV Subgroup members pursued various efforts to
facilitate such added beneficial use of this data, including: contacting solar companies and
inverter manufacturers to survey the monitoring capabilities of PV systems; helping to identify
specific PV systems with favorable datasets (in terms of quality of data and length of record) in
the priority, high-penetration areas the HECO Companies identified; drafting a waiver form for
customers and developers to agree to provide the data; initiating the contact and conversation
with the customers and developers; engaging PV data experts to check and process the data; and
facilitating the delivery of data to the HECO Companies.

Work Going Forward
The HECO Companies, in collaboration with industry and other stakeholders, will
continue to develop the HECO Companies' PV monitoring network by identifying (1) addilional
needs for monitoring data in feeders or regions and (2) opportunities to obtain that data by
deploying additional utility field monitors or gathering owner- or customer-collected data and
engaging developers and customers to facilitate any necessary cooperation.
The latest amendments to HECO Companies' Tariff Rule 14H in December 2011
included a provision. Appendix I, § 2.g, which reserves the utility's right, after the
interconnection ofa generating facility
to require the installation of, or modifications to, equipment determined by the
utility to be necessary to facilitate the delivery of reliable electric service to its
customers, provided that the costs associated with such post interconnection
installation or modifications shall be paid by the utility or through other
mechanisms approved by the Commission.
The PV Subgroup believes that this provision affords the utility appropriate authorit>' lo
install additional monitoring equipment at specific PV syslem sites as necessary lo improve its
monitoring coverage for a feeder or region.
In sum, the approach described above of installing monitoring equipment at individual
sites as needed to support broader utility monitoring and modeling efforts under the Proactive
Approach offers a practical, productive, and prudent way forward to facilitate the integration of
distributed PV resources, which the PV Subgroup supports and recommends.

RSWC PV-DG Subgroup
Summary of Proposal for Proactive Review Approach

Background and Basis for Recommendations: As a result of dynamic market trends
and technological advances, the HECO Companies are responding to increasing levels of
distributed generation (DG) on their distribution systems. To contend with the pace of
DG requests, a new proactive and holistic approach to interconnections and distribution
system planning is needed for Hawai'i utilities to safely and reliably address high
penetrations of DG resources.
Currently, the HECO Companies" Interconneciion Tariff Rule I4H uses the proxies "15%
of peak load" and "50% of minimum load" (recently increased to 75% of minimum
daytime load for certain systems as part of NEM Express) to screen Inlerconnection
Applications for potential impacts to safety, reliability and power quality. Such proxies
may unintentionally create the appearance of artificial caps on inlerconnection and may
impact customer expectations about the abilit>' to install DG systems, like solar
photovoltaic (PV). The 2008 Energy Agreement between the HECO Companies and
Slate of Hawai'i representatives recognized the need to move beyond proxies in
providing that "for those circuits where interconnection requests (particulariy for PV)
approach the 15% limit, the utility will perform . . . analysis to determine whether the
limit can be increased." Id. at 28.
Interconnection reviews traditionally proceed in response to interconnection applications
being submitted for specific proposed projects. Al the same time, the utilities also
traditionally conduct transmission and distribution system planning reviews to provide a
more comprehensive view of system changes. Such distribution planning, however,
traditionally views DG as "negative load" rather than generation resources to be
considered in planning and equipment upgrade decisions. This approach contributes to
the reactive nature of DG inlerconnection and is becoming increasingly unfeasible as
Hawai'i reaches higher levels of DG penetration.
Since 2009, the HECO Companies have been continuing to take steps towards facilitating
interconnection reviews through improved monitoring and modeling and implementing
various proactive planning measures discussed herein, collectively referred lo as the
Proactive Review Approach, or Proactive Approach.
The RSWG PV Subgroup supports and recommends this Proactive Approach to the
larger RSWG and the PUC as the next evolutionary step in renewable DG
interconnection, and towards the clean energy grid ofthe future. (See attached
conceptual figure.) The PV Subgroup recognizes that the Proactive Approach may
require time to implement within the utility processes and consideration of additional
proposals including: modifications of program and interconnection tariffs, selective
deployment of monitoring equipment, staff training, public outreach, and determinations
of reasonable cost recovery by the utility.

The PV Subgroup recommends that the PUC consider such approvals as may be
necessary and prudent to enable reliable adoption of distributed resources and successful
implementation ofthe Proactive Approach.
Purpose: The Proactive Approach aims to coordinate and mutually enhance the utilities'
functions of (1) interconnection and (2) transmission and distribution planning in order to
anticipate and plan for the interconnection of higher penetration levels of DG and account
for their aggregated impacts on the system. Specifically, the utility wiil employ enhanced
tools for modeling distributed PV to inform both system and distribution level planning
and operations. Enhancement areas include: assessing potential system and regional
level impacts due to high penetrations; evaluating impacts to dispatch and generation,
reserve planning, and response lo ramping events; informing and streamlining the
distribution level inlerconnection process; and helping to identify circuit penetration
capabilities, potential issues, and necessar)' upgrades.
The overall goal is to create a more transparent and efficient process for interconnecting
higher levels of DG while maintaining safety, reliabilit)', and power quality across the
transmission and distribution infrastructure. This will benefit all parties involved,
including customers, developers, utilities, as well as the broader public.
The Proactive Approach will enable numerous advancements, including:
•

More accurate understanding ofthe currently feasible penetration capability of ihe
distribution system, including any engineering safety margins, based on actual
measured (or observed) feeder conditions instead of proxy figures:

•

Greater and more reliable facilitation of renewable DG interconnection and
attendant progress towards the state's clean energy goals;

•

Better informed and engaged customers and developers with the ability to check
online the updated, current feeder availability (kWs or MWs of available capacity
remaining) to interconnect DG;

•

More transparent and accessible inlerconnection process, where customers and
developers will be able lo understand the opportunities for interconnection, or
anticipate the need for additional review such as an interconnection requirements
study (IRS), before submitting an Interconnection Applicalion;

•

Streamlined interconneciion, where the utility "gets ahead o f potential circuii
and system issues that may arise resulting from high penetrations al a more
comprehensive level rather than the traditional, piecemeal approach;

•

More systematic interconnection review, where the utility conducts forwardlooking analysis based on field-monitored data, including data gathered from
customers and industry, to inform the interconnection review process, assess and

narrow potential issues, and develop any mitigation options and solutions, as
required;
•

More cost-effective interconnections, where enhanced modeling and monitoring
capabilities supported by customer and industry data provide a more efficient and
consistent method to evaluate high feeder penetrations and aggregated system
impacts and devise cost-effective options that can address systemic issues and
broad benefits tor many projects;

•

Increased visibility into the location and impacis of DG on the utilities' systems,
which carries a number of benefits, including, for example, more targeted
solutions and intelligences in applying solutions such as load shedding.

Proactive Approach Review Process:
1. Coordination with I4H Process: The Proactive Approach will supplement, and not
supplant, the HECO Companies' 14H interconnection review process. The Proactive
Approach will provide insight into the penetration capabilities ofthe distribution
system, solutions and strategies to facilitate higher penetration capabilities, and
outstanding issues for further project-specific review. This will inform the projectspecific interconnection review process under 14H. which may continue to proceed
on a parallel course. The Proactive Approach is not a "group or cluster study" or
project-specific study, where the utility requires specific details in response to
proposed projects. Rather, the Proactive Approach will work alongside the 14H
interconnection process to facilitate and inform the interconneciion process through
proactive monitoring and tracking of high penetration and system reliability issues in
order to better highlight potential issues and alleviate delays and burdens.
2. Enhanced Modeling: The Proactive Approach uses enhanced utility models
currently being developed and validated to account for DG, particularly PV, on the
distribution syslem. These models utilize field-monitored information incorporating
the solar resource and PV generation at key "nodal" locations to refine and validate
assessment of impacts. To support the modeling etTorts, the utilities are installing
monitoring devices, gathering SCADA data on PV production from large projects,
and requesting available monitoring from customers and developers. Inlbmiation
will provide greater visibility to distributed PV generation characteristics and enable
more accurate analysis under the Proactive Approach.
3. Interconnection Queue: As part ofthe Proactive Approach, the utility shall, in
consultation with stakeholders, work to establish and utilize a single interconnection
queue for all projects seeking inlerconnection to the distribution system. The
interconneciion queue will help establish an annual "Base Case" for consideration in
the proactive analysis to understand potential distribution upgrades that may be
needed.

4. Base Case: During a designated period each year generally correlating with the
timeframe for annual distribution planning (see "Timing of Annual Review." infra),
utility will establish a Base Case of anticipated DG development for each cluster of
distribution feeders on their grids. A cluster is a group of electrically related
distribution feeders in a particular geographic area.
The Base Case will consider projects from all programs under which projects are
seeking iniercormeciion affecting the distribution system (i.e., those projects already
in the inlerconnection queue, including any transmission-level projects that may
impact the DG interconnection capabilities in the region). This recognizes that the
proposed projects in the interconnection queue may not all be ultimately installed, but
nonetheless provides a useful starling point for gauging interconnection demand. The
Base Case establishes a planning baseline and does not constitute a detailed project
study.
The Base Case may also include an anticipated number of distribution projects that
may enter the queue during the planning period, which under annual distribution
planning looks ahead about a year. The anticipated increase in installed capacity may
be based on the utility's Integrated Resource Plan or other forecasts ofthe expected
growth in distribution-interconnected projects in a particular year's distribution
planning period. The Base Case may also include any anticipated demand response
programs, energy efficiency installations, changes in load profiles or other issues that
may affect the loading ofa particular cluster or line [e.g., entry of electric vehicle
loads).
5. Application ofthe Base Case to Feeder Clusters: The utility shall analyze the
penetration capabilities for each feeder cluster, using the Base Case along with the
models utilities are developing to account for PV generation on their distribution
systems. Among other information, the utility shall conduct simulations to help
assess the penetration level of DG. particularly PV. that the cluster can accommodate
withoui upgrades, specific issues for thai cluster that require further review under the
project-specific iniercormeciion process, and upgrade oplion(s) appropriate for the
cluster to enable higher penetrations. Additionally, the utility shall analyze the effect
ofthe base case on safety, reliability, and power quality ofthe grid, and curtailment to
the existing and proposed renewable projects.
6. Penetration Capabilities: The utility will establish the existing capability of each
feeder cluster to absorb additional PV withoui upgrades. The penetration capability
for PV will be stated as a percentage ofthe highest (or "peak") minimum daytime
load. This recognizes that existing PV generation decreases the net minimum
daytime load, and that the highest minimum daytime load most closely equates to the
actual gross minimum load without the effects ofthe existing PV. The penetration
capability for other generation technologies will be stated as a percentage of
minimum load during the period that the generation is available. The penetration
capability for feeder clusters may include an engineering safety factor.

Distinct from the current proxy levels in interconnection procedures (e.g., 15% of
peak load and 50% of minimum load), the penetration capability will establish, based
on actual analysis, the feeder availability. The feeder availability is the maximum
kW or MW value of DG, particularly PV, that can be interconnected to a feeder with
the existing equipment on that feeder, including protection and control equipment.
In order for this system of measuring penetration capabilities in terms of percentages
of minimum load to work, the utilities must establish and maintain the abilily to
measure minimum loads on their distribution systems. The HECO Companies have
largely, but not completely, installed such capability. To this end, the utility shall
continue to install the necessary equipmeni to measure load profiles on feeders with
priority focus on existing high penetration feeders and moving to feeders with DG at
or above a threshold of 10% of peak feeder load.
7. Informing of Upgrades: Where application ofthe Base Case results in an amount of
generation that exceeds the penetration capability ofa feeder cluster without
upgrades, the Proactive Approach may be used to help evaluate options to upgrade
the distribution infrastructure in order to accommodate the Base Case amount of
growih of projected DG. Note: IRS studies may still be necessar)' for project specific
needs, as determined by the utility. If upgrades are needed, the utility shall deiermine
the best way lo implement such upgrades and allocate the costs, as allowed by law
and tariff In any event, the utility should inform the customers and developers in the
Interconnection Queue for the Base Case of its delermination of any necessar}'
upgrades and provide appropriate opportunities to proceed with interconnections
through the intercomiection process.
[There are a number of open issues yet to be resolved in this proposal. These issues
include clarification of how costs will be allocated to the new generators that seek
interconnection and the tariff changes thai may be required to implement the
approach.]
8. Online Information: The utility shall provide appropriate online information where
customers and developers can input addresses and view their interconnection status,
feeder penetration range and known upgrades using online utility" DG tracking tools
such as the location value maps (LVM). The goal is to provide customers and
developers with a publicly accessible and transparent system of understanding present
and potential penetration capabilities and minimize misinlerpretation of any perceived
or arbitrary feeder caps.
9. Narrowing of Issues: In addition to the penetration capabilities and upgrades above,
the Proactive Approach will help identify any issues requiring further review in the
project-specific interconnection process under Rule 14H. This will facilitate the Rule
14H process by narrowing the scope of interconnection review to an already
previewed set of issues. This preview under the Proactive Approach may inform each
slage ofthe Rule 14H interconneciion process, including Initial Technical Review,
Supplemental Review, and the Interconnection Requirements Study.

10. Timing of Annual Review: The Proactive Approach review process will occur in a
consistent timeframe each year, targeted around May through July, which dovetails
with the HECO Companies' process for transmission and distribution planning
reviews conducted during 1'^' quarter of each year (January through April) and the PV
industry's end-of-year tax deadlines. The HECO Companies shall work to make the
timeframe for the Proactive Approach review consistent across all the utilities. The
completion of this process by June confonns with the timeframes for renewable
development, under which the viability of projects must be known sufficiently far in
advance ofthe tax deadlines at the end ofthe year.
11. Timing of Rollout: The Proactive Approach will take time to implement and put into
practice, realizing that it is in everyone's best interests to achieve this goal under an
expeditious timeframe. The HECO Companies are already moving ahead with
conducting cluster studies in key areas of current or anticipated high penetration and
DG growth, using the new cluster-based methodology, additional field data, and
enhanced planning models. Since the Proactive Approach process is designed to
work in parallel with the Rule 14H interconnection process, as the feeder cluster
evaluations are completed for each ofthe islands, the information shall be made
available to support the Rule 14H process. Solutions such as improved penetration
capabilities or upgrade options shall be applied on an ongoing basis as they are
identified.
The following outlines the basic timeframe for establishing and implementing the
framework for the Proactive Approach:
a. HECO:
i. 2013 P' Q proactive review for 3-4 clusters in O'ahu complete,
inclusive of feeder monitoring device installations
ii. 2013 3^'' Q, completion for all clusters (estimated 15-20) by
summer 2013 with ongoing installation of monitoring devices al
priority locations.
b, MECO:

i. 2013 1^' Q proactive review for 1-2 high demand feeders on Maui
complete, inclusive of feeder monitoring device installations
ii. 2014 2'"'Q completion for all clusters on Maui (estimated 8-10)
with ongoing installations of monitoring devices at priority
locations
iii. 2013 4'^ Q begin Molokai and Lanai modeling efforts to initiate
cluster evaluations with completion of islands by 2015 P' Q.
c. HELCO:
2013 r ' Q proactive review for 1-2 high demand feeders on
Hawai'i complete. Inclusive of feeder monitoring device
installations

ii. 2015 2'"^ Q completion of all clusters (estimated 10-15) with
ongoing installations of monitoring devices al priority locations
d. 2015 3^'' Q, all islands on Proactive Approach track and annual review
cycle.

The Department of Business, Economic Development, and Tourism's
Comments Regarding the Proactive Approach
At the December 11, 2012 Reliability Standards Working Group ("RSWG") meeting, the
Department of Business, Economic Development, and Tourism {"DBEDT") voted in favor of the
Photovoltaics {"PV") Subgroup's Proactive Approach. Pursuant to the procedures outlined in the
Independent Facilitator's December 12, 2012 email, DBEDT offers the following written comments to
memorialize the comments it made at the October 24, 2012 and December 11, 2012 RSWG meetings on
the need to ensure transparency in the Proactive Approach process.
DBEDT voted in favor ofthe Proactive Approach because DBEDT supports its goal of
coordinating, on a forward-looking basis, the HECO Companies' interconnection, distribution and
transmission planning functions. DBEDT believes that proactively planning for higher penetration levels
of Distributed Generation, load and proposed renewable projects is consistent with the State's interest in
reliably integrating the maximum amount of renewable resources into the Hawaii systems.
DBEDT's support for the Proactive Approach is premised on the understanding that the Proactive
Approach will be an open and transparent process that provides all interested parties an opportunity to
participate, review the information produced during such processes, and submit comments. In fact, prior
to voting in favor of the Proactive Approach, DBEDT noted that the proposal provides some assurances
on the transparency and collaborative nature of some Proactive Approach activities, but is silent as to
others, and asked for assurances in this regard. From the response DBEDT received, and the associated
discussion, DBEDT understood that the Proactive Approach proposed by the HECO Companies would be
an open process and may follow a process similar to that used for transmission planning by the Western
Electricity Coordinating Council ("WECC"), while recognizing the distinction between the level of
information shared by transmission planning and distribution planning organizations. DBEDT is not
wedded to strict adhesion to the WECC process so long as the process meets the larger goal of ensuring
a meaningfully open and collaborative information sharing and planning process. A process that allows
alt interested parties an opportunity to receive information and provide meaningful comment on activities
such as the development ofthe base case, penetration capability analysis, and analysis ofthe effect of
the base case on reliability and curtailment related to existing and proposed renewable projects, will
promote the collaborative review and transparency that the renewable grid of the future requires. It may
also reduce concerns of unbridled discretion with respect to the HECO Companies' determination on
related issues noted in the Proactive Approach, such as to the best method for implementing upgrades.
DBEDT believes that the Proactive Approach process should also be formalized, either as part of
a utility tariff or other order of the Hawaii Public Utilities Commission ("PUC"). Some of the procedures
that DBEDT believes should be considered as part of this formalized process include procedures for
interested parties to receive information regarding, and comment on, the base case developed by the
HECO Companies. Parties should also be permitted to receive information regarding, and comment on,
identified opportunities where infrastructure upgrades can accommodate Distributed Generation and load.
In addition to the opportunity to comment, reporting requirements are necessary to provide parties
confidence that the Proactive Approach meets the stated goal of benefitting all parties involved, including
customers, developers and utilities, as well as the broader public. Reasonable measures could also be
adopted to protect confidential data produced as part of the Proactive Approach process. While DBEDT
appreciates that the Proactive Approach proposes periodic updates to the PUC on the progress in
implementing the Proactive Approach, timeliness of other processes, such as for the annual review and
information sharing, would need to be considered to ensure adequate notice and opportunity to plan
based on and/or comment on the information developed.
If properly implemented, DBEDT submits that the PV Subgroup's Proactive Approach could serve
as a useful tool in continuing the State's efforts to use a collaborative approach to developing procedures
aimed at allowing efficient interconnection and ensuring safe and reliable operation ofthe utility-owned
distribution systems. Therefore, for the reasons set forth above, DBEDT voted in support of the Proactive
Approach. DBEDT recommends that the PUC consider the procedures DBEDT identified in determining
whether to approve the Proactive Approach.

